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WELCOME FROM THE TECHNICAL CHAIR
Welcome to ANZIIS 2003!
Earlier this year, we decided to hold ANZIIS jointly with DICTA to allow us to reduce costs by sharing
infrastructure and prominent invited speakers. We also thought that this would encourage the sharing
of ideas and the latest research in a wider community. As the year progressed, we were asked to handle
the papers which had been submitted to MEDSIP when this conference was cancelled. As a result of
this three-way consolidation, I am certain that the combined conference will be the largest of its kind
ever held in Australia.
The organisation of the joint conference itself and the electronic reviewing and submission of papers
has been something of a challenge, but I am certain that we now have an exciting technical program
embracing the latest international research. Indeed, the number of international participants at ANZIIS
2003 is extremely high by historical standards with participants flying in from Asia, Europe, and North
America.
All technical papers were peer refereed by up to four members of our international program committee.
We had 110 submissions to ANZIIS, but have accepted only 78 for the proceedings. There are two
parallel oral streams and two poster sessions — the oral and poster papers receive equal prominence in
the proceedings. Finally, participants at ANZIIS will receive free membership of the Australian Pattern
Recognition Society for one year including newsletter subscription and discounts to coming technical
events.
I would like to thank Anthony Maeder, Duncan Campbell, and Clinton
Fookes for their marvellous organisational and technical support at the
Brisbane node. I must also thank the DICTA team in Sydney who have
performed remarkably considering the size and complexity of the event.
Hope to catch up with all of you at some stage. Please enjoy ANZIIS
2003.

Brian Lovell
Technical Chair ANZIIS 2003
President of the Australian Pattern Recognition Society
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FOREWORD FROM THE PUBLICITY CHAIR
Welcome to ANZIIS 2003!
This year marks the tenth anniversary of ANZIIS and represents a significant milestone for the
fledgling conference of 1993 in Perth, Australia. ANZIIS owes its existence to Professor Yianni
Attikouzel who, through his dedication and inspiration, brought ANZIIS to life. ANZIIS has since been
hosted in Dunedin (New Zealand), Brisbane, Adelaide and three times back in its birthplace of Perth.
This brings us to this eighth Australian and New Zealand Conference on Intelligent Information
Systems being held at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia.
This year, we seized upon the opportunity to co-host ANZIIS with DICTA which has given a rich
blend of technical topics. We are also pleased to include MEDSIP papers which embed the strong
medical theme synonymous with previous ANZIIS conferences.
The organizing committee is delighted with the number of quality paper submissions, the relevance of
the papers with the themed technical topics, and the number of delegates in a climate of reduced
conference participation given recent global events.
We are fortunate to have Professor Yianni Attikouzel delivering the conference dinner speech. I am
sure he will live up to his infamous style of humorous anecdotes threaded within topical research
activities and trends. We are also fortunate to have Professor Tony Constantinides, Imperial College,
London, delivering his keynote talk, Hilbert, Poisson and other Relationships and we look forward to
attaining greater insight into that topic.
I would like to acknowledge the organizing and technical committees for their contribution to the
conference and in applying the high standards that ANZIIS deserves. It was a privilege to work with
Anthony Maeder (General Chair), Brian Lovell (Technical Chair), Clinton Fookes and Andrew Keir
who, as a team, tirelessly got the conference up and going. Brian tried out his new on-line paper
submission and reviewing system which is a brilliant piece of work in progress. Our gratitude also goes
to our DICTA colleagues for their support, hard work and liaison to get the two conferences seamlessly
running together.
Finally, and on behalf of the organizing committee, I would like to thank
the authors, presenters and conference delegates for their participation
and contribution to what promises to be a most successful and productive
conference. I look forward to meeting you during this and future ANZIIS
conferences.

Duncan Campbell
Publicity Chair ANZIIS 2003
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Image Compression Based Upon Independent Component Analysis:
Generation of Self-Aligned ICA Bases
Yasuo Matsuyama, Ryo Kawamura, Hiroaki Kataoka, Naoto Katsumata,
Kenzo Tojima, Hideaki Ishijima, and Keita Shimoda
Department of Computer Science, Waseda University
Tokyo, 169-8555 Japan
{yasuo2, ryo@asagi, pp kataoka@moegi, katsu@ruri,
k-tojima@toki, suzaku@toki, kei215@asagi}.waseda.jp

Abstract

Organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
2, the ICA problem is formulated. The role of the ICA
basis set is elucidated. The permutation indeterminacy, which essentially exists in the ordinary ICA, is
explained. Presentation of the ICA model for image
construction is also given. Then, in Section 3, preprocessing, orthonormalization, and ordinary ICA algorithms are explained to assist later explanations on
improved methods. In Section 4, The ICA learning
with weak guidance is presented. This partial supervision is eﬀective to the reduction of the permutation
indeterminacy, whose step is necessary for the application of ICA bases. In Section 5, experiments on digital
images are executed. The ICA image bases are successfully aligned by reﬂecting spatial frequencies. Experiments show that the ICA bases are promising in
the image compression as the theory predicts. Section
6 gives concluding remarks with prospects of future
studies.

Generation of the ordered set of ICA bases (Independent Component Analysis bases) and its applications
to image compression are discussed. The ICA bases
have similar properties to existing orthogonal bases.
Orthogonal bases generate uncorrelated coeﬃcients,
while, the ICA bases bring about independent coeﬃcients. The independence is stronger than the
uncorrelatedness. Therefore, the ICA bases can extract
source information better. One diﬃculty using ICA
is the permutation indeterminacy among these bases.
This paper presents partially supervised learning for
generating self-aligned ICA bases. It is observed that:
(i) Each basis reﬂects edges and textures like the early
vision. (ii) Bases can be self-aligned in the sense of
spatial frequency. (iii) Coeﬃcients of the bases can
be used for image compression. Experiments show
that (iv) the set of ICA image bases is a well-qualiﬁed
alternative to existing orthogonal ones.

2. Problem Formulation of ICA
1. Introduction

2.1. Mixture of Independent Components

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [1] is a
method of multivariate analysis to decompose measured data into independent components. It is a class
of learning algorithms from data. Its application is
wide including images, speech, music signals and so
on. Therefore, ICA has received much attention from
communities of adaptive learning and multimedia processing. This paper contributes to these ﬁelds by showing a new method to obtain ICA image bases and novel
applications to image compression.

In the problem of ICA, a vector random variable
x = [x1 , · · · , xn ]T

(1)

is assumed to be generated by another random variable
s = [s1 , · · · , sn ]T

(2)

by the following mixture.
x = As = [a1 · · · , an ]s =

3

n

i=1 ai si

(3)

The matrix A and the vector s are both unknown except for the following information.

2. [Whitening] Observed data are then transformed
to z = V x so that E[zz T ] = I. Here, E stands for
the expectation. We use V = D −1/2 E T in our experiments. Here, D is a diagonal matrix whose elements are eigenvalues of E[xxT ]. E is the matrix
whose columns are corresponding eigenvectors.

(a) The components si and sj are independent each
other for i = j.
(b) The components si , (i = 1, · · · , n), are nonGaussian except for at most one i.

3. [Orthonormalization] Another transformation is
the orthonormalization: W ← (W W T )−1/2 W .
This is an expensive computation, however, the
merits of U = W T and W T W = I are obtained.

Under the above conditions, we want to estimate a
demixing matrix
W = ΛΠA−1

(4)

3.2. First-Stage Learning Algorithm

so that the components yi , (i = 1, · · · , n), of
W x = y = [y1 , · · · , yn ]T
def

Estimation or learning of W from observed data is
performed by the following iteration:

(5)

are independent each other. Here, Λ is a nonsingular
diagonal matrix which decides components’ scale, and
Π is a permutation matrix. These matrices are unknown too. This property is called the indeterminacy,
which essentially exists in the ICA formulation. In this
paper, such indeterminacy will be carefully avoided.

W new = f (W old ),

(8)

W new = W old + ∆W .

(9)

or equivalently,

The updated vector W new can be obtained by optimizing statistical measures for the independence [2] ∼
[7].
We gave necessary explanations on the ﬁrst-stage
algorithm for W except for the following. We are
given sample image patches rather than an abstract
random variable in a probability space. Therefore, we
need to write down these samples in matrix forms:
X = [x(1), · · · , x(m)], S = [s(1), · · · , s(m)], and Y =
[y(1), · · · , y(m)]. Thus, the data generation model is
expressed by
X = AS.
(10)

2.2. ICA bases
Column vectors of W −1 = U can be interpreted
as ICA bases since the following equality holds for the
observed data x.
n
(6)
x = U y = [u1 , · · · , un ]y = i=1 ui yi
def

In order to save notational alphabets, U is re-expressed
by A hereafter, and so is y by s. This is applied only
if there is no confusion.
When an ICA basis ai is used in image processing, it is interpreted as a two dimensional patch
m
{{ai (x, y)}m
x=1 }y=1 . Then, each pixel is modeled by
n
(7)
I(x, y) = i=1 ai (x, y)si ,

Then, the ﬁrst-stage learning algorithm becomes as follows.
[First-stage learning algorithm]
[Step 1 (Preprocessing 1)]
Obtain a sample matrix X as a training data set.
Normalize each column vector to be zero mean and unit
variance.

where n = m2 . Once the ICA bases are learned from
data, they are ﬁxed. Therefore, {si }ni=1 are subject to
coding for image compression.

[Step 2 (Preprocessing 2: Whitening)]
Obtain Whitening Matrix V from X, and compute
Z = V X.

3. ICA Learning Algorithms
3.1. Preprocessing and Orthonormalization

[Step 3 (Initialization)]
Choose an orthonormalized initial value for W .

Observed data are preprocessed in the following way
so that the estimate of W converges properly.

[Step 4 (Update 1)]
Update W by (8) or (9).
[Step 5 (Update 2)]
Orthonormalize the matrix W .

1. [Mean and variance normalization] Observed data
are normalized to have the zero mean and the unit
variance.

[Step 6 (Convergence check)]

4

Check to see if convergence is achieved. Otherwise
repeat Steps 4 and 5.

4.2. Indeterminacy Reduction II: Weak Guidance

[Step 7 (Resulting matrices)]
Resulting matrices are obtained by

Resulting ICA bases as a topographic map show an
intriguing visual pattern. But, a very important indeterminacy is not yet resolved. A human can instantly
ﬁnd the position of the central basis corresponding to
the lowest spatial frequency, however, machines can not
do so instantly. Therefore, we need a further important mechanism to reduce such indeterminacy. This is
the method of weak guidance as a partially supervised
learning. Such a method was ﬁrst used in the distillation of brain maps from fMRI data [9], [10].

and

W stage1 = W V ,

(11)

Astage1 = (W V )−1 = V −1 W T .

(12)

It is necessary to comment here that:
(i) The ﬁrst-stage algorithm still inherits the permutation indeterminacy. We need further learning
algorithms which does not suﬀer from this indeterminacy.

[Weak Guidance]
First, we prepare a teacher signal, or a reference pattern, as a matrix R̄. Then, we compute U = V −1 W T .
The increment by the teacher signal is

(ii) In the image compression, the matrix
Y data = W stage1 X data

(13)

∆U = V {λ(R̄ − U )}.

is encoded to Ŷ data . Decoded is then
X̂ data = Astage1 Ŷ data .

Here, λ is a learning parameter. Then, the update term
for the weak guidance is computed by

(14)

∆W wg = −W ∆U W .

4. Learning Under Weak Guidance

4.3. Total Learning Algorithm

The above Astage1 could be used as a set of image
compression bases, if one would dare to check manually the whole matrix pattern, and if high performance
is not required. Thus, the bases are more suitable for
the image compression if they have ordered by spatial
frequencies precisely. Therefore, we consider to use the
resulting image bases as an initial set for further learning modiﬁcation. This is allowed since the image bases
need not be computed on-line but to be stored in the
encoder-decoder pair. There is one more evidence to
support this: All computation in this paper can be carried out by a conventional personal computer, which
will be understood in Section 5.
The ﬁrst step to obtain an aligned image basis set is
to modify the matrix W stage1 by using the topographic
ICA [8]. In this case, (9) is used with the following
computation:

ri =

n

n
T 2
k=1 h(i, k)G (
j=1 h(k, j)(w j z )).


(18)

Readers are requested refer to [9] or [10] for the derivation of (17) and (18).

4.1. Indeterminacy Reduction I: Topographic
Alignment of ICA Bases

∆w i = ηE[z(w Ti z)ri ],

(17)

By the preceding preparations, the total algorithm
to obtain the ICA bases can be described as follows.
[Step 1 (Learning parameters)]
Control rules of the small learning parameters η > 0
and λ > 0 are decided. The rules can be arbitrary as
long as (i) η increases and saturates. (ii) λ decreases.
[Step 2 (Weak guidance)]
Compute the updated matrix with the weak guidance
W ← W + ∆W wg .

(19)

[Step 3 (Topographical map)]
Compute the updated matrix with the topographic
constraint

(15)

W ← W + ∆W tp .

(16)

(20)

[Step 4 (Convergence check)]
Check to see if the matrix update is converged. If
not, then the iteration is repeated on Steps 2 and 3
after the update of λ, η, and W .

On the choices of G(y) and h(i, j), readers are requested refer to [8]. Hereafter, the update matrix by
(15) is denoted by ∆W tp .
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5. Experimental Results
5.1. ICA Image Bases with Self-Alignment
All necessary tools were given in the preceding sections. We can now apply them to real images. Training
data for the ICA bases contain many images such as
natural images, screen text images, and animations.
Figure 1 illustrates the ICA bases obtained by the to-

Figure 2. Self-aligned image bases by the
weak guidance.

(b) Bases are balanced because of the centering by the
weak guidance.
Item (a) can be observed from Figure 3 which was obtained from Figure 2 by the clockwise spiral sorting
started from the origin, the north west of the four central bases. This ﬁgure clearly shows a self-aligned ordering from low to high spatial frequencies which has
the following merit:

Figure 1. Image bases only by the topographic method.

(c) Users of this set can understand the role of each
basis in a linearly ordered sense. High-frequency
bases may correspond to noisy patterns. Such a
merit will be utilized in Section 5.3.

pographic method alone, i.e., without the weak guidance. Each basis is of 8 × 8 pixels so that the size is
compatible with usual JPEG and JPEG2000. As can
be observed, the basis of the lowest spatial frequency
is located oﬀ-centered in the two dimensional array.
This position can not be speciﬁed in advance. Therefore, the human perception is still necessary to identify
where the exact center is. Besides, the obtained ICA
bases are ineﬃcient since the center is near the corner
of the array.
Figure 2 shows the resulting self-aligned ICA bases
by our weak guidance method. The ﬁrst basis is located at the north west of the four central bases. Lowfrequency bases are concentrated around the center of
the two-dimensional array. High-frequency bases are
located at the corners. This was speciﬁed to be so
by virtue of the weak guidance. We call such a class
of bases the ICA ripplet set, or simply the ripplet set.
The ripplet set is readily applicable to the image compression due to the following properties.
(a) Ordering from low to high spatial frequencies is
completed.

Figure 3. Aligned image bases.
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5.3. Image Compression

Figures 1 to 3 can claim the similarity to the receptive ﬁeld properties [11]. Not only appreciating such
an intriguing similarity, but we pay attention to the
self-aligned ICA bases of Figures 2 and 3 on the use for
the image compression.

Here, we discuss the case of variable-length coding
based upon the run-length and Huﬀman coding. The
source to be compressed is the matrix
S = [s1 , · · · , sM ].

5.2. Distribution of Coefficients

(21)

Here, si is the vector coeﬃcient for one patch in the
source image. Therefore, M = 3750 for a 600 × 400
pixel image since (600/8) × (400/8) = 3750. The vector si is quantized in group. The quantization is set to
be granular if a coeﬃcient is for a low spatial frequency.
On the other hand, the quantization is rough if the coeﬃcient is for higher frequencies. Quantized zeroes appear frequently because of the sparseness explained in
Section 5.2. Then, we denote the resulting coeﬃcient
matrix by S̃. We found that quantized zeroes run consecutively if we raster scan this S̃ vertically because of
the property explained in Item (c) of Section 5.1: Highfrequency bases correspond to noisy patterns. Therefore, run-length coding is eﬀective. Huﬀman coding is
used for non-zeroes.

Source images are reconstructed by using Equation
(7). We remind readers here that the relationship on
the ICA image bases: A−1 ← W . Since the image
bases are not altered any more, they are memorized
in the encoder and the decoder. In the encoder, coeﬃcients si are obtained by S = A−1 X. Here, each
column vector of X corresponds to an image patch.
Then, encoded values of elements si in S are transmitted (in a two dimensional form, si,j ).
The distribution of s is {8 × 8 = 64}-dimensional
which is unable to illustrate visually. But, the ﬂatness
of the distribution can be estimated from the histogram
of si,j . If the distribution of si,j were nearly ﬂat, there
would be very little possibility for data compression because of high entropy. Therefore, we have to examine
the distribution on real images. Figure 4 is the result140000
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Figure 5. Uncompressed image.
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Figure 4. Distribution of coefficients to be encoded.

ing distribution obtained from an image outside of the
training data. The horizontal axis shows values of si .
The vertical axis shows the number of appearances, i.e.,
the frequency. As can be observed, this distribution
is far from ﬂat. It is highly super-Gaussian reﬂecting
the nature of the ICA transformation of images. This
means that most of si are centered around zero. Few
important numbers are distant from zero. Therefore,
we can judge that the distribution of s is very sparse.
This property encourages us with the anticipation that
the encoding for data compression will be eﬀective.

Figure 6. Compressed image 1.
Figures 5 is a source image selected from [12]. Figure
6 is a compressed image by this paper’s method. The
compressed image has the performance of SNRpp =
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Abstract
This paper describes an improved Stochastic Competitive Evolutionary Neural Tree (SCENT). Adaptive Pruning algorithm is introduced. The idea is to construct the
optimal neural tree structure with a two-phase pruning
algorithm, which penalise the incompetent clusterer. The
comparative results suggest that the method is fairly
efficient in terms of simple structure, fast learning speed
and relatively high clustering performances.

These counters defined neural tree should grow children
or sibling once. It is decisioned that growth is to be allowed. When a node is allowed to grow, then its inner
counter will be greater than its outer counter and it creates two children. Otherwise, it produces a sibling node.
The process of growth is illustrated in Figure 1.

Keywords
Stochasticity, Dynamic Neural Tree Network, Hierarchical Clustering, Pruning.
INTRODUCTION
The original motivation and objective for using the adaptive pruning, was mainly trying to optimise the clustering performance by penalise the insufficient clusterer.
The improved model is improved the idea of the Stochastic Competitive Evolutionary Neural Tree (SCENT)
which provides hierarchical classification of unlabelled
data. The network produces stable classificatory structures by repeatedly restructuring the insufficient branch
of the classification tree based on internal relation between members.
Stochastic Competitive Evolutionary Neural Tree
(SCENT) model [7, 8] attempts to combine the advantages of using a tree structure, and of growing the network. SCENT show promise in their ability to produce
stable yet flexible hierarchical structures.
The nature of the hierarchical structure and the quality
of the final classification produced by the networks is,
however, very strongly influenced by the values given to
externally set parameters. The SCENT network does not
require externally set parameters, it is therefore able to
explore data sets without external influence.

Figure 1. The wining leaf node can grow, (a) children
nodes are growth, called downgrowth and (b) sidegrowth in which sibling node is growth.

Figure 2. The SCENT models, nodes that are ineffective can be pruned (on the left) when it is also removed (on the right).

STOCHASTIC COMPETITIVE EVOLUTIONARY
NEURAL TREE (SCENT)
Top-Level Algorithm
In SCENT [7, 8], the evolution of the neural tree starts
the original root node produces a child group which has
2 randomly positioned children. They have tolerance
(the radius of its classificatory hypersphere) set to standard deviation of input vectors and its position is set to
the mean of input vectors.

This algorithm is called Top-Level Algorithm which a
recursive search through the tree is made for a winning
branch of the tree. Each node which win of branch is
moved top-down towards from input data using the standard competitive neural network update rule. The weight
vectors of leaf nodes provide bottom level code-vectors
the higher level nodes give representations of the centroids of their corresponding clusters.

There are two counters, calls inner and outer, which
count the number time of classified input vector from
distance of within or outside tolerance respectively.

Pruning algorithms are divided that two section, short
term and long term for efficiently delete. The short-term
pruning, nodes are immediately deleted when they are
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values from deterministic function that new tolerance is
same every node are created , to stochastic values is randomness effect to new node more flexibility.

early life which has error more than set to error acceptance. The long-term pruning delete node when has activity less than a threshold value, illustrated in Figure 2.
Stochasticity
Interest in stochastic method, from the fact that in real
world problems, the cost function seldom succeed in
defining precisely the real optimality of the solution. The
optimality condition is far too complex to be understood
by any particular formula, in such cases it is desirable to
have methods, which can suggest a set of goods demonstrate such behaviour.
Due to the randomise involved, stochastic method the
can handle the cost function and can be considered as
promising candidates for solving real world problems.

Figure 4. Generative Stochasticity. In deterministic
version (CENT) [1, 2] both children have the same
value of tolerance (in left crisp). In SCENT a Gaussian is superimposed on the deterministic value to
generate 2 different child tolerances (in right crisp).

To both of these approaches a simulated annealing process can be added to mediate the amount of nondeterminism in a controlled way, so that a decreasing
temperature allows for less randomness later in the life
of the network.

Figure 3. Decision Based Stochasticity. The probability of accepting a decision produced in the left is
crisp while the probability of accepting a decision in
the right is fuzzy.

The Decision will be deterministic which integration of
stochastic decision based and simulated annealing. Deterministic version performed well on artificial training
set and adding stochasticity still allowed high quality
trees to be produced.

One of the main goals of neural network researches has
been to build the system the mimic the ability of humans
to solve the real world problem. Curiously, tradition approaches in solving have been based on the two valued
logic. This is a form of hard computing which based on
precision and certainty. It is in sharp contrast to real
human reasoning or what is known as common-sense
which is based on approximate, rather than precise computing methods.

AN IMPROVED STOCHASTIC COMPETITIVE
EVOLUTIONARY NEURAL TREE (SCENT)
All dynamic networks have to overcome the problem of
creating too many nodes and over classifying the data
set. These can potentially be a node produced to classify
each input vector. In order to prevent over classification,
the technique of adaptive pruning in order to create optimal classification nodes is introduced to the original
SCENT model.

Adding Stochasticity to a deterministic version (CENT)
[1, 2] could have some benefit in helping the model
avoid local minima in its implicit cost function. There
are two different ways in which stochasticity can be
added to the model [8].

The improved SCENT has been reengineered in order to
improve the clustering performances. There are a few
changes in an updated SCENT model in which the pruning process is repeatedly applied after the final process
of the classification has been done.

Firstly the deterministic decisions relating to growth and
pruning can be made probabilistic, it is called Decision
Based Stochasticity. The Decision Base Stochasticty has
3 procedures which decisions growth allow, grow type
(downgrowth or sidegrowth) and short-term pruning.

Every branches of classification of the final tree is evaluated by a flat clustering measure. The inadequate branch
is deleted and the process of classification will be repeated once to produce a final optimal classification tree.

Secondly the attributes inherited by nodes when they are
created can be calculated with a stochastic element, it is
called Generative Stochasticity by changing tolerance
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Algorithm Description
There are 4 major phases in the program: initialisation,
main loop, tidy up loop and adaptive pruning loop. In
the initialisation phase, the necessary parameters are set,
data files are read and a root node is created. In the second phase, the main loop, the tree is allowed to grow and
is systematically pruned. The third phase consists of tidying up the final position of nodes in a tree. The final
phase, the worse branch of the root’s child is deleted and
the remaining tree is restructured by repeating clustering
process in order to improve its performance. Each phase
is described below using pseudocode.

- Create Down-growth
(WinnerNode)

child of WinnerNode is not

- If

NULL Then
- Increment level of a tree
- Set

Initialisation
1. Set maximum epoch and learning rate

Currentnode

Winnernode

Currentnode

NULL

- Else
- Set

2.

Read parameter file

3.

Set tolerance of a root node using standard devia-

4.

Winner-Node

- Initialise

tion of input vectors

- EndWhile

Create RootNode and 2 initial children nodes and

- Calculate Sum of Square Error of a
tree

set their tolerance

- Update activity and error of a tree

Main Loop
- While epoch < maximumepoch Do

- EndFor
- Perform Short-term Pruning(RootNode)

- Shuffle inputvectors
- For each input vector
- Set CurrentNode

- Perform Long-term Pruning(RootNode)

Do

RootNode

Tidy up loop
- While epoch < tidyup epoch Do

- Increment time

- Shuffle inputvectors

- Update weights, activity, and error of

- For each input vector Do

CurrentNode
- While CurrentNode

NULL

- Set CurrentNode

Do

- Increment time

- Find WinnerNode from children

- Update weights, activity, and error of

of CurrentNode

CurrentNode

- Update inner and outer counter

- While CurrentNode

of WinnerNode

NULL Do

- Find WinnerNode from children

- Update weights, activity and error

of CurrentNode

of WinnerNode

- Update inner and outer counter of

- If WinnerNode is allowed to

WinnerNode

grow Then

- Update weights, activity and error

- If outer > inner Then

of WinnerNode

- Create Side-growth

- If WinnerNode’s child is not

(WinnerNode)
- Initialise

RootNode

NULL Then

Winner-Node

- Increment level of tree
-

- Set

Else

Currentnode
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Winnernode

- Else

s ( ) s( )
s( ) s( )

- Set

Currentnode

The maximum value indicated the optimal solution. This
technique has an upper bound of +1 and a lower bound
of -1.

NULL

- EndWhile
- Calculate Sum square Error of a tree

EXPERIMENT

- Update activity and error of a tree

Data Sets
The networks considered in this paper were run over
nine different types of data, ranging from a small data
set to a large data set. There are two 2-dimensional and
two higher dimensional artificial data sets are used.
These data sets have cluster structure 4 to 27 classes.

- EndFor
- Perform Pruning TidyUp(RootNode)
Adaptive Pruning loop
- While epoch < adaptivepruning epoch Do

There are nine real world data sets, one example is the
well known IRIS data set which consists of 150 instances
of 4 attributes describing sepal length, sepal width, petal
length and petal width of the iris flower.

- Root’s child: Delete the worse branch performance (minimum Gamma Measure)
- Repeat Step Main Loop

RESULTS
In order to know how well the improved SCENT performs over SCENT, the comparative results of improved
SCENT, SCENT and CENT (deterministic model) are
presented. The corresponding models were applied to all
nine data sets three times; the resulting trees were evaluated using the cluster measure.

- Repeat Tidy up Loop
- Restructure Tree
Clustering Measures
The general goal in many clustering applications is to
arrive at clusters of objects that show small withincluster variation relative to the between-cluster variation
[4]. Clustering is difficult as many reasonable classifications may exist for a given data set, moreover it is easy
for a clusterer to identify too few or too many clusters.
Suitable cluster criterion measures are therefore needed
[3, 4, 5]. There are two types of clustering measure: ones
that variety the flat clustering performance of the leaf
nodes and ones that variety the hierarchical structure.

Table 1. Average gamma measures of the classifications produced by the 3 neural network models
tested over 9 data sets. The value closed to 1 representing the best performance.

Neural Classifiers

The Gamma method [3] , which measures the flat partitioning performance, and the Hierarchical Correlation
method [5], that assesses the hierarchical structure in a
neural tree network. The methods are as follows:

Average

Standard Deviation

CENT

0.827

0.131

SCENT

0.841

0.171

Improved SCENT

0.850

0.147

Table 1 represents the average and standard deviation of
the gamma measure. The performance of the improved
SCENT was clearly better than other two networks. The
improved SCENT model produced excellent results in
terms of flat and hierarchical clustering measures when
viewed as a straightforward cluster, illustrated in Figure
6, giving comparable performance to the SCENT and
CENT. It also produced useful, compact and repeatable
tree structure so represent any hierarchical information
in the data.

Figure 5. The distance within and between cluster
used in calculating Gamma. If D1 is less than D2
then s(+) is incremented and s(-) represents the opposite relationship to s(+).

Gamma: s(+) is number of times when two points not
clustered together are further apart than two points
which are in the same cluster and s(-) is the number of
times when two point not clustered together are closer
than two points which are in the cluster. It is compute
as,
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question of when to stop training and so when to stop
pruning.
Therefore, introducing adaptive pruning by penalise the
insufficient classification nodes could balance the scale
factor of the misclassification and it can be controlled
dynamically.
Using Adaptive Pruning is an interesting and promising
approach as a way of taking advantage of the learning
advantages of larger systems while avoiding their over
fitting problems.
The performance of the propose network (improved
SCENT) over a wide range of data sets has been presented and it has been shown to provide a good interpretation of the real world data set, and to produce better
classifications compared to the SCENT and the CENT
over the nine data sets. The network has shown also that
it can handle large data sets.

(a) CENT

The improved SCENT model has produced a consistently good performance over all of the data set presented, has maintained the quality of performance and
has improved reliability. Further work is being carried
out to determine the best combination of restructuring
mechanisms for measuring both flat and hierarchical
clustering on the stochastic model.
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trend of house prices. These studies confirmed that house
prices are generally too volatile to be driven by economic
fundamentals alone. The varying sentiment of buyers and
sellers’ behaviour contribute to the volatility as well. Balchin et. al [18] summarised the housing market as “disorganised with no central buying or selling place, comprised
of a vast number of housing transactions involving heterogeneous houses”.

Abstract
Housing prices result from many factors, from government
control to individual needs. Yet they seemingly take on a
will of their own, booming rather than crashing and so
defying all analysis and expectation. We discuss a comprehensive agent-based model of housing prices, in which real
data is embedded from a variety of sources. Much of the
data is spatial collected from Geographical Information
Systems (GIS). The variety of different stakeholders, costs,
formats and infrastructure presents considerable challenges in developing a general model. This paper describes
the preliminary design work towards such a general model
of the way house prices evolve. A number of initial simulations are developed in MATLAB to examine the impact of
real-estate agents and fuzzy inference of the vendor’s agent
on house price evolution.

Knowledge of how house prices evolve is useful for investors, banks, institutions, and private purchasers as it allows
them to make informed decisions about a purchasing strategy. This is particularly important in Australia, where real
estate is the greatest component of household wealth. For
most households, the family home constitutes the single
most important investment and the most expensive. Being
able to model the evolution of house prices has the potential to have a significant impact.

INTRODUCTION
House Prices are determined by the interaction of supply
and demand factors [8]. These factors have a different
temporal lag and may have positive or negative effects on
house prices. For example, an increase in population will
result in increasing demand on housing consumption and
consequently will increase housing price. However, an
increased construction of new houses will add to the “for
sale” stock and will decrease price. These housing factors
have a positive or negative feedback loop and are dynamic
in nature. Historical observation of house prices indicates
a cyclical trend with distinctive regional variations.

The general model of house prices is that they have been
on the rise over time. However, the pattern of the rise has
not been continual and includes a high number of fluctuations [4]. In general, house prices are determined by the
interaction of demand and supply factors within the housing market. There are both global and local factors that
impact on pricing. In addition, the housing market is driven
by the expectation of buyers and vendors about future price
growth [5]. Varying levels of market knowledge and cycles
of buyer-vendor sentiment add further complexity to the
way house prices evolve.
Because of the number of factors at different levels, producing a model of the way house prices evolve has proved
extremely difficult. Using an agent-based model is an alternative approach to modelling such complex systems.
Such systems have proved successful in many other diverse
and complex domains such as stock market trading and
petroleum exploration. In this paper we describe an agentbased model to incorporate the various temporal, spatial
and human factors that impact on the evolution of house
prices.

The housing market is in a perpetual state of disequilibrium
due to the inelasticity of supply [8] [18]. The construction
rate of new houses is relatively low proportional to the
overall stock. Durability of houses lead to a housing market which is determined by existing homes. Harvey argued
that house prices are less affected by supply but more demand driven. The housing market also functions inefficiently due to, amongst other factors, imperfect knowledge
of buyers and sellers, the uniqueness of each site and building, and high legal and transaction costs, which prevent the
asset from transferring smoothly to its most profitable use.

The paper reviews methodological issues on house price
estimation. This paper also proposes a simulation model to
capture the adapting cognitive processes of vendors, buyers, and real-estate agents and the impact of their changing
sentiments upon prices. A simulation has been developed
in MATLAB [14] to further investigate this aspect of the
model. The implementation and results from this simulation

These market inefficiencies allow speculation of houses for
short term gain [2] [13] [9]. Other researchers have also
identified the speculation sentiment on house price and
term it the “frenzy effect” [3] [13] [20]. This speculation
sentiment explains the expectation that once house prices
rise, the rise is continuing thus reinforcing the upward
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are described before the paper concludes with a summary
of outcomes and directions for future work.

able selection tends to be based on what is available rather
than on what is sensible [19].
Kauko further questioned the use of a partitioning technique, explaining that “heterogeneity of dwellings and
households can imply not necessarily the existence of several submarkets, but rather the same diversified markets”.
This argument raises doubt about whether a locally partitioned dataset with multiple regression functions or a single
hedonic price function is more appropriate for forming
house price estimation.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
There are 3 distinct groups of methodologies to calculate
house prices:
• Statistical Methods
• Preference Methods
• Artificial Intelligence Methods

The strongest counterargument against this technique is
that it ignores the importance of household and institutional
preferences [6] [19]. Parker et. al [6] criticised this technique as it failed to represent feedbacks and capture a dynamic process. They argued that this top-down modelling
approach is only suitable when analysing with a very
coarse temporal and spatial resolution. If there is strong
local heterogeneity and interactions then this type of modelling is not considered appropriate.

Statistical Methods
Of the statistical techniques, Multiple Regression Analysis
is by far the most commonly used method to forecast house
prices. In this method, the dependent variable, house price,
is regressed against a set of predictors (or independent
variables), as illustrated in the equation below. These predictors are comprised of variables such the housing structure (size and features) and location.
Y = β 1 + β 2 X 2 + β 3 X 3 + β 4 X 4 + ... + β n X n + µ
where :
Y
β 1 , β 2 ,..., β n

Preference Methods
The second group of modelling techniques on house forecasting is focusing not on prices but on housing preference.
This stream of research activity includes conventional
stated preferences (interview surveys, experimental choice
design, contingent valuation) and analytic decision tools.
These studies generate house price estimates associated
with value differences from information collected through
interview. The argument against this method is that it is
based on hypothetical rather than actual behaviour and reflects consumer tastes and not house price formation [19].

= dependent variable
= unknown parameters to be estimated

X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n = independent variables

µ

= error term

In many studies, past values of house prices are used to
predict its future price [7] [19]. A further extension of this
model created market segments based on spatial factors
[17][19]. These spatial factors adjusted prices for different
areas. This allows different regression functions to be computed for each of the market segments.

Artificial Intelligence Methods
The final group of methods, from Artificial Intelligence
(AI), has recently emerged offering a simple approach to
simulating market behaviour and house price estimation.
These approaches have qualitative underpinnings and
simulate market behaviour with the aim not to generate
perfect accuracy but to simulate judgemen [11] [19].

Another extension of this method is to apply factor analysis, principal component analysis (PCA) or multidimensional scaling (MDS) to segment the data. The data with
reduced dimensions are then grouped into submarkets using cluster analysis [19].
Critics of these statistical methods argue against the generalisation of aggregate price indices from regression results
[7] [10]. This model assumed a uniform appreciation rate
for all housing units in a given locality and they claimed
that this contradicted with their own findings. Seward et. al
found that higher price housing appreciates at a more rapid
rate than low and medium price housing during a growth
phase yet there is no difference in a down trend. The difference in the market behaviour of the housing unit is lost
in the regression approach due to the averaging effects over
available data. The question of sample bias has been raised
in the way regression techniques use previous sales prices
[7]. Jud and Seales determined that the sample included
only homes that were sold and not all the houses in a given
area. Thus, in an economic downturn, bias is largest when
fewer houses are sold [7]. The dependence of this technique on secondary datasets is also a problem because vari-

In the house price application, Rossini [15] [16] and Kauko
[19] both employed an artificial neural networks (ANN)
together in comparison with multiple regression analysis
(MRA). Kauko provides an extensive review of ANN use
in house price research and discusses the issues surrounding the relative poor “take up” of this technique. The consensus from these researchers is the results from ANN are
superior to the MRA. However, Rossini, who applies
ANN to develop a mass appraisal valuation of property in
South Australia, finds that ANN produces superior results
when the data set is small.
In summary, the MRA technique requires the exclusion of
outliers and homogeneous data to prevent large error margins and to trace average dependencies respectively. It
assumes equilibrium and linear data trend. The ANN technique used together with the genetic algorithm provides an
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excellent data grouping but assumes rational choice with
perfect knowledge.
Existing methodologies of calculating house prices assumes rational choice, complete knowledge, and optimal
solution. These models often fail to predict and explain the
reality of the housing system. The nature of housing is
influenced not only by its location and associated structural
attributes but also by its relative value reflected by individual or institutional preference. These individuals and institutions have incomplete knowledge of the market and are
boundedly rational i.e. they have evolving choices that
move toward achieving their goals.

Figure 1: Agents Relationship
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In this study, the agents have simple adaptive traits for
speculating house price strategies. Each agent constructs a
probability measure of house price based on their knowledge of housing factors and level of access to sales history
information. In this study, the varying level of knowledge
is represented by the different methods of estimating house
prices employed by the agents. The vendor and buyer
agents adapt their pricing and transaction strategies according to their personal attributes. In this initial set-up the
agent strategy is reflected by how it speculates the house
price estimate. Also, house price is determined by the cost
of acquiring the house plus the speculation of its appreciation over time. The price function of the agents has to ensure that the vendors or real estate agent never sells a house
for less than it paid to acquire it.

THE AGENT-BASED MODEL
The housing system can be viewed as an evolving complex
system. Supply and demand factors may have linear or
non-linearity tendency. Furthermore, in the urban areas the
housing system can generate surprising complexity and
often ordered pattern in aggregate form. These emergence
and self-organisation phenomena are reflected in the pricing cycle and in the spatial clustering of socio-economic
groups by housing markets in the urban landscape. In the
complex system framework, house price distribution and
dynamics are the result of interactions from multiple independent entities or agents, which may be individuals (buyers, sellers, real-estate agents) or institutions (banks, property developers, government).

The vendor agent perceives the house estimate through a
limited scope of comparing recent property sales in their
neighbourhood. The vendor deduces its house projection
based on a subset of previous sale records. In this example,
it is a list comprising of 20 houses which make up the recent sales. The vendor then locates the 2 nearest houses
and calculates the sale mean value of the prices. This value
will be the vendor’s perception of its house value and constitutes the asking price.

The agent-based modelling approach is a technique derived
from complexity. It captures non-linearities and emergent
behaviour from cycle to chaos. It represents the housing
economics as a decentralised collection of interacting,
adaptive, autonomous agents with no global control. It
focuses on the simulation of agents’ behaviour and how
they interact. This research proposes the construction of
the computational model of the housing system. This
model will be used as a test bed to examine alternative
agents’ traits eg. pricing strategies. This computational
model enables simulation of the house price evolution and
the testing of its processes. Validation of model results
will be compared with existing house price data.

n

Dist ( x) = ¦ (r1 − rn ) 2 + (c1 − c n ) 2
i =1

Pv =

Pmin1 + Pmin 2

2
where :
Pv = Vendor' s price

1.1 The Agents
There are 3 types of agents considered in this study; vendor, buyers and real-estate agents (Figure 1). These agents
have imperfect knowledge of the housing market and may
rely on information from past decisions, their own and
those of other agents to update decision-making strategies.
This process leads to temporal interdependencies among
agents. These decisions will likely have temporal dynamic
impacts on the house price distribution and market environment.

Pmin1 = Price at 1st closest
Pmin 2 = Price at 2nd closest
r1 , c1 ....rn , c n = House locations

The real estate agent is assumed to have a better knowledge
of the sale price variations of a given area [12]. The real
estate agent constructs an estimate of house prices in a current year based on a comprehensive list of sold prices using
the following equation:
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Figure 2: Membership Functions

n

Py c = ¦ Py s (1 + r ) yc − ys
i =1

where :
P = house price
y c = the year current
y s = the year sold
r

= inflation rate

When a vendor approaches a real estate agent for a valuation on a property, the following steps are executed
1.

Start with vendor’s house location and search recent sales record;

2.

Calculate the distance of sold houses to vendor’s
location, sort the distance table;

3.

Take the first n values(n=8); The estimate is sum
of the new list divided by n

The fuzzy relationship is summarised in Figure 3. The
decision rules for determining the vendor’s decision is as
follows:

The buyer agent is by far the simplest in terms of estimating their offer price. Buyer uses the same recent sale record as the vendor agent but employs the median price to
set its price range. Buyer bid should be as low as possible
without failing to win the house. If a bid fails, the buyer
agent increases the price it will bid at the next offer. Buyer
preference to particular neighbourhood and associated
amenities constrain their housing search behaviour. This
behaviour is encapsulated in buyer’s eagerness index randomly assigned to each of the buyer agent. Buyer agent
behaviour is characterised by an upgrading of their housing
situation, thus stimulating the higher quality housing market. This behaviour is set by its choice of houses with high
desirability index. The second attribute of the buyer is
confidence.

If (eager is low) or (greed is high) then decision is reject
if (eager is medium) the decision is accept
if (eager is high) or (greed is low) the decision is accept
Figure 3: Fuzzy Logic Decision Space

Pb = Pmedian (beager (i ) + 1)
where :
Pb

= Buyer Price

Pmedian = Median Price
beager

= Buyer' s eagerness index between 0 and 1

The defuzzification method is a decision set represented by
a number between 0 and 1 (Figure 4). A threshold value is
set to determine the final decision to accept or reject.

The vendor is given 3 personal attributes to determine their
behaviour and interactions with other agents (independent,
greed, and eager). The vendor with high independent values will conduct the sale of their house directly to the buyer
agent. If the vendor independent attribute is less than the
given threshold values than the vendor will employ the real
estate agent to provide a valuation of the vendor’s property.

Figure 4: Defuzzification Method

The vendor’s decision to accept or reject buyer’s offer employs the fuzzy logic to map input of the vendor’s attribute
(eager and greed) to the decision space (accept or reject).
Eager has a positive relationship with accept while greed
has an inverse relationship with accept. Membership function of the vendor’s attribute follows the asymmetrical
polynomial function for greed input and sigmoidal function
for eager input (Figure 2) [14].
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2, the vendors and buyers’ independence attributes are integrated in the pricing and house selection decisions. In
this model, the vendors and buyers are assigned a confidence attribute randomly between 0 and 1. In model 2,
vendors and buyers with confidence less than .50 per cent
will rely on the real-estate agent to calculate the selling
price and select house respectively. Model 2 inclusion of
the real-estate agent adds a simple speculation element in
the house price evolution. In model 2, the real-estate agent
sets a uniform price increase of 5 per cent. Model 3 is
similar to model 2 but with a speculation rate of 10 per
cent. Figure 5 summarizes the results of the 3 models

SIMULATING HOUSE PRICES
In this study an artificial environment of 10x10 grid is selected to provide the model framework. In future developments, this grid will be replaced with the actual cadastre
data of the study area. Each grid will correspond to the
parcel boundary and will have specific structural and locational attributes.
In this simulation, each cell is assigned initial price and a
random desirability value.
P = 1000(d 2 + 1)
where :
P = House Price

Figure 5: All models

d = desirability index between 0 and 1

The desirability index encapsulates the neighbourhood
quality or some special features of the house such as view
or aspect. The total number of houses in the simulation is
100. The number of houses for sale is fixed at 10 and the
same number is set for buyer and vendor agents. These
initial settings provide a framework to test dynamics of
house price through agents’ interactions.
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The problem in this study is considered as a dynamic housing simulation. Given a set of buyers-vendors, all agents
fixed with initial house estimates, the task is to find speculation strategies for each buyer/vendor to optimize their
housing options.
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Using a log-linear plot, the speculative inflation attempted
by the real-estate agent shows a straight line. The simulation shows that inflation occurs at 5 per cent level but does
not follow the 10 per cent speculation so well.
Figure 6: Logarithm Analysis
Effect of real-estate agent speculation
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one time step:
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Run the simulation for 12 time steps and until all buyer list
is exhausted. If house is sold, another house is randomly
added to the list for sale. Each buyer will have a fixed set
of 10 houses to select from. Buyer and vendor agents are
given an independent value which determines whether they
will negotiate directly with one another or use the real estate agent to mediate. In the current setting the agents have
varying levels of memory, to simplify the model implementation. Later developments will increase agent intelligence.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, 3 models of agent pricing strategies are examined. In model 1, the housing simulation has no real-estate
agent and buyers and vendors agents conduct direct transaction in the sale process. Buyers and vendors have no
speculation strategy in their house price estimate. In model
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OUTCOMES AND FUTURE WORK
There are various applications of agent-based simulation
ranging from environmental system, financial markets to
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social systems. Agent-based modelling is unique because
of the focus on behaviour of adaptive agents. In this project, research questions on how agents form their house
price speculations and whether or not asset prices are predictable are explored. Initially, the agents deduce house
price estimates based on their information processing of
housing factors. The agents adapt their property pricing
and transaction strategies based on their personal traits. In
this model, the interpretation of the emergent behaviour
may lead to new strategies and tactics that will benefit
household in making housing investment decision.
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The housing market has been characterized by strong cyclical and regional price variations. Previous housing studies
confirmed that the housing market is not only driven by
economic fundamentals but also by individual speculation.
The motivation behind this study is to understand house
price dynamics and its associated spatial distribution in the
study area. This research has constructed buyer-seller behavior to investigate agent-based modeling approach in
simulation of house price evolution. Comparative analysis
of existing housing models and the agent-based approach
will be carried out. Finally, extension of this study will
integrate the model results with Geographic Information
System (GIS) for the purpose of capturing the spatial dynamics of house price variations.
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Abstract

reasonable homogeneity. This makes array technology an
attractive alternative for RF resonators for high field MR
imaging of the human body. It is anticipated that at high
fields an array can be designed to operate in the transceive
mode and provide adequate homogeneity with a higher
SNR while reducing power levels and safety concerns [6].
Since the development of the NMR array in the late
1980s, multicoil arrays have been designed to image
almost every part of the human anatomy [2]. The aim of
this study was to assess the feasibility of parallel MRI for
the human torso using array coils. In theory, volume array
coils offer increased SNR over standard body coils.
However, there are many technical problems that remain
to be addressed. To help the design of some novel array
coil structures, we theoretically investigate the RF field of
an 8-element torso coil loaded with an anatomically
accurate model of a human torso. In the literature, the
quasistatic approach based on Biot-Savart’s law is widely
used to verify the coil design [2,7]. However, this method
fails when used with arrays because it does not properly
allow for mutual coupling. Also the quasi-static approach
assumes a current distribution on the coils and thus fails
when coils are used in high-field imaging where the
current distribution is less likely to be well characterized
[8]. This paper presents a full-wave analysis method, that
is, the combination of the finite difference time doma in
(FDTD) method with method of moment (MoM), to
determine the currents of the coil and RF fields inside the
body generated by array coils [9]. The simulation
explored several imaging related parameters such as B1
distribution, signal intensity (SI), wave polarization, and
energy absorption rate (SAR) inside the biological body.
The preliminary results are reported and demonstrate the
feasibility of the design concept of array imaging of the
human torso.

Recently, parallel imaging using multiple RF coils has
excited great interest in magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). To help the design of some novel flexible array
coils for the human torso, we theoretically investigate the
RF field of an 8-element array coil loaded with an
anatomically accurate model of the human torso. The RF
behaviour is predicted based on a hybrid FDTD/MoM
approach. The primary results are reported and
simulations demonstrate the feasibility of torso imaging
using array coils.

1. Introduction
Radio-frequency (RF) coils are used in MRI as nearfield antennas transmitting RF pulses and receiving the
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signal. In MRI, a
phased array coil generally refers to a set of surface coils
whose signals are combined to obtain a uniform image
over a region larger than any individual coil could cover
while taking advantage of the high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) available from the smaller individual coils [1-3].
Over the last few years, several parallel imaging strategies
such as simultaneous acquisition of spatial harmonics
(SMASH) and sensitivity encoding (SENSE), have been
proposed, which have the potential to revolutionize the
field of fast MR imaging by enabling parallel acquisition
[4]. These techniques employ spatial information of
individual coils of an array to partially replace spatial
encoding which is usually be achieved using magnetic
field gradients, and hence reducing scan time [5]. Phased
array technology is now having a major impact on
standard MR methodologies. Besides the SNR advantage,
array coils may also help to reduce the geometrical
distortion that occurs due to variation of sample
susceptibility.
Most studies on mid -high frequency
volume coils to date have been limited to the human head,
as the shorter wavelength at high frequencies makes it
very difficult to produce large volume coils with

2. Methods
In order to model the field/object interactions, a voxelbased human torso model has been incorporated into the
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numerical simulations. The model data was obtained
from the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory
(http://www.brooks.af.mil/AFRL/HED/hedr/),
which
represents a large male. Frequency dependent dielectric
properties were obtained using a volume-averaging
method and the proton density of body tissues were
adapted from low-field image data.
The evaluated array geometry is shown in Fig.1. It is
an array of 8 similar sized rectangular coils wrapped
laterally around the chest. Recognising that the patient’s
size and torso geometry could vary significantly, the
simulated general array does not conform too closely to
the torso model. The coil elements are located about 2-4
cm from the human torso model. The capacitors were
distributed at equal intervals in each single coil element to
maintain uniform current and reduce dielectric interaction
and losses from loading effects [10]. The coils were tuned
to 85 MHz and matched to 50 ? . Eight sinusoidal sources
were used to excite the coils with quadrature phasing to
achieve a circularly polarized field. This proposed model
could be applied for coils as either transmitters or
receivers according to reciprocity theory.
In designing array coils, one of the most important
things is to minimize the mutual inductance between the
coils [2]. The cancellation of the coupling could be
achieved by overlapping neighbouring coils. However, for
a flexible torso array, overlapping is not such an attractive
choice. Overlapping can only cancel coupling between
adjacent coils and the coupling between these coils will
vary as the structure flexes. Especially for SENSE
imaging, adjacent coil elements should not overlap [11].
Therefore, we use a capacitor network to achieve coil
decoupling. In theory, this method has no constraint in
geometric arrangement of the coils thereby allowing
placement of coils that could optimize parallel spatial
encoding without concern for coupling between the coils.
The numerical analysis of the RF field produced by the
array was based on a full-wave solution of Maxwell’s
equations. The MoM was applied to evaluate the current
density distribution on the coils and the FDTD method
was employed to find the steady-state electromagnetic
fields (EMFs) inside the torso, which were then used to
calculate the B1 field, SI, and SAR map, etc.
For the current density calculation, quadrature voltage
sources were applied, and current J was induced on the
coils to satisfy the boundary condition of zero tangential
electrical field. In the MoM discretization, all the coils
were divided into small segments, and then the current on
each segment was decomposed into a linear combination
of basis functions and formulated into a matrix equation in
which the unknowns are the currents, obtained by
multiplying the inversed impedance matrix by the voltage
vector using iteration techniques. Once the currents of the
coil were obtained, FDTD was employed to investigate
the RF fie lds in the presence of the inhomogeneous torso
model excited by the calculated currents. To allow for RF

radiation a three dimensional perfectly matched layer
(PML) was applied as an absorbing boundary condition.
The FDTD outputs were the magnitudes and phases of the
steady-state EMFs, which were combined using a peak
detection method.
The parameters, such as SI and SAR were derived on
the basis of the FDTD results. The strategy of assessing
NMR signal strength was based on the principle of
reciprocity and the formulation [12] was

(

SI = iwM 0 sin n κγτ Bˆ1+t

w is

) Bˆ

−*

1r

(1)

M o is the initial
γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, τ is the RF
pulse duration of the transmission field, κ is a
where,

the operating frequency,

magnetization,

dimensionless constant to adjust the flip angle.
+
Bˆ = ( Bˆ x + iBˆ y ) / 2 is the positive circularly-polarized
1t
component of the transmission B1 field, and
−
*
Bˆ1r = ( Bˆ x − iBˆ y ) / 2 is the negative circularly-polarized
component of reception B1 field. The integer n is
sequence-dependent, and is equal to 3 for a SE sequence
and 1 for a GE sequence respectively. It is assumed that
the magnetization is constant over each FDTD cell and the
effect of relaxation times and other factors similar factors
have been neglected. In order to evaluate the potential
safety problem, the SAR value is evaluated
as SAR = σ

2

E / 2ρ , where E was the electric field and

ρ was the local mass density. The simulated image is
constructed by combining the images of individual coils
using the sum of the squares method.

3. Simulation and Results
To implement the FDTD calculation, the cell size was
4 mm and the entire computational domain was divided
6
into a x × y × z = 139 × 119× 143 ≈ 2.4× 10 box region
and the torso model was embedded within this (see Figure
1). The 8 array coil elements were placed around the
torso centred at the position of the heart. Twelve PML
layers with a parabolic conductivity profile were located
on the six open sides which effectively absorbed any
radiated EMF energy. The results of the FDTD calculation
show that the array of coils can achieve higher SNR than
standard volume coils. With decoupling the coils in the
array provide distinct, high SNR images of the regions
adjacent to each coil. These distinct images can be
combined to produce an image of a complete section such
as would be produced by a volume coil but with higher
SNR. Fig.2 shows the magnitude of transverse magnetic
field component B1 and it can be seen that the array coils
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perform much better than a single surface coil. It can also
be seen that the predicted RF field behaviour is very
dependent on the geometry of the sample and the array
coils.

shows the simulated images that result. Although the
signal intensity is low in each individual image the
combined images of Figure 5 show that a reasonably
uniform image of the whole region can be achieved.
These preliminary simulated results on human torso
model are encouraging. Some small bright and dark
artifacts can be seen close to the coil conductors due to the
rapid changes in B1 and hence SI and flip angle in these
regions.

PML

(a)

Coil
(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Torso model

(b)

Figure 2. (a) The simulated field in the plane
z=0(a) |B1 | map without load; (b) The flip
angle map with load; (c) Transmit |B1| map
with load; (d) receive |B1| map with load

Figure 1. The 8-element array and its FDTD
model loaded with human torso (shown the xz
section)
The simulation also showed that the homogeneity of
the B1 field could be improved by optimizing the phase of
the currents in the coils. Different combinations of phase
were simulated and one was selected which best
approximated a circularly polarized field, which has a
theoretical advantage of 2 in SNR over linearly polarized
coils [11]. Introduction of a non-homogeneous load
disturbs the uniformity of the field as shown in Fig.2 (c,d).
As the non-uniform load causes the flip angle to vary over
the region of interest (see Figure 2(b)), an RF power level
was chosen that resulted in an averaged 900 flip for the
imaging zone with a 3-ms rectangular pulse. Two modes
of operation were simulated, one where the transmit field
is produced by a body coil which is assumed to produce a
uniform B1 field and a second where the array of surface
coils is used to both transmit and receive. Figure 3 shows
the high local signal intensity adjacent to each coil that
decreases toward the centre of the region and Figure 4

Figure 3. The signal intensity (SI) of each coil
in the phased array
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Large values

Heart
zone
Figure 6. SAR map in the z=0 plane

4. Discussion
Single surface coils can be used to image surface
tissues but to acquire images of regions in the interior of
the torso requires a combination of sensitivity and
magnetic field homogeneity over a larger field of view
(FOV). This cannot be realised with a single surface coil
because if the size of the coil is increased to improve the
magnetic field homogeneity then the sensitivity is
reduced. Similarly, small coils achieve high sensitivity at
the expense of reduced magnetic field homogeneity. As
shown by these simulations, an array of surface coils can
achieve a combination of sensitivity and homogeneity that
will allow imaging of complete torso sections.
This study investigated the RF field of volume-array
coils by numerical evaluation of the Maxwell’s wave
equations at 2T (85 MHz). The basic limitation of the
FDTD method was recognized and hybrid approaches
were developed to overcome this. The coil currents were
calculated by MoM and the RF field inside the body were
evaluated by the full wave approach based on the finite
difference approximation of the Maxwell’s Equations.
This approach should generate much more realistic
information of the RF behaviour inside the body than the
conventional quasi-static assumption for the current
distribution and also the B1 field in the tissues. The
problem of EMF interaction with the biological object in
high field MRI has been studied for over a decade.
Accurate assessment of the field-sample interaction
phenomenon will help to find the optimal coil structure.
Circuit theory and other quasi-static approaches do not
handle interactions between coils in an array and do not
even give accurate results for single coils in high
frequency cases where the coil elements represent
significant fractions of a wavelength. The high frequency
case has to be addressed using full-wave approaches such
as FDTD. Future work will extend this approach to
higher field strengths and frequencies with the aim of
overcoming the problems of volume coils in these
situations.

Figure 4. The simulated GE image of each coil
in the phased array

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. The combined GE image (a)Receive
Only; (b,d) Tranceive GE sequence; (c,e)
Tranceive SE sequence. Plane Averaged flip
o
o
angle: (b,c) 45 (a,d,e) 90

Figure 6 shows the variation of SAR across the imaging
plane and shows that relatively larger values of SAR are
located in the skin/muscle near the torso surface due to the
large strength of the RF field in the skin and the high
conductivity of the muscle.
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From these simulated results it is seen that the RF field
is disturbed by the sample even at 2T (85 MHz) and it is
known that this effect becomes worse at higher field
strengths and frequencies. This is because the wavelength
is reduced by both the increased frequency and the
dielectric properties of the body to a scale where the
interactions become much more complex. Although the
array interactions are complicated they hold the promise
of overcoming some of the problems associated with
imaging with volume coils at high field strengths [5-7,10].
Aside from image quality concerns there are safety
concerns that non-uniform fields can cause localised
hotspots where SAR limits are exceeded. This is a
concern with volume coil imaging at high fields but these
simulations show that the distance from surface coils to
the body need to be monitored to avoid the high fields that
exist in close proximity to the conductors. SAR limits
will be more of a concern with fast imaging sequences and
care needs to be taken that guidelines are not exceeded.
Compared with volume coil the array of surface coils still
has the advantage of lower global SAR and higher SNR
[6,10].
Arrays of surface coils can be used to yield a circular
polarized field, giving a theoretical advantage of 2 in
SNR versus linear polarized coils[11].
At higher
frequencies, the stronger interaction between the field and
sample could compromise circular polarization and may
decrease potential SNR gains.
Although the MoM simulations did not show a large
effect of the sample on the currents in the coils at 2T, this
effect will increase at higher frequencies. The method
employed here should properly account for the more
complex interactions and this will be investigated as this
project progresses
In this theoretical study a specific array was simulated
and seems to be an effective method for torso imaging. It
is a promising RF coil structure for torso imaging at high
field with or without a body coil. Cardiac imaging is a
specific area in the torso to be explored using a volumetric
transceiver phased array. This could also be applied to
other parts of the body.

techniques . Using this kind of torso array will allow a
large field of view for high resolution imaging with
reduced scan times. The next step is to determine the
optimum configuration of an array of coils for human
torso/cardiac applications. It is also anticipated that these
kinds of concepts and implementations will help to design
of MR RF coil at higher field strengths.
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coil. The current generation of clinical MRI systems
employ primary magnetic field intensities for human head
at 3T, 4T, 7T and even 9T, and for the whole body MRI
up to 4T [1, 2, 9 and 11] for which the Larmor frequencies
are roughly 128 MHz, 174 MHz, 300 MHz and 400 MHz.
Today, nuclear MRI technologies are moving
inexorably toward higher field strength in search of
improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), spectral resolution
and spatial resolution. As MRI moves to higher field and
higher frequencies, the size of RF coils relative to the
wavelength of operation becomes larger. The high
magnetic field (frequency) technology has brought
considerable challenges in engineering in the form of
ancillary hardware, e.g., the radio frequency (RF)
resonator [3, 4]. Current and past design procedures for
RF coils, which have been quasi-static at lower
frequencies, become inaccurate and full wave methods
must be used.
At higher frequencies wave-like
phenomena become more important.
The birdcage coil was first developed by Hayes et al.
for whole body NMR imaging at 1.5T [1,2]. While
birdcage coils have been used very successfully at up to
200 MHz, their physical structure makes it impossible to
them to operate in the same mode at higher frequencies.
Higher resonant frequencies are achieved by reducing the
inductance and capacitance of the components of the coil.
However, a limit is reached where the conductors cannot
be made larger and even without any lumped capacitors
the stray capacity of the coil causes it to self resonate. As
the stray capacity is not well controlled self resonant coils
tend not to produce homogeneous field distributions.
As coils approach wave length dimensions, the
performance of conventional lumped element designs and
conventional birdcage coils encounter several problems
[5] and do not achieve good performance. The transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) resonator design [7, 8,and 9] has
been proposed as a superior replacement for the standard
birdcage coil in high-field applications. Some other
volume coils such as cavity coils and re-entrant cavity
(recav) coils have demonstrated better field homogeneity
and a higher quality factor than an equivalent birdcage

Abstract
As signal to noise ratio in magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) improves with increasing static magnetic field
strength there is a strong incentive to develop the
technology to acquire images at higher fields. While
magnet technology has made it possible to generate fields
of 10 Tesla and more, limitations of the radio frequency
(RF) hardware prevent the acquisition of high quality
images over full regions of interest in clinical
applications. Since its introduction, the birdcage coil [1]
has become a very popular choice for volume imaging
and this paper investigates the high frequency limits of
several different sizes and designs of birdcage coils.
Unloaded coils are simulated using commercial Method
of Moments (MoM) software (FEKO [12]) and the
capacitances and radii of the conductors are varied
within practical limits to determine a maximum frequency
of operation for each coil. Results show that practical
birdcages are frequency limited to about 400 MHz for a
typical head coil (27cm inside diameter, 30cm shield
diameter and 25cm length); 128 MHz for a small whole
body coil (60cm inside diameter, 64cm shield diameter
and 70cm length) and 100 MHz for a large whole body
coil (60cm inside diameter, 64cm shield diameter and 100
cm length). These limits are reduced when interactions
with the load are taken into account and experience shows
that a typical head coil is limited to about 200 MHz in
practical experiments.

1. Introduction
Magnetic Resonant Imaging, known as MRI, is a
powerful, non-invasive imaging technology that has
played and will continue to play an important role in the
Biomedical Imaging community. A key element in a MRI
system is the radio-frequency (RF) coil, a resonant device
used for transmitting and receiving electromagnetic
energy at the Larmor frequency of a given nucleus of
interest. The quality of the image depends upon the
homogeneity of the RF magnetic field generated by the
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resonant frequency of low pass coils will decrease. To
investigate the maximum frequency of operation the
number of rungs should be chosen to be as large as is
practical for the high pass coil and as low as practical for
the low pass coil.
This method can be extended to take into account the
mutual inductance between conductors and is highly
efficient, reasonably accurate and thus very practical for
low frequency cases. However, the analytic method does
not provide accurate results for higher frequencies such as
those investigated here where the length of the conductors
become significant when compared to the wavelength.

coil at higher frequencies resulting in improved image
quality [9, 11].
To
obtain
practical
volume
coils
for
clinical/experimental applications or design some novel
coil types, however, it is still necessary to investigate the
field and the frequency limits of conventional volume coil
technology and here three different sized birdcage coils
are simulated: a typical head coil (27cm inside diameter,
30cm shield diameter and 25cm length); a small whole
body coil (60cm inside diameter, 64cm shield diameter
and 70cm length) and a large whole body coil (60cm
inside diameter, 64cm shield diameter and 100 cm length).
The maximum frequency, field homogeneity and current
distributions are determined for each to assist with
selection of coils for higher frequency applications.

Method of Moments (MoM)
A simulation approach based on method of moments
(MoM) [2] as implemented by the commercial software
package FEKO (EM Software & Systems) [12] is used
here. This method does not require any assumptions
regarding the current distribution on the conductors to be
made. By providing a full wave solution of Maxwell’s
equations for both the currents and the fields it accurately
models wavelength effects and coupling between
conductors. It is very efficient for unloaded cases or cases
where there is a simple, symmetrical load.
The simulation is set up as a conventional scattering
problem where the unknown current distribution on the
RF coil is solved by decomposing the problem into two
parts. One is the impressed voltage source regarded as an
incident electric field. Second is the scattered field due to
an RF coil which functions as an object of scattering. [2]
A voltage source applied to the model is equivalent to
an incident electrical field, Ei. To satisfy the boundary
condition of zero tangential electrical field on the
resonator conductors, the scattered field, Es can be derived
from
( Ei + E s ) |tangential = 0
(3)

2. Theory and Methods
Analytic methods
A birdcage coil with N rungs has (N/2+1) modes and
will resonate at (N/2+1) different frequencies. In these
modes there is a dominant mode that produces the best B1
field. In this dominant mode the currents on the rungs are
sinusoidally distributed and hence the field closely
approximates the homogeneous magnetostatic field
produced by a sinusoidally distributed cylindrical surface
current.
RF coils are usually made of conducting wires or
conducting strips and discrete capacitors.
At low
frequencies where the size of the coil elements is small
relative to the wavelength of the resonant frequency
simple equivalent circuit models can be utilized [2]. The
simplest equivalent circuit, ignoring mutual inductance,
gives the following analytical solutions for the resonant
frequencies for high pass and low pass birdcage coils:
For the high pass coil this is:
ω

m

=

[(
C

L + 2 M sin

2 

π m 
 N

)]

−0.5

The scattered field can be expressed as

(1)

Es ( J ) = − jwA − ∇Φ

and for the low pass birdcage coil it is:
ω

m

=

C


(

M+

L
2sin2

πm
N

)

−0.5

(4)

where J is the current density induced on the surface of
the objects, w is the operating frequency, A , Φ are the
magnetic vector potential and electric scalar potential,
respectively. These potentials can be expressed by using
Green’s functions G .

(2)

Where N is the number of rungs of the birdcage coil; M is
the inductance of a rung of the coil, L is the inductance of
each segment of the end ring, C is the capacitance on the
rungs or end rings and m is the mode number.
Although these results are not very accurate they can
be employed to examine the general effect of various
parameters on the resonant frequencies. As the number of
rungs is increased the resonant frequency of the dominant
mode (m=1) of high pass coils will increase and the

(

)

A(r ) = µ
J(r ')G(r, r ')ds '
0 ∫∫

S1 + S2 + S3

−1
Φ(r ) =
∇ '⋅ J(r ')G( r, r ')ds '
jwε 0 ∫∫S1 +S2 +S3


(

)

(5)

Where S1, S2, S3 denote the surfaces of the resonator, RF
shield or cavity wall and head model, respectively.
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rungs with lumped capacitors added to the centre of each
end ring segment. See Figure 1.

In the MoM discretization the wires are divided into
segments and the surfaces are divided into small triangular
patches. The maximum dimension of these elements is
chosen to be a small fraction, typically 1/10, of a
wavelength at the highest frequency to be simulated. The
currents on these elements are then decomposed into a
linear combination of basis functions. After performing
testing for each basis function, the integral equations are
finally transformed into MoM matrix equations in the
form of

[ Z ][ I ] = [V ]

(6)

Where [Z] is the impedance matrix, [I] is the current to be
determined and [V] is the voltage vector including the
excitation source. The impedance matrix can incorporate
terms representing lumped elements such as the capacitors
in the birdcage coil. The impedance matrix is dense and
hence equation (6) is solved using iterative techniques in
conjunction with preconditioning.

Figure 1 (a) 16 rung high pass birdcage coil
(b) 4 rung low pass birdcage coil
(The shield is not shown here)

Simulation parameters
Making the conductors thicker or using wide, thin
strips minimizes the inductance and maximizes the
resonant frequency as can be seen from the following
formulae for self inductance:
For wire

 2l
(7)
L = 0.002l  ln − 1

 a
where l is the length and a is the radius of the wire.
For strips
 2l 1 
(8)
L = 0.002l  ln + 
 w 2
where l is the length of the strip and w is its width.
Here only wires are used in the simulation but combining
(7) and (8) gives a simple conversion from wire radius to
an equivalent strip width
w =4.482 a
(9)
Hence performing simulations with wire of different radii
should be sufficient for the characterization of the
maximum frequency of operation of these coils. For
detailed design at the highest frequencies the differences
between wires and strips should be taken into account.
Six different cases were simulated; both are high pass
and low pass for each of the three sizes of coil. The high
pass coils all have 16 rungs with lumped capacitors added
to the centre of the rungs. The low pass coils all have 4

Coils with wires of radius 0.5mm, 1mm, 2mm and
5mm and capacitors of 15pF, 10pF, 5pF, 2.5pF and 1pF
were simulated. As with the number of rungs these values
were chosen to represent a practical range for these
parameters. The series of values allows trends to be easily
discerned from the results. Although the value of 1pF for
capacitance could be difficult to achieve in practice when
stray capacitance is taken into account, this value was
included to approximate the self resonant frequency of
each coil.

3. Results
Figure 2 shows the resulting dominant mode resonant
frequency when the wire radius and lumped capacitance
are varied as mentioned above.
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Figure 2 The resonant frequencies for six different coils.
(a) large, high pass (16 rung) body coil
(b) large, low pass (4 rung) body coil
(c) small, high pass (16 rung) body coil
(d) small, low pass (4 rung) body coil
(e) high pass (16 rung) head coil
(f) low pass (4 rung) head coil

rungs of the large, high pass, 16 rung body coil at three
different frequencies. As there are 11 segments on each
of the 16 rungs the x axis range is from 1 to 176.
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Knowing that the current on the rungs should be
distributed sinsusoidally, the currents were plotted to give
an indication of how the distribution changed with
frequency. Figure 3 shows the current distribution on the
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Figure 3. Current distribution on the rungs of the large, high pass, 16-leg Whole body
coil
(a) 86 MHz;
(b) 104 MHz;
(c) 124 MHz
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distribution and field profile for the 16 rung, high pass
head coil at three different frequencies.
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The B1 magnetic field homogeneity was investigated by
plotting the magnitude of this field across a section
through the centre of the coil. Figure 4 shows the current
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Figure 4 Current distributions (top) and the corresponding B1 field (bottom)
for 16-rung, high pass head coil. (a) 169 MHz (b) 275 MHz (c) 402 MHz

The plots of current distribution on the segments shows
that there is significant departure from the ideal of current
that is constant along the length of each rung but varies
sinusoidally around the coil even at frequencies well
below the maximum. This indicates that the practical
limits will be less than those given above as the field will
also vary along the axis of the coil and the useful,
homogeneous region will be reduced. As shown in Figure
4 the field also varies across the coil at the higher
frequencies and reduces the useable volume even further.
For these reasons practical limits of approximately half
the above values for simulated self resonance will
probably be more appropriate when selecting birdcage
coils for high field use.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
Frequency limits for empty coils
Figure 2 indicates the following approximate self
resonant frequencies for the six coils that were simulated:
large, high pass (16 rung) body coil
124 MHz
small, high pass (16 rung) body coil
165 MHz
high pass (16 rung) head coil
422 MHz
large, low pass (4 rung) body coil
89 MHz
small, low pass (4 rung) body coil
112 MHz
low pass (4 rung) head coil
238 MHz
The resonant frequency increased with decreasing
capacity and increasing wire radius (decreasing
inductance) as expected. From these results it can be seen
that the resonant frequency is inversely proportional to the
size of the coil. For coils of the same size it demonstrates
that the low pass configuration has a lower resonant
frequency than the high pass configuration.

Sample interactions
While only unloaded coils have been considered in
these simulations it is known that the introduction of a
practical sample with high relative permittivity,
conductivity and asymmetry will cause further problems.
Even when using TEM or Recav coils with excellent
unloaded field distributions, large variations in intensity
appear in both experimental and simulated images with

Current distributions on the rungs
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Radiofrequency Coil for Whole-Body NMR Imaging
at 1.5T, J. Magn. Reson. 63: 622-628, (1985).

bright spots in the centre at very high fields and
frequencies (11.7 T, 470 MHz.). From Figure 5, it can be
seen that the homogeneity of the loaded volume coil is
getting worse as the frequencies goes higher. In addition,
we have also conducted some simulation work on these
sample/field interactions and obtained similar conclusion
[10]. Therefore, the loading effect is another factor to be
taken into account when assessing the upper frequency
limit of a particular coil design.
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Abstract

activity and may be used to measure the properties
of muscles supporting spinal segments. SEMG of
lumbar erector spine muscles (LESM) has been
used frequently in applied physiology for the
assessment of back muscle function during various
activities[4, 5]. Researchers have attempted to use
the magnitude of the SEMG for the analysis of the
relative strength of contraction of the paraspinal
muscles for the diagnosis of lumbar back
ailments[6].

SEMG has been used as a tool over the past few
years for analysing paraspinal muscle function in
normal and low back pain populations. Within the
group of paraspinal muscles the role of the
multifidus muscles is to stabilise the spine. The
Relative Strength of Contraction (RSC) of each
lumbar segmental multifidus muscle was analysed
in order to classify postures. Multiple Regression
Analysis (MRA) was used to predict the
relationship between the different levels of
multifidus muscles in the lumbar region using
different regression equations for different
postures. In the model the least square fit method
was used to make a best fit of the coefficients in the
equation.. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used
to find the level of confidence (p values) of lumbar
multifidus left L2-3 and lumbar multifidus left L4-5
as a combined factor in determining lumbar
multifidus right L4-5 activity levels. Results
indicate that the relationship between pattern of
activity of muscle (multifidus) between the left and
right sides can be predictable for a pre-defined
static posture.

1.1 Electromyography
Surface Electromyography (SEMG) is the electrical
recording from the surface and represents the
summation of the electrical activity from all the
muscle fibers and thus the summation of all motor
unit action potentials (MUAP) in the region of the
electrodes. The origin of each of the MUAP is
inherently random, non-stationary, and the
electrical characteristics of the surrounding tissues
are non-linear. Thus EMG is a very complex signal.
The amplitude of the EMG recorded from the
surface (non-invasive) is stochastic in nature and
ranges from peak-to-peak 0 to 10mV or a Root
Mean Square (RMS) value ranging between 0 to
1.5mV.

1. Introduction

SEMG is also a useful indicator of the strength of
contraction of muscles. It may be used to assess the
overall functional status of muscles and can be done
simultaneously on identical contra-lateral muscles
in a number of functional conditions. Researchers
have attempted to use SEMG for the analysis of
paraspinal muscle function for various lumbar
back-related conditions[7]. However SEMG of
paraspinal muscles is a noisy signal for example the
presence of ECG artifact[8].

There is a high incidence of episodes of acute low
back pain (ALBP) of mechanical origin in Australia
with a significant proportion (up to 80%) of these
suffering further acute episodes within the next
twelve months [1]. The mechanism of recurrent
acute episodes of low back pain and the
development of chronic Low Back Pain (CLBP) is
suspected to be lumbar spine instability caused by
an increased laxity of the spinal joints secondary to
injury of spinal tissues, degenerative changes in
spinal joints, disease or muscle weakness[2].
Muscle weakness may occur because of
deterioration in the muscle stability function of the
intrinsic lumbar paraspinal muscles[2,3]. Surface
Electromyography (SEMG) is a measure of muscle

SEMG may be affected by various factors. The
anatomical/ physiological processes such as
properties and dimensions of tissues, and force and
duration of contraction of the muscle are known to
influence the signal. Peripheral factors such as
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activity between CLBP subjects and pain free
controls have arrived at conflicting results possibly
because of failure to measure subjects in different
postures and to categorize different types of back
pain as cited by Ambroz [11]. Despite the use of
SEMG for the assessment of patients with CLBP
[11], the effect of different static postures on the
SEMG parameters of the lumbar multifidus muscles
has not yet been reported.

spacing, type and size of electrodes may also have
an influence on the signal[9, 10] and to obtain
reliable information, considering such factors is
critical. Some of these factors may be handled
through careful skin preparation, and by choosing
proper anatomical landmarks for the placement of
electrodes.
1.2 Static Posture and SEMG

During SEMG recordings of multifidus muscle
activity in different static postures the reliability of
the SEMG signal is a major concern with issues
such as electrode placement and high noise content
in the recordings needing to be addressed. The
development of a reliable objective measure of
muscle activity would allow investigation into
treatment outcomes and the role of muscle
dysfunction in the maintenance or generation of
LBP[16]. There is also a need to accurately and
reproducibly define specific static postures before
the utility of SEMG can be assessed.

Epidemiological studies have identified work
intensity, static work postures, frequent bending
and twisting, lifting and repetitions as occupational
risk factors associated with LBP[10]. Spine related
pain causes hardship to a large section of
population. The lack of understanding of the
behaviour/relationship between muscle groups (i.e.,
with muscles located at different vertebral levels)
for a given posture can be a barrier for the
assessment of back muscle function[11].
Lumbar paraspinal muscles, and in particular the
multifidus muscles are responsible for stabilising
spinal joints during movement and in the
maintenance of posture. Atrophy and dysfunction
of the multifidus could permit spinal instability and
could be an important factor that contributes to the
high recurrence rate in CLBP. Since a recent focus
in conservative management of patients with ALBP
has been the specific training of the stabilizing
muscles, there is a need for quantifying and
qualifying the activity patterns of the multifidus
before and after training [12].Static posture testing
using SEMG has been used for patient
education[13], and to provide information to
clinicians about the balance of activity of spinal
muscles. It is assumed that the technique may also
help determine whether muscles are in spasm, or
have “shut down” due to fatigue.

Based on normalized RMS values this paper has
studied the relative strength of SEMG and reports a
regression model for analysing posture. The
purpose is to explore the functional relationship
between the activity levels of the multifidus at
different segmental levels of the lumbar spine
during specific static postures for normal healthy
subjects. The statistical significance for the
regression coefficients is found using ANOVA
method and the standard error of estimate
coefficients is examined for each segmental level.
Based on this model, differences of healthy and
CLBP patients will be studied in the future.

2. Methodology

SEMG provides a method to estimate the degree of
muscle activation that occurs during the execution
of a specific movement/posture. However, SEMG
of lumbar paraspinal muscles may record the
activity from several different muscles during
specific postures. Before the clinical and research
utility of the SEMG for this task can be assessed it
is essential that issues of reliability and validity of
the SEMG of lumbar paraspinal muscles be
addressed. The ability of the SEMG to reliably
record the relative strength of contraction of
specific lumbar paraspinal muscles during the
maintenance of a specific static posture is an
important preliminary step in the validation
procedure. Researchers [14]comparing SEMG

The aim of this study is to determine the relative
strength of contraction of multifidus muscles as
measured by the RMS of SEMG during pre-defined
static postures. For this purpose, experiments were
conducted and the results were statistically analysed
to determine the relationship and thus generate a
model. The experimental details are below:

2.1 Experiments
Experiments were conducted on human subjects
performing a series of pre-defined static postures
during which time the SEMG of lumbar paraspinal
muscles was recorded. The experiments were
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multifidi muscles of the lumbar spine. The postures
also represented steady, static contractions of the
lumbar multifidi muscles. Each participant was
asked to assume a relaxed position when sitting,
standing and during four point kneeling. For the
standing posture, participants were asked to stand
against a vertical support with their feet
approximately shoulder width apart.
Each
participant was directed that they should position
themselves with their back against the support so
that the anatomical point most convex from the
body (scapulae and/or thoracic spine) lightly
touched the vertical support. The back of the head
and the buttocks also lightly touched the vertical
support. For the sitting posture each subject was
asked to sit unsupported and erect .A flat chair was
used, the height of which was adjustable so that the
angle formed between the thigh and calf measured
90 degrees. Custom-built pointers were positioned
against anatomical landmarks at the head (mastoid
process), shoulder (greater tubercle of the humeral
head) and pelvis (lateral aspect of the iliac crest).

repeated twice for the each subject for each of the
postures. Details of the experimental procedure is
below:

2.2 Subjects
A total of 20 experiments were conducted on 10
healthy (no history of low back pain) volunteer
subjects and in accordance with the University
human research ethics committee approved
experimental protocol. The subjects were from both
genders and their age ranged from 20 to 60 years.

2.3 Electrode Placement
Four pairs of surface EMG electrodes were
positioned symmetrically on either side of the spine
along the landmark line linking the L1 spinous
process and the ipsilateral posterior superior iliac
spine (Figure 1). Self-adhesive electrodes were
placed at the levels of the L2-3 and the L4-5
interspinous spaces[17]. These electrode sites were
considered to represent activity recorded from the
underlying superficial fibers of the multifidus
muscle[18]. A ground was placed on the upper part
of the back midline. Lumbar vertebral interspaces
were located through palpation by using the iliac
crest as a landmark to the L4-5 interspace.

In four point kneeling subjects were asked to kneel
down and support the back using both hands and
knees. The position of the hands and knees was
determined by each participant and recorded by the
examiners for reproducibility. Two sets of
adjustable space bars were used to ensure consistent
spacing between the two knees and the two hands.
Solid wooden support ensured the reproducibility of
the thigh position. Between the calf and thigh 90degree angle was maintained. The distance between
the thigh and arms was maintained using an
adjustable bar placed on the wooden board. A
visual focus point was used for all sitting, standing
and four point kneeling postures, so that the subject
would not make any neck movements.
A total of 11 postures were studied including
Sitting Normal (SitN), Sitting Left Arm Up (SitL),
Sitting Right Arm Up (SitR), Sitting Both Arms Up
(SitB), Standing Normal (StaN), Standing Left Arm
Up (StaNL), Standing Right Arm Up (StaNR),
Standing Both Arms Up (StaNB), Four Point
Kneeling Normal (4PN), Four point kneeling left
arm (4PL) and Four Point Kneeling Right Arm Up
(4PR) were done. The postures were maintained
such that arm flexion was at 90 degrees. A vertical
and horizontal scale was used in order to reproduce
arm positions during repeated trials.

Figure 1: Four channel recording of
Multifidus muscles

2.4 Choice of Postures
SEMG recordings were made while subjects
maintained standardized sitting, standing and four
point kneeling positions looking forward. Specific
postures were chosen on the assumption that these
specific postures preferentially activated the
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3.2 Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA)
and Analysis of Varience (ANOVA):

2.5 Recording of SEMG
The SEMG signal was recorded using the Powerlab
data acquisition system (AD Instruments, Castle
Hill, NSW, Australia) at a sampling rate of 1000
samples/second. The signal was denoised using
spectral filters consisting of an anti aliasing filter
with 3db cut-off at 200 Hz, high pass filter of 3 Hz
and a 50 Hz notch filter to remove the power line
noise. Particular attention was paid to ensure an
identical inter electrode distance and good contact
between electrode and skin at the recording sites,
because poor contact can produce high erroneous
readings[19]. For each subject a template was
created using a transparent sheet placed on the iliac
crest bones to reproduce the electrode placement
during repeated experiments. Recordings were
monitored on-line for any motion artifacts and
those readings that had any motion artifacts were
discarded.

Regression analysis is a multivariate analysis used
to summarize data and study relations between
different variables[20].Regression has been used in
many fields for estimation and fore casting.
Traditionally multiple regression analysis (MRA)
has been used to model the functional relationship
between
anthropometric
measurements[21].A
multivariate model of the data is given by Equation
1.

y = a0 + a1 ´ x1 + a2 ´ x2 (1)
Multiple regression solves for unknown coefficients
a 0 , a1 , a 2 by performing a least square fit. Thus,
the relationship between the RMS of the SEMG for
right L4-5 multifidus, left L2-3 multifidus and left
L4-5 multifidus was found for each posture. The
equation output of this multivariate process gives
the correlation coefficients between segmental
levels of muscle activity and the standard error
estimate (SE) of each segmental level contributing
to the regression equation.

3 Analysis of signals
Signals were normalised to overcome differences
between different recordings. The recorded signals
were processed using Matlab software. A statistical
analysis of the SEMG parameters was carried out
using MINITAB (Statistical software) to calculate
regression equations, Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) and residual coefficients.

Taking the average absolute deviation between the
original and the derived values, the cross-validation
of the model is achieved. The outcome of this
cross-validation is the average error. Confidence in
generalizing the regression equation is based on the
error coefficients. In order to analyse postures and
determine the relationship between the segmental
levels of muscle activity assuming ch3 (Left L2-3
multifidus) and ch4 (Left L4-5 multifidus) as
responses and ch2 (Right L4-5 multifidus) as
predicted, MRA was performed.

3.1 Normalization

Magnitude of SEMG is known to have intra and
inter subject variability. To permit comparison
between SEMG recordings the RMS-SEMG was
normalised with respect to right L2-3 segmental
level. This represents the relative strength of
contraction (RSC). This method of RSC
normalisation is most appropriate when lower
levels of activation are studied or assessed
compared to percentage Maximum Voluntary
Contraction (%MVC). The regression coefficients
were calculated and using least square fit algorithm,
equations were modelled to determine the
relationships between different muscle activations
for different static postures.

4. Results
Multiple regression modelling provides the values
of the correlation coefficients and the relationship
between various segmental levels by providing the
general equation for each posture. From Table 1 we
can observe that the standard error of the estimate
(SE) is composed of three values including the error
constant ( d ), left L2-3 multifidus (Ch 3) and
leftL4-5 multifidus (Ch 4. d represents the error
occurrence by the constant in the equation.
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Posture

Regression Equation

4PL
4PN
4PR
SitB
SitL
SitN
SitR
StaN
StaNB
StaNL
StaNR

Ch 2 = 1.06 + 0.51 ´ Ch 3 - 0.65 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.33 + 0.80 ´ Ch 3 - 0.04 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.99 - 0.05 ´ Ch 3 - 0.14 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.48 - 0.14 ´ Ch 3 + 0.57 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.44 + 0.03 ´ Ch 3 + 0.20 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.31 - 0.05 ´ Ch 3 + 0.71 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.42 - 0.07 ´ Ch 3 + 0.47 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.68 - 0.34 ´ Ch 3 + 0.60 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.60 - 0.21 ´ Ch 3 + 0.50 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.49 + 0.02 ´ Ch 3 + 0.42 ´ Ch 4
Ch 2 = 0.89 + 0.39 ´ Ch 3 - 0.16 ´ Ch 4

d

0.2738
0.3487
0.2071
0.1169
0.0824
0.2236
0.1415
0.1335
0.1160
0.1100
0.5244

SE
Ch3
0.3410
0.4414
0.1054
0.1384
0.0936
0.1932
0.1638
0.1315
0.1037
0.0862
0.2718

Ch4
0.4304
0.1822
0.09468
0.2001
0.1004
0.2245
0.1833
0.1201
0.0902
0.1110
0.2782

ANOVA
P
0.302
0.072
0.227
0.030
0.004
0.013
0.008
0.0001
0.001
0.001
0.360

Table 1: Regression equations showing relationships between segmental levels of muscle
activity and their corresponding Error coefficients. (SE=Standard Error of Estimate). Ch2 =
Right L4-5 multifidus, Ch3 = Left L2-3 multifidus, Ch4 = Left L4-5 multifidus. d =Error
constant.
The values in column Ch3 and Ch4 provides the
error caused by left L2-3 multifidus and left L4-5
multifidus in modelling the equation respectively.
The P values given in Table 1 for each posture
represents the statistical significance of the
predicted value of right L4-5 multifidus activity,
given the left L2-3 multifidus, left L4-5 multifidus
and right L2-3 multifidus. The mean RSC and the
deviation in error are observed from Figure 2. This
illustrates the level of activity at different vertebral
levels for a given posture.

Sitting Normal
2.5
Mean RSC

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
L2-3 right

L4-5 right

L2-3 left

L4-5 left

Segmental levels

Standing Normal
Mean RSC

2.5
2
1.5

5. Discussions

1
0.5
0
L2-3 right

L4-5 right

L2-3 left

The strength (magnitude) of each segmental level
can be observed from the graphs and the hierarchy
of muscle activity from high to low is determined
by the mean RSC of each segmental level for a
given posture. Inspection of the mean RSC in
Figure 2 shows the extent of exertion (or extent of
contraction) for the multifidi muscles at different
segmental levels for the static postures we
examined.

L4-5 left

Segmental levels

Four point Kneeling Normal
2.5

Mean RSC

2
1.5
1
0.5

From the results of regression analysis, it is
observed that the relationship between segmental
level muscles for sitting and standing postures is
stronger while this relationship is weak for
kneeling. The average error rate observed from
Table 1 shows that the relationship between

0
L2-3 right

L4-5 right

L2-3 left

L4-5 left

Segmental le vels

Figure 2: Bar graphs of Mean RSC vs.
segmental levels for each static posture.
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segmental muscles is strongest for predicting the
sitting posture. This suggests that normal human
subjects have well defined muscle contraction
behaviour pattern for the muscles of the lumbar
back for the postures they are familiar with such as
sitting and standing, while the muscle contraction
pattern for postures they are not familiar with is
weaker.
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6. Conclusion
In conclusion it is clear that the MRA has an
application in assessment of postures based on
lumbar multifidus activity, although some models
should not be used without a good clinical
understanding. In particular extreme caution has to
be taken while dealing with four point kneeling
postures because of unstable muscle activity. This
model will form a ground basis for analysing of
Low Back Pain (LBP) caused by multifidus
muscles due to different postures and also provide
insight about the functionality of the muscles
during different daily activities in normal healthy
subjects.
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Abstract

established. Also, since they are integral parts of the excimer laser systems, they cannot be used independently.
With the introduction of high resolution CMOS imaging devices and the developments in high-speed filming it
is now possible to observe the changes in pupil size during
an eye-blink or sudden changes in the lighting conditions.
It is known that the pupil changes its size under different
lighting conditions. However, with changes in pupil dimension the pupil centre often moves in relation to other ocular
landmarks [7, 8]. Such detailed observations provide clinicians and vision scientists with valuable information on eye
dynamics.
Several image processing techniques devoted to pupillometry have been reported [9, 10]. Recently, a robust
method for estimating the considered parameters of the anterior eye has been proposed [11]. The procedure utilises
several customised image processing techniques and is reported to perform well for a wide range of clinical images.
In summary, the procedure first finds the initial centre of the
eye [12]. Then the limbus outline algorithm is performed in
which it is crucial to determine the so-called limbus sectors,
the area of an image that contains the transition from the
limbus to the sclera. The limbus sectors depend on the characteristics of the individual eye and its direction of gaze.
Figure 1 shows an example of this for a natural gaze. Next,
a pupil outline algorithm is performed. The detected candidate points of the limbus and pupil are then used to estimate
the parameters of the pupil and limbus models. A circle
and an ellipse are the most popular models. In some cases,
however, more detailed analysis of the pupil may be necessary for which one can utilise a model based on the Fourier
series [13]. The whole procedure is iterated until the estimates of the pupil and limbus centers converge to stationary
values.
Our goal was to extend the methodology from [11] to
high speed pupillometry. In particular, we are interested
in the determination of the limbus sectors that may change
from one frame to the other during an eye blink.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we
provide details on high-speed image acquisition and intro-

Measuring the parameters of the pupil in the human eye
has become increasingly important in customised refractive
surgery and other eye care applications. High-speed and
high-resolution CMOS cameras can be used to study the
dynamics of eyelids and their interaction with the pupil at
different illumination levels. We consider the problem of
measuring the pupil size from a high-speed video. In particular, we develop a novel algorithm for setting intra-lid
sectors for the detection and estimation of the pupil and iris
outlines from a sequence of digital images. An application
of the proposed methodology to the estimation of the pupil
parameters during an eye blink is given.

1. Introduction
In the past, the pupil size was often measured with a ruler
or a special gauge. However, in the era of advanced refractive surgery and contact lens fitting, the traditional measurement techniques are not sufficient [1]. In many optometry
and ophthalmology applications, it is important to determine the location of the pupil with respect to other features
of the anterior eye such as the limbus (iris outline). For example, determining the relation between the pupil and limbus centres is crucial in corneal transplantation [2]. Also,
in some surgical procedures there is a need to determine the
pupil and limbus outlines as well as the position of the eyelids [3]. Nowadays, these parameters are often estimated
from digital images or video sequences utilising image processing techniques.
Most of the pupillometers that are commercially available do not posses the capability of estimating the limbus.
Relating the pupil to the limbus is possible in videokeratoscopy [4], although this technique is not reliable for eyes
that have dark irides [5]. In customised refractive surgery,
on the other hand, there are some commercial eye-trackers
that can determine the pupil parameters and relate them to
the limbus [6]. However, their accuracy has not been fully
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Figure 1. The image of the eye with two initial limbus
sectors
³
´ superimposed. The initial
(0) (0)
origin x0 , y0
is determined by the QSI detector.

duce the proposed algorithm for setting the limbus sectors.
Section 3 presents an example of high-speed pupillometry
during an eye blink.

2. Methodology
The high-speed camera that is used in the study is a
CMOS sensor type Redlake MotionPro with a full resolution of 1280×1024 pixels. During image acquisition, the
subject was asked to blink. The images were taken with
the sampling rate set to 250 frames per second (FPS) under
powerful 300W back-light that has been diffused through a
white board. This was necessary because the CMOS camera requires a significant amount of light for image capture.
A total number of 64 frames (256ms) for a full blink were
then edited from the video sequence. This corresponds to
the length of a typical blink. An example of eight consecutive frames taken during the first phase of the blink is shown
in Figure 2. It is clear that the information on the pupil
and limbus significantly change from one frame to the next.
Thus, it is crucial to estimate the limbus sectors individually
for each of the images in the video sequence.

Figure 2. Eight consecutive frames in the first
phase of the blink with the estimated pupil
(dashed line) and limbus (solid line) outlines.

frames depicts an open eye and that it contains at least partial information on both iris and ³
pupil.
´
(0)

(0)

The initial centre of the pupil x0 , y0 , is determined
by applying the QSI detector proposed in [12]. During
the eye-blink, the eye moves slightly. However this movement does not significantly affect the performance of the
QSI detector. Thus, in order to reduce the computational
expense, the initial estimated centre location from the first
frame is used for the rest of the 63 frames in the image preprocessing stage.
In this stage, each image is cropped to a maximum possible
square
³
´ inscribed in the original image and centred at
(0) (0)
x0 , y0 . The cropped image should contain the whole
area of the pupil and iris, and partial information on the
sclera and eyelids.
Let I(x, y), x = 1, . . . , nx , y = 1, . . . , ny be the intensity of a grey scale image, where nx and ny denote the

2.1. Algorithm for Limbus Sector Detection
The automatic pupillometry algorithm from [11] together with our proposed automatic limbus sector estimation for high-speed digital images is used. The procedure
starts with the acquisition of the first image of the eye. It
is assumed that the first image from the set of considered
2
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Figure 4. The average angular intensity profile before and after smoothing (top) and its
derivative (bottom).

number of pixels in the cropped image in the x and y directions respectively. We define a radial image profile Ip (r, θ),
r = 1, . . . , rmax ,θ = θmin , θmin +δθ , θmin +2δθ , . . . , θmax ,
where δθ is a predetermined angular step (1 degree). We
can then form an nr × nθ polar-grid matrix (image) with
columns corresponding to sampled radial profiles


Ip (1, θmin )
···
Ip (1, θmax )
 Ip (2, θmin )
···
Ip (2, θmax ) 


Ip = 

..
..
..


.
.
.

1
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X
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Is (r, θmin ) · · ·

rX
max

#
Is (r, θmax ) ,
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an example of which is shown by a dashed line in Figure 4.
This is further smoothed with an n-point Hamming window
(typically n = 21). The solid lines in Figure 4 show the corresponding average angular intensity profile after smoothing and its derivative. The two highest peaks are the angular location for lower θ1 or upper θ2 eyelid respectively.
From this, the start sector and the sector size for the pupil
and limbus estimation can be calculated. In this case, we
determined θ1 = 324o and θ2 = 42o , which are around
the angular positions of the upper and lower eyelids of the
right hand side of the polar image from Figure 3. We check
whether the image does contain a sufficient amount of information for estimating the pupil and limbus outlines by
comparing the difference of θ1 and θ2 with a certain threshold.
In the case where there are more than two peaks detected,
the angular location that produces a smaller sector size is
selected. This is done because for automatic pupillometry, it
is preferable to select the part of the image without too much
obstruction from the eyelashes. Further detail of automatic
pupillometry can be found in [11].

Ip (rmax , θmax )

where nr = rmax and nθ = (θmax − θmin ) [4, 11].
In the next step, two polar images are generated for the
left (from 270o to 89o ) and right (from 90o to 269o ) hand
side of each of the cropped images. An example of the polar image representation is shown in Figure 3. We note that
the eyelid information appears only at the bottom of the polar image. To detect the upper and lower eyelid, we only
process the section of the image that possibly contains the
eyelids. Let I s be the considered section of the polar image
I p,


Is (rs , θmin )
···
Is (rs , θmax )


..
..
..
Is = 

.
.
.
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330
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Figure 3. The polar image representation for
the left and right hand sides of a typical image
depicting an open eye.
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where rs to rmax is a predetermined radial section that includes significant amount of the eyelid information, normally chosen to be rs > 0.9rmax .
To detect the angular location of upper and lower eyelid,
we first average the angular intensity

3. Results
Consider the sequence of images shown in Figure 2. We
run the pupillometry procedure of [11] enhanced by the au3
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Figure 5. The absolute difference between the
manual and automatic pupil (∗) and iris (◦)
radii. The image time gradient is superimposed with the solid line.

Figure 6. The difference between the manually and automatically estimated pupil (∗) and
limbus (◦) centers.

blink phase and the beginning of the up blink phase.
One may expect higher standard deviation for the limbus parameter estimators because, in general, the transition
from the iris to sclera is not as clear as the transition from
the pupil to the iris. Also, other factors such as shadowing caused by eyelashes and build-up of the tear film at the
eyelid margins may contribute to a larger variability in the
parameter estimates.
In Figure 6, we show the difference between the manually and automatically estimated pupil and limbus centers,
denoted by asterisks and circles, respectively. Most of the
pupil centres were estimated both manually and automatically within ±4 pixels. This corresponds to approximately
100 microns. For limbus center estimation, most of the result were within ±15 pixels (375 microns). Note however,
that these results are relative to subjective measurements
and show only how closely the automatic pupillometry procedure can mimic a human operator.
It is clear that both centers are slightly biased to the left.
This is because the images from Figure 2 were taken with
a setup consisting of a back-light located to the right of the
subject. This resulted in irregular illumination of the acquired images and an unwanted reflection in the iris.

tomatic detection of limbus sectors as outlined in the previous section. The result of the estimated pupil and limbus
outlines is superimposed in Figure 2 with a dashed line and
a solid line, respectively.
To determine the relative accuracy of the proposed automatic methodology, we have developed a graphic user interface to assist manual fitting of the limbus and pupil. A
single frame is displayed at a time and an operator is instructed to click with the mouse on 16 points that are believed to constitute the limbus outline and a further eight
points for the pupil outline. The algorithm uses the manually selected points to estimate the parameters of the best-fit
circle (Least Squares) for both the limbus and the pupil.
The results of two experienced operators have been averaged and compared to the fully automatic procedure. In
Figure 5, we show the absolute difference between the manually and automatically estimated pupil (asterisks) and iris
(circles) radii. The averaged and scaled image time gradient, i.e.
X
s
[I(x, y; t) − I(x, y; t − 1)], 0 < s < 1,
(x,y)

is superimposed with the solid line, showing the dynamic
changes in the video sequence. Note that the down phase
of the blink is faster than the up blink phase (76ms vs
100ms). From Figure 5, we can note that the standard deviations of the estimated limbus parameters are around three
times larger than the corresponding standard deviations of
the pupil parameter estimators. The deviation of limbus estimate becomes more significant towards the end of down

4. Conclusions
We have developed a novel procedure for estimating the
limbus sectors. The proposed procedure is used with the
recently proposed automatic pupillometry algorithm for the
study of pupil dynamics in high speed filming. It was found
4
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that the procedure closely mimics an experienced human
operator and provides, in most cases, consistent results. It
should be emphasised that the proposed methodology will
be significantly hindered if the acquired images are taken
with a low resolution camera. The procedure could be significantly enhanced if colour images were available [14]. In
such a case, separation of features not related to the eye in
the image can be achieved.

[12] Iskander, D. R., Mioschek, S. Trunk, M. and Werth, W. “Detecting eyes in digital images,” In Proceeding of Seventh International Symposium on Signal Processing and Its Applications, Vol. II, pp. 21–24, Paris, France, July 2003.
[13] Wyatt, H. J. “The form of the human pupil,” Vision Research,
vol. 35, no. 14, pp. 2021–2036, 1995.
[14] Chai, D. and Ngan, K. N. “Face segmentation using skincolor map in vediohone applications,” IEEE Transactions
on Circuits and System for Video Technology, vol. 9, no. 4,
pp. 551–564, 2002.
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largely due to the wrongful use of passwords by many
users, methods are needed, therefore, to extend and
enhance the life of password techniques. One can develop
a methodology that improves security by using typing
biometrics
to
reinforce
password-authentication
mechanisms. Typing biometrics is the analysis of a user
keystroke patterns. Each user has a unique way of using
the keyboard to enter a password; for example, each user
types the characters that constitute the password at
different speeds. Fuzzy logic, SVM or Neuro-fuzzy can
be implemented to measure the user typing biometrics.
This reinforcement is transparent—indiscernible to the
users while they are entering the normal authentication
information (user ID and password), [1, 4, 5 and 10].
This paper discusses the hardware design of BAS, in
such a system it is necessary to determine the dynamics of
keystroke typing. One have to identify the parameters of
importance that can constitute a convenient pattern or
dynamic signature of the user. These parameters can be
identified by:

Abstract
The hardware design of a pressure based typing
biometrics authentication system (BAS) is discussed in
this paper. The dynamic keystroke is represented by its
time duration (¨t) and force (F) applied to constitute a
waveform, which when concatenated compose a complete
pattern for the entered password. Hardware design is the
first part in designing the complete pressure-based typing
(BAS) in order to ensure that the best data to represent
the keystroke pattern of the user is captured. The system
has been designed using LabVIEW software. Several data
preprocessing techniques have been used to improve the
acquired waveforms. An experiment was conducted to
show the validity of the design in representing keystroke
dynamics and preliminary results have shown that the
designed system can successfully capture password
patterns.

1. Introduction

1. The duration of pressing a key, in other words the
amount of time a user takes to press and release
when typing (¨ t).
2. The amount of force exerted on each button pressed
(F).

In the strictest sense, biometrics refers to the
application of a statistical analysis to biological data and
phenomena. The security community, however, widely
uses the term to describe technologies for personal
identity verification. Biometric devices fall into two
categories: those that use physical characteristics, such as
fingerprints and hand geometry, and those that use
behavioral characteristics, such as signature dynamics and
keystroke dynamics. Although a variety of authentication,
devices to verify a user identity are in use, password
mechanisms have been and probably will remain the
preferred method. Password authentication is an
inexpensive, familiar paradigm that most operating
systems support. Confidence in its ability to provide
adequate authentication is, however, waning. This is

The application of force (F) over duration of time
(¨ t) produces a wave pattern which could be recognized
as the typing-template for a sequence of keys pressed.
In [1], a good algorithm for the password
authentication is outlined. Here, when a new user requests
access to the computer system, or when an existing user
password is to expire, the access-control system asks the
user to type in the user ID and a new password. The
system then asks the user to reenter the user ID and
password to verify the previous inputs. Based on the
typing patterns displayed on entering and reentering the
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template, the system assumes that the user is an impostor,
and will not adjust the saved template. However, soon it
becomes clear that simultaneously matching patterns and
learning new patterns is very difficult, if not impossible,
hence it is recommended to separate learning and
matching for a prototype system. When a user registers
new authentication information by entering the user ID
and password, the system monitors when the user pattern
stabilizes into a recognizable pattern. The user must
therefore repeatedly enter the password until the pattern
becomes recognizable. The number of retries before the
pattern stabilizes varies from 10 to 20.
The hardware design is divided into two main sections in
this paper:

information,
the
typing-biometrics
methodology
computes a typing template for the user. The accesscontrol system then saves the user identification with the
associated template, along with the normal user ID and
password pair. On subsequent attempts to access the
system, the user goes through the normal passwordauthentication procedure that is, entering the user ID and
password. At the same time, the system monitors the user
typing patterns and computes a typing template based on
the user ID and password just entered. It then compares
this template with the template previously determined for
this user. If the new password and typing template match
those saved in the database, the system grants access to
the user. However, if the password does not match, the
normal password-authentication mechanism (without
consulting the biometrics component) will reject the user
or ask the user to reenter the authentication information. If
the password does match, BAS will provide a supporting
recommendation that verifies that the user is legitimate.
If the user ID and password are correct, but the new
typing template does not match the reference template,
the security system has several options, which will be
devised accordingly. A typical scenario might be that
BAS advises a security or net-work administrator that the
typing pattern for a newly entered user ID and password
is not what the system expects it to be and that a security
breach might be possible. The security administrator then
closely monitors the session to ensure that the user does
nothing he or she is not authorized to do. A practical
situation applies on ATM subscribers where if the user
password and pattern don’t match restriction is placed on
the amount of money that can be withdrawn [1].
The hardware design of BAS has been carried out to
achieve desired results with minimal hardware component
utilization. The DAQ capture system constitutes of
sensors, DAQ hardware, interface card and signal
conditioning circuit in addition to the PC unit.
The biometric sensors of the system are force sensors
which are needed to give a precise inspection of the
amount of force that each user applies while typing. Force
sensors can also provide more specific information than
just the force applied, hence using data acquisition and
analysis one can examine each signal pattern and monitor
the time duration (¨t), this will enhance the systems
sensitivity and precision.
Flow chart of BAS has been reported in [1]. An
important issue to discuss here is the learning stage that
the user undergoes when creating a new password.
Initially the system assumes that a user typing
undergoes gradual learning curve. The system adjusts the
reference typing template for a user when the newly
displayed pattern closely resembles the previously saved
template. His or her reference typing template has to be
updated to reflect the current typing pattern. When the
newly typed pattern substantially deviates from the saved

1. The drive and filter circuit, these are external to the
main PC unit.
2. The Front panel and block diagram of the
LabVIEW VI (virtual instrument).
In the first section the amplifier circuit and the
corresponding filter were designed. The sensors were
attached to the drive circuit and then from the drive circuit
to the A/D interface card.
The overall system block diagram is shown in Figure 1.
User ID +
Password
+
Keystrok
e Pattern

User ID and Password

Alphanumeric
Keyboard with
additional Pressure
Sensors

Data Capture
“LabView System”
Keystroke
Pattern

Learning Mode “continue trials until good match

Data
Base

Intelligent
Classifier

User
Interface

Figure 1. Overall system Block diagram.

Two main authentication frames are emphasized
during the overall design of the BAS:
1.

2.

The alphanumeric password representing the normal
password entered by the user, it consists of
alphanumerical combination created by the user or
the system administrator and saved by the system.
The typing biometrics associated with the user
"typing template", this is the second authentication
frame needed to study the typing pattern of the user
and classify it according to certain parameters
associated with typing patterns.

The analysis of BAS is the focus of this paper. However,
the overall system as depicted by Figure 1 is currently
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retrieve from the circular buffer each time. For example if
a VI has an input buffer size of 2,000 samples and 1,000
number of scans to read at a time, which means the VI
reads in half of the buffer’s data while the VI fills the
second half of the buffer with new data.
Analog trigger signal is connected to one analog
input channel. The DAQ device monitors the analog
trigger channel until trigger conditions are met. The DAQ
hardware has been configured in LabVIEW to begin
taking data when the incoming signal is on the rising
slope and when the amplitude reaches 1.2V, signal is
initiated by a special button on the keyboard.

being integrated and tested. The overall system will be
discussed separately in the future.

2. Hardware design
2.1 Force sensors arrangement
The sensor is an ultra-thin (0.005") flexible printed
circuit. It is 0.55" (14 mm) wide and 8" (203 mm) in
length. The active sensing area is a 0.375" diameter circle
at the end of the sensor. The sensors are attached to the
bottom (below) each keyboard key, a plastic spring is
fixed on the sensing area of the sensor to insure that the
key does not push on the sensing area and cause error
pulse. This fabrication allows the template to have a
normal distribution for the voltage waveform for each
pulse (key pressed), the waveform pulse will hence have a
shape similar to half a sine wave cycle.

2.3 Signal preprocessing
The first stage of signal preprocessing is to pass the
acquired waveform over a lowpass filter which eliminates
any undesirable high frequency components or noise
before the sampler and ADC.
After applying the filter one can observe in (Figure 2
and Figure 3) the elimination of noise and the
improvement in the waveform signal.

2.2 System design in LabVIEW
The DAQ system has been designed with LabVIEW
based on the following specifications:

Acquired Signal without filtering

2.

The data captured must be saved continuously into a
file format that would be transferred to the database
and the intelligent classifier.
The system must have an independent trigger to start
the acquisition

0.15
0.1
Voltage

1.

0.2

0.05
0

Waveform

-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2
1

The main objective is to continuously acquire and
save data to text file readable by spreadsheet programs.
Each row is a scan and each column is a channel; columns
are separated by commas and rows by an end-of-line
character.
The system uses the circular buffer technique for data
acquisition whereby data is continuously acquired into a
circular acquisition buffer at the same time that the VI
reads the acquired data and processes it. After the
program creates the file, it initializes and starts the
acquisition. It converts the scan rate to a string ending
with an end of line character and writes it as the first line
in the file. In each iteration, it reads "number of scans to
write at a time" scans from the acquisition buffer,
converts the data to a spreadsheet string, and writes it to
the file. When one presses the STOP button, the program
stops the acquisition and closes the file. The scan backlog
indicates how much data remains in the buffer after each
retrieval, and is an indication of how well the application
is keeping up with the acquisition rate. If the backlog
increases with time, that means scanning is too fast and
will eventually overwrite the circular buffer [8].
There are inputs for setting the channels, size of the
circular buffer, scan rate, and the number of samples to

75 149 223 297 371 445 519
Time x (1/1000 seconds)

Figure 2. Acquired signal without filtering.

Acquired signal with filtering
0.2
0.15
Voltage

0.1
0.05
0

Waveform

-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2
1

48 95 142 189 236 283 330 377 424 471 518
Time x (1/1000 seconds)

Figure 3. Acquired signal with filtering.

3. Experimental setup
According to the system specifications, the data
captured for the password pattern should comply with the
type of classifier to be used; the classifier in this case is
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2.

SVM (support vector machine). Here are the main criteria
for the experiment.
1. The experiment aims at proving the consistency of
the design in capturing, representing and analyzing
the keystroke pattern of a certain password.
2. The keystroke waveform pattern for each individual
keyboard button pressed should be appended
(attached) to make up one continuous waveform for
all the buttons together; this continuous waveform is
the dynamic keystroke pattern that will be passed to
the classifier. Appending the waveforms can be done
externally (before entering the DAQ terminals) or
internally (with the LabVIEW software). The results
of both external and internal appending were
compared, and it was found that external appending
is better. Waveforms were appended externally by
superimposing them to one channel in a parallel
connection, by this way it is possible to save extra
processing on the LabVIEW software.
3. The number of data points for each time a user enters
his/her password should be consistent, otherwise the
classifier will arbitrarily insert small values (or zeros)
as replacement for the missing points (to make up the
maximum number of points which is 540). It is
required to collect only a fixed number of data points
for each key pressed or find a way to concise the
graph and reduce the number of data points without
altering the trend of the data points acquired. This
was achieved by applying the moving average
algorithm with interpolation in the LabVIEW data
processing. The consistency of such approach is
shown in the results.

For these reasons one should adjust the sensitivity of
DAQ system, the aim is to find the optimal sensitivity for
the system. Sensitivity can be adjusted by changing the
amplifier gain or by changing the LabVIEW waveform
parameters, such as the sampling rate or the numbers of
scans to read at a time.
In the experiment results one can notice the effects of
using the moving average algorithm in compressing
keystroke patterns without altering the trend of the
waveforms.

3.1 Data acquisition and processing
The moving average is a simple mathematical
technique used primarily to eliminate aberration and
reveal the real trend in a collection of data points.

3.

1.

Data before applying the moving average
algorithm

Keystroke pattern before applying
moving average algorithm

Data is more accurate and more descriptive to
keystroke dynamics of the user.
Easiness in identifying different patterns of different
users.
More into fulfilling the real-time dynamic response
of password pattern.

10
8
6

Waveform

4
2
0
1

While the disadvantages are:
1.

(1)

The algorithm was written so as to make average for (M)
number of points and represent them with one point, for
convenience an interpolation algorithm has been applied,
the interpolation was done to get the average between
each two consecutive data points, the scope was to
reduce the data points without distorting or losing any
significant information in the signal. Simple test on the
algorithm have shown that this can improve patterns [9].

Voltage

2.

§M 1
·
1 ¨ ¦ x[n  k ] ¸
M¨
¸
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¹
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The experiment was done by asking a volunteer to
key in a 7 digit password and verifying whether one can
constitute a recognizable pattern for the password entered.
The experiment showed that password pattern has a very
high degree of precision and sensitivity, making it to have
the following advantages and disadvantages.
The advantages are:
1.

The effect of external factors on the user (his
emotional state, his physical position while typing)
can greatly affect the keystroke pattern typed

63 125 187 249 311 373 435 497
time x (1/1000 seconds)

Figure 4. Keystroke pattern without
moving average and interpolation.

Patterns for a certain user can never match
completely; this puts a burden on the classifier
module.
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As one can see the number of points is around 400 to
500 points for each password pattern, the error (difference
in number of points for successive password trials) will be
high (20-100 points) which is not recommended for the
SVM classifier. Therefore it is mandatory to reduce the
number of points representing each pattern in order to
comply with design specifications

Password Keystroke pattern trials
Trial 1

Voltage

10

Trial 2

8

Trial 3

6

Trial 4
Trial 5

4

Trail 6
Trial 7

2

2.

Trial 8

0

Data after applying the moving average algorithm.

1

5
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9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41

Trial 10

Time x (1/1000 seconds)

Figure 6. Keystroke pattern trials for single
user and 7 digit password.

Keystroke pattern after applying the
moving average algorithm (different
trial)

Stacked graph of Password keystroke
pattern trials
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Figure 5. Keystroke pattern with Moving
average and interpolation.

Trial 1

Figure 7. Keystroke pattern trials for single
user and 7 digit passwords (stacked
graph).

It is observed that the 5 moving average has greatly
reduced the number points without altering the overall
shape and trend of the keystroke pattern, in the 7 digit
experiment it will shown that the error in that case was
only 5 data points for all trials in the experiment.

FFT_Trial1.m
FFT_Trial4.m
FFT_Trial7.m
FFT_Trial10.m

FFT_Trial2.m
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FFT_Trial8.m
FFT_Trial11.m
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FFT_Trial6.m
FFT_Trial9.m

4.4
4.2
4.0
3.8

3.2 Experiment results and discussion

3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0

The experimental results for keying a 7 digit
password for one user is shown in figure 6, 7 and 8
respectively.
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Figure 8. FFT of keystroke pattern trials for
single user and 7 digit password.

In Figure 6, it is evident that the user is following
distinct stroking rhythms, a general pattern is easily
recognizable from the graph. This proves that the
hardware has been successful in capturing a recognizable
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sensitivity of the hardware when measuring the voltage
waveform; it was experimented that if one increases the
sensitivity the waveforms of keystroke patterns will reach
the threshold voltage for most of the keys pressed when
typing a certain password, this is not desired as it
increases the possibility of match between patterns of
different users. To solve this problem one have to attain
the optimal settings for the sensitivity which can only be
achieved by conducting more random experiments for
many users and passwords.
The FFT was used to prove the analogy between the
ESD of keystroke patterns; this is a good criteria to
include in further analysis of pattern classification.

pattern for the password, justifying that the approach of
designing the dynamic keystroke pattern is correct.
The difference in the number of data points for each
password pattern is only 5 for all 11 trials, this is
confirmation with the SVM requirements of the system.
Figure 7 shows the stacked graph for the 7 digit
password trials, this graphs is more descriptive to the
degree of compatibility between each password trial, it is
clear that there is a lot of similarity between keystroke
patterns.
It is also possible to examine the frequency analysis
of the concatenated waveform. This can be achieved by
computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of y[n]
using the FFT algorithm. This would produce the energy
spectral density (ESD) of y[n] which is directly related
to the pattern of keystroke typing (it is expected that
different users should produce different ESD). However,
information about the latency is lost due to the procedure
of acquiring the data.
Figure 8 shows the ESD graph for the 7 digit
password trials. FFT algorithm calculates the discrete
spectrum of a particular waveform. from the graph it is
noticed that the ESD for the patterns are very similar, it is
also noticed that the FFT estimates of the keystroke
patterns are very similar too.
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logical and neurological processes. The concept of attention, or conscious selecting and directing of perceptual information intake, arises because finite physical human limitations prevent us from perceiving all things at once. Rather,
attention is used to focus our mental capacities on small portions of the sensory input gamut so that we can successfully
assimilate the stimulus of interest [6].

This paper describes the use of visual attention characteristics, monitored by gaze tracking during presentation of
a known visual scene to a viewer, as a biometric for distinguishing between individual viewers. The positions and
sequences of gaze locations during viewing may be determined by overt (conscious) or covert (sub-conscious) viewing behaviour. Methods to quantify the spatial and temporal patterns established by the viewer for a particular image
are proposed, and distance measures between these are established. Experimental results suggest that both types of
gaze behaviours can provide simple and effective biometrics for this application.

The human visual system relies on positioning of the
eyes to bring a particular component of the visible field of
view into high resolution. This permits the person to view
an object or region of interest near the centre of the field
in much finer detail. In this respect, visual attention acts as
a “spotlight” effect [9]. The region viewed at high resolution is known as the foveal region and is much smaller than
the entire field of view contained in the periphery. Viewing of a visual scene consists of a sequence of brief gaze
periods (typically 100-500ms) of visual concentration (fixations) at specific locations in the field of view, interspersed
with sudden movements of the eyes (saccades) to reposition
the foveal region at the next point of attention. This process
provides the brain with detailed visual information over a
succession of these fixation-saccade events covering a few
comparatively small areas in the field of view, from which
a “conceptual” image of the visual scene is constructed by
combining these with the large area of low resolution information gained from the periphery. The fixation-saccade
events may be consciously directed by the viewer to visit
a sequence of specific points in the scene (overt), or else
may be allowed to be directed sub-consciously by the brain
according to its choice of points of interest (covert) [8].

1. Introduction
Establishing the identity of a person when validating a
request for access to a secure environment is an important
and challenging application in the world of today. To complement the widespread practice of data-based authentication using private information (such as passwords) which is
prone to attack or theft, some physical aspects of the human individual known as “biometrics” may also be used
(such as fingerprints) [2]. While these are harder to violate than purely data-based methods, it is not impossible.
Safer forms of biometrics would be based on non-visible
and non-physiological information hidden within the person, such as behaviour or thought processes. Here we propose to exploit the personal aspects of visual attention processes determined by means of monitoring eye movements,
in an attempt to develop such a biometric.

In order to understand visual attention processes better,
methods have been devised to track gaze location through
eye movements: a simple approach uses a video camera image to recover the 3D orientation of the eye. By observing
where and when a person’s gaze is directed, it is possible to
establish the fixation-saccade path followed by the viewer.
This provides insights about what the viewer found interesting (i.e. what captured their attention) and perhaps reveal
how that person perceived the visual scene they were viewing [6]. If the viewer is undertaking a defined task, such

2. Visual Attention and Eye Movement
It has been estimated that approximately 80% of the information a human receives comes from visual inputs [13].
Visual information therefore plays a major role in our everyday life activities and also in our ability to make decisions
based on this information. Visual attention is a complex
and expanding research field which investigates aspects of
human vision and how it relates to higher cognitive, psycho-
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as following a prescribed sequence of gaze locations, this is
equivalent to providing a password. If a task is not specified, the path denotes the pattern of visual interest for that
individual, corresponding to the scene being viewed. Either
of these situations can provide a suitable foundation for a
biometric, and both are explored here.

1. The operating characteristics of the tracking device
need to be sufficient to allow the necessary detail in
spatial and temporal resolution. A sampling rate of
approximately 50ms or less will achieve the temporal
requirement for detecting fixations generally. Spatial
localisation to around 10% of the overall scene linear dimensions is judged sufficient to establish fixation
points appropriate to this application.

3. Biometric Gaze Measurements
Biometric research is a rapidly evolving field due to the
increased demand on modern society to identify or authenticate an individual [11]. Whether for the purpose of entering
a restricted room or building, or for credit card payments,
there are numerous needs to validate identity. Biometric
identification has adopted a wide range of human features
and characteristics which may be used to identify or authenticate an individual with much stronger certainty. Typical examples include the fingerprint, iris and retina scan,
voice print [12], face geometry [4, 10], DNA, handwriting,
or even a person’s typing style which can be used as a keyboard behavioral signature [1]. An identification system
is also often formed as a combination of different traditional identification and biometric measures [5]. This paper describes another such biometric measure based on distinguishing between visual attention patterns for individual
viewers.
As described earlier, a viewer will build up a perception
or “conceptual image” of the visual scene by a sequence of
fixation-saccade events. The spatial and temporal pattern of
these events for a given visual scene varies widely between
different people and accordingly can be used to compute a
visual attention ”signature” of each individual. These signatures can be formulated by quantitative analysis of the
individual’s gaze data [7]. Two possible ways that such signatures could be constructed are as follows.

2. A sufficient number of successive gaze points is required to allow unique characterisation of an individual within the population, and to override the effect
of involuntary errors in gaze location and sequence,
without requiring too many points or too long a gaze
duration for practical purposes. A comfortable maximum viewing time for an image is approximately 20
secs, after which some fatigue/boredom effects typically occur. This allows for at least 40 fixations to be
measured.
3. The gaze pattern followed by a viewer needs to be reasonably similar on different occasions. Substantial evidence from experiments with numbers of viewers indicates this expectation is realistic [14].
4. The covert viewing gaze patterns for different viewers
of the same scene need to differ significantly and consistently from each other to allow effective detection.
Evidence in the literature [6] suggests that this is the
case.
5. An efficient and unbiased technique is needed to establish the distance between two gaze patterns, to allow easy decision-making for establishing similarity.
A signature of relatively few numerical values representing a compacted form of the gaze pattern would
be appropriate, and can be compared using ranking or
matching type procedures.

1. The viewer could be presented with a known picture
for which they had decided upon a personal sequence
of fixation points, already informed to the authentication system in a training phase. The viewer would consciously (overtly) direct their gaze to these points in
the order established, while the authentication system
tracked the sequence of points.

6. A distance measure between gaze patterns also needs
to make allowance for involuntary errors, such as sequence or duration variations. The signature should
therefore be constructed to constrain the effects of
same viewer variations.
Our approach to developing the biometrics described
above, and establishing their viability subject to the above
assumptions, is described in the sections below.

2. The viewer could be presented with a known picture
for which their unconscious (covert) pattern of gaze
points when inspecting the picture had previously been
captured by the authentication system in a training
phase. The viewer would simply view the picture passively and allow the authentication system to collect
the pattern of gaze points occurring naturally.

4. Methodology & Outcomes
The experimental methodology adopted consisted of
recording gaze data of three different viewers for a particular image of an outdoor scene. This image is shown in
Figure 1. For each image, the viewer was directed to examine the scene both consciously (overtly) and unconsciously

Both methods require some assumptions about the properties of eye movement and gaze tracking, as follows:
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two operating modes. The first mode consists of the off-line
training wherein the library of gaze “signatures” is compiled for each individual. The second mode is the actual
online operation of the authentication system. In this mode,
an observer’s gaze data is recorded online and compared
against the database of signatures to identify or authenticate
an individual. The off-line training mode for the overt experiment consisted of building the database of points to be
viewed and their sequences manually. The recorded gaze
data gathered during the online mode was then compared
against the database to authenticate the individual.
For the given Rockclimb image, the observer was directed to gaze at each of the six specific points for approximately one second each and in their prescribed sequence.
The gaze data (sampled at 15fps) was then passed through
a spatial clustering algorithm to extract any fixations with
an approximate viewing time of 1.0 secs and a tolerance of
0.3 secs, i.e. containing roughly 10 to 19 samples of gaze
data. The locations of these fixations were then compared
against the database, along with their viewing sequence, to
authenticate the individual.
Figure 2 shows the original gaze data and fixations extracted for all subjects viewing the Rockclimb image, for
comparison purposes. After clustering the original gaze
samples with a constraint on the time of fixation, only six
fixations were obtained and are plotted against the Rockclimb image. These fixations correspond to the six points
the observer was directed to examine. Similar fixation plots
were also obtained across the three repeat experiments from
the same people.
For the overt experiment, a successful authentication is
the case when the location of the fixations extracted from
the clustering algorithm (subject to a time constraint of approx one second) is within a small threshold of the locations
stored in the database. The sequence of viewing these fixations also had to correspond to those stored for each individual. The authentication process was successful in all
cases.

Figure 1. Rockclimb image used in the gazetracking experiments.
(covertly). The former approach relied on the observer to
gaze at a select number of points and in a particular sequence known only to them. In the latter approach, the
viewer was free to examine the image in their natural manner, i.e. as directed by their personal visual attention processes. For each case, the gaze-tracking experiment was repeated three times, each occasion being separated from the
others by some other visual tasks to reduce the influence
repetition.

4.1. Gaze-Tracking Device
The device used to record eye movements during these
experiments was an EyeTech video-based corneal reflection
eye tracker. This device is normally used for point-of-regard
measurements, i.e. those that measure the position of the
eye relative to 3D space rather than relative to the head [15].
The method of operation relies on tracking the corneal reflection from an infra-red light source, as it is invisible to
the human eye and non-distracting. Although four separate
reflections are formed during the reflection of a light source,
referred to as Purkinje reflections [3], only the first Purkinje
reflection is utilized in the video-based tracker and is located relative to the location of the pupil center using image
processing techniques.
The gaze-tracker utilized operated at 15 frames per second, resulting in a sample of the observer’s gaze direction
approximately every 67ms. The experiments were conducted using an image and screen resolution of 1024 ¢ 768
pixels.

4.3. Covert Experiment
Comparing the recorded gaze signatures of a person with
those in a database is a straight forward procedure for the
overt experiments. A valid authentication is simply the case
when the location of the clustered fixations, and their viewing sequence, matches those stored in the database. However, the comparison of the gaze patterns for the covert experiments is a much more complicated and problematic endeavour. This is due to the inherent variations that exist not
only between viewing patterns of different people, but more
significantly, between different scans of the same person.
This inter- and intra-variability makes the development of
a simple authentication process extremely difficult. Consequently, more sophisticated measures need to be developed
in order to truly identify commonalities, if any, that exist

4.2. Overt Experiment
For the overt experiments, each viewer was directed to
look at six specific points in the Rockclimb image. As only
a small number of people were utilised, the same six points
were used in each case, however, the viewing sequence was
re-arranged substantially for each person. This essentially
provided a unique pattern which could be used to distinguish very clearly between the different individuals.
For both the overt and covert approaches to developing
a biometric measure, the system may be considered to have
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Figure 2. Overt Experiment: (a,c,e) show the
original gaze samples while (b,d,f) show the
extracted fixations plotted against the Rockclimb image for all three viewers.
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The first two distance measures are used to assess the
commonality of the fixations and their viewed sequence
between any two scans.
simply counts the number of
common fixations while ¼ counts the number of position
changes in the order of the fixation viewing sequence. This
count is normalised by
to penalize those counts with
a small number of common fixations. Thus, viewing sequences with a certain number of sequence changes and a
large number of common fixations will be more significant
than those with the same count for sequence changes and a
small number of fixations.
The second two distance measures described above are
used to quantify slightly different aspects of the visual at£
measures the difference between the
tention process.
period (or the number of sample points) of the first five fixations via a SAD score. Empirical evidence has shown that
the most prominent of all fixations generally occur within
the first five viewed. Later fixations as a general rule contain
a much smaller period. These is the reason for only comparing the first five fixations. Note however, that these first five
fixations can be revisited during the entire viewing duration
(10 secs). Thus, £ computes the SAD score between the
total number of sample points between the first five fixations
obtained over the entire viewing sequence. The last distance
measure  quantifies the difference between the revisiting
habits of the viewers. Different viewers will have different

between different scans of the same observer and between
observers. The measures and data that will be discussed in
this section are presented to ascertain if any patterns exist
across the same observers and/or different observers. The
existence of any such patterns will determine if a person’s
covert visual attention processes can in fact be used as a
successful biometric. At this stage, no authentication procedure has been implemented on these measures.
Figure 3 presents some sample data for the covert experiments. Plots (a), (b) and (c) show fixations of Scan 1
for Person 1, Person 2, and Person 3 respectively, plotted
against the Rockclimb image. The variations between observers in these cases are quite apparent. Figures (d), (e)
and (f) represent the three repeated scans for Person 1 on
the Rockclimb image. These three scans do appear to have
many similarities after a visual comparison, however, there
is still obviously some diversity between the three repeated
scans, i.e. intra-viewer variation. Moreover, the plots in
Figure 3 do not contain any information about the sequence
these points were viewed in.
The measures employed to determine the similarities between different scans in this experiment are outlined below.
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underlying psychological and cognitive process which direct them in to revisit points or regions of interest to them
in various manners. Thus,  measures the differences in
the number of revisits of the first five prominent fixations
via another SAD score.
Table 1 presents the distance measures calculated between all possible scan combinations. The larger the value,
the more similar the scans as they share a larger number of
common fixations. The diagonal values in this table signifies comparison between a scan and itself, which simply
yields the total number of fixations in that person’s scan.
From a simple visual inspection of the table, there is evidence that the scores of intra-viewer comparisons (not including the diagonals) are generally larger than inter-viewer
comparisons, except for a few cases. This measure however,
is by no means sufficient enough to adequately distinguish
between different viewers.

P1

P2

P3

S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3

S1
14

P1
S2
9
10

S3
9
8
11

S1
6
3
3
15

P2
S2
8
7
5
7
13

S3
7
5
5
9
6
13

Table 1. Quantitative measures:
between scans of all viewers.

S1
5
3
4
4
2
4
9

P3
S2
5
3
4
3
2
5
7
10

P1

P2

P3

S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3

S1
0

P1
S2
37
0

S3
37
16
0

S1
83
111
111
0

P2
S2
0
41
40
82
0

S3
61
80
80
37
28
0

P3
S2
80
0
63
111
0
80
25
0

S1
80
0
63
63
0
125
0

S3
111
0
111
111
0
222
41
40
0

Table 2. Quantitative measures: ¼ ¢  calculated between scans of all viewers.
ations, which have been shown empirically to be the most
prominent fixations. Similarly Table 4 presents the SAD
scores between the number of revisits of the first five fixations. For the values in both Table 3 and 4, the smaller the
score, the more similar the scans. Once again, from a visual
inspection of both of these tables, there is an obvious trend
where the intra-viewer comparisons are generally smaller
than inter-viewer comparisons, except for a few cases.

S3
3
2
3
3
2
3
6
4
7

P1

P2

calculated

P3

Table 2 presents the ¼ scores which signify the differences in order of the fixation viewing sequence, normalised
by the square of the number of common fixations. In this
case, the smaller the ¼ score, the more similar the scan.
The diagonal values in this table are all zeros as a scan compared with itself will obviously have the exact same viewing sequence, so the changes between them will be zero.
From a visual inspection of the table, it can be scene that the
intra-viewer comparisons (not including the diagonals) are
almost all smaller than inter-viewer comparisons, except for
five distinct cases which the score is zero. These are cases
when the viewing sequence of the common fixations are the
same. However, from a cross-comparison with Table 1, it
is clear that these instances generally only contain two or
three common fixations between the two scans, so the possibility of having the same sequence is significantly higher.
Future work will look at penalizing these instances rather
than assigning it a zero value which would suggest similar
scans, when in actual fact they are far from similar due to
the small number of common fixations.
Table 3 presents the £ SAD scores which measures the
difference in the visit period (or number of gaze samples)
between the first five fixations of any two scans, whatever
location those fixations may be. This measure essentially
compares how long a person views each of the first five fix-
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0
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27
0
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56
53
0

S1
65
80
63
0

P2
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45
54
69
38
0

S3
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81
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31
51
0

Table 3. Quantitative measures:
lated between scans of all viewers.

P1

P2

P3

S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3
S1
S2
S3

S1
0

P1
S2
3
0

S3
8
5
0

S1
8
9
10
0

P2
S2
7
10
11
3
0

S3
9
12
13
3
4
0

P3
S2
85
78
85
108
72
115
36
0

S1
87
80
69
76
78
95
0

£

Table 4. Quantitative measures:
lated between scans of all viewers.

calcu-

P3
S2
8
5
6
8
9
11
6
0

S1
8
7
8
8
7
9
0



S3
59
48
49
82
68
83
44
54
0

S3
4
3
4
8
7
9
4
4
0

calcu-

From the preliminary results presented thus far, there are
some obvious trends in the data to suggest that a scan from
one person is in actual fact more similar to other scans from
that same person than to scans from other people. Future
work will repeat these experiments on a greater range of
images and subjects to provide a richer set of base data.
Investigation will also be carried out on various statistical
approaches to extract more concrete conclusions from these
results, as well as examining more advanced comparative
measures.
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(a)
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Figure 3. Covert Gaze Data: Fixations for Scan 1 of (a) Person 1, (b) Person 2, and (c) Person 3, for
the Rockclimb image. Figures (d), (e) and (f) represent the three repeated scans for Person 1, i.e.
intra-viewer variation.

5. Conclusion
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The above experimental results would be enhanced by
increasing the number of subjects tested, and refining the
resolution of performance parameters associated with the
complexity of the gaze tracking data and the corresponding compacted signature information. The simple visual attention biometrics described here could be extended in a
number of ways, to increase the sophistication of the signatures extracted, or to introduce sufficient variability to
make attacks harder: for example, expanding the number of
different images available to a single viewer for the covert
gaze method. The applicability of the method under highly
constrained circumstances such as exist for present PC or
PDA systems, using typical cheap camera technology for
eye tracking and allowing no choice of images, is currently
being investigated.
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Abstract

many fields (e.g. diagnostic technique [1]-[3] and
non-destructive evaluation [4]) due to its low cost and
non-invasiveness. Moreover, ultrasonic technique helps us
to diagnose the human body. However, since a bone is
layer structure constructed of the cortical bone, the
cancellous bone, and so on, the ultrasonic wave is
significantly attenuated in bone tissue. Several researchers
studied about visualizing bone tissue using ultrasonic
technique [5][6]. However, because of pulse transit-time
method or fixed specific region, it was not enough to
visualize bone shapes. Development of pulse echo
ultrasonic techniques that propagates bone tissue enables
us to visualize bone shapes in real time.
Fuzzy logic [7][8] provides a high robustness scheme
to control or manipulate ambiguous information.
Especially, fuzzy inference technique is employed for
various medical fields, such as image processing [9][10]
and signal processing [1][3]. This paper therefore
employs fuzzy inference technique to develop the
sonography system.
The developed ultrasonic system consists of a
composite probe whose center frequency is 1 MHz. The
ultrasonic wave with frequency of 1 MHz penetrates bone
practically. The system acquires several A-scope waves
by moving the probe using a scanner. These A-scope
waves comprise three-dimensional (3D) ultrasonic data.
These waves have characteristics of the ultrasonic wave
such as amplitude and frequency. This paper aims to
determine surface and bottom points of a bone. We realize
the bone sonography system that consists of two stages by
considering these characteristics on fuzzy logic. First, we
determine bone surface from the degrees of the surface
echo. Second, we determine bone bottom from degrees of
the bottom echo. We applied our method to artificial
bones. As a result, the error of the determined thickness
was less than 1.0 mm.

This paper describes a sonography system that enables
us to recognize three-dimensional (3D) bone shape by
using ultrasonic technique. Conventional ultrasonic
technique can visualize soft tissue of human body (e.g.
heart and liver). However, it cannot apply to hard tissue
(i.e. bone) because of the difficulty in inserting the
ultrasonic wave to the bone caused by significant
attenuation of the ultrasonic wave in it. To overcome this
problem, we employ fuzzy logic, which can deal with
ambiguous information. This method consists of two
stages. First, a degree of bone surface is calculated from
knowledge of bone surface. Second, a degree of bone
bottom is calculated from knowledge of bone bottom. This
method could visualize 3D bone shape by using each
degree based on fuzzy logic. It applied to artificial bones.
As a result, the error of the determined thickness was less
than approximately 1.0 mm.

1. Introduction
For diagnosing and curing fracture or osteoarthritis,
information of bone shape is essential to check the current
state of human bone. X-ray Computed Tomography (CT)
scanners are widely used for visualizing bone shape. CT
systems cannot visualize bone shape in real time, and it
requires high cost and large equipment, in comparison
with ultrasonic systems. In addition, bone shape
visualizing system in real time is required because
physician would like to understand bone shapes on
operation table, especially, under orthopedic surgery such
as total knee arthroplasty and intramedullary nail locking.
Ultrasonic technique is well known for real time
visualizing technique. The ultrasonic technique is used in
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Figure 1. Ultrasonic data acquisition system.
several lateral and longitudinal locations are obtained.
These waves convert into 3D ultrasonic data (shown in
Figure 2). The scanner and the oscilloscope are handled
using a personal computer. The sampling interval of data
is 10 ns. In our experiment, the ultrasonic data is obtained
in a thermostat water bath (Thomas Kagaku Co. Ltd.,
T-22L) that keeps the target at a fixed temperature of 20
degrees Celsius.
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2.2 Characteristics used in our method
We focus on four characteristics (i.e. Amplitude,
Quadrature, Frequency, and Distance between bone
surface and bottom) with respect to the ultrasonic wave in
our method.
First, Amplitude indicates ultrasonic wave power. In
general, ultrasonic wave oscillates between a positive
value and a negative value. Since, we need to deal with
ultrasonic wave power, we do rectifying ultrasonic waves
and smoothing them.
Second, Quadrature indicates ultrasonic wave spectrum
for a frequency. When y (t ) = A sin(ωt + θ ) is given as a
wave, Quadrature is calculated by following equation.
The sine component of the wave S is calculated by
Equation (6).

Min

Figure 2. Ultrasonic data.

2. Preliminaries
2.1 Ultrasonic data acquisition system
Figure 1 shows an overview of the developed ultrasonic
data acquisition system. We use a low frequency probe
(KGK, 1K14I/6I-F20) whose center frequency is 1 MHz.
This probe is a doughnut-type probe that means to be
arranged (a transmit probe and a receive probe) in
concentric circle shape. In this experiment, the outside
probe transmits ultrasonic waves, and the inside probe
receives it. The ultrasonic pulser receiver (New Sensor
Inc., NSI-PR2000L) transmits and receives ultrasonic
waves via this probe. The oscilloscope (Yokogawa
Electric Corp., DL1720) obtains A-scope waves that are
displayed as amplitude value vs. propagation time. By
moving the probe using a scanner, A-scope waves at

T

S = ∫ y (t ) sin(ωt )dt
0

T

= ∫ A sin(ωt + θ ) sin(ωt )dt
0

= A∫ {sin(ωt ) cosθ + cos(ωt ) sin θ }sin(ωt )dt
T

(6)

0

T

T

0

0

= A cosθ ∫ sin 2 (ωt )dt + A sin θ ∫ sin(ωt ) cos(ωt )dt
=

A
cosθ
2

The cosine component of the wave C is calculated by
Equation (7).
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Figure 3. Characteristics of ultrasonic wave.
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stages. First stage determines bone surface from the
degrees of the surface echo at each measured point.
Second stage determines bone bottom from degrees of the
bottom echo at the each point. On the basis of determined
bone surface and bottom, the 3D bone shape is visualized.
The detail of each process is described in the following
section.

Start
Determination of bone surface
Fuzzy inference
Determination of bone bottom
End

3.2 Bone surface determination

Figure 4. Procedure of our method.

First, bone surface is determined. Bone has high
acoustic impedance compared with other region of body.
The echo from the bone is higher amplitude value than
other echoes, i.e. higher amplitude value is the echo from
the bone. Moreover, because no region of body has high
attenuation except for bone, peak frequency of the echo
from the bone is close to center frequency of the probe.
From these facts, we can obtain three knowledge as
follows,
Knowledge 1: Higher amplitude implies the higher
degree of bone surface,
Knowledge 2: Higher quadrature implies the higher
degree of bone surface, and
Knowledge 3: The peak frequency of bone surface is
close to center frequency of the probe.
The following fuzzy if-then rules are derived from these
knowledge,
Rule 1: IF Amplitude is high, THEN degree of bone
surface is High,
Rule 2: IF Quadrature is high, THEN degree of bone
surface is High, and
Rule 3: IF Frequency is close to center frequency of
the probe, THEN degree of bone surface is
High.
These knowledge can be usually translated to a fuzzy
inference mechanism by min-max-center-of-gravity
method. However, in this case, simple fuzzy calculation
using membership functions is enough to manipulate it.
The membership functions are shown in Figure 5, where
Tha and Thq, are thresholds of Amplitude and Quadrature,
respectively. They are determined by target region,

T

C = ∫ y (t ) cos(ωt )dt

(7)
A
= sin θ
2
Consequently, Quadrature is calculated by Equation (8).
(8)
A = 4( S 2 + C 2 )
0

Third, generally, the ultrasonic wave has fixed
frequency range. The fixed frequency is calculated from
spectrum of the echo. Peak spectrum indicates the highest
power for a frequency. In this paper, frequency with the
highest peak magnitude is called by Frequency.
Finally, all materials have distance between surface and
bottom. The ultrasonic wave is reflected from surface and
bottom of the material. Distance is calculated from both
acoustic velocity in the material and time lag between
surface and bottom echoes.
Example of raw wave data is shown in Figure 3(a).
These Amplitude, Quadrature, and Frequency are shown
in Figures 3(b), (c), and (d), respectively.

3. Bone shape visualization
3.1 Bone shape visualization method
We employ fuzzy logic technique to determine bone
surface and bottom. Fuzzy logic proposed by Zadeh
facilitates us to handle uncertain and imprecise
information. Our method employs fuzzy knowledge
derived from characteristics of echoes. Figure 4 shows the
procedure of this method. This method consists of two
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Figure 6. Fuzzy degrees of surface.

ultrasonic wave power, and so on. Thp is a threshold
Frequency, which is determined by center frequency
the probe. The total degree µs(x) of a point x (= ax, qx,
is calculated by arithmetic product of three degrees
follows,

µs ( x) = min (s(ax ), µa )
× min(s (qx ), µq )× min (s ( fx ), µf )

dx

Thd
Distance

(d) Distance

Degree

(b) Quadrature
(c) Frequency
Figure 5. Membership functions.
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low amplitude and low frequency in comparison with the
echo from bone surface. A bone has almost fixed distance
between bone surface and bottom at several regions. From
these facts, we can obtain knowledge 4,
Knowledge 4: Bone bottom is not close to bone
surface.
The following fuzzy if-then rules are derived from this
knowledge,
Rule 4: IF Distance between bone surface and
bottom is not small, THEN degree of bone
bottom is High.
In the similar way in bone surface determination, the
membership functions are shown in Figure 5, where Thd is
a threshold of Distance. Rule 4 plays a role to divide the
region into bone surface and bone bottom regions.
Therefore, Thd satisfies µt = 0 before the bone surface
point determined. The total degree µb(x) of a point x (= ax,
qx, fx, dx) is calculated by arithmetic product of four
degrees.

of
of
fx)
as

(9)

where s(a) is a singleton function: s (a) = 1 if x = a ;
s (a ) = 0 otherwise. The µs(x) expresses the fuzzy
membership degree of bone surface The point with the
highest degree is determined as bone surface.
[Example 1] Bone Surface Determination: Consider
the raw wave data in Figure 3(a). Three fuzzy degrees,
Amplitude, Quadrature, and Frequency are calculated and
are shown in Figures 6(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Here,
in Quadrature and Frequency parameter, we use center
frequency of the probe for ω and Thf. In Amplitude and
Quadrature parameter, Tha and Thq are determined the
probe characteristics. From these three degrees, the total
degree of bone surface µs(x) is calculated by Equation (6).
This result is shown in Figure 6(d).
[End of example]

µb( x) = min(s (ax), µa )× min (s (qx ), µq )
× min(s ( fx ), µf )× min (s (dx), µd )

(10)

The µb(x) expresses the fuzzy membership degree of
bone bottom. The point with the highest degree is
determined as the bone bottom.

3.3 Bone bottom determination

[Example 2] Bone Bottom Determination: Consider
the raw wave data in Figure 3. Four fuzzy degrees,
Amplitude, Quadrature, Frequency and Distance are
calculated shown in Figures 6(a), 7(a), (b), and (c),

In case of heterogeneous materials such as bone, the
ultrasonic wave is almost attenuated in regard of
amplitude and frequency. The echo from bone bottom is
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determined as the surface point calculated in Example 1.
From these four degrees, the total degree of bone
bottom µb(x) is calculated by Equation (10). This result is
shown in Figure 7(d).
[End of Example]

4. Results
We prepared two specimens (the artificial bone made
by hydroxyapatite) shown in Figure 8. These specimens
are cuboid shape: Specimen A has 8.20 mm of thickness,
15.20 mm of lateral length, and 20.15 mm of longitudinal
length. Specimen B has 12.30 mm of thickness, 30.25 mm
of lateral length, and 45.25 mm of longitudinal length.
Here, we set that acoustic velocities in water and an
artificial bone are 1500 m/s and 3300 m/s, respectively.
The value 3300 m/s can be known experimentally. We
applied our method to these specimens. These 3D images
are shown in Figure 9. Because specimens are cuboid
shape, the determined thickness should be of same in
several lateral and longitudinal locations. Figure 10
visualized the overlapped image (lateral view) of 3D
shapes by our method and real shapes. The dotted line
represents the real shape. In this method, the lateral error
is higher than the depth error because lateral resolution is
coarser than depth resolution. We compare the real bone
shape with our shape. The result is tabulated in Table 1. In
it, the mean ± SD (standard deviation) for thickness of the
bone at each lateral and longitudinal location is shown.
The mean ± SD is shown for the error (= |real value – our
method|). Our method provides that the mean error of
bone thickness was less than 1 mm in both cases. The
small specimen A (the mean error of thickness: 0.27 mm)
was determined more precisely than big specimen B (0.67
mm).

Depth (mm)

(a) Specimen A
(b) Specimen B.
Figure 8. Bone specimens.
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Figure 9. 3D images of our results.

5. Conclusions

respectively. Here, in Amplitude and Quadrature
parameter, we use thresholds of Example 1. In
Quadrature and Frequency parameter, we use lower
frequency compared with ω and Thf of Example 1. Thd is

This paper has proposed a sonography system for
visualizing 3D bone shape using ultrasonic wave. Our
method has visualized 3D bone shape aided by fuzzy
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shape and real shape.
Table 1. Comparison of thickness between our
method and real value
Our method
(Mean ± SD)
Real value
Error
(Mean ± SD)

(a) Specimen A

(b) Specimen B

8.30 ± 0.31

11.63 ± 0.23

8.20

12.30

0.27 ± 0.19

0.67 ± 0.22
(unit: mm)

logic from ultrasonic data acquired by pulse-echo method.
Bone surface and bottom were correctly identified from
knowledge of surface and bottom echo of bone based on
fuzzy logic. As the result of applying our method to two
artificial bones, the error of thickness between determined
value and real value was less than 1 mm in both cases. We
cannot compare our method with other method because
there is no works to provide 3D bone shape using
ultrasonic wave. It remains as future works to improve
visualizing accuracy by adding new knowledge and to
apply our method to human bone.
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Abstract

lobes are classified on the cerebral cortex (e.g., [3]). For
example, the frontal lobe is surrounded by the Sylvian
fissure and the central sulcus. However, we cannot measure the volume and surface area according to the
conventional definition of the cerebral lobes because the
boundary inside the cerebrum is not defined.
A few approaches to define the cerebral lobes inside
the cerebrum have been discussed. Zeng et al. defined the
cerebral lobes inside the cerebrum [4]. In this definition,
the boundary between the parieto-temporal and the occipital lobes is inadequate, because the boundary varies
with the subject. In addition, because these definitions
were given to manually measure the volume of the cerebral lobes, they are still not enough for designing a
computer-aided segmentation method. We also showed a
definition of the frontal lobe [5]. However, the other
cerebral lobes, which are the parietal lobe, temporal lobe,
and occipital lobe, are not discussed.
There are two approaches for segmenting cerebral
lobes using three-dimensional (3-D) volumetric data. One
is a manual delineation and the other is an automated
segmentation. Manual delineation has low reproducibility
due to the lack of rules for segmenting lobes, especially
inside the cerebrum. Because it is time-consuming and
needs much effort, it is impossible to analyze the large
numbers of subjects. In contrast, although automated
segmentation can analyze the large numbers of subjects
with few operators’ effort, there are a few studies on segmentation of cerebral lobes. Ref. [6] and [7] showed a
method using a statistical parametric mapping (SPM)
software. SPM is the commonly used software for analysis of the brain function [8]. They prepare some MRI
templates that are labeled manually into four cerebral
lobes. The MRI templates are transformed to the subject’s brain using a normalization process of SPM. The
cerebrums of the subject are segmented into each lobe
using the transformed MRI template. Performance of this

This paper proposes a computer-aided system for segmenting the frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital
lobes from 3-D human brain 3.0 T IR-FSPGR MR images.
Because there is no conventional definition about the
cerebral lobes inside the cerebrum, the first work of this
research is to define the cerebral lobes using anatomical
landmarks, which are the central sulcus, Sylvian fissure,
parieto-occipital sulcus, and anterior and posterior commissures. The proposed system finds the boundary by
using a fuzzy rule-based active contour model with respect to the anatomical landmarks. For investigating the
ability of the reproducibility of the proposed system, MR
images of three healthy subjects were analyzed by three
beginners and one expert using the proposed system.
Each operator segmented ten times per one serial dataset
for each subject. Experimental results showed that the
system segmented the cerebral lobes with high reproducibility for any subjects and any users.

1. Introduction
Diffuse brain atrophy is observed across the whole
cerebrum as the progress of dementia such as the Alzheimer's disease (AD) and the frontotemporal dementia
(FTD), but the atrophy doesn't occur at the same rate
across the cerebrum [1][2]. The medial temporal and
parietal lobes, for example, atrophy mainly in early stage
of AD. In FTD, atrophy is particularly severe around the
frontal lobe and the temporal tip. To quantitatively validate the difference of the rate of atrophy across the
cerebrum, we should measure the volume and surface
area of each cerebral lobe.
The cerebrum is composed of the frontal, parietal,
temporal, and occipital lobes. Generally, the cerebral
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The cerebrum consists of the frontal lobe, parietal lobe,
temporal lobe, and occipital lobe illustrated in Fig. 1 (a)
[3]. Generally, the cerebral lobes are classified on the
cerebral cortex. The frontal lobe is segmented by the central sulcus and Sylvian fissure. The parietal and temporal
lobes are classified by Sylvian fissure. The central sulcus
is the boundary between the frontal and parietal lobes, and
the Sylvian fissure is the boundary between the frontoparietal and temporal lobes. However, this classification
can be achieved only on the cerebral cortex. That is, there
is no index to classify the cerebral lobes inside the cerebrum. In this paper, we define the cerebral lobes using
the anatomical landmarks not only on the cerebral surface
but also inside the cerebrum.
The frontal lobe is defined to be a region whose section is formed by the union of all line segments composed
of the middle point of the AC-PC line and the points on
the closed curve derived from the central sulcus and the
Sylvian fissure [5]. AC and PC are well-known anatomical points denoted in Fig. 1 (b).
In this paper, the occipital lobe is defined to be a posterior region segmented by a section, which is formed by
extending the parieto-occipital sulcus so that the sulcus
crosses the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum vertically.
After segmenting the frontal and the occipital lobes
from the cerebrum, the remaining region is divided into
the parietal lobe and the temporal lobe by using the Sylvian fissure. The boundary is determined by projecting
the Sylvian fissure to the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum
vertically. Because the posterior tail of the Sylvian fissure is often unclear, the fissure should be extended so
that it reaches the parieto-occipital sulcus.

PC

(a) Cerebral surface.
(b) Interior cerebrum.
Figure 1. Anatomical atlas of the cerebrum.
method depends on the accuracy of normalization by
SPM, which often causes estimation errors. We have
proposed a method using a fuzzy rule-based active contour model (ACM) and user-given anatomical landmarks
[5]. The method could segment the frontal lobe with high
reproducibility (variability of the frontal lobe’s volume
among ten trials for a given dataset is within 0.95 %.).
However, the method was not applied to segment the parietal lobe, temporal lobe and the occipital lobe.
In this paper, we propose a computer-aided segmentation system of the cerebral lobes in 3.0 T inversion
recovery fast spoiled GRASS (IR-FSPGR) MR images
using fuzzy rule-based ACM. Our system has original
landmarks, which are the central sulcus, Sylvian fissure,
parieto-occipital sulcus, anterior commissure (AC) and
posterior commissure (PC). For investigating the ability
of the reproducibility of the proposed system, MR images
of three healthy subjects were analyzed by one expert and
three beginners using the proposed system.

2. Materials
Two healthy female subjects (Subject 1, and 2, ages
40.5±7.8 years old, mean ± SD) and one healthy male
subject (Subject 3, 42 years old) were recruited. They all
gave informed consent according to the guidelines approved by the local Ethical Committee at the BF Research
Institute, Inc.
MRI studies were performed on a 3.0 T Signa LX
VH/i Scanner (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI)
with a circularly polarized head coil as both transmitter
and receiver. Images were acquired by a coronal 3-D IRFSPGR with a repetition time (TR) of 10.7 ms, an actual
echo time (TE) of 1.9 ms, and an inversion time (TI) of
600 ms. The field of view (FOV) was 220 mm square.
The matrix was 256 by 256. Each volume dataset consisted of 124 separated slices whose thickness was 1.5
mm with no gap. Voxel size was 0.86×0.86×1.5 mm3.
We constructed the MR volume of the brain, which
consisted of 256×256×124 voxels. In our system, the MR
images appeared and were treated as intensity images.
The intensity for all voxels of all intracranial structures
ranged between 0 and 4095. The acquired datasets were
classified into the left and right cerebral hemispheres,

4. Segmentation of the cerebral lobes
Segmenting the cerebral lobes is performed with the
following four steps:
1) Set the anatomical landmarks.
2) Segment the frontal lobe [5].
3) Segment the occipital lobe.
4) Segment the parietal and temporal lobes.
Because the proposed method segments the cerebral lobes
according to the anatomical landmarks, which are the
central sulcus, the Sylvian fissure, parieto-occipital sulcus,
AC and PC, users manually give these landmarks at the
first step. To make users easily set the landmarks we
have developed a graphical user interface (GUI). The
second step segments the frontal lobe by means of the
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and gradient are appeared as the black.
sulcus crosses over the whole cerebrum. The boundary
algorithm described in Ref. [5]. The algorithm uses the
surface of the occipital lobe inside the cerebrum is deterAC, PC, central sulcus, and Sylvian fissure as the landmined by projecting the extended parieto-occipital sulcus
marks for segmentation. Third step generates a section
to the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum vertically.
using the parieto-occipital sulcus, and then segments the
The parieto-occipital sulcus is detected by fitting the
occipital lobe at the section. Finally, we remove the seguser-given curve into the deepest point using the fuzzy
mented the frontal and occipital lobes from the cerebrum,
rule-based ACM. The fuzzy rule-based ACM, which is
and decompose the remaining region into the parietal and
proposed in Ref. [5], is a fuzzy logic based extension of
temporal lobes according the Sylvian fissure. In the folthe conventional ACM [9]. The principal advantage of
lowing, we describe the details of the developed GUI, and
the fuzzy rule-based ACM is that it can easily implement
the algorithms for segmenting the occipital, parietal and
physicians’ anatomical knowledge with fuzzy if-then
temporal lobes.
rules.
In the fuzzy rule-based ACM, a fitting curve is given
4.1 Graphical user interface to set the landmarks
by v(t ) = ( z (t ), y (t )) (1 ≤ t ≤ n ) , where n is the number of
Our system runs according to the anatomical landnodes composing the curve. At first, initial nodes of v(t)
marks given by users. This enables it to process any data
are determined by selecting the points at the 2 pixel interlike postoperative/atrophied brains. In this work, we deval. Then the nodes of the curve are moved so that the
curve detects the parieto-occipital sulcus. We then evaluvelop a GUI so that users easily set the anatomical
ate whether the curve detects the parieto-occipital sulcus
landmarks. The GUI consists of two interfaces using a
or not by estimating a fuzzy degree belonging to the pashaded surface display (SSD) and a multi-planar reconrieto-occipital sulcus. The fuzzy degree is estimated by a
struction (MPR). Using the SSD interface, users can set
mean of fuzzy degrees of every node, and it is given by
the 3-D sulcus by drawing lines on the 2-D SSD images.
1 n
Although sulci are structurally complex, there are some
(1)
µ = ∑ µt ,
proper angles where users easily recognize them on the
n t =1
cerebral surface. Because these angles vary by user and
where µ and µt are fuzzy degrees belonging to the parietoby subject, the interface should be configured so that the
occipital sulcus for the curve of interest and for node t,
user can select proper angles to recognize the sulci on the
respectively. The fuzzy degree for the node of interest, µt,
SSD image. Using this interface, the Sylvian fissure and
is estimated by using knowledge about the parietothe central sulcus are given. The MPR interface consists
occipital sulcus:
of three sectional images, which are a coronal, a sagittal,
(1) The parieto-occipital sulcus runs smoothly.
and an axial images. Using this MPR interface, the user
(2) The parieto-occipital sulcus has low intensity.
can set any point on 3-D space. The AC, PC and the pa(3) The parieto-occipital sulcus has high gradient of
rieto-occipital sulcus are given by using this interface.
intensity.
To evaluate a node of interest with respect to this
4.2 Segmentation of the occipital lobe
knowledge, we define three features of the node, fint, fline
and fedge. The first feature, fint, estimates the smoothness
We segment the occipital lobe according to the parietoof the curve at the node of interest, and is given by:
occipital sulcus given by the user. Because the user-given
 dv ( t ) d 2 v ( t ) 
curves are not set at the deepest point of the parietof int = 
+
(2)
 f int_max .
 dt
dt 2 
occipital sulcus, our system drops the curves into the

deepest point using the fuzzy rule-based ACM (the details
This feature gives the lower value when the node vi
are described in the following paragraph). Then the demoves to node vi+1 as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The second
tected parieto-occipital sulcus is extrapolated so that the
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feature, fline, evaluates the intensity at the node, and is
given by:
f line = I ( x, y ) f line_max .
(3)

calculated by using a linear least square method (LSM).
Then, the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum is obtained by
extending the approximated line for y-direction. Consequently, a section is obtained by projecting the parietooccipital sulcus to the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum,
and then the occipital lobe is segmented at the obtained
section.

This feature takes the lower value when the node moves
to a voxel with the lower intensity as shown in Fig. 2 (b).
The third feature, fedge, estimates the strength of edge, and
is given by:
f edge = ∇I ( x, y ) f edge_max ,
(4)

4.3 Segmentation of the parietal and temporal
lobes

where ∇ is a gradient operator. This feature gives the
lower value when the node moves to a voxel with the
higher gradient of intensity as shown in Fig. 2 (c). In the
above definitions, fint_max, fline_max and fedge_max are normalization parameters given by the user. Using these three
features, we derive the following two fuzzy IF-THEN
rules from the knowledge about the parieto-occipital sulcus:

The remaining region after removing the frontal lobe
and the parietal lobe from the cerebrum is composed of
the parietal and temporal lobes. Therefore, the parietal
and temporal lobes can be segmented by determining the
boundary between them. According to our definition, the
boundary is determined by projecting the Sylvian fissure
to the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum.
However, because the Sylvian fissure does not reach
the parieto-occipital sulcus in almost of cases, we extrapolate the Sylvian fissure so that the sulcus crosses the
cerebrum from the anterior to the parieto-occipital sulcus.
The extrapolation is done for each cerebral hemisphere
separately, and the details are described below. At first,
the Sylvian fissure detected by fuzzy rule-based ACM is
projected on a 2-D plane. Second, the Sylvian fissure is
extrapolated by means of the LSM using a quadratic function on the 2-D projection plane. Third, the extrapolated
Sylvian fissure is projected on the 3-D cerebral surface.
Finally, we drop the projected Sylvian fissure on the cerebral surface into the deepest point of the sulci by the
fuzzy rule-based ACM. The fuzzy IF-THEN rules and
conditions are the same as those used to detect the parieto-occipital sulcus.
The boundary between the parietal and temporal lobes
are found by projecting the extrapolated Sylvian fissure to
the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum, and the parietal and
temporal lobes are segmented at the obtained boundary.

[Rule 1]
IF
(fint is Small) AND (fline is Small) AND
(fedge is Large)
THEN
µt is Large.
[Rule 2]
IF
(fint is Large) AND (fline is Large) AND
(fedge is Small)
THEN
µt is Small.

Small and Large are fuzzy languages defined by membership functions shown in Fig. 3. The fuzzy IF-THEN rules
are carried out by a MIN-MAX implementation technique.
The consequent fuzzy degree, µˆ t , is the center of gravity
of the obtained fuzzy sets. The fuzzy IF-THEN rules are
applied to every node, and then the fuzzy degree belonging to the parieto-occipital sulcus of the curve of interest
is calculated by Eq. (1) for each node. By iterating with
moving nodes so that the fuzzy degree, µ, is maximized,
the parieto-occipital sulcus will be detected.
The detected parieto-occipital sulcus is not still enough
for segmenting the occipital lobe because the sulcus does
not cross over the whole cerebrum. For example, because
the superior tail of the sulcus is often unclear, it is impossible to detect the whole sulcus.
Therefore, we
extrapolate the detected sulcus so that the sulcus crosses
over the whole cerebrum.
Using the obtained parieto-occipital sulcus that completely crosses over the cerebrum from the inferior to the
superior, we determine the boundary between the occipital lobe and both the parietal and temporal lobes.
According to our definition about the occipital sulcus, the
boundary is formed by projecting the obtained parietooccipital sulcus to the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum
vertically. To estimate the longitudinal fissure of cerebrum, we first find the contact points of the right and left
cerebral hemispheres by raster scan on axial planes (x-z
plane). Secondly, the contact points are projected on 2-D
plane and a line approximating the contacting points is

5. Experimental results and discussion
MR images acquired from Subject 1 were analyzed by
the proposed system for demonstrating the ability of segmenting the cerebral lobes.
A screenshot of the
configured GUI system is shown in Fig. 4. This figure
shows a screenshot of the SSD interface. Using this GUI
system, a user gave the central sulcus and Sylvian fissure.
Then, the user gave the AC and PC points, and the parieto-occipital sulcus using the MPR interface. For
running the fuzzy rule-based ACM, three parameters,
which are fint_max, fline_max and fedge_max, were set at 20, 100
and 50, respectively. The same parameters were used
across all of our experiments. The computation time for
segmentation (not including pre-processing, i.e., segmen-
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A

User-given curve

A

B

Figure 4. Configured system.
User-given curve

Fitted curve

(a) Coronal images.
(b) Sagittal images.
Figure 6. The result of segmentation (2-D). (A):
the Sylvian fissure, and (B): the parieto-occipital
sulcus.

y
z

Figure 5. User-given curve is matched to the
parieto-occipital sulcus by fuzzy rule-based
ACM.
tation of the brain, and decomposing the brain portions)
was less than 15 s running on a workstation (Silicon
Graphics FuelTM, R14000, 500MHz, 1024MB, SGI). Fig.
5 shows a part of the cerebrum. In this figure, a usergiven curve and the fitted curve are described in white
solid lines. The user-give curve was fitted at the parietooccipital sulcus. Coronal and sagittal images of the labeled volume data are shown in Fig. 6. The cerebral
lobes were correctly segmented at the proper sulci. In this
figure, we can confirm the Sylvian fissure (A) between
the parietal and the temporal lobes, and parieto-occipital
sulcus (B) between the occipital and the temporal lobes.
3-D SSD images of the segmented cerebral lobes are
shown in Fig. 8. These images are visually appropriate
compared with Fig. 1 (a). As shown in Fig. 7, the
boundaries between the parietal and temporal lobes of the
right and left cerebral hemispheres are not same shape
because the shape of the Sylvian fissure of the right and
left cerebral hemispheres are not same.
We weighed the variability of volumes of cerebral
lobes when the system was operated by an expert and
three beginners. The expert got well used to our system
and could easily detect the central sulcus and Sylvian fissure on the SSD interface, and the parieto-occipital sulcus
and the AC and PC points on the MPR interface. Beginners were collected who were not familiar with our
system and the location of the anatomical landmarks.
Therefore, the beginners were trained on how to use the
system about ten minutes, and were instructed on the anatomical landmarks before testing our system. Both of the
expert and the three beginners segmented individually ten
times per one dataset of the subject.

Figure 7. Segmentation results. The cerebrum is
segmented into the frontal lobe (light gray), parietal lobe (dark gray), temporal lobe (gray), and
occipital lobe (dim gray).
The variabilities of the volumes within a user and
across inter users were investigated. Fig. 8 shows mean
and SD of volume (block graph) of the cerebral lobes that
were segmented by four users. The graphs showed that
for any subjects and for all cerebral lobes, (1) the variabilities of the volumes within a user were small, and (2)
those across the users relatively were small, however, is
larger than those within a user. These results confirmed
that by using the proposed system we could segment the
cerebral lobes with high reproducibility even if the user is
beginner.

6. Conclusion
We have proposed a computer-aided system for segmenting the cerebral lobes from 3.0 Tesla IR-FSPGR MR
images. To design the system, we first defined the cerebral lobes geometry using the anatomical landmarks. To
our knowledge, this will be the first approach to define
the cerebral lobes inside the cerebrum.
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Figure 9. Variability of the volumes within a user
and among the users.
The segmentation of the cerebral lobes was performed
with the fuzzy rule-based ACM according to the anatomical landmarks, which are given by a user on the SSD and
MPR interfaces. The algorithm drops the user-given sulci
into the deepest point. This leads the system to produce
stable segmentation results. The ability of the reproducibility of the proposed system was evaluated by applying
the system to three healthy subjects in which four users
operated. The experimental results confirmed that our
system could segment the cerebral lobes with high reproducibility even if the user is a beginner, and even if the
user differs by each experiment.
There are a few differences between the boundaries
segmented by the proposed system and the conventional
wisdom at the posterior cerebrum. In the future, we will
apply another definition of the occipital lobe so that the
system segments the cerebral lobes more stably and more
adequately to the conventional wisdom. In addition, a
method for automatically detecting the Sylvian fissure
and parietooccipital sulcus will be studied.
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mentation. This is because that understanding the
various aspects of kidney by using computer
technologies is difficult.
There were three categories methods for kidney
segmentation: region-based, knowledge-based and
snake-based
approaches.
Pohle
and
Toennies[2][3][4] developed a region growing
algorithm that learns its homogeneity criterion
automatically from characteristics of the region to
be segmented. Wang, et. al.[5] proposed a
constrained optimization approach in which region
information can be computed as extra constraints
within the contour energy minimization framework.
Kobashi and Shapiro [6] described a
knowledge-based procedure for identifying and
extracting organs from normal CT imagery. Based
on the above consequences, we attempt to combine
the advantages of the above-mentioned works and
develop a more promising method for kidney
segmentation on abdominal CT images, and then
exhibit the exploited system for the ease of kidney
observation. The rest of this article is organized as
following: the pre-processing is illustrated in
Section 2, the detailed methodology of kidney
segmentation is stated in Section 3, the
experimental results and conclusion are mentioned
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

Abstract
This paper describes an effective method for
kidney segmentation on abdominal CT images.
This segmentation system is expected to assist the
physicians on clinical diagnosis and educational
training. The proposed method is partitioned into
two processes. First, the ROI is extracted using the
statistics of geometric location of kidney on the
abdomen area. In addition, the noise is removed by
applying the conditional median filter and
performing the primary pixel aggregation. In the
following stage, the kidney is identified by the
proposed
operations
including
adaptive
region-growing, efficient filling operation, labeling,
and
mathematical
morphology
operation.
Furthermore, in order to show different view for
physicians, we have implemented a visualization
tool to show the renal segmentation contour
automatically.

1 Introduction
Image segmentation is one of the most popular
topics for
computer aided medical image
analysis and diagnosis such as segmentation of
liver, lung, kidney, and so on. Generally speaking,
there are two main reasons for the need of
computer aided segmentation:
to improve
user-guided segmentation [12], and to acquire
segmentation
prior
to
visualization
or
quantification [2]. In the recent years, many
computer- aided diagnostic (CAD) systems have
been developed to assist physicians to diagnose
symptoms in the fields of lung cancer, brain tumor
and breast diseases diagnosis. However, there are
less literatures and researchers on the kidney seg-

2 Pre-processing and ROI Extraction
In this section, we will describe the pre-processing
approach for the ROIs extraction for left and right
kidney. In order to simplify the question of
different slice thickness of CT images and machine
setting resulted from various hospitals and patients,
we start to proceed from the ith slice which is
approximately in the middle of the sequence where
i =  n2  , and n is the total number of slices of one
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National
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patient case. The middle slice shows the obvious
kidney image, and easy to review for each datasets.
The spine is one important landmark in our work,
which is used to allocate the reference position of
kidney. The spine (denoted as "X" in Fig. 1) is
approximately
located
at
the
position
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l1 ,0.56 l 2 ) where l1 is the length of
horizontal axis and l 2 is the length of vertical
(0.5

axis of the abdominal boundary. The abdominal
boundary is obtained by the following algorithm:
For all pixels f(i,j) in the CT image
Do
For each direction (f(i7, j), f(i,j3))
Figure 1: ROIs are plotted in dotted lines.

if the total number of nonzero pixels on
that direction is less than 1

in Equation 2:

then set f(i, j) = 0

µ left _ ROI =

The initial ROI of left kidney is then located by the
following rules: 1. the distance between spine and
the right boundary of ellipse is 25 pixels; 2. the
distance between the upper boundary of ellipse and
the border of abdominal boundary is 22 pixels; 3.
the distance between the lower boundary of ellipse
and the border of abdominal boundary is 25 pixels;
4. the distance between the left boundary of ellipse
and the abdominal boundary is 45 pixels. The ROI
of right kidney can be determined in the same way.
Therefore, the initial ROI ellipse center X 0 , Y0

where

(2)

µ right _ ROI is the filtering

operation for the right ROI. It seems trivial and
ordinary, but still contributes to facilitate the
follow-up process. In addition, the mean values
µ left _ ROI , µ right _ ROI just need to be calculated
once for the entire dataset, because the rest of
slices remain approximately equal intensity
distribution on kidney images for one patient [8].

(1)

'

(a)

coordinate of the center of the initial ROI, 
0

nleft _ ROI

(i, j )

nleft _ ROI shows the number of

pixels on the left ROI,

,Y ' ) denotes the final coordinates of
the center of ROI ellipse, ( X 0 ,Y0 ) is the

where ( X

left _ ROI

f left _ ROI (i, j ) denotes the intensity of

pixel (i, j) and

can be decided. Both of the kidneys usually
appear in the range of a specific inclined angle. To
obtain more meaningful ROIs, we rotate the
preliminary ROIs and represent the new result in
Equation (1).

 X '  cosθ −sinθ  X − X0   X0 
 '  = 
 Y  sinθ cosθ  Y −Y  +  Y 
0   0 

  

∑∑ f

'

'

=60 . The relationship between ( X ,Y ) and (X,
Y) can be obtained by geometric transformation of
translation and rotation. Consequently, the ROIs of
the left and the right kidney can be found and
located as plotted in dotted line in Fig. 1. One of
the results of ROI extraction is shown in Fig. 2.
This transformation possesses high flexibility for
positioning a large variety of objects. The ROIs
include two parts which are true kidney region and
non-kidney region such as liver, spleen, fat and so
on. To eliminate the preliminary noises, we
applied the smooth filtering operation as shown

(b)
(c)
Figure 2: (a) Original image, (b) ROIs image
extracted by the proposed technique, and (c) ROIs
image obtained by Tsagaan[1].
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"
x " = xcenter
+ ρ ( ai − a 0 )

The median filter [11] is particularly effective for
the noise pattern consisting of strong spikelike
components. The gray level of each pixel is
replaced by the median of the gray levels in its
neighborhood, instead of using the average. We
try to apply median filter of the size of 7*7 in
terms of renal size excluding those of pixels with
zero. The results of the proposed ROI extraction
are shown in Fig. 2(b). We can observe from Fig. 2
that the resultant image after noise removal is
more clear then that of the original one (Fig. 2(a)) .
The ROIs are more attractive compared to that of
Tsagaan's method (Fig. 2(c)).

3

'

'

"

"

ai is an
index of slice i being processed and a 0 is the
are the center points for those ROIs,

index of starting slice in a dataset. Since the
kidney is a homogeneous located inside the ROI,
we constructed a model of direction where the
search path is illustrated by d 4 , d 1 , d 5 , d 3 ,
and then d 2 in turn (shown in Fig. 3). We
compute the difference between the maximum and
minimum pixel values in a 7*7 mesh along a
direction of d i , if the value is lager than a
threshold (20), it would be not suitable as an
initial seed (i.e. non-homogeneous area). The
search procedure lasts until an appropriate seed is
found.

Adaptive Region Growing

There are three problems in the region growing
process including initial seeds selection, similarity
criterion of growing, and the formulation of
termination criterion. To conquer these problems,
we proposed the adaptive criteria for region
growing by constructing a model of direction (see
Fig. 3) in terms of five frequent locations of
kidneys within ROIs. In this step, we search the
right kidney related to directional sequence that is
less different from that of left one. Besides, to
enhance the learning effect, we choose an
adaptive interval of threshold θ 1 that allows to be
updated by each processing iteration or each
direction is discontented with gray level criterion.
The search operation will not be terminated until
uniform mesh is found in all directions, meanwhile
the threshold θ 1 will be also updated. Thus, we
provide a more formal formulation of this
approach.

Figure 3: Direction finding for initial seed.
Kidney growing criterion: Once the initial
seed is located, we start to perform the
region growing from this seed by the
following equation:

Ψ (i, j ) − Θ local ≤ t 0

Initial seeds: A new initial search point is
segmented in terms of renal trend in different
slice, as

'
y ' = y center
− ρ (ai − a0 )

'

respectively, ( x center , y center ) and ( x center , y center )

Kidney Segmentation

'
x ' = xcenter
− ρ (a i − a 0 )

'

where ρ is a threshold (ρ=2.2), x , y , and x",
y" are coordinates of left ROI and right ROI,

Now, we would begin to segment the right and left
kidney from two extracted ROIs on each slice. We
utilized a series of image processing techniques
including region growing, labeling, filling and
mathematical morphology such as erosion and
dilation. In addition, we have modified those
techniques to fulfill the segmentation requirement.

3.1

(4)

"
y " = y center
− ρ ( ai − a 0 )

∀(i, j ) ⊆ RROIs (5)

and

Θ local = (ℜ max + ℜ min ) / 2
(6)
where Ψ (i, j ) is a pixel which satisfies
8-connected condition for the initial seed, t 0 is a
heuristic threshold, ℜ max and ℜ min denote

(3)
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maximum and minimum of intensity in the mesh,
respectively. According to the growing criterion,
the growing would be terminated when
Ψ (i, j ) − Θlocal > t0 .

3.2 Region Modification
Once the binary image has been obtained by the
adaptive region growing, there are still trivial and
irregular objects with concaves scattering in the
candidate kidney region. For this, the region
modification technique is essential to improve the
segmentation accuracy under various conditions
such as the contrast media injection time and rate,
image intensity variations, and blood flow rate. We
implemented the region modification by utilizing a
series of image processing skills including: pixels
filling, erosion, labeling, and dilation [9]. The
details will be presented in this section. To identify
those irregular objects, an efficient filling
algorithm is proposed which is modified from the
point containment technique[10]. Let R1 and

Figure 4: The designed structure element B.
where A denotes the current binary image, B
denotes the structuring element, b denotes the
individual elements of B, and -b denotes the
inverse of b. The designed structuring element B
(Fig. 4) is not as same as the common 3x3 mask.
A circle structure element is applied instead. The
result of this operation indulges region separation
and retains more smooth object boundary. Once
the erosion operation has been applied, the region
will be separated into two or more sub-regions. It
is indeed to apply a labeling approach to size up
each sub-regions.

R2 are two regions in one ROI in the binary
images, namely, pixels in R1 are with gray level 0
and pixels in R2 are with gray level 255. Given a
transformation represented for the following
equation:
 1, if f ( x, y) = 0, ∀( x, y) ∈ R1
f ' ( x, y) = 
(7)
0, otherwise
'

where f ( x, y ) is an inverse image of the binary
image f(x,y). Then we apply the region growing
once again by selecting the pixels in the ROIs as
the initial seeds. During the process of region
growing, all pixels in R1 will be inverted and
constituted the final image:

H (x, y) = F(x, y) + G(x, y) ∀x, y ∈ R1 , R2

(8)

where H(x,y), F(x, y), and G(x,y) represent the
resultant filled image, original binary image, and
the image obtained from the second region
growing, respectively. However, some problems
may be found. For example, the threadlike region
would belong to non-kidney. In addition, a bridge
between two regions may also occur. We used the
conventional erosion technique as the following
equation to solve this problem.
A

B ∩ b∈B

( A) −b

Figure 5: Labeling procedure of our method.
For this, we introduce a fine method
to evaluate
the region size directly by an accumulation and the
recursive process
illustrated in Fig. 5.
Furthermore, it is necessary to apply the dilation
operation to compensate for the above-mentioned
erosive region. A formal definition of dilation is
presented as below:

A ⊕ B = ∪ b∈B ( A) b

(9)
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(10)

where the definition of A, B, and b is same as those
of erosion operation. The relationship between
erosion and dilation can be understood by
comparing their operation. Finally, we will
display the segmentation image of kidney by
pasting the resulting area of region growing and
modification from the original CT images. The
main consideration is that the precise location of
kidneys display may change slice by slice or
patient by patient on abdominal CT image.

ME(i,j)255.

4 Experimental Results
The kidney CT data used in this study was
obtained from three CT scanners including
HiSpeed LX/i by GE, PQ2000 by PICKER, and
Aquilion Multi 16 by TOSHIBA. Thirty cases of
abdominal CT images sequence were collected in
the dataset. Each case contains around 7 to 20
slices due to different cross-section thickness
protocol of different CT scanners. One particular
viewpoint of this research domain is that there is
no precise ground rule of truth. Conventionally,
most professional physicians make diagnosis on
the CT slices directly by observation. They may
make around 5 to 10 pixels width of mismatch by
drawing the contours of complex regions in an
image of size 512x512. In the worst case, there
will be even more than 10 pixels width mismatch
[6]. In the proposed segmentation system, we
evaluated the performance objectively by the
attending physicians. Moreover, the evaluation
was made based on the accuracy of the outermost
contours only. The segmentation result on each
slice is graded as "G"(Good), "A"(Acceptable) or
"B"(Bad), namely, "G" denotes the CAD system is
comparable to surgical work and the width of
mismatch is less than 15 pixel, "A" denotes the
result is worse than "G", however the correct
segmented kidney region or under- segmentation
region is at least 75 percentage overlapped with
the entire true area. "B" denotes the detected
kidney region is smaller than 75% of the true area.
The proposed system was examined on 291 images
with better image quality (B.Q.) from 20 patients
and examined on 90 testing images with poor
quality (P.Q) from 10 patients. The result of
computer-aided segmentation of half of the data
(10 B.Q. and 5 P.Q) was graded by the author, and
the other was graded by two physicians. We
concluded the examination results in Table 1 and
Table 2. In Table 1, the evaluation of the system
performance by the author achieves to 94.95%
correct segmentation above the grade "G" and "A".
The ratio of poor segmentation is as low as 5.5%.
Table 2 shows the evaluation from two
professional physicians. Since the criteria of
physicians is more restrict and conservative, the
segmentation performance is not as good as that
evaluate by the author (70.3% v.s. 82.55% in grade
"G", 27.1% v.s. 13.7% in grade "A"). Nevertheless,
the evaluation of the part of "B" grade is much less
than that of author. In other words, physicians
agree that the proposed system can maintain the

3.3 Contour Visualization and Edge
Detection
To provide better visualization for physicians on
the CT image, the second-order neighborhood
edge detection technique is applied to depict the
contour of kidney on the abdominal CT images.
The second order neighborhood is applied to
distinguish the relationship between the current
∧

pixel (i,j) and its neighboring pixels N (i,j). An
edge may pass through the second-order
neighborhood of a pixel in one of the four various
masks, namely horizontal, vertical, northeast
diagonal, and northwest diagonal[7]. In Equations
11 and 12, the values of HE(i,j), VE(i,j), NE(i,j)
and SE(i,j) as well as "edge strength" are induced
by the horizontal, vertical, northeast diagonal, and
northwest diagonal edge masks, respectively.
 HE (i , j ) =| G (i , − 1 j + 1) + 2G (i , j + 1)

+ G (i + 1, j + 1) − G (i − 1, j − 1)


− 2 G (i , j − 1) − G (i + 1, j − 1) |
 VE (i , j ) =| G (i + 1, j − 1) + 2G (i + 1, j )


+ G (i + 1, j + 1) − G (i − 1, j − 1)

− 2 G (i − 1, j ) − G (i − 1, j + 1) |


 NE ( i , j ) = | G ( i + 1, j ) + 2 G ( i + 1, j + 1 )

+ G ( i , j + 1 ) − G ( i − 1, j )


− 2 G ( i − 1, j − 1) − G ( i , j − 1 ) |
 SE ( i , j ) = | G ( i , j + 1 ) + 2 G ( i − 1, j + 1 )


+ G ( i − 1, j ) − G ( i , j − 1 )

− 2 G ( i + 1 , j − 1 ) − G ( i + 1, j ) |


(11)

(12)

where G(i + 1,j + 1) denotes the gray level of the
pixel at the coordinate (i + 1,j + 1). ME(i,j) is
defined as the maximum of four edge strengths for
evaluating the "local maximum edge strength" of
pixel (i,j),
ME(i, j) = max{HE(i,j), VE(i,j),
NE(i,j), SE(i,j)}

(13)

The contour is formed by connecting pixels with
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segmentation quality above certain level. Judging
by comparing Figure 2(b) and (c), we learn that
our technique emphasizes the relaxation of ROIs
setting better than that of Tsagaan [1], et. al. whose
ROIs are fixed. Besides, the performance has been
improved by considering the relation of 3D
structure of consecutive slices. From the
above-mentioned statistics, the performance
evaluations show a satisfactory segmentation
result.
Left kidney
B.Q.
P.Q.
“G” 85.3% 86.1%
“A” 10.5% 11.9%
“B”
4.2%
2%
Table 1: Performance
B.Q. and 5 P.Q cases.
Grade
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Right kidney
Average
B.Q.
P.Q.
80.3% 78.5% 82.55%
13.8% 18.6% 13.7%
5.9% 2.9% 3.75%
evaluation by author: 10

Left kidney
Right kidney
Average
B.Q.
P.Q.
B.Q.
P.Q.
“G” 69.3% 70.1% 70.3% 71.5% 70.3%
“A” 27.5% 26.5% 27.8% 26.6% 27.1%
“B”
3.2% 3.4% 1.9% 1.9% 2.6%
Table 2: Performance evaluation by physicians: 10
B.Q and 5 P.Q. cases.
Grade

5 Conclusions
In this paper, an efficient method for kidney
segmentation on abdominal CT images has been
proposed systematically. The kidney ROIs is first
obtained based on a priori anatomical knowledge
of kidney. Furthermore, mean and conditional
median filtering are integrated to perform
preliminary noise removal. Such a flexible ROIs
extraction scheme as we introduced should be very
attractive for various kidney location appeared on
abdominal CT image. Next, we develop an
adaptive region growing for kidney segmentation
and provide a strategy of region modification for
the consideration of accurate extraction. For
supplying user with better visualization, the
concept of second-order neighborhood is used for
edge extraction.
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overcome in the quest to produce robust face recognition
systems.
In the past few years, different approaches have been
proposed for face recognition to reduce the impact of
these nuisance factors. Two main approaches are used
for illumination invariant recognition. One is to represent images with features that are less sensitive to illumination changes such as the edge maps of the image. But
edges generated from shadows are related to illumination
changes and may have an impact on recognition. Experiments in [19] show that even with the best image
representations using illumination insensitive features
and distance measurement, the misclassification rate is
more then 20%. The second approach presented in [21]
and [22], is to prove that images of convex Lambertian
objects under different lighting conditions can be approximated by a low dimensional linear subspaces.
Kreigman, Belhumeur and Georghiades proposed an
appearance-based method in [7] for recognizing faces
under variations in lighting and view point based on this
concept. Nevertheless, these methods all suppose the
surface reflectance of human faces is Lambertian reflectance and it is hard for these systems to deal with cast
shadows. Furthermore, these systems need several images of the same face taken under different lighting
source directions to construct a model of a given face.
However, sometimes it is hard to obtain different images
of a given face under specific conditions.
As for expression invariant recognition, it is still unsolved for machine recognition and is even a difficult
task for humans. In [23] and [24], images are morphed to
be the same shape as the one used for training. But it is
not guaranteed that all images can be morphed correctly,
for example an image with closed eyes cannot be
morphed to a neutral image because of the lack of texture
inside the eyes. It is also hard to learn the local motions
within the feature space to determine the expression
changes of each face, since the way one person express a
certain emotion is normally somewhat different from

Abstract
There are two main approaches for face recognition
with variations in lighting conditions. One is to represent images with features that are insensitive to illumination in the first place. The other main approach is to
construct a linear subspace for every class under the
different lighting conditions. Both of these techniques
are successfully applied to some extent in face recognition, but it is hard to extend them for recognition with
variant facial expressions. It is observed that features
insensitive to illumination are highly sensitive to expression variations, which result in face recognition with
changes in both lighting conditions and expressions a
difficult task. We propose a new method called Affine
Principle Components Analysis in an attempt to solve
both of these problems. This method extract features to
construct a subspace for face representation and warps
this space to achieve better class separation. The proposed technique is evaluated using face databases with
both variable lighting and facial expressions. We
achieve more than 90% accuracy for face recognition by
using only one sample image per class.

1. Introduction
One of the difficulties in face recognition (FR) is the
numerous variations between images of the same face
due to changes in lighting conditions, view points or facial expressions. A good face recognition system should
recognize faces and be immune to these variations as
mush as possible. Yet, it is been reported in [19] that
differences between images of the same face due to these
variations are normally greater than those between different faces. Therefore, most of the systems designed to
date can only deal with face images taken under constrained conditions. So these major problems must be
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others. Martinez proposed a method to deal with variations in facial expressions in [20]. An image is divided
into several local areas and those that are less sensitive to
expressional changes are chosen and weighed independently. But features that are insensitive to expression
changes may be sensitive to illumination variation. This
is discussed in [19] which says that “when a given representation is sufficient to overcome a single image variation, it may still be affected by other processing stages
that control other imaging parameters”.
It is known that performance of face recognition systems is acutely dependent on the choice of features [3],
which is thus the key step in the recognition methodology. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Fisher
Linear Discriminant (FLD) [1] are two well-known statistical feature extraction techniques for face recognition.
PCA, a standard decorrelation technique, derives an orthogonal projection basis, which allows representation of
faces in a vastly reduced feature space — this dimensionality reduction increases generalisation ability. PCA
finds a set of orthogonal features, which provide a
maximally compact representation of the majority of the
variation of the facial data. But PCA might extract some
noise features that degenerate performance of the system.
For this reason, Swets and Weng [8] argue in favor of
methods such as FLD which seek to determine the most
discriminatory features by taking into account both
within-class and between-class variation to derive the
Most Discriminating Features (MDF). However, compared to PCA, it has been shown that FLD overfits to the
training data resulting in a lack of generalization ability
[2].
We propose a new method Affine Principle Component Analysis (APCA) that can deal with variations both
in illumination and facial expression. This paper
discusses APCA and presents results, which show that
the recognition performance of APCA greatly exceeds
that of both PCA and FLD when recognizing known
faces with unknown changes in illumination and expression.

PCA is a second-order method for finding the linear
representation of faces using only the covariance of data
and determines the set of orthogonal components (feature
vectors) which minimise the reconstruction error for a
given number of feature vectors. Consider the face image
set I = [ I1 , I 2 ,… I n ], where I i is a p × q image, i ∈ [1..n] ,

2. Review of PCA & FLD

2.2 FLD (Fisher Linear Discriminant)

PCA and FLD are two popular techniques for face
recognition. They abstract features from training face
images to generate orthogonal sets of feature vectors,
which span a subspace of the face images. Recognition
is then performed within this space based on some distance metric (possibly Euclidean).

FLD finds the optimum projection for classification of
the training data by simultaneously diagonalizing the
within-class and between-class scatter matrices [2]. The
FLD procedure consists of two operations: whitening and
diagonalization [2]. Given M classes S j , j ∈ [1...M ] , we

p, q, n ∈ Z + , the average face Ψ of the image set is defined by:
1 n
(1)
Ψ=
Ii .
n i =1
Normalizing each image by subtracting the average face,
we have the normalized difference image:
~
(2)
Di = I i − Ψ .

~
Unpacking Di row-wise, we form the N ( N = p × q )

d i . We define the covari-

dimensional column vector
ance matrix C of
D = [d1 , d 2 ,...d n ] by:

C=

n
i =1

the

normalized

d i d iT = DD T

image

set
(3)

An eigendecomposition of C yields eigenvalues λi and
eigenvectors

ui which satisfy:
Cu i = λi ui ,
DD T = C =

(4)
N
i =1

λi u i u iT ,

(5)

where i ∈ [1..N ] . Since those eigenvectors obtained
looks like human faces physically, they are also called
eigenfaces. Generally, we select a small subset of m < n
eigenvectors, to define a reduced dimensionality
facespace that yields higher recognition performance on
unseen examples of faces. Choosing m = 10 or thereabouts seems to yield good performance in practice. Although PCA defines a face subspace that contains the
greatest covariance, it is not necessarily the best choice
for classification since it may retain principle components with large noise and nuisance factors [2].

2.1. PCA (Principal Component Analysis)
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denote
the
s j ,k = [s j ,1 , s j , 2 ,

exemplars
of
each
class
by
, s j , K ] where K j is the number of ex-

emplars in class

j . Let µ j denote the mean of class j

j

and µ denote the grand mean for all the exemplars, then
the between class scatter matrix is defined by:

B=

M
j =1

K j ( µ j − µ )(µ j − µ ) T ,

3.1. Eigenspace Rotation
The eigenfaces extracted from PCA are Most Expressive Features (MEF) and these are not necessarily optimal for face recognition performance as stated in [8].
Applying FLD we can obtain the Most Discriminating
Features but overfits to only training data lacking of generalization capacity. Therefore, in order not to lose generalization ability while still keep the discrimination, we
prefer to rotate the space and find the most variant features that can represent changes due to lighting or expression variation. That is to extract the within class
covariance and apply PCA to find the best eigen features
that maximally represent within class variations. The
within class difference is defined as:

(6)

and the within class scatter matrix is defined by:

W=

M

Kj

j =1 k =1

( s j , k − µ j )( s j ,k − µ j )T

WFLD = arg max
A

AT BA

(7)
(8)

AT WA

In other words, FLD extracts features that are strong
between classes but weak within class. While FLD often
yields higher recognition performance than PCA, it tends
to overfit to the training data, since it relies heavily on
how the within-class scatter captures reliable variations
for a specific class [2]. In addition, it is optimised for
specific classes, so it needs several samples in every
class and thus can determine only a maximum of M-1
features.

DWithin =

M

Kj

j =1 k =1

s j ,k − µ j ,

and the within class covariance become:
T
,
CovWithin = DWithin DWithin

(9)

(10)

which is a m by m matrix. Applying singular value
decomposition (SVD) to within class covariance matrix,
we have,

3. PROPOSED METHOD

CovWithin = USV T =

An Affine PCA method is introduced in this section in
an attempt to overcome some of the limitations of both
PCA and FLD. First of all, we apply PCA for dimensionality reduction and to obtain the eigenfaces U .
Every face image can be projected into this subspace to
form an m-dimensional feature vector s j ,k , where

m
i =1

σ i v i vi T .

Then the rotation matrix M is the set of eigen vectors of
covariance matrix, M = [v1 , v 2 ,...v m ]. Then all the
vectors represented in the original subspace are transformed into new space by multiply by M.

3.2. Whitening Transformation

m < n, denotes the number of principal eigenfaces cho-

sen for the projection, and k = 1,2,...K j , denotes the kth

The purpose for whitening is to normalize the scatter
matrix for uniform gain control. Since as stated in [3]
“mean square error underlying PCA preferentially
weights low frequencies”, we would need to compensate
for that. The whitening parameter Γ is related to the eigenvalues λi . Conventionally, we would use the stan-

sample of the class S j , where j = 1,2,...M . We often
use the nearest neighbor method for classification, where
the distance between two face vectors represents the energy difference between them. In the case of variable
illumination, lighting changes dominate over the characteristic differences between faces. It has also been
proved in [19] that the distance between face vectors
with facial expression variations are generally greater
than that with face identity. This is the main reason why
PCA does not work well under variable lighting and expression. In fact, not all the features have the same importance in recognition. Features that are strong between
classes and weak within class are much more useful for
the recognition task. Therefore, we propose an affine
model (Affine PCA) to resolve this problem. The affine
procedure involves three steps: eigenspace rotation,
whitening transformation and eigenface filtering.

dard
deviation
for
whitening,
that
is:
Γi = λi , i = [1...m] . But this value appears to compress
the eigenspace so much that class separability is diminished. We therefore use Γi = λip , where the exponent p is
determined empirically.

3.3. Filtering the Eigenfaces
The aim of filtering is to diminish the contribution of
eigenfaces that are strongly affected by variations. We
want to be able to enhance features that capture the main
differences between classes (faces) while diminishing the
contribution of those that are largely due to lighting or
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expression variation (within class differences). We thus
define a filtering parameter Λ which is related to identity-to-variation (ITV) ratio. The ITV is a ratio measuring the correlation with a change in person versus a
change in variations for each of the eigenfaces. For an M
class problem, assume that for each of the M classes
(persons) we have examples under K standardized different variations in illumination or expression. In case of
illumination changes, the lighting source is positioned in
front, above, below, left and right as illustrated in Figure
2. The facial expression changes are normal, surprised
and unpleasant as shown in Figure 3. Let us denote the ith
eigenface of the kth sample for class (person) S j by

OPT =

1
M

(11)

ωi

(14)

σi

where i = [1 m] . After transformation, we can apply
PCA again on the compressed subspace to further reduce
dimensionality (two-stage PCA).

M
j =1

si , j , k ,

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The method is tested on an Asian Face Image Database PF01 [6] for both changes in lighting source positions and facial expressions. The size of each image is
171 × 171 pixels with 256 grey levels per pixel. Figure 2
and 3 show some examples from the database. To evaluate the performance of our methods, we performed a 3fold cross validation on the database as follows. We
choose one-third of the 107 subjects to construct our
APCA model, one-third for training. Then we just add
the normally faces (pictures in the first column in Figure
1 and 2) of the remaining one-thirds of the data into our
recognition database. We then attempt to recognize these
faces under all the other conditions. This process is repeated three-fold using different partitions and the performance is averaged. All the results listed in this paper
are obtained from experiments only on testing data. Table 1 is the comparison of recognition rate between
APCA and PCA. It is clear from the results that Affine
PCA performs much better than PCA in face recognition
under variable lighting conditions. The proposed APCA
outperforms PCA remarkably in recognition rate with
99.3% for training data and 95.6% for testing data with
negligible reduction in performance for normally lit
faces. Figure 3 displays the recognition rates against
numbers of eigenfaces used ( m ). It can be seen that
selecting the principal 40 to 50 eigenfaces is sufficient
for invariant luminance face recognition. This number is

[ω (s
i

i, j ,k

]

2
− si , j ',k ' ) ,

(13)

ω i = Γi Λ i / ΓΛT .
The weights

) , ∀m∈ d jm,k 0 < d jj,k 0

misclassification error. Thus OPT is a combination of
error rate and the ratio of between-class distance to
within-class distance. By minimizing OPT, we can determine the best choices for p and q. Figure 1, shows the
relationship between OPT and p, q. For one of our training
database,
a
minimum
was
obtained
at p = −0.2, q = −0.4 .
From the above, our final set of transformed eigenfaces
would be:
1
'
(15)
u i = ω i u i M = ω i Dvi M

the ith element of the mean face vector for person j under
all different variations. We then define the scaling parameter Λ by:
(12)
Λ i = ITVi q
where q is an exponential scaling factor determined empirically as before. Instead of this exponential scaling
factor, other non-linear functions such as thresholding
suggest themselves. These possibilities have been explored, but so far the exponential scaling perform best.
After the affine transformation, the distance d between
two face vectors s j ,k and s j ',k ' is:

i =1

d jm,k 0

the condition d jm ,k 0 < d jj ,k 0 is only true when there is a

vector for variation k for all persons and µ i, j represents

m

d jj ,k 0

s j ,0 which is the standard image reference for class
S j (typically the normally illuminated image). Note that

1 K
and
µ i, j =
si , j ,k , i = [1 m].
K k =1
Here ϖ i,k represents the ith element of the mean face

d jj ',kk ' =

(

where d jj ,k 0 is the distance between the sample s j , k and

ITVi =

ϖ i ,k =

K

j =1 k =1 m

si , j ,k . Then
Between Class Scatter
Within Class Scatter
1 M 1 K
,
si , j ,k − ϖ i , k
M j =1 K k =1
=
1 M 1 K
si , j ,k − µ i , j
M j =1 K k =1

M

scale the corresponding eigenfaces. To

determine the two exponents p and q for Γ and Λ , we
introduce a cost function and optimise them empirically.
It is defined by:
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it shows that performance of APCA is stable in spite of
the complexity of variations. However, PCA is not as
robust as APCA with different variations. For illumination changes, PCA only achieve less than 60% accuracy
while the accuracy increase to more than 80% for expression variations. It drops back to 60% with changes
combining illumination and expression. This phenomenon has also been reported in [19] as any given representation is not sufficient to overcome variations in both
illumination and expression.

somewhat higher than is required for standard PCA,
where selecting m in the range 10 to 20 is sufficient —
this is possibly a necessary consequence of the greater
complexity of the APCA face subspace compared to
standard PCA.

APCA for Illumination changes
APCA for expression changes
APCA for Illumination and expression changes
PCA for Illumination changes
PCA for Expression Changes
PCA for Illumination and Expression Changes
1
0.9

Recognition Rate

0.8

Figure 1. Examples of illumination
changes in Asian Face Database PF01.
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Figure 3. Recognition Rate
Vs. Number of features.
Recognition rate
Method

Illumination
Variation

Expression
Variation

Illumination and
Expression
Variations

PCA

57.3%

84.6%

70.6%

Affine PCA

95.6%

92.2%

86.8%

Figure 2.
Examples of expression
changes in Asian Face Database PF01.
As for variations in facial expression, APCA achieves
higher recognition rate than PCA with an increase of
10%. For changes in both lighting condition and expression, APCA always performs better than PCA despite of
the change in number of eigenfaces. The gain is almost
stable with high dimension of subspace. It can also be
seen from Figure 3, that recognition rate of expression
changes does not decrease dramatically with the reduce
of number of eigen features compared to illumination
variations. Therefore, only as low as 20 features is
enough to recognition faces with facial expression variations.
We also test the performance of APCA on variations
on illumination and expression simultaneously. The recognition rate of APCA is less than 5% lower than that of
illumination changes and expression changes, but it is
obviously higher than the recognition rate of PCA. Thus

Table 1. Comparison of recognition
rate between APCA and PCA.

Conclusion
We have described an easy to calculate and efficient
face recognition algorithm by warping the face subspace
constructed from PCA. The affine procedure contains
three steps: rotating the eigen space, whitening Transformation, and then filtering the eigenfaces. After affine
transformation, features are assigned with different
weights for recognition which in fact enlarge the between
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class covariance while minimizing within class covariance. There only have as few as two variable parameters
during the optimization compared to other methods for
high dimensionality problems. This method can not only
deal with variations in illumination and expression separately but also perform well for the combination of both
changes with only one sample image per class. Experiments show that APCA is more robust to change in illumination and expression and have better generalization
capacity compared to the FLD method.
A shortcoming of the algorithm is that we can not
guarantee that the weights achieved are the best for recognition since we only rotate the eigen space to the
direction that best represent the within class covariance.
Future work will be to search the eigen space and find
the best eigen features suitable for face recognition.
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Abstract

tations to the biological signal processing system (brain)
try to control the complexity of recognition tasks. There
is a wide range of usable neural network learning algorithms and of applications in the field of object recognition [1, 8, 13, 14, 16].
Our research in the field of image analysis pursues the
goal first to adapt principles of biological vision to computational algorithms for improving machine vision and
second of a large use of artificial neural networks. Especially we are dealing with Learning Vector Quantization
(LVQ) [11] and Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) [6].
Our development of the Multilevel Hypermap Architecture (MHA) led to applications in speech recognition,
analysis of fMRI data sets and generation of hypotheses.
ART we were using for classification of high dimensional
data sets and color segmentation in images [9].
Both neural network types use self-learning algorithms. So they are qualified for automated systems.
In this paper an algorithm for figure-ground-separation
in long image sequences is described and the ability of
the MHA to store objects robustly as an associative memory is shown.

The introduced system for object recognition and
tracking uses an associative memory for storing prototypes of objects. The Multilevel Hypermap Architecture
(MHA), a self-organizing neural network approach, is
used, to construct a robust system. To process form variant objects the MHA is extended to work with masked
input data.
Because of using scaled input objects, the system is invariant to translation. The invariance to rotation is realized by the associative memory, which is able to learn
different instances of the same input object.
In our tests we obtained a robust system behavior, because the associative memory is able to minimize disturbances in feature extraction with the learned and recalled
features of an object prototype.

Keywords
Multilevel Hypermap Architecture, MHA, figure-groundseparation, image sequence analysis, object recognition,
object tracking

2. Image Sequence Analysis system

1. Introduction

In this paper we present a system for analyzing monocular image sequences, which autonomously describes
and stores complex objects in an associative memory
structure.
The structure of the technical system is motivated by a
simplified biological model of vision.
The processing of visual stimuli takes place in two
functional paths with clear anatomical differentiation. The
magnocellular “where”-path analyses simple form and
motion parameters, has high contrast sensitivity, transient
responses and lack of overt wavelength selectivity. The
parvocellular “what”-path extracts features like color,
colorbased forms or texture by having lower contrast sensitivity, sustained responses and pronounced wavelength

From the point of machine vision the key to interpret
the real world is to extract object information from it. One
of the problems is to separate the objects from the
background and to find their real boundaries. This is a
condition for automated object recognition and object
tracking on long image sequences in image analysis
systems. Such systems are from great interest, not only in
the field of traffic and security.
Classical methods of signal and image analysis are
successfully used to solve especially low dimensional
problems. For high dimensional problems artificial neural
networks become more important nowadays. These adap-
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selectivity [7]. The striate cortex V1 has a modular structure and each module is capable of analyzing the pattern,
wavelength, luminance, movement and depth of stimuli
appearing in different portions of visual space [15]. In the
higher areas of visual cortex like medio- and inferotemporal cortex (MT, IT) and V4 topographical context will
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be lost and perception and recognition of a stimulus happens. MT analyses motion and depth, IT is responsible for
the recognition of complex forms, like faces, and V4 for
the experience of color. Object features described by the
visual stimuli are distributed spatially over the matrix of
feedback connections of the neurons in the brain [10].

Figure 1: System model
Inspired by the biological model we developed the following technical analysis system shown in Fig. 1 to recognize and track unknown and form variant objects. As
input we use a monocular sequence of trichromatic images (RGB) from a stationary camera. Over a time of n
images a stack is created representing the history of the
object movement. The history is necessary for the suggested figure-ground-separation. The first step is a feature
extraction. The filter modules extract in parallel different
features from each image of the stack. So a stack of feature maps is generated. After that figure-groundseparation for each feature take place resulting in a set of
featured figures from the object and a map from the background. For further processing the figures must be scaled
to the same size. They are superimposed by a map, so that
pixels not belonging to the object are marked. For im-

proving the robustness of the object extraction it is meaningful to combine the separation results of several filter
modules. Therefore next step is an object completion and
we get as result scaled and masked images from the objects, which occurred in the sequence. The contour of the
input objects for the associative memory follows the contours of the moving objects in the image sequence. Background pixels are marked as such. For robust learning of
an input object we suggest a multi-level scaling like in
cortical neurons coding differently large ranges of visual
space. So it is possible to get an input object with different spatial scales by a determined size and to get a more
or less detailed view on the objects. Therefore the input
objects are translation invariant.
The associated memory is able to learn the input objects unsupervised and creates prototypes. Each prototype
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represents a moving object from the image sequence by
all the features analyzed by the filter modules.
For an easy object tracking we suggest to locate the
objects by a matching algorithm between the prototypes
and the figures from the current image of the sequence
separated from the ground. Conditions for the object
tracking are prototypes and a background image. But after
initial analyzing of the first few images of the sequence
the system fulfils these conditions. Then the object recognition and tracking tasks are running in parallel.
In the proposed application we use long sequences of
576*720 images. For a three-level spatial scaling input
objects of sizes 4x4, 16x16 and 64x64 are created.

Figure 3: Masked figures of an object in 3
scales (4x4 pixel, 16x16 pixel, 64x64 pixel)

4. Associative Memory
4.1 The Multilevel Hypermap Architecture
One type of Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) is
the Hypermap principle introduced by Kohonen [11]. This
principle can be applied to both LVQ and SOM algorithms. In the Hypermap the input pattern is recognized in
several separate phases: the recognition of the context
around the pattern to select a subset of nodes is followed
by a restricted recognition in this subset. This architecture
speeds up searching in very large maps and may carry out
stabilizing effects, especially if different inputs have very
different dynamic ranges and time constants [2].
The modification and extension of the Hypermap, the
Multilevel Hypermap Architecture (MHA), are described
in [2], the system model is shown in Fig. 4.

3. Figure ground separation
By image acquisition with a stationary camera we can
assume stable background pixels and varying pixels over
a sequence if changes happen. So, for detection of moving
objects the pixel difference between successive images is
usable. In the analysis system the history (a number of
previous images) is considered and for each pixel a vector
is created only from the stable feature values of the considered sequence, which describe the background. Changing feature values are faded out. In Fig. 2 an intensity map
of a traffic scene and the background map belonging to it
are shown. The background is calculated from a sequence
of twenty images. The three moving objects on the road
(two cars and a cyclist) are suppressed.

input
vector

cluster

level 1

subcluster

level n

imprinting

Figure 2: Intensity map and background map
weigh

ts

The figures of the moving objects are selected by subtraction the calculated background map from the current
feature map. Figures are separated by labeling connected
pixels and each of them is scaled to the size of the input
object images (4x4, 16x16, and 64x64). In these images
all pixels not belonging to the object are marked with a
special value. So the objects are masked by their real contour boundaries. As result of the figure-ground-separation
we get a background map for each filter module (see
Fig.1, 2) and a set of three images for each figure of a
moving object (Fig. 3).

Figure 4: The Multilevel Hypermap Architecture (MHA)
Instead of two levels proposed in the Hypermap [12],
the data and the context level, the MHA supports several
levels of data relationship and a hierarchical unsupervised
clustering. Therefore the input vector consists also of an
arbitrary number of levels. In the MHA there is the same
number of levels in the weight vector of each unit and
these levels are related to the corresponding levels of the
input vector. A varying number of levels for the units of
the map is supported.
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The MHA is trained with the different levels of the input vector whose representation is a hierarchy of encapsulated subsets of units, the so called clusters and subclusters, which define different generalized stages of classification.
Classification is achieved by finding the best matching
node for each level of the hierarchy and by determining
the square mean error of matching. In principle the algorithm handles different numbers of levels in the input vector.
One advantage of the MHA is the storage of hierarchical relationships of data. This will be useful for the generation of hypothetical relationships, i.e. relations that are
not trained by input data. The MHA find it by itself by
analyzing trained data.
By means of MHA it is possible to analyze structured
or hierarchical data, i.e.
o data with priorities, e.g. projection of hierarchical
data structures in data bases
o data with context (data bases, associative memories)
o time series, e.g. speech, moving objects
o data with varying degrees of exactness, e.g.
sequences of measured data.
One advantage of the MHA is the support for both, the
classification of data and the projection of the structure in
one unified map. The resulting hierarchy has some redundancy like in biological systems.
An overview of our last works about MHA and further
details on the algorithm gives [2, 4, 5]. Also in the previous years some real world applications using the MHA
were reported in the literature [3, 5].
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Figure 5: The scaled input objects are transformed into the input vector for training the
MHA. The different image resolutions are
assigned to the corresponding levels of the
input vector (in summary 4368 elements).
To be invariant to the rotation of an object the associative memory (MHA) builds instances of the object prototypes, which are all learned views of an input object. Because of the hierarchical structure of the MHA similar
instances are clustered, i.e. are assigned to the object prototype.
In the matching process of the object tracking the recalled object prototypes are combined with the background image and labeled as known objects. For these
known objects the tracking is processed.

4.2 Adaptation for an Associative Image Memory

5. Results

To use the MHA for the described object tracking system some extensions and definitions are needed. First of
all the MHA is now able to learn masked data. With this
feature the scaled and masked input objects (see Fig. 5)
are learned. The different input objects (images) are assigned to the levels of the MHA, especially the 4x4 image
is assigned to the 1. level, the 16x16 image to the 2. level
and so on.
Therefore we get a generalization depending on the
resolution of the image. The better the resolution, the
more disturbances are expected and the higher is the number of the used level of the MHA (obviously with less
generalizing effects). With learning the input objects the
MHA creates prototypes of objects. These prototypes are
used from the tracking system to find and track an object
in a scene. The associative memory is unsupervised and
self-organized, i.e. learning and recall of learned objects
happened at the same time.

The ability of the MHA as an associative memory
should be demonstrated by the results of a simulation experiment of the suggested object recognition system.

Figure 6: Image 36 from traffic sequence
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A video sequence from a camcorder with 67 images
was presented to the system. The first twenty images were
used for creating the initial background image for the figure-ground-separation. From the following 47 images the
object figures were separated and the input objects were
created. Also the background image was updated continuously. In the sequence there were five moving objects

(four cars and a cyclist). A MHA with 25x25 nodes was
trained with the input object images. In the traffic sequence (one image from it is shown in Fig. 6) we observed a disturbance. The object of the cyclist (in the center of the image in Fig. 6) covers partially the object of
the car. The effect on the prototype is shown below.
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Figure 7: 64x64 image of input object
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Figure 9: 64x64 image of disturbed input
object
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Figure 8: 64x64 image of object prototype

Figure 10: 64x64 image of disturbed object
prototype

Fig. 7 shows the 64x64 feature image of the input object from an image of the sequence before the disturbance
occurs.
We use here the 64x64 images for presentation, because they are better to view then the smaller images. The
results of the first two levels of the MHA are comparable
to the results of level 3, but with a higher significance
(generalization effect of the MHA’s hierarchical structure).
Fig. 8 shows the level 3 prototype of the object ‘car’
generated by the MHA. It’s clearly to be seen that only
the masked object is learned. Pixels from the surrounding

lead to coincident values. The shown prototype is represented by node {11,16} from the 25x25 MHA.
Fig. 9 shows the input object created from the car covered by the cyclist resulting from image 36 (see also Fig.
6).
In Fig. 10 the result of the recall for the disturbed input
object (from Fig. 9) is shown. The resulted prototype is
represented by node {12,17}. This means that the prototype of the disturbed object belongs to the same cluster
like the undisturbed. The MHA has learned an instance of
the object. The similarity of both recalls is obviously
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comparing Fig. 8 and Fig. 10, and the generalization effect of the MHA, too.
In spite of the disturbance by another object the tracking continuous uninterruptedly. So the robustness of the
associative memory stabilizes object tracking.

[3] Brückner, B., Gaschler-Markefski, B., Hofmeister, H., and
Scheich, H., Detection of Non-Stationarities in Functional
MRI Data Sets using the Multilevel Hypermap Architecture. In: Proceedings of the IJCNN'99, Washington, pp. 1–4
(on CD), ISBN: 0-7803-5532-6 (1999).

[4] Brückner, B., and Hofmeister, H., Generating Hypotheses
Using the Multilevel Hypermap Architecture. In: Proceedings of the ICONIP2001, Fudan University Press, Vol. 1,
pp. 58-62, Shanghai (2001).

6. Summary and Conclusions
In the last years we were dealing with block matching
for motion detection. Because of problems by using it for
separating objects from a scene we are now using a new
figure-ground-separation algorithm for motion detection.
To construct a robust system, the object tracking is
combined with an associative memory, where prototypes
of objects are stored. The associative memory is an adaptation of the Multilevel Hypermap Architecture (MHA), a
self-organizing neural network approach. To process form
variant objects, which are constructed as masked images,
the MHA is extended to work with masked input data.
The introduced system for object recognition and
tracking is invariant to translation because of using scaled
input objects. Different image resolutions of object features are used for classifying and storing objects in the
associative memory in form of prototypes.
The system is invariant to rotation, because the associative memory is able to learn different instances of the
same input object and the hierarchical structure guarantees the consistency of all instances of an object prototype.
In our tests we obtained a robust system behavior, because the associative memory is able to minimize disturbances in feature extraction (e.g. shadow or partly covered objects) with the learned and recalled features of an
object prototype.
Further works are going to implement more feature filters in the system, especially for texture features of the
input objects. Also improvements in the history mechanism of the scene analysis and optimization of speed are
planned.
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Abstract

tems.
Human body posture estimation based on computer vision can lighten the burden and stress of users since they
no longer need to utilize contact methods such as magnetic sensors. Therefore, several studies have been undertaken on estimation methods using computer vision
[1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15]; they often lack the ability for real-time
performance, have limits on the body parts able to be detected, and require large computational costs. The authors
have also proposed real-time human body posture estimation methods [4, 12, 13]. The methods are based on both a
contour analysis of human silhouette and their characteristics are: (1) high-speed and robust processing, (2) no markers on the human body, and (3) a small computing power
requirement. However, the range of acceptable postures is
still limited and a priori knowledge about the relationship
between the analysis results and the human body parts is
required.
This paper proposes a human body posture estimation
method using ANN. In the proposed method, a human silhouette image extracted from camera image is analyzed to
compose of input feature vector to the ANN and the ANN
outputs the 2D coordinates of the human body’s significant
points in the image. By using the learning ability of the
ANN to obtain the relationship between the human silhouette and the significant points, no a priori knowledge is necessary to achieve the human body posture estimation. Section 2 describes our human body posture estimation method
in detail. Section 3 presents the experiments that tested how
well the proposed method could estimate human body postures and the results are summarized in section 4.

This paper proposes a human body posture estimation
method using neural network. The input feature vector of
the neural network is composed with the result of analyzing
a human silhouette extracted from camera image and the
output vector of the neural network indicates the 2D coordinates of the human body’s significant points. The proposed
method is implemented on a personal computer and runs
in real-time. Experimental results show both the feasibility
and the effectiveness of the proposed method for estimating
human body postures.

1 Introduction
Artificial neural network (ANN) originated from studies
on the mechanisms and structures of the brain has excellent capabilities, such as nonlinear mapping and learning.
Studies on biological systems have led to the development
of new computational models with application to complex
problems such as pattern recognition, fast information processing, learning, and adaptation. In the field of computer
vision, ANN is often utilized in many applications since the
capabilities of ANN provide very powerful tools for solving pattern classification and/or recognition problems [10].
While computer vision technologies have widely been studied in various engineering fields, recent expectations have
been for them to find application in sensing human information [2, 9]. To recognize non-verbal information, such
as gestures and sign language, and to understand actions or
motions, awareness has been growing on the importance of
being able to measure the human body posture or motion
parameters. More specifically, human body posture estimation is important for a number of applications including advanced human-machine interface systems, visual communications, virtual reality applications, and video game sys-

2 Posture Estimation Method
Figure 1 shows the outline of our method for estimating
human body postures. It is composed of two processes: feature extraction which uses image processing and significant
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Captured image
Background subtraction

Background image

Silhouette image
[xg, yg]

Centroid

A

Contour approximation
Feature extraction

Mapping by ANN

Training of ANN

2D coordinates of significant points
Figure 1. Outline of estimation method.
[xg, yg]

point estimation which uses ANN. To simplify the process,
we use the following assumptions: (1) no other moving object exists within the field besides the human, and (2) the
camera is facing the front of the human.

2.1 Feature extraction from silhouette image

Figure 2. Extracting feature vector from human silhouette image (top: axes projected at
specific angles on silhouette image, bottom:
contour image approximated by furthest contour edge from the centroid).

Here, we describe how to compose an input feature vector from a human silhouette image obtained from camera
images. As a preprocess, the human silhouette is extracted
by calculating the difference at each pixel between the background image and the input image and then thresholding the
difference at that pixel. First, the centroid of the human silhouette, [xg yg ], is located as follows.
xg =

Md (1, 0)
Md (0, 0)

(1)

yg =

Md (0, 1)
Md (0, 0)

(2)

Md (m, n) =

XX
x

xm y n dxy

edge along the axis. As shown in the top of Fig. 2, the
intersection points are located at every Θ0 degrees around
the centroid with the clockwise direction from point A on
the contour pixel. As shown in the bottom of Fig. 2, a
figure which connected each intersection point sequentially
is a circumscribed polygon of the silhouette image. This
approximated contour has similar characteristics to active
shape models [6].Then, the distance between the intersection point [xpi ypi ] and the centroid is calculated as follows.

(3)

y

Di =

Here, dxy is the silhouette image, x and y are the vertical and horizontal coordinates of the image, respectively.
Next, an intersection of the human silhouette’s contour and
an axis that is projected outwards from the centroid is obtained [11]. The intersection point is the furthest contour

q
(xpi − xg )2 + (ypi − yg )2

(4)

The distance Di can be considered as a feature from the
human silhouette. However, it is hard to find mathematical
model that defines the relationship between the feature and
the part of the human body. Therefore, we estimate the re-
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P

lationship by using ANN. The feature vector can be defined
as follows.
¤
£
z T = D1 D2 D3 . . . DN
(5)

J(t) =

zi − µz
√
σz

where η is the learning factor, α is the momentum factor, ∆wkji (t) is the weight increments at the tth iteration,
∆θkj (t) is the threshold increments at the tth iteration, γ
and β are the adaptive factor in the learning, vdl is the teaching signal, L is the number of neuron unit in the output
layer, and P is the total number of the training data.

3 Estimation Experiment

(6)

In this study, 9 significant points of human body (head,
hands, feet, elbow joints, and knee joints) are considered.
Thus we define the relationship between the ANN’s outputs
and the significant points as follows.

Here µz and σz are the mean and the variance of the element
of the feature vector z, respectively.

2.2 Significant point estimation using ANN

vT

In this section, we describe how to design ANN for estimating significant points of the human body. The ANN is a
three-layer PDP model with no inner feedback loops and no
direct connections from the input layer to the output layer.
The following sigmoid function, f , is used as an activation
function of neurons in the hidden and output layers.
f (u) =

1 − exp(−au)
1 + exp(−au)

j=1

(7)

(8)

i=1

where zi is the input to the ith neuron in the input layer,
vl is the output of the lth neuron in the output layer, wkji
and θkj (k = 1, 2) are the weight and threshold, and N and
M are the number of neuron unit in the input and hidden
layer. The learning of the ANN is carried out according
to the generalized δ-rule with an adaptive learning rate to
minimize the cost function J.
·
¸ ·
¸
wkji (t + 1)
wkji (t)
=
θkj (t + 1)
θkj (t)
"
#
·
¸
∂J
∂wkji (t)
∆wkji (t)
−η(t)
+
α
(9)
∂J
∆θkj (t)
∂θk (t)

v Td

[ xH yH xeL yeL xhL yhL xkL ykL xf L
yfL xfR yfR xkR ykR xhR yhR xeR yeR ]

= [

xdH − xg ydH − yg xdeL − xg ydeL − yg
xg
yg
xg
yg
xdhL − xg ydhL − yg xdkL − xg ydkL − yg
xg
yg
xg
yg
xdfL − xg ydhL − yg xdfR − xg ydfR − yg
xg
yg
xg
yg
xdkR − xg ydkR − yg xdhR − xg ydhR − yg

j


if J(t) < J(t − 1)
 (1 + γ)η(t − 1)
(1 − βγ)η(t − 1) if J( t) > J(t − 1)
η(t) =

η(t − 1)
otherwise

=

Here, the subscript H is the index of the top of the head,
eL is the index of the left elbow joint, hL is the index of
the left hand tip, kL is the index of the left knee joint, fL is
the index of the left foot tip, fR is the right foot tip, kR is
the index of the right knee joint, hR is the index of the right
hand tip, and eR is the right elbow joint.
In order to achieve the relationship between the input
feature vector and the significant points of human body part
by learning of the ANN, various patterns of body posture
are necessary as a teaching data of the ANN. However it
is hard to collect everything of every body posture even if
the posture is limited to only front view. In our experiment,
the teaching data is made by extracting postures from the
teaching materials video of Chinese shadow boxing (Tai Chi
Quan) because the movements of Chinese shadow boxing
have various combinations with complexity of hands and
feet. The total amount of 1064 teaching data (P = 1064)
was extracted manually from the Chinese shadow boxing
instruction video with a 320-by-240 pixel resolution. Thus
the teaching vector v d is defined by normalizing with respect to the centroid of the human silhouette [xg yg ] as follows.

Here a is the parameter of the sigmoid function. The relationship between inputs and outputs of the ANN is given by
the following equation.
M
N
X
X
vl = f (
w2lj f (
w1ji zi + θ1j ) + θ2l )

(11)

l=1

The feature vector is normalized in order to have zero mean
and unit variance and is scale, location and rotation invariant. The normalized feature vector z ∗ is used as a feature
input vector in the stage of estimating significant points of
the human body using ANN.
zi∗ =

L

1 XX
(vdl − vl (t))2
2

xg
yg
xdeR − xg ydeR − yg
]
xg
yg

(10)
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xg

yg
(12)

The entire process for estimating human postures ran in real
time (approximately 20 frames/sec).
Figure 4 shows examples of estimation results and Table
1 shows the estimation error that is defined as follows.
p
²i = (xim − xi )2 + (yim − yi )2
Here the real locations of significant points, [xim yim ], were
obtained manually from images and the estimated locations
of significant points, [xi yi ], were the outputs from the ANN
(i = H, eL , hL , kL , fL , fR , kR , hR , eR ). Fig. 4(a) is the
captured images, Fig. 4(b) is the human image extracted by
using the background subtraction, Fig. 4(c) is the significant points that are intersections of the human silhouette’s
contour and axes that are projected outwards from the centroid, and Fig. 4(d) is the significant points estimated by
the ANN. In Fig. 4(d), the estimated significant points of
human body are indicated with small squares. In each estimation result, the significant points are indicated with small
squares (white: significant point, gray: centroid). As shown
in Fig. 4, all of the significant points could be extracted successfully without depending on the posture, position where
the person was standing, background condition, and image resolution. Although the ANN was trained using only
the limited data extracted from the Chinese shadow boxing video and the human image extraction with the background subtraction is not always completely successful, the
proposed method could achieve robust estimation of the significant points with the ANN’s generalization ability. These
experimental results indicate both the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed method for estimating human body
postures. However the estimation of the significant points
is not good enough accurate as shown in Table 4. In order
to improve the estimation accuracy, the learning or network
topology of the ANN should be redesigned and the human
extraction method from image should also be improved.

Figure 3. Examples of estimating significant
points in close testing (left column: original
image, middle column: human silhouette image, right column: estimated human body’s
significant point image).

The dimension of the feature input vector was 36 since
the intersection points are located at every 10 degrees (Θ0 =
10). The number of neuron in the hidden layer was defined
by trial and error in order to converge the ANN learning.
In the experiment, the ANN structure was a 36-76-18 network (N = 36, M = 76, and L = 18). The initial weight
matrices were randomly selected from the interval [−1, 1].
The parameters were a = 1, η(0) = 10−4 , γ = 10−2 ,
β = 10, and α = 0.9. The maximum allowable error in
each output unit was 10−2 while the learning iteration was
limited to 105 for each training data. After the learning of
the ANN was completed, the weight matrices were fixed
and the ANN was used in the significant point estimation
process. Figure 3 shows examples of the estimation result
in the close testing. Here the silhouette images are manually
obtained in the middle of Fig.3 and the estimated significant
points of human body are shown with small squares in the
right of Fig.3. As shown in the right figures, the significant
points and the centroid are located successfully.
To evaluate the feasibility of our estimation method, we
carried out experiments using real camera images. The
proposed method was coded in the C language and implemented on a personal computer (Gateway GP7 Pentium III
800MHz, Windows 98). The images from the CCD camera
(SONY EVI-D30) were digitized into the computer with a
160-by-120 pixel resolution via flame grabber (MATROX
METEOR-II). The background subtraction was carried out
by using the statistical background modeling, threshold selection, subtraction operation, and pixel classification [3]
and an image processing of noise cleaning was also applied.

4

Conclusions

This paper has proposed a real-time human body posture
estimation method using ANN. The input feature vector of

Table 1. Estimation error of the posture shown
in Fig. 4.
min ²i [pixel]
max
P ²i [pixel]
P ²i [pixel]
²i /9 [pixel]
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posture 1
1.00
10.03
47.78
5.31

posture 2
5.83
21.59
112.75
12.53

posture 3
5.39
15.62
88.23
9.80

(a)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)

(d)

Figure 4. Examples of estimating significant points(left column: posture 1, middle column: posture
2, right column: posture 3). (a) original camera image, (b) human image obtained by background
subtraction, (c) extracted significant point image, and (d) estimated human body’s significant point
image
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Abstract
The Circle Hough Transform (CHT) has become a common
method for circle detection in numerous image processing
applications. Because of its drawbacks, various modifications to the basic CHT method have been suggested. In this
paper, an algorithm is presented to find circles which are
totally brighter or darker than their backgrounds. The
method is size-invariant, and such circular shapes can be
found very fast and accurately called Fast Circle Detection
(FCD). Though Fast Circle Detection (FCD) method loses
the generality of the CHT, there are many applications that
can use this method after a simple preprocessing and gain
a considerable improvement in performance against the
CHT or its modified versions. In this paper, we present a
method based on certainty factor concept to improve the
FCD performance. The improved version of the FCD has
been evaluated in some famous industrial and medical
fields, and the results show a significant improvement.

have been reported to increase the CHT performance so far.
Tsuji and Matsumoto decomposed the parameter space by
using the parallel property of circle [2]. Several methods
use randomized selection of edge points and geometrical
properties of circle instead of using the information of edge
pixels and evidence histograms in the parameter space. Xu
et al. [3] presented an approach that randomly has selected
three pixels. The method selects three noncollinear edge
pixels and votes for the circle parameters which are found
by using the circle equation. Chen and Chung [4] improved
Xu et al.'s method by using the randomized selection of four
pixels. However, the randomized selection method has its
own problems such as probability estimation, accuracy and
speed that are dependent on the number of edge pixels. Yip
et al. [5] proposed a method which has reduced the parameter dimension, but estimated the parameters of the circles
based on local geometrical properties which often have
suffered from poor consistency and location accuracy due
to quantization error. To overcome these disadvantages, Ho
and Chen [6] used the global geometrical symmetry of circle to reduce the dimension of the parameter space. The
UpWrite method used the spot algorithm to produce the
local models of the chosen edge pixels [7]. The chosen
edge pixels are those in a circular neighborhood of the parameter radius r centered on the chosen edge pixels. Also
there has been many works to make the CHT size-invariant
[8]. Though these approaches reduced heavy computational
burden, other problems have still remained.
With some prior knowledge about an image, we can simplify the CHT and reduce the algorithm’s difficulties according to especial features of the problem. Use of edge
orientation information was first suggested by Kimme et al.
[9], who noted that the edge direction on the boundary of a
circle points towards or away from the circle’s center. This
modification reduced computational requirements as only
an arc needed to be plotted perpendicular to the edge orientation at a distance r from the edge point. In the limit, arcs
may be reduced to a single point in the accumulator space.
Minor and Sklansky [10] extended the use of edge orientation by plotting a line in the edge direction to detect circles
over a range of sizes simultaneously. This has an additional
advantage of using a two rather than a three-dimensional
parameter space. The method can be further extended to the
detection of circle-like shapes (compact convex objects, or
blobs).

Keywords
Circle Detection, Hough Transform, Certainty Factors.
INTRODUCTION
Detecting lines and circles in an image is a fundamental
issue in image processing applications. Extracting circles
from digital images has received more attention for several
decades because an extracted circle can be used to yield the
location of circular object in many industrial applications.
So far many circle-extraction methods have been developed. The Circle Hough Transform (CHT) [1] is the bestknown algorithm and aims to find circular shapes with a
given radius r within an image. Usually the edge map of the
image is calculated then each edge point contributes a circle
of radius r to an output accumulator space. For circles with
unknown radiuses, the algorithm should be run for all possible radiuses to form a 3-dimensional parameter space,
where two dimensions represent the position of the center,
and the third one represents the radius. The output accumulator space has a peak where these contributed circles overlap at the center of the original circle.
In spite of its popularity owing to its simple theory of operation, the CHT has some disadvantages when it works on
a discrete image. The large amount of storage and computing power required by the CHT are the major disadvantages
of using it in real-time applications. Some modifications
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The FCD method [11] got the main idea of edge orientated
methods, and presented an algorithm to find circular shapes
that were totally brighter or darker than their background.
According to the edge oriented methods, the edge direction
on the boundary of a circle points towards or away from the
circle’s center. The condition of being totally darker or
brighter than background forces all edge directions of a
circle to be outward or inward, so the FCD can use the
symmetry property of the gradient vectors to find vector
pairs. These founded vector pairs are used to improve the
circle detection algorithm. In this paper, we present a
method based on certainty factor concept to improve the
FCD performance. For each founded vector pair, some certainty factors are considered and final decision about location of founded circles is made according to these parameters. Using such certainty factors, the FCD is speed up with
more accuracy and more robustness against noise.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the FCD algorithm in details and section 3 presents
improved method. Section 4 shows experimental results
comparing with the CHT and original version of the FCD.
Finally, in section 5, we describe the conclusion and our
plans for future work.

image. The second condition considerably removes noise
by filtering useless vectors. As Figure 3.b shows, vectors
V1 and V2 are not assumed as a vector pair due to condition (ii); however they satisfy condition (i).
To increase the speed of pair matching, vectors are sorted
according to their directions. So, for each specific vector,
vectors with opposite direction can be found fast and easily.

Figure 2. (a) A black circle in white background, (b)
Gradient vectors of (a)

In the third step, a candidate circle is considered for
each pair of vectors. Such a circle has its center at the midpoint of P1 and P2, and its radius is equal to half of the distance between P1 and P2. Figure 3.a shows such a candidate
circle in dashed lines. In special cases, if the approximate
radius of the desired circle is known, a third condition can
be used to filter out those vector pairs whose distances are
outside the range of the expected values. This can improve
the performance of algorithm significantly.
In the fourth and final step, the desired circles are extracted from the candidate circles produced in the previous
step. There are two ways to do this. One way is employing a
3-dimensional accumulator matrix to count the occurrence
of quantized circles. Then, the desired circles can be found
by searching for local maxima in such a space. This is just
like the classic CHT approach.

FAST CIRCLE DETECTION USING GRADIENT
VECTOR PAIRS
In this section, we present a fast circle detection algorithm
based on gradient vector pairs. Suppose that we have a dark
circle on a bright background1, as shown in Figure 2.a. The
following paragraphs describe the major steps of our algorithm.
The first step is calculating the gradient of the image. The
gradient vectors of the circle we search for are in the form
shown in Figure 2.b. These vectors’ directions are outward
the circle, because the circle is darker than its background.
Due to the symmetry of circle, for each gradient vector
there is another gradient vector in its opposite direction. We
call these vectors vector pair. As shown in Figure 3.a, a
specific vector V1 is paired with a vector V2 if the following
two conditions are satisfied:
(i.)
Angle α, defined as the absolute difference between directions V1 and V2, should be nearly 180 degrees.
(ii.)
Angle β between the line connecting P2 to P1 (the
bases of V2 and V1) and the vector V1 should be nearly 0
degree2 (This means P2 P1 that should be in the same direction as V1).
The second step of the algorithm is applied to find all vector pairs according to the above conditions in the gradient

1

We can assume this without loss of generality because if the circle is
brighter than its background, we can work on the negative image or
simply reverse the direction of vectors.

2

Or it should be in the opposite direction of V2, because they are nearly
parallel according to condition (i.)

Figure 3. (a) Pair vectors (V1 & V2) and their candidate
circle, (b) vectors rejected by condition (ii)

As the candidate circles are known, a second and easier
approach can be used to find the desired circles. Candidate
circles are saved as a set of triples (Cx, Cy, r). These triples
are then clustered using Euclidian distance between them.
The means of clusters then specify the desired circles. The
method reduces the space complexity and optimizes the
entropy of the saved data. Also, prior knowledge about the
number of the circles in the image can be used to get better
results. In our algorithm, we use the second approach.
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rithm. Parameter σ can be used to adjust the effect of acceptable tolerance according to problem attributes.
Also, symmetry property of circle can be used to improve
the performance of the FCD. By increasing the noise in the
image the probability of matching of two random vectors as
a vector pair increases. These wrong vector pairs increase
error rate. Also, when the number of candidate circles is
increased the clustering time is growth as well. Without loss
of generality assume that the center of the candidate circle
produced by v1 and v2 is placed at origin. According to
figure 5, if a vector pair founded (suppose the bases of this
vector pair are p1(x,y) and p2(-x,-y)), then 6 other points
p3(y,x), p4(-y,x), p5(-x,y), p6(-y,-x), p7(y,-x) and p8(x,-y)
should be placed on the same circle as well.

Adjusting parameters of algorithm is critical and depends on image features and statistics. By increasing α and
β, more pair vectors will be found. This may lead to better
result (robustness against noise) or worse result (Finding
more wrong pair vectors). So adjusting these parameters is
an art in each application.
To improve the algorithm performance in real applications, some preprocessing on the input image may be necessary. As mentioned earlier, the algorithm searches for circles that are brighter or darker than their background. To
obtain such image, some preprocessing can be done based
on the problem features. Figure 4 shows an output result of
the original FCD when 25% pepper-salt noise is applied to
the image.

Figure 5. The pair vector and its related 6-points

To reduce the effect of noise, we can verify the existence of other 6 points in edge map of the image. If number
of founded points is less than a specified threshold then the
vector pair is omitted. In this way, random vectors that are
not really placed on a circle are discarded. By omitting
wrong candidate circles the number of candidate circles is
reduced so the clustering step can be execute faster. If
number of founded edge points is more than specified
threshold then a candidate circle is considered just like the
standard FCD. The number of founded points (n) also used
to produce another certainty factor for the candidate circle
denoted by C8:

Figure 4. Output result of the FCD when 25% peppersalt noise is applied to the image

THE FCD IMPROVEMENT USING CERTAINTY
FACTORS
In this section, we describe how the performance of the
FCD algorithm can be improved using certainty factors.
According to the original FCD, two vectors make a pair if
they satisfy conditions i and ii of previous section. In real
applications, these conditions are rarely satisfied. So a
range of acceptable values should be used for α and β. If the
deviations of α or β from their ideal value (180 and 0 degrees) become more than a threshold value, the vector pair
is omitted and if both parameters place in range, the candidate circle is considered. In contrast with this binary decision, two certainty factors can be considered according to
mentioned angles:

Cα = exp( −

(α − 180) 2

σ α2

) and C β = exp(−

C8 = exp(−

(n − 8) 2

σ 82

)

In implementation, if either Ca, Cb, or C8 become negative
we omit the vector pair otherwise tree certainty factors used
to make a final certainty factor according to the following
formula:

CF = iCα + jC β + kC8

β2
).
σ β2

Parameters i, j, and k can be used to form different formulas
according to problem features. For example for almost hidden circles, k parameter should considered near zero and
for finding circles in noisy images, i parameter should be

These factors show the rate of satisfaction of i and ii conditions and can be used to control the behavior of the algo-
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decreased. For the best adaptation to special problems, parameters, i, j, and k can be learned.
In clustering phase, to extract the desired circles, a
weighted averaging is used based on certainty factors. Using weighted averaging causes more accuracy for the algorithm.

From Table 1, we find out that for 256x256 images, the
proposed method is about one thousand times faster than
the CHT and nearly 1.2 times faster than the original FCD.
For 512x 512 size images, the proposed method still 1.2
times faster than the original FCD, and for the CHT it becomes more than 1600 times faster.
To compare accuracy of the FCD and proposed
method, fifty different images were selected and the circle
boundaries on them were determined manually. The error
rate was calculated in three ways: Distance of the estimated
centers from actual centers, difference between estimated
radius and actual radius, and percentage of overlap of circles’ surfaces.
Table 2 shows the final result of accuracy tests. Distance
between centers and difference of the radii are normalized
by the actual radius.

RESULTS
To test our proposed method, a database of about 100 different images is used. Each image contains one or more
circles with different radiuses and some cases contain corrupted circles. The test images are collected from various
real applications, with various subjects and also contain few
hand made samples.
We structured our samples of database into four
groups evaluate our algorithm more effectively than using
random samples. The first group contained 100 original
images. In the second group, binary images were produced
from the original images by a simple gray level thresholding. Some pepper and salt noise and standard Gaussian
noise were added to the original images to produce the third
and the fourth categories. Two datasets with the same images (in the four groups) and with different image sizes
(256 X 256 and 512 X 512) were produced and the evaluation was done on both of them to measure the effects of the
increasing image size on the algorithm’s performance. Also,
the CHT (improved version) and the FCD algorithms were
implemented to compare them with our proposed algorithm.
The CHT is not a fast method, but it is a standard method.
Almost all papers that presents a circle detection algorithm,
implements the CHT and compare presented method with
it. For the FCD versions both α and β parameters are set to
5 degree and gradient vectors are calculated using sobel
operator and averaged in 5x5 windows and finally threshold
by 30%. The All algorithms were implemented in Matlab
6.1, and the experiments were performed using a PC
equipped with 1.8MHz Pentium IV processor and 512MB
RAM. The average time of 10 trails that each algorithm
used to produce the result for each image size and each
image group is shown in Table 1.

Table 2. The results of accuracy tests of the FCD
Centers

Radii

Overlap

FCD

0.04

0.07

0.93

FCD with CF

0.02

0.04

0.96

Another evaluation is done to comparison the resistance of
the FCD and proposed algorithm against noise. In this
evaluation, the density of the pepper and salt noise was increased from 0 to 80 percent for each input image. Then
error rates of these three approaches were calculated.
Results of this experiment show that proposed method resists against noise until 30% but the FCD error rate increases before 25% density. In this case the CHT just resists
until 10%. After this threshold, the error rate increases exponentially for each approach. The CHT and FCD are totally failed after 30% and 52% noise but the improved
method resists against noise until 70%. Figure 6 draws the
error rates versus noise density for each approach.

Table 1. The results of execution time of the circle detection approaches (time is in second)
Image size
256 × 256

Original

Binary

Pepper-Salt

Gaussian

CHT

205

172

319

262

FCD

0.30

0.26

0.32

0.33

FCD-CF

0.21

0.18

0.21

0.21

512 × 512

Original

Binary

Pepper-Salt

Gaussian

CHT

1711

1567

2073

1932

FCD

1.58

1.44

1.66

1.60

FCD-CF

1.25

1.19

1.30

1.30

Image size

Figure 6. Resistance of the FCD and proposed algorithm against pepper-salt noise
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
In this paper, we presented an improved version of a
size invariant method to find circles that are totally brighter
or darker than their backgrounds called Fast Circle Detection (FCD) method. The original idea is based on the symmetry of the gradient pair vectors on such circles. The improved method uses certainty factors for each vector pairs
based on the parameters of the algorithm (α, β, and predicted edge points) to increase accuracy of the FCD algorithm.
The experimental results show that the proposed
method is 1.2 times faster than the FCD and about a 1600
times faster then the CHT in case of 512x512 resolution
images. The proposed method has better resistance against
noise in comparison to the FCD and its accuracy is not affected until 30% pepper-salt noise is applied to the image
(5% improvement in comparison to the original FCD).
Also, the proposed method is more accurate than the original FCD. The improved method used for iris localization
step in iris recognition applications, and the results show a
significant improvement. Figure 7 shows an output proposed method for iris localization purpose [12].
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Figure 7. Output result of the FCD with certainty factors for iris localization

We plan to use the FCD and its improved version in other
industrial and medical applications. Also, we plan to use the
proposed algorithm to find known ellipses which have
known ratio of diameters and directions. Figure 8 shows a
simple result of the FCD to detect a known ellipse in MRI
images of brain for fast brain boundary detection purpose.

Figure 8. An example of ellipse detection for fast brain
boundary detection in MRI images
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Abstract
This paper examines intelligent image processing constraints which may need to be considered for visual prosthesis development and proposes a display framework
which incorporates context, task and alerts related to a
scene. A simulation device to investigate this framework is
also described. Mobility requirements, assessment, and
devices are discussed to identify the functions required by a
prosthesis, and an overview of state of the art visual prostheses is provided. Two main computer vision approaches
are discussed with application to a visual prosthesis: information reduction and scene understanding.
Keywords
Visual prostheses, blind mobility, artificial human vision,
image processing, computer vision.
1. Introduction
The partial restoration of sight for the blind is an exciting
opportunity currently being pursued by a number of international research teams. Partial restoration can be achieved
by the use of a camera to capture images, image processing,
and then delivery of an electrical impulse to a component of
the visual pathway in the human brain. In each case, when
this signal is received the subject may perceive multiple
points of light (’phosphenes’). Because it provides the link
between camera and implant, image processing is an integral part of all clinical visual prostheses [1].
Most current mobility devices for the blind provide information in either tactile or auditory form. The two most
widely used devices are the long cane and guide dog.
However these devices have limitations: the long cane is
only effective over a short range and a guide dog requires
expensive training and maintenance. A number of electronic travel aids (ETA’s) have also been developed over
the past thirty years. Early versions of these devices relied
on reflected ultrasound to detect obstacles. Later devices
have also used laser and image information.
In sighted people, vision usually provides the important
functions of mobility (such as avoiding obstacles), therefore
it is reasonable to assume that an intelligent image processing (IIP) approach may also provide good mobility information. There are two broad classes of computer vision ap-
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proaches which could be useful to the development of a
visual prosthesis system: information reduction and scene
understanding.
The purpose of this paper is to summarise mobility requirements and devices for the vision impaired, before
identifying some IIP techniques and constraints that may be
important for mobility requirements. A display framework
and proposed simulation device are then described.

2. Mobility
Mobility is a person’s ability to travel between locations
“gracefully, safely, comfortably and independently” [2].
Blind mobility requires skill, effort and training. Mobility
problems for a blind person can be caused by changes in
terrain and depth (stairs, kerbs); unwanted contacts (bumping); and street crossings (which involve judging the speed
and distance of vehicles and may involve identifying traffic
light colour) [3]. The most dangerous events for a blind or
partially sighted person are drop offs (sudden depth
changes, such as on the edge of a subway platform) and
moving vehicles [4]. Making unwanted contact with pedestrians is also undesirable as it can be socially awkward and
may pose a threat to a persons safety [5].
The assessment of mobility provides information on the
effectiveness of different training techniques and also provides information for developers and consumers of mobility
devices. The three main methods for assessing mobility are
self report questionnaires, field experiments (such as walking through a shopping mall) and artificial laboratories
(such as walking through an artificial maze). The latter two
methods usually involve a count of the frequency of obstacle contacts by a subject and their walking speed (usually
the percentage of preferred walking speed).

3. Mobility information presentation modes
Mobility devices generally provide information by tactile or
auditory methods. A visual prosthesis approach is different
as it uses a functioning component of the visual pathway,
and does not overload another sense. These two presentation modes are summarised in table 1.

Table 1: Summary of blind mobility devices
Presentation
Mode

Mobility Device

Sensory method

Conventional

Electronic
Aids

Most auditory,
tactile

Visual Pathway

Travel

some

Guide dog

Tactile feedback

Long Cane

Tactile and echolation

Mobility Robot

Tactile/auditory

Human Guide

Tactile/auditory

Retinal,
Cortical
and optic nerve
prosthesis

Phosphene
in subject

SonicGuide and SonicPathfinder. More recent ultrasonic
devices include the Navbelt and the Guidecane [9]. A laser
cane ETA has also been developed, which uses reflected
light energy to provide both tactile and auditory information
[10]. The Guide Dogs for the Blind Association of Queensland provide a low cost, handheld ultrasound device, the
Miniguide, to visually impaired clients. A promising new
ultrasound device, the UltraCane, acts as a standard cane
while providing tactile information about head and chest
level obstacles in the environment.

perception

3.1. Conventional presentation
The most useful devices for mobility are the guide dog and
the long cane. However, ambient sound is still important in
blind mobility (as it is in sighted mobility). Ambient sound
might be directional traffic noise, pedestrian crossing signals or voices. Non-visual information may also be tactile
or olfactory.
The long cane provides a blind person with sufficient information for safe movement in the immediate environment.
Mobility enhancement in a blind person after long cane
training is often dramatic [6]. An additional benefit is the
high visibility of the cane to drivers and other pedestrians.
The most significant problem with the long cane is that it
only provides two paces of preview. Because there is limited preview, a long cane user needs fast reaction times. A
cane does not protect against obstacle collision to the upper
part of the body (such as wall-mounted public telephones).
There is also a risk of tripping other pedestrians with a cane
[7].

The vOICe is the only commercially available ETA which
uses an image processing approach. This ETA presents an
acoustic representation of images to a blind person [11].
This portable device captures image data using a head
mounted camera, processes this information (using a 64x64
pixel array) and provides an auditory representation once
per second.
Another approach to blind mobility and navigation involves
adjusting the environment to provide useful information.
Environmental accessibility for blind and the partially
sighted can involve using a logical design layout (for example, stairs should be next to lift), assisting with visibility
(for example, hand rails should have high contrast) and
adequate lighting (which should be 50-100 % greater than
that required for normally sighted) [12]. Useful mobility
and navigation information can be provided by locating
transmitters at strategic locations in the environment; a
blind person can then use a handheld receiver to receive
directional information about the landmark. This approach
has been used in the ‘Talking Signs’ program which has
been implemented in many locations in San Francisco [13].

Guide dogs also provide good mobility assistance by pulling in the same way that a human guide would. They are
able to respond to hand and voice signals and are trained to
avoid obstacles, prevent veering in street crossings, stop if
there is a dangerous situation and intelligently disobey commands that are not safe. A dog may remember common
landmarks (such as a particular shop door). However guide
dogs are expensive (~AUS$25,000) and require a person to
be comfortable with dogs. A guide dog user also needs to
be physically fit and prepared to maintain the dog [8].

3.2. Visual Pathway presentation
Human vision involves the focusing of light by the lens and
cornea in the eye and the absorption of this light by photoreceptors in the retina. Electrical signals from these photoreceptors are then processed through a layer of bipolar and
ganglion cells within the retina, before passing to the optic
nerve [14]. The amount of information entering the eye is
reduced considerably: there are over 120 million photoreceptors and only about 1 million ganglion cells. Most signals from the optic nerve pass through the lateral geniculate
body to the visual cortex, where a spatial representation of
the retinas appears to exist [15].

Although a number of ETA’s have been developed, none
has achieved widespread market penetration. These devices often provide little benefit in mobility, require a long
period of training are expensive and are cosmetically unattractive [6]. Ultrasound based devices (which generally
provide auditory information) include the SonicTorch,

A visual pathway approach promises to provide significantly more information than a conventional mobility aid,
without overloading another sensory channel. The three
main approaches to visual prostheses involve a retinal implant (subretinal or epiretinal), an optic nerve cuff electrode
and a cortical implant. Each approach has advantages and
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disadvantages, and all have been successful in providing
phosphene perception to subjects [16]. All methods share a
common constraint: due to limitations of current technology
there is a limited number of phosphenes that can be generated. Therefore it is necessary to develop methods for the
optimal use of these phosphenes.

4. Relevant Intelligent Image Processing techniques
An image processing approach requires an image to be captured by a sensor and digitized. This image is then usually
pre-processed to reduce noise. After these stages we can
use an information reduction approach to provide essential
environmental information, and/or attempt to understand
objects in the environment. We provide a review of IIP as
any visual prosthesis system will need to satisfy the same
constraints.
4. 1. Information Reduction (low level vision)
Most existing visual prosthesis efforts are aimed at this
level, which is concerned with the reduction or collapse of
visual information. Operations on images at this level are
designed to improve image saliency, or to emphasize features of particular importance or relevance, for example
kerbs or walls. Cortical prosthesis research by the Dobelle
Institute has found that edge detection and image reversal
enhance the ability of subjects to recognize important scene
components (such as doorways) [1].
Low level computer vision techniques commonly involve
image filtering, edge detection and segmentation to identify
objects within the image. At the information reduction
level, a real world scene can be processed and presented in
a more visually recognizable form, like a picture or cartoon.
It might be sufficient for mobility purposes to have the outline and basic shapes of objects displayed. The reduction
of visual information to cartoons, which typically use approximations of features to convey information, can be useful in representing objects using little information [17].
Another low level technique is motion analysis. The motion of a person provides visual information about movement relative to the environment and information about the
depths of observed scene points [18]. Therefore the analysis of image sequences is desirable in a mobility device.
One monocular method of judging depth is motion parallax
which is used when objects are moving at equal speed:
those which are closer to the observer seem to move faster.
This information is used for mobility in sighted people (for
example, when approaching a subway platform). The detection and location of moving objects (such as another person, car or dog) is also important for mobility.
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In deciding on the most important features of a scene, it
may be useful to consider which parts of a visual scene receive attention from sighted people. Models of the human
visual attention have been developed to predict regions of
interest in image sequences [19]. Moving objects, people
and foreground/centrally located objects have been found to
influence subject’s attention.
Information reduction ranges from high quality images
through to the lowest level of information (binary, low pixel
resolution). Previous work at our facility [20], [21], has
examined the use of various image processing techniques
(such as enhancing edges, using different grey scales and
extracting the most important image features) to identify a
recognition threshold for low quality stationary images.
These images are used to represent the limited number of
phosphenes available to the subject (typically a 25x25 array). This research aims at providing a means of determining which parts of a visual scene to represent, and a model
for inherent information to determine which visual elements
of the scene should be presented for maximum perceptual
intelligibility by the subject.
An early visually impaired mobility device which used an
information reduction approach was developed during the
1980s. This system [22] used spoken output to describe the
current scene. Two modes were provided: the first attempted to identify a safe route for the traveler, using an
analysis of gray levels within the image. The second mode
used scene analysis in an ‘object-identification’ mode. This
mode attempted to use the aspect ratio of identified objects
to categorize an object into three classes: long thin objects
(such as a pole or mail box), square or circular objects
(such as a pot hole), and large objects (such as a car or
wall). When an obstacle was detected, the system provided
a warning and asked the user to walk slowly. If object identification was required, the blind person would need to stop
walking and wait while this processing took place. An image correspondence technique was used to identify dropoffs.
More recent research [23] has explored the use of edge detection to determine the positions of lines in an image. The
grouping of these lines was then used to classify the object
(such as a doorway). Paths were also identified using
edges and the Hough transform was used to group these
into straight lines. A clustering technique, similar to the
Hough transform, was then used to find the dominant vanishing point to indicate the subject’s direction of travel. A
similar approach for a blind mobility device was investigated by the same authors in [24]. This device used stereo
vision, combined with sonar for obstacle detection and
kerbs. Once an image was captured, edge points were detected and the Hough transform used to locate parallel line

clusters (which were assumed to represent kerb or path information).
4.2 Scene Understanding (high level vision)
This level is concerned with identifying features and extracting information. The scene structure is still there to a
degree, but it is idealised or reduced. An example application might be to identify a bus stop, fire hydrant or traffic
light. It may also be useful to know the distance to the object (number of steps, or time at current walking speed).

Figure 1a: Original street scene image
Figure 1b: Street scene with edges detected and binary

Due to the limited number of phosphenes that can be generated by current technology, it may be better to present a
symbolic representation. For example a small part of the
grid (perhaps 5x5) could be used for information on obstacle locations in the current environment. Auditory information could also be provided in natural language. A scene
description mode could be useful (similar to [22]).
Object interpretation depends on knowledge of possible
objects, and might also depend on context (for example, an
outdoor scene versus a home environment. For orientation,
it would be useful if a prosthesis system using a scene understanding approach could ‘learn’ to recognize new objects – for example, an image of a particular type of building (tram stop) could be added to the existing object knowledge base.
Some recent blind mobility research has attempted to recognize particular objects in a scene. The identification of
stair cases was addressed in [25]. This research used a texture detection method (using Gabor filters) to locate distant
stair cases. Once a person had moved close enough to the
stairs, they were then detected by searching for groups of
concurrent lines. The intensity variation was then used to
partition the convex and concave lines. Homography with
some search criteria was then employed to recover the vertical rotation and slope of the located stair case. Although
reasonable results were achieved, the approach was found
to be slow and not suitable for real-time applications.

5 Visual prosthesis constraints
This section identifies a number of constraints which affect
visual prosthesis development:
Number of Phosphenes. Current technology limits the
number of phosphenes that can be provided to a patient.
Additionally, the size, shape and brightness of phosphenes
are not predictable, although recent work in a 4 x 4 retinal
prosthesis shows promise in overcoming these problems
[26]. The information reduction associated with a 25 x 25
image is demonstrated in figure 2a.
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Figure 2a: Subsampled 25 x 25 representation of the street
scene in figure 1b.
Figure 2b: The reduced 25 x 25 representation with an ‘obstacle on right hand side’ alert activated.

Real-time processing: A visual prosthesis system needs to
perform in real-time. However, this has been problematic
for other image based mobility systems, particularly those
that are stereo-vision based. One way of providing realtime processing may be to restrict the field of view of the
camera, although this would restrict the amount of preview
(or time to anticipate problems) available to a blind traveler. Movement of the subject (egomotion) is an additional
image processing overhead, as the camera will need to be
attached to the person’s body.
Integration/Prioritization : The integration of different
functions is a challenge. Dangerous features of the environment, such as moving objects, obstacle detection and
sudden changes in depth, should be displayed before less
important information. Figure 2b shows a sample obstacle
warning in a display, where the right half of the display is
highlighted.
Scene type: Scene understanding depends to a large extend
on context. An intelligent image processing approach
would consider the type of context in recognizing objects.
Context information is often defined by previous images,
which suggests an image sequence approach. Different
display and processing modes will probably be required for
a prosthesis system to cope with differences in operational
environments.
Device simulation. Currently it is necessary to use a visual
prosthesis simulation with normally sighted subjects to test
the effects of different IIP approaches on mobility. The
results of these investigations may not generalize to actual
visual prosthesis patients.

Standard set of image sequences: A constraint on the development of both the information reduction and scene understanding approach for mobility is the lack of a standard
set of images/image sequences for evaluation and comparability of methods: an approach which has been successfully
applied in the field of Information Retrieval [27]. The
benefit of a standard is that different algorithms could be
objectively tested against each other and measured for efficiency and effectiveness. Sample image sequences might
be captured from a subject walking at normal pace towards
different obstacles, over different drop-offs or towards a
door. Different environments (such as indoors/outdoors)
and lighting conditions could also be included.

1. CONTEXT

2. TASK

Indoor Office
Indoor Mall
Outdoor train
…

Walk to feature
Find keys
Describe scene
…

3. ALERT

6. Proposed mobility display framework
The display from an ‘intelligent’ visual prosthesis (or simulation) should process different information reduction and
scene understanding information depending on the type of
scene. For mobility purposes this display depends on three
main dimensions (see figure 3) of the current scene:
• Context: The type of scene can affect the type of IIP
required. For example, there may be a greater need for
information reduction in a crowded shopping mall than a
suburban street.
• Task: Different information is required depending on
the current task. A road crossing task may emphasize a
straight path to the opposite kerb (to prevent veering),
whereas a task involving identifying a set of keys on a
cluttered table may involve zooming or object recognition.
• Alert: The system needs to continually investigate any
hazardous features of the current scene. These alerts,
such as an approaching tree branch (obstacle detection) or
descending stairs (drop off) need to run as background
tasks, and interrupt the current display when required.
Common abstract classes for these dimensions could be
developed to reduce decision processing requirements. For
example an indoor home and indoor office context could
both be assigned to an ‘indoor room’ class.

7. Simulation system
To investigate the mobility display framework, we are developing a visual prosthesis simulation. This portable head
mounted device which consists of a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and an attached digital camcorder. Currently
the PDA display is used to present the phosphene simulation. A normally sighted subject can then wear the device
and be assessed on various mobility tasks under different
contexts, alert scenarios and IIP conditions. A sheet of
cloth is used to limit the subject’s visual information to the
PDA display. The proposed simulator components are
listed in figure 4.
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Drop off
Obstacle detected
Fast moving object
…

Figure 3: Proposed mobility display framework
Input: PDA digital camera (LifeView FLYCAM-SD)
Processor: Intel XScale PXA255 400 Mhz. (HP iPAQ H5550)
Operating System: Microsoft PocketPC 2003
Simulation display: PDA display (HP iPAQ H5550)
Software Development: MS embedded visual C++, Intel Integrated Performance Primitives

Figure 4: Proposed simulation components
A similar simulation approach was used in [28] where the
minimum number of phosphenes required for adequate mobility was investigated. The ‘pixelised vision simulator’
device consisted of a video camera connected to a monitor
in front of the subject’s eyes. A perforated mask was
placed on the monitor to reproduce the effect of individual
phosphenes. The artificial environment consisted of an
indoor maze which contained paper column ‘obstacles’.
Walking speed and frequency of contact were used as dependant variables. This research found that a 25x25 array
of phosphenes, with a field of view of 30o would be required for a successful device.

6. Conclusion
A successful visual prosthesis should result in increased
mobility performance. Evidence from previous research
suggests that the objective assessment of mobility is important in developing and comparing different devices and
techniques. In this paper we have described IIP techniques
and constraints related to visual prosthesis development.
We have also presented a framework and simulation device
for further investigation into how IIP techniques can en-

hance the effectiveness of visual prostheses. Experimental
work exploring the benefits of this framework is currently
under way.
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Abstract
Area opening is an important morphological connected
set operator that features in removing upper level sets from
an image whose area properties are smaller than a threshold λ. Existing algorithms found in the literature that implement the area opening operator are based on either priority
queues, the max tree or the union-find approach. In this paper we explore the advantages of using the max tree based
approach for iterative area opening. Iteratively applying
an area opening is the central idea underpinning all scale
based image decompositions. An efficient implementation
strategy for iterative area opening is therefore very important if scale based image processing algorithms are to be
successfully applied in real time computer vision applications. This paper builds on recently published work comparing approaches for implementing area openings, and
improves on the method proposed for image reconstruction
via a max tree. Experimental results are presented that
show the new approach proposed in this paper obtains a
performance gain of 25% with images of reasonable big size
(320 × 256).

1

Area opening [11] (area closing as its dual operator) is
one such operator that features in removing connected upper level sets (brighter intensity image objects) whose area
properties are smaller than a threshold λ. Examples of applying the area opening operator to both a binary and a
gray scale image are shown in figure 1 and figure 2, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates the area opening operator
removes only those flat zones whose area properties are
smaller than seven pixels, leaving the other larger regions
untouched. From a signal processing point of view, area
opening and area closing operators form a pair of non-linear
filters.

(a) the original image

Introduction

Connected set operators [9, 8, 1] are fundamental to
many non-linear morphological image filters having a number of desirable properties, most importantly preservation
of shape or the scale casualty [4]. A connected set operator
only deals with flat zones (largest connected set of the space
where the image grey-level is constant) in the image. When
a connected operator is applied to an image, each flat zone
will either be merged to one of its neighbouring flat zones
or be left intact. As this does not introduce any new contour, it simplifies the image as well as preserving the scale
casuality.

(b) the image after
area opening

Figure 1. An example of binary area opening:
image size = 144 × 192, λ = 7

Binary area opening is based on binary connected opening. Let the set X ⊆ M denote a binary image with domain M . The binary connected opening Γx (X) of X at
point x ∈ M yields the connected set of X containing x if
x ∈ X and ∅ otherwise. Thus Γx extracts the connected set
to which x belongs, discarding all others.
The binary area opening can now be defined as:
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(a) the original image

two algorithms in terms of CPU execution time and memory
efficiency. However, this conclusion was based on the assumption that only one area opening/closing (at predefined
λ) needs to be performed. In another words, the threshold
λ should be known a-priori. In most scale based image decompositions one is interested in applying the area opening
operator iteratively at varying scale λ to the same image.
The experiments reported in section 4 concludes that in this
case the method of area opening used by the max tree is a
better option. This is because no matter how many times
one wants to apply the area opening operator to the same
image , the tree only needs to be constructed once. However, with the other two approaches area openings need to
be re-computed whenever λ changes.
This paper discusses several issues relating to how to implement more efficiently iterative area openings via the max
tree. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 briefly
describes the max tree and introduces an efficient way of
building a max tree from an image. Section 3 describes two
different strategies for iterative area openings in the context
of a max tree and compares these two strategies theoretically. Experimental results, shown in section 4, confirm
that the strategy adopted in this paper is more efficient than
that proposed by other researchers. Conclusions are drawn
in the final section.

(b) the image after area
opening

Figure 2. An example of gray scale area opening: image size = 160 × 128, λ = 100

Definition 1. Let X ⊆ M and λ ≥ 0. The binary area
opening of X with scale parameter λ is given by
Γaλ (X) = {x ∈ X|Area(Γx (X)) ≥ λ}.

(1)

The binary area closing can be defined by duality
Φaλ (X) = [Γaλ (X c )]c .

(2)

The definition of an area opening of a gray-scale image
f is usually derived from binary images Th (f ) obtained by
thresholding f at h. These are defined as
Th (f ) = {x ∈ M | f (x) ≥ h}.

2

The max tree proposed by Salembier et. al. [7] is a multiscale image representation formed by considering a hierarchy of connected upper level sets of pixels in an image.
This representation was developed to deal with classical
anti-extensive connected operators (such as area opening),
as well a new ones, in an efficient manner. The max tree has
been applied to image filtering, segmentation, tracking and
information retrieval [6].
To understand the tree, the image is considered to be a
3D relief. The nodes of the tree represent the connected upper level sets for all possible gray-level values. The leaves
of the tree correspond to the regional maxima of the image.
The links between the nodes describe the inclusion (fatherchild) relationship of the connected sets. An example of a
max tree created from a simple image is shown in figure 3 1 .
Three sub-problems need to be addressed before the max
tree can be successfully constructed:

(3)

Definition 2. The area opening for a mapping f : M → R̄
is given by
(γλa (f ))(x) = sup{h|x ∈ Γaλ (Th (f ))}.

(4)

The gray-scale area closing φaλ is defined by using a
duality relationship similar to equation (2).
φaλ (f ) = −(γλa )(−f ).

The Max Tree

(5)

The above definitions of area opening and closing are
both adopted by Vincent et. al. [11] and Meijster et. al. [5].
Although morphological opening and closing are usually
applied in the context of level sets the concept has been extended and generalised by Breen et. al. [2] to operate on
other image attributes including length, diameter, radius,
perimeter and other shape features.
Existing algorithms found in the literature that implement the area opening operator are based on either priority queues [11], the max tree [7] or the union-find approach [10]. Recently, Meijster et. al. [5] published a comprehensive comparison of these three algorithms and concluded that the union-find approach outperformed the other

A. Find all possible tree nodes from the original image
B. Create the father-child relationships (links) between
each possible pair of tree nodes
C. Create an efficient data structure to store information
(region attributes) at nodes in the max tree.
1 This

2
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figure is reproduced from [6]

C. a list of children IDs
D. a list of pixel coordinates
E. area: number of pixels belonging to a node
Obviously, each node in a tree needs a unique identification number. As a tree is a hierarchical data structure,
each node is linked to its father and children nodes. The
area attribute records the total number of pixels belonging
to a node (i.e. the size of a granule or region). A node
would also need to store information of pixels belonging
to its support region so that an image can be reconstructed
from a tree. Note that the list of children’s ID and the list of
pixel coordinates are also implemented by the linked list.
During the recursive flooding step of the creation of the
max tree, Salembier et. al. use a number of arrays to store
information important in later steps. The remainder of this
section provides a brief overview of these attributes, however we refer the reder to [7] and [6] for a more complete
description.
Salembier et. al. has proposed a very efficient way of
finding scale tree nodes using a recursive flooding algorithm. The flooding algorithm begins at the root node of the
tree (this is, the lowest gray value of the image) and recursively constructs each of the branches of the tree. They use
hierarchical first-in-first-out queues of N G levels, with N G
the possible number of gray levels (usually N G = 255).
These queues are used to define the scanning and processing
order of pixels comprising the image. An array ST AT U S
of the same size as the image is used to determine to which
node a pixel belongs to. A pixel p with gray-level h belongs
to the node Chk if ST AT U S[p] = k. Initially, all elements
in ST AT U S are set to N OT P ROCESSED(< 0). One
array of G integers called N umber − N odes(h) is used to
store the number of max tree nodes detected so far at each
gray level h. The values of Number-Nodes is updated whenever new nodes are created at gray-level h. A further array
of G Boolean N ode − at − Level(h) stores at which levels below the current gray-level nodes have been detected in
the path from current node to the root.
A node in a max tree is presented uniquely by Chk . For
3
instance, a node presented by C20
means this node’s gray
value is 20 and it is the third node found in the level of 20
during the recursive flooding algorithm. Note that a node
Chk corresponds to a connected component Phk . However,
Chk contains only those pixels in Phk which have gray-level
h for the purpose of memory efficiency. In the next section,
we proceed to explain why and how efficient iterative area
openings can be achieve using the max tree.

Figure 3. left: a simple image only with seven
flat zones, right: the max tree for the image
on the left

The first sub-problem has been successfully addressed
by a recursive flooding algorithm proposed in [6], however a number of approaches to the remaining sub-problems
have been described. The max tree built by Meijster
et. al. adopted an array as the underlying data structure for
the tree. The advantage of using the array is that it provides
direct access to its elements i.e. the complexity of visiting
a random element in an array is O(1). However, there are
two major problems in using an array as the underlying data
structure. Because the size of a max tree is unknown before
the tree is built using a static array is not memory efficient.
For example, Meijster el. al. used the image size (number
of pixels) to parameterise the length of their array. This
approach is very wasteful of memory as in most cases the
number of max tree nodes is far less than the number of pixels in the image. Secondly, when a node is deleted from the
tree its corresponding element must also be removed from
the array. Maintaining the array structure can become very
cumbersome.
A more efficient data structure using a linked list associated with a hash table has recently been proposed by the
authors of this paper [3]. The linked list provides dynamic
allocation of computer memory thus the memory allocated
for the max tree is just enough. However, the nodes in a
linked list must be accessed serially so the complexity of
visiting a random node in a linked list is O(N ). To overcome this problem a hash table is built immediately after
the recursive flooding step. Using this table, the elements in
the linked list are accessed directly so that the complexity is
reduced to O(1) . The linked list structure also allows more
flexible management of the tree nodes, they can be easily
deleted and the memory recovered. Further details and experimental results comparing the efficiency of the technique
to other published implementations may be found in [3].
Once the underlying data structure of the max tree has
been decided, one needs to consider what information
should be stored at a tree node. A minimal set of attributes
should include

3

A. ID: node identification number

Iterative Area Opening via the Max Tree

Both Salember [7] and Meijster [5] claimed that once
a max tree of an image has been constructed, computing

B. father’s ID
3
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an area opening at scale λ reduces to removing all nodes
representing regions which have an area smaller than λ from
the tree, and then reconstructing the image at the new scale.
The area opening operator is often applied as a nonlinear filter for preprocessing an image. In most cases, one
is interested in applying an area opening operator at different scales λ to the same image. In this case, it is beneficial to
retain the max tree structure unchanged after computing an
area opening operation. Thus, once a max tree of an image
has been constructed, computing an area opening reduces to
analysing the max tree nodes and reconstructing the opened
image only by those tree nodes which have an area greater
than or equivalent to λ.
The strategy proposed by Meijster et. al. to reconstruct
the opened image is described as follows. Here, as stated
earlier in section 2, a node Chk corresponds to a connected
component Phk . However, Chk contains only those pixels
in Phk which have gray-level h. For each node, Meijster
et. al. check whether its area is smaller than λ. If so, its
output gray level is set to that of its parent (which has already been assigned the correct gray). The output image
O is made by visiting all pixels in the image, determining
its node from the input image I[p] and ST AT U S[p], and
assigning the output gray level of that node to O[p]. Their
strategy actually consist of two steps. First, they assign the
correct value for the output gray level of each node according to their area properties. Second, they assign each pixel
the correct gray value according to the node the pixel belongs to. These two steps are processed serially.
We use different strategy to reconstruct the output image.
The area property of a node is always smaller than that of
its father (except the root node as it does not have a father
node). Thus if a node is determined to have a smaller area
value than the threshold λ, there is no need to check its descendant nodes at all. Therefore, we start checking the root
node and proceed to recursively check each of its children
nodes. During each check, the pixel in the output image O
is assigned the gray level value of the node it belongs to as
long as the area property of the current node is smaller the
λ. When a node whose area property is greater than the λ is
found, the current checking stops and all the pixels belonging to this node and its descendant nodes are output directly
into the reconstruction image with the gray level value of
the father node of the current node. With the help of the
father-child relationships embedded in the tree, the descendant nodes of the current node can easily be visited in a
recursive way.
The main differences between our strategy and that of
Meijster et. al. ’s is firstly not all max tree nodes are checked
and secondly the checking and the reconstruction of the output image are done in a parallel way. Also the strategy is
more memory efficient. Both strategies are data structure
independent. In another words, both the strategies could

work either using the array [5] or using the linked list combined with hash table [3] as the underlying data structures.

4

Experiments

Both the above strategies are evaluated in our experiments. The max tree is implemented by combining the
linked list and the hash table as the underlying data structure [3]. The max tree and the iterative area opening operator are implemented in C++ using Microsoft Visual C++
IDE (version 6). The specification of the computer in which
all experiments are carried out is as follows: OS: Windows
2000, CPU: Pentium 1.7GHZ, Memory: DDR 1.0G Bytes.
The multi-resolution test images used in our experiments
are shown in figure 4. Here, image 5 in figure 4 is the original image and the others are the resized versions of it. The
time costs associated with area openings of these images
that are reported as mean values found by repeating the experiment 100 times.

(a) image 1: (40 ×
32)

(b) image 2: (80 ×
64)

(c) image 3: (160
× 128)

(d) image 4: (320
× 256)

(e) image 5: (640 × 512)

Figure 4. The first group of our test images
Three sets of experiments have been conducted. The
4
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aim of the first experiment is firstly to compare the performance of the two filtering strategies described in section 3
and secondly to find out if the iterative area opening via the
max tree is scale independent. Image 4 in figure 4 is chosen for this experiment as its size (320 × 256 = 89920)
is reasonably large. The time cost for building the max
tree and then computing an area opening (λ = 100) is 265
milli-seconds and 12.82 milli-seconds respectively (approximately 4 milli-seconds faster than that (16.7) by the strategy from Meijster et. al).
For a more comprehensive evaluation of the two strategies all the possible values for λ (from 1 to 81920) are computed (in steps of 10). For each of the 8191 different values
of λ, area openings are found using both strategies and 9
time cost averages computed from blocks of 1000 results
(the final group contains 191 samples). The nine values
from each strategy are plotted in figure 5.
Each point in the plot stands for the average time cost
of applying the area opening to the image with a limited
range of λ. The range is defined between the values of a
pair vertical lines, one is the line that the point just sits on,
another is the nearest line to the left side of the first line.
The mean time cost is shown in the Y axis of figure 5.
These experiments clearly show the strategy for implementing the iterative area opening reported in this paper
runs about 25 percent faster than that from Meijster et. al.
This is because the Meijister’s strategy requires extra work
to assign the correct output gray level to a pixel in the output
image. In the new strategy the checking and reconstruction
of the output image are done in a parallel way. In addition, we used a recursive approach to identify the descendant nodes of the current node, which is also very efficient.
The iterative area opening implemented by both strategies
is almost scale independent. However, there is a small (almost unnoticeable) variation of the time cost using either of
the two strategies (see figure 5. Investigating the underlying
reasons for these variations is part of our further work.
The comparison work done by Meijster et. al. showed
that the union-find approach is the fastest algorithm to implement a one-off area opening and runs no more than two
times faster than the max tree based approach (using their
filtering strategy) for real images. However, when a max
tree is built up, the time cost of recovering an area opening using the tree is almost negligible. For example it costs
265 milli-seconds to build the max tree for image 4 and the
average time cost of recovering an area opening to image 4
takes no more than 13 mil-seconds. Thus we conclude that
the max tree approach outperforms the union-find approach
is the case of iterative area opening.
The aim of the second experiment is to see, if the value
of λ is kept the same, how the time cost varies when the image size changes. Table 1 showed the results of our second
experiment using the test images from figure 4 and λ set

Figure 5. Our first experimental results
equal to 100. The results clearly show that both the strategies are not linear in terms of image size. However, our
strategy is more linear than that from Meijster. This means
that the performance gain of our strategy compared to that
from Meijster et. al. should increase against image size. For
instance, 25% performance gain is achieved with image 4
and 31% with image 5 using our filtering strategy (see table 1). Investigating the non-linearity is also part of our
future work.
Strategy
Ours
Meijster’s

1
N/A
N/A

Image Number
2
3
4
N/A 2.97 12.82
N/A 3.75 16.70

5
59.37
86.40

Table 1. Time cost (in term of milli-seconds)
of applying area opening with λ = 100 to all
images from figure 4.

More images (see figure 6) have been evaluated with different value of λ. The results also show that our strategy
runs about 25% faster than Meijster et. al’s strategy.

5

Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, the term ‘iterative area opening’ has been
developed to describe the operation that is at the heart of
many morphological scale based decompositions. Based
on our experiments, we proposed a new strategy for reconstructing the image at scale λ and compared this to that recently published by Meijster. The experiments show that
our strategy runs about 25 percent fast than that from Meijster with images of reasonable big size.
Fast implementation of iterative area opening is impor5
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[4]
[5]

[6]
(a) image 1: (352 × 288)

[7]

[8]

[9]

(b) image 2: (384 × 256)

[10]
[11]

(c) image 3: (320 × 240)

Figure 6. The second group of our test images

tant for a number of real time application in the field of
computer vision. These might include non-linear image filtering, image segmentation, and object based image coding.
So far only a small number of image sets have been
tested in our experiments. We are planing to use more synthetic and real images of different complexities for our further experiments. Investigating the underlying reasons for
those small variations in figure 5 and the non-linearity in
table 1 is also worthy of further work.
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Abstract
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) impose constraints on the weights, and the connectivity of a standard neural network, providing a framework well suited to
the processing of spatially or temporally distributed data.
Although CNNs have been applied to face and character
recognition, they have still received relatively little attention. The present paper applies the CNN architecture to an
artificial test problem and to an application in robot vision.
Autonomous sewer robots must independently navigate the
sewer pipe system using information from sensors. One required component is robust detection of pipe joints and inlets using data from the omnidirectional sensor. A simple
CNN is shown to robustly classify 36x36 pixel normalized
video frame data on a limited validation set. The study indicates that machine learning methods for robot vision are
feasible in terms of classification accuracy and online implementation.

1

Introduction

The goal of sewer robotics is to construct an autonomous
robot capable of autonomously conducting sewer inspection tasks in sewerage systems [13]. Autonomous sewer
robots are robots designed to perform automated inspection
of sewer pipe systems. These robots must navigate independently the sewer pipe system using only available information from sensor systems. The task of accurately detecting and classifying relevant landmarks and features in the
environment is an essential part of the navigation routines.
Because video is often used for the inspection work, performing detection of cracks and other faults, it is useful if
the same data can be utilized for landmark detection.
Paletta, Rome and Platz [13] used a multi-stage system

for landmark detection based on video data. This involved
an attention controller, pre-processing, feature extraction,
probabilistic interpretation, and final classification. Early
components of the system operate according to fixed a priori rules while latter components are data-driven and adaptive. A related work for sewer pipe navigation include procedures for navigating under uncertainty [12].
Other pattern recognition approaches designed for use in
autonomous sewer inspection include application of neural
architecture to segmentation of pipe joints [7] and reconstruction of a 3D model of the interior of the pipe based on
video data [6].
In this work we follow the general viewpoint of [13],
holding that interpretation of sensor images should be learnt
from experience, and modeling of features of interest takes
place in terms of their appearance to the agent. This is therefore a strong data-based perspective: analytical approaches
towards constructing an objective model of the objects in
question are rejected in favor of methods that directly learn
from experienced sensor data. The present work attempts to
take this perspective further, in attempting to implement an
entirely trainable system. Thus, pre-processing and feature
detection, transformation and classification modules are integrated into a single adaptive neural architecture. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) form the theoretical basis
that makes such an approach possible.

2

Convolutional Neural Networks

The term convolutional network (CNN) is used to describe an architecture for applying neural networks to twodimensional arrays (usually images), based on spatially localized neural input. This architecture has also been described as the technique of shared weights or local receptive fields [16, 5, 14] and is the main feature of Fukushima’s
neocognitron [11, 10]. Le Cun and Bengio [4] note three ar-
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chitectural ideas common to CNNs: local receptive fields,
shared weights (weight averaging), and often, spatial downsampling. Processing units with identical weight vectors
and local receptive fields are arranged in an spatial array,
creating an architecture with parallels to models of biological vision systems [4]. A CNN image mapping is characterized by the strong constraint of requiring that each neural
connection implements the same local transformation at all
spatial translations. This dramatically improves the ratio
between the number of degrees of freedom in the system
and number of cases, increasing the chances of generalization [15]. This advantage is significant in the field of image
processing, since without the use of appropriate constraints,
the high dimensionality of the input data generally leads to
ill-posed problems. To some extent, CNNs reflect models
of biological vision systems [9]. CNNs take raw data, without the need for an initial separate pre-processing or feature
extraction stage: in a CNN the feature extraction and classification stages occur naturally within a single framework.
In the CNN architecture, the ’sharing’ of weights over
processing units reduces the number of free variables, increasing the generalization performance of the network.
Weights are replicated over the spatial array, leading to intrinsic insensitivity to translations of the input - an attractive feature for image classification applications. CNNs
have been shown to be ideally suited for implementation
in hardware, enabling very fast real-time implementation
[17]. Although CNNs have not been widely applied in image processing, they have been applied to handwritten character recognition [5, 17, 3, 1] and face recognition [15, 9, 8].
CNNs may be conceptualized as a system of connected feature detectors with non-linear activations. The first layer of
a CNN generally implements non-linear template-matching
at a relatively fine spatial resolution, extracting basic features of the data. Subsequent layers learn to recognize particular spatial combinations of previous features, generating
’patterns of patterns’ in a hierarchical manner. If downsampling is implemented, then subsequent layers perform pattern recognition at progressively larger spatial scales, with
lower resolution. A CNN with several downsampling layers enables processing of large spatial arrays, with relatively
few free weights.
To sum, CNNs perform mappings between spatially /
temporally distributed arrays in arbitrary dimensions. They
may be applied to time series, images, or video. CNNs are
characterized by:
• translation invariance (neural weights are fixed with respect to spatial translation)
• local connectivity (neural connections only exist between spatially local regions)
• an optional progressive decrease in spatial resolution
(as the number of features is gradually increased).

Often when applying CNNs we wish to progressively reduce spatial resolution at each layer in the network. For
example, a CNN may be used for classification where an
image is mapped to a single classification output. Given
fixed filter sizes, reducing spatial resolution has the effect
of increasing the effective spatial range of subsequent filters. In a CNN with subsampling in each layer, the outcome is a gradual increase in the number of features used
to describe the data, combined with a gradual decrease in
spatial resolution. Because the change in coordinate system is accomplished in a nonlinear, incremental, hierarchical manner, the transformation can be made insensitive to
input translation, while incorporating information regarding
the relative spatial location of features. This provides an interesting contrast to methods such as principle components
analysis, which make the transition from normal coordinate
space to feature space in a single linear transformation.
In the present paper we shall restrict ourselves to a graphical illustration of the architecture. Fig. 1 shows an elementary network that maps 8x8 input arrays to a single output array via three layers, each consisting of a 2x2 weight
vector. The feature arrays are formed by convolving the
weights vectors with the previous array, using a step size of
2. The network has 64 inputs and 84 connections, but due
to the constraint of translation invariance, there are only 12
free weights. The reader may refer to [2] 1 for a formal
description of a CNN.
2-D weight vector (4x4 copies)
2-D weight vector (2x2 copies)
spatially distributed
8x8 input array
2output layer
(1x1 copy)

hidden feature array

hidden feature array

Figure 1. An elementary CNN architecture

3 Numerical tests
Although impressive applied applications of CNNs have
been reported (e.g. [1]), less work has been done to specify
the theoretical performance of CNN networks, either analytically or through numerical tests. Previous work [2] has
1 preprint
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available at http://www.gmd.gr.jp/html/ matthew.browne/

defined and detailed the formal structure of a CNN. Here
we shall detail a numerical experiment that is used partly
to elucidate the essential properties of CNNs, and partly in
order to confirm that CNNs can learn spatially invariant,
non-linear filtering systems.
Small 4x4 pixel input arrays were considered. Each input array considered of two ’micro features’, either two pixels in top-left to bottom-right (type A) diagonal arrangement, or two pixel in bottom-left to top-right diagonal arrangement (type B). Each micro-feature was allowed to vary
independently over all possible spatial locations in the input
space. Considering input arrays of two micro-features, four
combinations are possible: AA, BB, AB, BA. Figure 2 displays class AA and class BB while figure 3 displays the
combined class AB / BA.
The first numerical experiment was to test that a CNN
could correctly differentiate between classes AA and BB.
Casual inspection of figure 2 would indicate that the various
permutations and interference between the micro features
creates a non-trivial and perhaps challenging problem for a
normal neural network. It was expected that a CNN with
2 neurons in the hidden layer was sufficient to differentiate
between the two classes.
A CNN with the properties shown in table 1 was used

following layer integrates information across different templates and spatial translations, enabling approximation of
the X-OR function.Thus, CNN units de-couple detection of
a feature’s shape and a feature’s location. In conventional
spatial feature extraction (principle component ’eigenfaces’
are a prominent example) shape and location are clamped.
Thus, a separate representation of a feature must be learnt
over the entire of range spatial locations where it may occur. Although the artificial problem is highly stylized, realistic detection of complex objects in spatially or temporally
distributed data usually involves uncertainty in the absolute
and relative position of sub-features.

Class AA

Table 1. Architecture of CNN used for spatial
XOR.
feature maps
filter size
map size
downsampling
transfer fun.

1
2
3
no
log

2
3
1
no
log
Class BB

The network successfully classified all inputs except
those shown in the lower section of figure 2. In these
cases, interference between the micro features creates identical patterns. Although the CNN can theoretically learn
purely spatial differences, sensitivity to pure translation
would have violated the underlying decision rule required
to classify the rest of the data set, namely orientation differences.
The second numerical experiment was more challenging: the CNN was required to differentiate between class
AB/BA and class AA/BB. This represents a kind of spatial X-OR problem, with the added difficulty of interference
between features. 100% performance was obtained on this
problem, demonstrating that a minimal CNN architecture
can learn a non-linear translation-invariant mapping in two
dimensional feature space.
The key property of the first layer of the CNN is that only
a single template is learnt for all possible translations. The

Misclassified class AA
Misclassified class BB

Figure 2. Differentiation of classes 1 and 2
requires translation invariance and tolerance
of interference between features.

4

Application in service robotics

The current project involves video data gathered from a
robot fitted with an omnidirectional camera with the task
of navigating and inspecting civil sewer pipe systems. Ef-
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Original Omnidirectional
Camera Image

Preprocessed
Input Image

Class AB / BA

Pipe inlet present

Figure 3. Differentiation of of class 3 from
classes 1 and 2 represents a spatial X-OR
problem requires implementation of a translation invariant non-linear spatial filter system.

Pipe joint present

fective navigation requires that the robot be capable of detecting pipe inlets and pipe joints using the same sensor
data used for fault detection, namely the omnidirectional
data. Figure 4 displays examples of each sensor data class.
The CCD original camera image frames were truncated and
down sampled to arrays of 36x36 pixels. It was found that
this was approximately the maximum amount of downsampling that could be achieved while preserving enough resolution for detection of the relatively finely structured pipe
joints. Standard 1:255 valued black and white pixel intensities were normalized across frames to lie within a range of
0:1.
Dirt, reflections, and changes in reflectance represented a
challenge in this classification task. However, the objects to
be detected had a relatively simple structure. The main challenge for classification of this kind of spatial input by machine learning methods is the size of the input (362 = 1296
inputs) and variability in the scale and location of features
as they pass through the robot’s visual field 2 .
Table 2 shows the relatively simple architecture used for
classification of the camera frames. Only one feature map

Clear pipe

Figure 4. Examples of three classes of omnidirectional camera images for classification
by the CNN.

2A

conventional neural network would require a correspondingly large
number of free weights. Pre-processing methods such as PCA would decrease the number of free weights required, but generally create features
highly sensitive to translation and scale
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per layer was used to detect pipe joints and pipe inlets, respectively. The ’inlet detector’ and the ’joint detector’ subnetworks each consisted of a total 51 free weights, including biases to each 2D weight vector. We note that the input size of the 36x36 was somewhat tailored to the architecture, since application of a 5x5 convolution filter without downsampling results in a 32x32 array, which is convenient for subsampling to a single 1x1 array, corresponding
to the class prediction. Tan-sigmoid and log-sigmoid transfer functions were used.
Table 2. Architecture of CNN used for omnivision camera processing.
Output Unit Activation

6
2
1
no
log

1
Inlet predicted
(dotted line)

The networks were trained using 160 manually classified video frames drawn from a sample run through the test
pipe, consisting of an approximately equal number of ’joint
present’, ’inlet present’, and ’nothing present’ class samples. Training was performed for 1000 epochs, using backpropagation, with momentum and an adaptive learning rate.
After training, mean square error rates of 0.0022 and 0.0016
were obtained.
Validation was performed on a second 840 frame, 42 second video sample through the same pipe. For classification
of continuous video data, subsequent frames are not statistically independent, and there also exists some ’grey area’
where one class stops and the next starts. Thus, calculation
of an overall correct classification rate is rather misleading.
A more accurate description of the performance of the network is provided in fig. 5, which displays the output of the
CNN, along with the actual state of the sewer pipe within
the visual field of the robot.

5

INLET

0

joint predicted
(solid line)

1

180

379

491 535

CLEAR

5
2
2
yes
tan

INLET

4
2
4
yes
tan

JOINT

3
2
8
yes
tan

CLEAR

2
2
16
yes
tan

INLET

1
5
32
no
tan

CLEAR

layer
filter size
map size
downsampling
transfer fun.

590

772

frame

Figure 5. Predicted and actual objects in the
visual field of the omnidirectional camera for
validation of CNN network.

Discussion

The present paper has presented a demonstration of the
properties of CNNs using artificial data, and the application
of the architecture to an applied problem in robot vision.
CNNs are shown to implement non-linear mappings of features with invariance to spatial translation. More precisely,
CNNs decouple the learning of feature structure and feature
location, and are therefore well suited to problems where
the relative or absolute location of features has a degree of
uncertainty. It is the contention of the authors that this is a
general rule, rather than a special case, in classification of
spatially or temporally distributed data.
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CNNs have been studied with a view to application in
robot vision, where we have found the properties of spatial
invariance and weight constraints are necessary for application of machine learning methods to high dimensional image input, where features of interest may occur at a variety
of spatial locations. The validation results in figure 5 show
that the CNN are very positive indication that CNNs may
be effectively applied to detecting navigational landmarks
in the sewer-pipe environment. With appropriate thresholding, the activations of the ’inlet detector’ and ’joint detector’, would result in perfect landmark detection for the validation data. We note the uncertainty of the ’joint detector’
around frame 491 is due to a slightly unusual inlet construction that bears some similarity to a normal pipe joint. The
system is computationally efficient, capable of processing
image frames using an on-board processor in real time.
With respect to the development of an industrialstandard landmark-detection system, much work is required
to train and test the network with a wider variety of environments and lighting conditions. We emphasize that the
present results should be treated only as a promising indication of the effectiveness of CNNs for robot vision in sewer
robots.
The CNN architecture also requires further development.
Although basic gradient descent with an adaptive learning rate is adequate, implementation of more advanced
optimization techniques (such as Levenburg-Marquardt or
conjugate-gradient optimization) is a priority. The basic
CNN framework allows a wide variety of possible network
architectures: are currently investigating pruning and growing algorithms for specification of the various network parameters. Finally, although CNNs are an efficient method
of applying neural networks to image processing, real-time
processing of high definition images with a sophisticated
architecture would appear to be computationally infeasible
without the use of specialized hardware implementation.
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Abstract
Cycle stealing networks can convert a network of computers into a virtual supercomputer. However, harnessing
this power for sequence mining is not a simple process.
Most parallel sequence mining algorithms suffer from high
inter-process communication costs which we effectively
eliminate with our data partitioning algorithm. We show
that this solution, running on the G2 [1] cycle stealing
network, offers substantial performance gains, finds nearly
all maximal sequences, with only a small percentage of
false positives.

1

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The sequence mining problem introduced by Agrawal
and Srikant [5] processes large transaction datasets to find
frequent sequential patterns with minimum support. A
sequence mining dataset contains a history for a number of
customers, each of which consists of a time ordered sequence of transactions. Each transaction consists of a set
of individual items. The same items can appear in multiple transactions. An itemset is a subset of the items that
make up a transaction. A sequence is an ordered list of
itemsets that derive from successive transactions of a given
customer. A sequence is said to have p% support if it exists in at least p% of all customers. A sequence is said to be
maximal if no super-sequence exists with enough support.

INTRODUCTION

Cycle stealing applications such as SETI@HOME allow the unutilized compute power of PCs spread across the
Internet to be exploited. Data mining applications such as
sequence mining are computationally intensive and therefore could benefit from parallelisation in such an environment. Unfortunately, existing data mining algorithms,
such as (CD, DD, IDD) [2], pSPADE [3] and (DPF, STPF)
[4], require all or at least some candidates to be passed
between the nodes. While this works well on a traditional
supercomputer or on a dedicated cluster computer, it
doesn’t work well when utilising PCs spread across the
Internet. This is because direct communication between
fellow “volunteers” is extremely difficult if not impossible,
due to the presence of firewalls and the fact that volunteers
can come and go during the computation without notice.
We propose a new approach to parallelising sequence
mining problems that requires no communication between
fellow volunteers and therefore results in much better performance in an Internet environment. The algorithm is
based on a sampling heuristic and so in general will produce only an approximation of the results obtained by an
exhaustive approach, but we show that in practice only a
small percentage of incorrect results are produced, which
we believe is acceptable for most applications.
In this paper we will briefly define the sequence mining
problem, and outline our serial algorithm, before introducing the G2 [1] grid computing environment in Section
4. We will then briefly outline our parallel algorithms,
and evaluate their performance, before presenting our conclusions.

3

SERIAL ALGORITHM

Our aim is to divide the sequence mining problem up
into manageable parts and allow each to operate independently prior to combining results. We decided to partition
the dataset into several small sub-datasets and perform a
complete sequence mining operation on each. This approach not only reduces the memory requirement but also
reduces I/O costs as the entire dataset doesn’t need to be
shifted in and out of memory. We chose the Apriori [5]
algorithm for processing the data, as it is a widely known
algorithm with well documented performance.

3.1

Apriori

The Apriori algorithm solves the sequence mining by
finding all itemsets, converting the dataset so each transaction represents the itemsets it contains, and finally finding all sequences. Itemsets and Sequences are both found
by recursively generating candidates of increasing length,
counting their support and then subsequently pruning all
candidates that don’t have support.
A candidate containing n items/itemsets is called an nlength candidate. All 2-length candidates are formed by
appending 1-length candidates. As items within an itemset have to be ordered, items are appended in order, though
itemsets within a sequence can be appended in any order.
A n-length candidate is formed by finding two patterns
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with the same (n-1)-length prefix and combining, such
that (0,1,2,3) and (0,1,2,4) make (0,1,2,3,4). Agrawal and
Srikant [6] propose that it is cheaper to validate that
(1,2,3,4) exists than it is to count the support of (0,1,2,3,4),
so we incorporated this into our implementation.
Support for a given itemset/sequence is only counted
once per customer to ensure that the minimum support
requirement is met.
3.2

DPA
Figure 1: Sample G2 Method

The Data Partitioning Apriori (DPA) algorithm divides
the dataset into various equally sized sub-datasets that are
processed independently before all results are combined.
Partitioning is constrained because the size of the dataset
partitions must not be so small that even a single instance
of a sequence satisfies the minimum support constraint.
Therefore there is a strict limit to the number of times the
dataset can be partitioned.
The DPA algorithm requires that a percentage of partitions (β) support a sequence for it to be included. This
condition ensures that sequence that is prominent in only a
minor partition does not appear in the overall results.
4

This code is then used as input to a G2 utility program
that generates a proxy class that allows clients to make
multiple invocations of the designated Web Methods in
parallel (on volunteered machines). This is exactly analogous to how proxy classes are generated in ASP.NET from
WSDL specifications. Client programs simply create an
instance of the automatically generated proxy class and
invoke its methods (asynchronously) in exactly the same
manner that they would invoke a regular local method.
The methods are invoked asynchronously in order to provide the possibility for them to be evaluated in parallel.
The standard .NET design pattern for asynchronous
method invocation is followed, so it should again be familiar to many .NET programmers.

THE G2 CYCLE-STEALING FRAMEWORK

G2 [1] is an application framework, also developed at
QUT, for creating parallel applications that exploit the idle
cycles of networked PCs. The framework is designed to
make it both easy to develop simple new parallel applications (such as the sequence mining application described
in this paper) and easy to deploy such applications.
The G2 framework is designed for use on the new Microsoft .NET platform. This allows application programmers to choose from a number of implementation languages, while still providing a managed runtime environment in which the operations attempted by user code can
be carefully vetted so as to prevent malicious or accidental
damage to volunteered workstations (this is typically referred to as “sand-boxing”).
4.1

4.2

G2 Internal Architecture

Each G2 Web Method invocation is transparently converted by the client-side proxy class into a SOAP message,
which is then transported using HTTP to a G2 server machine. There the SOAP message is stored in a job repository (a relational database) until a volunteer machine becomes available to execute it (see Figure 2).
Volunteered machines, when they would otherwise be
idle, request a job from the G2 server machine, de-serialize
the SOAP message, execute the method and send a SOAP
encoded result back to the server. The result is then fetched
by the client machine where it is used to provide a result
for the original asynchronous method call.
With the wide spread use of firewalls, we assume, pessimistically, that clients and volunteers may be located on
opposite sides of a firewall. We require only that the G2
Server is universally accessible by all clients and volunteers. Note that all communication is initiated by either
the clients or the volunteers; the clients push jobs to the
server and pull down results, while the volunteers pull
down jobs and push back results. This arrangement is
mandated by the assumption that the server cannot “push”
data to either the clients or the volunteers.

The G2 Programming Model

The G2 framework presents the application programmer with a programming model directly analogous to the
implementation and use of web services using ASP.NET.
To implement a section of code that is to be executed in
parallel, a G2 application programmer simply creates a
method and annotates it with a WebMethod attribute as
shown in the trivial example in Figure 1:
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from a web browser and the (free) .NET framework SDK.
All G2 and application code that needs to execute on the
volunteer is automatically downloaded as required inside a
security context set up by the browser. If a volunteer
wishes to stop volunteering, they can simply shutdown or
kill the web browser process. If the volunteer was in the
middle of executing a job, that job will be automatically
picked up and re-executed (from the beginning) by some
other volunteer – i.e. the system is intrinsically fault tolerant to volunteers disappearing without notice.
Figure 2: G2 Internal Architecture
4.3

5

The G2 client program for DPA sequence mining will
create a number of jobs to be executed in parallel on the
volunteers. Each job consists of performing the standard
Apriori algorithm on a subset of the customers. Each volunteer needs therefore only part of the total dataset in order to perform its task. We investigate two alternative approaches to distributing this data to the volunteers.
The first approach involves sending to each volunteer
(using isolated storage) only the part of the data (PDDPA)
that it needs to complete the job it has currently been assigned. This requires the client to perform some initial
processing in order to create individual files for each job,
however, it minimizes the amount of data sent over the
network.
The second approach involves sending to each volunteer (again using isolated storage) the entire dataset
(EDDPA). This requires a lot more data to be sent over
the network initially, but since this data is cached on the
volunteers, subsequent mining operations on the same dataset will require no data to be sent to those volunteers. In
other words, we pay a high once off cost which is then
(hopefully) amortized over a number of sequence mining
operations.
When a volunteer receives the job it initially needs to
pre-process the data to extract the part it needs. In our
implementation we first calculate all items, within the subdataset, with minimum support. We then transform the
data so that each transformed transaction contains at least
one supported item, and each customer contains at least
one transformed transaction. This process effectively reduces the search space, as there is no need to search
through items that don’t have support.
In our early work with PDDPA we attempted to transfer
the data to volunteers via a string SOAP variable in the
method call. Whilst this process requires none of the I/O
costs associated with isolated storage, it places unacceptable loads on the client, server and volunteer, due to the
serialization process. The variable to be serialized must be
memory resident, as must the generated XML. Deserialization normally requires the XML to be memory resident,
along with the created variable. For small datasets this is
not a major concern, though our 1,000,000 customer DS4

G2 Application Deployment

Normally with ASP.NET web services, the software
components (referred to as assemblies in .NET) that implement a web service need to be pre-deployed on a web
server. In our case, the “Web Methods” are actually executed on a large collection of volunteer machines that are
owned by various individuals that may have no particular
relationship with the people wishing to run client applications. We cannot therefore hope to pre-deploy all client
applications to all volunteers, so we instead adopt a lazy
(and transparent) deployment strategy. All of the code,
both the portion to execute on the client machine and the
portion ultimately intended to execute on volunteer machines, initially resides only on the client machine. At
runtime, it is dynamically uploaded to the server machine
(if it is not already present) and from there dynamically
downloaded to the volunteer machines and stored in their
download assembly caches.
4.4

Isolated Storage

The same is true of any large data files that need to be
read by the code executing on the volunteers. They are
lazily uploaded to the server and then downloaded to the
volunteer machines where they stored in a special part of
the volunteer’s local file system called isolated storage that
is strictly managed by the .NET runtime environment.
Application code executing on the volunteer machines is
able to access files in this isolated storage, but are otherwise unable to read or write to the local file system.
4.5

PARALLEL ALGORITHMS

Volunteer Host

All of the G2 code that executes on the volunteer, including the framework code that fetches jobs from the
server is hosted within a web browser. Volunteers simply
need to start their web browser and point it at a G2 Server
and they are instantly volunteering. Absolutely no code
needs to be pre-deployed on the volunteer machines apart
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takes up 350MB in its base format. For a string variable
this effectively means 700MB of data must exist in memory simultaneously, which caused problems with the
512MB machines we tested on. Therefore isolated storage
is the most efficient solution for transmission of large datasets.

tend to be supersets of actual maximal sequences. Therefore, it seems that a value of β=60% is near optimal.
We tried reducing the minimum support requirement
for each partition, in an attempt to find more sequences,
but found that too many false positive results were found.
DS1

RESULTS

The results section is divided into two distinct sections.
The first analyses the loss rate of the DPA algorithm,
whilst the second examines the performance gains obtained on G2.
6.1

DS2

DS4

Lossy Performance

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

To analyse the effect of β we produced four synthetic
datasets, using software provided by the IBM Quest group
[5], defined in Table 2 (refer to Table 1 for parameter definitions). For all our tests we set N = 10,000, NI = 25000,
and NS = 5000.

0%

20%

40%

β

60%

80%

100%

Figure 3: Results Vs β
DS1

Table 1: Synthetic Dataset Paramters

DS2

DS3

DS4

Number of Customers

C

Av. Transactions per Customer

T

Av. Items per Transaction

S

Av. Potentially Maximal Sequence Length

I

Av. Potentially Maximal Itemset Length

N

Number of Items

False Positives

60%

D

40%
20%
0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

β

NS Number of Maximal Sequences
NI

DS3

100%

Maximal Sequences

6

Number of Maximal Itemsets

Figure 4: False Positives Vs β

Table 2: Dataset Definitions

100k Customers

1m Customers

Dataset
DS1

DS2

DS3

DS4

C

10

10

10

20

T

2.5

5

5

2.5

S

4

4

4

4

I

1.25

1.25

2.5

1.25

100%

Ratio

Parameter

10%

1%
1

The results in Figure 3 show the percentage of maximal
sequences found for 100,000 customer datasets partitioned
100 times at 1% support. This is close to the limit for
partitioning yet it highlights that requiring too many subdatasets to support the sequence reduces the number of
maximal sequences found.
On the other hand Figure 4 shows that as β is reduced,
more false positives are found. This in turn reduces the
number of maximal sequences found, as false positives

10

100

Partitions

Figure 5: Candidates Checked Vs Partitions
To analyse the benefits of the DPA algorithm, we ran it
on the four datasets with both 100,000 and 1,000,000 cus-
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sequence mining operation needs to be performed, PDDPA
is preferable to EDDPA. Note that by speedup we refer to
the time taken to execute the code on a single volunteer
versus multiple volunteers.

tomers at 1% support. We measured the number of candidates generated, and the number of candidates that were
counted for support (the two major costs in the Apriori
algorithm). The results in Figure 5 show that for more
partitions there is a linear reduction in the number of candidates checked for support. This is due to the linear decrease in customers.

Speedup

100k Customers

8

1m Customers

Ratio

140%

6

1%

4

0.80%

2

0.60%

0

120%

0

100%

2

4

6

8

10

Volunteers

80%
0

20

40

60

80

Figure 8: Mean EDDPA 100k customer Speedup

100

Partitions
1%

0.80%

0.60%

Figure 6: Candidates Vs Partitions
12

Figure 6 shows that the number of candidates generated
starts to increase as the data is partitioned more. The effect on the 100,000 customer dataset is very prominent
because at 100 partitions the 1% support requirement
means that only 10 customers must contain the candidate
for it to be significant. This emphasises our earlier statement that there is a strict limit to the number of times the
dataset can be partitioned.

Speedup

10
8
6
4
2
0

6.2

Parallel Performance

0

Time (seconds)

PDDPA
EDDPA

100
0
4

6

8

8

10

The results in Figure 8 show the mean speedup for all
datasets with 100,000 customers, whilst Figure 9 shows
the speedup for the 1,000,000 customer DS1, with varying
supports. They demonstrate that decreasing the support,
also decreases the speedup, though the effect is less significant for larger datasets.
To analyse this effect we recorded the Fixed (candidate
generation, and pruning) and Dynamic (pre-processing,
transmission, support counting, and dataset conversion)
costs for each volunteer. The costs in Figure 10 show that
fixed costs become more significant, as the number of partitions increase. The results in Figure 5 highlight that the
support count cost reduces proportionally to the number of
partitions, and obviously the other dynamic costs reduce
with more partitions, as there is less data. Also results in
Figure 6 demonstrate that the candidate generation cost
remains relatively constant.

300

2

6

Figure 9: DS1 EDDPA 1m customer Speedup

400

0

4

Volunteers

These algorithms were written in Microsoft C# .NET
using the Microsoft .NET 1.1 Framework. All tests were
performed on 800MHz Intel Pentium 3 PCs with 512MB
of memory. A 100Mb/s switching network was used,
though not exclusively for these tests.

200

2

10

Volunteers

Figure 7: EDDPA Vs PDDPA
The process times in Figure 7, for the 100,000 customer
DS1 at 1% support, demonstrates that, when data has been
pre-deployed, EDDPA is a lot cheaper than PDDPA.
However PDDPA speeds up reasonably well, so if only one
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Therefore these results indicate that the performance of
parallel DPA algorithms are limited by the ratio of fixed to
dynamic costs. If the fixed costs are equivalent to the dynamic costs at a 100,000 customer partition, then there is
no benefit in creating smaller partitions.
100k Fixed

100k Dynamic

1m Fixed

1m Dynamic

candidates are generated, and therefore there is a higher
chance of there being more results.
Interestingly the result process versus result production
costs is not nearly as severe as the volunteer fixed versus
dynamic costs. This effect can be attributed to the asynchronous nature of the G2 environment, where jobs are not
created simultaneously, and therefore results are not submitted simultaneously. With this in mind it is possible to
predict when an individual job will be inefficient, though
is it is not as easy to predict when the whole process will
become inefficient.

100%

Cost

80%
60%

7

40%

We have shown that the DPA algorithm can find the
majority of maximal results, with a very small percentage
of false positives. Our results show that substantial performance gains can be achieved for large datasets for
EDDPA, though gains are limited by the complexity of the
dataset. We have also shown that the PDDPA algorithm
offers good gains for situations where EDDPA is not preferable. Though we used the Apriori algorithm, other algorithms could provide better gains, which we hope to establish in future work.
The G2 framework, outlined in this paper, enables the
power of local intranets, and the internet, to be harnessed
for parallel computing. Its application to the sequence
mining problem has shown its benefits, and in future we
will demonstrate its effect on other problems.

20%
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Figure 10: DS1 EDDPA at 1% Costs Per Volunteer
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Abstract
The paper discusses an application of datamining
techniques for analysis of fault information data of
transmission network in New Zealand. The analysis is
mainly aimed to provide necessary prediction knowledge of
a fault after an event. This prediction could be a reason for
fault, faulted equipment, estimated loss of supply and
estimated time for restoration. Our data used for this
paper contains transmission faults of approximately 342
events spanning over three years.
In this paper, we introduce the general datamining
procedure and discuss its application to analyse the fault
information reports. Our solution methodology, preprocessing data selection, analysis algorithms are also
discussed. Finally we present and analyse some of the
results.
INTRODUCTION
Information technology has developed rapidly over the last
three decades contributing towards the formation of data
warehouses. The growth of this ‘soft’ data in computers is
now leading towards the so-called ‘knowledge’ era. To
analyse the data and identify useful information, several
data analysis techniques have been proposed.
Data mining is one such process of data analysis that could
be employed in extracting valid, previously unknown, and
ultimately comprehensible information from large
databases and use it to make crucial decisions [1]. It
involves the application of several statistical and softcomputing techniques to identify meaningful relationships
between data. Since the advent of SCADA systems in
electric power transmission control, a large amount of data
is acquired and stored in data warehouses. Several online
tools

Such as state estimation, contingency analysis, and security
analysis use this data. However, the data can also be used
for other analysis that would assist in better management
and control of power systems.
Our motivation behind this research is to device a
datamining strategy to analyse power system fault
information reports (FIRs). FIRs are reports that are
prepared after extensive analysis of and unplanned event
that occurred on the power system. Each event is analysed
by engineers at a later stage and the conclusions are
recorded in the reports. Since considerable amount of
resources are spent on analysing and preparing these
reports, our aim was to use this documented knowledge and
information to provide a reasonable prediction of
information in real-time to system co-ordinators when an
event occurs in the future.
Data mining has been successfully proven to be effective in
applications such as on-line intruder detection [2], rule
discovery in alarm processing [3] and prediction of blackouts [4]. In this paper we discuss our experience of
applying datamining to predict the unplanned outage
information.
DATA MINING PROCESS
The general datamining process has five stages [1]:
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·

Data selection is a process where the required data
is identified and gathered into a central repository.

·

Data Cleansing is a process where the data is preprocessed and possible errors and dubious values
are eliminated.

·

Feature extraction is a process where all the
attributes that are deemed to be ‘interesting’ are
selected.

·

Model learning involves the application of
datamining techniques to discover the ‘patterns’.

·

Model analysis and evaluation is a process of
visualising the ‘mined’ information and evaluation
of the results based on the identified relationships
and accuracy of prediction output.

Secondly, since the original dataset had a combination of
discrete, continuous and linguistic data, we also had to
normalise the data based on our FIR analysis knowledge.
One example is the following Table 1 that depicts the
classification of loss-of-supply duration.

Based on the above stated stages our datamining process
has the generalised input-output patterns as shown in the
following Figure 1. The input attributes depict the data
available for input in real-time and the output attributes are
prediction values required. The process of our research
towards the illustrated mechanism is discussed below.

Table1. Loss of supply time classification
Duration
time(min)
1- 5
6-10
11-20
21-50
51-100
101-500
Over 500

Data Selection
Initially we have selected around 470 events spanning over
three years. Each event is described in terms of 42
attributes. Some attributes have no values in them and
some have more than one value. Some attributes also
include English sentences that provide descriptions of the
event. Since FIR data was not configured for real-time
usage and datamining, we had to go through multiple
iterations of data pre-processing to extract meaningful
dataset for datamining.

Weather

Out

Fault

Cause

……..
Remove

Mechanis
Datamining

Class label
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
.

Feature Extraction
This process involves the identification of appropriate input
and output attributes. We have selected five output
attributes. These are outage duration classification, cause
of the fault or event (rain snow, wind, and pollution),
mechanism of the fault (error by staff, error by contractor
or wilful damage), damage analysis (equipment damage
and injury to humans or animals), and finally the mode of
the fault (red-earth, phase to phase etc.). For inputs
selection, we have analysed the data based on our
experience and then by performing sensitivity analysis on
the data. By this process we could delete 12 attributes that
had 10% or less effect on the output prediction.

Damage

Remove

Mode

342 events with 30 attributes were used for training phase
of our datamining process.

Operatio

Figure 1. General
datamining.

input-output

patterns

for

FIR

Data Cleansing

Model learning

We have used three algorithms for datamining the training
data. These algorithms are:
·

Our main motivational attribute of the FIR data is the time
it took to restore the supply after an event. Hence, all the
events that had ‘no’ loss-of-supply were deleted from the
data. This has reduced the events to 394 out of which 52
events were used for testing and the rest were used in
datamining process.
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SSV decision tree: Decision trees algorithms are
usually quite efficient and therefore worth
attempting first on the data. They are preferred
over other kinds of adaptive models when a logical
description of collected data is required. Decision
trees are built in a recurrent process by splitting
the feature space into two or more parts. The splits
aim for the best separation of objects belonging to

different classes. At each step, they
information gain to decide separation rules.
·

·

use

K nearest neighbours algorithm (KNN): This
algorithm assumes all instances correspond to
points in the n-dimensional space RN. The
nearest neighbours of an instance are defined
in terms of the standard Euclidean distance.
KNN remembers all training data and selects
most similar vectors at the moment it is asked
to make a prediction.
Feature Space Mapping (FSM): FSM adopted
here is a neuro-fuzzy network is based on
multidimensional separable functions. The
main idea is simple: components of the input
and output vector define features, and
combinations of these features define objects
in the feature spaces. These objects are
described by the joint density probability of
the input/output data vectors using a network
of properly parameterised transfer functions.

Model Analysis and Evaluation
The following table, Table 2, displays the accuracy of the
prediction output results. For this analysis, we have chosen
the threshold accuracy rate of above 50% as the average
percentage of accurate prediction of these events by
humans is around 50%. It is evident from the above results
that no single algorithm performed well against all the
outputs. Exception is the ‘mode’ of fault identification
where all the algorithms performed reasonably well.
There are several reasons to explain the above accuracy
results. Some of these are:
·

Data pre-processing: It can be estimated that
some of the accuracy can improved if we reiterate the data pre-processing phase to
identify other information requirements.

·

Physical location of operation: The circuit
breaker and equipment trips have been
generalised in the experiment. It is possible
that the geographical location of the
equipment information could contribute
towards better accuracy.

·

Extensive code inputs: Each attribute has an
extensive list of sub-categories. For example,
the cause and mechanisms have 274 different
descriptions. Since we had a set time limit for
the experiment, we could not code all the
descriptions.

·

Some important information such as the
English sentence input needs to be input in a
machine-readable format.

CONCLUSION
We have presented a process to perform datamining on
electric power fault information reports. We have followed
the five stages of datamining and then analysed the results.
We have used three different algorithms for analysis. The
prediction (outputs) parameters were Outage duration in
minutes, Cause and Mechanism of the fault, Expected
damage to the equipment, and Mode of the fault. No single
algorithm had performed well against all outputs. All
algorithms for all predictors had an average accuracy of
about 66.7%. We analysed some accuracy contributors for
further research.
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Table 2. Accuracy Results.
KNN

SSV

FSM

Training

Test

Training

Test

Training

Test

Out duration

57.4%

37.7%

55.8%

21.4%

63.9%

58%

Cause

100%

46.8%

76%

74%

87%

35%

Mechanism

100%

45.7%

78.7%

74.2%

82.1%

48.8%

Damage

79.8%

42.8%

79%

42.3%

86%

42.8%

Mode

74%

71%

65%

64%

97%

57%
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Abstract
There has been much research into the use of similarity
measures to facilitate content-based image retrieval. However, there are other application areas where the user will
wish to retrieve images that contain objects in specified
arrangements. This has particular application in the area
of Image Forensics, where legal investigations require the
ability to perform search queries on images containing
suspicious objects in relevant spatial organisations. In this
paper we present a grammar which augments a body detection system by allowing arbitrarily arranged detectors.

for investigative purposes have only recently emerged,
although they have been intensively researched over the
last three decades for many other important applications:
medical diagnosis, mineral exploration, environmental
monitoring and planning, aerial surveillance, etc.
Image mining is a specific area of image analysis in which
images of certain characteristics are detected and retrieved
from a large set of images. The goal of image mining is to
combine image retrieval techniques with the ability to learn
and model specific objects of interest found in an image.
Earlier approaches to image retrieval rely on the retrieval
of associated text strings which provide some descriptions
of the images such as name, place, date and annotation.
Content-based approaches which came much later allow
searches based on some general low-level visual features
such as colour, shape, texture e.g. [1]. Search-by-example
is a common practice whereby an image is supplied and the
system would return images which have features similar to
those of the supplied image. The similarity of images is
determined by the values of similarity measures which are
specifically defined for each feature according to their
physical meaning. For example, a similarity measure for
colour can be defined as the sum of square of the difference
in red, green and blue components. Retrieved images can
be ranked according to these similarity measures. Users
are allowed to select specific features and their weights to
add subjective bias based on preferences or previous experience. Since the quality of the retrieval results relies on
the choice of features and their similarity measures, much
research has been focused on identifying features with
strong discriminatory power and similarity measures which
are meaningful and useful. In addition, we would ideally
want a more “intelligent” system which can include highlevel knowledge, deal with incomplete and/or uncertain
information, and learn from previous experience. Such
systems could include, for example:

Keywords
Intelligent Image Mining, Pattern Recognition, Image processing, Support Vector Machines
INTRODUCTION
Computer forensics is the application of computer analysis
techniques to determine potential legal evidence of computer crimes or misuse that are caused by unauthorised
users or by unauthorised activities generated by authorised
users. It covers a wide range of applications such as law
enforcement, fraud investigation, theft or destruction of
intellectual property. Techniques used for such investigations are varied and may include data mining and analysis,
timeline correlation, information hiding analysis, etc. Data
for evidence are of various types and come from different
sources, e.g. storage devices, networks, etc. Since multimedia format is widely used and readily available via the
Internet, there are increasing criminal activities in the last
few years, which involve the transmission and usage of
inappropriate material in this format. Hence, much forensic evidence comes in the form of images or videos which
contain objects and/or scenes that may be related to criminal behaviours. A typical investigation in computer forensics can generate large image and video data sets. For example, a disk can easily store several thousands of images
and videos in normal files, browser cache files and unallocated space (i.e., non-file system areas on the disk which
may contain fragments of files). This can make the task of
searching for, and retrieving, images/videos very time consuming. Digital image forensics efficiently seeks for evidence by using appropriate techniques based on image
analysis, retrieval and mining. The use of such techniques

•
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methods that develop a model of each object to be recognised (called model-based methods). These objects
are classified using their constituent components that
in turn are characterised in terms of their primitives,

•

tives and false negatives resulting from test runs. Once the
models have been specified and the classifier has been
trained, the query operator can set up a query based on the
components of interest and the constraints to be placed on
them to form an object of interest. The system will then
perform the classification and return those images that contain the object of interest.

methods that use statistical techniques to assign semantic classes to different regions/objects of an image
(called statistical modelling methods), and

•

methods that require user feedback to drive and refine
the retrieval process (called user relevance feedback
methods). The system is thus able to derive improved
rules from the feedback and consequently generate better semantic classes of images [2].
Image mining in computer forensics would ideally use a
combination or hybridization of these methods. For example, the inherently interactive and continually changing
nature of a forensic investigation would favour a user relevance feedback approach together with either a modelbased or statistical approach that would capture knowledge
about the objects in the image and better retrieve images
with specific types of objects (rather than just similar images).
For general image forensics, investigators often identify
certain objects or scenes in an image which might suggest a
criminal activity by their co-occurrence or relationships
with each other. For example, the presence of firearms and
maps of an important building might suggest a potential
armed hold-up. Thus, our aim is to look for a generic
method of image mining which is capable of detecting objects and/or scenes that are made up of components, where
components can be nominated by investigators. These
components can also be constrained by spatial or nonspatial relationships and might be deformed by various
standard transformations. We also wish to provide a system that can be trained by examples, and furthermore can
be iteratively improved by using relevance feedback supplied by investigators on retrieval results.
We now elucidate a prototype mining system [3], in order
to provide a basis for the later grammar which we use to
describe scenes in more complex search queries. The prototype system is for detecting partially clad humans in
swimwear.

Image Component Detectors
We achieve improvements on the performance of image
component detectors in a number of aspects. The detectors
are sensitive over the problem of scaling caused by relative
size of the image, object and object components. We also
find that the detection accuracy is improved when HSV
colour space is used instead of RGB. In particular, YCbCr
colour space gives better discrimination for human skin
tone. Mohan et al. [4] dealt with the translation of objects
and their components by traversing the wavelet decomposition space to crop certain regions of coefficients used for
classification. We deal with in-plane rotation by rotating
the wavelet space coefficients to search for a match. We
find that the out-of-plane rotation does not cause a problem
if fairly coarse scale coefficients are used. We use low coefficients in addition to high wavelet coefficients in order
to add more discrimination for areas of low contrast.
Hierarchical Classifier
The component detectors are integrated into a hierarchical
system in the following way. The patches that contain object components are constrained to locations based on
knowledge obtained from the training sets. The results of
the component detectors at constraint locations are then fed
into a trained SVM for the whole object. While a quadratic
SVM is used for component detectors, a linear SVM is
used for the object detector because of its robustness for
partial detection.
Feature Vectors
Each vector is made up of two main groups of information
edge coefficients defining the outline of body parts and
regions defining areas of continuous tones. The number of
entries for each vector depends on the number of coefficients making up the two components of the component
detector. Therefore, the feature vector varies for each component detector generated. Each vector thus contains two
levels of the wavelet pyramid at the 16x16 and 32x32 pixel
coefficients – except in the case of faces which are 8x8 and
16x16 due to the smaller patch size. That is, the region and
edge information is repeated for each level within the final
feature vector.

PROTOTYPE SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system is composed of two main parts: training and
querying. The training process involves the setting up of
object models which includes the specification of the parameters for image features used by the component classifier, and the constraints on the position and orientation of
the components to make up an object. The model trainer
who performs this task should have some understanding of
the principles underlying the classifiers as well as insight
into the types of objects required for forensic evidence.
The system performs segmentation on a sample set of images (called the training set) to obtain: image patches
which contain those components of interest; the feature
parameters of these components (e.g. arm, leg); and their
position and orientation constraints (e.g. above, behind).
These will be used as input to train the classifier. The
training process gradually refines the models through the
modification of parameters and the addition of false posi-

Edge Coefficients
Figure 1 shows the high threshold coefficients for the ensemble images (white squares are above an arbitrary
threshold set to obtain a nice outline). These represent
consistently high Haar wavelet coefficient values throughout the training set of pelvis images. The image at the bot-
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level detectors in a multi-resolution manner. Thus, the
grammar allows the encapsulating system to store the resolution of the search at either a broad structural level (e.g.
skin detection) down to fine grain informational detection
(e.g. face, pelvis, torso).

tom is the vertical wavelet coefficients, while the image at
the top is the horizontal wavelet coefficient image.

Figure 1 Horizontal and vertical wavelet coefficients for
a pelvis.

Figure 2 Threshold image of a pelvis.

Each of the white coefficients forms a variable in the feature vector. The maximum of the YCbCr components is
written out from the actual image being processed. Therefore, in short, the white squares are the most important coefficients in the process of recognising the outline of a pelvis with a bikini. So the first component of each feature
vector is a list of the most important coefficients from the
vertical and horizontal wavelet coefficients.

Figure 3 Example illustrating the locations of detectors
on a possible positive image.

Relationships encapsulate relative spatial arrangements
between the object detectors within the query description.
This is specified in a multi-precision manner: from rough
linguistic terms like up, down, above, below; to more precise terms like north, south, east, west; and then to orientation and absolute position specifications. Each of the absolute position measurements is specified in normalised image-space coordinates [0..1]. The orientation angle, specified in degrees relative to the horizontal axis, is also stored
within each node. Each of these values have intervals attached which allow for deviation from the original positions. These terms, values and deviations facilitate the
complete 2D specification of the arrangements of the detectors at levels of resolution relevant to the search task.
We describe the grammar in two sections. One for static
scenes, and one for dynamic scenes. The static scene
grammar will be implemented in full, to provide support
for image query specifications across many application
areas.

Region Information
Figure 2 illustrates the threshold images from the same
ensemble image set. Here, the white regions indicate coefficients below an arbitrary threshold. Therefore, these are
regions of consistent colour across all the images in the
training set. For the pelvis example, this indicates the presence of regions of skin that identify the shape of a pelvis.
Figure 3 illustrates an example image found by the detector. The white rectangles indicate the discovery of a body
component (pelvis, torso, face). The results of the component detectors are then assessed by a whole body detector.
SEARCH DESCRIPTION GRAMMAR
From the basic system described, a grammar can be constructed to enable arbitrary scene descriptions to be devised
for search queries. This grammar allows the search to be
specified as a hierarchy of detectors, working at different
structural resolutions. The grammar is made up of component detectors and object detectors and their related spatial
relationships and position data.
Object detectors and component detectors are an abstraction of the detection mechanisms used to find components.
The object detectors themselves are hierarchies of other
component detectors and/or other objects. An entire scene
description can be used in another object detection scene,
and so on. The hierarchies can be at varying levels of precision. The high layers may implement rough detectors to
find regions of interest for the lower levels to apply finer

Static Scenes
The following diagram and text outlines the grammar for
static search scenes. Figure 4 illustrates the n-ary tree data
structure [5] for an example detector finding the co occurrence of human bodies and tanks in images. The human
detector has been implemented, while the tank detector is
hypothetical, but based upon the work developed for the
partially-clad human body detector.
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Table 2. Table listing of Object Detector attributes

S-HumanTank

ODHuman

ODTank

Object Detector Attributes

Description

Constraints

Object-DetectorID

Identification string
for component detector.
Directory location
for detector.

Unstructured
string of characters.
Unstructured
string of characters.
2 floats
[0.0..1.0]

Object-DetectorLoc
Displacement

CD-Skin

OD-Body

OD-TankBody

CD-Khaki

Orientation
CDHead

CDTorso

CDPelvis

CDTracks

CDTurret

Relation-List

Figure 4 Diagram illustrating the hierarchical nature of
the search grammar.

As can be seen in the diagram, the image mining query is
described as a scene (marked S)to be searched for using a
number of object detectors (marked OD) and component
detectors (marked CD). Each node contains the relevant
information to fully specify the spatial attributes of the object or component detector. Note that an object detector
can be a collection of components and/or other object detectors, giving complete freedom to use predefined scenes
as object detectors in other scenes. The object and component detector attributes are listed in Table 1 and
Table 2.

Detector-List

Comp-DetectorLoc
Displacement

Orientation

Relation-List

Description

Constraints

Identification
string for component detector.
Directory location
for detector.

Unstructured
string of characters.
Unstructured
string of characters.
2 floats [0.0..1.0]

2D motion displacement vector
for detector from
previous frame.
Angle in degrees
that the detector is
rotated relative to
vertical axis.
List of relationships to other
objects/components
in the scene.

Float
[0.0..360.0)
Array

Array must contain at least one
component detector.

File Grammar
This hierarchy has been encapsulated into a file grammar to
support the storage and manipulation of the data structure
for future use by a user. This has been described using the
following grammar, semi compatible with lex and yacc [6].
Comments are inserted to illustrate more obscure constructs. Some of the more atomic definitions have been
elided in order to save space, e.g. the definitions for freeform strings.

Table 1 Table listing of Component Detector attributes

Component Detector Attributes
Comp-DetectorID

2D motion displacement vector
for detector from
previous frame.
Angle in degrees
that the detector is
rotated relative to
vertical axis.
List of relationships to other objects/components in
the scene.
List of object/component
detectors making
up the object detector.

Forensic-Scene:
Scene
Scene-Detector-ID
Comp-Detector-ID
End-Scene
Scene
Scene-Detector-ID
Object-Detector-ID
End-Scene

Float [0.0..360.0)

Comp-Detector:
Component
Comp-Detector-ID
Comp-Detector-Loc

Array

Displacementopt
Orientationopt
Relation-Listopt
End-Component
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Object-Detector:

OD-Human

Object

OD-Tank

Object-Detector-ID

End-Scene

Object-Detector-Loc
Displacementopt

Object OD-Human

Orientationopt

CD-Skin

Relation-Listopt

OD-Body

Detector-List

End-Object

End-Object
Object OD-Body
Detector-List:

/usr/CFIT/objects/body.svm

Detector-List, Gen-Detector-ID

CD-Head
CD-Torso

Gen-Detector-ID: one of

CD-Pelvis

Object-Detector-ID, Comp-Detector-ID, Scene-Detector-ID

End-Object

Scene-ID:

# The directory locations are just arbitrary

S Freeform-String

# examples, and are not representative of
# actual detectors.

Comp-Detector-ID:
CD Freeform-String

Component
CD-Skin

Object-Detector-ID:

/usr/CFIT/objects/skin.exe

OD Freeform-String

End-Component

Comment:

Component

# Freeform-String

CD-Head-Detector
/usr/CFIT/objects/head.svm

Relation-List:

90

Relation-List, Relation

Above CD-Torso-Detector
End-Component

Displacement:
(Integer Integer)

Component

Compass-Dir

CD-Torso-Detector

Ling-Term

/usr/CFIT/objects/torso.svm
90

Relation:

Above CD-Pelvis-Detector

Compass-Dir Object-Detector-ID

End-Component

Abs-Pos
Ling-Term Object-Detector-ID

Component
CD-Pelvis-Detector

# These compass terms cover a number of

/usr/CFIT/objects/pelvis.svm

# direction specifications, e.g. North and North West.

90
End-Component

Compass-Dir:
Compass-Term

Object OD-Tank

Compass-Term Compass-Term

CD-Khaki
OD-Tank-Body End-Object Object OD-Tank-Body

Ling-Term: one of

CD-Tracks

Above Below Left Right Up Down

CD-Turret
End-Object

The following lists the file format generated for the example scene detector in Figure 4. Note how the detectors are
defined once and then referred to with an ID number.

# Tank components are defined similarly to the body detector.

Scene S-Human-Tank
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Dynamic Scene Grammar
The previous static image search query grammar requires
augmentation to model changes in the structure and relationships of the detectors when searching motion videos.
The grammar needs to model the following dynamic effects:
•

appearance/disappearance of objects – implemented
via insertion and deletion operations on the n-ary tree;

•

changes in the attributes of objects – implemented via
searching for the appropriate tree node and then modifying contents;

•

changes in spatial relationships between objects –
implemented via the attribute modification operation;

•

changes in the structure of the tree hierarchy – implemented as a deletion and insertion of sub-trees within
the n-ary tree.

The appearance of a new object is handled by insertion of
the new object detector into the hierarchy. This will facilitate the tracking of objects in motion scenes. Similarly, the
disappearance of an object is handled by the deletion of a
node from the n-ary tree.
Changes in the attributes of the objects include transformations such as: scale, shear, translation, rotation, and related
modifications to linguistic spatial relationships to other
objects and occlusion effects. This is accommodated by
searching the n-ary tree for the object detectors in question,
and then modifying the tree node contents. An additional
displacement field stores the frame to frame 2D displacement of the detector in question.
Changes in the n-ary tree organisation, which may or may
not indicate changes in the actual scene being searched for,
are handled by standard sub-tree deletion and reinsertion
operations. This may occur due to user modification of the
search specification upon receipt of search results in a user
in the loop feedback query scenario.
Each node can also have an additional co occurrence field
to record the number of occurrences of the object within a
scene. This allows the setting up of queries which seek to
find more than one occurrence of the object in the scene
without specifying the actual number of objects.
In the case of objects which become occluded in the scene,
a visibility flag is used to indicate occlusion of an object,
and not disappearance. Occlusion occurs when the detectors tracking objects in the scene overlap other detectors
and one of the objects disappears.
The adaptive features of the data structure can be used to
provide data mining facilities for the system. In particular,
the number of occurrences of objects within an image database can be used to search for patterns that show likely

relationships. The search engine may not specify a structure, but may contain a number of detectors which find
occurrences of the objects and simply report back their
number and spatial locations for use by rule induction
techniques.
CONCLUSION
We have described a grammar for the specification of forensic image mining queries that facilitates the specification of arbitrary scenes using different detection systems at
differing structural resolutions. Examples have been
shown for the grammar that illustrates its power in describing a search query. This grammar will be implemented for
the static scenes and in the future will be modified to accommodate motion scenes in videos. The adaptive nature
of the search query grammar allows for other data mining
applications, which may infer rules from searches of the
image database.
We expect the applications of this grammar to be in the law
enforcement, homeland security and web search facility
areas. In general, the grammar can be used where a search
specification requires a particular spatial arrangement of
objects.
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Abstract
Data mining large abstract data sets for useful patterns is
an attractive proposition. It may, for example, reveal useful
trading rules in stock market data. There are two basic
types of data mining, Automated data mining tools use algorithms that allow the computer to search the data. Perceptual data mining tools present the data to the user’s
senses (vision, hearing, touch) in a way that the user can
search for useful patterns. The two methods are not disjoint, as rules discovered with the user’s perception can
then be automated. This paper describes a case study,
where a visual-auditory interface was used to uncover patterns in stock market data. Results from a formal evaluation are reported. The paper also includes a discussion on
how to incorporate these results into an automated tool
using an agent framework.

in more detail work in this area. In particular the review
concentrates on the design of multi-sensory displays for
virtual environments.
Data
large,
multivariate,
abstract

Data Mining
Automated
Intelligent
Tools
e.g. filtering,
aggregation,
clustering

Human
Perceptual
Tools
e.g. exploration in
a Virtual
Environment

Models
Worlds
Metaphors
Representations

Information
rules,
patterns,
relationships

INTRODUCTION
A problem facing many areas of industry is the rapid increase in the amount of data and how to deal with it. However, these large amounts of data could also be considered
a resource. The term data mining has been used to describe
the diverse methods used to explore abstract data in the
search for valuable and unexpected patterns [8].
The available tools for data mining can be considered in
two broad categories, Automated Intelligent Tools and Human Perceptual Tools (see figure 1). Automated Intelligent
Tools implement well-defined strategies for finding rules or
patterns in data. These systems take advantage of a computer's capability to perform error-free, repetitive tasks and
to process large amounts of data efficiently. Human Perceptual Tools, on the other hand, display the data to the
user and allow the user to search for patterns. These systems take advantage of the human capability to perform
subtle pattern matching tasks.
In fact the two types of data mining are closely related.
New rules discovered by users of Human Perceptual Tools
can be automated. These new patterns thus then form the
basis of a new Automated Intelligent Tool (see figure 1).
The primary motivation of this paper is to illustrate this
close relationship with a real world case study.
The are a number of different approaches to developing
Automated Intelligent Tools [17]. These include supervised
methods, such as, Neural Networks and Linear Regression
Models. They also include unsupervised methods, such as,
K-means and self-organising maps. Because the idea of a
Human Perceptual Tool is less familiar this paper reviews

Figure 1. The two categories of data mining and the
relationship between them.

The case study described in this paper is from the domain
of stock market trading. The abstract data in this case uses
bid and ask data from the Australian Stock Exchange. This
data is also described as depth of market data. It is gathered
in real time and captures offers made by potential buyers
(bids) and sellers (asks) of a particular stock. The design
of a auditory-visual display for predicting the direction of
the stocks price is described. The results from a formal
evaluation are detailed. The null hypothesis of the experiment was that “non-experts could not predict the direction
of the stock price using this tool”. Surprisingly the null
hypothesis was proved false.
This motivates the possibility that useful patterns have been
detected in the display. The reasoning used by each user to
make decisions was also captured during the experiment.
These “heuristics” are sometimes in conflict or competition. Even single users perceived conflicting sensory information when using the multi-sensory displays. One way
to handle such complexity is to use an agent model. Such
models have proved successful for modelling complex domains [7] and could provide a useful framework for implementing an automated tool. The preliminary design for
such a tool is discussed. The paper concludes with an outline of further work.
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PERCEPTUAL DATA MINING
It can be expected that Human Perceptual Tools are particularly useful where:
x
Unpredictable exceptions may occur in the data.
x
Heuristics are required to filter subtle variations.
x
The target is unknown or cannot be precisely formalised by rules.
x
The problem requires intuitive knowledge that is
hard to formalise, such as, past experience.
During the 1990s, the accent for Human Perceptual Tools
was on designing visual displays of data. This approach is
called Visual Data Mining [17]. A number of example applications have been described and the field of Information
Visualisation [4] has emerged. There are also some good
examples using sound display [9] for finding patterns. Haptic (touch) displays are still relatively uncommon although
they have been employed in novel ways to investigate force
fields [3] and fluid flow fields [14].
To implement a Human Perceptual Tool typically requires
a Virtual Environment. There have been a number of descriptions of Virtual Environments that define their properties [6]. These properties include immersion in a threedimensional, synthesised world and multi-sensory interaction within that world [6]. One goal of Virtual Environments is to widen the bandwidth between human and computer. With multi-sensory interfaces the user can potentially perceive and assimilate multi-attributed information
more effectively. By mapping different attributes of the
data to different senses, such as the visual, auditory and
haptic sense, it may be possible to better understand large
data sets.
Displaying more data to the user makes perceptual data
mining an enticing approach to searching large data sets.
Designing a display using multiple displays is particularly
difficult as sensory interactions can occur [15]. Previously
the design space itself was not well enumerated. However,
recent attempts have been made to better categorise the
design space, gather guidelines and also provide a process
for designing these displays [15].

factors such as, a company's profit, market sector, or potential growth can influence the share price. These factors can
be considered against more global considerations such as
the general economic trend. Fundamental analysis is the
more traditional form of analysis used to trade the market.
Technical analysis is defined as "the study of behaviour of
market participants, as reflected in price, volume and open
interest for a financial market, in order to identify stages in
the development of price trends" [16]. Unlike fundamental
analysis, technical analysis ignores the underlying factors
that determine price and makes the assumption that the
price of a financial instrument already quantifies all these
underlying factors. Technical analysis is based on patterns
that can be found directly in the data. This case study is
based on Technical Analysis.
CASE STUDY – DEPTH OF MARKET TRADING
This case study focuses on the search for short term trading
rules based on depth of market data. Short-term players of
the market, such as day traders, may wish to make minute
by minute decisions from live feeds of stock data. The
depth of market refers to the number of buyers and sellers
currently trying to trade a financial instrument. A buyer
may make a bid to purchase a specified volume of shares
while at the same time a seller may ask a price for some
specified volume. The balance of bids and asks determines
the state of the current market. The difference between the
highest bid and lowest ask is known as the spread.
Table 1. Traditional table used to display depth of
market data.
Buyers
Volume
40,230
1,000
34,000
500
2300
10

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
Stock market data contains many attributes, far more than
traders can readily comprehend. Yet traders attempt to determine relationships between the data attributes that can
lead to profitable trading of financial instruments. Predicting the market has some obvious rewards. However, the
complex dynamics and interactions that drive the stock
market are very difficult to model. Although a number of
agent based systems have been developed to predict aspects
of the market none of these have been proved successful in
a all types of market conditions [1][10][11] [12].
Market traders make use of two types of complementary
analysis. They are known as technical analysis and fundamental analysis [16].
Fundamental analysis studies the underlying factors that
determine the price of a financial instrument. For example,

Trade
12.03
Price
12.03
12.02
12.02
11.99
11.98
11.97

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sellers
Price
12.04
12.06
12.07
12.09
12.10
12.11

Volume
20,000
68
450
12,000
6,000
10,200

The task of buying and selling shares to make a profit on
short-term variations in market prices is called discretionary trading. The emphasis is on making a small profit
many times during the period of trading. A trader may decide to sell when the volume of bids around the last trade
price outweighs the volume of asks, or conversely sell if
asks outweigh bids.
Traditionally the depth of market data is displayed in a table (see table 1), which updates every 30 seconds or so.
The bids and asks are sorted so that highest bid and lowest
ask are shown at the top. The difference between the highest bid and lowest ask indicates the spread. A wider spread
usually indicates a lower likelihood that a trade will occur.
The price of the last trade is shown for comparison with the
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current spread. Other more peripheral information includes
the volume of stock in bid and ask quotes, and the context
provided by lower bids and higher asks.

mapping is very complex and has been described elsewhere
[15].
time

CASE STUDY – DESIGN
The visual part of the multi-sensory display was designed
to provide extra context and historical information that is
not easy to interpret from a conventional tabular display.
The data is represented by a series of surfaces formed by
the volume of bids, asks and trades at each price (see Figure 2). Price is on the X axis, volume on the Y axis and
updates in time are appended on the Z axis. Bids are coloured yellow and asks are coloured green to separate them.
The highest bid and lowest ask are next to each other close
to the centre of the display while less important data
spreads to the periphery. The trades are shown as a red
river that also tracks the market spread (the difference between highest bid and lowest ask).

asks

bids
Position
Pitch
categories
Distance
from Last
Trade
(cents)

180°

150°

120°

90°

60°

30°

0°

C5

D5

E5

F5

G5

A5

B5

d -4

-2, -3

0

+1

+2, +3

t +4

-1

Figure 3. A conceptual model of the depth of market
sound display.

Note that as new data is used to update the display the visualisation takes on the form of an evolving ‘landscape’ that
looks like a valley between two hills with a river flowing
through it. It is proposed that this ‘ecological’ metaphor
may help users interpret the visualisation from familiar
natural properties such as ‘steepness’ of cliffs or ‘height’ of
the hills.

Bids and asks are heard as they are made and come from
the left or right as though from a crowd (see figure 3). If
the bid or ask is lower than the last trade it is heard to the
left, if it is the same then it comes from the centre and if it
is higher it comes from the right. A flurry of bids to the
right could indicate demand to buy at a higher price than
the last trade and could indicate upward movement in trade
price. A pattern of bids to the left mixed with asks to the
right might indicate equilibrium in the market.

volume
Bids

“sell”

“buy”

Asks

The resulting display should enable quick, confident and
accurate answers to the global question “what is the direction of the next trade?” - either up or down. It should also
enable answers to intermediate questions about relations
between data elements such as “how wide is the current
spread between bids and asks?” and “where is the current
activity relative to the last trade?”. At the local level it
should allow answers to questions about individual elements such as “are there any bids?” or “what is the volume
of the most recent ask?”

time

Trades
price

CASE STUDY – EVALUATION

Figure 2. A conceptual model of the depth of market
visualisation.

The experiment was designed to answer the questions:

The sound display design method has two levels - a schema
level and a perceptual level [2]. At the schema level a
‘market place’ metaphor is adopted. In this market place
sellers shout the price of produce and buyers reply with
offers or agree to trade. It is proposed that listeners using
the display may interpret ‘direction’ of the next trade from
this familiar experience. At the perceptual level we map
information from the data attributes onto perceptually
scaled auditory variables. This mapping considers issues of
perceptual grouping and segregation in the auditory scene.
While the final display is quite simple to interpret the full

x

Can people use the visual (V), auditory (A) and combined multi-sensory (M) displays to predict the direction of the next trade from depth of market data?

x

What differences are there in performance with the
visual, auditory and multi-sensory displays?

x

Do people find consistent patterns in the data?

x How do people make decisions from these displays?
The multi-sensory depth of market display was implemented and evaluated on a BARCO stereo Projection Table, (see figure 4), in the CSIRO Virtual Environment Lab,
Canberra. The null hypothesis for the evaluation was that
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CASE STUDY – RESULTS
The analysis was separated into ‘total’ predictions and predictions of price increase (‘up’) and predictions of a price
decrease (‘down’). Analysing totals correct out of 10 by
regression analysis showed no significant effect for variation in Subject, Mode or Order. (see table 2). Next the
analysis considered proportions of correct predictions for
trades that went up in price separately from trades that went
down using generalised linear models [5]. In the up direction there were no significant effects, for Subject Mode or
Order. However, in the down direction some Subjects performing significantly better than others (P=0.014), and
there was also a significant variation with Mode (P=0.029).
However the Order was still not significant.

subjects cannot predict the direction of the next trade from
these displays. The alternative hypothesis that subjects can
predict market direction depends critically on the technical
trading hypothesis that all the information needed is contained in the data. Since it relies on this premise the data
was recorded from real trading data for two shares over a
day of trading on the Australian Stock Exchange. The data
were divided into 6 subsets, three for training and three for
evaluation. These subsets were randomly allocated to visual training, visual evaluation, auditory training, auditory
evaluation, multi-sensory training and multi-sensory
evaluation for each Subject. The Order of presentation of
the different Modes of display (Visual, Auditory, Multisensory) was also randomised.

Table 2. P values for significance (P<0.05) of main
variables in experiment.
Direction

Subject

Mode

Order

all (up+down)

0.884

0.397

0.953

up

0.981

0.812

0.793

down

0.014

0.029

0.653

Table 3. Experimental analysis for prediction
groups (all, up, down).
G
all
Figure 4. The Barco Projection Table at the CSIRO VE
Lab being used during the evaluation.

up
Each Subject carried out the experiment one at a time with
the researcher. At the start the Subject was given a written
introduction to trading with depth of market stock data, and
allowed to ask questions. They then carried out a training
session followed by an evaluation session for each Mode.
In the training session the Subjects were shown a display of
historical data which was paused at 10 random points
where they were told the direction of the next trade - up or
down. In the evaluation the Subjects were asked to predict
the direction of next trade at 10 random pause points as
either up or down. The up and down movements were between 1 and 7 cents, with 80% of the decision points involving only 1 or 2 cent changes. After each evaluation the
Subjects were asked for comments.

down

M

#

T

%

PC

s.e.

P

V

92

150

61.3

0.613

0.047

0.000

A

105

150

70.0

0.070

0.047

0.000

M

105

150

70.0

0.070

0.047

0.000

V

50

85

58.8

0.583

0.077

0.128

A

46

78

59.0

0.595

0.079

0.141

M

42

64

65.6

0.658

0.085

0.017

V

43

64

67.2

0.649

0.050

0.008

A

59

72

81.9

0.831

0.036

0.000

M

63

86

73.3

0.734

0.046

0.000

Table shows: prediction group(G), Mode (M), number of correct
predictions (#), total number of predictions (T), percentage correct prediction (%), estimate of mean proportions correct (PC)
and standard error (s.e.) for one binomial trial, and the exact
two-tailed binomial of calculated probability (P).

Next we compared how well the Subjects were actually
predicting the direction of the next trade, using the regression model to estimate mean proportions correct (PC) and
standard error (s.e.) for one binomial trial, and using an
exact two-tailed binomial to calculate probability (P) of the
result occurring by chance. This analysis shows Subjects
predict the direction of the next trade at levels significantly
above chance in all three Modes, with A (70%), M (70%)
and V (61.3%) (see table 3).

The Subjects comprised 13 males and 2 females between
the ages of 20 and 42. Only one subject had any familiarity
with depth of market data and none had traded on the stock
market. For each Subject 10 predictions were recorded for
each of the 3 Modes (V, A, M). At the end of the evaluation subjects were interviewed and asked how they made
decisions using each display. Each Subject typically took
45 minutes to complete the training and evaluation.
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Subjects were best at predicting down trades from A
(83.1%) followed by down trades from M (73.4%), up
trades from M (65.8%), and down trades from V (64.9%).
The prediction of up trades from V (58.8%) and A (59.0%)
separately was not significantly above chance. The effectiveness of M in the up direction where the individual V
and A are not so effective indicates that complementary
information from both Modes is needed to predict up
trades. Subjects predict down trades much better than up
trades, at levels so far above chance that the overall analysis shows significant prediction for all 3 Modes despite the
up results. The prediction of down trades was best with the
A (81.9%), followed by M (73.3%), and then V (67.2%
correct). These results suggest that A is the best source of
information for predicting down trades, and that the combination of A with V reduces performance in the M display.

Figure 5. Proportion of correct predictions at the 60
decision points in the data.

In the Multi-sensory display Subjects commented that the
combined display contained more information than the
Visual or Auditory alone, and that the Visual display provided ‘context, history, past and general trends’, while the
Auditory display provided ‘most recent trends’, ‘focus’,
‘eagerness’ and ‘presence’. Four mentioned that if the Visual display was not clear they used the Auditory display to
make the decision. Four commented that Visual and Auditory displays were sometimes in conflict, and 3 of these
relied on the Auditory while the other relied on the Visual
in this situation. One found the conflicts in Multi-sensory
display made it more ambiguous and preferred the Auditory alone. Another found the Auditory display distracting
and preferred the Visual over the Multi-sensory display.

CASE STUDY – TOWARDS AN AGENT MODEL
The results from this evaluation are quite complex and further discussion of the issues raised about perceptual displays and predicting stock market direction are discussed
elsewhere [13]. The results are encouraging but a great deal
of caution is required. Many stock market prediction systems are highly dependent on the current market and the
particular stock being predicted. Hence it would be desirable to automate the predicting process so a broader array
of conditions could be analysed.
The first question that needs to be addressed is: Do people
find consistent patterns in the data? The frequency for the
proportion of correct responses at each decision point was
analysed (see figure 5). While there were too few predictions made at each decision point to statistically validate
the presence of patterns. However, indications are promising, with 10 points consistently predicted and 1 point
consistently mis-predicted.
The second question that is addressed is: How do people
make predictions? The comments from each Subject were
recorded after the evaluation in each Mode. In the Visual
display nine Subjects commented that they made decisions
based on ‘size, height, slope and steepness of cliffs’, ‘how
close the peaks were to the centre’, and ‘bending and trends
in the river or valley’. Three said they could not understand
how to make decisions. One commented that it was not
clear whether the ‘forces shown by hills’ were pushing or
pulling against each other. Overall three Subjects said they
preferred the Visual display.
In the Auditory display the Subjects made decisions from
‘frequency of calls’, ‘closeness to the centre’, and ‘loudness’. Six said they found it easy to understand the Auditory display. One commented that the words ‘buy’ and
‘sell’ could be interpreted as commands rather than labels
which could lead to a prediction in the opposite direction.
One commented that information about the last trade price
was missing from the Auditory display.

What is interesting about the comments recorded from Subjects is the different heuristics used to predict trade direction and also their level of confidence. In effect the Subject’s approach to interpreting the display provides a way
of generating rules to automate the data mining process.
The Subjects are in fact intelligent agents and we have tried
to capture their beliefs, desires and intentions. What is interesting is that Subjects do not have an agreed approach
and even find there own senses in disagreement. Sometimes the information from the Auditory and Visual displays conflict and at other times they collaborate. Some
Subjects are strongly biased to the visual patterns while
others favour the auditory information. This complex system indeed suggests that an Agent framework might be
best suited to automate the data-mining.
A simple hierarchical model is proposed (see figure 6). At
the lowest level there are two main families of agents. One
family predicts on the basis of ‘Auditory’ rules. This in
effect incorporates shorter-term fluctuations in the data.
The second family uses ‘Visual’ rules that capture longerterm trends in data. Agents may collaborate or disagree
within these families.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the characteristics of recognizing emotions contained in human speech. The concept of
artificial neural network (ANN) is adopted for a recognition algorithm. An approach based on the support vector
machine (SVM) or hidden markov model (HMM) is also investigated as an alternative recognition method. Using a
large database of phoneme-balanced Japanese words, three
recognition systems are trained and tested. To evaluate
the emotion recognition results, emotion recognition testing is carried out with human subjects. The obtained average emotion recognition rates are 51% using ANN, 51%
using SVM, 32% using HMM, and 55% with humans. Experimental results confirm that the emotion recognition rate
achieved by using the ANN or SVM in the speaker- and
context-independent mode is feasible and that ANN and/or
SVM are well suited to this task.

1 Introduction
Speech involves a great deal of information: verbal information that conveys the speaker’s will, personal information
that expresses aspects of the speaker’s personality such as
age and gender, and emotional information that expresses
the speaker’s emotion or mood. In speaking text, several
different meanings can be expressed depending on how it
is said. For example, with the word ”really” in English,
a speaker can ask a question, express either admiration or
disbelief, or make a definitive statement. An understanding of text alone cannot successfully interpret the meaning
of such a spoken utterance. Therefore, it is clear that nonverbal information such as emotions plays an important role
in communication.
Emotion recognition in speech has many potential applications. One possible use is as an aid to speech understanding. Speech understanding has traditionally treated emotion as noise, however, it is possible that by recognizing the
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Faculty of Science and Engineering
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emotions in speech one could subtract them from the speech
and improve the performance of speech understanding systems. Another possibility is that an emotion recognition
system could serve as a kind of ’emotional translator’. Emotions are often portrayed differently in different cultures and
languages (e.g., one type of intonation that indicates admiration in Japanese can indicate disbelief in English). A
method of translating emotions between languages can help
improve international communication. Moreover, in order
to make interactions between humans and machines more
natural, the capability of communicating with humans by
using both verbal and non-verbal communication channels
will be essential on man-machine interfaces [13].
Although the importance of non-verbal aspects of communication has been recognized, most research has involved nonverbal information for images (e.g., facial expression [12] and gesture [16]) while little research has
been done in the recognition of emotions involved in human
speech [2, 3, 5]. With this and its potential uses in mind,
we studied the recognition of emotions involved in speech
and developed an emotion recognition system using an artificial neural network (ANN) [10]. A recognition rate of
approximately 50% was achieved for speaker- and contextindependent mode, however, it was not clear whether the
emotion recognition rate of our system is satisfactory or not.
In order to evaluate the emotion recognition system, this
paper investigates the characteristics of emotion recognition
methods based on ANN, support vector machine (SVM),
hidden markov model (HMM), and human subjects. First
we explain the recognition of emotion involved in speech.
Next, we describe how to design a recognition system using
ANN, SVM or HMM. We then carry out recognition experiments with the ANN, SVM, HMM, and human subjects.
Finally, we discuss the emotion recognition characteristics.

2 Emotions Involved in Speech
In this study, emotion recognition experiments were carried out with the following assumptions.
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• Consciously and purposefully expressed emotions are
treated since they are easier for humans to recognize
[9] and significantly easier to gather data on.
• Eight emotional states (joy (J.), teasing (T.), fear (F.),
sadness (Sa.), disgust (D.), anger (A.), surprise (Su.),
and neutral (N.)) are selected by considering several
works of emotion classification systems [4, 7, 8, 14].
• By carrying out training with a number of different
speakers and a large set of phoneme-balanced words,
a recognition system achieves speaker- and contextindependence.
• A combination of two kinds of speech features, phonetic features and prosodic features, is considered because it is difficult to express emotions by only controlling prosodic features as these two kinds of features are
tightly combined in uttering speech.
Recognizing emotions is a difficult task because people mainly rely on meaning recognition in daily communication. This is why speech recognition research has long
treated emotions contained in speech as simply fluctuations
or noise. What makes the situation more complicated is that
emotional expressions are consciously or unconsciously intertwined with the meaning of speech. In the unconscious
state, context plays a more important role than emotional
features. As a result, the intensity of emotional expression varies dramatically depending on the situation. Our
final target is to recognize emotions in speech even if emotional expression is unconsciously mixed with the meaning
of speech. However, for the time being, this is not our research target for the above reasons. Instead, the strategy
adopted here is to treat speech intentionally uttered with
specific emotional expressions but not speech with unconscious emotion expressions.

2.1 Speech database

2.2 Feature Extraction
As the phonetic features, we adopted linear predictive
coding (LPC) parameters [6], which are typical speech feature parameters often used for speech recognition. The
prosodic features consist of three factors: amplitude structure, temporal structure, and pitch structure. Speech power
and pitch parameters are used to express amplitude structure
and pitch structure, respectively, and each can be obtained
in the LPC analysis. In addition, a delta LPC parameter,
which is calculated from the LPC parameters and expresses
a time variable feature of the speech spectrum, is adopted
since it corresponds to temporal structure.
The speech feature is obtained in the following way.
Analog speech is first transformed into digital speech by
an A/D converter at an 11 kHz sampling rate and 16 bit accuracy. The digitized speech is then arranged into a series
of frames, where each is a set of 256 consecutive sampled
data points. LPC analysis is carried out and the following
feature parameters are obtained for each of these frames.
£
¤
(1)
f T = Pw p δ c1 c2 · · · c12 ,
where Pw is speech power, p is pitch, δ is delta LPC parameter, and cj (j = 1, 2, ..., 12) is LPC parameter. These
speech features are extracted from each utterance as shown
in Fig. 1. First, the period where speech exists is extracted
based on the information of speech power. Speech power
is compared with a predetermined threshold value; if the
speech power exceeds the threshold value for a few consecutive frames, the speech is determined to be uttered. After
the beginning of the speech period, the speech power is also
compared with the threshold value; if the speech power is
continuously below the threshold value for another few consecutive frames, the speech is determined to no longer exist. Once the period of an utterance has been determined,
the utterance is divided into 20 intervals of equal length
in time. Let these 20 intervals be expressed as the vectors
f k (k = 1, 2, ..., 20). Each of the vectors has the 15 feature
parameters of Eq. (1) for that interval.

In gathering data, we adopted 100 phoneme-balanced
Japanese words (e.g., ”daidokoro (kitchen)”, ”ikioi (force)”,
”jyuuichigatsu (November)”, etc.) because our target is
context-independent emotion recognition. Since we utter
most of these words without any special emotion in our
daily life, it is difficult for ordinary people to intentionally
utter them with emotions. Therefore, we first recorded the
utterance of 100 words with each of the eight emotions by
two voice actors (male and female). Then each of our subjects listens to the recordings of the voice actors and tries
to imitate them. A total of 100 speakers, 50 male and 50
female native Japanese speakers, served as subjects. Each
subject uttered a list of 100 Japanese words eight times, one
time for each of the eight emotions.

Speech power
Power
threshold

Start

1 2 3 4

k

20

End

[Pwk, pk, δk, ck 1, ..., ck 12]

Figure 1. Speech feature extraction.
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optimal hyperplane of the ith SVM can be found by solving
the following problem:

3 Emotion Recognition Methods
3.1 Emotion recognition by ANN [10]

min

The configuration of the ANN for emotion recognition
is shown in Fig. 2. The network is composed of eight
sub-ANNs, with one network for each of the eight emotions that are examined. The feature vector which is composed by the 20 speech vectors of 15 parameters, F Tv =
[ f T1 f T2 · · · f T20 ], is simultaneously fed into all subANNs. The output from each sub-ANN is a value (v1 , v2 ,
..., v8 ) representing the likelihood that the utterance corresponds to that sub-ANN’s emotion. Decision logic selects
the best emotion based on these values.
Each sub-ANN is a four-layer PDP model (300-M1 -M2 1 network) and is trained by a back-propagation algorithm.
The number of nodes in the intermediate layers, M1 and
M2 , varies depending on the specific emotion. A sigmoid
function was used as an activation function of the nodes.

3.2

Emotion recognition by SVM

The SVM is a learning algorithm based on statistical
learning theory [15]. Originally the SVM is designed for
two classes classification by finding the optimal hyperplane
where the expected classification error of test samples is
minimized. There are several approaches to apply the SVM
for multiclass classification. In this study, the one-vs-all
method [1] is implemented.
Figure 3 shows the processing flow of the emotion recognition using SVM. Eight SVMs that correspond to each of
the eight emotions were used. The ith SVM is trained with
all of the training data in the ith class with positive labels,
and all other training data with negative labels. Given a
labeled set of N training data (xi , yi ), where xi ∈ Rn ,
i = 1, 2, ..., N , and yi is the class of xi (yi ∈ 1, 2, ..., 8), the

wi ,bi ,ξ i

N
X
1 i T i
ξji (wi )T
(w ) w + C
2
j=1

constrained by:
(wi )T φ(xj ) + bi ≥ 1 − ξji
(wi )T φ(xj ) + bi ≤ −1 + ξji

(joy)

v2

sub ANN
(teasing)

v3

sub ANN
(fear)

yj 6= i)

where the training data xi are projected to high dimensional
feature space by the function φ, wi is the weight vector,
ξji is the slack variable that is introduced to account for
non-separable data, C is the margin parameter that quantifies the trade-off between training error and system capacity. Solving the dual formulation of this problem, the
optimal hyperplane can be defined by decision functions
yi = (wi )T φ(x) + bi (i = 1, 2, ..., 8). The feature vector
F Tv is simultaneously fed into all SVMs (x = F Tv ) and the
output from each SVM (y1 , y2 , ..., y8 ) represents the likelihood that the utterance corresponds to that SVM’s emotion. Decision logic selects the best emotion; the SVM that
gives the largest value is chosen, and the class Cs (where
s = arg max yi ) indicates the recognition result.
i

3.3 Emotion recognition by HMM
HMM is an nondeterministic state machine that, given an
input, moves from state to state according to various transition probabilities. In each state, HMM generates output
symbol probabilistically; this needs to be related to pattern
features in an application-dependent manner. HMM, which
is particularly suitable if the structure of the object sought
is relatively clear, is commonly used in speech recognition

Recognized emotion

Decision Logic
v1

(if

yj = i)

ξji ≥ 0 (j = 1, 2, ..., N )

Recognized emotion

sub ANN

(if

Decision Logic
v8

y1

sub ANN

y2

SVM

(neutral)

(joy)

y8

SVM

(teasing)
kernel

Feature vector Fv

y3

SVM

SVM

(fear)

kernel

(neutral)
kernel

kernel

Feature vector Fv

Figure 2. ANN-based emotion recognition
system.

Figure 3. SVM-based emotion recognition
system.
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Recognized emotion
Table 1. Recognition rates using ANN for male
data [%].

Decision Logic
P(O|λ1)

HMM
(joy)

VQ

(joy)

P(O|λ2)

HMM

(teasing)

VQ

(teasing)

P(O|λ3)

HMM
(fear)

P(O|λ8)

HMM

J.
T.
F.
Sa.
D.
A.
Su.
N.

(neutral)

VQ

(fear)

VQ

(neutral)

Feature vector sequence f1, f2, ..., f20
Figure 4. HMM-based emotion recognition
system.

[11]. Since phoneme structures are the basis for the content
of words or sentences, HMM is appropriate in speech recognition. The structure of emotions is not clear, however, we
test HMM as an alternative recognition method.
Figure 4 shows the processing flow of the emotion recognition using HMM. Eight HMMs that correspond to each
of the eight emotions were used. In this study, a discrete
HMM modeled with an ergodic model was used. The input
to the recognition system is the sequence of the feature vector F = f T1 , f T2 , ..., f T20 . First, a vector quantization (VQ)
is carried out to transform the sequence of the feature vector F to a symbol sequence, O = O1 , O2 , ..., O20 . We used
the category-separated VQ [17] in which the codebook Bi
corresponds to category Ci and HMM λi (i = 1, 2, ..., 8).
The codebook was created by using the LBG algorithm
with the regular Euclidian norm. Next, each symbol sequence was fed into each HMM, which has been trained and
re-estimated with the Baum-Welch algorithm using each
emotional category’s teaching data. The HMM then calculates the probabilities P (O|λ) between the input symbol
sequences and the teaching data with the Viterbi algorithm.
Since category-separated VQ is adopted, a penalty function based on the distance between the input feature vector
and the code word is considered in the probability calculation. Finally, the HMM that gives the highest probability
is chosen in the decision logic, and the category Cs (where
s = arg max P (O|λi )) indicates the recognition result.
i

4 Emotion Recognition Experiment
We used the large speech database for training ANN,
SVM or HMM and carried out the following two types of
recognition experiments to evaluate the performance of the
recognition systems. In closed testing, utterances spoken
by the speakers included in the training sets (#1-#30) are

J.
31.00
10.36
5.87
2.65
4.56
5.42
10.31
12.63

T.
13.00
42.03
8.62
2.17
6.28
2.94
10.55
8.77

F.
6.17
8.05
40.18
10.96
8.89
4.11
4.02
9.17

Sa.
5.59
4.99
11.60
66.13
3.75
3.40
2.90
16.80

D.
7.68
11.50
13.15
4.50
63.30
2.94
5.09
9.16

A.
7.39
5.48
6.06
2.65
3.17
70.05
9.14
10.86

Su.
11.95
8.78
5.30
1.18
2.30
4.11
55.12
3.29

N.
16.62
8.81
9.22
9.76
7.75
7.03
2.87
29.32

Table 2. Recognition rates using ANN for female data [%].
J.
T.
F.
Sa.
D.
A.
Su.
N.

J.
30.45
9.91
2.06
0.42
1.90
5.59
9.82
13.88

T.
14.67
45.21
4.21
1.22
6.04
3.60
14.68
6.99

F.
4.84
14.19
47.79
17.02
12.53
4.46
3.74
17.42

Sa.
0.34
1.25
29.32
75.35
4.74
2.15
0
16.56

D.
2.82
8.20
6.73
2.83
71.60
2.35
3.03
5.85

A.
24.37
7.55
2.82
1.09
1.16
72.68
14.58
11.56

Su.
12.78
7.60
0.39
0.04
0.58
2.74
52.60
0.81

N.
9.73
6.09
6.68
2.03
1.45
6.43
1.55
26.93

used for the recognition experiment. In open testing, utterances spoken by the speakers not included in the training
sets (#31-#50) are used for the recognition experiment. The
ANN, SVM, and HMM were trained and tested separately
for male data and for female data.
In the training of the ANN, each ANN’s network topology is first optimized using a small database composed of
ten speakers. The optimization results were: (300-32-81) network topology for joy, teasing, fear and neutral subANN, and (300-16-4-1) network topology for sadness, disgust, anger, and surprise sub-ANN. Then ANN was trained
using 30 speakers where the maximum allowable error was
10−3 and the training epoch was limited to 1.6 × 104 . In
the closed testing, the averages of the recognition rates for
all eight emotions were 57.4% for male data and 56.9% for
female data. In the open testing, the recognition rates were
49.5% for male data and 52.8% for female data. The details of the open recognition results are shown in Table 1 for
male data and Table 2 for female data. Here the row and
column are the input and recognized class, respectively.
In the training of the SVM, we carried out
tests with various kernel functions (Gaussian
φ(x1 )T φ(x2 ) = K(x1 , x2 ) = exp(−γ|x1 − x2 |2 ),
polynomial K(x1 , x2 ) = exp(−γ|x1 − x2 |d ), and
sigmoid function K(x1 , x2 ) = tanh(ax1 x2 − h)) and
parametric studies of the margin parameter C to find the
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Table 3. Recognition rates using SVM for male
data [%].
J.
T.
F.
Sa.
D.
A.
Su.
N.

J.
32.33
11.26
1.92
1.12
1.05
9.44
20.57
11.34

T.
6.34
45.73
6.29
1.12
8.16
1.82
8.12
5.25

F.
7.56
11.19
60.03
15.83
15.70
7.41
3.50
13.45

Sa.
3.22
2.80
11.25
61.62
2.16
3.36
0.70
10.36

D.
0.80
7.48
8.59
2.80
67.06
1.54
2.24
1.96

A.
18.6
5.73
2.44
6.72
3.49
51.05
6.58
16.60

Su.
6.52
6.43
1.63
0.14
0.35
1.61
52.76
0.63

Table 5. Recognition rates using HMM for
male data [%].

N.
21.62
9.37
7.85
10.64
2.02
23.78
5.53
40.41

J.
T.
F.
Sa.
D.
A.
Su.
N.

J.
29.07
9.81
1.57
1.12
1.41
7.14
11.96
9.76

T.
10.57
41.92
1.96
1.86
5.57
4.57
12.99
5.50

F.
3.24
10.67
48.48
18.04
6.93
4.80
4.79
12.15

Sa.
1.76
3.10
33.01
66.89
4.87
2.33
0.41
19.78

D.
2.96
10.87
5.68
3.57
78.25
2.61
3.51
3.86

A.
19.80
7.57
2.60
1.61
1.08
59.93
15.05
11.35

Su.
15.47
6.91
1.91
2.98
0.60
5.32
44.28
2.53

N.
17.12
9.15
4.80
3.91
1.30
13.29
7.01
35.08

optimal SVM. As a result, a maximum rate of the closed
testing was reached with the Gaussian kernel function
(γ = 0.1) under the margin parameter of 10. In the closed
testing, 100% and 99.6% averages of the recognition
rates for all eight emotions were achieved for male and
female data, respectively. Table 3 and Table 4 show the
details of the open recognition results, where the averaged
recognition rates were 51.4% for male data and 50.5% for
female data.
In the training of the HMM, we conducted tests with various codebook sizes (16, 32, 48, 64, and 128) for the LBG
algorithm and various numbers of HMM states (8, 16, 32,
and 48) to obtain the optimal HMM. As a result, a maximum
rate of the closed testing was reached with a codebook size
of 48 and 16 HMM states. In the closed testing, 49.5% and
44.5% averages of the recognition rates for all eight emotions were achieved for male and female data, respectively.
Table 5 and Table 6 show the details of the open recognition
results, where the averaged recognition rates were 32.2%
for male data and 32.6% for female data.
Emotion recognition testing by human subjects was carried out as follows. A total of 28 subjects (22 males and 6
females native Japanese) were served. In this experiment,
each of them first listened to correctly classified examples
of speech uttered by the voice actors, where the examples
were shown four times from each emotion category. The

T.
12.36
25.14
10.78
3.29
9.78
5.78
13.50
13.71

F.
7.00
10.43
37.64
19.43
22.43
8.86
4.64
15.86

Sa.
2.01
3.65
14.14
51.36
14.78
2.57
1.15
8.36

D.
4.14
8.93
15.79
8.93
21.76
6.78
2.64
8.86

A.
17.92
8.50
4.57
6.86
4.68
37.50
8.71
15.00

Su.
10.00
5.71
1.09
0.41
1.28
2.58
32.50
1.14

N.
19.50
19.64
12.71
6.93
18.43
21.93
9.50
24.64

Table 6. Recognition rates using HMM for female data [%].

Table 4. Recognition rates using SVM for female data [%].
J.
T.
F.
Sa.
D.
A.
Su.
N.

J.
27.07
18.00
3.28
2.79
6.86
14.00
27.36
12.43

J.
T.
F.
Sa.
D.
A.
Su.
N.

J.
21.31
15.95
1.31
1.31
9.37
7.10
14.79
9.31

T.
20.68
18.63
1.58
2.27
7.32
10.63
16.79
12.31

F.
4.79
11.26
44.31
26.00
18.26
5.47
4.00
13.74

Sa.
2.22
4.42
37.53
55.74
18.89
2.02
1.57
16.68

D.
7.63
16.00
7.74
6.47
28.74
6.95
6.741
18.42

A.
16.21
9.58
1.21
0.79
3.37
46.10
20.79
6.21

Su.
10.16
7.00
0.21
2.00
1.42
10.26
22.95
2.22

N.
17.00
17.16
6.11
5.42
12.63
11.47
12.37
23.11

subjects then listened to 450 voice data samples randomly
selected from the large speech database and classified each
of them into one of the eight emotion categories. The recognition results for male and female voice data are shown in
Table 7 and Table 8, respectively. The averaged recognition
rates were 58.2% for male data and 51.7% for female data.
Comparing the results leads to the following observations.
• In each recognition method, the open recognition results are similar between male and female data.
• The recognition results of the HMM are worse than
those of the ANN and SVM, however, all methods show similar recognition characteristics: negative
emotions, such as anger or sadness, are easy to recognize, while positive emotions, such as joy, are harder
to recognize.
• Human subjects easily classify negative emotions but
seem to have some difficulty in classifying positive
emotions.
• The recognition rate of the ’neutral’ emotion is low
when using ANN, SVM, or HMM, while human subjects show a good recognition rate for this emotion.
• The emotion recognition capability of either ANN or
SVM is almost the same as that of the human subjects.
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9.52
70.36

Table 8. Recognition rates by human subjects
for female data [%].
J.
T.
F.
Sa.
D.
A.
Su.
N.

J.
26.54
20.00
0
1.97
0.15
6.74
25.00
3.23

T.
4.11
39.86
1.54
1.13
7.78
4.78
6.14
2.67

F.
0.59
1.82
42.42
9.99
0.15
0.70
2.19
1.69

Sa.
0.88
4.76
48.88
71.87
0.59
3.37
5.70
8.85

D.
0.44
6.01
5.06
8.16
90.16
7.30
3.36
3.09

A.
6.60
4.90
0.84
3.23
0.59
37.78
9.50
6.04

Su.
3.67
9.23
0.14
0.70
0.44
4.21
30.99
0.70

N.
57.18
13.43
1.12
2.95
0.15
35.11
17.11
73.74

These results indicate that an emotion recognition rate of
approximately 51% by using either ANN or SVM in the
speaker- and context-independent mode is feasible and it is
possible for machines to communicate with people by using
nonverbal communication capabilities.

5 Conclusions
This paper investigated the characteristics of recognizing
emotions contained in human speech. We adopted ANN for
a recognition algorithm. For comparison, a system based
on SVM or HMM was tested as an alternative recognition method. Using a large database of phoneme-balanced
Japanese words uttered by speakers consciously trying to
portray an emotion, we trained and tested the recognition
systems. To evaluate the emotion recognition results, we
also carried out emotion recognition testing using human
subjects. The obtained emotion recognition rates were 51%
using ANN, 51% using SVM, 32% using HMM, and 55%
using human subjects. Experimental results confirmed that
the emotion recognition rate achieved by using ANN in the
speaker- and context-independent mode is feasible and the
SVM is also well suited to emotion recognition task.
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Abstract

(the annealing scheme). There exist general guidelines
and heuristics, but in the last instance the learning rate
has to be adapted to a specific task by empirical methods.

One of the biggest problems facing practical applications of Self-Organising Maps (SOM) is their dependence
on the learning rate, the size of the neighbourhood function and the decrease of these parameters as training
progresses, all of which have to be selected without firm
theoretical guidance. This paper introduces a simple
modification to the SOM that completely eliminates the
learning rate, the decrease of the learning rate and the
decrease of the neighbourhood size. This is done by making
the learning rate and neighbourhood size dependant on
a variable calculated from the internal state of the SOM,
rather than on externally applied variables.
Keywords: Self-Organising Map, SOM, Parameter-Less,
PLSOM, learning rate, neural network, neighbourhood
function, neighbourhood size, unsupervised learning.

1. Introduction
Training of many Artificial Neural Networks, including the SOM [6], depends on learning rates to converge.
The learning rate is a variable that governs how much the
weights of a network are altered in response to an input.
For SOMs the learning rate must be decreased according to
some algorithm as learning progresses, this process is referred to as annealing in this document. The update of the
weight vector in the standard SOM depends on the error
of that particular weight vector, but to make sure the SOM
converges towards a stable state a learning rate is required.
The learning rate is large in the beginning of the training,
when the map is unordered and fits the input space poorly,
and small the end of the training when there is only need for
small changes to the map.
Learning rates present a two-sided problem to users and
researchers of Self-Organising Maps:
1. There exists no theoretical way of estimating the starting learning rate, nor the rate at which it should decline

2. Explaining the learning rate from the perspective of the
SOM as a model of biological neural networks is difficult: While the human brain loses some of its flexibility over time, learning is much more rapid than the
reduction of flexibility and learning is still possible after the reduction. Even complex neural networks like
mammalian brains are capable of drastically changing
their mapping if the input changes suddenly, such as
after an amputation [5].
The choice of learning rate and annealing schemes greatly
affects the network’s ability to reach a stable and wellordered state and the time it takes to reach this state [8].
This led to the search for a method by which the optimal
learning rate and decay can be determined with mathematical certainty given a specific problem, for example [7]. Unfortunately, this has not produced a universally valid, simple and computationally effective algorithm. Some previous
works include the Generative Topographic Mapping (GTM)
algorithm [1, 2] which eliminates the neighbourhood function entirely, but relies on other variables and choice of prior
distribution and basis functions. The Maximum Entropy
learning Rule (MER) algorithm [4] achieves global ordering without use of a neighbourhood at all, but is slower
and still relies on a learning rate. The Growing Neural Gas
(GNG) algorithm [3] is similar to the algorithm proposed
in this paper in the way it computes the error and in that
it eliminates the annealing schemes, but instead of scaling
neighbourhood size and learning rate with the error, it uses
the accumulated error per neuron to determine where to insert a new cell in the network, in addition it introduces new
variables that must be pre-determined with no firm theoretical grounding. Many supervised learning algorithms feature the idea of scaling the learning rate according to the
error (Newton’s method could be seen as an early example
of this) - however the error in a supervised learning scheme
is readily available, which is not the case in unsupervised
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learning schemes like the SOM. This still leaves us with a
SOM algorithm that relies on empirical testing to determine
the annealing scheme - a poor choice of learning rate, learning rate annealing scheme or neighbourhood size annealing
scheme can result in knotting, folding, a poor input space fit
or later inputs destroying what was learned by earlier inputs.
The solution we propose in this paper is to let the scaling
of the weight vector update function and/or the size of the
neighbourhood depend on internal conditions in the map,
instead of or in combination with externally enforced scaling variables such as the learning rate. The internal condition we selected for scaling these variables is the least error
², i.e. the normalized euclidean distance from the input to
the closest weight vector, see Section 3.1. It is intuitive that
if this variable is large, the map needs to change more to
accommodate future inputs of this class, but if it is small
the fit is already good and there is no need for large alterations of the map. In this paper we will examine two variants of the standard SOM algorithm, we will demonstrate
the Parameter-Less SOM (PLSOM) and compare its performance to the performance of a widely used SOM algorithm,
namely the variant implemented in the Matlab neural networking package, and discuss some of their relative merits.

2. Background

from cell i to the winning cell c. α(t) is the learning rate at
epoch t, β(t) is the neighbourhood size at epoch t.
Lastly the learning rates are decreased in accordance
with the annealing scheme. We have chosen the annealing
scheme given by equations (4) and (5) for the decrease of
the learning rate and the neighbourhood size, respectively.

c = arg min(||x(t) − wi (t)||2 )
i

½

(1)

wi (t) is the weight vector of cell i at epoch t. ||.||2 denotes
the l2 -norm or n-dimensional Euclidian distance. There are
other ways of computing the distance than the Euclidian distance given in equation (1) that can be used in the SOM, for
example Manhattan or link distance. The weight update is
calculated using equations (2) and (3).
wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + α(t)hci (t)[x(t) − wi (t)]
hci (t) = e

−d(i,c)2
β(t)2

(2)
(3)

hci (t) is referred to as the neighbourhood function, and
is a scaling function centred on the winning cell c decreasing in all directions from it. d(i, c) is the euclidean distance

δα < 1

(4)

β(t + 1) = β(t)δβ ,

δβ < 1

(5)

Here δβ and δα are scaling constants determined beforehand, typically around 0.9999.
These steps are repeated until some preset condition is
met, usually after a give number of epochs or when some
measurement of error reaches a certain level.
It should be noted that one of the most widely used implementations of the SOM algorithm differs in some respects from this. The overall algorithm is the same, but the
annealing scheme is different: It is divided into two phases,
phase 1 (ordering phase) and phase 2 (tuning phase). Matlab also uses a step-based neighbourhood function, equation
(6). Equations (7) and (8) govern the annealing by reducing
the learning rate and the neighbourhood size, respectively.

if d(i, c) = 0
 1
0.5 if d(i, c) < β(t)
(6)
hci (t) =

0
otherwise

2.1. The standard SOM algorithm
The SOM we will be modifying in this paper is the
gaussian-neighbourhood, euclidean distance, rectangular
topology SOM, given by equations (2)-(5). The algorithm
is, in brief, as follows: An input x(t) is presented to the
network at epoch (or timestep, iteration) t. The ’winning
neuron’, i.e. the neuron with the weight vector that most
closely match the input, is selected using equation (1).

α(t + 1) = α(t)δα ,

α(0) + ((α(0) − α(τ ))(1 − τt ))
α(τ ) τt

if t < τ
otherwise
(7)
½
β(0) + ((β(0) − β(τ ))(1 − τt )) if t < τ
β(t+1) =
β(τ )
otherwise
(8)
τ is the number of epochs in phase 1 (default: 1000),
α(0) is predefined (default: 0.9) and β(0) is calculated
based on the network size, for the two dimensional case this
is given by (9). α(τ ) is predefined (default: 0.02) and β(τ )
is 1.00001.
p
β(0) = (w − 1)2 + (h − 1)2
(9)
α(t+1) =

w and h is the number of cells in the vertical and the horizontal directions, respectively.
The difference between these two variants of the SOM
is that while the Matlab version achieves basic ordering
quicker, it does not fit the data as well as the other variant.

3. The Parameter-Less SOM
The PLSOM relies on the idea that the learning rate and
neighbourhood size should not vary according to the iteration number, but rather vary according to how well the map
represents the topology of the input space.
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3.1. Algorithm
The scaling variable depending on how good the fit of
the weight vector of the winning neuron is to the last input,
², is defined in equations (10) and (11).
²(t) =

||x(t) − wc (t)||2
ρ(t)

ρ(t) = max(||x(t) − wc (t)||2 , ρ(t − 1)),
ρ(0) = ||x(0) − wc (0)||2

(10)

(11)

²(t) is best understood as the normalized euclidean distance
from the input vector at time t to the closest weight vector. If this variable is large, the network fits the input data
poorly, and needs a large readjustment. Conversely, if ² is
small, the fit is likely to already be satisfactory for that input.
The algorithm for the PLSOM uses a neighbourhood size
determined by ², thus replacing the equation governing the
annealing of the neighbourhood with β(t) = constant ∀t.
Furthermore it uses equation (14) for weight updates and
equation (13) for the neighbourhood function.
Θ(t) = β(t)²(t),
hci (t) = e

Θ(t) >= θmin
−d(i,c)2
Θ(t)2

wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + ²(t)hci (t)[x(t) − wi (t)]

(12)
(13)
(14)

As we can see from equation (14) the learning rate α(t)
is now completely eliminated, replaced by ²(t). All examples in this paper are based on 2-dimensional input spaces
and maps. Since the Euclidean distance can be calculated in
n-dimensional space it is likely that the PLSOM algorithm
can be adapted to any number of input- and output dimensions.

3.2. Advantages
The PLSOM completely eliminates the selection of the
learning rate, the annealing rate and annealing scheme of
the learning rate and the neighbourhood size, which have
been an inconvenience in applying SOMs. It also markedly
decreases the number of iterations required to get a stable
and ordered map. The PLSOM also covers a greater area of
the input space, leaving a smaller gap along the edges.
3.2.1 Comparison to the SOM variants
We trained the Matlab SOM variant, the SOM and the PLSOM with identical input data, for the same number of iterations. The input data was pseudo-random, 2 dimensional
and in the [0, 1] range. This was chosen because a good
pseudo-random number generator was readily available,

Figure 1. Graph of the decrease of uncovered
space as training progresses for the PLSOM,
the SOM and the Matlab SOM implementation.
Note the quick expansion of the PLSOM and
that it consistently covers a larger area than
the SOM variants.

eliminating the need to store the training data. Since the
training data is uniformly distributed in the input space the
perfect distribution of weight vectors would be an evenly
spaced grid, with a narrow margin along the edges of the
input space. That way, each weight vector would map an
evenly sized area of the input space.
In comparing the two SOM implementations we used 3
separate metrics, which are all based on the shape and size
of the cells. A cell is the area in the input space spanned by
the weight vectors of four neighbouring neurons.
Unused space We summarized the area covered by all the
cells, and subtracted this from the total area of the
input space. The resulting graph clearly shows how
the PLSOM spans a large part of the input space after
only a small number of iterations and maintain the lead
throughout the simulation (figure 1). Please note that
this metric will be misleading in situations where cells
are overlapping.
Average skew For each cell we calculate the length of the
two diagonals in a cell and divide the bigger by the
smaller and subtract one, thus getting a number from 0
to infinity, where 0 represents a perfectly square cell.
Again, we see that the PLSOM outperforms the SOM
in the early stages of simulation but after ca. 24000
epochs the SOM surpasses the PLSOM. After 100000
epochs the difference is still small, however. See figure
2.
Deviation of cell size We calculate the absolute mean deviation of the cell size and divide it by the average cell
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Figure 2. Graph of the average skew for the
PLSOM, the SOM and the Matlab SOM implementation. For the first 24000 iterations the
PLSOM is more ordered, before the SOM variants narrowly overtakes it.

Figure 3. Graph of the absolute mean deviation of cell size for the PLSOM, the SOM and
the Matlab SOM. The PLSOM is more regular
up until ca. epoch 10000.

size to get an idea of how much the cells differ in relative size. Here the SOM is superior to the PLSOM after ca. 10000 epochs, mainly because of the flattened
edge cells of the PLSOM, see figure 3.
If we ignore the cells along the edge, the picture is
quite different: the PLSOM outperforms the SOM
with a narrow margin, see figure 4.
All experiments was carried out using Matlab and the
JRobot package [9]. Thanks to Dr. Mark Hale for his contribution to JRobot, and to Dr. Steffen Log.
3.2.2 Plasticity preservation
The illustrations in this section shows the positions of the
weight vectors, connected with lines, in the input space.
When a SOM has been trained, it will not adapt well to new
data outside the range of the training data, even if a small
residual learning rate is left. This is illustrated by figures
5 and 6, where a SOM has been presented with pseudorandom, uniformly distributed 2-dimensional data vectors in
the [0, 0.5] range for 50000 iterations. Thereafter the SOM
was presented with 20000 pseudorandom, uniformly distributed 2-dimensional data vectors in the [0, 1] range, after
which the SOM has adapted very little to the new data. In
addition the adaptation is uneven, creating huge differences
in cell size and distorting the space spanned by the weight
vectors. If we subject a PLSOM to the same changes in input range, the difference is quite dramatic; it adapts to the
new input range almost immediately, as seen in figures 7
and 8.

Figure 4. Graph of the absolute mean deviation of cell size for the PLSOM, the SOM
and the Matlab SOM, excluding the edge cells.
Compare to figure3. The PLSOM outperforms
the Matlab SOM in both adaption time and accuracy, and the SOM needs until ca. epoch
30000 to reach the same level of ordering.
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Figure 5. SOM weight vector position in input space after training for 50000 iterations
with uniformly distributed pseudorandom 2dimensional input, ranging from 0 to 0.5.

Figure 6. Same SOM as in figure 5 after
20000 further training steps with inputs ranging from 0 to 1.0.

Figure 7. PLSOM weight vector position in input space after training for 50000 iterations
with uniformly distributed pseudorandom 2dimensional input, ranging from 0 to 0.5.

Figure 8. Same PLSOM as in figure 7 after
20000 further training steps with inputs ranging from 0 to 1.0. Note the difference between
this figure and figure 6.
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Figure 9. PLSOM weight vector position in input space after training for 50000 iterations
with uniformly distributed pseudorandom 2dimensional input, ranging from 0 to 1.0.

Figure 10. Same PLSOM as in figure 9 after
20000 further training steps with inputs ranging from 0 to 0.5. Note that while the weights
have a higher density in the new input space,
the same area as before is still covered, i.e.
none of the old input space has been left uncovered.

3.2.3 Memory
If the opposite is the case, that the SOM is presented with
a sequence of inputs that are all restricted to a small area
of the training input space, it would be preferable if the
SOM maintains its original weight vector space, in order to
not ’forget’ already learned data. Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate what happens to a PLSOM if it is trained with pseudorandom, uniformly distributed 2-dimensional data in the
[0, 1] range for 50000 iterations and then presented with inputs confined to the [0, 0.5] range for 20000 iterations. This
leads to an increase of the density of weight vectors in the
new input space, yet maintains coverage of the entire initial
input space, resulting in distortions along the edge of the
new input space. Both these effects are most pronounced in
the PLSOM.
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3.3. Drawbacks
The PLSOM is measurably less ordered than a properly
tuned SOM and the edge shrinking is also more marked in
the PLSOM. The PLSOM doesn’t converge in the same
manner as the SOM (there is always a small amount of
movement).

4. Conclusion
The PLSOM provides a simplification of the overall application process, since it eliminates the problems of finding
a suitable learning rate and annealing schemes. The PLSOM also reduces the training time and preserves generality. This is achieved without inducing a significant computation time or memory overhead.
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Abstract
This paper discusses an application of an intelligent
information system for decision-makers involved in multiple
criteria group site selection problems under uncertainty.
The fuzzy algorithm behind the system was developed by the
authors for use in large-scale infrastructure site selection,
and is validated here using a site selection problem at
Brisbane Airport. The ‘InfraPlanner’ Spatial Decision
Support System (SDSS) was created by customising
ArcView GIS, and operates on raster data files. The tightly
coupled system features linguistic interaction, multiple
decision-maker input, uncertainty assessment, and a
linguistically controllable aggregation function capable of a
variety of compensatory and non-compensatory outcomes.
Feedback from decision-makers involved in the experiment
indicated a high level of satisfaction with outputs from the
system, whilst noting some areas for future development.

as simple visualization tools, primarily due to
difficulties in use and understanding of the systems
by strategic decision-makers [9].
‘InfraPlanner’ is a SDSS, developed using a fuzzy
algorithm to mitigate these difficulties. Specifics of
the algorithm are given in [10]. Broadly speaking
InfraPlanner is an intelligent information system
based on approximate reasoning that offers the
following capabilities:
•

•

1. Introduction
Site selection for facilities such as airports, highways, and
heavy industry is often extremely complex. As multiple
stakeholders are usually involved in the selection of a given
location, there is a strategic need to take into account
multiple
criteria,
which
are
often
conflicting,
incommensurate and subject to uncertainty. Also, the spatial
variation of suitability and the weighting of each criterion is
often hard to measure, and may be the basis of disagreement
amongst a group of heterogeneous decision-makers. Such
problems are often described as ‘surprisingly difficult’ [1]
The use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) in site
selection has a long history, with most approaches being
based on a multiple criteria evaluation (MCE) framework.
There has been much literature on MCE embedded in GIS
[2-4], however most GIS-based MCE methods have
inherent difficulties and limitations. Embedded MCE
approaches generally assume consensus among decisionmakers [5] and have little capacity for dealing with conflicts
between affected parties, thereby losing potentially
important information in the aggregation phase. Many
authors have also noted that there is a need for accuracy
measures to be incorporated into spatial datasets upon which
decisions are to be made [6-8], however the nature of data
uncertainty is not always easily fitted to a probability
distribution, and measures of accuracy may themselves be
hard to quantify. Perhaps most importantly, the use of MCE
in computer-based decision support systems is limited by
the fact that highly capable analytical systems are often used
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•

•

•

Linguistic interaction: Linguistic interaction is
provided using primary term sets semantically
defined by parameter-based fuzzy numbers,
which may be enhanced via a hedging procedure
to add more terms. Both input and feedback is
accomplished linguistically.
Multiple decision-maker capability: The system
accepts linguistic inputs from each party
involved in the decision-making process.
Conflict between parties is assessed based on
differing suitability and weighting judgments
and factored into overall site suitability.
Uncertainty assessment: There are two types of
uncertainty
inherent
in
decision-maker
suitability
assessments:
linguistic
and
quantitative.
Linguistic
uncertainty
is
represented by the fuzziness of the primary
suitability
term,
whereas
quantitative
uncertainty is represented using the concept of a
type-2 fuzzy set and its footprint of uncertainty
(FOU) [11]. Quantitative uncertainty is the term
used here to represent uncertainty in the source
data and/or its relationship with site suitability.
User controllable aggregation: Users have the
ability to choose an aggregation that minimizes
uncertainty, risk or conflict, or maximizes
compensatory suitability. A variety of
compensatory
and
non-compensatory
linguistically defined outcomes may be
delivered.
Real-time interaction: In raster GIS the decision
area may contain millions of cells, with each cell
representing an alternative that will ideally be
analyzed in a real-time interactive environment.
The computationally efficient fuzzy algorithm of
InfraPlanner utilizes a scoring function when
dealing with fuzzy quantities that minimizes
calculation time and makes real-time interaction
possible.
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Figure 1. Unconstrained alternatives
This paper follows from existing work in development
of the algorithm by discussing its application to a real
world site selection task at Brisbane Airport, Australia.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides an overview of the site selection
problem used in the experiment: Section 3 details input
from decision-makers: Section 4 covers exploration of
alternatives, Section 5 is a discussion of the outcomes of
the experiment and Section 6 draws conclusions.

parcel of land on its site to a C&D facility operator
primarily because of the flow on benefit of easily
accessible fill material for other development sites on
the Airport grounds.
Three separate groups are to be engaged in the decisionmaking process: The Brisbane Airport Corporation, The
Commonwealth Government, and the Pinkenba
residential community. The three groups differ
considerably in their priorities and suitability
assessments, creating a rich decision-making
environment.

2. The problem
The problem worked through here concerns the location
of a new construction and demolition (C&D) facility, at
Brisbane Airport, Australia. The Airport occupies
2700ha of land, located 13km north east of the Brisbane
CBD, adjoining Moreton bay. The site is flat and low
lying, occupying part of the original Brisbane river delta,
which has undergone extensive changes since the 1830s,
with most of the original network of tidal waterways
being replaced with constructed drains. Much of the
vegetation on the site has been planted in the last 15
years, and was chosen to reduce the attraction of birds.
There are, however, some environmentally sensitive
areas to consider when locating new developments, as
well as issues associated with airport facilities,
Government legislation and the effects of airport
operations on local communities.

3. Decision-maker input
Data input primarily consists of the creation of a set of
maps detailing the suitability and uncertainty
assessments of each group. The first step in the process
is the definition of constraints (Boolean criteria) that
serve to limit the number of alternatives under
consideration. After an initial consultation with decisionmakers, a set of five constraints emerged:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A Construction and Demolition facility inputs masonry
from demolished buildings and, via crushing and
grinding, turns out various grades of landfill material.
The main impacts of such an operation on its immediate
vicinity are noise and dust emissions. The Brisbane
Airport Corporation (BAC) is considering leasing a

5.
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Airport Boundary: The site must lie within the
airport boundary
Existing Buildings: Sites already occupied are
excluded
Road access: The site must be within 200m of
selected access roads.
Zoning: The site must lay in a zone designated
‘General Industry’ or ‘Light Industry’ as defined by
the BAC 1998 Master Plan.
Conservation: The site must not occupy an area of
high conservation value.

3
The map of unconstrained alternatives is derived using
standard GIS Boolean overlay functionality and is
shown in Figure 1.
The next step in the process involves the definition and
linguistic assessment of criteria that vary on a suitability
scale from ‘Totally Unsuitable’ to ‘Perfect’. These
criteria (referred to as factors) are represented as a set of
suitability maps, created using specially designed
interfaces that convert linguistic inputs from each
decision-maker to a spatially explicit format as shown in
igure 2 and 3. To illustrate how the linguistic input is
structured factor definition from BAC is provided
below:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Environmental value is ‘important’: It is
‘moderately certain’ that sites of moderate
conservation value are ‘good’ whilst it is ‘very
certain’ that all others are ‘perfect’.
Zoning is ‘very important’: It is ‘very certain’ that
general industry zones are ‘perfect’ whilst it is
‘moderately certain’ that light industry zones are
‘good’.
Tenant Amenity is ‘important’: It is ‘very certain’
that sites less than 50m from sensitive tenants are
‘totally unsuitable’. It is ‘moderately certain’ that
sites 100m from sensitive tenants are ‘good’. It is
‘certain’ that sites 500m from sensitive tenants are
‘perfect’.
Community Impact is ‘important’: It is ‘very
certain’ that sites less than 500m from Pinkenba are
‘totally unsuitable’. It is ‘uncertain’ that sites 1000m
from Pinkenba are ‘good’. It is ‘very uncertain’ that
sites 2000m from Pinkenba are ‘perfect’, and
‘certain’ that sites 4000m from Pinkenba are
‘perfect’.
Proximity to BAC Landfill Requirement is
‘moderately important’: It is ‘very certain’ that sites
on Lomandra Dr are ‘perfect’. It is ‘moderately
certain’ that sites on Randle Rd, Sugarmill Rd and
Viola Pl are ‘good’. It is ‘moderately certain’ that
sites on Airport Dr are ‘indifferent’.
Traffic impact is ‘important’: It is ‘very certain’ that
sites on Airport Drive are ‘bad’. It is ‘moderately
certain’ that sites on Lomandra Drive and Viola Pl
are ‘good’. It is ‘certain’ that sites on Randle Road
and Sugarmill Rd are ‘perfect’.

Figure 2: Creating a suitability map from a continuous
variable (the charted utility function is a guide only as
values are fuzzified)

Figure 3: Creating a suitability map from a discrete
(categorical) variable
InfraPlanner takes the linguistic assessments and
generates raster maps, where each raster cell has a fuzzy
number representative of the suitability and uncertainty
assessment for each criterion from each decision-maker.
Figure 4 illustrates the type-2 fuzzy concept used to
accomplish this. When all maps are generated a fuzzy
aggregation is performed, enabling decision-makers to
interactively explore alternatives as discussed in the next
section.
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4
4. Alternative exploration

wu
wr
wc

The initial aggregation provides four linguistic
parameters for each alternative cell: Compensatory
suitability, uncertainty, risk, and conflict. Compensatory
suitability is derived from a fuzzy weighted combination
of individual criterion outcomes, importance values and
a relevance value representing the ability of each
decision-maker to assess each criterion, as shown in
Equation 1.

The adjusted suitability score is then used to generate an
adjusted linguistic suitability rating. Weighting of the
four parameters is via consensus, or a non-weighted
averaging of each decision-maker’s preferences, which
enables a variety of non-compensatory outcomes to be
generated.

J

As expected the system easily identified the preferred
sites for each decision-maker individually. The three
sites varied in location, and thus contained high levels of
conflict. The best compensatory solution was acceptable
to only two of the parties, and performing a second
aggregation to minimise conflict found a slightly
different solution that the third party also rejected. It was
quickly ascertained that disagreement was primarily due
to the third decision-maker placing primary importance
on satisfying a single criterion. Unfortunately this left no
locations available that were completely satisfactory to
all, and the primary benefit gained in from the system
was the clear identification of the source of conflict,
which has become the subject of negotiation between
parties.

K

S i = ∑∑ Oijk × R jk × W jk |

i = 1…I (1)

j =1 k =1

Where:

Si
Oijk

is the criteria outcome for alternative i with

R jk

relation to criterion j and decision-maker k,
including quantitative uncertainty.
is the relevance of decision-maker k’s opinion

W jk

with respect to criterion j.
is the weight assigned to criterion j by decision-

is the weighting of the uncertainty score
is the weighting of the risk score
is the weighting of the conflict score

is the suitability of alternative i.

maker k

5. Discussion

Uncertainty is derived from the support of the triangular
fuzzy number, as this will vary with the individual
uncertainty assessments via a Type 2 scaling procedure.
Risk is a measure of how each criterion outcome
compares to a specified minimum, and conflict is a
measure of disagreement amongst decision-makers, as
shown in Equation 2.

The nature of the site selection problem presented here is
typical of many real world situations. A fundamental
problem in designing systems to solve such problems is
that there is often no universally accepted solution to
find, and it is not always possible to derive the best
compromise from initial assessments. Most GIS based
decision-making methods assume that crisp numerical
suitability assessments can be processed according to a
pre-determined algorithm to derive a solution. However
the complex nature of many site selection decisions
make such assumptions unrealistic. It was noted during
the experiment that decision-makers were reluctant to
place their faith in a derived solution without fully
understanding how that solution was obtained. This
creates a significant hurdle for system designers whose
aim is to replicate, and by default replace, the decisionmaking process. Using a pre-determined optimization
algorithm is standard procedure in many areas of
problem solving, and works particularly well when the
exact utility of a solution can be precisely measured and
used as feedback to improve performance. However the
exact utility of a solution in site selection is seldom
known. Multiple, conflicting criteria, and the added
human element of conflicting opinions of measurement
and importance create an ill-structured problem that is
often dynamic, in that assessments may change as the
solution space is examined. It is also relevant to note that
problem-solving strategies vary from person to person,
making the group situation a particularly dynamic
environment.

J
K
K

∨  ∨ (Rs (Oijk ) − wjk ) − ∧ (Rs (Oijk ) − wjk )
j =1 k =1
k =1
 (2)
Rc (i) = 
2

Where:
Rc(i)
Rs(i)
∧
∨

is the conflict score for alternative i
is the suitability score for alternative i
is the minimum operator
is the maximum operator

Decision-makers can now decide which parameters are
most important as they explore and reduce the set of
feasible alternatives in an interactive, point and click
environment as shown in Figures 5a and 5b. Alternatives
are gradually reduced by selecting minimum standards
for each of the four parameters or creating an overall
adjusted suitability value by combining them as shown
in Equation 3.

A(i) =

Rs(i)ws +(1−Ru(i))wu +(1−Rr(i))wr +(1−Rc(i))wc
ws +wu +wr +wc

Where:
A(i)
Rr(i)
Ru(i)
ws

(3)

is the adjusted suitability value of alternative i
is the risk score for alternative i
is the uncertainty score for alternative i
is the weighting of the suitability score
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5

Figure 5a: Choosing alternatives

Figure 5b: Alternative exploration and feedback
InfraPlanner was designed as an intelligent information
system to provide decision-makers with relevant,
understandable processed information, whilst leaving
them in control of the decision-making process. To this
end it was noted that decision-makers expressed a high
level of satisfaction with outputs, as they enabled the
group to find the core elements behind their conflicting
assessments. In a real world situation, where political
issues can dominate operational concerns, it is often
most beneficial to identify these core areas as they may
be traded off for concessions outside the sphere of the
site selection task. Outcomes from the experiment
discussed in this paper confirm this point of view.

Giving decision-makers the ability to generate a variety
of solutions that maximized aggregated suitability or
minimized risk, conflict and uncertainty provided an
easily understandable way for decision-makers to take
more control of the analysis, rather than accepting
imposed heuristics. Moreover, whilst the system makes
computationally deriving a solution from input data
possible, it’s major strength was the high information
value of outputs. The experiment confirmed that a focus
on a meaningful, interactive exploration of alternative
outcomes is a valid way to support decision-makers in
their task.
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6
2.

The experiment also confirmed some important
limitations of the system: Firstly, the method used is
limited to analyzing problems with a single objective,
which makes it unsuitable for situations where multiple
facilities are to be located simultaneously or multiple
land uses considered. Secondly, the use of single cells as
alternatives does not accurately represent the true size
and spatial configuration of a proposed development,
which has been surprisingly seldom noted [12]. Lastly,
utilizing linguistic terms for data input may
unnecessarily limit the accuracy of results in those cases
where hard quantitative data is available.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Another difficulty noted in the group experiment was the
requirement to define discrete criteria. As an example,
some decision-makers noted overlap in their perception
of community impact versus environmental impact.
Some authors have described multicriteria decisions,
particularly those with multiple objectives, in terms of a
hierarchical structure, whereby some criteria encompass
others, eg [13]. In a group situation this provides another
area for disagreement and/or misunderstanding.

7.

8.

9.

6. Conclusions
The experiment confirmed the validity of an
approximate reasoning approach to group site selection
problems under uncertainty. The InfraPlanner system
enabled decision-makers to express their assessments
linguistically and receive meaningful linguistic
feedback, whilst taking more control of the process than
other methods allow, and a high level of satisfaction
with outputs was expressed.
The results indicated a definite benefit from utilizing a
multi-decision-maker framework, as the identification of
conflicts between parties could be easily accomplished.
An emphasis on providing meaningful processed
information, rather than offering a heuristically derived
solution was also found to be beneficial.

10.

11.

12.
13.

Further work is needed to design site selection
algorithms that are capable of handling multiple facility
problems, and explicitly include the size and spatial
configuration of the required land parcels. Genetic
algorithms offer a promising method to explore feasible
alternatives without resorting to the massive number of
calculations required to fully examine the solution space
of such problems.
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Abstract

generalize Schölkopf’s method and apply it to automatic determination of semi-optimal parameters for Gaussian kernel. The method makes use of the derivatives of kernel
matrix eigenvalues to obtain iterative methods for optimal
values using.
The following notation of the gaussian kernel is used
through this paper
!
kx − zk2
K(x, z) = exp −
(1)
2σ 2

We propose a generalized kernel PCA which provides
much more accurate information of kernel space. Calculating partial derivatives of eigenvalues with kernel parameters, we can obtain the optimal kernel parameters. The
criterion for optimal parameters are given by a quadratic
cost function with respect to eigenvalues. We compared our
method with SVM for face recognition, and showed that our
method works efficiently as expected.

where σ is called kernel parameter.

1. Introduction

2. Generalization of kernel PCA

Kernel based methods work by mapping data into a high
dimensional feature space defined by the kernel function
that computes inner product of two input images. There
are several related methods such as support vector machine
(SVM)[1], kernel principal component analysis (KPCA)[7]
[6], and kernel Fisher’s discriminant analysis (KFDA)[3].
Kernel based methods potentially provide a proficient
approach to pattern recognition. KPCA proposed by
Schölkopf [7] [6] can extract nonlinear component by performing PCA on the kernel feature space. It is expected
for effective application to pattern recognition, and recently
draws intensive attention in the face recognition society [9]
[8].
A particular application generally requires sensible
choice of a specific kernel function, and in pattern recognition the classification performance largely depends on this
choice. In some application such as face recognition, radial
basis function is in popular use, and so the choice of kernel function reduces to the problem of choosing of kernel
parameters. If the parameters are appropriately chosen, one
can extract optimal performance. Unfortunately there have
been no effective methods so far for this issue.
Usually the parameters are determined empirically, or
with auxiliary experiments, but in some cases such as multiclass problems and multi-parameter cases, it would be unreasonable for huge computational effort. In this paper we

As was mentioned in Introduction, KPCA proposed by
Schölkopf performs PCA for features on the kernel space.
PCA usually put the median point at the average vector of
features. Since Schölkopf performed the analysis assuming
that the fiducial point is at the origin in the kernel feature
space, but it does not reflect the true distribution of variances in the kernel space. In this section we review his
analysis setting the fiducial point at the average vector of
features. We call this generalized KPCA.

2.1. Kernel method
Let x = (x1 , . . . , xn )t be an observed feature vector,
and let the set of vectors be S = {x1 , . . . , xl }. We assume
that x is mapped to p dimensional kernel feature space F by
φ(x) ∈ F .
x = (x1 , . . . , xn )t 7→ φ(x) = (φ1 (x), . . . , φp (x))t

(2)

Kernel method computes inner product
k(x, z) = hφ (x) , φ (z)i = φ(x)t φ(z)

(3)

without referring the feature φi (i = 1, . . . , p) directly. Let
K be Kij = hφ (xi ) , φ (xj )i = k(xi , xj ), then K = Φt Φ
with Φ = (φ (x1 ) , . . . , φ (xl )) (sample matrix).
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φ2

φ2

ψ = At φ
a1

a2

ψ = At (φ − φ̄)
a1

sum of variances in subspace using orthonormal bases is
maximize

a2

:

subject to :
0

0

φ1

Figure 1. KPCA

φ1


1
tr B t G2 B
l
At A = B t GB = Id .
tr (Σψ ) =

(9)
(10)

To obtain the solution, We can use Lagrangian function

Figure 2. GKPCA
L(B, Λ) =

2.2. Kernel PCA with fiducial point at the mean
vector

Then setting


1
tr B t G2 B − tr
l

 
B t GB − Id Λ . (11)

∂L
2
= G2B − 2GBΛ
∂B
l

There are two methods for determining principal component axis : variance maximization criterion and mean square
error minimization criterion. In this paper we adopt the former criterion. This criterion maximize the variances in feature space which is linearly transformed by some orthonormal system.
Performing PCA in kernel space, we assume that
p dimensional linear space is transformed to d dimensional linear space. Let ai be an orthonormal vector of the d-dimensional linear sub-space, and let A =
(a1 , . . . , ad ). We assume φ(x) is transformed to ψ t (x) =
(ψ1 (x), . . . , ψd (x)) by a (i = 1, . . . , l), where

(4)
ψ (x) = At φ (x) − φ̄

(12)

be zero, we obtain Karush-Kuhn-Tucker(KKT) condition
1 2
G B = GBΛ
l
B t GB = Id .

(13)
(14)

Solving this KKT condition for B, we can obtain the solution.
Let the ith eigenvalue of G be µi with corresponding
eigenvector v i . Assume that v ti v i = 1 (i = 1, . . . , l), and
µ1 ≥ . . . ≥ µd ≥ 0. Since G is a symmetric matrix, eigenvectors constitute orthonormal set. Thus letting bi = √1µi vi

P
and where φ̄ = 1l li=1 φ (xi ) (see Figure 2). Let 1 be the
l × 1 vector, where all entries equal unity. Now let p × p
covariance matrix in kernel space be Σφ . Then



1
1
1
Φ Il − 11t
Il − 11t Φt . (5)
Σφ =
l
l
l

, we obtain bti Gbj = δij which satisfy eq. (14). We denote
V = (v 1 , . . . , v l ), the diagonal matrix M as Mii = µi ,
1
and M − 2 as
 1
√
if i = j
− 12
µi
.
(15)
[M ]ij =
0 if i 6= j

Σψ is d×d covariance matrix in the d-dimensional subspace
given by eq. (4) or

Then
1

t

Σψ = A Σφ A.

B = V M−2 .

(6)

And eq. (13) can be transformed to

Because orthonormal bases ai (i = 1, . . . , d) that
we want to obtain are in the kernel space, we can represent them as a linear combination of φ (xi ) − φ̄ ∈
t
F, (i = 1, . . . , l). Assuming bi = (bi1 , . . . , bil ) be the
coefficient vectors
ai =

l
X
j=1


bij φ (xj ) − φ̄ .

Further B = (b1 , . . . , bd )


1 t
A = Φ Il − 11 B.
l

(16)

(left side) =
(right side) =

1 2
1
1
G B = V M 2M − 2
l
l
1
GBΛ = V M M − 2 Λ

(17)
(18)

by using GV = V M . Since V, M are non zero matrix ,


1
1
VM
M − Λ M−2 = O
(19)
l

(7)

results in Λ = 1l M or λi = µli (i = 1, . . . , d).
One can easily check Σψ = Λ is substituting B and Λ
into Σψ and using eq.(6) , eq.(8). This means the variance
on ith axis in the d-dimensional subspace is λi , and each
axes are uncorrelated.

(8)

Now we can formalize
problem.
 PCA as an optimization

Let G = Il − 1l 11t Φt Φ Il − 1l 11t . Then maximizing
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Figure 3. Linear
PCA 1st principal
component

Figure 4. Linear
PCA 2nd principal
component

Finally ψ(z) is represented by
Figure 5. Kernel parameter and principal component of GKPCA


ψ(z) = At φ(z) − φ̄


 
1
1
= B t Il − 11t Φ φ(z) − Φ1
l
l



1
1
1
= M − 2 V t Il − 11t
k(z) − K1 (20)
l
l
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Figure 7. Variance
vs. principal component and kernel
parameter(GKPCA)

Figure 6. Variance
vs. principal component and kernel
parameter (KPCA)

Now we illustrate the generalized KPCA using artificial data. Consider a data of Figure 3 and 4 which shows
stellately distributed data on two dimensional space having
three actinoid wings.
If we apply linear principal component analysis for this
data, we obtain only two principal components which are
clearly unable to represent the data. The results are shown
in Figure 3,4. Thus KPCA would be an efficient tool in this
example.
Figure 5 shows the result of applying the generalized
KPCA for this data. In this example one can see that a small
parameter can give only features neighbor of the data, and
large parameter is too crude to represent precise features.
In a later section we will see that the optimum parameter in
this case is σ = e0.7 .
In Figure’s 6, 7 the landscapes of variance for each principal component axis scanned with kernel parameter are
shown for KPCA and the generalized KPCA (GKPCA),
respectively. From Figure 7 (GKPCA), one can see that
small parameters give equal variance for each axis, thus
each component is equally important. On the other hand
the large parameters give zero variance for each axis meaning the distribution of data is concentrated on data points.
KPCA (Figure 6), on the other hand, can not represent this,
because the center point is not appropriately set.

4

ne

6

on

2.3. Illustration via artificial data
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3. Automatic parameter tuning
As was mentioned in the previous section, when the kernel parameter is too large, each axis in the kernel space has
similar variance. On the contrary when the kernel parameter is too small, all axes have zero variances losing data
information. The optimal parameter should be in the middle of these extremes. Thus the optimal kernel space should
consist of a few principal component axes with large variance and remaining large number of principal component
axes with small variance. This is illustrated in Figure 8. We
require that the optimal kernel parameter should be maximizing the deviation of variances distribution.
Let kernel parameter be θ, and let variance of ith principal component axis be λi . According to our request, optimal kernel parameter maximizes following cost function
(see Figure 8).
l

E (θ)
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=

2
1X
λi − λ̄
l i=1

variance
of axis(λi )
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variances(λ̄)
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axes
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Figure 8. Deviation of variances

derivative of cost function

(21)

∂E
= θt + η
.
∂θ

(22)

=

∂ det(µk Il −G)

=

− ∂ det(µ∂θI −G)

=

Pl

(23)

∂fµk
∂θ

(24)

.

5

4

log σ

2

0

-2

-4
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

5

∂µk
∂θ

Pl Pl
∂G
(µi − µk ) i=1 j=1 (v k v tk )ij ∂θij
Pl
Ql
t
i=1 (µi − µk )
i=1 [vv ]ii

=

=

Ql

=

∂G
vtk
vk .

i=1
i6=k

is calculated

i6=k

(µi − µk ) v tk ∂G
∂θ v k
Ql
i=1 (µi − µk )

i=1
i6=k

i6=k

∂θ

(28)

θt := θ0



· G := Il − 1l 11t K(θt ) Il − 1l 11t


1
t ∂K(θt )
Il − 1l 11t
· ∂G
∂θ := Il − l 11
∂θ

(26)

· µ := eigenvalues of G

· V := eigenvectors of G
· for i := 1 to l
·

∂E
∂θ

∂µi
∂θ

= vti ∂G
∂θ v i
 ∂µ
:= l13 µt Il − 1l 11t ∂θ
·

Theorem 1 Let eigenvalues and eigenvectors of G be
µi , v i (i = 1, . . . , l), respectively. Then transposed cofactor matrix of (µk Il − G) is given by
(µi − µk ) v k v tk .

log σ

· repeat

To avoid much computational effort for calculating the
transposed cofactor matrix, we refer the following theorem
without proof.

l
Y

4

4

Ql

· t = 1,

∂µk

∂Gij
i=1
j=1 Cij ∂θ
Pl
i=1 Cii

3

The following Learning algorithm gives the optimizing
procedure.

(25)

k l

Pl

2

Figure 10. Derivative of cost function

k
To obtain ∂µ
∂θ , we apply the implicit function theorem and the derivation of determinant. Since µk is
an eigenvalue of G(θ), it satisfies characteristic equation
det (µk Il − G (θ)) = 0 . Thus there exists implicit function fµk (·) such as fµk (θ) = µk . Let C be the transposed
Pl
cofactor matrix of µk Il − G. Then if i=1 Cii 6= 0,

∂fµk
∂θ

1

6

Using Theorem 1,


∂λ
1
2
λ Il − 11t
l
l
∂θ


∂µ
2
1
.
µ Il − 11t
l3
l
∂θ

=

0

-3

In eq.(23), the derivative of cost function with θ is given by
∂E
∂θ

-1

8



1 t
1 t
λ Il − 11 λ
l
l

Eq.(21) can be optimized by the following steepest descent
gradient method:
θt+1

-2

Figure 9. Cost function
x 10

=

-3

· θt+1 := θt + η ∂E
∂θ
· until (θt+1 ' θt )

(27)

i=1
i6=k

Figure 9, 10 illustrate the cost function and its derivative
as functions of the kernel parameter for the data used in
section 2.3. One can easily see that the cost function gives
its maximum at σ = e0.7 where the derivative is zero.

This theorem can be proved by a regularization method of a
cofactor matrix and inverse matrix.
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4. Experimental results
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Since PCA is the preprocessing step for classification
task, we use perceptron(single layer) as a classifier. Because
GKPCA prepare powerful nonlinear mapping and enabling
appropriate dimensionality reduction, such simple classifier is sufficient for classification tasks. To enable to learn
weakly nonlinearly separable problem, we employ the sigmoidal function for the output function.
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Figure 13. Variances scanned with kernel parameter
In Figure 14, 15, the training error and the testing error are shown for the parameter and the number of principal components. The experiments were done for each parameter σ, changing the number of principal components
(Note that principal components are sorted in descending
order). Optimal parameter determined by our method is
near σ = e1.8 in this case (see Figure 13). One can observe
that both errors become small near the optimal parameter,
although we use only few principal component axes (see
Figure 16). The minimal value of average testing error was
7.53% for the optimal parameter and for the number of principal component d = 155. The true minimal value of average testing error was 6.13% obtained for the parameter
scan with σ = [e−5 , e−4.8 , . . . , e9.8 , e10 ] for d = 155 (see
Figure 15, 16). Both errors were averaged over 50 times
simulation-runs.
The optimal parameter was computed by eq.(22) setting
η = 10000, and setting σ0 randomly from [1.0, 20.0]. The
average computational time for the optimal solution is 8.01
sec. 2
We compared our method with support vector machine
using gaussian kernel. SMO algorithm [5] was used for
training SVM. We performed exhaustive search for the optimal parameters σ and C, setting σ = [e−5 , e−4 , . . . , e10 ]
C = [e−5 , e−4 , . . . , e10 ]. Note that to find out the optimal
parameter, we need to take an average of several experiments, e.g. of 50 times. The average computational time for
the search was 39.58 sec / experiment, and totally it takes

(29)

Perceptron has only one parameter called learning rate
η. Since perceptron learning approximately converges to
the same solution without regard to a value of the learning
rate, it has no heuristic parameters. Optimizing the kernel
parameter by our method, ”GKPCA-plus-perceptron” also
has no heuristic parameter. (see Figure 11).

4.2. Face recognition
To test our method, we applied it to face images of
the HOIP database 1 . The data consist of 300 images
of 150 males and 150 females, and each image is normalized to 46 × 44 pixels having real number from 0
through 1. Thus the input vector has 2024-dimensions. We
classified male and female into two categories (see Figure 12). We performed 10-fold-cross-varidation with randomly divided data, and took average of five 10-fold-crossvalidations. Perceptron’s learning rate was set to η = 0.1.
The landscape of variance for each principal component
axis scanned with kernel parameter σ are shown in Figure
13.
1 The facial data in this paper are used by permission of Softopia Japan,
Research and Development Division, HOIP Laboratory. It is strictly prohibited to copy, use, or distribute the facial data without permission.

2 The
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programs were run on Pentium4(2.53GHz) with 512MB RAM.

σ = exp(0)
σ = exp(1)
σ = exp(4)
σ = exp(2)
σ = exp(3)
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Figure 14. Average training error

rameters. We showed GKPCA-plus-perceptron can attain
enough classification performance which is comparable to
SVM.
The extention to the multi-class problem would have
some merits because each class can have different parameter by our method.
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log σ

Figure 15. Average testing error
1979 sec to obtain the optimal kernel parameters. The minimal value of average testing error is obtained as 5.86% with
σ = e5 , C = e7 .
We conclude from the experiments that the kernel parameter is near optimal. Although, we employ the perceptron algorithm, generalization errors are different only 2%
from SVM.
We characterized the relationship between kernel parameter and eigenvalues about the data sets (iris, wine,
glass, baberman, bupa-liver-disorders, ionosphere, breastcancer-wisconsin, vehicle, vowel, segment) collected from
UCI Repository of machine-learning-databases(http://
www.ics.uci.edu /˜mlearn /MLRepository.html). Therefore
the data set which has distribution of eigenvalues similar to
Figure 7 or Figure 13 seems to avoid the local minimum
problem with our optimization method. All of the data sets
indicates that each distribution of the eigenvalues resembles
the used face data.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method which can tune the
kernel parameter automatically. Furthermore the merit applying GKPCA-plus-perceptron is that we can solve any
classification problem without heuristically determined pa-
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Abstract
The data on which a MLP (multi-layer perceptron) is to
be trained to approximate a continuous function may
include inputs that are categorical in addition to numeric
or quantitative inputs. An approach examined in this
paper is to train a hybrid network consisting of an MLP
and a encoder with multiple output units; a separate
output unit for various combinations of values of the
categorical variables. Input to the feed forward sub
network of the hybrid network is restricted to truly
numerical quantities.
Results show that the method discussed here of
separating numerical from quantitative is quite effective.

used both for non-linear model identification and for
testing the statistical significance of categorical inputs to a
neural network Bishop [6,7] introduces a new class of
neural, network models obtained by combining a
conventional neural network with a mixture density
model. The complete system is called a Mixture Density
Network. Lee and Lee [8] also address the problem of
multi-value regression estimation with neural network
architecture.
This paper is organized as follows. It commences with
a description of a neural network construction and its
amended training algorithm. This is followed by the
results of simulations that demonstrate the validity of the
approach suggested in this paper.

2

Alternative Approach
2.1

1

Introduction

Introduction

Often the data on which a multiplayer perceptron
(MLP) is to be trained to approximate a continuous
function has inputs that are categorical rather than numeric
or quantitative. A MLP [1,2] with connection matrices that
multiply input values and sigmoid functions that further
transform values however represents a continuous
mapping in all input variables. The values of categorical
variables even if they are ordinal should not be passed
through the MLP as if they were continuous in nature
since Kolmogorov’s theorem is only proven for a network
that is used to represent a continuous mapping. The
underlying function to be represented may really be
several distinct functions with the values of the categorical
variable labeling these functions. As an alternative then
we could consider a separate MLP for various
combinations of values for the categorical variables found
in the training data and expected during prediction.
Another method that makes use of several networks in
combination is the mixture of experts [3]. Other work
using neural networks in case where categorical variables
are present is by Barton and Burgess [4]. Burgess [5]
describes a methodology, based upon the statistical
concept of analysis of variance (ANOVA), which can be

A commonly used approach is to convert the
categorical values into real numbers and to feed them
together with the other numerical input into a single MLP
without distinction from the numerical input. Let us
instead consider a more general approach as shown in
Figure 1. In this case the categorical input is treated
separately from the numerical input.

s

categorical
feature
vectorc
numeric
feature
vectorx

encoder
z
MLPs

FFNN

output

Figure 1 General network with categorical input
treated seperately
If we represent the output of the neural network by z
then the complete network calculates the output as
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y = f (z ,M(w ,s))

(1)

with M (w,s) = (Mi (w,si) i = 0,1..h-1) and where Mi
(w,si) could be Boolean functions with values from {0,1} .
The parameter vector w would be trainable. si i = 0,1..h-1
are elements of {0,1} and are the components of output of
the encoder network. We may now consider various
options since we have choices regarding the M function
performed by the FFNN, the encoder and the MLPs.
2.2

The FNNN

The first simplification is to set Mi (w,si) = si and let f
be the dot product. The output of the combined network is
the dot product of the output of the MLP, z, with the
output of the encoder, s i.e

y=z.s

(2)

If s is a 1 of n vector with the position of the 1
identifying the output unit of the MLP then s behaves like
a selector by selecting the ouput that applies.
2.3

The MLPs

As far as the MLPs are concerned we could consider a
separate MLP for each combination of values for the
categorical variables, c, found in the training data and
expected during prediction. In statistical terms the ANN
consists of several MLP’s with a dedicated MLP for each
regression equation as shown in Figure 2. Each regression
equation corresponds to a subset of different combination
of values of categorical variables.

y=(W (1) .(f(W (0) .x)).s

(3)
output selector s

categorical feature vector c

encoder

z

The nominal input through selector, s, then determines
which MPL has the correct result for the continuous input.
The encoder will generate a 1 of n binary vector, s, that is
combined with the output of the MLP in a dot product.
The FNN selects the MLP that provides the correct output.
For example each of the three MLP’s in Figure 2
represents a different regression equation. This means that
the categorical feature vectors are used as function
identifiers rather than as values of a quantitative variable.
In the case of one category variable with 3 values 3
separate networks each with a single output unit would be
trained. In case of the Boston housing data discussed in
this paper up to 12 networks would be required depending
upon the allowable number of combinations of categorical
values.
The problem with the preceding method of including
categorical input separately is that the number of output
units required for the network is equal to the number of
categorical feature values or even combinations of feature
values (not the number of categorical features). The
training data is effectively segmented with a segment for
each categorical feature value. This may leave some
segments with very few training elements and some with
no training elements at all. It is quite possible that some
categorical feature value combinations do not occur in the
training data set because they are not at all possible in
reality.
However a collection of MLPS, each with the same
input and each with one output unit is equivalent to a
single MLP that is not fully connected between the hidden
layer and the output layer. Each output unit will only be
connected to the subset of hidden units that correspond to
the same component MLP.
If we now allow the single MLP to be fully connected
from hidden layer we get a MLP with more expressive
power, because of additional degrees of freedom, to
represent each of the two regression equations We may
reduce the number of hidden units. Based on this the
approach examined in this paper is to train a single MLP
with multiple outputs; a separate output unit for each rule
or condition.
The transfer function corresponding to the complete
feed-forward network that accepts both the quantitative
and categorical input is then

MLP

y=(W (1) .(f(W (0) .x)).s
numeric feature vector x
MLP

MLP

Figure 2 Separate MLP’s

FFNN

y

(4)

The matrices W(0) and W(1) correspond to the
connection matrices for the first and second layer
respectively in the MLP. For simplicity sake the additional
unit in the input layer and hidden layer of the MLP subnetwork that has a constant input of –1 to be multiplied by
a weight representing bias has been left out.
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2.4

The Encoder Network

Next the encoder network operation will be described.
The encoder network accepts the categorical input portion
of the total input and produces a selector vector, s. The dot
product of this 1 of n selector vector with the output of the
MLP, z, produces the final output, y. The encoder network
converts the categorical input into a partitioned 1 of n code
as illustrated in (5). The coded categorical input is then
compared to entries in a table, S.
For a particular categorical variable a category is
represented by a binary vector using 1-of-n encoding. (n is
the number of categories). Each category for a category
variable is then represented by a position in a binary
vector. These 1 of n arrays are combined to form a 1dimensional array of 1-dimensional arrays. The benefit of
this representation is that conditions for rules are easier to
express as subsets of coded inputs. An example is shown
in (5).

of the MLP that produces the value closest to the target
output for the given training pattern is used to update the
connection matrices, W(0) and W(1), of the MLP. It is
important to note that the connection matrix, W(1),
between the hidden layer and the output layer has only the
row corresponding to the winning output unit modified.
The categorical input concatenated with the identifier of
the output unit producing the smallest error, through
selector s, is then either added to a table, S, or replaces an
entry in the table or does nothing to the table. Note that
this in general will be a many to one mapping. As a final
step in training, table, S, is reduced by combining rows
that contain the same value for s whenever possible. The
entries in the first column will then be conditions.
Formally let t be the target output of the entire network,
y the output of the entire network and z the output of the
MLP. Then

e=y-t

(5)

[(0, 1, 0), (1, 0), (1, 0)]

and

A condition for selection an output unit would then be
expressed as

[(1, 1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)]

(6)

There may be several conditions or rules like this with
each condition corresponding to a regression equation.
Each rule consists of a condition and the identifier of a
regression equation. An example of a set of rules, S, is in
Table 1.

e = (z - t)

[(1,0,0), (1, 1), (0, 1)]
[(0,1,0), (0, 1), (1, 0)]
[(0,0,1), (1, 0), (0, 1)]
[(1,0,1), (0, 1), (1, 0)]
[(0,1,0), (1, 0), (0, 1)]
[(0,0,1), (1, 0), (1, 0)]
[(1,1,0), (1, 0), (1, 0)]
[(0,1,1), (0, 1), (0, 1)]

2.5

1 of n representation
of output unit
identifier and selector s
001
001
001
010
010
010
100
100

Training

Training is done by using gradient descent as is
normally done on a feed forward network with some
additional operations that will be described next.
There are several output units for the MLP while in the
training data there is only one scalar output value for each
input. To obtain an error value for training, the output unit

(8)

Note that bolded e is a vector and un-bolded e is a
scalar.

e= y-t = s.z -t = s.(z -t) = s.e

(9)

A performance measure we may use during training is
as in eqn. (10)

Table 1 An example of S
Condition

(7)

C

(y  t) 2
2

e2
2

(10)

Then

 U C e U y

(11)

U represents any parameter of the network to be
learned. Now

 U y=s. U z +z. U s

(12)

U is replaced by the connection matrices W(0) and W(1).
s is a function of the categorical input, q, and does not
depend on the connection matrices in the trained network
even if it does during training as we will see later.
Therefore the second term on the right side in (12) can be
dropped. Then
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 W(0) z

( W (1)

W (0) .x × I

x

(13)

(0)

 W(1) z

(14)

We get

s. W(0) z = (s.W (1) u
s. W(1) z s
s

(0)

x

(15)

(0)

(16)

(0)

(17)

f(x) is equal to tanh(x). Note that component-wise
multiplication of arrays is defined as long as the
dimensions of one of the arrays form a prefix of the
dimensions of the other array. Thus the component wise
multiplication between a 3*4 array and a 3*4*6 array is
defined. I is the identity matrix with the same rank as s.
The complete training algorithm consists of applying
the following:

z =W (1) .f(W (0) .x)

(18)

s pmin(z -t) =1 and 0 otherwise

(19)

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/ MLRepository.html. It is
concerned with housing values in suburbs of Boston. The
feature vectors consist of 12 continuous attributes, one
non-ordered binary-valued attribute and one ordered
categorical attribute. Thus we have two kinds of
categorical features. The value to be predicted is the
median value of owner-occupied homes in $1000's.
The first categorical variable has the values 0 and 1
while the second has the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and
24. Using 1 of n encoding the first variable requires 2 bits
and the second 9 bits for a total of 11 bits. The total
number of combinations for categorical input is 2*9=18
although only 15 show up in the simulation. The number
of hidden units per output unit is set at 5. The mean square
error on training data before training was 1051.2. While
the mean square error on test data before training was
1034.8.The learning rate was 0.0001 for both connection
matrices. The number of output units made available is 15
while the number actually used is 11. Figure 3 shows the
progress in training. The error on the test data is very close
to the error on the training error at each epoch.

pm in (z-t) means position of maximum in z-t.

'W (0)

 P 0 u e u (s.W (1) u

'W (1)

 P1 u e u s

(0)

x (20)

(0)

(21)

Figure 3
The table, S, obtained by training and sorted by the last
column is

In addition to the above the table S is updated at each
step.

3

Table 2 Categorical input versus selector

Simulations
R
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5

Following are the results of carrying out simulations to
permit comparisons of the approaches discussed
previously.

3.1

Simulation 1 -Boston Housing Data

The data for this simulation is from the StatLib library
that is maintained at Carnegie Mellon University. The
creator is Harrison, D. and Rubinfeld, D.L. 'Hedonic
prices and the demand for clean air', J. Environ.
Economics & Management, vol.5, 81-102, 1978. Date:
July 7, 1993. The data set is available at
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Categorical input
[(0 1), (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0)]
[(0 1), (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0)]
[(0 1), (0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1)]
[(1 0), (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(0 1), (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1)]
[(0 1), (0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0)]
[(0 1), (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)]
[( 0 0), (0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0)]
[( 0 0), (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0)]

s
000000000000010
000000000000010
000000000000100
000000000010000
000000000100000
000000010000000
000000100000000
000001000000000
000010000000000
000010000000000
000100000000000
010000000000000
010000000000000
100000000000000
100000000000000

The first column is there to identify the rows for the
purpose of the reader. This table is reduced to
Table 3 Condition versus selector value
Condition
[(1 0), (0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0)]
[(1 1), (1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0)]
[(0 1), (0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1)]
[(1 0), (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1)]
[(1 0), (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)]
[(0 1), (0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0)]
[(0 1), (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0)]
[(1 0), (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0)]
[(1 1), (1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0)]

3.2

Selector
10000000000
01000000000
00100000000
00010000000
00001000000
00000100000
00000010000
00000001000
00000000100
00000000010
00000000001

Simulation 2-Abalone Data
Figure 4 Training on Abalone Data

The source of the data for this experiment is the Marine
Resources Division, Marine Research Laboratories –
Taroona, Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries,
Tasmania GPO Box 619F, Hobart, Tasmania 7001,
Australia.
The
data
set
is
available
at
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html. The
data is for predicting the age of abalone from physical
measurements. The number of attributes is 8 with all but
one being continuously valued. The output data is
normalized before training. Of 4177 feature vectors 1/2
were used for training and the other 1/2 was used for
testing.).
The simulation was done with 3 output units and 3 hidden
units per output unit. The mean square error based on
training data before training commenced was 2.328320995
and the mean square error on test data before training
commenced was 2.502301048. The number of epochs
allowed was 25. he learning rates for the two connection
matrices was 0.0001. The actual number of output units
used was 3. The training error and testing error at the end
of 25 epochs was 0.232212 and 0.247859.

The table identifying the output unit corresponding to a
category value is as shown in Table 4. Three output units
were made available and 3 were utilized with one unit for
each category variable

Table 4 Selector of output unit
Category
M
F
I

4

Category in 1 of n
001
010
100

Output unit
1
0
2

Output unit in 1 of n
010
100
001

Conclusion

We have shown how the categorical features may be
segregated from the numeric features when using an MLP
for prediction. The numeric feature vector is processed by
an MLP with several outputs that are then combined with
the coded form of the categorical feature vector. This is
somewhat similar to the statistical approach except that
non-linearities are used instead of linearities [9]. The only
correct way is to have a separate function and separate
MLP for each categorical feature vector but this is not
feasible unless there is sufficient data for feature vector
instance. Including several outputs in the MLP is an
attempt to approximate the method of having a separate
function approximator MLP for each categorical feature
vector instance. Since the connection matrix from the
input layer to the hidden layer is fixed this approximation
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is limited. Further work includes finding a Boolean
function to replace the table, S.

5
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Abstract
Rule extraction from neural networks often focusses on
exact equivalence and is often tested on relatively small
canonical examples. We apply genetic algorithms to the
extract approximate rules from neural networks. The
method is robust and works with large networks. We compare the results with rules obtained using state of the art
decision tree methods and achieve superior performance
to straight forward application of the WEKA implementation of the C5 algorithm, J48.PART.

algorithms to extract rules from the network which themselves are superior to those we obtained from decision tree
analysis.
BACKGROUND TO RULE EXTRACTION
A wide variety of methods are now available, recently reviewed by Andrews et al. [2]. Tickle et al [20] revisits the
Andrews classification of rule extraction methods and emphasise distinction between decompositional and pedagogical approaches. Rule extraction methods usually start
by finding a minimal network, in terms of number of hidden
units and overall connectivity. Setiono [18] for example
adds penalty terms to the error function to bias backpropagation like training towards such sparse networks.
The next simplification, the key feature of the method, is to
quantize or cluster the hidden unit activations. It is then
possible, link by link, to extract combinations of inputs
which will activate each hidden unit, singly or together and
thus output generate rules. This unit by unit analysis characterises the decompositional approach. Although it can
yield exact representations, the computational time may
grow exp onential with number of inputs (attributes) as
noted by Tickle et al. [2] for decompositional algorithms
such as Subset and KT.

Keywords
Neural networks, rule extraction, genetic algorithms, rule
based classifiers.
INTRODUCTION
It seems somewhat strange to extract rules from artificial
neural networks (ANN), when neural solutions were
thought to be distinctive. The huge growth of activity in
neural networks from the mid-80s occurred because they
seemed to be able to solve problems intractable by conventional logic-based artificial intelligence. In fact a series of
seminal papers [1], Abu Mostafa asserted that neural networks were particularly effective on problems of high algorithmic complexity [12], common in many pattern recognition. Such problems intrinsically require very many complex
rules for their solution.

Taha and Ghosh [19] suggest for binary inputs such as our
data generating a truth table from the inputs and simplying
the resultant Boolean function. But this simplification is
itself combinatorially nasty and thus the method works only
for small networks. They also refine the Liu and Setiono [13]
methods using linear programming. The test networks have
just a few inputs.

However, the success of ANNs in many areas led to a
deeper understanding of how they work and detailed comparisons with statistical and other methods, such as the
classic book by Ripley [16]. But the ease of use, resilience
to lack of understanding of search space, and the ready
availability of good software ensures the continuing use of
ANN methods.

The growth of computational time with number of attributes
makes minimising the size of the neural network essential
and some methods evolve minimal topologies. Santos et al
[17] use genetic algorithms in combination with the Setiono
rule extraction to optimise network topology using quality
indices on the rules extracted as a fitness function to guide
network evolution.

But in some situations where an ANN solution is to be distributed to a large client base, with little background in
ANNs, for extended use in safety critical applications, some
intuitive support is highly desirable. In such situations a set
of rules is very valuable because of its greater ease of comprehension and its link to common sense and experience.

The pedagogical approaches treat the neural network as a
black box [20] and use the neural network only to generate
test data for the rule generation algorithm. Keedwell et
al.[11] use genetic algorithms to evolve rules directly. They
use a wild-card like representation where each input to the

In earlier work [5] we showed that neural networks outperform state of the art decision tree methods on a human classification problem. In the present paper we apply genetic
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neural network is represented explicitly in the chromosome
by one or more bits with zeros for don't care inputs. Our
method is broadly similar, but since the number of inputs we
have is very high, we use a different encoding scheme as
discussed below. The Keedwell approach requires a specific
term in the fitness function to make the rules as small as
possible, since each chromosome admits every possible
attribute. In our approach, we enforce maximum size predicates and number of rules thus reducing the size of the
search space.

number of cases. Overall error of the classification is then
reported as an average of the error obtained during the test
phase of each fold.
Variations in results for each iteration in a cross-validation
occur depending on the cases used in the training and holdout folds, which can lead differences in overall results.
Thus, rather than use the cross-validation function, which
is part of the rule based classifier, the cases in the dataset
were randomized and split into ten separate train and test
sets. Using this method, both the rule based classifier and
the neural network were trained using the exact same fold
splits.

METHODOLOGY
The following methodology was employed:
1. Format dataset for training.
2. Generate random splits of the dataset for crossvalidation.
3. Perform classification using rule based classifier.
4. Train the neural network
5. Extract rules from neural network using a genetic algorithm
6. Assess and compare the predictive accuracy of the rules
from the neural network with those obtained using the
rule based classifier.

Rule Based Classifier
Algorithms that derive rule sets from decision trees first
generate the tree, then transform it into a simplified set of
rules [9]. Based on results from previous research [3], the
WEKA J48.PART [21] algorithm was selected to derive and
evaluate rules sets from the training data.
Neural Network Training
The ANN was feed-forward, and one hidden layer was
found to be sufficient [5], with 6 hidden units. Training was
carried out using the neural network toolbox from Matlab
[14], with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and logsigmoid transfer function [16].

Formatting of the Dataset
The data for analysis was provided by Foy as part of a larger study [8]. The data set contained 24 mulit-value categorical input and 3 output variables for 357 human profiling
cases (see [4,5] for a detailed discussion and description).
For classification using J48.PART, the data was converted
to ARFF format [21], which provides the attribute definitions and the data instances without specifying the attribute for prediction. Selection of the prediction attribute and
filtering of any unwanted attributes is carried out within the
Weka scheme.

Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms [15], [10] are now a mature optimisation
technique, achieving good results on NP hard problems in
practical times. We employed a simple genetic algorithm
with a single population, no self-adaptation of parameters,
and a variety of conventional cross-over mechanisms.
The genetic code is of fixed length and encodes a maximum
number of rules and conditions per rule. Binary represented
integers are used to describe each condition in the rule with
a further bit setting this condition to true or false. The networks have 90 inputs, so 7 bit integers are used for each
predicate. 38 values are thus unused, but they serve an important function. If input values appear in this high range,
they do not generate a condition. Thus, the genetic code
can describe rules with fewer conditions in the predicate
than the maximum allowable.

For neural network training, the dataset was converted to
numeric binary values. This resulted in 96 inputs and 3 outputs due to the conversion of the multi-value categorical
inputs.
Random Splits for Cross-Validation
Evaluation of an algorithm’s predictive ability is best carried
out by testing on data not used to d erive rules [21], thus all
training was carried out using tenfold cross-validation.
Cross-validation is a standard method for obtaining an error
rate of the learning scheme on the data [21]. Tenfold crossvalidation splits the data into a number of blocks equal to
the chosen number of folds (in this case 10). Each block
contains approximately the same number of cases and the
same distribution of classes. Each case in the data is used
just once as a test case and the error rate of the classifier
produced from all the cases is estimated as the ratio of the
total number of errors on the holdout cases to the total

After the predicate comes the rule outcome. Together this
chunk of predicate and outcome is repeated to the maximum
number of rules allowed. Since the data has three outcomes,
a fourth outcome (from 2 bits) is available. This could be
used to indicate a null rule, but in the work presented
herein, has a different function. The neural networks seem
to generalise well and were tested with extensive crossvalidation [5]. However, if we now generate random inputs
and observe the neural network output, we can sometimes
get inconsistent outputs. Thus there are regions of the
search space, which would not occur in practice, in which
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the neural network is less secure. This fourth bit encodes
the ``don't know'' case.

Table 1. Error Comparison

As an illustration, suppose we have two rules each with
three conditions. The chromosome will have 136 bits as
shown in Figure 1. Square brackets denote the number of
bits in each gene.

Rule 1

Fold
1

31.4

0.00

0.84

2

31.4

1.40

1.40

3

14.3

0.00

0.56

4

30.5

5.04

2.24

5

36.1

1.68

1.40

6

41.7

2.24

2.24

7

19.4

0.56

1.12

8

22.2

0.56

0.56

9

38.9

0.84

1.40

10

33.3

1.68

2.52

Avg Err

29.9

1.40

1.43

Rule 2

[7] [1] [7] [1] [7] [1] [2] [7] [1] [7] [1] [7] [1] [2]
Attribute number Value (on/off)

Rule outcome

Figure 1. Example chromosome for a two rule,
three condition set.

The fitness function is simply the aggregate performance of
the rule set measured against the neural network outputs.
No majority voting on rules is imposed, so rules giving erroneous classification feed through to the fitness function.
The approach is holistic. No one rule, regardless of number
of cases it classifies, is given explicit preference over any
other. This holistic approach avoids the brittleness of other
methods, since the rules are optimised as a set rather than
determined in sequence according to some criterion.

Weka NN_Random NN_Fixed

Error Comparison
45
40

% Error

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

1

The genetic algorithm methods were implemented using the
Genetic Algorithm Toolbox [6]for Matlab [14].

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Fold Number

Weka

NN_Random

NN_Fixed

RESULTS
Figure 2. Graph Comparing Errors

The predictive accuracy of the rule based classifier and the
ANN, using both random and fixed initial weights and biases, were compared. As can be seen in both Table 1 and
Figure 2, the ANN, regardless of starting conditions,
achieved superior accuracy over the rule based classifier
(WEKA). These results are consistent with previous research [5].

Genetic Algorithm Parameters
The genetic algorithm initialized with the following parameters:

The rule based classifier achieved 70% predictive accuracy,
whereas the ANN was able to, on average, correctly predict outcomes 99% of the time. Additionally, as each fold contained exactly the same train and test cases for all methods, it can be seen
that classification errors vary randomly, with high error rates not
linked to specific folds For example, the Weka method had the
highest error on the sixth fold, whereas the ANN with random
starting conditions had the highest error on the fourth fold. From
the results of this ten-fold cross validation, the ANN with fixed
starting conditions would appear to be most stable.

i.

Number of individuals in the population: 40

ii.

Maximum number of generations: 1000

iii.

Generation gap: 1

iv.

Selection function: 'sus' (stochastic universal sampling)

v.

Maximum number of conditions: 3

vi.

Number of rules: 18

Variations in the values of the initialization parameters were used,
however, best results were achieved with the values above. The
genetic algorithm converged quickly within the first 100 generations, with minimal improvement in fit in the following 900 generations (Figure 3).
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17. IF urban = Condition2, off, AND history = Condition2, on,
AND season = Condition1, off, THEN =outcome2
18. IF appearance = Condition1, off, AND ph_outcome2 =
Condition2, on, AND reporter = Condition4, on, THEN
=outcome3

Although the maximum number of conditions per rule is set
at three, as mentioned previously, the genetic code can describe rules with fewer conditions in the predicate than the
maximum allowable. The ruleset generated by the genetic
algorithm produced 8 rules with the maximum three clauses,
5 rules with two clauses and 5 rules with one clause (Figure
4). The rules were valid for 306 or 86% of cases in the dataset. This represents a significant improvement over the 70%
accuracy achieved by the rule based classifier. Importantly,
this improvement in accuracy was achieved using fewer
rules (18 as apposed to 22 for the rule based classifier) with
fewer clauses (see Figure 4), thus abiding by the minimum
description length principle [7].

Figure 3. Convergence over 1000 generations

Rule set from the Genetic Code
The following ruleset was derived from the neural network using
the genetic algorithm.
IF behavioural = Condition3, on, AND region = Condition 1,
off, AND Age = Condition3, on, THEN =outcome1

2.

IF mn_problems = Condition3, off, AND reporter = Condition1, on, AND Marital_status = Condition2, on, THEN
=outcome1

3.

IF longterm_stressors = Condition2, on, THEN =outcome2

4.

IF time = Condition2, on, AND risk = Condition8, on,
THEN =outcome2

5.

IF Age = Condition3, on, THEN =outcome2

6.

IF reporter = Condition2, off, AND dependen = Condition2,
off, AND time = Condition4, off, THEN =outcome4

7.

IF occupation = Condition2, off, THEN =outcome1

8.

IF time = Condition4, off, AND last_seen = Condition2, off,
AND day = Condition4, off, THEN =outcome1

9.

IF day = Condition1, off, THEN =outcome2
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Figure 4. Comparison of Number of Rules and Conditions

DISCUSSION
Keedwell et al. [11] also find on manufactured test data with
varying amounts of noise. They found a slight advantage
for their GANN method when noise levels are high. Their
technique uses additional heuristics after a set of rules has
been generated by the genetic algorithm. The rules obtained
may be contradictory and a voting system is used for
choosing the classification in the event of conflict. Our fitness function explicitly penalises rules which generate incorrect outputs in some cases, thus the rule sets we evolve
do not need further refinement or heuristics. Pedagogical
methods of this kind may behave quite well with increasing
size of neural network and number of attributes. The comp utation time for the neural network generation of test classifications grows approximately linearly with the number of
connections, which is favourable. The complexity of the
genetic algorithm depends on the size of the rule set, each
iteration depending linearly on the number of rules and depends only weakly on the number of conditions in the current implementation. But, most significantly, it is most effective, when regardless of the size of neural network, a small
number of rules capture the important characteristics of the

10. IF mn_problems = Condition6, on, AND longterm_stressors
= Condition4, off, AND day = Condition3, on, THEN
=outcome2
11. IF risk = Condition4, off, AND character = Condition1, off,
THEN =outcome1
12. IF Age = Condition2, on, THEN =outcome2
13. IF season = Condition3, off, AND day = Condition1, on,
THEN =outcome2
14. IF occupation = Condition6, on, AND longterm_stressors =
Condition2, off, AND reporter = Condition1, off, THEN
=outcome3
15. IF mn_problems = Condition2, on, AND longterm_stressors
= Condition1, off, THEN =outcome3
16. IF occupation = Condition2, off, AND occupation = Condition7, on, THEN =outcome2
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data, i.e. where the data is essentially of low algorithmic
complexity [12]. It is in such cases that the rule extraction
process will be of most value to the end user.

[9]

CONCLUSION

[10] Holland, J. H., Genetic algorithms Scientific American, vol.
pp. pp. 45-50, Jul, 1992.

The genetic algorithm approach described here determines
rules better than those found from various decision tree
based methods. It is simple to implement, but requires considerable computing resources for the large neural networks
of the present paper. As such its greatest value is for determining heuristic rules for medium term use by practitioners who welcome the intuitive description that rules provide.

[11] Keedwell, E., Narayanan, A., and Savic, D., Creating rules
from trained neural networks using genetic algorithms International Journal of Computers, Systems and Signals
(IJCSS), vol. 1, 2000.
[12] Li, M. and Vitanyi, P. An Intorduction to Kolmogorov
Complexity and its Applications, 1997: Springer-Verlag,
[13] Liu, H. and Setiono, R., Incremental feature selection Journal of Applied Intelligence, vol. 9 , pp. 217-230, 1998.
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Abstract: Generally the neural networks
employing Bayesian decision do not output one
simple hypothesis, but a manifold of probability
distributions. This throws out the bayes posterior
coefficients as a large number of classifiers.
Here a novel method based on differential
feedback is explored to merge these classifiers.
The experimental results confirm affine
transportation of these classifiers. Also, it has
been shown that the differentially fed Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) learn in much the
same way as Bayesian learning and are hence
resistant to over fitting

choices of feedback. The amount of feedback is
proportional to Kullback divergence distance i.e.,
planes are Kullback distance apart. The kullback
divergence of pdf p from pdf q is given by
p*log(p/q) (3)
In this paper, different orders of differential
feedback form a manifold of hyperplanes and are
related to manifolds of pdfs. The distance
between them and the trajectory of a point on
these planes is explored. In section 2
differentially fed ANNs are introduced. In
section 3 the superposition of hyperplanes is
explained. The simulation results are given in
section 4 section 5 concludes

1 INTRODUCTION
In Information geometry, a family of probability
distributions are made use to compute quantities
related to pdf including mutual interactions. It
was used to study multilayer perceptrons [1]. A
family of distributions called exponential family
has the pdf

2. FORMALISM OF DIFFERENTIALLY
FED ANN
The output y of a neural network except for the
nonlinearities can be written as
y=Σwixi.

P (y,θ)=exp{Σθiki(y)- ψ(θ)}
(1)
Where θ is the cosystem, k= ki(y) are adequate
functions of y, ψ the offset. The exponential
family forms α=±1 flat manifold. For this
Riemann-christoffel
curvature
vanishes
identically. This is non Euclidean space. For this
manifold, there exists α=±1 affine cosystem.
This is because log of pdf is linear in θ . For any
two distributions p (y) and q (y) the geodesic
connecting them is given by

(4)

Where xi are the inputs wi, the corresponding
weights. The thing to be noted is weight cannot
span the entire input space, whatever may be the
training mode. Again the linearity of the output
(1) may be viewed as a particular case of ARMA
y(n+1)=b0y(n)+b1y(n-1)+…..+a0xn+… (5)
Where b0.. and a0.. are constants. The auto
regressive terms b0…bn may be realized using
inherent differential feedback [3]. With
differential feedback it has been found out [3]
that the no of iterations required for training is
reduced as shown in the table I.XOR gate is
considered for simulation. Gaussian distributed
random input with seed value 1000 is taken as
input. With I order different feedback, the output
may be written as:

log (p (y, t))=(1-t)log p(y)+t log q(y)- ψ(t) (2)
A family of Divergence measures namely αdivergence is associated with the manifold of pdf
[2]. The α=-1 divergence is known as Kullback
divergence. These divergence functions give a
Reimannian metric to the manifold of pdf.
The networks are represented by a set of
parameters called weights θ=wij .A family of
networks parameterized by θ forms a manifold, θ
playing the role of a cosystem.. In this paper, it is
shown that they form hyperplanes for different

ΣWixi+b1y1
(6)
y1 being the I order differential. This equation
once again represents a plane parallel to Σwixi.
Thus the set of differentially fed ANNs form a
manifold of parallel planes, with ∞ order
feedback being the plane with zero error.
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Table 1. Performance with feedback
Order of differential
No feedback
I order
II order

Square error
18
18
18

Iterations
1156
578
289

Table 2..Performance with II order feedback
Order of differential
II order Feedback
Equivalent Output

Square error
18
18

Iterations
578
578

Also, simulation results of table 2 show that two
terms of II order differential feedback i.e., y2-y1
and y1-y0 can be replaced by a single equivalent
plane represented by

Gaussian distributed. In Gaussian distribution
with Zero mean, the pdf can be written as

Weq=(w1*iextra+w2*iextra1)/y0
(7)
In II order differential feedback system, the two
differential terms can be replaced by a single
term. Extending this principle, the ∞ terms of ∞
order differential feedback can be replaced by a
single term.

The error energy of a plane x may be written as
(x-d)2. (x-d) being the distance of x from eigen
plane d (or the actual value). The entropy of such
a distribution takes minimum value when (xd)=0. i.e. entropy is min when the plane reaches
the eigen plane The Natural learning algorithm
is given by [5]

p(x)=exp((energy of x)/σ2 ) (11)

This is termed as eigen plane which is the
practical way of generating lowest error. Now
the differential feedback becomes
dy/dt+d2y/dt2+…

θ (t+1)=θ (t)-η G-1 (12)
i.e.,newplane=oldplane+deviation This shows
that the repeated learning in gradient descent
algorithm shifts the planes towards the eigen
plane in the same way the diff feed back will do
,but fails to reach it because eigen plane does
not belong to the space spanned by inputs alone.

(8)

Taking Z transform, & then the inverse,
yeq = IZT{Y (z)/(1-z)} (9)
2.1. Information geometry of differential
feedback
For less error, the plane spanned by the weight
vectors should be as close as possible to the
eigen plane. When I order differential feedback
is given, the new plane is given by
ynew = wixi+a*yold

.

d

Eigen plane

Arbitrary plane

(10)
Figure.1.Differential feedback planes

Which is a parallel plane. To start with, set
Yold=0.So, y = wixi. Since
error varies
asymptotically with order, the gap
between
parallel planes decreases and the infinite order
Plane coincides with the eigen plane. If
still
more feedback is given, error increases further
as shown in fig.2

Err
or
eigen plane
Feed

To show that the entropy is minimum on the
eigen plane, consider the exponential family as
given in [4] . The error may be assumed to be

Feedback
Figure2. Feedback v/s error
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to the hidden Auto regression associated with
differential feedback

3. SUPERPOSITION OF HYPERPLANES
Bayesian learning [6] is a pdf over hypothesis
(parameterized) space, expressing degree of
belief in a specific hypothesis. A neural network
trained with Bayesian learning algorithm outputs
entire distribution of probabilities over
hypothesis set rather than a single hypothesis.
Such a distribution is Bayes’ aposterior and
depends up on the training data and on the prior
distribution. This dependency on the aprior
distributions make it a memory system where
previous outputs take a role in deciding the
present output. In the present context each
hypothesis corresponds to one hyper plane i.e.,
different orders of feedback. Alternative
perspective is that each hyperplane may be
taught of as a classifier with an associated
probability density function. Degree of belief is 0
for no feedback and increases towards 1 for
infinite feedback or when all classifiers merge.
In such a classifier the actual output may be
thought of as superposition of beliefs [7] i.e.,
addition of different feedbacks. As the order of
differential feedback increases, the number of
estimators considered in the sum increases by the
same amount and hence the degree of belief
moves towards 1.The addition is not simple but
weighted by belief or pdf. In [1]. it has been
proved that the n number of differential terms
with a feedback of degree n may be replaced by
a single nth degree differential term. It follows
that, a single equivalent or effective distribution
will be thrown out with nth degree differential
feedback. It may be seen that equation. 13 runs
in much the same way as that of
equation.7.Finally we arrive at the eigen plane.
I.e. the superposed effect of all classifiers is the
eigen plane. This gives

3.1. Resistance for over training
The posterior has two components-a data
independent Gaussian prior part and a data
dependent term. Logically, the Gaussian part
may be attributed to the previous or differential
terms of the output since the weighted sum of
any probability distribution function in general
turns towards Gaussian, by central limit theorem.
Such a Gaussian classifier is known to resistant
to over fitting
3.2..Bayesian learning
The result of Bayesian learning is a pdf over the
hypothesis space each expressing the degree of
belief in a specific hypothesis as an
approximation to the target function. The aprior
distribution P(λ) generally encodes some prior
knowledge. With the arrival of data pattern D the
aprior distribution gets updated using Baye’s rule
as P (λ|D) ∝ P (D|λ) P (λ).Taking Logarithm
both sides, we get
Log (P (λ|D)) ∝ log (P (D|λ))+log (P (λ)) (14)
The equation has two terms-one current data
dependent term and one data independent term
where the prior or previous outputs (Gaussian as
a result of superposition) are considered.The
posterior distribution so obtained hence encodes
information coming from the training set and
prior knowledge.
Consider the example of II order feedback which
makes use of two previous or priori terms
P (λ1) and P (λ2). With this the equation may be
rewritten as P (λ|D)= P (D|λ1)* P (λ1)+ P
(D|λ2)* P (λ2)Which leads to the equation

P0*no feedback+p1*I order differential
feedback=p2*II order differential feed back
(13.a)
P1* I ordered differential+…infinite order
=Eigen plane
(13.b)
I.e. weighted sum of different ordered
differentials.
P1*distance
between
I
order
and
nofeedback+p2*II
order
and
no
feedback+…=1*distance between no feedback
and Eigen plane
(13.c)

p2*II order differential feed back =P0*no
feedback+p1*I order differential feedback (15)
This is analogous to the famous equation

f ( x, λ ) p(λ | D)dP(λ )

P (y|x, D)=

(16)

λ

in probability space.As can be seen here, the
probabilities are proportional to the weights. The
equation tries to expand the (k+1) th order
differential feedback plane with0,1..K th order
differential feedback planes. The weighing
factors may be taught of as the projection or dot
product of the hyper plane over lower order
hyper planes.

The equations show that the learning algorithms
with differential feedback do indeed resemble
Bayesian learning algorithms and are hence
resistant to over fitting [7]. It may be attributed
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differentials of the error are stored The
probability distribution of each of them is
computed
using
Parzen
equation
p
2
(x)= 1
exp
(-( ( mean − x ) )).The
2πσ
σ 2
weighted sum of the zero th order feedback and I
order feedback data with their corresponding
pdfs is found identical to the weighted second
ordered differential feedback with the
corresponding pdf as given in the equation In
fig.3 signals of I and zero order weighed with
pdf and weighed II order signal are shown.

3.3.Hilbert space
The set of probabilities form Hilbert space
H={z:Λ→ℜ such that

z (λ2 )dp (λ ) <∞}
λ∈Λ

with the inner product
<z1.z2>= z 1 ( λ ) z 2 ( λ ) dp ( λ )

(17)

λ∈Λ

Since the same constraints are also satisfied by
the hyper planes, they form Hilbert space.The
output of a neural network is subjected to
nonlinearity or fair quantization. Let sk be the
number of points or planes which go wrong
because of this nonlinear round off. The
fractional error ek is defined as sk/l , l being the
number of hyperplanes considered. Because of
the uniform nature of this error, the probability
of this error equal to r/l is
!
which gives average
l
2 ( l ε )! ( − ε )!
probability of realizing different patterns of r
errors.Now mapping the hypothesis space to
error shells or differential feedback hyperplanes,
We get
1 l r
p jε j = l
( )*B
2 r=0 l
j∈ J
(18)
Where B=(r,l). Hence the error in classification
has to vary asymptotically as a power of 2 with
increase in the order of differential feedback.
This is indeed the case as given in table I. But for
the nonlinearity, any hyperplane or the k+1 th
degree feedback happens to be a linear weighted
sum of the k hyperplanes found in H. This
threshholding makes the output a subset C (H)
the convex hull of H rather than H itself. It can
be shown that the bias term or the datum or
reference depends just up on the instantaneous
data and independent of the feedback inputs. I.e.
it remains the same for all orders of the
feedback. Here also, P (D|λ1) and P (D|λ2) are
the same and independent of λ or the feedback
but depends only up on D the data. Hence the
above equation may be rewritten as

5. CONCLUSIONS
From the simulation results it is clear that the
classifier represented by a certain hyper pane is
the weighted sum of the hyper planes o
classifiers below. This way, ideal classifier is the
weighted sum of all the classifiers.











Figure.3.signals of I and zero order weighed with
pdf and weighed II order signal
Legend: - Weighted second ordered feedback. -.
Sum of weighted zeroth and first ordered FB
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P (λ|D)=P (D){P (λ1)+ P (λ2)}
(19)
I.e., Output without feedback or the bias
term*Gaussian like pdf. especially with higher
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.
4. SIMULATION
The differentially fed Artificial neural networks
are made to learn the psd of random data .The
Normal distributed data is generated using
Matlab.The error after learning and the
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Abstract

learning to distinguish design styles or judge how similar a
design is to a specific style.
The aim of this research is to develop a generic framework
and methodologies that will enable knowledge extraction in
an automatic fashion by using machine learning and data
mining techniques, then integrating expert knowledge with
extracted knowledge. Furniture Design style has been selected as the domain for the evaluation of the framework.
Data is collected for seven different styles: Chippendale,
Classical, Jacobean, Early Victorian and Queen Anne. A
Web based questionnaire (Figure. 1) is used to collect data
from users and domain experts. In total fifteen different
features were examined, including appearance, chair arms,
back shape, leg type, seat shape, etc. Most of the features
are categorical. For example, Foot can have options such as
lion, ball, pad, drake and block etc. The Connectedline Furniture Design Style Guide database [3] is commercially
available software for the Windows platform. This guide
identifies and dates about 20 furniture styles and their distinctive features. This database is used to create an expert
classifier for this research.
The dataset collected from the experiment has categorical
data fields characterized by a number of distinct values. On
the other hand, the dataset we collected has characteristics
such as uncertainty, incompleteness and imprecision.
The total framework is divided into three main phases: selecting an encoding scheme and classifiers, feature reduction and weight assignment, and integrating expert knowledge with knowledge extracted from machine learning techniques.

Fuzzy knowledge exists in domains such as medicine, law
and design as it is difficult to retrieve all knowledge and
experience from experts. Machine learning and data mining techniques can be used to automatically extract knowledge from unstructured information sources. The aim of
this research is to develop a generic framework and methodologies that will facilitate knowledge extraction automatically by using machine learning and data mining techniques and integrating with expert knowledge. We show
that classification accuracy can be improved by integrating
expert knowledge with other machine learning classifiers,
SVM and Nearest Neighbour.
Keywords
Data Mining, Feature selection, Classification, Support
Vector Machine, Decision Trees, C4.5, Design Style.
1 INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy knowledge exists in domains where it is difficult to
retrieve all knowledge and experience from experts. For
instance, expertise may not be easily expressible, it may be
incomplete, or may exist at a subconscious level. Experts
have often gained or improved their expertise from experience, by dealing with concrete cases, reading literature.
Sometimes no one has a complete understanding of the domain. In such cases we can gather information from experts
through questionnaires, domain specific databases and literature. The challenge is to derive structured knowledge in
an automatic fashion from unstructured sources and augment this with available expert knowledge.
Machine learning and data mining techniques have been
used to automatically extract knowledge from unstructured
information sources. Commonly used algorithms are C4.5
[1], Support Vector machine (SVM) [2], Nearest Neighbour
[5] and Neural Networks.
On Design, some experts believe that design style is an intangible concept and that its knowledge is difficult to present in a formal way. So far, there has been no computer
supported automatic technique to assist novice designers in

Figure 1. Web based questionnaire of the experiment
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cardinality categorical independent attribute X. Each deThe remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 provides the methodology for selecting a suitable coding
scheme and suitable classifiers for the selected encoding
scheme. Section 3 provides the process of selecting a suitable feature reduction and weight assignment scheme. The
method of integrating expert knowledge by combning multiple classifiers to raise total accuracy is presented in section 4. The conclusion is given in the final section.

rived attribute

(

Different Classification Techniques

The original categorical dataset, binary coded dataset and
statistical based coded dataset were tested with C4.5 [1],
SVM [2] and Nearest Neighbour [5] classifiers. Brief descriptions of each of the methods are given below.
Nearest Neighbour: In the instance based learning, all the
real work is done when the time comes to classify new instances, rather than when a training set is processed. In instance-based learning, each new instance is compared with
existing ones using a distance metric, and the closest existing instance is used to assign the class to the new one.
Sometimes more than one nearest neighbour is used, and
the majority class of the closest k neighbours (or the distance-weighted average, if the class is numeric) is assigned
to the new instance: this is termed the k-nearest neighbour
method. With nearest neighbour we can use different distance metrics to measure similarity between two vectors.
Exact matching, hamming distance and Euclidian distance
matrices were used for the three encoding schemes.
Support Vector Machines (SVM): SVM [4] recently gained
popularity in the learning community. SVM techniques for
classification and regression provide powerful tools for
learning models that generalize well even in sparse, high
dimensional settings. It is directly applicable for binary
classification tasks. Multi class categorisation has to be
treated as a series of dichotomous classification problems
[2].
The SVM method is defined over a vector space. In its simplest linear form, SVM is a hyperplane that separates a set
of positive and examples from a set of negative examples
with maximum interclass distance, the margin. The hyperplane is determined by only the training instances on the
margin, the support vectors. The SVM is extended to
nonlinear models by mapping the input space into a high
dimensional feature space. In this space, an optimal separating hyperplane is constructed. After the optimal hyperplane
is found, new examples can be classified by checking which
side of the hyperplane they on.
Decision tree based classifier (C4.5): Quinlan's C4.5 [1] is
a modified version of ID3 which addresses many of the
deficiencies of ID3. These includes pruning, ability to deal
with continuous data and built in facility to extract rules by
tracing a path from the root to leaf. C4.5 is an algorithm
that summarises the training data in the form of a decision
tree. To build a decision tree from data, C4.5 employs a
greedy approach that uses an information theoretic measure
(gain ratio) as its guide. Choosing an attribute for the root
of the tree divides the training instances into subsets corresponding to the values of the attribute. If the entropy of the
class labels in the subsets is less than the entropy of the

Different Encoding Schemes

The Following encoding schemes were found to be suitable
for converting our original categorical dataset for use with
regression type classifiers.
Binary Scheme: For low cardinality categorical attributes
the most widely used numerical representation method is N
binary derived inputs, one for each possible value of the
original attribute. This scheme represents each value of the
original categorical feature by a binary vector with the ith
component set to one, and the rest set to zero. When N is
relatively small, this 1 to N mapping can be used. This
technique is not suitable for a data set with attributes having
hundreds of distinct values.
Categorical Encoding using target statistics scheme: This
scheme was introduced by Daniele [4]. The basic idea is to
map individual values of the high-cardinality categorical
independent attribute to an estimate of the probability of the
dependent attribute. In the case of binary target attribute
Y ∈ {0,1}, the transformation maps individual values Xi of
a high-cardinality categorical attribute X to a scalar Si representing and estimating of the probability of Y=1 given
that X= Xi:
(1)

This scheme can be extended to m-valued categorical targets, Y ∈ y1 , y 2 .,.. y m in the following way. For each

[

]

possible value Yj of the dependent attribute a derived input
attribute

)

will represent an estimate of

P Y = Y j X = X i using the formula 1.

2 ENCODING SCHEME AND CLASSIFIERS
The collected furniture design style dataset consists of
Categorical data fields characterized by a large number of
distinct values. It represents a serious challenge for many
classification and regression algorithms that require numerical inputs. Classification and pattern recognition techniques such as neural networks, linear regression and support vector machines (SVM) [2] require numerical input.
However some machine learning algorithms, like decision
trees and other rule-induction methods (CART, C4.5, etc.),
can handle high cardinality categorical attributes without
the need for external pre-processing. We tested different
coding schemes with different classifiers and selected the
most promising encoding and best classifiers for the selected encoding scheme.

X i → S i ≡ P(Y X = X i )

X *j

X *j is created in substitution of the original high
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class labels in the full training set, then information has
been gained through splitting on the attribute. C4.5 chooses
the attribute that gains the most information to be at the root
of the tree. The algorithm is applied recursively to form
sub-trees, terminating when a given subset contains instances of only one class.
Cross validation is often used to estimate the generalization
ability of classifiers (i.e. performance on previously unseen
data) where the amount of available data is insufficient to
form the training, validation and test partitions. Under cross
validation, the available data is divided into k disjointed
sets, k models are then trained, each one with a different
combination of k-1 partitions and tested on the remaining
partition. The k-fold cross-validation estimate of a given
performance statistic is then simply the mean of that statistic evaluated for each of the k models over the corresponding test partitions of the data. Cross validation thus makes
good use of the available data as each pattern used both as
training and test data The most extreme form of crossvalidation, where k is equal to the number of training patterns, is known as leave-one-out cross validation and has
been used widely when the data set is very small..

NN

85.59±9.49

85.68±9.47

77.5±12.24

C4.5

76.50±3.70

Not applicable Not applicable

On average, the binary coded dataset gave higher level of
overall accuracy when compared to the original categorical
dataset and statistically encoded dataset. Nearest Neighbour
and SVM classifiers gave the best classification accuracy
over C4.5. In addition, the binary coded and statistically
encoded datasets can be used with neural networks, regression type techniques and support vector machines. Therefore, it is useful to proceed to further analysis using the
binary encoded dataset and Nearest Neighbour and SVM
classifiers.

The experiments were conducted with three encoding
schemes: the original categorical dataset with numerical
labels, binary and statistically encoded dataset. Results are

3 FEATURE REDUCTION & WEIGHT
ASSIGNMENT
Feature selection is a useful process when dealing with high
dimensional input patterns. When the numbers of features
are potentially quite large classification is very expensive
computationally. Also features may sometimes have certain
amount of noise that leads to low accuracy of classification.
So it is better to eliminate such features or set low weights.
The problem of feature selection is to take a set of candidate features and select a subset that performs the best under some classification system. An important question in
the field of machine learning, pattern recognition and
knowledge discovery is how to select the best subset of
features. A good set of features may not only help to improve performance accuracy, but also to find a small model
for data, resulting in better understanding and interpretation
of the data. It also reduces the cost of extracting features.
When selecting a best subset of attributes, there are two
fundamentally different approaches:
Filter (Scheme-independent selection): Make an independent assessment based on general characteristics of data
before learning commences.
Wrapper (Scheme-dependent selection): Evaluate subset of
features using machine learning algorithm that will ultimately be employed for learning. This is called wrapper
because learning algorithm is wrapped into the selection
scheme. We experimented with two approaches, one from

given in Table 1.

Original dataset (nominal dataset): The original data set
with nominal attributes was tested with Nearest Neighbour
and C4.5 classifiers. Nearest neighbour classifier used simple attribute wise exact matching as a distance metric. A
Windows based software implementation of C4.5 (See 5)
was used as decision tree classifier. In both cases ten-fold
cross validation is used for validation.
Binary coded dataset: The original categorical (nominal)
dataset with 16 attributes is converted to a binary dataset
with 100 binary attributes excluding class attribute which
has 7 different class numbers. Nearest Neighbour and SVM
classifiers are used to classify design style. In this case,
Nearest Neighbour classifier used Hamming distance as the
distance metric because of the binary dataset. In the case of
SVM, seven different classifiers were trained to classify
seven different styles separately. Each classifier determined
only if a given style attributes belonged to the corresponding style or not (binary classification). The classification
decision for the entire ensemble of classifiers was based on
the classifier giving the maximum output value (largest
margin). In both cases ten-fold cross validation was used
for validation
Table 1. Summary of Results for different encoding
schemes and classification techniques

Binary
encoded data

83.30±8.10

Conclusion

Experimental Details

Categorical
data

88.75±5.73

Statistically encoded dataset: The original dataset is converted to dataset with numerical attributes using the technique "categorical encoding using target statistics for multicasts datasets" discussed earlier. Nearest Neighbour and
SVM classifiers are used to classify design style. In Nearest
Neighbour classifier, the distance between input and an
instance of a training data is measured by using Euclidian
distance metric. Ten-fold cross validation is used for validation in both cases.

Generalisation

Method
used

Not applicable

SVM

Statistically
Encoded data
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the each specific scheme: discriminative analysis based and
genetic algorithm based.

If the training proportion is x%, the data proportion for
calculating E is (100-x)%. Leave one out cross validation is
used because of the smaller training dataset. Figure 4 also
shows, when the training data proportion is in the range
between 25% and 60% (proportion for E 75% and 40%) the
weighted Nearest Neighbour gives significant higher accuracy over Nearest Neighbour.

Discriminative Analysis Based Scheme

We have used a scheme-independent approach to select the
best subset of features and weights to improve the accuracy
and efficiency of the design style classification. In this
method, the discriminative power of features in the data set
itself was used to construct a feature subset, where the discriminative power E (Entropy) for a particular feature is
calculated from the following equation
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where n is the number of styles and xi is the number of
times a feature occur in a style i.
High E values (close to 1) mean that features uniformly
occur among all styles. Low E values mean features are
more selective. This scheme allows you to find the correct
subset of features for a given problem and set different
weights for each attribute based on the relevant E value of
each feature.
Calculating E value: The dataset is split into two parts to
remove bias of E calculation from the classification process. The first part is used for calculating E and the other
half is used for training and validating a classifier. As the
dataset is limited (˜100 instances), it is important to know
the splitting ratio to obtain maximum accuracy and highest
feature reduction. The size of the dataset for training and
validation is reduced due to splitting and this will decrease
the accuracy of the classifier. Figure 3 shows how the Nearest Neighbour classifier is sensitive to the size of the dataset. According to Figure 3, if the dataset is in the range of
50% or less then the accuracy drastically decreases.
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Figure 3 The Graph of size of the dataset as a percentage Vs
Accuracies of Nearest Neighbour classifiers

Figure 4 shows how the accuracy of the Nearest Neighbour
classifier changes when low significant attributes are
dropped, one at a time. These low attributes are selected
based on E value. The experiment is repeated for three selected cases and three different curves represent the results
of the experiment.
Accuracies of Nearest Neighbour Classifiers: According to
the results in Figure 4, maximum accuracy goes beyond
85% when 10% of the dataset is used for E calculation.
However, only 10-20 features (low significant) are dropped
based on the E value. Maximum feature reduction (about
50-60 features) and classification accuracy around 85% can
be achieved when 30% of the dataset is used for E calculation and 70% of the dataset for validation and training
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Accuracy of the nearest neighbour classifier as a %

Figure 3 shows a comparison of Nearest Neighbour classifier and Nearest Neighbour classifier with different weighting for the feature based on E value. The X axis of Figure 4
represents data proportion used for training and validation.

Feature Selection Using GA

Genetic Algorithm is an optimization tool which can be
used to solve various optimization problems. GA maintains
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a population of members, usually called "genotypes" and
classically represented by binary strings, which can be mutated and combined according to a measure of their "fitness", as measured by a task-dependent evaluation function.
GA can be used for feature selection and weight assignment.

error stabilises around 24% after approximately ten generations. The best chromosome after ten generations is selected
as the best binary weight vector. This chromosome is used
for feature selection. The features relevant to 1s in the binary stream are selected and others are dropped.
Figure 6 shows the experimental results for real number
feature selection using GA. According to the graph, validation error becomes stable at around 37% after fifty generations. The best chromosome after fifty generations is sleeted
as the best weight vector for weight assignment.

Graph of Generation Vs Lowest Classificationn error %
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Conclusion
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We have experimented with two different schemes: scheme
independent and scheme specific. The discriminative analysis based (scheme independent) outperformed the GA based
scheme (scheme specific) for feature selection and weight
assignment for furniture design domain. Discriminative
analysis based technique presented the best classification
accuracy of (80-85) % for feature selection and weight assignment. The GA based technique presented the best accuracy of (70-75) % for feature selection and (60-65) %
accuracy for weight selection.
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Fig. 5: The Graph of the number of generation Vs
Fitness value and Validation error for best chromosome

We used GA-based technique for feature selection and
weight selection for furniture style classification system.
This is achieved by using GA to select binary/real number
weight feature vectors for the population and Nearest
Neighbour algorithm to find fitness values for each chromosome in the population based on the classification error.
The binary weights are used for optimum feature selection
and real weight chromosomes are used for best weight vector selection. The complete data set split into two segments,
for training and validation. The training dataset is used to
find a fitness values for a population in each cycle. The
chromosome with best fitness value (lowest classification
error) is tested with the validation set. By comparing the
validation and training error for each generation the termination point and the best solution is found. Leave one out
cross validation was used throughout the experiment.

4 INTEGRATING EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
Multiple approaches have been developed for improving
predictive performance of a system by creating and combining various learned models. D. Bahler and L. Navarro [6]
are proposed that the combination of classifiers has long
been proposed as a method to improve the accuracy
achieved in isolation by a single classifier. There are two
main approaches to creating model ensembles. The first is
to create a set of learned models by applying an algorithm
repeatedly to different training sample data; the second applies various learning algorithms to the same sample data.
The predictions of the models are then combined according
to a particular scheme. The reason for combining the outputs of multiple classifiers are compelling, because different classifiers may implicitly represent different useful aspects of a problem, or of the input data, which no one classifier represents all useful aspects.

Graph of Generation Vs Lowest Classificationn error %
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Combining Multiple Classifiers
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There are several methods of combining multiple classifiers. Two most commonly used techniques are voting and
Bayesian ensemble.

% Error for Fitness
% Validation Error
25
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Voting: Generally speaking, the voting principle is just what
we know as majority voting. Several variations of this idea
have been proposed: unanimity, majority and threshold
plurality. Combining classifiers with this method is simple;
it does not require any previous knowledge of the behaviour
of the classifier. It only counts the number of classifiers that
agree in their decision and accordingly decided the class to
which the input pattern belongs. This simplicity has a drawback, however: the weight of the decision of all the classifiers is equal, even when some of the classifiers are much
more accurate than others.
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Figure 5 shows the experimental results for binary feature
selection using GA. According to the graph, the validation
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Bayesian Ensemble method: Voting methods are based
solely on the output label computed by each classifier. No
expertise or accuracy is considered. In these methods the
decision of each classifier is treated as one vote, but what
happens if one of the classifiers is much more accurate than
any other? To address this problem we can establish
weights proportional to each expert's accuracy, so each
classifier's output is considered according to its past performance and combining them using Bayes' theorem.

According to results in Table 2, different styles in furniture
design domain are giving different accuracy for different
classifiers (SVM, Nearest Neighbour and Expert). SVM
classifier provides highest accuracy for class 1 and class 6.
SVM and Nearest Neighbour classifiers are giving similar
accuracy for class 2, 3 and 4. Expert rule classifier is giving
highest accuracy for class 5. Based on the results on the
Table 2 (passed performance), we have constructed simple
rules to combine three different classifiers to get maximum
accuracy. The set of rules is given in Rule set 1.
By combining three different classifiers with simple rules
we have achieved overall accuracy of design style recognition around 90% which is higher than the individual accuracy of each of the different classifiers

Combining SVM, Nearest Neighbour and Expert classifiers using simple rules

The main purpose of this experiment is to determine how
we can combine expert knowledge acquired from Connected line database to improve the overall accuracy of the
individual classifiers. Three different classifiers were used
in this phase. The first two classifiers were based on Nearest Neighbour and SVM. The third one was created from
the Connectedline database.
Expert Classifier: Expert classifier is built from knowledge
available in the Connected line database. All the features in
a specific style were represented in one specific rule. For all
seven styles (classes), seven different binary rules were
constructed based on information of Connectedline database. The expert classifier is evaluated with the binary encoded dataset. In this approach, the distance between instance of the dataset and each of the expert rules was measured using exact matching metric. The rule provides maximum overlap is the best rule to explain the data instance.
The style that belongs to this rule is the predicted style or
class.

FINAL CONCLUSION
We have found that furniture design style can be recognized
by using SVM and Nearest Neighbour classifiers with an
accuracy above 85%. The classification accuracy has been
further increased (90%) by integrating expert knowledge
with other data driven classifiers: SVM and Nearest
Neighbour. The binary encoding scheme is more suitable
for encoding for the selected furniture style domain. Accuracy of the furniture design classifier has been further improved though the use of feature reduction and weight assignment. The discriminative power of feature analysis
based scheme gave more accurate results compared to GA
based scheme for feature selection and weight assignment.
This total frame work can be used in other similar domains.
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Table 2. Class wise accuracies for three classifiers
% Accuracy of classifiers

Selected

N-Neighbour

Classifier

Class

SVM

1

84.21

73.68

5.26

2

85.71

85.71

14.29

SVM/NN

3

95.65

95.65

17.39

SVM/NN

4

96.55

96.55

79.31

SVM/NN

5

82.35

82.35

100.00

Expert

6

90.00

80.00

10.00

SVM

7

0.00

0.00

0.00

None

Expert

SVM

If (SVM Prediction=NN Prediction)
Final Prediction=SVM Prediction
Else If (SVM Prediction~=NN Prediction) & (Expert Prediction=5)
Final Prediction=Expert Prediction
Else If (SVM Prediction~=NN Prediction) & (Expert Prediction~=5)
Final Prediction=SVM Prediction
End

Rule set 1: Simple rule set to combine classifiers
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Abstract
This paper considers the possibilities offered by the
application of techniques from the field of artificial
intelligence (AI) to the newer field of web services (WS).
Current commercial and research-based efforts are
reviewed and positioned within the two fields. Particular
attention is given to the application of AI techniques to the
important issue of WS composition. Within the range of AI
technologies considered, we focus on the work of the
Semantic Web and Agent-based communities to provide
WSs with semantic descriptions and intelligent behaviour
and reasoning capabilities. Re-composition of web services
is also considered and a number of adaptive agent
approaches are introduced, including our own, to achieve
this.

1. Introduction
Research in the web service (WS) and artificial intelligence
(AI) communities is coming together to develop solutions
that will take us to the next and more mature generation of
the WWW. The composition of web services to create a
value-chain greater than the sum of the parts is a key part
of what can be expected. The fulfillment of the vision of
the web as an information-providing and world-altering
provider of services [29] is not far away. More futuristic is
the notion of serendipitous interoperability which Lassila
[27] defines as “the ability of software systems to discover
and utilize services they have not seen before, and that
were not considered when the systems were designed”. In
both visions the services and outcomes may be the same.
However, the difference between the two visions is that the
first can be achieved through static and manual solutions
and the second requires dynamic and automated solutions.
While helpful for the first, the addition of semantic content
on the web is essential to enable automatic discovery and
composition of multiple services. It is natural that earlier
work in the field of AI will assist in realization of the
(artificially) intelligent web.
The work on the Web Services Modeling Framework1
(WSMF) is an example of AI being applied to this new
field. WSMF offers the combined use of ontologies, goal
(problem-type) repositories, web service descriptions and
mediators to handle interoperability issues. The agent
community, which is primarily AI-based, have also been
actively conducting WS related research. Examples are the
FIPA-led work that allows agents to use web service
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infrastructure and the inclusion of a web services track at
the recent AgentCities [26].
Our own distributed agent-based work and the Agent
Factory [6], originates from our earlier AI research into
complex knowledge based systems and generic task based
configuration. On the one hand, our work on planning and
automated configuration offers a way of composing web
services. On the other hand, WSs potentially provide us
with components needed to achieve an implementation of
our design. Through the addition of techniques from the
Semantic Web community, the benefits of combining our
agent technology with WSs has been mutual.
This paper offers a review of research that overlaps the
fields of WS and AI. In the following section we describe
web services and the need for semantics to be added. In
section 3 we look at how the Semantic Web community,
within the field of AI, are offering semantics. In section 4
we present AI-based research to address the discovery of
WSs. In section 5 we consider both commercial and AIbased techniques for WS composition. In section 6, the
notion of re-composition of WS is considered and how
adaptive agent technology, including our own, can address
this problem. We conclude with future directions for the
role of AI in the web services field.

2. Web Services
As is typical in new fields, there are a number of
definitions of a web service. According to the W3C, “a web
service is a software application identified by a URI, whose
interfaces and binding are capable of being defined,
described and discovered by XML artefacts and supports
direct interactions with other software applications using
XML based messages via Internet-based protocols” [46].
We find this definition overly-focused on the technical
aspects of a web service. A more business-oriented
definition which supports the idea of services as providing
a value-chain
is “a self-contained, internet-enabled
application capable not only of performing business
activities on its own, but also possessing the ability to
engage other web services in order to complete higherorder business transactions” [48]. The definition that most
fits with our intended use of WSs as components in the
Agent Factory is given by the Stencil2 group who define a
WS as “loosely coupled, reusable software components that
semantically encapsulate discrete functionality and are
distributed and programmatically accessible over standard
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internet protocols”. The three definitions offered differ in
their emphasis on technology, business and software
engineering but all encapsulate the self-contained, modular,

Applications Layer
WS Composition:
BPEL4WS, AgentFactory

Publication and
Discovery: UDDI

Service Description Layer: WSDL, DAML-S
XML messaging layer: SOAP
Transport Layer: HTTP, SMTP, FTP
Figure 1: WS architecture (adapted from [38])

composable and distributed nature of WS.
These four characteristics of WS are well supported by
a layered-architecture where the base is a well-established
transport layer, as shown in Figure 1. In each layer we give
an example of a major standard. In italics we position the
work reported in this paper. The next layer up uses the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) which is an XMLbased communication protocol for exchanging data in
decentralized and distributed environments via typed
message exchange and remote calls. The service
description layer includes the XML-based Web Service
Description Language (WSDL). The next layer is split into
two main types of WS technologies: ones that support
single service advertising and discovery and ones that
support service composition. For service registration and
discovery there is the Universal Description, Discovery and
Integration (UDDI) (by IBM, Microsoft and Ariba)
standard service repository. To provide some very basic
semantics (such as identification via a product
classification code) one or more tModel descriptions may
be attached to a service. For service composition there are a
myriad of possible solutions. Figure 1 just includes the
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
(BPEL4WS)3 which has grown out of the early offerings
WS Flow Language (WSFL) (IBM) [28] and XLANG
(Microsoft) [41] (an extension of the W3C’s Web Services
Description Language (WSDL)).

3. Semantic description of Web Services
WSDL, SOAP and UDDI are seen as steps in the right
direction but ones that will fail to achieve the goals of
improved automation and interoperability, because they
rely on a priori standardisation and require humans in the
loop [27]. To support automated reasoning, knowledge
representations (such as markup languages) will be needed
that express both data and rules for reasoning. The ability
to dynamically locate and compose web services based on

their semantic description will rely on the richness of the
description and the robustness of the matching techniques
used. Ontologies will be used to enable definition and
comprehension of meaningful content. These are the
concerns of the Semantic Web community. Additionally,
agents will be needed to interpret the content and transform
user requests into optimized delivered solutions.
The Intelligent Brokering Service for KnowledgeComponent Reuse on the WWW (IBROW)4 can be seen as
a forerunner of the Semantic Web. In IBROW problem
solving methods (PSMs) and ontologies were the
components being configured, the current focus is on WS
configuration. PSMs and ontologies when used together are
also capable of delivering services.
The most significant work that has been done to
describe web services has been conducted by the DAML-S
coalition [40]. The matching of service providers and
service requesters via semantic descriptions of the services
are key goals of this work. DAML-S uses the DAML+OIL
specification language (which extends the weak semantics
of RDF(S)) to define a number of ontologies that can be
specifically used to describe web services. DAML-S is
built on the AI-based action metaphor where each service is
either an atomic/primitive or composite/complex action.
Knowledge preconditions and knowledge effects are
handled via the inputs and outputs of the web service [29].
The DAML-S coalition are providing solutions to work
with current WS standards. For example, a DAML-S
service grounding definition can be mapped to a WSDL
definition of the service. A number of approaches to
service discovery and composition that we discuss in the
following sections use or extend the DAML-S web service
ontologies.

4. Discovering Web Services
Discovery involves locating and/or matchmaking
against some selection criteria. An earlier AI system, Lark
[39], which involved annotation of agent capabilities to
enable them to be located and brokered, clearly solved a
problem similar to the discovery of WS by a middle agent.
This work has developed into the DAML-S Matchmaker5.
To support matchmaking a number of filters may be
configured by the user to achieve the desired tradeoff
between performance and matching quality. These filters
include: word frequency comparison, ontology similarity
matching, ontology subsumption matching, and constraint
matching.
[11] offer an alternative to sequential searching when
matchmaking an agent with a service request. They point
out that finding possible partners via matching of service
advertisements with requests is not enough. To support
runtime interactions we need smarter behaviour to handle
components that are not quite what was requested and
combining several partial components to meet the original
request. The solution to overcome sequential searching is
the conversion of the concepts into number intervals and
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the use inheritance hierarchies to determine subclass and
equality relations. A generalised search tree is used to
handle partial matches.
The feasibility of matchmaking largely depends on the
annotation of web services. AI can also be applied to this
problem. A number of markup tools have been developed
for document markup and these could be applied to the
semantic description of WSs. The SHOE Knowledge
Annotator [19] uses ontologies to guide knowledge
annotation. To produce RDF-based markup, COHSE [1] or
AeroDAML [24] can be used. These approaches start with
descriptions in DAML+OIL and DAML, respectively.
These approaches support automatic conversion of markup
languages but do not support information extraction or
automatic markup. OntoMat [18] does support some form
of automated extraction of semantics. OntoMat combines
the resource with its DAML-S markup. The MnM [44]
approach additionally stores the annotations in a knowledge
base. Automated markup in MnM is achieved using
techniques from knowledge engineering, machine learning
and natural language processing.
[22] have developed a query language that is used to
find services. The solution to finding services is to first
describe the service using the process ontology with the
assistance of the MIT Process Handbook. The Handbook is
large and allows reuse to assist in ontology definition.
Next, the ontology is indexed by breaking it down into its
components such as attributes, ports, dependencies,
subtasks and exceptions. The requester can form a query in
the query language that will use the index to find matches.
Clearly AI is already contributing solutions for locating,
matchmaking, querying and annotation of WS to facilitate
their discovery. Discovery of web services is an important
issue as it is a prerequisite to their use. However, the real
value of web services lies in their composition.

5. Composing Web Services
Web service composition can be simply defined as: “the
problem of composing autonomous services to achieve new
functionality” [33]. WS composition is not just an
alternative to application development but a means of
reducing the application backlog problem because: many
services are moving online; integration is easier since WSs
conform to the HTTP protocol and many independent
providers have related services that need to be combined to
satisfy user requirements. The rigidity and lack of
intelligence of current solutions has spawned a number of
research projects from a number of other research fields.
The work by [42] has arisen from experience in the
distributed systems and networking fields. They have
developed the Infrastructure for Composability at Runtime
of Internet Services (ICARIS). They have extended WSDL
to develop the Web Services Offerings Language (WSOL).
They offer flexibility and adaptability but their approach is
very alternative. Instead of trying to solve the problem of
how to find services dynamically and combine them, they

focus on the situation where providers and requestors are
already matched but will at times either make changes to
their services or requests. A service is seen to have
numerous offerings. The functionality will be the same but
the constraints will differ such as authorisation rights and
QoS. They suggest that a limited number of classes of
services be offered and described. Then using WSOL they
are able to specialise the classes into offerings. Their
solution offers dynamic switching between offerings. From
a commercial point of view the notion of offerings makes
sense as customers probably prefer to do business with
companies they already know and businesses want to
maintain their existing client base.
The work at Hewlett Packard laboratories on eFlow [9]
is similar in that dynamic composition involves automatic
adaptation of the configuration at runtime according to the
requests of the individual customer. The approach is driven
by the view that composition adds value but to stay
competitive, composition needs to be dynamic as services
offered need to adapt to stay competitive. Their goal is to
allow dynamic change in service processes with no or
minimal human intervention. While they take a business
process perspective they point out that web services are less
static, predictable or repetitive compared to “traditional”
business processes. Similar to most current commercial
solutions, dynamic composition is made possible due to the
use of a central repository that has clients and providers
already attached to it.
The notion of generic solutions that are customized
according to user constraints is a recurring theme in much
of the literature. [37] also look at composition as the
selection of possible services based on user specified
criteria. They offer a centralized, pipes and filters
architecture with two main components: a composer (user
interface) and an inference engine (IE) component (which
includes a knowledge base of known services). The
inference engine is an OWL reasoner and includes axioms
to find all relevant entailments, such as the inheritance
relation between two classes which may not have been
made explicit. The user identifies some criteria that the
service must satisfy. The matchmaker (IE) selects services
that might be suitable based on those criteria and the
composer shows them to the user. Suitable services for
composition are ones whose output can be an input to a
selected service. While execution of WS may be performed
automatically, the actual task of composition is performed
by a human using the services suggested by the system.
Model-based reasoning is a common technique
employed in AI approaches. In SWORD [33] entityrelationship modeling of services is performed by “base
service modelers” to produce a “world model”. After
building a world model for each service, a composition
model is developed that models each service as an action.
An expert system is used to automatically determine if the
composite service can be created with existing services and if so a
plan of execution is generated.
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In summary, a number of solutions are offered to provide web
service composition. The approaches described in this section
show that composition can be assisted through the use of class
definitions, inheritance hierarchies and model and rule-based
reasoning. In many cases, decision making is left to humans. The
only automated composition offered is in limited situations where
a central repository is used and the requestor and provider are part
of the same system. However, the web is distributed in nature.
Intelligent reasoning and collaboration between services is needed
to handle this complexity. Agents are capable of both.
6. Agents and Web Services
The autonomous and reasoning capabilities of agents make
them well suited for handling cross-organisational decision
making. For example, agents can be used to (re)negotiate
contracts which would then require: determination of which
processes are needed to fulfil the contract; creation of new
business processes; and adaptation of existing business processes.
Two main agent-oriented approaches exist: use wrappers to make
WS behave like agents and; using agents to orchestrate WS.
6.1 Adding Behaviour to WS via Agents Wrappers
WS are componential, independent, software applications
similar to agents. However, agents are also reactive, social and
capable of reasoning [47]. If we wish web services to work
together, we need to give them social and reasoning capabilities.
This can be achieved by wrapping a service in an agent. In the
work of [8], a composition language is used to create an agent
wrapper which allows services to collaborate. The created agent
has first–order reasoning abilities that have been derived from the
DAML-S description of the service. This then allows one agentwrapped service to know what other agent-wrapped services are
capable of doing and whether they can assist in the service/agent
meeting its goals. [23] also offer an agent-based wrapper approach
to web services. They have developed a tool for creating wrappers
so that web sources can be queried in a similar manner to
databases. They then use an interactive, hierarchical constraint
propagation system to perform integration. As in [37], the enduser interacts via a GUI to manage the orchestration. The Racing
project6 offers a mediator architecture also using agent wrappers
that are structured into a hierarchy. A number of different agent
wrappers are supported: user, query translation, query planning,
resource wrapper, ontology, matchmaking, cloning and
coordination agents. The use of agent wrappers is a way of
allowing multi-agent system technology to be applied to web
services.
6.2. Composing Web Services using Agents
The work of [29] combines ideas from the Semantic Web,
Knowledge Representation and Agent communities to allow WSs
to be composed. Their goal is to “construct reusable, high-level
generic procedures, and to archive them in shareable (DAML-S)
generic-procedures ontologies so that multiple users can access
them”. In the approach, WSs and user constraints are marked up
in DAML-S. A generic task procedure is selected by the user and
given to the DAML(-S) enabled agent, who customises the
procedure according to the user specific constraints. The generic
procedures are written in an extended version of ConGolog, a
situation calculus agent programming language, and executed
using a Prolog inference engine. Others provide agent-oriented
languages for web service description. [10] propose an Agent

Service Description Language (ASDL) and Agent Service
Composition Language (ASCL). ASDL is an extension to WSDL
and captures external behaviour via a finite state machine. Their
work is based on the argument that composition requires more
than description of the data, but also requires a strong
representation of actions and processes. A number of approaches
are focused on the design of agent systems with web services as
the components. [3] has developed WARP (Workflow
Automation through Agent-based Reflective Processes) that uses
the XML and WSDL standards. The goal is automatic
configuration and management of low-level services
(components). The software engineering development process that
has been developed is semi-automatic involving multiple software
agents and a human workflow designer. They support
visualisation of the process based on activity diagrams in UML.
Niersatz [31] argues that (re-)composability is a distinguishing
feature of open systems. We have considered some approaches
which support the use of agents to reason about and coordinate
services over the ultimate open system, the web. In some of these
approaches, composition involves reuse and specialization of
generic components. As [29] point out, services often provide
multiple outputs, only some of which may be needed as inputs to
a subsequent service. Sometimes additional services will be
needed to overcome a mismatch in inputs and/or outputs. Such
shortcomings in the original configuration may require
recomposition of WSs. To achieve this may involve adapation of
the agent’s behaviour, since web services are by nature closed and
immutable.
6.3 (Re-)composition and Adaptable Agents
The ability of agents to adapt according to changes in system
requirements and the environment is important to enable dynamic
and reactive behaviour.
Agents may be adapted in a number of different ways. The
knowledge and facts that an agent uses may be adapted for
example the agent may use a client profile that changes according
to the clients activities (e.g. [45]. This type of adaptation typically
involves machine learning, e.g. [25]. An agent may also adapt its
interface according to the platform on which it is being used (e.g.
[brand]. A third type of adaptation, and the type of adaptation we
are concerned with, is adaptation of the agent’s functionality.
There is limited work in this area. Semi-automatic agent creation
tools such as AGENTBUILDER [34], D’AGENTS/ AGENT/TCL
[17], ZEUS [32] and PARADE [2] could possibly be extended to
support agent adaptation.
Following the use of compositionality in the major software
engineering paradigms (e.g. functional programming [21], objectoriented programming [4], component-based programming [20]
and the Factory design pattern [16], we have developed an Agent
Factory [6]. The approach is based on the use of components, the
general agent model (GAM) and the DESIRE formal knowledgelevel modelling and specification framework for multi-agent
systems [7]. Our agent (re-)structuring approach allows an agent
to automatically adapt by reusing existing components. Our
approach is a combination of process-oriented and object-oriented
approaches by treating processes as the 'active' parts of our agent,
which are our agent components, and classes as the 'passive' part
of our agent, which are the data types used in the agent
components. We are currently exploring whether DAML-S
descriptions of web services are adequate for automated
configuration of web services by the Agent Factory. Our initial
report on how the Agent Factory can be used to perform this task
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is found in [43]. Our observations and recommendations regarding
DAML-S are given in [35].
The work by [12], which is also called the Agent Factory and
based on the notion of design patterns, assists human designers in
functional design, and the configuration of software components
to fulfil the conceptual design specified by the designers,
depending on the agent platform that is to be used. Our approach
does more: it automates the creation and redesign of both the
conceptual and operational design based on the requirements on
function, behaviour and state of an agent. Our use of web services
as components is a further distinguishing feature.
While not currently working in the WS area, the AdaptAgent
[30] approach, bring together adaptive workflow and agent
research. They consider how agents can be used to collaborate to
perform a workflow and make workflow more intelligent and
how workflow can be used to organise a set of agents and
coordinate interaction between people and agents.
The reuse of knowledge has also been a widely researched
topic and the creation of libraries of problem solving methods [36]
and generic task models [7] offer a similar idea to the functional
components in our agent factory. The IBROW project, mentioned
earlier, has even more in common with our approach by semiautomatically configuring intelligent problem solvers using
problem solving methods as building blocks. They use mappings
to act as glue between the components which are modeled as
CORBA objects. Unlike our approach, their architecture is
restricted to specific languages and architectures, they only
support semi-automation and they do not distinguish between
conceptual and implementation level designs.

7. Discussion and Future Directions
An interesting phenomena of AI research is that when a
problem becomes solved it no longer holds any mystery and
moves from being called AI to being just another part of
information processing. This phenomena was first noted by
Donald Michie and is thus known as the Michie effect [15].
Examples of the assimilation of AI concepts into mainstream data
processing are the use of machine learning techniques in
knowledge discovery from databases, the inclusion of business
rules in database technologies and the use of ontologies for
information systems development.
Similarly, AI-based research will benefit B2B, e-commerce
and
internet
applications
requiring
knowledge-level
interoperability of information systems and intelligent processing
by agents. Advances in natural language technology research will
assist discovery of web services and agents will play an important
role in using web services to satisfy user requests.
The current trend towards interoperability of systems and
integration of technologies will continue and increase the need for
standards. Standards, as mentioned in section 2, are emerging for
web services. As the roles of agents on the web increases, further
work is required in the area of communication standards between
agents and web services. For invocation, the Java Agent Services
(JAS) project is developing an industry standard and API for
network agent and service architectures. JAS does not, however,
specify how an ACL message can be translated into the format
needed by the web service. HP BlueJade also does not describe
how agents can use SOAP, UDDI, WSDL, etc, or say how
services and agents can communicate [26].
Existing agent platforms may need to be adapted to handle the
specific requirements of web services. In this direction, CMU

have proposed the RETSINA7 agent architecture for web-based
agents. The RETSINA functional architecture includes four basic
types of agents: interface, task, information and middle agents
who communicate via a special agent communication language.
Each of these agents includes four reusable modules:
communication and coordination, planning, scheduling and
monitoring. The middle agent plays a critical role in matching
providers with requesters and is offered as a solution to the
heterogeneous nature of agents over the web.
The work of the Semantic Web community to provide
semantic description of web services will play a key role in
enabling agents to automatically compose web services. We are
more than interested onlookers in these developments. While it is
still early days, the incorporation of ideas from AI is already
proving to be mutually beneficial.
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Abstract

istic Reasoning (which includes Genetic Algorithms, Chaos
Theory, etc).
The arena of investment trading is one such field where
there is an abundance of noisy data. It is in this area that
traditional computing typically gives way to soft computing, as the rigid conditions applied by traditional computing cannot be met. This is particularly evident where the
same sets of input conditions may appear to invoke different outcomes, or there is an abundance of missing or poor
quality data.

This paper surveys recent literature in the domain of applying Soft Computing to Investment and Financial Trading. It
analyses the literature according to the style of soft computing used, the investment discipline used, the successes
demonstrated, and the applicability of the research to real
world trading. This papers contribution is to expose the
key areas where research is being undertaken, and to attempt to quantify the degree of successes associated with
the different research approaches.

1

There are a number of approaches within the literatures
which deal with applying soft computing techniques to
investment and trading. Although there appears to be no
formal segmentation of these different approaches, this
paper classifies the literature into the topics proposed by
Tan [1], and augments these classifications with one more
category, namely, Hybrid. These categories of soft computing, then, are:

Introduction

This paper surveys the literature on the utilization and successes of Soft Computing techniques in the Investment
arena. Where applicable, it suggests improvements to the
methodologies used to increase their practicality.
Investment trading is normally divided into two major
disciplines, Fundamental Analysis, and Technical Analysis. Papers concerned with applying Soft Computing to
these two disciplines are reviewed.

x Time Series – forecasting future data points using historical data sets. Research reviewed in this area generally attempts to predict the future values of some time
series. Possible time series include: Base time series data
(e.g. Closing Prices), or time series derived from base
data, (e.g. Indicators - frequently used in Technical
Analysis).
x Pattern Recognition and Classification – attempts to
classify observations into categories, generally by learning patterns in the data. Research reviewed in this area
involved the detection of patterns, and segregation of
base data into ‘winner’ and ‘loser’ categories.
x Optimization – involves solving problems where patterns in the data are not known, often non-polynomial
(NP)-complete problems. Research reviewed in this
area covered the optimal selection of parameters, and
determining the optimal point at which to enter transactions.
x Hybrid – this category was used to distinguish research
which attempted to exploit the synergy effect by combining more than one of the above styles.
There is a wide acceptance of the benefit of the synergy
effect, whereby the whole is seen as being greater than the
sum of the individual parts. This can be easily seen by
inspecting Table 1, which clearly shows that Hybrid techniques account for more than one-third of the research reviewed.

The papers reviewed are assessed and categorized according to the style of soft computing used, their investment
discipline, the degree to which they demonstrate their success, as well as their practicality for use as real world trading models.

2
2.1

Analysis of Methodologies Used
Analysis by Soft Computing Technique

Soft computing represents that area of computing adapted
from the physical sciences. Artificial Intelligence techniques within this realm attempt to solve problems by applying physical laws and processes. This style of computing is particularly tolerant of imprecision and uncertainty,
making the approach attractive to those researching within
‘noisy’ realms, where the signal-to-noise ratio is quite low.
Soft computing is normally accepted to include the three
key areas of Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks, and Probabil-
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Table 2. Reviewed papers classified by Investment
Discipline

Further, the bias in this style of research towards technical
analysis techniques (see below) is also evident from the
table, with one-third of the research pursuing the area of
Pattern Recognition and Classification. Technical analysis
particularly lends itself to this style of research, as a large
focus of technical analysis concerns the detection of patterns in data, and the examination of the behavior of market
participants when these patterns are manifest.
Table 1. Reviewed papers classified by style of soft computing used
Research

Number

Paper

Classification

of papers

References

Time Series Prediction

6

[2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7]

Pattern Recognition
& Classification

11

[8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16],
[17], [18]

Optimization

2

[19], [20]

Hybrid

11

[21], [22], [23],
[24], [25], [26],
[27], [28], [29],
[30], [31]

2.2

Research

Number

Paper

Classification

of papers

References

Fundamental
Analysis

3

[29], [7], [13]

Technical Analysis

23

[20], [19], [28],
[27], [26], [25],
[24], [23], [22],
[21], [31], [30],
[5], [4], [2], [18],
[16], [15], [14],
[12], [10], [9],
[8]

Combined

4

[6], [3], [11],
[17]

Although many practitioners feel a strong divide between
Fundamental techniques, and Technical techniques, there
appears to be a growing acceptance amongst the investment
community that the techniques may be viewed as complementary. Indeed, as earlier as 1992, Taylor and Allen conducted a survey on behalf of the Bank of England, and their
findings indicated that a high percentage of chief foreign
exchange dealers already considered fundamental and
technical techniques as complementary strategies, preferring fundamental analysis for long-term horizons, and technical analysis for shorter term horizons [32].

Analysis by Investment Discipline

There are predominantly two schools of thought concerning investment trading, namely Fundamental Analysis and
Technical Analysis.
Fundamental Analysis provides a framework for examining
the underlying forces that affect the price of an investment.
Fundamental analysis techniques give rise to investment
approaches like Value Investment. This style of investment espouses the view that investing is the process of determining the fair value of an individual investment, and
purchasing that investment at or below that fair value.

Research using soft computing techniques is particularly
data intensive, as soft computing techniques generally require a large set of data on which to learn. This may go
some way towards explaining the apparent large bias of the
research of this nature to focus on technical analysis.
Typically, the technical analysis data used in the majority
of research is daily data, which is easily obtained and available in large quantities. Conversely, the data normally
used for fundamental analysis is yearly data, often sourced
from company balance sheets, or other accounting publications.

The other main school of thought concerning investment
trading is Technical Analysis. This style of trading is concerned primarily with the study of past trading data, believing this is reflecting the behavior of market participants.
Such trading data includes prices, volume and open interest.

3

Both disciplines are concerned with attempting to predict
likely future prices movements, and seek to capitalize on
these predictions with trading models.

Analysis of Investment Performance

There are a number of measures of success in common use
throughout the research reviewed.
Soft computing
achieves its benefits from a learning process, which generally allows the specific soft computing techniques the ability to repeatedly assess their own learning using some form
of feedback mechanism. This lends itself to the creation of
an error function, and most forms of soft computing attempt to minimize this error function. As the value of the
error function is decreased, the soft computing technique is

This paper classifies the reviewed literature in one of three
categories, namely Fundamental, Technical, or Combined,
with Combined representing some mix between the two
techniques. Table 2 presents the results of this classification for the papers reviewed.
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said to be learning the relationship between the various
inputs and outputs provided.
Although this is an excellent way of providing a soft computing technique with the ability to assess its own degree of
learning, it does not necessarily deliver results consistent
with the expectations of the trainer. In the area of investment trading, a trainer typically wants to maximize returns,
or minimize time in the market, or some other specific attribute of the domain being studied. This leads to something akin to an impedance mismatch, which may result in
a trained process delivering a poor outcome in its specific
domain. This problem may also result from the trainer
attempting to predict something too specific, such as the
price of an individual investment, when the trainer may
well have achieved a far better result by attempting to predict only the direction of the price movement, as suggested
by Tan [1].

In the case of Mizuno, Kosaka et al. [9] which did not outperform the buy-and-hold strategy overall, the results presented demonstrate that the system developed did exceed
the buy-and-hold strategy for buy situations. However,
performance achieved during sell situations was less than
optimal. Overall, the combined results achieved a slightly
lower rate of profit for the soft computing approach (1.20)
compared with a rate of profit (1.21) for the buy-and-hold
strategy. The authors propose that this could be due to the
increasing upward trend in price change throughout the
simulation period.
Table 4 below categorizes those papers which do not lend
themselves to the primary classification of increasing investment returns. These papers occasionally rate their own
performance by comparison to statistical techniques, or by
comparison to the results which would be obtained without
the use of soft computing, for example, by applying technical analysis or fundamental analysis alone. More often,
however, there is a tendency to conclude with statements of
a broadly positive nature.

It should be mentioned that much of the work in the area of
applying soft computing to investment trading has been of
an evolutionary approach. That is, much of the earlier
work was concerned only with establishing whether a particular soft computing approach could outperform some
corresponding regression technique. It was some time before soft computing firmly established itself, and the research involving forecasting was mature. Until this point
had been reached, it was not common to continue on and
implement the particular technique as a trading mechanism.

Table 4. Benchmarking performance
comparator other than Buy-and-Hold
Research
Classification

Result1

For the purposes of this review, the research is classified
according to what is assumed to be the most likely desired
criteria of success, namely, the ability to increase investment returns above and beyond that achieved by using a
buy-and-hold naïve approach. Table 3 shows whether the
papers reviewed outperformed the naïve strategy, or
whether their performance was classified in another way.

Comparison to
Statistical
Technique
Comparison to
same technique
without
soft
computing

Table 3. Benchmark performance against the buy-andhold approach

Other

Research

Number

Paper

Classification

of papers

References

Outperforms Buyand-Hold

4

[27], [6], [12],
[18]

Does not outperform
Buy-andHold

1

[9]

See Table 4

25

4
[19], [20], [29],
[30], [21], [31],
[22], [23], [24],
[25], [26], [28],
[4], [7], [2], [3],
[5], [8], [10],
[13], [14], [15],
[16], [17], [11]

using

Number

Paper

of
papers

References

1

1

[7]

8

8

[19], [20],
[29], [22],
[25], [26], [2],
[3]

N/A

16

[30], [21],
[31], [23],
[24], [28], [4],
[5], [8], [10],
[13], [14],
[15], [16],
[17], [11]

a

Analysis of Applicability to Non-Academic
Community

The final categorization of the papers reviewed concerns
the applicability of the research results to the non-academic
investment community. This section briefly outlines the
requirements of the non-academic community in the form
1
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Number of Papers that Outperformed relative to the basic comparison technique

of two major constraints, namely Money Management, and
Trading Costs.
Money Management techniques are directly related to the
methods by which traders control their capital. Every
trader has restrictions not only on the amount of capital that
can be employed, but also how that capital is to be expended in trading activities. Typically, this relates to various position sizes that a trader can control, and also the
restrictions on holding those positions in the event of price
moving against the trader. These restrictions placed on a
trader would be rigidly enforced, in terms of position size,
equity invested in specific positions, and the amount of
drawdown which could be tolerated before trading was
halted. None of the papers reviewed implemented money
management techniques. For a detailed explanation of
money management techniques, the reader may wish to
refer to Elder [33].

- other
Not applicable2

5

x transaction costs (brokerage),
x gaps (potentially large price changes, outside of trading
hours),
x bid-ask spreads
For a detailed explanation of the costs involved in the trading process, the reader may wish to refer to Babcock [34].

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in surveying this style of
literature is to be found in classifying successes. Very few
papers measure success in terms of outperforming a buyand-hold approach. This measure is extremely important in
this domain, as the majority of implementations can only
be compared to each other in this way. There are a number
of papers which demonstrate success within a very narrow
time frame, or small data window, or indeed, propose several alternative models, and demonstrate one model to be
superior to the other alternatives.
No research was found to be directly transferable to the
non-academic arena, due to the lack of trading constraints
implemented. Further, it was clear that a number of papers
demonstrated results that could not be captured in practice.
This was found, for example, in papers that demonstrated a
superior return, but only in the absence of transaction costs.
Earning a small return per transaction without taking transaction costs into account demonstrates a successful result.
The effect of transaction costs upon such a system would
be catastrophic. It is felt that this situation could be improved by implementing simple constraints such as ac-

Table 5. Reviewed papers classified by implementation
of real-world trading constraints
Paper

Classification
Money Management

0

None

5

[23], [25],
[30], [2], [4]

References

Trading Costs
-

transaction
costs

0

Conclusions

Within the area of soft computing styles, the survey finds
that the majority of research is within the area of both Hybrid systems, and Pattern Recognition and Classification.
It is suggested the reason for this is that the technical analysis approach lends itself towards the pattern recognition
and classification areas. Also, many hybrid systems
include pattern recognition and classification as one of
their constituents.

Accounting for these costs can easily turn a system with a
positive return into one with a negative return. For example, a system which has a high number of trades, each generating very little profit would appear as a successful system in terms of rate of return. However, taking transaction
costs into account could see the profit earned quickly
eroded in paying transaction costs. Only five of the papers
reviewed accounted for trading costs, and these papers specifically only accounted for transaction (brokerage style)
costs. Typically, these papers allowed 1% of the cost of
the trade as expended on brokerage. Table 5 demonstrates
the degree to which the reviewed papers implemented realworld trading constraints.

Number of
papers

[21], [31], [7],
[14], [15],
[16]

This paper has surveyed recent and key literature in the
domain of applying Soft Computing to Investment and
Financial Trading. It categorized the papers reviewed according to their investment discipline, the style of soft
computing they used, the degree to which they demonstrated their success, and finally, their applicability as real
world trading models.
Within the context of investment discipline, the survey
shows that the majority of this type of research is being
conducted in the field of Technical Analysis. As discussed
in the survey, soft computing is particularly data intensive,
and it is suggested that this observation goes someway to
explaining this obvious bias in research.

Trading costs refers to the amount of cost expended to earn
a given return. Traders are subject to a variety of costs,
such as:

Research

6

2
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These papers did not implement trading systems, thus they had
no need for money management techniques, or accounting for
cost.

Proceeding of Artificial Intelligence in the Pacific Rim.
1991.

counting for transaction costs, and simple money management techniques to control position sizing.
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Abstract

been reported that long-term risk of rupture for aneurysm
whose size is more than 10 mm is between 1 % and 2 %
[3]. In addition, the risk of rupture correlates with the
aneurysm size [4]. Thus, it is important to detect cerebral
aneurysm with respect to the size of the aneurysm.
Several studies have been conducted on a computer
aided-diagnosis (CAD) of aneurysm. They can be
classified into (1) blood vessel segmentation [5][6], (2)
volume rendering [7], (3) evaluation of blood velocity [8],
and (4) automated detection of aneurysm. Especially,
there are the related methods for detecting aneurysms.
Kawata et al. have proposed a method for detecting the
abdominal blood vessel disease [9]. An automated
method for detecting the retinal microaneurysm has been
proposed [10]. As related study to our interest, automated
polyp detection has been studied [11]. However, they
have not been applied to detecting cerebral aneurysms in
MRA images. Moreover, there is no work on a CAD
system to assist radiologists in finding cerebral aneurysms
using MRA images.
The aim of this paper is to develop a CAD system,
which supports radiologists to find the cerebral aneurysm.
Because aneurysm is unspecified in size, shape, or
location, it is difficult to realize a fully automated
detection system. Therefore, our method detects
aneurysm candidates and assigns the fuzzy degree
belonging to various size of aneurysm. The aneurysm
candidates are found by using a normal model, which is
composed of normal arteries of the given subject before
the aneurysms occur. The normal model is constructed by
using the cerebral arteries segmented from MRA images.
Assigning the fuzzy degrees is carried out on a feature
value map generated by reference datasets. In the
experiments, the proposed system was applied to eight
patients.

MRA (magnetic resonance angiography) is a
commonly used method for diagnosing unruptured
cerebral aneurysms. In this paper, we introduce a novel
computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system for the cerebral
aneurysm using MRA images. The proposed CAD system
automatically finds candidates of the cerebral aneurysm,
and then evaluates a fuzzy degree belonging to aneurysm
whose size is more than a user-specified size. To find the
aneurysm candidates, the normal model, which has no
aneurysm, is estimated by using the cerebral arteries
segmented from MRA images. Then the candidates are
characterized by four features; variance, hemi-sphericity,
mean MR signal value, and directional gradient
concentration. The system then estimates the fuzzy
degrees by using a feature value map generated by
reference datasets. In the experiments, the proposed
system was applied to eight patients with cerebral
aneurysms. The four patients were used to make reference
datasets, and the four patients were used to test the ability
of finding cerebral aneurysms. The experimental results
showed that our system gave the highest fuzzy degree for
the cerebral aneurysm among the candidates in all cases
except one case with small aneurysm.

1. Introduction
Cerebral aneurysms occur in the blood vessels (usually
arteries) in the brain. Finding the aneurysms before they
rupture is essential for prophylaxes of the subarachnoid
hemorrhage, the cerebral infarction and so on. Wilcock et
al. showed that magnetic resonance angiography (MRA)
reliably detected aneurysms greater than a diameter of 5
mm [1]. According to Wiebers et al.’s findings, mean
diameter of ruptured aneurysm was 7.5 mm [2]. It has
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0.25
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e.g.
Limitation of
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0.77
0.31

User
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Figure 1. The proposed CAD scheme.

2. Materials
centerline

MRA images used in this study were acquired using a
Genesis Signa 1.5 tesla MRI scanner (General Electric
Medical Systems). The image acquisition method was
3-D time-of-flight (TOF) angiography with a repetition
time (TR) of 25.0 msec and an echo time (TE) of 6.9
msec. A field of view was 160 mm. A matrix was 512 by
512, and the thickness of the slice was 1.2 mm. The
dimension of the given voxel was 0.3125×0.3125×0.6
mm3. Each of the volume data was composed of about
100 separated and volumetric slices taken from the axial
plane. The intensity value for all voxels of all intracranial
structure ranged between 0 and 4095. The subjects were
eight volunteers with aneurysms. MRA datasets used in
this experiment was converted into cubic voxels, that is,
filled between axial slices by linear interpolation.

Aneurysm
candidate

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. (a) Segmented arteries image and
the centerline is described in the gray line.
(b) The normal model by dilating the
centerline. (c) Aneurysm candidate obtained
by subtracting the normal model (a) from
the segmented arteries (b).
find the aneurysms whose size is greater than 3.0 mm, our
system gives the low fuzzy degree for the aneurysm
whose size is smaller than 3.0 mm. In the following, we
describe (1) finding of aneurysm candidates, (2) feature
extraction, and (3) fuzzy expert system.

3. Methods

3.1. Aneurysm candidates

The risk of rupture of the aneurysm depends on its size.
We propose a system to help radiologists find cerebral
aneurysms whose size is greater than an arbitrary size that
the radiologists want to find. The proposed CAD scheme
is illustrated in Figure 1. This CAD system finds
aneurysm candidates from MRA images of a given
subject. For each candidate, the degree of aneurysm is
assigned in the range of 0 to 1 by a fuzzy expert system.
One means that the aneurysm candidate is completely the
cerebral aneurysm. In the example illustrated in Figure 1,
the system finds five aneurysm candidates, and assigns
fuzzy degree for each candidate. Thus, users can diagnose
only the aneurysm candidates with respect to the fuzzy
degrees. This makes the users easily find the aneurysm
because it is not necessary to observe the whole cerebral
arteries. And the number of points to diagnose can be
limited. For example, the number of points to diagnose
can be controlled by changing a threshold value. That is,
the users diagnose the aneurysm candidates whose fuzzy
degree is higher than the threshold. In addition, the
system estimates the fuzzy degrees belonging to the
aneurysm whose size is more than an arbitrary size
decided by the user. For example, when the user tries to

We assume a normal model to extract aneurysm
candidates. The normal model is composed of normal
arteries of the given subject before the aneurysms occur.
Thus, the normal model is generated for the individual
subject. Finding the aneurysm candidate from an MRA
dataset is performed with four steps. At the first step,
arteries are extracted by means of an automated artery
extraction method proposed by Kobashi et al. [5]. The
method gives 3-D binary images in which the voxels of
segmented arteries are 1 and the others are 0. The second
step skeletonizes the 3-D binary image using Saito and
Toriwaki’s method [12], and then gives the centerlines of
arteries. At the third step, the normal model is genelated
using the centreline and radius of the arteries. Assume an
example of constructing the normal model illustrated in
Figure 2. For each voxel of the centrelines, we define the
radius of the arteries to be the Euclidean distance from
the voxel to the nearest background voxel as shown in
Figure 2(a). So, in the case of the aneurysm, the normal
radius before the aneurysm occurs can be approximated.
Next, the centrelines are dilated so that the radius of
centrelines becomes the approximated normal radius for
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each voxel of the centrelines as shown in Figure 2(b). We
call the dilated centrelines as the normal model. Finally,
aneurysm candidates are found by subtracting the normal
model from the arteries segmented at the first step as
shown in Figure 2(c).

hemi-sphericity as:

HS =

To characterize the aneurysm candidates, we introduce
four features, variance, hemi-sphericity, mean MR signal
value, and directional gradient concentration. Each
feature value is normalized by
F −a
zi = i i ; (i = 1,K,4)
(1)
σi
where Fi, ai, and σi are the ith extracted feature value, the
average value and the standard deviation, respectively.
[Feature 1] Variance: All voxels of the candidate are
assigned the Euclidean distance from the voxel to the
nearest voxel of normal model. The method then
constructs Euclidean distance histogram of aneurysm
candidate. Using the histogram, we define the variance of
the histogram as a feature value. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of this feature value, assume three
candidates shown in Figure 3. In this example, the first
candidate shown in (a-1) is the aneurysm that is called as
true-positive (TP), the second and the third candidates
shown in (b-1) and (c-1) are quasi aneurysms that are
called false-positive (FP). In the case of the second
candidate, variance is too small (b-2). This is due to
errors of the normal model assumption. In contrast, in the
case of the third candidate, variance is too large (c-3).
This is due to an overextraction in the artery extraction
process.
[Feature 2] Hemi-sphericity: The shape of the aneurysm
should be like a hemisphere. We define a feature of
Distance
value

(a-1)

(2)

max
max
max
max
1 N / 2  ei ( p) − ei + N / 2 ( p ) ; ei ( p), ei+ N / 2 ( p) > 0
=
, (3)
∑
2 N i=1 eimax ( p ) + eimax
otherwise.
+ N / 2 ( p );
n


1
cosψ ij ( p) ,
eimax ( p) = max 
∑
Rmin ≤n≤ Rmax n − R
min + 1 j = Rmin


where p is a voxel of the aneurysm candidate, and N is the
number of the 3-D symmetric directions that is used for
computing the response. The value eimax ( p ) is the
maximum gradient concentration between Rmin and Rmax.
ψ ij ( p ) is the angle
As illustrated in Figure 5, the angle
uur
between
the direction vector Di and a gradient vector
r
g j located at distance j from p. Also, e max ( p ) and
i
are computed from the opposite directions,
eurimax
+ N / 2 ( p ) ur
D i and D i + N / 2 . In comparison with the second feature,
hemi-sphericity, this feature value gives the information
about a hemisphere like based on the intensity values.

(c-1)

(b-1)

VC
VCHS

where VC is the volume of the aneurysm candidate. VCHS
is the volume of a hemisphere, which circumscribes the
aneurysm candidate.
[Feature 3] Mean MR signal value: The voxels of
aneurysm have similar intensity to the voxels of the
arteries because aneurysm is a part of the arteries. Mean
intensity value of the aneurysm candidate of interest is
calculated as the third feature.
[Feature 4] Directional gradient concentration:
Generally, the shape of aneurysms appearing on the
arteries wall is hemispherical. In the hemisphere, gradient
vectors of the intensity map point toward the center of a
sphere, which is estimated by using the hemisphere as
shown in Figure 4. Therefore, we employ the directional
gradient concentration (DGC) feature [11]. The DGC
feature is computed by
DGC ( p )

3.2. Feature Extraction

High

3

3.3. Fuzzy expert system

Low
candidate 1

candidate 2

In this section, we propose a fuzzy expert system. The

candidate 3

Rmax
r
gj
uur
Di
ψ ij ( p)

Number of voxels

Model

(a-2)

(b-2)

(c-2)

Rmin
Variance

Variance

Distance value

Distance
value

p

Variance

p
Figure 4. An example
of gradient vector
distribution
in
a
hemispherical density.

Distance value

Figure 3. (a) TP candidate. (b) FP candidate
due to overextraction. (c) FP candidate due
to errors of the normal model assumption.
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Figure 5. uuThe
angle
r
r
between Di and g j
for computation of
in each direction.

fuzzy degrees are given by evaluating the similarity of the
candidate to the reference datasets.
The reference datasets, which are constructed by an
expert preliminary, are a set of feature values, the size,
and the labeled instance (TP or FP) of the aneurysm
candidates. The instance, TP, means an expert instructs
that the candidate is the aneurysm. In contrast, the
instance, FP, means the expert instructs the candidate is
NOT the aneurysm. In the following, we call the reference
datasets of TP and FP are TP object and FP object,
respectively. The reference datasets are obtained from
MRA images by candidate detection, feature extraction,
and instance labeling. The instance of each candidate is
given by the expert. Note that there are various sizes of
TP objects.
For each candidate, a fuzzy degree belonging to each
TP object is calculated as below. First, Euclidian distance
values from the feature vector of the candidate to that of
each reference data are computed. For explanation of
estimating the fuzzy degree, consider a feature vector map
of the reference data illustrated in Figure 6. This is an
example of the feature map in the case of 2-D space. In
this figure, the values dT1, …, dTn (n: the number of TP
objects) are the distances to each TP object, and dF is to
the nearest FP object. Using the distance values, we
estimate a fuzzy degree belonging to the ith TP object, µT1,
…, µTi, (i = 1, …, n) by:
dF
1
µ Ti =
, rTi =
,
(4)
− c1 ( rTi − 0.5)
d F + d Ti
1+ e
where c1 is a parameter that controls fuzziness (c1 = 10 is
Feature 2

 − ( D − D )2 
(5)
Ti
,
f Ti ( D ) = µ Ti ⋅ exp 
2


b


where DTi is the size of the ith TP, and b is a parameter for
fuzziness (b = 30 in this experiment). This membership
function gives a change of fuzzy degree according to the
size of aneurysm. Thus, using the membership function,
we can obtain a fuzzy degree belonging to an arbitrary
size of the aneurysm.
Finally, this system calculates a fuzzy degree, µaneurysm,
belonging to the aneurysm whose size is greater than a
user-specified size. For a candidate of interest, the
aneurysm degree µaneurysm is given by:
µaneurysm = max ( fT ( D) × g ( D )) ,
  −( D − Dobject )2 
exp 
 ; 0 ≤ D ≤ Dobject

g ( D ) =  
.
b2


1;
Dobject < D


dT3
dT2

TP objects
indexed
by volume

fT(D)
1
µT3 µT2
µT1

TP

1

µTi

: FP objects
: input object

0

Feature 1

Figure 6. An example of the feature
values map of the reference data.
1-

Figure 7. The degree of
the ith TP.

TP#

Variance

1
2
3
4

4.20
6.40
11.4
11.9

µaneurysm

0

0

f T2(D)
f T3(D)

fT1(D)

DT1

DT2 DT3

D[mm]

Figure 8. The membership
function of the degree of TP.

Table 1
(a) The TP feature values.

fT(D)

D[mm]

1 -

1

rTn

1-

0

(6)

where Dobject is a size specified by the users. The example
is illustrated in Figure 9. The difference between this

Degree

dF
dT1

used in this experiment). Figure 7 gives an example of Eq.
4. As shown in this figure, if the distance from the
candidate to the ith TP object is dTi, the fuzzy degree is µTi.
That is, the shorter distance gives the higher fuzzy degree.
By applying Eq. 4 for all TP objects, we can obtain fuzzy
degrees belonging to for each TP object.
Using the fuzzy degrees, a membership function
illustrated in Figure 8 is given by:
f T ( D ) = f T1 ( D) U f T2 ( D) ULU f Ti ( D ),

0

max

HemiSphericity
0.771
0.904
0.661
0.703

Mean
MR value
199.2
182.5
194.5
175.8

DGC
0.144
0.143
0.141
0.139

(b) Normalization parameters.

Dobject D [mm]

α
σ

Figure 9. The aneurysm degree.
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Variance

HemiSphericity

Mean
MR value

DGC

4.91
5.15

0.608
0.173

154.6
24.22

0.135
0.008

fuzzy degree, µaneurysm, and the fuzzy membership
function defined above is that µaneurysm gives a fuzzy
degree belonging to the aneurysm whose size is greater
than a given by a user, and the membership functions give
a fuzzy degree belonging to the aneurysm for each size.

1,2) were obtained. The membership function fT for each
candidate is shown in Figure 11. As shown in these
figures, we found that the fT of the aneurysm (candidate
3) was higher than that of the other mis-finding
(candidates 1,2). Figure 12 shows the maximum fuzzy
degree distribution of all aneurysm candidates for each
subject. The ground-truth aneurysms in the candidates
were given by a radiologist for evaluation. The fuzzy
degree of the ground-truth aneurisms are denoted by a
white allow in the maximum fuzzy degree distribution. In
this result, our system gave the highest fuzzy degree for
the ground-truth aneurysms among the candidates in all
cases except the subject 2. In the case of subject 2, the
fuzzy degree of the ground-truth aneurysm was poorly
estimated because the number of the reference datasets
used in this experiment is very small and there is no
reference dataset corresponding to the aneurysm in the
subject 2.
Figure 13 shows the aneurysm candidates whose fuzzy
degree is the highest in the candidates for subject 1 and 4.
The size to derive the resultant fuzzy degree was set at 4
mm. The aneurysm candidates with the highest fuzzy
degree were equal to the ground-truth aneurysms given
by the radiologist. The size of the candidate in subject 1

4. Results and discussion
We applied the proposed method to MRA datasets of
eight patients with aneurysms. The four MRA datasets
were used to make reference datasets, and the another
four MRA datasets were used to test the ability of finding
cerebral aneurysms. 22 reference datasets were obtained
from four MRA datasets by candidate detection and
feature extraction. The reference data consisted of 4 TP
objects and 18 FP objects. Table 1 tabulates the feature
values of TP objects and the normalization parameters.
Table 1 showed that the feature values of TP objects were
obtained within a constraint range.
The MRA datasets of the four patients (subject 1, 2, 3,
and 4) for testing were analyzed by the proposed system.
Figure 10 shows a part of results of candidate detection
for subject 1. In this case, three candidates including one
aneurysm (candidate 3) and two mis-findings (candidates

Segmented
image

3

Normal
model

1

2

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 10. (a) Segmented arteries. (b)Skeletonized image. (c) Normal model. (d) Three aneurysm
candidates were found.
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Figure 11. The membership function fT. (a) and (b) are the FP candidates. (c) is the TP candidate.
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Figure 12. Fuzzy degree distribution of aneurysm candidates.
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1.0

0.908

0.639

(a) Subject 1
(b) Subject 4.
Figure 13. Illustration of the detection of aneurysm.
and 4 are 4.1mm and 6.0mm, respectively. These results
indicate that the proposed system gave high fuzzy degrees
for the aneurysm in spite of little number of the reference
datasets. The accuracy will be more improved with an
increase in the number of the reference datasets.

[2]

DO. Wiebers, JP. Whisnant, TM. Sundt Jr and WM.
O’Fallon “The significance of unruptured intracranial
saccular aneurysms,” J Neurosurg, 66:23-29, 1987.
[3] “Unruptured intracranial aneurysms--risk of rupture and
risks of surgical intervention. International Study of
Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms Investigators.” N Engl
J Med, 339:1725-33, 1998.
[4] J. Rosenorn and V. Eskesen, “Does a safe size limit exist
for unruptured intracranial aneurysms?,” D Acta
Neurochir (Wien), 121:113-118, 1993.
[5] S. Kobashi, N. Kamiura, Y. Hata and F. Miyawaki,
“Volume Quantization Based Neural Network Approach
to 3D MR Angiography Image Segmentation,” Image and
Vision Computing, 19(4):185-193, 2001.
[6] A. C. Chung, J. A. Noble, and P. Summers, “Fushing
speed and phase information for vascular segmentation of
phase contrast MR angiography,” Medical Image Analysis,
6(2):109-128, 2002.
[7] A. Huber, M. Matzko, B. J. Wintersperger, and M. Reiser,
“Reconstruction methods in postprocessing of CT- and
MR-angiography of the aorta,” Radiologe, 41(8):689-694,
2001.
[8] N. Fatouraee, and A. A. Amini, “Regularization of flow
streamlines in multislice phase-contrast MR imaging,”
IEEE Transaction on Medical Imaging, 22(6):699-709,
2003.
[9] Y. Kawata, N. Niki, and T. Kumazaki, “Measurement of
blood vessel characteristics for disease detection based on
cone-beam CT images,” IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
Science, 43(6):3348-3354, 1996.
[10] S. Abdelazeem, “Micro-aneurysm detection using vessels
removal and circular Hough transfer,” Radio Science
Conference, Proceedings of the Nineteenth National,
421-426, 2002.
[11] J. Nappi and H. Yoshida, “Automated detection of polyps
with CT colonagraphy: Evaluation of volumetric feature
for reduction of false-positive findings,” Academic
Radiology, 9(4):386-397, 2002.
[12] T. Saito and J. Toriwaki, “A sequential thinning algorithm
for three dimensional digital pictures using the Euclidean
distance
transformation,”
Proceedings
of
8th
Scandinavian Conference, Image Analysis, 507-516, 1995.

5. Conclusions
We have proposed a novel CAD system for finding
aneurysms using MRA images. The CAD system
estimates a fuzzy degree belonging to aneurysms whose
size is greater than a user specified size by using
reference datasets. The experimental results confirmed
that high fuzzy degrees were given for the ground-truth
aneurysms. Thus, the proposed system strongly assists
radiologists to find the cerebral aneurysm from the MRA
images but the radiologists investigates the all sectional
images or all points of the arteries. The feature of the
proposed system is that it can be applied to entire cerebral
arteries independent of the shape, and can limit the
aneurysm candidates on the size of user’s demand. It
should be noted that our method is efficient to assist
diagnosis of cerebral aneurysm. It remains us to evaluate
the proposed system using the large number of subjects.
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Abstract: This article introduces a method for constructing a heart-beat signal from a long record of phonocardiogram
(PCG). The method comprises a series of algorithms that decompose a long data record of heart sound to its heart-beat
cycles using the simultaneously recorded electrocardiogram (ECG). First the cardiac cycles are identified using the synchronized ECG signal. The corresponding heart-beat cycles are then extracted from the PCG signal and used to construct a template signal. Using the correlation of the heart-beat signals with the template signal, the heart-beats
corrupted by noise are identified and discarded. The remaining heart-beats are then used to construct a heart-beat signal
which is free of artefacts and can be used for various heart sound analysis purposes.

1 INTRODUCTION

2 HEART-BEAT CYCLE DETECTION

A phonocardiogram (PCG) is a recording of an acoustic
wave produced by periodical contractions and relaxation of the heart muscles along with acceleration and
deceleration of blood within the cardiac structure. The
sequence of events occurring during such activities is
called the cardiac cycle. Each cardiac cycle is categorized into four basic groups: first, second, third, and
forth heart sounds [1]. Phonocardiograms have been
studied for diagnostic purposes for various heart diseases [2]-[5]; and also for better understanding of heart
sounds [6]-[8].

The central idea of the proposed heart-beat separation
scheme is the decomposition of phonocardiograms into
heart-beat signals through the detection of the heart-beat
cycles of the synchronized electrocardiograms; beat
cycle detection is easier using ECG signals. In order to
accomplish this, first the QRS peaks of the ECG signal
are detected, and then the corresponding beat cycles are
identified.

The PCG signals are oscillatory in nature; although it
may not be exactly periodic in strict mathematical
sense. Observation of the evolution of these signals
reveals that there are similar events or periods, but they
may not exactly reproduce themselves. Furthermore,
phonocardiograms are quasi-stationary signals; consequently, their characteristics do not change drastically
within few minutes of recordings.

QRS detection is one of the important tasks in ECG
analysis; a great deal of research effort has been devoted
to this task [2]. Most of the QRS detectors described in
the literature are aimed for analysis of the ECG signal
itself. Our aim, however, is to find the temporal location
of the peaks of the QRS complexes and use them to separate the heart-beat cycles from the PCG signal. Our
QRS detection scheme is divided into two sub-systems:
the preprocessor and the decision rule system, as shown
in Figure 1. The main concern in the QRS detector is to
avoid detection of false peaks, if any.

2.1 QRS Peak Detection

However, analyzing long data records of PCG signals
using some signal processing techniques such as timefrequency or wavelet methods imposes a huge computational burden. The heart-beat signal extraction technique presented herein can be used to obtain a single
heart-beat signal encapsulating the characteristics of the
PCG signal. The extracted heart-beat signal can then be
used for analysis or diagnostic purposes.

x(n)

LowPass

Amplitude
Normalization

Decision
Rule

y(n)

Processor
Figure 1 QRS peak detector.

The proposed heart-beat signal extraction technique is
explained in the succeeding two sections. First the electrocardiogram beat cycle detection algorithm is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the segmentation of the
PCG signal and the reconstruction of a single heart-beat
signal are explained. Then in Section 4 experimental
results are presented, followed by a concluding remarks
in Section 5.

Figure 2 shows the QRS detection algorithm. The input
signal, Secg(t), is initially normalized in amplitude. This
is essential since a thresholding scheme is employed for
detection of peaks of the QRS complexes. There are
usually some fluctuations in the QRS amplitudes, hence
the threshold level is set to a value Vth given in Eq. (1).
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Figure 3 The process of thersholing and windowing
the ECG signal.

Yes
End

complex above threshold. The slope of the windowed
ECG signal above threshold level is

Figure 2 QRS peak detection algorithm.
d
β i ( t ) = ----- [ S ecg ( t )W m ( t – mi ) ]
dt
0.8 ≤ V th ≤ 1

(2)

The zero crossing in β i ( t ) represents a local maximum
in the ECG signal, i.e., a potential QRS peak.

(1)

The input data is scanned with a rectangular window the
width of which is much less than a heart-beat period,
whose length could vary from about half a second to
more than one second depending on the person. A small
window size reduces the possibility of missing any QRS
peaks during the scanning process. Within each window
the parts of the data that are above threshold are
selected and their maximum value is found. The thresholding scheme ensures that only regions of the signal
that are in the vicinity of the peak of the QRS complex
are considered for peak detection. In Figure 3 shows
one cycle of an ECG signal with threshold level Vth
and a scanning window Wm of length m.

2.2 True QRS Interval Detection
The primary objective of the true QRS interval detection is to ensure that the peaks detected with the algorithm of Figure 2 are real QRS peaks; that is, we want to
identify any false detections and remove them. There
are two situations in which a false detection may occur:
a presence of an artefact whose height is higher than the
threshold level, or the presence of small fluctuations
(due to noise) near the QRS peak.
The mean interspike (i.e., QRS peak-to-peak) interval is
calculated as

In order to distinguish and locate the position of the
actual QRS peak, the slope of the signal above threshold
is calculated within each window. Let W m ( t – mi ) be
the ith window and Secg(t) be the portion of the QRS

1
T = -----------M–1
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M–1

∑ PK ( j + 1 ) – PK ( j )

j=1

(3)

where M is the number of detected QRS peaks, and
PK is a vector containing the locations of the QRS
peaks. We define the minimum and the maximum
acceptable time interval between two consecutive QRS
peaks as:
∆T mn = T – 0.1T

(4)

∆T mx = T + 0.1T

(5)

Start
QRS Peak Locations, PK
i = 1
Mean Interspike
Interval, T

∆t + ∆t

i
i+1
δt i = ------------------------------2

The average interval between the ith peak and its nearest neighbours is calculated as follows:
∆t i + ∆t i + 1
δt i = --------------------------2

Yes

T mn ≤ δt i ≤ T mx
(6)

No
Φ ( i ) = PK ( i )

where ∆t i and ∆t i + 1 are the time intervals between
the ith peak and its preceding and succeeding peaks,
respectively; that is,
∆t i = PK ( i ) – PK ( i – 1 )

(7)

∆t i + 1 = PK ( i + 1 ) – PK ( i )

(8)

No

i = M
Yes
dΦ
β = ------dt

q = i

The interval, δt i , for every detected peak is compared
with ∆T mx and ∆T mn . If it is within the interval
[ ∆T mn, ∆T mx ] , it is accepted as a true QRS peak, otherwise it is considered to be a false peak, and hence
rejected. That is, for a true QRS peak, Eq. (9) must be
satisfied.
∆T mn ≤ δt i ≤ ∆T mx

i = i+1

β(i) = 0

PK ( q ) = [ ]
End

Figure 4 QRS interval detection algorithm.

(9)
1
3

tr i = PK ( i ) – --- [ PK ( i ) – PK ( i – 1 ) ]

When a false QRS peak occurs at position i, the value of
its average interval δt i , and possibly those of adjacent
peaks, will not satisfy Eq. (9). In particular, there will be
a local valley centred on i in the values of the vector δt ,
the vector whose elements are the intervals δt i . In order
to find the location of the false QRS peak, it is necessary to find the position of the bottom of the valley. This
is accomplished by calculating the derivative of the
vecotr δt and finding the position at which the derivative becomes zero. The proposed QRS interval detection algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

(10)

where its offset time is the ith entry in the vector PK .
This is illustrated in Figure 5.

1

onset
and off-

P-Wave

0.8

(1)

0.6

(2)

set

(3)

0.4

2.3 ECG Beat Cycle Detection

0.2
0

In order to detect the beat cycles, the beginning of each
cardiac cycle with respect to QRS peaks must be identified. The P-wave is chosen as the beginning of the cardiac cycle. If the time interval between two consecutive
QRS peaks is divided into three sections, the P-wave
occurs in the third section. The onset of the third section
of the ith QRS peak is given by Eq. (10).
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Figure 5 Two consecutive cycles of ECG signal
for P-wave recognition.
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5

Since we are going to use the QRS peak detector to find
the peaks of the P-waves, it is essential to remove the
portion of the QRS complex that falls within section
three. This is the part of the signal between τ f and τ t
in Figure 5. This is accomplished by calculating the
slope of the signal from tr i to PK i as:
d
mp i = ----- S ecg ( t )
dt

Start

QRS Peak Locations, PK
Initialize v(t) to zero
i=1

for tr i ≤ t ≤ PK ( i )

(11)
r = PK i – ( PK i – PK i – 1 ) ⁄ 3

The signal mp i is scanned in a bottom-up fashion; that
is, scanning starts from the end and proceeds towards
the beginning. When the first zero crossing is encountered, the scanning is stopped. This point corresponds to
the first minimum in the signal just before the QRS
complex. The part of the signal to the right of the zero
crossing is discarded. In order to detect the peak of the
P-wave, the algorithms of Figure 2 and 4 are applied to
the remaining part of the signal. This process is repeated
for all detected QRS intervals. The final outcome is a
vector the same size as the ECG signal S ecg ( t ) , the elements of which are all zeros except at the locations of
the P-wave peaks, where a value of one is recorde. The
flow chart of this algorithm is shown in Figure 6.

Λ ( t ) = S ecg ( t ) for r ≤ t ≤ PK i

d
dt

mp = -----(Λ ( t ))
µ = t

Mx i = S ecg ( t ) for r ≤ t ≤ µ

Peak Detector of Fig. 2
with Vth = 0.
ν(t)

3 SEGMENTATION OF PCG SIGNAL

t = peaks of P-wave
i = M

The prime purpose for developing the QRS detection
algorithm was to devise a scheme which would enable
us to decompose the PCG signal into its beat cycles
with minimum error of miss-detection. As was mentioned earlier, the ECG and PCG signals must be
recorded simultaneously. Therefore, the decomposition
process of the PCG signal into its constituent beat
cycles can be accomplished by simply aligning it with
the signal obtained by the algorithm of Figure 6,
v ecg ( t ) , which is a train of impulses located at the starts
of the cardiac cycles.

= 1

No

Yes
End

Figure 6 ECG beat cycle detection.

The degree of similarity between the beat cycle waveforms and this template signal is measured by calculating the correlation coefficient of the template signal
with each of the beat cycles. The correlation coefficient
between the template signal and a given beat cycle is
defined as

3.1 Identification of Artefact-Free Beat Cycles
Among the separated heart-beat cycles, it is necessary
to identify and discard those cycles that contain artefacts. Let each PCG heart-beat signal be denoted by
S ipcg ( t ) , where i is the order of the beat cycle within
the PCG signal. A correlation scheme is devised to distinguish the artefact-free heart-beat cycles within the
PCG signal. A template signal is constructed for this
purpose, and every beat cycle is compared with it. The
template signal, S tmp ( t ) is constructed by taking the
ensemble average of all the beat cycles.
1 M i
S tmp ( t ) = ----- ∑ S pcg
(t)
M

i = i+1

mp = 0

C tmp, btc
ρ = ------------------------------C tmp × C btc

(13)

where C tmp, btc is the cross-covariance between the
template signal and the beat cycles, C tmp and C btc are,
respectively, the covariances of the template signal and
the beat cycle.
In order to obtain the maximum correlation coefficient
possible, the beat cycle is shifted with respect to the
template signal. In other words, the correlation coefficient is computed at the smallest time-lag which yields
maximum cross-correlation between the two signals.

(12)

i=1

where M is the total number of heart-beat cycles.
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3.2 The Heart-beat signal

The cross-correlation of the template signal with the
beat cycle is defined as
N

X(τ) =

∑ S tmp ( n )Sbtc ( n – τ )

The final heart-beat signal is reconstructed using only
the artefact free beat cycles. The mean signal of the beat
cycles is computed in the frequency domain. Frequency
domain averaging is used to avoid errors that may occur
due to small miss-alignments of the beat cycles in the
time domain. To obtain the time domain signal, the
averaged frequency domain signal is converted back to
the time domain using the inverse discrete Fourier
transform (IDFT). The heart-beat cycle reconstruction
algorithm is presented in Figure 7.

(14)

n=0

where N is the length the template signal, which is
equalt to the length of the beat cycle.
In order to identify the beat cycles corrupted with artefacts, a threshold level for the correlation coefficients is
set to 0.9; that is, those beat cycles that have their correlation coefficient below 90% of the maximum correlation coefficient are rejected.

4 RESULTS
In this section we present the results of applying the
algorithms presented in this article to real signals
recorded from patients suspected with coronary artery
disease. Thirty seconds of synchronously recorded PCG
and ECG signals are shown in Figure 8 below; clearly
the PCG signal contains some artefacts.

Start
S pcg ( t ); P ecg ( t );
β = 1
m
decompose PCG to its beat cycles; S pcg
(t)

1
S tmp ( t ) = ----M

M

i

∑
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N

∑ S tmp ( n )S btc ( n – τ )

X( τ) =

n=0

τm = t

max ( X ( τ ) )

β = β+1

Yes

τm = 0

Figure 8 Synchronously recorded PCG (a) and
ECG (b) signals.

No

i

i

S btc( t ) = S btc( t – τ m )

The ECG signal was scanned with a 10 millisecond
long rectangular window. A threshold level of 0.8 was
selected, and the QRS detection algorithm was applied.
The detected QRS peaks were examined with the algorithm of Figure 4 for false detections. Then the starting
points of the cardiac cycles were detected using the
ECG beat-cycle detection algorithm (Figure 6). The
output of the ECG cycle detection algorithm, the signal
ν ecg ( t ) , is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 The signal ν ecg ( t ) obtained from the ECG beatFigure 7 Heart-beat construction algorithm.

cycle detection algorithm.
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The PCG cardiac cycles were separated by aligning the
PCG signal (Figure 8(a)) with the signal ν ecg ( t ) of
Figure 9. These extracted PCG cardiac cycles, shown in
Figure 10(a), were then used to reconstruct the PCG
template signal presented in Figure 10(b).
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Figure 11 Correlation coefficients for signals of Fig. 10(a)
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Figure 10 (a) Beat cycles of PCG signal of Figure 8 (a).
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The correlation coefficients of the template signal of
Figure 10(b) with each beat cycle of Figure 10(a) were
calculated; the computed correlation coefficients are
tabulated below (TABLE 1) and plotted in Figure 11. In
Table 1, four correlation coefficients fall below 0.9, but
one of them is equal to 0.8946), very close to 0.9. If the
threshold level is set at 0.88, as shown in Figure 10,
only tree beat cycles that have their correlation coefficients below the threshold level, and hence are rejected.
Figure 12 illustrates the accepted and rejected PCG beat
cycles. The final heart-beat cycle is constructed using
only the artefact free beat cycles as described in Section
3.2. The final PCG beat signal is presented in Figure 13.
It is an artefact free signal, which represents the typical
heart-beat cycle of the person from who the signal was
recorded.
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Figure 12 (a) Accepted beat cycles, and (b) rejected beat
cycles for PCG signal of Figure 8 (a).

TABLE 1 – Correlation coefficients of PCG template signal
with individual beat cycles.
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Figure 13 Final PCG heart-beat signal.
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5 Conclusions
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their concentration. This technology can detect changes
in cellular composition that reflect the onset of a disease
and changes in intermolecular interactions in cells. This
makes it a potentially powerful tool in cancer diagnosis,
as it can help detecting abnormal cells at molecular levels
that occur before the change in morphology seen under
the light microscope.
An advantage of the FTIR
technique is that it may be fully automated and hence be
less time-consuming than visual inspection. For one
sample, measuring the spectrum on FTIR equipment only
takes approximately one minute. In addition, it is a
sensitive, computer-operated system. Very small amounts
of samples are adequate and they can be studied
regardless of the sample’s form and physical state. These
attributes make the technique of significant potential
interest to large scale screening procedures, such as
routine screening of cervical smears [6].
The FTIR technique is based on spectral parameters
that reflect the structural changes at the molecular level.
If the characteristic spectrum of an abnormal and normal
tissue component is known, it may be possible to compare
the spectra in each cluster to these reference spectra and
hence achieve accurate diagnosis.
In previous work [12], FTIR spectral data was first
empirically pre-processed and then classified using
various data clustering techniques in order to compare to
manually obtained classifications. It was found that
accurate clustering could only be achieved by manually
applying pre-processing techniques that varied according
to the particular sample characteristics. In this paper, two
data clustering techniques, Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
(HCA) [7] and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [8] clustering, are
used to classify sets of oral cancer cell data without a preprocessing procedure. The performance of these two
techniques is presented and their differences are
discussed. The results are presented in comparison with a
previous study on the same data where the data was preprocessed empirically before a diagnosis analysis. The
aim of this research is to develop an advanced cancer
diagnosis system that is easy to use, reliable and efficient.

Abstract
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is an
efficient, sensitive and computer operated technique that
can detect changes in cellular composition that may
reflect the onset of a disease. As such, it is being
investigated as a method for automatic early detection of
pre-cancerous changes. In previous work, FTIR spectral
data was first empirically pre-processed and then
classified using various data clustering techniques in
order to compare to manually obtained classifications. It
was found that accurate clustering could only be achieved
by manually applying pre-processing techniques that
varied according to the particular sample characteristics.
In this paper, two data clustering techniques,
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) and Fuzzy C-Means
(FCM) clustering, are used to classify sets of oral cancer
cell data without a pre-processing procedure. The
performances of these two techniques are compared and
their differences are discussed. The FCM method was
found to perform significantly better.

1. Introduction
As a major health problem to human, cancer has
become a main research area for science researchers in all
over the world. There are over 200 different cancer types
that have been found so far. In Britain, the lifetime risk of
developing cancer is more than one in three. The
detection of early invasive cancer is essential in reducing
mortality rate. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) technology has been recently developed to study
biomedical conditions and used as a diagnostic tool for
various human cancers and other diseases [1-5]. This
technology is based on Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy. Different functional groups of chemical
compounds absorb infrared radiation (IR) at characteristic
frequencies and the intensities of IR bands depend on
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The || x i − v j || is the Euclidean distance between

2. Materials and Methods

x i and v j . The parameter m is called fuzziness index,

The HCA method is a statistical method for finding
relatively homogeneous clusters of cases based on
measured characteristics. It starts with each case in a
separate cluster and then combines the clusters
sequentially, reducing the number of clusters at each step
until only one cluster is left. The Figure 1 shows an
example of a dendogram for HCA classification.

which control the fuzziness of membership of each
datum. The goal is to iteratively minimise the aggregate
distance between each data point in the data set and
cluster centres until no further minimisation is possible.
The whole FCM process can be described in the
following steps.
Step 1: Initialise the membership matrix U with random
values, subject to satisfying conditions (2) and (3).
Step 2: Calculate the cluster centre V by using following
equation
N

vj =

∑ (µ
i =1
N

∑ (µ
i =1

µ ij =

(1)

Else

V = {v1 , v 2,... v C } are the cluster centres. U = ( µ ij ) N *C is

µ ij

indicates the

membership degree for each data point in the data set to
the cluster j. The value of U should satisfy the following
conditions:
(2)
µ ij ∈ [0,1], ∀i = 1,...N , ∀j = 1...C
C

∑µ
j =1

ij

= 1, ∀ i = 1,...N

1
d ij

∑(d

)

2
m −1

(6)

ik

µ ij = 1

The suitable termination criteria can be set by checking
whether the objective function is below a certain tolerance
value or if its improvement compared to the previous
iteration is below a certain threshold. Moreover, the
maximum number of iteration cycles can be used as a
termination criterion as well. [11]
In this study, HCA and FCM clustering techniques
were applied to a number of previously obtained clinical
data sets with ‘gold-standard’ classifications by obtained
through conventional cytology. Seven sets of FTIR data
containing tumour (neoplasm), stroma (connective tissue),
‘early keratinisation’ and ‘necrotic’ specimens from three
oral cancer patients were provided by Derby City General
Hospital to carry out this study. Figure 2 shows an
example of FTIR spectra for one of the data sets. A
separate analysis of the same data had previously been

to a fuzzy cluster set v j ,

a fuzzy partition matrix, in which each

(5)

Step 5:
If the termination criteria have been reached, then stop.
Else go back to step 2.

data. By minimising the objective function (1), X is
classified into c homogeneous clusters. Where µ ij is the

xi

C

k =1

It requires every data point in the data set to belong to
a cluster to some membership degree. The purpose of the
FCM is to group data points into different specific
clusters. Let X = {x 1 , x 2 ,...x N } be a collection of

membership degree of data

)

(4)

Step 4: Update the Fuzzy partition matrix U:
If d ij ≠ 0 (means xi ≠ v j )

N

j =1 i =1

ij

, ∀j = 1,..., C

m

d ij =|| xi − v j ||, ∀i = 1,..., N , ∀j = 1,...C

FCM method, also known as Fuzzy ISODATA, which
was originally introduced by Bezdek in 1981 as an
extension to Dunn’s algorithm [9] is the most widely used
fuzzy clustering algorithm in practice.
FCM is a data clustering technique based on
optimising the objective function:
C

) m xi

Step 3: Get the new distance:

Figure 1: A sample of dendogram for HCA
for classifying a set of data points in a
plane.

J (U , V ) = ∑ ∑ ( µ ij ) m || xi − v j || 2

ij

(3)
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from the third patient, the corresponding data series
number is from #201-#255. The number of data in each
data set (after excluding the boundary data points in data
set 4 and 7) is 15, 18, 11, 31, 30, 15 and 42 respectively.
Tables 1a -7a show the number of actual data samples of
tumour, stroma, early keratinisation and necrotic, and the
numbers obtained by using each of the different analysis
methods. For instance, in data set 2, 10 data samples
were clinically identified as tumour and 8 data samples
were identified as stroma. By using the HCA technique,
the number of data deemed to be tumour is 17, and 1 is
stroma. By using the FCM technique to classify the same
data set, the number of data in the cluster deemed to be
tumour is 9, in stroma 9, and so on.
Tables 1a - 7a give a general view on the FCM and
HCA classification results. In most of data sets, the
numbers of data points belonging to tumour, stroma, early
keratinisation and necrotic do not exactly match the
results from the clinic study. Some HCA classification
results even get extreme differences with the clinical
results in some data sets (such as in data set 2, 5 and 7).
The reason to make the difference is some data points
which should be considered in tumour cluster are missed,
and at the same time, those missed data points are
misclassified into the stroma cluster as extra data points,
and vice versa. For example, in data set 2, by using HCA
technology, the numbers of data points considered as
tumour is 17, while 1 is considered as stroma. Actually,
in the stroma cluster, 7 data points are missed, meanwhile
these missed data points are misclassified into tumour
cluster as extra data points. We will regard these extra
data points from HCA and FCM cluster technologies as
the number of disagreement of classification to compare
with the results from previous clinic study results. Tables
1b - 7b show the comparison results of FCM and HCA
classifications based on the disagreements with the results
of the previous clinical study at the Derby City General
Hospital.

carried out at Derby City General Hospital. In the report
[12] of the previous study, the FTIR data analysis was
performed by using Infometrix Pirouette, multivariate
analysis software (Infometrix, Inc.). Pre-processing on
the spectra was carried out empirically; all spectral range
in this study was limited to the 900-1800cm-1 interval.
The HCA and FCM clustering results obtained during the
research presented in this paper are compared with the
results presented in the report mentioned above and
number of disagreements of classifications is used to
compare the performances of HCA and FCM techniques.
In this study, HCA and FCM analysis were performed
using MATLAB (version 6.5.0, release 13.0.1).

3. Results
The tumour, stroma, early keratinisation and necrotic
specimens were classified using HCA and FCM
clustering techniques on seven FTIR data sets. At this
stage of our study, we are concerned with asserting
spectral characteristic of essentially distinct classes of
tissue cells, rather than gradation process or mixed types.
So the boundary region points are excluded from the data
sets 4 and 7 because the stroma region is invaded by
tumour within the vicinity of the boundary between two
layers.

4. Discussion
From the results presented in the previous section, it
can clearly be observed that the number of disagreements
of classification by the FCM technique is less than that by
the HCA technique. In simple terms, the FCM technique
appears to achieve better classification than HCA. Table
8 shows the total number of disagreement of
classifications by HCA and FCM methods. Over all the
data sets, the HCA incorrectly classifies more than twice
as many data samples as FCM. Nevertheless the FCM
technique can produce a fairly high number of
disagreements of classifications in some data sets (i.e.
data set 3 and 4). Based on experimental results, we have
obtained, we can put forward two hypotheses.

Figure 2: FTIR spectra for data set 1
The comparison results shown are based on the
numbers of classifications that are different than those
identified in a previous clinical study carried out at Derby
City General Hospital. From data set 1 to data set 4, all
the data is taken from the first patient, the corresponding
data series number is from #001-#092. Data in set 5 and
set 6 is taken from the second patient, the corresponding
data series number is from #101-#145. Data set 7 is taken
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Table 1a: Data set 1 - distribution number
of tumour, and stroma in clinic study, HCA
and FCM.

Data set 1
Tumour
Stroma

Clinic Study
10
5

HCA
10
5

Table 1b: Data set 1 - comparison results
based on number of disagreement of
classifications
by
HCA
and
FCM
techniques.

FCM
10
5

Data set 1
Tumour
Stroma

Table 2a: Data set 2 - distribution number
of tumour, and stroma in clinic study, HCA
and FCM.

Data set 2
Tumour
Stroma

Clinic Study
10
8

HCA
17
1

Clinic Study
8
3

HCA
4
7

FCM
9
9

Data set 2
Tumour
Stroma

Data set 3
Tumour
Stroma

FCM
4
7

Clinic Study

HCA

FCM

Tumour

12

19

11

Stroma

7

5

8

Early
Keratinisation

12

7

12

Clinic Study
18
12

HCA
1
29

FCM
0
1

HCA
0
4

FCM
0
4

Table 4b: Data set 4 - comparison results
based on number of disagreement of
classifications
by
HCA
and
FCM
techniques.
Data set 4
Tumour
Stroma
Early Keratinisation

HCA
7
5
0

FCM
3
4
0

Table 5b: Data set 5 - comparison results
based on number of disagreement of
classifications
by
HCA
and
FCM
techniques.

Table 5a: Data set 5 - distribution number
of tumour, and stroma in clinic study, HCA
and FCM.

Data set 5
Tumour
Stroma

HCA
7
0

Table 3b: Data set 3 - comparison results
based on number of disagreement of
classifications
by
HCA
and
FCM
techniques.

Table 4a: Data set 4 - distribution number
of tumour, stroma and early keratinisation
in clinic study, HCA and FCM.
Data set 4

FCM
0
0

Table 2b: Data set 2 - comparison results
based on number of disagreement of
classifications
by
HCA
and
FCM
techniques.

Table 3a: Data set 3 - distribution number
of tumour, and stroma in clinic study, HCA
and FCM.

Data set 3
Tumour
Stroma

HCA
0
0

Data set 5
Tumour
Stroma

FCM
14
16
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HCA
0
17

FCM
0
4

Table 6b: Data set 6 - comparison results
based on number of disagreement of
classifications
by
HCA
and
FCM
techniques.

Table 6a: Data set 6 - distribution number
of tumour, and stroma in clinic study, HCA
and FCM.

Data set 6
Tumour
Stroma

Clinic Study
10
5

HCA
10
5

Data set6
Tumour
Stroma

FCM
10
5

Clinic Study
21
14
7

HCA
28
13
1

Data set7
Tumour
Stroma
Necrotic

FCM
18
16
8

HCA
48

HCA
7
0
1

FCM
0
2
1

Overall, these results indicate that FCM is a promising
clustering technique for analysing the non pre-processed
FTIR data.
In work currently underway, we are
investigating methods to extend the clustering process
into a classification (diagnostic) process. The result of the
clustering process is simply to split the data into two or
more unlabelled categories. In the results presented
above, the clusters were mapped to the actual known
classifications in such a way as to minimise misclassifications in each case. In a true diagnostic process it
is necessary to be able to give the clinical user a predicted
class for a novel (previously unseen) data sample. The
ability to accurately cluster data samples according to the
known classifications is the first step in establishing
whether the FTIR technique is likely to be clinically
useful.
The ultimate goal of this research is to establish the
techniques necessary to develop clinically useful tools in
a number of clinical domains: e.g. oral cancer, cervical
smear test screening, etc. Currently, this ambitious goal
remains a long way off. Further research for improving
the FCM technique in order to create an advanced cancer
diagnosis system is ongoing. We are attempting to obtain
significantly larger numbers of samples of known
classification from a wider range of patients, and are also
in the process of extending the type of samples to sources
other than the oral samples presented here. In particular,
we are actively engaged on a research programme to
obtain FTIR spectral data from cervical smear test
samples. Other research challenges include developing
the experimental techniques necessary to obtain reliable

Table 8: Total number of disagreement of
classifications
by
HCA
and
FCM
techniques.

Total

FCM
0
0

Table 7b: Data set 7 - comparison results
based on number of disagreement of
classifications
by
HCA
and
FCM
techniques.

Table 7a: Data set 7 - distribution number
of tumour, stroma and necrotic in clinic
study, HCA and FCM.

Data set 7
Tumour
Stroma
Necrotic

HCA
0
0

FCM
19

First in HCA, each observation represents a single
cluster initially, and then clusters are merged at each until
only one cluster remains. The number of clusters is
determined subjectively. If one of the observations is
erroneous (e.g. that section cell is damaged), then the
whole classification will be affected. For instance, in data
set 2, if we eliminate 33rd datum and do HCA analysis
again, the number of disagreements of classification in
that data set becomes zero. That is, the HCA method is
very sensitive to what is probably erroneous data.
Secondly, the FCM technique appears to achieve better
classification when the cluster’s size and shape are
approximately the same. In the given data sets, some
clusters sizes have big differences. For example, in data
set 3. The number of data belonging to tumour is 8,
belonging to stroma is 3; FCM gets 4 disagreements
compared with the gold-standard classification. However
in data set 2, the number of data belonging to tumour is
10, belonging to stroma is 8; FCM gets 1 disagreement
compared with the known classification. Dae-Won et al
[10] propose a fuzzy cluster validation index based on
inter-cluster proximity for solving this problem.
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spectra from the nucleus of a single cell, and the
development of the analytical techniques necessary to
aggregate the classifications of multiple single nucleus
spectra from a given patient into an overall diagnosis.

cervicovaginal lavage speciens. Gynecological
Oncology, 56(2):245–9, 1995.
[5] Malins DC, Polissar NL, Nishikida K, Holmes EH,
Gardner HS, Gunselman SJ. The etiology and
prediction of breast cancer. Fourier transforminfrared spectroscopy reveals progressive alterations
in breast DNA leading to a cancer-like phenotype in
a high proportion of normal women. Cancer,
75(2):503–17, 1995.
[6] Lowry SR. The analysis of exfoliated cervical cells
by infrared microscopy. Cellular and Molecular
Biology, 44(1):169-77, 1998.
[7] Gong, X., and M. B. Richman, 1995: On the
application of cluster analysis to growing season
precipitation in North America east of the Rockies.
Journal Climata, 8:897-931, 1995.
[8] Bezdek J, Pattern Recognition with Fuzzy Objective
Function Algorithms, Plenum Press, USA, 1981.
[9] Dunn JC, “A fuzzy relative of the ISODATA
process andits use in detecting compact, well
separated clusters”, Journal of Cybernetics, 3(3):3257, 1974.
[10] Dae-Won Kim, Kwang H. Lee, Doheon Lee, Fuzzy
cluster validation index based on inter-cluster
proximity. Pattern Recognition Letters, 24: 256174, 2003.
[11] Lampinen T, Koivisto H, Honkanen T, Profiling
Network Applications with Fuzzy C-Means
Clustering and Self-organizing Map. Proceeding of
1st International Conference on Fuzzy Systems and
Knowledge Discovery. Orchid Country Club,
Singapore. 1:300-4, 2002.
[12] Allibone R, Chalmers JM, Chesters MA, Fisher S,
Hitchcock A, Pearson M, Rutten FJM, Symonds I,
Tobin M, FT-IR microscopy of oral and cervical
tissue samples. Internal Report, Derby City General
Hospital, 2002.

5. Conclusion
FTIR technology based on detecting abnormal cells at
molecular levels has become a prominent technology in
cancer diagnosis in recent years. In previous work, the
FTIR spectral data has been first empirically preprocessed prior to classification using various data
clustering techniques. In order to avoid the extra tools,
time and expertise necessary for the pre-processing
procedure, it is desirable to avoid pre-processing. In this
study, HCA and FCM techniques are used to classify sets
of oral cancer cell data without a manual pre-processing
procedure. The performance of these two techniques is
presented and their results, which are based on the
numbers of classifications that are different than those
identified in a previous clinical study, are shown. The
FCM method was found to perform significantly better
and further research on improving this method is on
going.
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1. Introduction

Abstract
This paper introduces a higher-order Takagi-SugenoKang (TSK) neuro-fuzzy inference system and its applications in medical decision support systems. Different from
most TSK fuzzy systems that utilize first-order TSK type
fuzzy rules, the proposed system is composed of higherorder TKS fuzzy rules that have functions in their consequent parts of the following type: y = b0 x1b1 x2b2…xpbp.
The type of the non-linear function has been chosen
based on the rationale that it is well established in the
medical practice, for example the MDRD formula and
many other formulas for Glomerular Filtration Rate
(GFR) evaluation used in the area of renal research and
practice [8]. The proposed approach consists of three
steps: (1) Apply Fuzzy C-means clustering to partition the
input space; (2) Initialize a higher-order TSK fuzzy rule
set according to the clustering results. For each fuzzy
rule, a non-linear function of the defined type (e.g. the
MDRD formula) is used in the consequent part; (3) Train
the system on training data with the use of the steepest
descent algorithm (Back-propagation learning algorithm)
to optimize the parameters of the fuzzy rules. We illustrate the performance of the proposed system on a real
case study data for GFR evaluation. For a comparison,
we also present the predicted results on the same data by
three other models: (i) the MDRD formula; (ii) the MLP
network; and (iii) the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference
System (ANFIS) [2, 4]. The proposed system outperforms
the rest as it takes into account some existing knowledge
- the type of the function already developed in the past
and the variables used in it, along with applying a new
method for training the system.

The TSK fuzzy inference system was proposed by Takagi and Sugeno in 1985 [14]. Since then, a lot of research and applications have been developed [1, 13, 15].
The TSK fuzzy model is now established as one of the
most powerful fuzzy models and has been widely and
successfully used in different research areas such as:
adaptive control; classification; prediction; and system
identification [3, 6, 7, 10, 16].
A typical TSK fuzzy model consists of If-Then rules
that have the following form:
Rl:

if x1 is F11 and x2 is F12 and … and xP is F1P,

then y is g1(x1, x2, …, xP)

(1)

where “xj is Flj”, l = 1, 2, … m; j = 1, 2, … P, are m ×
P fuzzy propositions that form m antecedents for m fuzzy
rules respectively; xj, j = 1, 2, …, P, are antecedent variables defined over universes of discourse Xj, j = 1, 2, …,
P, and Flj, l = 1, 2, … m; j = 1, 2, …, P are fuzzy sets
defined by their fuzzy membership functions µ Flj: Xj →
[0, 1], l = 1, 2, … m; j = 1, 2, …, P. In the consequent
parts of the fuzzy rules, y is the consequent variable, and
functions gl, l = 1, 2, … m, are employed.
If gl(x1, x2, …, xq) = Cl, l = 1, 2, … m, and Cl are constants, we call this inference a zero-order TSK fuzzy inference system. The system is called a first-order TSK
fuzzy inference system if gl(x1, x2, …, xq), l = 1, 2, … m,
are linear functions. If these functions are non-linear
functions, it is called a higher-order TSK inference system [5].
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For an input vector xi = [x1i x2i … xPi ] the result of the
inference, yi, or the output of the system, is the weighted
average of each rule’s output value indicated as follows:
m

yi=

l =1

wl g l (x1i , x 2i ,..., x pi )

GFR = 170× Screat-0.999 × Age-0.176 ×
0.762(if sex is female) ×1.18 (if race is black)
× Surea-0.17 × Salb0.318
(3)
However, the formula can be misleading as to the
presence and progression of renal disease in new patients.
Therefore a method to improve the estimation of GFR in
advanced renal impairment is to be investigated.
Using a higher-order TSK fuzzy model, here we obtain more accurate results for the GFR prediction than
with the use of the MDRD formula. In the next section a
novel learning algorithm of higher-order TSK fuzzy
model is described. In section 4, the model is applied to
real data for GFR prediction and the result is compared
with some results obtained by other models.

(2)

m

wl
l =1

where , w l =

P

∏

F lj ( x ji ) ; l = 1, 2, … m ; j = 1, 2, … , P .

j =1

Because the fuzzy inference systems are considered as
an effective aggregation of interconnected subsystems,
described with simple models, the first-order TSK models
are mostly used so far. In some cases, however, certain
kind of non-linear functions would be more appropriate
and more effective to use in a TSK system. In our research, we use the following type of a function: y = b0 x1b1
x2b2…xpbp. This type is very much used in many medical
areas, such as renal function evaluation through GFR
estimation with the use of the MDRD formula [8]. The
function above is used as the consequent part of fuzzy
rules to build a higher-order TSK fuzzy system. The system is trained on training data to optimize the parameters
in both antecedent and consequent parts of the fuzzy
rules.

3. A generic higher-order TSK Fuzzy model
3.1. Model Initialization
To partition the input space for creating fuzzy rules
and obtain initial parameter values of the fuzzy rules, a
Fuzzy C-means clustering method [2] is applied. The
cluster centres are taken as initial values of the centres of
Gaussian fuzzy membership functions and in each cluster, the maximum distance between the cluster centre and
samples is taken as the initial value of the width of the
corresponding Gaussian membership function.
As the consequent part of each higher-order TSK
fuzzy rule, the non-linear function is a MDRD formula
like function that can be expressed in the following form:

2. The problem of accurate estimation of
GFR in advanced renal impairment

y = b 0 x1b1 x 2b 2

The accurate evaluation of renal function is fundamental to the nephrology practice. The early detection of
renal impairment will allow for the institution of appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic measures, and potentially maximise preservation of intact nephrons.
Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) [8] is traditionally
considered the best overall index to determine renal function in healthy and diseased patients. Most clinicians rely
upon creatinine clearance (CrCl) as a convenient and
inexpensive surrogate for GFR. CrCl can be determined
by either timed urine collection, or from serum creatinine
using equations developed from regression analyses such
as that by Cockcroft-Gault formula, but the accuracy of
CrCl in terms of GFR prediction is limited by methodological imprecision and the systematic bias.
Recently, the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease
(MDRD) study developed a new formula to more accurately evaluate the GFR. The formula uses the following
variables: age, sex, gender, height, serum creatinine
(Screat), serum albumin (Salb) and blood urea nitrogen
concentrations (Surea) and is defined as follows:

• • •

xpbp

(4)

We apply a logarithm transformation to Eq. (4) and
obtain Eq.(5):
ln(y) = b0 + b1 ln(x1) + … + bpln(xp)

(5)

We then use least-square estimator (LSE) on the
samples in each cluster to obtain initial values of the parameters bj , j = 0, 1, 2, … , P, where P is the number of
inputs.

3.2 Learning and parameter optimization through
the steepest descent algorithm
In the higher-order TSK fuzzy model training algorithm, described below, the following indexing denotation
is used:
• Training data pairs: i = 1, 2, … , N;
• Input variables: j = 1, 2, … , P;
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•

Fuzzy rules: l = 1, 2, …, M;

•

Training epochs:

k = 1, 2, ….

The training procedure consists of the following steps.
Consider the system is having P inputs and one output.
Suppose that it has M fuzzy rules, where the l-th rule has
the form of
Rl:

where,

Φ l ( xi ) =

if x1 is F11 and x2 is F12 and … and xP is F1P,
then yl = bl 0 x1 l1 x 2b l2
b

• • •

xpb lp

l = 1, 2, …, M

= α exp

GaussianMF

−

−m)
2σ2

2

f ( xi ) =

l= 1
M

yl ∏ exp − (
P

j =1

P

∏ exp

A real data set is used here for experimental analysis.
The data set has 447 samples, collected at hospitals in
New Zealand and Australia. Each of the records includes
6 variables (inputs): age, sex, gender, serum creatinine,
serum albumin, and blood urea nitrogen concentrations,
and one output - the Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR)
value. All experimental results reported here are based on
10 experiments with the same model and parameters and
the results are averaged. In each experiment 70% of the
whole data set is randomly selected as training data and
another 30% as testing data. The results are listed in Table1. They include the number of fuzzy rules (for ANFIS
and for the proposed TSK fuzzy model) or neurons in the
hidden layer (for the MLP model), the test RMSE (root
mean square error), and the test AAE (average absolute
error). Figure.1 shows spot-graphs for each prediction
result by different models.

xij − mlj )

2

(8)

( xij − mlj )

2

−

l =1 j =1

2σlj2

The goal is to design the system from (8) so that the
following objective function is minimized:

E=

2
1
( f ( xi ) − d i)
2

(9)

Below, the steepest descent algorithm (BP) [5, 9, 15,]
is applied to optimize the parameters blj, mlj, αlj and σlj in
the fuzzy model:
bl0 (k + 1) = bl 0 (k ) −
ηb
y (k )[ f ( xi ) − di ] Φ l ( xi)
bl 0 (k ) l

(10)

bl j(k + 1) = b l j (k ) −

Table 1. Experimental Results with Different Models

ηb yl (k ) ln ( x ij) [ f ( xi ) − di ] Φl ( xi)

α l j (k + 1 ) = α l j (k ) −
ηα
[ f ( xi ) − di ] [y l (k ) − f ( xi ) ]Φl ( xi)
αlj (k )

(11)

(12)

m l j (k + 1) = m l j (k ) −
[ xij − mlj (k ) ]
ηm [ f ( xi ) − di ] [y l (k ) − f ( xi ) ]
Φl ( xi)
σ lj2 k

(13)

σ l j (k + 1) = σ l j (k ) −

[
ησ [ f ( xi ) − di ] [y l (k ) − f ( xi ) ]

(15)

4. Experimental results for the GFR prediction and a comparative analysis with other
techniques

(7)

2σlj2

exp −

the parameters blj, mlj, αlj and σlj respectively.

When the model is given an input-output pair (xi , di),
it calculates the following output value:
M

lj

η b , ηm , η α and ησ are learning rates for updating

(6)

Here, Flj are fuzzy sets defined by the following Gaussian type membership function

(x

[xij (k ) − mlj(k )] 2
2σlj2 (k )
j =1
M
P
[xij (k ) − mlj(k )]2
αlj exp −
∏
2σ lj2 (k )
l =1 j =1
P

∏α

xij − mlj (k )]
Φl ( xi)
σ lj3 (k )
2

(14)
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Model

Rules or
Neurons

RMSE

AAE

MDRD

-

5.88

7.74

MLP

16

5.75

8.44

ANFIS

27

5.48

7.49

Higher-order
TSK Model

12

5.08

6.97

5. Conclusions and directions for further research
The paper presents a higher-order TSK fuzzy model
for prediction tasks. The higher- order function is of the
type of: y = b0 x1b1 x2b2…xpbp which is used in the medical practice, and especially for the prediction of the
Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR) in many renal clinics
all over the world. The proposed model demonstrates
superiority when compared with the widely popular
MDRD formula [8], the MLP neural network model, and
the ANFIS neuro-fuzzy model.
Further directions for the research include: (1) selfoptimization of the learning parameters of the introduced
TSK model, such as learning rate, number of fuzzy rules,
etc.; (2) optimal selection of input variables for better
prediction results

Figure1c. ANFIS vs GFR

Figure1d. Higher-order TSK model vs GFR
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(WSDL) [3] and Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [3]. It allows applications to be integrated
economically, fast and easily because integration of business is not based on network protocol semantics, but on
messages generated based on service semantics, thus inducing loose coupling between business applications [4]. It
provides a uniform approach to integrate external applications as well as internal applications and evolve electronic
business towards just in time integration of business over
the Internet.
The objective of this research is to build efficient webbased Hospital Management system. This solution enables
doctors to interact with various internal and external services that are dynamically integrated using the concepts of
web services. The various services may include patient details service, pathology service, radiology service and radiotherapy service. A service provider such as the radiology
department registers a service with the UDDI registry of
hospital management. The service functionality is exposed
using a WSDL file, which is registered in the hospital management UDDI registry. The performance of transmission
of request and response SOAP messages between the service requestor (Hospital Management solution) and the
service provider (radiology etc) is improved by caching
these SOAP request and responses.

Abstract
Distributed oriented businesses are moving towards mergers and tie-ups with other businesses, so as to provide
value to their customers and thereby increase their revenue
etc. They are facing problems of efficiency in integrating
their heterogeneous software applications with each other.
The evolution of Web services has simplified the problem of
Integrating Enterprise (IE) applications. Web services use
technologies, which are Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP), used for messaging, Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) used for description and Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) used for discovery. These technologies improve transactional integration and add value to the business workflow. However the
core technologies involved in Web services like SOAP are
riddled with problems of performance and slow response
time.
This paper gives the development of a Hospital Management system, which is dynamically integrated to external
and internal online hospital services. The services include
patient registry, pathology, radiology and radiotherapy,
using web services with SOAP, WSDL and UDDI. The performance and response times are improved by caching
SOAP requests and responses. From the experimental results, it was found that caching SOAP messages helps in
improving the performance of the web services infrastructure. This research establishes the fact that web services
can be effectively used for integrating applications dynamically.

2. Web Services
The web services model consists of three main roles namely
service provider, service registry and service requestor and
three main operations namely publish, find and bind. The
conceptual web service stack is made up of 5 layers namely
service discovery, service publication, service description,
XML messaging and network. These layers are guided or
have to satisfy the factors of security, management and
quality of service.
Service Discovery and Service Publication layers of the
web service stack are involved with service discovery and
service publication functionality of the web service model
and they are implemented using Universal Description,
Discovery and Integration (UDDI). It is also responsible for
describing the service operation and also gives binding information. It is implemented using web services Description
Language (WSDL).

1. Introduction
Web Services is a new revolution in the field of enterprise
applications having program-to-program interactions such
as Business-2-Business portals [1]. It reduces the costs for
business moving towards e-business help in deploying applications very fast and dynamically discovering new opportunities. These advantages resulting from web services
are due to the fact, that they are built on commonly used
and emerging standards like HTTP, Extensible Markup
Language (XML) [2], Web Services Description Language
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XML Messaging and Network layers of the web service
stack are responsible for transportation of request and responses between service initiator and service provider. The
XML messaging is implemented using Simple Object Access protocol (SOAP), which is transported over HTTP or
SMTP or FTP in the network layer [5].

of various departments like radiology department, pathology department etc, which may be under different hospitals
to achieve its functionality. An integration framework has to
be applied to the Hospital Management solution for its successful interaction with heterogeneous software applications
of various departments. In this minor project a web services
integration framework is selected for the Hospital Management solution due to the advantages of web services over
other existing integration solutions.

2.1 Simple Object Access protocol (SOAP)
Simple Object Access protocol is a standardized XML
based object invocation protocol [5]. SOAP [6] was initially developed so that distributed applications could
communicate with each other over HTTP which is one of
the standard ways to communicate over the internet and
through corporate software security systems like firewalls,
other distributed protocols like RMI, IIOP and COM were
ineffective in these regards. Since SOAP is defined in XML
and is based over HTTP it is platform independent. SOAP
does not define its own application semantics in terms of
programming model and implementation specific semantics
rather it defines a simple mechanism for expressing application semantics by providing a modular packaging model
and encoding mechanisms for encoding data within modules. This enables SOAP to be used in a variety of applications ranging from messaging and remote procedure calls
(RPC).

3.2 Main Functionalities of Hospital Management
Solution
The doctor can view patient contact details of a patient belonging to various hospitals that have exposed their services
as a web service to the Hospital Management system. The
doctor records patient clinical exam details using the Hospital Management system.
3.2.1 Stakeholders involved in the Hospital Management
system

3. Hospital Management System

Doctor: -A doctor uses the Hospital Management system to view
and record patient contact details and diagnostic details.
The doctor uses the Hospital Management system to record patient clinical exam details.
Radiology Department: uses the Hospital Management system to
expose its services such as treatment and its outcome.
Radiotherapy Department: uses the system to expose its services
such as dosage, location etc.

A Hospital Management system has been taken as a case
study in this paper. The solution provided for a Hospital
Management system proves that web services are an efficient integration solution. The Hospital Management solution shows how caching improves the performance of
SOAP.

Pathology Department: uses the system to expose its services such as MRI, PET images.
Toxic/Follow-up Department: uses the system to expose its
services such as consultation and its outcome. Architectural
view of Hospital Management system is shown in the figure
1.

3.1 Hospital Management Solution Description

3.3 Deployment view of Hospital Management system

A Hospital Management solution will provide a revolutionary single point of access, to many external and internal
Hospital services like radiology service, pathology service,
hospital management service etc, to its clients mainly the
doctors. The doctor will be able to access patient details
such as patient personal information, diagnostic information
etc belonging to various hospitals from a single access
point. The Hospital Management solution will be making
use of functionalities of already existing software solutions

SOAP cache is used to cache SOAP requests and responses.
UDDI registry is used for registration and dynamic discovery of services. The deployment view of Hospital Management System is shown in figure 2.

Figure 1 Architectural View of Hospital Management System
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4.1 The Main Components of SOAP Caching Architecture

Figure 3 SOAP Caching Architecture
Cache is an abstraction of physical memory used for storing
SOAP requests and responses. In this architecture (figure
3), client is responsible for invoking SOAP requests and
receiving SOAP responses. SOAP Router is responsible for
receiving requests from a client and redirecting these requests to the SOAP cache. The SOAP router receives
SOAP responses from the SOAP cache and the SOAP
router sends the responses to the client. The SOAP router is
also responsible for performing administration functions
like maintaining the size of the cache repository and writing
cache contents from the run time memory in to a persistent
storage on the hard disk when the application server on
which the SOAP cache is mounted is being shutdown.
SOAP Cache Manger is responsible for storing requests and
response SOAP messages in the cache. It is responsible for
generating cache keys, which is used to index cached data.
It is responsible for maintaining consistency of data in the
cache.

Figure 2 A Deployment View of the Hospital Management System
The top level indicates the client view of the doctor and the
service provider. The client view interacts with the application through the web browser. The domain layer hosts the
UDDI registry, SOAP cache and clinical management component of the Hospital Management system. The data server
layer is used to host the database used to store patient clinical details. The protocol used for transmission between the
layers is HTTP coupled with SOAP.

4. SOAP Cache
In Distributed software applications using a web services
infrastructure, the default protocol used for transmission of
requests and responses is Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP). The performance of SOAP compared to other Distributed binary protocols like RMI, IIOP and COM is very
poor. As SOAP is an XML based protocol, assembling and
disassembling a SOAP request and response involves a lot
of overhead. Caching a SOAP request and its corresponding
response locally on the client end helps in improving the
performance of SOAP bypassing the time required to assemble and disassemble a SOAP message. Only read SOAP
request are cached as caching of write SOAP request leads
to inconsistency and failure of the entire software application. The following section gives details of the architecture
of caching component, design details involved in eviction
of SOAP objects from the cache and maintaining consistency of SOAP messages in the cache, the implementation
of the SOAP cache and the test results regarding the performance of SOAP by caching SOAP requests and responses locally at the client end [7], [8].

4.1 Cache Keys
A cache key is used to easily locate cache data. The use of
cache key simplifies the process of searching data in the
cache and also helps in decreasing the time needed to
search data in the cache. Two types of cache keys have
been used to index cache data in the caching solution provided in this minor project. They are as follows.
Service Key: - A service key is used to reference data belonging to a particular web service. It is extracted from a
SOAP request message. It is made up of the web service
name.
E.g.

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ns1:getPatientDetailsByURNO
xmlns:ns1="urn:PatientDetails">
<name
xsi:type="xsd:string">001100006</name>
</ns1:getPatientDetailsByURNO>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>
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In the above SOAP message the service key is
“urn:PatientDetails” which is used to reference the web
service named by Patient Details.

4.2 The Hierarchy and Structure of the Cache data
structures
The cache data structure is maintained in the form of a
linked list. The ServiceContainer is a serializable java class
used to store details of all the published web services. The
ServiceContainer is made up of ServiceElements. A ServiceElement is a serializable java class used to store details
of a particular web service. The ServiceElement is made up
of CacheElements. Each ServiceElement is indexed by a
service key. The CacheElement is a serializable java class
used to store method details under the particular web service and SOAP requests and responses to that particular
method. Each CacheElement is indexed by a message key
(figure 4, 5). Figure 6 indicating the Hierarchy of a Cache
data Structure.

Message key: -A message key is used to reference data belonging to a particular method in a web service. It is extracted from a SOAP request message. It is made up of the
method name and the parameter values of that method.
E.g.

<SOAP-ENV: Envelope>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ns1:getPatientDetailsByURNO
xmlns:ns1="urn:PatientDetails">
<name
xsi:type="xsd:string">001100006</name>
</ns1:getPatientDetailsByURNO>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

In the above SOAP message the message key is “getPatientDetailsBy URNO 001100006” which is used to reference the function getPatientDetailsByURNO with parameters 001100006 under the web service named by PatientDetails.

4.2 Basic Workflow of the SOAP Cache
The following sequence diagram depicts the basic workflow
of the SOAP cache.

Figure 4 Example SOAP Cache Hospital Management Linked
List Structure
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Figure 5 Sequence Diagram Showing SOAP Cache
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Figure 6 Hierarchy of Cache Data Structure
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A client issues a SOAP request to a published service. This
SOAP request is passed to a SOAP router and generates a
service key, which identifies the published service and a
message key, which identifies the method under the particular published service from the SOAP request message. The
SOAP router invokes a function on the cache manager to
check if a SOAP response is stored for the corresponding
service key and message key. If present the stored SOAP
response is sent to the SOAP router, which in turn is sent to
the client. If not, specific entries of the service key and
message key are made in the cache data structure to identify
the service, the method under the service and a SOAP request is sent to the corresponding service, the SOAP response from the service is stored in the cache data structure
under the corresponding service key and message key of the
SOAP response and the SOAP response is sent to the
SOAP router, which in turn is sent to the client.

current time. When a cached SOAP object is fetched from
the cache repository the difference between the current time
and the last access time is calculated and compared to expiry time. If the difference is greater than the expiry time a
fresh SOAP response is fetched from the web service. This
SOAP response is cached. Setting the time attributes of the
cached SOAP object to current time and the SOAP response is returned to the client or if the difference is less
than the expiry time the cached SOAP response is returned
to the client (figure 5.6.b, 5.6.c).

6. Experimental Results
The test environment consisted of three terminals. The first terminal hosted the client. The second terminal acts as an intermediate
between the client and the web service. The cache module is
loaded on the second terminal. The third terminal hosted the web
service. The three terminals were connected in a local LAN network. The three terminals communicated with each other over
HTTP. The three terminals run on a Pentium 3 500MHZ processor and a 256 MB RAM.

4.3 Eviction from the SOAP cache
Eviction from the SOAP cache is carried out to decrease the
size of the cache repository. Decreasing the size of cache
repository results in fast retrieval of required cache objects
and also prevents from storing invalid cache objects.
The Eviction policy used in the caching component of this
minor project is Least Recently Used (LRU) policy and size
policy. When cached SOAP objects have to be evicted, the
cache repository is initially searched for cached SOAP object, which have been used less frequently used, and these
cached SOAP objects are evicted. If two or more cached
SOAP objects have the same least frequency of usage, then
the sizes of the cached SOAP objects are compared. The
cached SOAP object having the maximum size is evicted
from the SOAP cache repository.

6.1 Testing Approach
Two types of testing methodologies were used. The first
test procedure involved comparing response times for retrieving a character array of varying sizes with and without
cache. The second test procedure involved comparing response times for hospital management web services workflow with and without cache. For each test data, the response time of 1000 SOAP messages were tested with and
without a cache, so as to minimize the effect of external
factors like network latency, IO latency etc.
The fig 8 indicates the test results for a varying size character array with and without cache. The fig 9 indicates the test
results for a varying size SOAP inputs in kilobytes with and
without cache. The graphs in 8 and 9 indicate that the performance of SOAP improves drastically by the use of
cache. By caching SOAP requests and responses locally on
the client side the overhead time involved in the construction and parsing SOAP message is avoided.

4.4 Maintaining Consistency of the SOAP cache
Figure 7 depicts, the workflow consistency of SOAP cache
is maintained by using time policy. The administrator of the
SOAP cache sets the expiry time for the SOAP objects to
be cached. When a new SOAP object is cached, the last
access time attribute of the SOAP cache object is set to the

Figure 7 Consistency of SOAP Cache Activity Diagram
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Abstract
Driving simulators have to be student-oriented. We
created the Virtual Driving Instructor (VDI), an intelligent tutoring multiagent system, which provides studentadaptivity. The VDI enhances the interaction between the
driving simulator and the student. It uses regressive instruction and feedback, which are adapted to the student,
presentation context and task, to help the student improving his driving skills. Collaborative agents realize
this. Each agent deals with a sub domain of driving
education.

1. Introduction
Driving simulators, such as the Dutch Driving Simulator developed by Green Dino Virtual Realities, offer
useful opportunities for training to control and drive a car
in traffic situations. With simulators objective measurements can be carried out on the student’s driving behavior. The obtained values can be used to adapt the learning
environment to the student.
To become a proficient driver, a person needs to acquire various skills, varying from simple to complex levels. This acquisition needs to be guided by a driving instructor. An intelligent tutoring system becomes an innovative technique to create a student-adaptive learning
environment by using the individual measurements. The
system evaluates the user’s driving behavior in relation to
the current situation and responds by providing feedback
and adapting the simulated environment to the user’s
needs. For this, the system needs to understand the interaction between the user’s and the environment’s knowledge and respond to each individual user. In this paper,
we present the Virtual Driving Instructor (VDI), an intelligent tutoring system that adapts the evaluation and feedback about the driving behavior to the current user of the
driving simulator.
The goal of the VDI is to transfer expert knowledge of
driving a car to a student. The VDI is successful if the
following conditions are met:

J. Kuipers, A.O. Brugman
Green Dino Virtual Realities
Wageningen, the Netherlands
{jorrit, arnd}@greendino.nl

x Driving Skills. The performance on all driving skills is
sufficient. That means the student drives safe, smooth,
and economical.
x Procedural Skills. The performance on all procedural
skills is sufficient. That means no steps in any driving
task procedure are skipped or swapped.
x Traffic Insight. The performance on traffic insight is
sufficient. The student performs the right driving task
at the right time.
In this paper we will discuss the interaction between
the VDI and the student and focus on instruction and
feedback to the student.

2. Interaction in the simulator
Driving involves an extensive interaction between the
driver and the driving environment. As Norman [5]
stated, part of the knowledge is in the world, and part of
the knowledge is in the head. To responds appropriate to
events, the driver has to perceive and understand what is
happening in the world and apply his own driving skills
and knowledge for that. An instructor has to look at the
interaction of and gap between the two knowledge domains, for improving the student’s knowledge and skills.
Figure 1 shows the interaction between the driving simulator system and the student by data flows. The figure
shows two important interaction elements of the system,
the ‘simulated world’ and the VDI. The first concerns
presenting visual and auditive information, such that the
student perceives the world in which he is driving. The
second responds to the student’s driving behavior.
The student perceives what is happening in the simulated world (1). Subsequently, he responds to the perceived situation according to his own goals (2). This response may be instinctive or rationalized, and wrong or
good. The VDI recognizes the student’s driving behavior
and relates it to the current situation (5) and previous
behaviors. The VDI than may choose for action. If action
is required, the system may either adapt the simulated
world according to the student’s needs (3), give educational feedback to the student (4), or do both.
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Figure 1. Interactions between driving simulator and the user
Weevers et al. [8] discussed the issues involved with
the VDI’s architecture and the techniques used to create
an understanding of the current situations and performed
driving tasks. In this paper, we will discuss how the VDI
establishes student-adaptive interaction to improve the
education of the learning environment.

3. Regressive instruction
Learning how to drive can only be achieved in practice. We think this is especially true for the last phase of
the driver’s development from a novice to an advanced
level. A novice driver comes across many stages of acquiring different skills, in order to become a skilled
driver. Each stage involves different driving tasks. A
simulated environment offers opportunities to focus specifically on certain tasks. Michon [4] discerned three levels of driving tasks:
x Strategic level: This is the highest (abstract) level at
which one may think of route planning and higher
goals determination.
x Tactical level: At this level the driver selects and
achieves short-term objectives. One may think of overtaking, merging and crossing an intersection. This
level deals with driving maneuvers that can be decomposed in more basic skills
x Operational level: This level holds the most elementary operations, the basic car control operations like
using the clutch, steering and accelerating.
In addition, there are different phases in which instructions about a certain task may be provided:
1. Motivating phase. The instructor may give the student
a preliminary instructions about the approaching task
2. Mentoring phase: The instructor guides the student,
while he performs the task
3. Evaluating phase: The instructor gives feedback after
the student carried out the task.
Depending on the current student’s driving skills and
knowledge, these levels have to be embedded into the
current state of the learning environment. A novice driver

will start with operational tasks, while a proficient driver
is applying tactical and strategic tasks. The levels will be
reflected on the simulated world: Operational skills cannot be practiced at crowded intersections and tactical
tasks, such as overtaking, require situation opportunities
to actually practice that.
The feedback and instructions of the VDI to the student have to adapt to the three levels and the current student’s level. We introduce regressive instruction: The
VDI reduces the frequency of feedback and instruction
with increasing skill levels of the student. As the student
improves his driving skills the tasks become bigger and
more comprehensive; the focus shifts from tasks at operational level, to tactical and strategic level. Therefore, the
number of tasks will decrease. Furthermore, the improving student requires less guidance. The novice driver
needs continuous instructions, while he is performing
driving tasks. Feedback and instructions in all phases are
important. However, as the student develops his skills he
needs less task preparation from the motivating phase,
less guidance from the mentoring phase, and less evaluation from the correcting phase.
The acquisition and training potential of skills in an
Intelligent Tutoring System relies heavily on the ability to
provide the students with extensive practice on various
training exercises in conjunction with adequate instruction (Dong Mei Zhang [1]). Regressive instruction is applied to all (non-predetermined) situations. Since the
simulation is partly unpredictable, which results in various situations, the driving exercises combined with the
instruction result in good training capabilities of the VDI.

4. A student-adaptive system
Each novice driver has his own specific learning process. Amongst others, this depends on the student’s personality, skills and intelligence. A driving instructor
adapts the learning environment to the individual student.
He may adjust the driving curriculum and feedback to suit
the individual needs. Since the driving simulator provides
a learning environment in which the student is the focus
of attention, the system has to be able to adapt to each
individual student. We developed a multiagent system to
realize the adaptivity.
The VDI needs to possess and apply different types of
awareness. According to Smiley and Michon [5], awareness is the domain-specific understanding to achieve
goals for this domain. Within the domain of driving and
instruction different sub domains with different goals
exist. Each of these sub domains includes its own specific
tasks. The VDI needs to recognize the driving behavior of
the student and relate it to the observed current situation.
Then, the VDI evaluates the performed driving tasks and
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decides whether feedback to the student about the performances is needed. In addition, all decisions have to be
made within a framework of task focus. The VDI should
guide the student to accomplish a complete driving curriculum step-by-step. We created agents that each deal
with an awareness type.

4.1. The Situational Agent
The VDI needs to conduct analysis on the driving
tasks and occurring traffic situations. The Situational
Agent implements situation awareness, which recognizes
and evaluates the student’s driving behavior. It can only
accomplish when it knows the possible occurring driving
tasks and situation elements. The agent uses an adapted
version of the extensive McKnight’ and Adams’ task
analysis [3] on car driving. The integration of this listing
with the various situational elements gives the VDI the
understanding for contextual relations in the current situations (see Weevers et al. [8] for a more elaborate discussion).
Additionally, the Situational Agent keeps track of each
student’s performances on each (sub)task. By maintaining
records on the current student level and progress for specific tasks, the agent can point out specifically to which
aspect the VDI, and therefore the student, should pay
attention.
Situations consist of different type of elements. Currently, the agent deals with one continuous (speed control), one dynamic (car following) and one static (approaching and crossing an intersection) aspect, which
show promising results.

4.2. The Presentation Agent
Presentation awareness concerns presenting natural
feedback to the student. This involves formulating and
timing utterances in a natural and educational style. We
implemented this awareness type into the VDI by creating
the Presentation Agent. It schedules, formulates and presents the feedback and instructions.

4.3. The Curriculum Agent
Curriculum awareness relates to achieving goals for
the driving curriculum, such as offering the student the
exercises that suits his current driving skills. We made a
first step by embedding the structure of the recently introduced new Dutch driving program the RIS (Driving Education in Steps) into the agent. Although dynamic curriculum regulation is still a next step, storing each student’s
performance in relation to specific driving aspects provides a good overview of each individual. Incorporating

the RIS makes the Driving Simulator also attractive for
the market, which will stimulate future developments and
research.

5. Feedback to the student
Instructions and feedback to the student are one of the
pillars of driving education. As we discussed, the feedback concerns different driving tasks at different skill
levels and in three phases. For understanding the interaction between the driving instructor and the student, we
carried out a two days empirical research on the practical
experience of professional driving instructors at the Dutch
national police school. This research provided insights
into educational aspects, such as feedback timing and the
formulation of utterances. The most important results,
which are also used by the VDI, were that:
(1) The feedback usually is positively expressed. For
example, the VDI should express that something will go
better next time instead of stating that the student did
something wrong;
(2) The student is being prepared for approaching complex situations by instructions. For example, when the
student approaches an intersection, the VDI will tell this
and point out the aspects to which attention should be
paid;
(3) The instructor mainly focuses on the aspects the exercise is meant for. For example, in case the student is practicing overtaking behavior for the first time, the VDI
should not start to complain about gear shifting mistakes.
The student pays attention to just the overtaking process.
Therefore, feedback should not confuse him to stay aware
of other less important things.

5.1. Auditive instructions and feedback
As opposed to real driving lessons, the driving simulator may use different media, such as visual display and
audio generation, for presenting the instructions and
feedback. Wickens developed the multiple resource theory [9], which states that each type of data perception
relates to its own resource with its own capacity. Therefore, different tasks, which utilize different resources, can
be well executed concurrently. However, Verweij [7]
revealed that auditory tasks may attract the full attention
at the cost of the visual tasks.
An important aspect of driving instruction is that the
student needs to perceive the feedback as soon as it is
provided. This may not be accomplished by visual presentation, since humans only perceive visual data by looking at it. Since the student should be focused on the traffic
situations, he should not have to shift his attention to an-
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other display. We think
that feedback display in
the windshield of the
simulator also will be too
distractive. To guarantee
the feedback perception
we chose for auditive
feedback. To avoid distraction by memory consuming auditive data, the
feedback should be as
short, but informative, as
possible.

5.2. Context and task
related feedback
Holding [2] stated that
providing the driver with
feedback about the quality
of his performance is useful for motivating and
correcting, and improving
his performance on tasks.
Figure 2. Resume of driving tasks and overview of instruction levels
Consequently, the VDI
has to provide clear direct
tion to decide on feedback in the current presentation
feedback on specific driving tasks.
context.
The previous feedback system of the driving simulator
All timing parameters were determined empirically.
provided the same feedback utterance within a predefined
sers
and our results from the research with the driving
U
time period all over again (For example, “You are driving
instructors
indicated desirable moments of feedback.
too fast” every five seconds with the same intonation).
Experiences show that students perceived this as irritating
and certainly not benefiting the learning process. To over6. Global performance and application
come this problem, the VDI needs to consider timing and
utterance issues for feedback and instructions.
The VDI has the capability to adapt its comments to
The collaborative processes of the Situation Agent and
the performance of the student. The beginner will be
the Presentation Agent showed good solutions. The Situatreated different from the more advanced user. The stution Agent decides which tasks require most attention and
dent’s progress is tracked per driving task. In case the
therefore possible feedback. Furthermore, it keeps track
performance of the student drops after a while, the comof the feedback provided on specific tasks. The Presentaments may revert to an earlier stage. For every driving
tion Agent considers the presentation context. It makes
task, the student goes through three phases. Each of these
decisions independent from the instruction’s and feedphases is handled differently by the VDI:
back’s contents. It changes the utterances and intonation
x Conscious. The student’s attention is mainly focused
of task-related comments depending on related feedback
on the driving skills. The VDI takes the student by the
within a given time period.. In addition, the Presentation
hand and names each step in the procedure. This is
Agent looks at the priority of the feedback. The student
called introducing and mentoring. The performance of
needs to perceive important comments, such as possible
the driving skills is evaluated by the VDI.
life threatening situations, immediately. However, the
x Semi-conscious. The student has a reasonable control
VDI may refrain from presenting less important feedback.
of the driving skills and procedure, but may have fallContinuous feedback is irritating and causes mental overbacks. The VDI does not mention each step of the proload. Priority scheduling solves this issue. McKnight and
cedure any more, but still makes corrections if the stuAdams [3] assigned priorities to the tasks in different
dent makes a mistake.
situations. The Presentation Agent uses this task informa-
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x Autonomous. The student does not make mistakes in
the procedure and has acquired the driving skills. At
that point traffic insight becomes more important.
Does the student apply the driving task at the appropriate time? The VDI does not even command the
driving task any more, to see if the student performs it
on his own.
Green Dino, developer of VDI, has implemented the
instructor in the Dutch Driving Simulator. At driving
schools we tested the VDI on 17 years old students with
no driving experiences. The students started with a module on vehicle procedures. In 5 lessons they learnt how to
handle throttle, breaks, clutch, steering wheel, and so on.
In the second module they learnt how to handle crossings
procedures and give right. Each lesson took 30 minutes
including an introduction and an evaluation. The
introduction describes the drive tasks and procedures. The
evaluation showed the performance on the task and the
progression in instruction level. All the results are collected in an administration system and can be used for
further analysis of the performance of students and system.
Students followed the 10 driving lessons at one day. At
the end of the day the VDI gave ‘green light’ for driving
in a real car. The VDI showed to be a perfect driving task
and procedure trainer without the help of an instructor.
These first results showed the strength of virtual instruction and the working of the VDI.

One of the next steps in the VDI’s development is
functionality for user modeling. A good user model will
influence the decision-making processes of the agents
positively and enhance the student-adaptiveness of the
VDI.
Currently, the input by the user is active and is realized
by mechanic controls, such as steer, gas and throttle.
There are many passive opportunities for additional input.
We think of observing the user by measuring devices,
such as eye trackers. They will provide important eye
gaze behavior, which is essential for driving behaviors.
Future research includes feedback and instruction timing issues. The current parameters were determined empirically. Timing values depending on a student’s personality and skill level have to be determined more accurately.
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oriented architecture. This allows the consumers to bind at
runtime based on the business logic rather on technology
platform of the service [5]. This section gives the software
and protocols used for developing single sign-on service
for Hospital Management System.

Abstract
The potential of Internet has been credited with the ability
to communicate and collaborate among the partners and
transact among multiple organizations. Thus companies
are fast moving in the direction of collaborative Businessto-Business (B2B) e-commerce providing the customers
and business partners more flexibility and efficiency. Web
services are fast replacing the traditional Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) solutions that suffer from interoperability issues. Securing web services is important and
difficult as the services and clients span disparate platforms and security domains.
The aim of this paper is to implement efficient and secured
single sign-on service for a Hospital Management System
(HMS). The HM system consists of various web services
like pathology, radiology, clinics etc. These services are
exposed to other internal and external entities through registries. The user or doctor once authorized to use one of the
services is entitled to access any of the other services based
on the type of authentication performed and the privileges
acquired.

Section 2 gives description of the web services components that
are used for the implementation. Design and analysis of the HMS
single sign-on services are explained in section 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 gives the implementation of the service and conclusion of the paper is given in section 6.

1.1 Web services Components
Software/Protocols used for HMS are
Apache XML Security Project – for generating XML Digital Signatures

2 Web services
Web services can be defined as network accessible interfaces to applications exposing functionality. The applications exposed by web services are accessible with protocols
such as HTTP and open standards like XML that are driving the Internet. The following terms/protocols used for
Hospital Management Systems (HMS).
1. Interface: Every UDDI registry is provided with interfaces that allow consumers or providers to retrieve the information or browse the registry.
2. Web Services Description Language (WSDL): A web
service exposes functionality and the operations that can be
invoked. These operations are invoked with certain parameters or specific information.
3. Security in Web Services: SAML is a standard used in
this application. This project implements secured single
sign on system for an existing federation of hospital web
services taken as a case study.
4. Security Assertion Mark-up Language (SAML): SAML
is used to implement single sign on for web services at application level. SAML works over the existing security
technologies and is a solution for open, web-based interoperable single sign-on service. SAML is a combination of
S2ML and AuthXML.

1 Introduction
The collaboration among businesses has led to necessity in
minimizing the number of hurdles the user has to go
through to avail the co-operating services. This gives the
user the overall liberty to browse a federation of services
once authorized at one of the services. Since Web services
allow loose coupling of applications unlike traditional distributed computing models like COM [1] and CORBA [2],
allow the incrementing of systems. Web services are simpler to design and develop when compared to other EAI
solutions [3].
Web services are based on open standards unlike other EAI
solutions that are based on proprietary protocols. Web services allow dynamic integration based on the service1) Web logic server 7.0 – This application server is used
to host the various services that collaborate.
2) Windows 2000 Professional – Operating system for
hosting the Application Server.
3) IBM XSS4J- security suite for Encrypting XML
Documents

3 Design of Hospital Management System
A Hospital management system is taken as a case study for
the project. This was chosen because of the underlying
service oriented architecture. This single sign-on enabled
service oriented architecture allows the authenticated end
users to access the exposed services. This section details
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3.3 Functionality of Hospital Management Solution

design of the hospital management system and the steps
involved in design and various components that make up
hospital management system. While the initial sections
cover high-level deployment diagram and component diagrams, later sections cover in depth of the use cases and
scenarios involved.

Every doctor accessing a service belongs to one of the security domains in which each service is hosted. The doctor
authenticated at one of the services
has the capability to add, alter, view or delete patient details. The authenticated doctor when crosses the security
domain to access a remote service, the doctor have the capability to view patient details provided by the remote service.
The single sign-on capability integrated into the system
gives the doctors authenticate once and only once to avail
any of the exposed services that form a federation. The
doctor interacts with the system while authenticating or
while availing the services.

3.1 Hospital Management System Components
The system comprises various web services – pathology,
radiology, radiotherapy, clinical details etc. The goal of the
system is to expose all the available services to the end
users such as doctors who have the access rights to one of
the services. Various departments in the hospital play the
role of service providers. The service providers register
with the Universal Description Discovery and Integration
registry. The web services architecture allows all these registered services on disparate systems to form a federation.

4 Analysis of Single Sign-on Service for Hospital Management System

3.2 Roles or Actors in the system

Authorization is the act of granting privileges based on the

The doctor: Doctor is the end user of the system who avails
the services. Authenticated doctor is given the access to the
available services for which he is authorized.
The service: Service is the functionality offered to the end
user and in this case to a doctor.
Pathology service: Pathology department records the pathology details of the patients and makes them available to
the doctor in the form of service.
Radiology service: Radiology department maintains the
records of the patients referred to the radiology department.
Clinical Centres: keeps the record of patients details such
as patients personal information, consultations, referral
doctors, details of diagnosis and treatment outcome etc.

credentials. This act involves exchanging information
about the authentication act carried out.
Fig. 1: Use case for single sign-on using SAML

Authority
Assertions

Server Security
SOAP Router
Client

Client
Security
Component

Component
Service

Preliminary Security
Authority

Service

RPC Router

Service

User Authentication
Information

Fig. 2 Components of SAML enabled Single Sign-On Web services Framework
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In a federation, the user achieves the capability to roam
around the federation server with out re-authenticating. The
use case for single sign-on is depicted in figure 1. The user
only needs to authenticate to one of the services of the federation and is granted permission to any other services of
the federation. The source site is the site at which the user
visits first and authenticates. A destination site is a site that
the user accesses further on his authentication at the source
site. Security Assertion Markup language (SAML) is about
writing assertions and exchanging them. Assertions are
nothing but the facts about the authentication events that
have taken place. These assertions are exchanged to enable
single sign-on in a web services infrastructure. The assertions are passed along with service requests.

the information provider for the authenticated users of the
hospital management system. Services register themselves
with UDDI registry to participate in the federation and also
trust the authority and the assertions that are vouched by
authority.

4.2 Steps Involved in Service Access
The following sequence diagram figure 3 depicts the time
line sequence of steps involved in accessing a remote service. The steps involved initial authentication to a local
service that is carried out of band and eventually accesses
the desired target service.
As we can see in figure 3, the client security component
initiates the SAML message flow: The client security component gets the requests only from the users that are authenticated by basic password authentication technique.
The client security component provides the authority with
the details of the authenticated user who is making request.
The authority checks if the authenticated user is eligible to
access the service as requested. Authority builds an assertion based on the authorization information and a reference
to the assertion or so-called artifact. The artifact is passed
back to the client security component as a response to the
details submitted. The client security component holds the
artifact for future access to other services. The artifact is
passed to the server security component along with the
service request. Server security component acts the gateway to the services hosted by the server. The authority security component builds the assertion request along with
the artifact and dispatches it to the authority. Authority on
attaining the artifact and the assertion request fetches the
assertion that was built corresponding to the artifact. This
assertion is dispatched as SAML Response to the server
security component. The server security component processes the assertion received from the authority, analyzes the
authorization and conditions. The server security component then decides whether to allow the access to the services.
Security of SAML messages is out of scope of SAML in
this paper. Messages can be secured using XML digital
signatures or SOAP Security Extensions.

4.1 Architectural Overview of single sign-on
Architectural overview is shown in figure 2. Preliminary
Security Authority is responsible for initial authentication
process for the end users. This authority is supported by a
database, which holds the authentication information. This
authority permits the users with proper id and password.
User Authentication Information Database assists preliminary
security authority in basic authentication implementation. This
holds the information about the users intend to login to the hospital management system.

SOAP Router is responsible for processing the SOAP requests and dispatching them to the services. SOAP Routers
are also responsible for delivering the responses from the
services back to the clients or request makers. SOAP
Router takes the responsibility for browsing UDDI registry,
WSDL descriptions of the services and association of requests to services.
The client security component is responsible for SAML
requests. The client security component creates SAML
requests depending on the type of assertion needed. These
requests are then passed on to the authority. The client security component is also responsible for maintenance of
artifacts for each login. The client security component also
dispatches the artifacts to the server security component for
further processing.
Server security component is the component that requests
the processes the assertions. It is the responsibility of server
security component to fetch the assertions from the authority. Server security component acts as the Policy Decision
Point. It takes decision on permitting the requests to the
services based on the assertions.
Authority is typically a third party entity that is trusted by
the services that are forming a federation. The authority is
the entity that issues the assertions based on the users
method of authentications scheme and information. Authority is supported by a database for assertions.
Assertion database holds assertions for each login. This
database provides the backend for authority. RPC Router
dispatches the SOAP requests to the services. A service is

5. Key Elements for Implementation of Single
Sign-on for HMS
This section gives the protocols used and testing approach.

5.1 Protocols
SAML Artifact:
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAPENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/env
elope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
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<samlp:AssertionArtifact TypeCode="0x0001"
xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:ar
tifact-01"
xmlns:samlp="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0
S o u rce S it e
( P a t ie n t C lin ica l
D e t a ils )

<SourceID>AU_AUTHORITY</SourceID>
<AssertionHandle>1291c9e5</AssertionHandle>
</samlp:AssertionArtifact>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
Ta rg e t S it e
(A n y R e m ote
S e rv ice )

A u t h o rit y

Us e r ( D o ct o r)
A u t h en t icat e

A u t h en t icat e
(O u t o f b an d )

G ran t P erm is s io n

A cces s U R L fo r In t ers it e/In t ers erv ice

F o rw ard C red en t ials

m ak e as s ert io n

art ifact
art ifact

D ereferen ce

as s ert io n s
A llo w /D en y

R ed irect t o T arget Serv ice

:protocol">
Fig. 3: Sequence Diagram to Access Remote Service – SAML message flow
SAML Query

</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>
Every SourceId element refers to
an URI.
AU_AUTHORITY represents the URI of authority. The
service maintains a list of SourceID and the corresponding
URIs. The AssertionHandle is a randomly generated 64-bit
string by the authority. The authority holds an assertion for
each corresponding AssertionHandle. The assertion is returned when assertion handle is de referenced.

SAML Request
Trusted

Relying Party

Authority
for Assertions

SAML Response
SAML
sertion

SAML Assertion
<saml:AuthenticationStatement AuthenticationInstant="Sun Apr 14 15:09:02EST
2002" AuthenticationMethod="password" />
<saml:AttributeStatement>
<saml:Subject>

As-

Fig. 4: Protocol underlying SAML
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<saml:NameIdentifier
Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:asserti
on
#emailAddress">doctor@hope.com
</saml:NameIdentifier>
</saml:Subject>
<saml:Attribute
AttributeName="Designation">
<saml:AttributeValue>DOCTOR</saml:Attri
buteValue>
</saml:Attribute>
<saml:Attribute
AttributeName="AllowedServices">
<saml:AttributeValue>Pathology
</saml:AttributeValue>
</saml:Attribute>
</saml:AttributeStatement>
</saml:Assertion>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

key and the key itself if encrypted with sender' s RSA key.
It is assumed that keys are exchanged out of band and are
available to the sender and receiver
Xml digital signatures:
An XML Digital signature ensures the integrity and authenticity of origin for XML messages. Unlike traditional signature mechanisms, with XML Digital signature, a sender has
the capacity to sign only the portion of the document for
which the sender is liable. This granularity is important as
XML based SAML messages tend to pass several intermediaries on the way to destination. Each SAML message that
is exchanged in implementing single sign-on service needs
to be digitally signed. This ensures that each security component in the application has the confidence on any incoming SAML message.
5.3 Testing
Testing environment:
Application server: BEA Web logic version 7.0 hosts the
services
The server runs on Pentium III processor with 128 MB
RAM.
The client is a web browser, Internet Explorer 5.0
Operating System for Application Server is Windows
2000Professional

The
value
of
the
element,
AttributeName="Designation" asserts that the user for
which the assertion belongs is a doctor. The value of the
element
AttributeName="AllowedServices",
asserts that the user has right to access Pathology service.

5.2 Securing of SAML messages: XML Encryption:

Testing Approach
The aim of the testing is to establish that the application
developed enables single sign-on for the services in a secure fashion.

XML Encryption provides end-to-end security for XML
data that is exchanged. The XML Encryption has certain
advantages over Transport Layer Security (TLS) which is
based on Secure Socket Layer (SSL). XML Encryption can
encrypt the parts of XML documents that are exchanged.
An XML Encrypted document can carry both the secured
and unsecured XML/binary data. In the case of securing
SOAP/SAML messages through XML Encryption, only
parts of SAML message are encrypted [13].
Symmetric key encryption assumes a key known as ‘secret
key’ known only to both the sender and receiver. The
sender uses this key for encryption and eventually for decryption by the receiver. SAML messages are exchanged in
this fashion among the security components.

Opportune scenario
A Doctor logs in into Patient Clinical Details Service. Once
he is logged in, the doctor should be able to browse the
other services available.
Access to multiple services (Single sign-on)
Doctor logs into Patient Clinical Details service at the
URL,
http://distributed28:7001/examplesWebApp/doctorlogin.jsp
.
The doctor is challenged to produce user id and password.
The system allows only the doctor with correct user id and
password with respect to the security domain in which Patient Clinical Details services is hosted.
The doctor is provided with Patient Clinical Details and
also the links to other services. The doctor is not challenged for user id and password when he accesses the links
to the other services. The doctor can browse through other
services at will. This proves that the services are single
sign-on enabled.

SOAP message header and body that envelop SAML message pass through intermediaries unencrypted. The <urn>
element in SAML Artifact is encrypted using triple DES
Security needs for web services are similar to that of typical web based applications [12]. Securing of SAML messages is out side the scope of SAML. XML Encryption
and XML Digital Signatures ensure confidentiality and
non-repudiation aspects of securing SAML messages in an
inter-operable fashion.

Accessing Individual Services.
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An end user can access any individual service. The access
is restricted to the users who have credentials with respect
to that particular security domain. The authenticated users
have the access only to the individual service.
In this case, when doctor logs into Patient Clinical Details
Service, he has the access to the Patient Clinical Details
Service. The doctor is restricted to that particular security
domain or in other words, to that service alone. The doctor
when tries to access the other services individually, access
is denied. This is because the doctor does not possess the
access rights to any other service other than Patient Clinical
Details. Any user with access permission to any of the service can access that particular service alone.
The above test cases prove that access to the services is
obtained only when the services participate in the federation and participate in single sign-on.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
This research demonstrated an implementation of a single
sign-on feature for web services. It includes technologies
that are used to accomplish the task. Traditional security
technologies like Transport Layer Security, Encryption
techniques have to go hand in hand with up-coming XML
security standards like S2ML, SAML and XKMS to
achieve total security for single sign-on enabled web services. Implementing the support security services using
traditional security technologies is out side the scope of this
project. SAML does not alone guarantee the security of
single sign-on enabled web services.
The future work includes LDAP directories can be used for
maintenance of assertions, Public Key infrastructure can be
implemented to achieve over all security for a web services
infrastructure. Currently signing and verification of SAML
messages is painfully slow process. Work can be done in
reducing the delays in message processing.
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incurred. In many cases, CMAC are made impracticable
due to its high memory requirement, such as for
small-embedded systems, in which both space and/or cost
of memory are of major concern.
Motivation to make CMAC used in embedded system
such as commercialized electronics has come into sight of
many researchers. Producing an affordable yet storage
efficient FPGA based Novel CMAC hardware is the main
objective of this project.
In order to exploit the parallel processing capability of
the CMAC net, the CMAC can be implemented by means
of FPGA chips, together with banks of RAM chips. In
previous works, emphasis had been made on efficient
migration of CMAC from software simulation to hardware
realization [3, 4] without the fundamental changes to
CMAC structure itself. It was concluded that more
memory to be used to increase the input resolution, then
better performance could be achieved. The CMAC input
quantization and memory size dilemma still exist and yet
to be solved. For small-embedded system, addition of
RAM chips means both increase in cost and space, which
may again yield CMAC-based application impracticable.
Instead of reducing input resolution to avoid high memory
requirement, we could be solved the problem in a different
approach: non-linear quantization of input, which is used
to make better memory utilization without lost to dynamic
resolution.
Many clustering techniques can be used for non-linear
quantization. A novel fuzzified quantization technique
based on Discrete Incremental Clustering (DIC)[5] was
chosen for its simplicity and effectiveness demonstrated in
CVT control application [6]. However, DIC itself is a
complicated algorithm with full real numbered arithmetic
and requires large hardware for implementation. Hence,
this project is specially addressed the problem and
proposed the modified algorithm named Sim-DIC which is
more suitable for hardware implementation. Finally,
Sim-DIC clustering and CMAC are integrated to a Fuzzy
Novel CMAC, which is highly hardware realizable and
allows on-chip learning and flexible configuration. The
proposed architecture is also implemented on low-end
FPGA chip and benchmarked by classification problem.
Section II briefly presents the neural network model
-CMAC, which maybe implemented in a hash mapping
method or conventional Look-Up Table (LUT). Both

Abstract
This paper presents a Novel Fuzzy Cerebellar Model
Articulation Controller (CMAC) implementation using
Field Programmable Gates Array (FPGA) available in a
flexible software/hardware co-design platform. The novel
fuzzy quantization technique used for reducing CMAC
memory requirement is similar to Discrete Incremental
Clustering (DIC), with modifications to meet the hardware
constraint.
The objective of the project is therefore twofold: to
propose a hardware-friendly fuzzy clustering technique
based on DIC, to implement the Fuzzy CMAC in hardware
cost-saving manner and exploit realization of its inherent
parallelism in FPGA architecture.
Test result for classification of 2-spiral problem is
presented, which demonstrates the validity and
generalization capability of proposed architecture and its
advantage of reduced memory requirement.

I. Introduction
Inspired by how brain works: artificial neural
networks (NN) have attracted the growing interest of
researchers, scientists, engineers and students in many
different scientific and engineering areas. Many NN
architectures were proposed over the years, among which
we will look at the Cerebellar Model Articulation
Controller (CMAC) [1, 2], first developed by Albus in an
attempt to develop an efficient computational algorithm
for use in manipulator control. Functionally, CMAC is a
generalized Look-Up Table which able to perform
multivariable approximation. Structurally, it is a
three-layer feed-forward associative memory neural
network. These features enable the CMAC very unique
characteristics such as fast speed training and local
generalization, which makes it particularly suitable for
control applications, signal processing and pattern
recognition.
The performance of CMAC is largely dependent on
quantization of each input dimension, fine resolution is
desired to ensure satisfactory performance, but results in
large size of memory to be used and naturally, higher cost
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methods are briefly introduced and compared. Section III
explains how fuzzy quantization is achieved through
discrete incremental clustering (DIC) and why it cannot
directly prototyped to FPGA. Implementation is presented
in section IV with special addressing to multiplier-free
implementation for fast processing as well as testing Result
for 2-spiral classification problem. The paper is concluded
in Last Section.

Conventional Look-Up Table

Since the basic idea of CMAC is to store information
in a Look-Up Table (LUT) manner, one can simply use
conventional LUT scheme, which simply has one cell for
each and every possible input index in every dimension.
To compare the memory requirement of both approaches,
we have the ratio of the two memory structures,

δ=

II. The neural network model

N (TLU )
= ( R / C ) N −1 = K N −1
N ( hash )

with the assumption that the N input dimensions are of the
same resolution, each can produce R different outputs, the
number of layers is K, assume that the number of cells in
each layer is the same:

The CMAC architecture can be considered as
consisting of a single layer of memory locations, a memory
addressing unit, weights adjusting unit and an
output-summer. Simply speaking, the content of addressed
memory locations (i.e. weights) are summed to provide
network response to the input. Some applications might
require input signals to be transformed to CMAC Input
Space. CMAC is then defined by a series of mappings,
X⇒M⇒W⇒y
Where X is transformed input vector from external
CMAC environment, M is the set of addressed memory
locations, W is the set of contents (weights) of M, y is an
one dimensional output. A function of
y = h (X)
is a well representation of overall mapping X⇒y. In the
case CMAC nets consisting set of N CMACs operating on
the same input to produce a vector mapping

C = C 1 = C 2 = Λ = Ck

One can easily know from this ratio that the hash mapping
becomes more effective as the dimensionality of the input
space increases. It is also worth to point out that memory
requirement for hash mapping is further reduced when
more layers are used (increasing K), but this also increases
the complexity of the addressing algorithm, which makes it
hardware expensive. In addition, such an algorithm is
usually topologically non-adaptable to hardware
implementation, when number of layers changes, the
whole addressing scheme need to be changed.
Thus LUT scheme was chosen for its simplicity and
flexibility in hardware realization. And the indices could
be calculated as follows[10]:
Given a two-dimensional input (x i , x j ) , the winning
neurons’ locations can be calculated in

X⇒Y

This, similarly, has all properties of the vector function
Y = H (X).

⎤
⎤ ⎡ ( j max − K )
⎡ (i max − K )
(aik , a kj ) = ( ⎢
xj + k ⎥ )
xi + k ⎥ , ⎢
i
j
max
max
x
x
⎥ ⎢
⎢
⎥

Hash Mapping

k

k

Where ( a i , a j ) are the calculated index for the i and j
and x j are the maximum value of
axis for layer k, x i
the inputs in respective dimension, k = { 1, 2 … K} is the
Layer number, i max and j max are the maximum
addressable memory locations in respective axis, K is the
number of Layers used, ⎡x ⎤ is the ceiling function,
denotes least integer that is greater than or equal to x
It is important to point out that the expressions (i max − K )
and ( j max − K ) ensure when the input ( x i , x j ) is at
maximum, the addressing scheme will not allow any
memory overflow. The overflow problem can also be
solved from hardware prospective, by adding the memory
locations in each axis to
R ' = R + K −1
Then the calculation for determining winner neurons is
further simplified to
⎛ ⎡ xi
⎤ ⎞
⎤ ⎡ xj
+ k ⎥ ⎟⎟
+ k⎥,⎢
aik , a kj = ⎜⎜ ⎢
i
max
j
max
x
x
⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎠
⎝⎢
The number of layers and localization topology can simply
be adapted by varying the value of K and how it is selected.
Therefore In this project, the LUT addressing scheme with
multiple winning neurons is used for its simplicity in
hardware implementation.

For Albus proposed CMAC, hash mapping scheme is
used for indexing multiplayer CMAC, i.e X ⇒ M mapping.
To explain the concept of Hash Mapping, the case of a
single input and single output (SISO) is considered. The
variable of the transformed input space is denoted by x.
In the first layer, the input space is parted into five
divisions, which division is the so-called Cell. Now, five
weights from W11 to W15 are allocated to each Cell. Then,
the second layer can be added by shifting the first layer to
S21. The Slk means the amount of shift in the direction of
the kth degree of freedom (DOF) on the lth layer.
Therefore, S11 necessarily becomes zero because the first
layer is the basis. Subsequent layer can be added in a
similar manner. The result to input x would be summation
of weights of all indexed cells, one from each layer.
The more layers are used, the better the output
resolution can be achieved; but the required size of
memory increases according to the number of layers. One
should be careful when adds in more layers so that none of
the shifted layers coincide with one another.
Multiple Layers of weight matrix also enables
generalization property and hence speed up learning
process. This is easy to see as one weight in a specified
layer can be indexed by a number of different inputs close
to each other, or neighborhoods.

max

(
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)

max

Note the trapezoidal-shaped fuzzy sets for both input
dimension are created as indexing rule base by DIC. The
DIC is a novel clustering techniques that requires only raw
numerical values of training inputs without any
pre-processing. In most DIC implementations,
trapezoidal-shaped fuzzy sets are used and each fuzzy set
belonging to the same input dimension has little or no
overlapping in kernels with its immediate neighbors. The
DIC performs clustering on a local basis, that is, the
number of fuzzy sets created is dimensional specific. This
concept is similar to ART clustering techniques but in DIC
will not “recreate” any existing fuzzy set for a particular
dimension. Hence, DIC ensures that fuzzy set can uniquely
identify fuzzy labels which formulate a consistent rule base
for Fuzzy CMAC.
DIC technique overcomes several limitations
encountered in many other partition-based clustering
techniques. It does not require prior knowledge about
number of clusters to be created for a given set of data. DIC
performs clustering on a local basis and can significantly
increase the memory efficiency yielding reduced the
memory requirement. Moreover, DIC provides a platform
for Fuzzy CMAC to formulate consistent fuzzy rule base.
However, DIC itself is NOT a hardware friendly
algorithm, for it has large computational overhead and
difficult-to-implement non-linear functions. With limited
precision, limited computational resources and restricted
arithmetic that can be performed on FPGA, it is really
challenging to have DIC, or rather, DIC-like algorithm to
be implemented from a hardware prospective.
There are many costly computations (other than
addition, subtraction and bit-wise operations) involved in
DIC algorithm, to name a few, non-linear sinusoidal
function, division, multiplication. One of the major
problems of FPGA implementing Neural Networks,
affecting both performance and number of gates used, is
the presence of multiplier. Thus the preliminary feature of
proposed Sim-DIC is that it must be multiplier free.

III. Fuzzy quantization
The uniform quantization problem remains in the
conventional CMAC presented in previous section. It can
be described such that the CMAC input space is quantized
into equal-size regions while inputs at problem space are
not necessarily uniform. When problem inputs appear with
uneven degree of variation, or clustering effect, then
uniform quantization of such inputs could be associated
with large quantization error and not efficient for storage.
Moody [7] uses multiple CMACs with different
resolution to resolve the quantization error problem. His
idea is to start learning with Low Resolution CMAC, and
CMAC with higher resolution is then used in same input
space if the result is unsatisfied. This expansion process
stops only when error rate is reduced to an acceptable level,
and output of this structure is the summation of all
CMACs’ outputs. This approach solved minimum
acceptable resolution problem but fundamentally the
uniform quantization characteristic remains unchanged,
further more, memory requirement increases and becomes
unpredictable at first instance when problem is given.
Kim and Lin [8] proposed an adaptive quantization
technique for input space by using mapping function. In
this approach, training of CMAC stills starts with uniform
quantization, and subsequently input intervals with large
variation are compressed and those with small variation are
extended. Hence learning accuracy is improved and
storage requirement is reduced. However, the mapping
function used to convert inputs is globally adjusted and it
requires prior knowledge of the problem inputs in order to
determine which are the intervals to be compressed or
extended.
A fuzzified MCMAC (Modified CMAC) proposed by
Shu [6] employs Fuzzy Quantization to replace uniform
quantization. This is achieved by the use of a novel
clustering technique named Discrete Incremental
Clustering (DIC) [5], which dynamically forms the fuzzy
clusters by using only input information from same
neighborhood (or intervals). The theory is stated as:
“The input space is divided into several regions, and
quantization ratio in that region is proportional to the
number of fuzzy sets that covers the region.”
It can be illustrated using figure 1.

•
•
•

Fuzzified
Memory
Space

Some multiplication can be replaced by bit-wise
operation, such as bit shift which equivalent to
multiply (or divide) a Power of 2 Number.
The nonlinear functions are implemented using
Look-Up Tables (LUT) with proper discretization of
entries.
The Membership Function is also implemented in
LUT with consideration for data precision.

Three major effects of these simplifications and
modifications are founded in the testing result. They are:

Uniform
Memory
Space

•
•
•

Reduced Accuracy and precision
Reduced flexibility in fine tuning of parameters
Increased Learning Speed on very small circuit

We shall address these effects again in next section.
Figure 1. Memory Space Structures
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IV. Implementation & Result

Flash RAM for use. And the result, also in raw format, is
loaded to PC and converted to Text file for easy viewing
and analysis. Figure below illustrates the overall
implementation strategy in block diagram (Figure 2).
Our implementation of Sim-DIC uses 73% of slices (logic
elements) of the Spartan II (FG456) with a highest
frequency at 21.44MHz. The Fuzzy CMAC (learning
phase) with indexing through clusters is made up 41% of
slices and runs at 31.74MHz. In contrast, conventional
CMAC with uniform quantization can be implemented
using only 36% slices but runs at close frequency of
33.05MHz. Table 1 below shows a summary of important
implementation statistics running on a P4-2.4 512M PC

The Fuzzy CMAC with Sim-DIC was implemented on
Student RC100 Development Board (Celoxica) featured
with one Spratarn II 20K gates FPGA chip from Xilink[9].
The project was conducted in software/hardware co-design
manner, as in, the proposed novel architecture was first
implemented using C language, tested and tuned for
performance; then the C code was migrated to Celoxica
Handle-C language, which is a C-like High Level
Language can subsequently be compiled and translated
into HDL; then the Bitmap is generated from HDL file by
Xilink Design Manager for running in specific FPGA.
Note that this project is to demo the novelty and
feasibility of implementing a Fuzzy CMAC on FPGA, so
the data transfer from PC to RC100 Board was not of main
concern. Thus we prepared the input data in raw file and
pre-load to onboard Flash RAM for use. And for the result,
which is also in raw format, is loaded to PC and converted
to Text file for easy viewing and analysis.
The Sim-DIC clustering Phase and CMAC Learning
Phase of Fuzzy CMAC is performed by FPGA, however,
due to large hardware created for both Sim-DIC and
CMAC, two phases are time-partitioned in the design. So
FPGA is first configured for creating clusters and store
them back into RC100 onboard Flash RAM, and the
re-configured to a CMAC enabled Fuzzy Quantization
which is realized by indexing through clusters. This way
we enhanced the functional density of FPGA, which is
effective for further cost saving
Note that this project is to demo the novelty and
feasibility of implementing a Fuzzy CMAC on FPGA, so
the data processing was not of main concern. Thus we
prepared the input data in raw file and pre-load to onboard

Table 1. Statistic of Current Implementation
Sim-DIC

Fuzzy
CMAC

CMAC
(pure)

Size (# of Gates)

74,132

34,946

29,037

Device utilization
(%slices)

73%

41%

36%

Max clock

21.439
MHz

31.736
MHz

33.050 MHz

Period

46.643 ns

31.510 ns

30.257ns

Build Time

47.1 sec

23.6 sec

20.5 sec

Netlist->.BIT time

1 min 28.4
sec

42.5 sec

40.2 sec

Load bitmaps &
LUTs & i/p data

Configuration Bitmap

RC100

i/p data
set of clusters

On board

P
C

FPGA
Configured
for Sim-DIC

Runtime
Reconfiguration

Flash RAM
Configuration Bitmap
i/p data & clusters

Output Data

trained FCMAC
& test results
Figure 2. FCMAC Implementation Diagram
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FPGA
Configured
for FCMAC

Table 2. Test Result on Recall Performance
Test Set A (194)
Architecture
FCMAC on PC
(double precision)
64X64, CMAC
40x40 , CMAC
30x30 , CMAC
20X20, CMAC
12x12 , CMAC
11x13, FCMAC
17x20, FCMAC
28x27, FCMAC

Test Set B (770)

Correct

Errors

Classification
Rate

Correct

Errors

Classification
Rate

194

0

100%

770

0

100%

194
188
189
180
154
178
191
194

0
6
5
14
40
16
3
0

100%
96.91%
97.42%
92.78%
79.38%
91.75%
98.45%
100%

770
766
766
675
625
691
769
770

0
4
4
95
145
79
1
0

100%
99.48 %
99.48 %
87.66 %
81.17%
89.74%
99.87%
100%

V. Conclusion

The classification of two intertwined spirals problem,
first developed by Alex Wieland, is a complex task for
neural networks. We adopted this problem as a validation
benchmark for feasibility of using FPGA implemented
Fuzzy CMAC for practical applications with defined error
rate. The standard training set contains 194 points (set A)
with 97 points for each spiral and testing set consists of 770
points (set B) with 385 each. The recall capability of
proposed novel FCMAC is investigated. We conducted
Supervised Training for CMAC or Fuzzy CMAC with
desired value to be either 0 (for class 0) or 1 (for class 1).
We first benchmark the problem using an FCMAC
simulated on P4-2.0G Personal PC, with precision set to
Double. In this case, both set can be classified correctly,
but both running time and memory consumption are
relatively large. Then we tested the FPGA implemented
CMAC and found out that using 16bit integer
representation, the problem can be solved using 64x64
CMAC. Since the purpose is to further reduce the memory
requirement on FPGA, and such a reduction will become
more significant as input dimensions increases. We then
reduced the CMAC size, by having 40, 30, and 20 cells in
each dimension, and as predicted, the classification rate
drops. And if the problem requires a classification rate
above 95%, the minimum CMAC size required is 30x30.
With aid of Sim-DIC, the proposed Novel Fuzzy
CMAC is able to classify the data correctly when cells
drop to maximum 30 per input dimension, and still sustain
a classification rate above 98% when cells were further
reduced to max 20 per input dimension. We can see that
Fuzzy CMAC still functions when cells go as low as 11x13,
given classification rate about 90%. In same case for
12x12 CMAC, only about 80% data can be classified due
to poor resolution (Table 2).
More experiments are now in progress. To further
demonstrate the viability of proposed Fuzzy CMAC and its
advantage over conventional CMAC in clustering effect,
hardware cost saving and reduced memory requirement.
Test for higher dimensional problems will also be
conducted.

In this paper, we proposed a hardware-friendly fuzzy
clustering technique based on DIC, namely Sim-DIC. We
also implemented a novel Fuzzy CMAC in FPGA using
simple prototyping platforms. Handle-C is used for fast
migration of C-simulation on PC to hardware. The
architecture and implementation is tested using two-spiral
problem and proved to be of better performance over
conventional CMAC of same size. The FPGA
implementation of Fuzzy CMAC proved that the
integration of Fuzzy Techniques and Neural Network can
be realized in simple hardware form (Student RC100
Development Board). And such hardware FNN can
subsequently be used in real-time, embedded systems
and/or for the sole purpose of fast processing through
FPGA’s internal true parallelism.
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compression algorithms such as FAN, AZTEC, Turning
Point, and peak picking which were variants on classical
data compression modified specifically for the ECG signal
[9].
Large amounts of data can also present problems to analyse
and classify. The signals are frequently analysed via visual
inspection by a cardiologist or electroencephalographer.
This imposes considerable time constraints upon reviewers
and how many patients they can assess within a given
timeframe. Therefore automated recognition of the
waveforms would be valuable in the scoring procedure. To
do this an understanding of the signals must first be
achieved.
A subset of physiological signals from the human body can
be measured via surface electrodes. For example the ECG
and EEG are indirect measurements of the electrical activity
produced by the heart and brain respectively.

Abstract
In this paper we concentrate on the field of physiological
signal processing and demonstrate how non-linear
processing techniques, in particular wavelet transforms,
can be applied to physiological signals. We have chosen
also to focus upon two commonly used and studied
physiological signals; namely the Electrocardiogram and
Electroencephalogram. These physiological signals are
commonly recorded in continuous monitoring conditions
and require relatively high sampling rates to accurately
record their high frequency components. This results in
large volumes of data being acquired which presents
problems for storage, retrieval and transmission of the
electronic recordings.

1

INTRODUCTION

Patient monitoring via the internet is quickly becoming a
reality with new technologies being created to allow
patients to be continuously monitored from home [1]. This
ease of access and low cost of the technology also implies
that large numbers of patients will be able to be monitored
by a single hospital system which would have to cope with
enormous amounts of data being continuously collected and
stored. Therefore a vital requirement of any such patient
monitoring system would be the efficient storage of this
data. This study investigates the compression, recognition
and simulation of two of the most commonly used
physiological signals, Electrocardiogram (ECG) and
Electroencephalogram (EEG). ECG and EEG are recorded
over extended periods of time at high sampling frequencies
therefore requiring large databases for storage. A suitable
compression algorithm will minimise the storage while not
compromising the characteristics of the signals and the
reduction in file size also means that speed retrieval and
transmission of the recordings will be increased.
The compression of both ECG and EEG signals has been a
topic of research for the past 20 years. In recent years new
life has been given to the topic by the application of
wavelet transforms to the problem. Wavelet processing of
ECG and EEG signals has proven quite flexible and along
with compression has been adapted to perform not only
compression of the signals but feature detection [2] and
classification [3]. Previously the ECG/EEG compression
problem had been approached using classical direct data
compression methods such as linear prediction and
interpolation, these gave way to direct ECG and EEG data

1.1

Electrocardiogram - ECG

The Electrocardiogram is a recording of the electrical
activity in the heart. It is typically represented by 12
perspectives called leads that are recorded and derived from
10 electrodes placed around the torso and limbs of the
patient. The ECG is comprised of several characteristic
waveforms which represent the various stages of
conduction of electrical activity through the myocardial
tissue. This gives rise to a series of 6 potentials labelled
with the letters P through U. Atrial depolarization is
represented by the P wave, Ventricular depolarization by
the QRS complex and repolarization of the ventricles by the
T wave, the exact origin of the U wave is unknown. The
ECG data used in this study was in MIT-BIH format,
available from Physionet, sampled at 360Hz and also
provided by the Griffith University School of Applied
Psychology EEGLAB, which is sampled at 500Hz with a
16bit precision.

1.2

Electroencephalogram - EEG

The Electroencephalogram (EEG) measures the electrical
potential between different locations on the scalp [4] or
between cortical locations and a neutral reference. The
electrical potential observed on the scalp is generated by
population of neurons, and transmitted through the
intervening tissue. As the signal is not taken directly from
the brain, and brain activity itself is a low-power signal, the
voltage measured at the various locations on the scalp is
typically in the range of 1-300 PV [5].
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1.3

Wavelet Transform

f f

E (t )

In this study the wavelet transform is used to compress and
perform recognition on the physiological data. The
Wavelet Transform (WT) is a very powerful timefrequency analysis method, because it provides excellent
control of time frequency trade-off compared to traditional
techniques such as the Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) [6], [7], [8]. The Fourier Transform gives a
representation of all the frequencies present in a signal, for
the entire duration of the signal being analysed however,
the temporal resolution is fixed by the selected frequency
resolution. The Wavelet Transform is similar to the Fourier
Transform in that it gives a representation of all the
frequencies present in a signal; however it also shows at
what times in the signal the frequency was present [6] and
indicates that this varies across the frequency spectrum. A
wavelet is defined in time as a small, narrow band, multi
frequency waveform, the wavelet is said to be supported for
the interval in which the majority of the energy of the
wavelet is contained. If the entire wavelet energy is
contained within that interval the wavelet is said to be
compactly supported, this property also allows for the
perfect reconstruction of a decomposed signal, which will
be discussed in more detail later.

1.4

The choice of mother wavelet can have dramatic effects on
the results achieved as will be shown later for the case of
the processing of the EEG.

1.5

2

REVIEW

To ensure that this study was not simply repeating work
previously completed by other studies, an extensive review
of applicable techniques for compression, recognition and
simulation was undertaken.

§t b·
g¨
¸
© a ¹

2.1

Compression

In general ECG compression techniques may be classified
as one of three types [9]; significant feature extraction,
linear predictive coding or orthogonal transform. It is in the
latter of these three that the wavelet based transform
methods fall. Typical results for linear prediction and
significant feature extraction methods range between
Compression ratios of 2.0/2.5 (Turning Point/DPCM Linear
Prediction) – 10 (AZTEC) with NRMSE values of 5.3%
and 28.0% respectively. Several Orthogonal transform
based ECG compression algorithms are compared in Table
1. The methods discussed in [10] & [11] are for all
intensive purposes the same with the only difference being
the number of bits allocated to the ECG recording.

The scaling factor “a” dilates or compresses each basis
function, hence focusing on a particular bandwidth with a
centre frequency related to the scaling factor. The
translation factor “b” shifts each function in time. The
power of the mother wavelet is maintained throughout the
basis set by the normalization factor; “1/ a ”. The basis
set is then used to perform wavelet transformation, as can
be seen in Eq. 2 and is shown in figure 3 of [6].
f

³ E (t ) g * (t )dt ,

f

Discrete Wavelet Transform DWT

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is similar to CWT
in that it generates coefficients based on the correlation
between the wavelet of certain scales and the original
signal. However, DWT uses orthogonal wavelets, such that
a signal can be represented by a number of wavelet
coefficients generated by distinct scales [6], respecting the
number of degrees of freedom in the sampled signal. The
mother wavelet is used as the original scale of the wavelet,
with each level of decomposition representing a doubling of
the scale. DWT also requires a companion function called
a scaling function, which is "a combination of mother
wavelets from all DWT scales larger than the scale of the
first detail function" (Samar et al., 1999, page 23) [6].

Eq. 1 Derivation of basis functions from mother
wavelet

ca ,b

c a ,b
g a ,b ( t ) da .db
a2

Eq. 3 Reconstruction of Signal E(t)

The Mother Wavelet is the initial characteristic wavelet
type and shape from which the wavelet family or basis set
is derived. The set of wavelets used to represent the
original signals (also known as basis functions), “ga,b(t)” is
defined by Eq. 1.

1
a

³³

f 0

Mother Wavelet

g a ,b (t )

k

a ,b

The algorithms discussed in [12] make use of standard
image processing methods and transforms in this case a 2
dimensional discrete cosine transform. The method from
[13] is our won which makes use of a biorthogonal wavelet
transform, zero-run length coding and recursive splitting
Huffman Coding [20]. The advantage of the wavelet
transform over the discrete cosine transform is its superior
resolution at lower frequency levels which enables further
dimensionality reduction but eliminating extraneous low
frequency components which might not be resolved by the
DCT. The advantageous properties of recursive Huffman
coding over standard Huffman coding are discussed later.

Eq. 2 Continuous Wavelet Transform of E(t)

In Eq. 2 “ca,b” represents the continuous wavelet
coefficients and “E(t)” is the temporal signal being
transformed. The choice of Mother Wavelet for the
transformation of the physiological signals is based upon
the characteristic shape of the signals.
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Most analysis of the ECG occurs with relation to the QRS
complex as it is the most characteristic and easily
identifiable wave in the ECG. QRS complex detectors can
be described as either syntactic or non-syntactic. Syntactic
detectors require an analysis of the entire data record from
which an average beat template is derived. These methods
can be slow and are susceptible to noise and changes in beat
morphology. Non-syntactic methods do not generate
average beat models but rely on heuristic criteria to identify
the QRS; they also employ some form of preprocessing
transformation or paradigm. Approaches to QRS by
software algorithms were well summarized in [17] which
compares the preprocessing stages of many QRS detection
algorithms. The categories of algorithms include:
x Signal derivative and Digital Filter approachesG
x Wavelet Based AlgorithmsG
x Neural Network Approaches
x Additional Approaches; which covers many varied
approaches to the QRS detection problem
including Hidden Markov models, Matched Filters
and Genetic Algorithms.
Once the QRS complexes have been identified then specific
beat classification can be performed. The variety, number
and means of classifying cardiac arrhythmia would require
a much more in depth discussion then can be afforded here.

EEG compression has been performed in many instances,
however primarily for ambulatory monitoring, not longterm storage of sleep signals. Several different techniques
have been used to compress EEG data, with varying levels
of compression ratio (CR) as can be seen in Table 2.
Table 1 Orthogonal Transform based compression
methods (review section)
Compression
Technique
Wavelet Based
Transform [10]
Wavelet Based
Transform [11]
Cut and Align
Beats approach
[12]
As above
2D Transforms
[12]
As above
As above
Biorthogonal
Wavelet Based
Transform with
recursive
Huffman coding
[13]
As Above for 14
MIT-BIH files.

Precision

14

Sampling
Frequency
500

8

NRMSE
%
4.85

16.8

500

7

5.25

12

360

12

7.03

24
12

“”
“”

“”
“”

18.14
6.16

24
48
21.42

“”
“”
500

“”
“”
8

10.08
15.78
2.94

CR

Table 3 Comparison of QRS detection methods
24.56

360

12

System
Wavelet
Based
[18]
Syntactic
Template
[19]

3.56

The lossless techniques allow perfect reconstruction of the
signal after compression, whereas lossy techniques will
give better compression at the expense of the signal
integrity. It is apparent that lossless encoding will give
lower compression ratios than lossy encoding, as more
information is retained, however generally, the main limit
for the lossy compression of a signal is the amount of error
that can be tolerated.

Technique
Commercial Arithmetic Coders
DWT [14]
Iterative Function System w GA [15]
AR prediction [16]

CR
2.5 - 3.8
8
6.8-13.7
2.3-3.3

3

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) was implemented
for EEG compression, as this study required the signal to
have only the same sleep stage classification after
compression as before, not a set limit of error. This meant
that compression could be improved by removing the
frequencies that are not needed for sleep stage classification
(generally frequencies above 32Hz), which is simple using
DWT denoising.

2.2

False <0.001%

False Detection
0.152%

0%

0.577%

0.577%

Detection of the position each beat within an ECG
recording can be of great diagnostic benefit by providing an
accurate measure of the heart rate and providing a beat to
beat comparison. Accurate detection is complicated by
anomalous changes in the morphology of the ECG and
changes in heart rate. These two factors are particularly
difficult for the syntactic detection methods to deal with.

Table 2: Compression techniques applied to EEG data
Lossless
Lossy

False +
0.056%

3.1

SOLUTION
Compression

The nature of continuous monitoring means that a lot of
data is collected quite quickly, therefore the compression
algorithm has to be quick enough to work within a real-time
system (compresses data faster than it is collected). From
Figure 1 it can be seen that the majority of the ECG’s
energy is concentrated in the lower frequency levels
therefore faithful reproduction of these levels is of upmost
importance. However it should not be forgotten that
diagnostically important information is still contained in the
higher frequency component such that they can not be
discounted altogether. The wavelet transform provides an
excellent platform to address these concerns.
The

Recognition

Automated analysis of physiological signals is also of great
necessity in a continuous patient monitoring environment.
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developed by K. Skretting [20]. The Huffman coder made
use of recursive splitting of the wavelet coefficients so that
greater coding gain, and hence bit rate, could be achieved.
This is due to the fact that the wavelet coefficients aren’t
independent of each other, they infact exhibit some
correlation, and therefore can be split such that each new
sequence of coefficients has statistically different
information. This allows different Huffman coding schemes
to be applied to each sequence which means that code
symbol length is minimized. For further explanation it is
recommended that the reader refer to the paper by
Skretting, et al.

compression method discussed in [13] is our own and
works as follows:
1. The signal is blocked into smaller segments.
2. The blocks are decomposed using a biorthogonal
wavelet transform.
3. The individual transform levels are normalized and a
hard threshold is applied to them.
4. The transform levels are zero-run length encoded.
5. Each level is assigned a specific quantization precision
and is quantized.
6. Finally a recursive splitting Huffman Coder [20] is
applied to the quantized coefficients.

3.2

Recognition

The simplest approach to automated ECG analysis is to
begin by identifying and locating each beat which would
The easiest
then allow for beat to beat analysis.
characteristic to identify in each beat is the QRS complex,
by locating the position of each QRS complex the R-R
interval can also be calculated which means that we can
assess basic heart rate. The next step is then to examine the
associated waveforms of every beat. The relatively high
frequency and energy content of the QRS complex means
that it will be clearly visible in the first few levels of a
DWT, by using a low order DWT we can highlight each
QRS complex and correlate the information from each level
to produce a robust means of locating the QRS. This is
achieved by applying a frame square average to each level
and then searching for the peaks which will correspond to
the high energy QRS complexes. In addition to this a set of
decision rules is used to improve the robustness of the
detector to interferences such as movement artefact. These
heuristics can be used once each beat is detected and can
also improve the accuracy of the QRS detection. Typical
rules include defining a timeframe in which only one QRS
complex should occur. This timeframe can be adaptable to
compensate for changes in heartrate. Other characteristics
can then be searched for within the defined timeframe,
these can include the P wave and T wave and various
segments of the ECG.

Figure 1 Power Spectral Density of an ECG

The EEG data processed was in European Data Format,
available from Physionet, and was sampled at 100Hz. For
sleep stage classification (using only EEG), the information
needed is generally in the frequency range of 0.5-32Hz, so
the data was filtered using finite impulse response
techniques, to fit this range. If Wavelet Packet Transform
had been used instead of DWT, filtering would have been
performed as part of denoising. Sleep stage classification is
often performed by analysing epochs of 30 seconds; the
EEG data was therefore compressed in 30 second periods or
windows, to allow precise extraction of the data of interest.
After bandpass filtering and windowing the signal was
transformed to generate the wavelet coefficients. The
power of the discrete wavelet transform in compression is
its characteristic of breaking up the signal into coefficients
resembling discrete frequency bands. Frequencies that are
characteristic of unwanted information can therefore be
easily removed. This is called denoising, and uses
thresholding to actually remove the coefficients.
Thresholding was performed on ECG and EEG by zeroing
out the coefficients in the unwanted frequency band less
than a certain magnitude, and then performing Zero RunLength Encoding (ZRLE) to reduce the amount of data.

4
4.1

RESULTS
Compression

As wavelets were used for both ECG and EEG
compression, and are based on denoising, an intrinsically
lossy technique, the amount of compression gained is
determined by how much information is lost – that is, less
data stored will give better compression. Due to this, the
results are shown as compression vs. error, although the
best compression is likely to be irrelevant due to a loss in
signal characteristics of interest. Two parameters were
used to evaluate the level of compression of the signal, and
the error caused by compression, Compression Ratio (CR)
and Normalised Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE)
respectively.

Huffman encoding was performed on top of this reduced
data set to improve the compression ratio again, without
increasing the error of the compressed signal with respect to
the recorded EEG signal. The entropic coding scheme
employed was a Huffman coder using recursive splitting,
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signal was the limit for the compression ratio that could be
achieved. All the results presented for EEG compression
use wavelet techniques, and Huffman encoding. The
wavelet used generated significantly different levels of
error, with wavelets such as Biorthogonal 5.5 and Symlet
10 giving the best CR/NRMSE ratio, as can be seen in
Table 4 below, while other wavelets such as Haar gave a
much lower CR/NRMSE. It can be observed from Figure 4
that the wavelet chosen often has little effect on the
NRMSE of the generated file, but can increase the CR
substantially (each point refers to a different mother
wavelet used in the algorithm). There are however several
exceptions to this rule, with the NRMSE for most 1st order
models of wavelets above 10%.

4.1.1
Compression Ratio
The Compression ratio is defined as the ratio between the
original file size and the compressed file size. A higher
compression ratio indicates better compression.
4.1.2
Normalized Root Mean Squared Error
Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) indicates
the error in the final signal as a percentage of deviation
from the original signal, as can be seen in Eq 4. The
NRMSE is the numerical evaluation of the error of the
signal and is used in this paper to find the maximum
compression ratio possible without loss of vital information
from the signal. This ranges between 0% and 100%.
n

NRMSE %
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Eq. 4 Normalized Root Means Squared Error
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6
4

4.2

Experimental results

2

The results of our compression algorithms and comparisons
of them with other orthogonal transform based compression
algorithms are shown below. In Figure 2 the effect of the
order used in the DWT on the compression ratio achieved
and the NRMSE suffered is shown, from these results the
effect of changing the global threshold level was
determined using standard 9th order DWT decomposition.
Figure 3 shows the NRMSE and Compression Ratio
achieved using our Wavelet Based compression algorithm
and its performance as the threshold level of the wavelet
transform was varied between 0.2 and 10% of each
transform level’s dynamic energy range, the hard
thresholding method was used.

0
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Compression Ratio

Figure 3 Compression Ratio vs NRMSE for ECG using
Biorthogonal 2.8 with varying thresholds.
Wavelet
Used
Biorthogonal
5.5
Symlet 10
Daubechies
10
Coiflet 5
Discrete
Meyer

CR

NRMSE
(%)

CR /
NRMSE

7.9

4.9

1.7

7.8

4.7

1.6

7.8

4.7

1.6

7.5

4.7

1.6

6.7

4.6

1.5

Wavelet Used
Biorthogonal
5.5
Symlet 10
Daubechies
10
Coiflet 5
Discrete
Meyer

Table 4: Effect of Mother Wavelet used on
Compression Ratio and NRMSE for EEG compression
12

NRMSE %

10
8
6
4
2
0
6

6.5

7

7.5

8

COMPRESSION RATIO

Figure 2 Compression Ratio and NRMSE vs. level of
DWT decomposition for ECG data.

Figure 4: Effect of different types of wavelets on CR
and NRMSE for EEG

When wavelet based compression was applied to the EEG
signals, it could be seen that again the error intrinsic in the
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8.5

The relationship between the error of the signal and the
compression that can be achieved can be seen in. High
compression ratios can be achieved easily by increasing the
level of thresholding (retaining less information), and
applying additional techniques, such as storing the wavelet
coefficients as n-bit integers instead of floating point
values, on top of the wavelet techniques. These techniques
will however increase the error substantially. Lossless
techniques such as Huffman encoding or arithmetic
encoding may also be applied, and may increase the
compression with no increase in error. Similar studies have
achieved compression ratios and errors as shown in Table 5.
It should be noted that this table is a composite of ECG and
EEG parameters, and that the amount of compression
possible on both of these is dependent primarily on the
error. Because of this the results of all the techniques are
presented for a similar level of error where available, as
well as the maximum CR and error reported by those
studies.
Technique

Entropic Coding
(lossless)
Biorthogonal
DWT
with
Recursive
Huffman coding
[13]
2D Transforms
[12]

ECG
/
EEG
ECG

CR with
lowest
NRMSE
2.6

Max.
CR
reported
2.6

NRMSE
for Max.
CR
2.6

ECG

12.42
(NRMSE
= 0.93)

41.38

13.49

ECG

12
(NRMSE
=6.16)

481

15.78

Figure 5 QRS detection via DWT for MIT-BIH 108

5
5.1

Compression

The results for the compression investigated in this study
indicate a higher level of compression than achieved in
similar studies. This study has improved on results from
other studies using the wavelet transform by implementing
entropic coding techniques on top of the denoised wavelet
coefficients.
5.1.1
ECG
As shown in the review section the Orthogonal transform
approaches to ECG compression performed significantly
better than the classical and direct methods.
The
comparison of orthogonal transform methods also showed
that the Wavelet transform offered an advantage over the
discrete cosine transform due to its superior low frequency
resolution properties. The use of Huffman Coding with
recursive splitting improved compression ratio and bitrate
over the standard Huffman coders used in [10][11].
EEG
5.1.2
The main feature of wavelet-based EEG compression that
this study has identified is the effect of using different
mother wavelets. It is apparent from Figure 4 that the
mother wavelet chosen can effect the level of compression
and the amount of error present significantly - two different
wavelets can give different amounts of compression for the
same error. Additionally, the wavelet suitable for a
particular application will depend on the amount of
computational power available. For instance the higher
order symlets are not suitable for real-time due to their
complexity requiring over 30 times more time than the
average. The wavelets used for the EEG component of this
study were the pre-existing wavelets available in the
Wavelet toolbox for MATLAB.

Table 5: Comparison of this study to compression
results for similar studies

4.3

DISCUSSION

Recognition

As mentioned previously, the major constraint for EEG
compression was for the compressed data to receive the
same classification as the original data. A major reason for
this is the development of an automated sleep stage
classification program that will ultimately be able to score
EEG data as well as, or more accurate than, current manual
scoring following Reschtaffen and Kales criteria.
ECG compression has a smaller range of error that is
suitable due to the wider range of anomalies that can be
identified, however currently an automated QRS detection
routine has been implemented successfully. The routine
utilizes the DWT and signal averaging over several
transform layers to improve the accuracy of the detector.
Testing of this system on a selection of MIT-BIH
recordings showed a 100% positive detection accuracy
however a small percentage of false positives still occurred.

5.2

Recognition

Wavelet based recognitions techniques offer improved
performance over syntactic methods in their robustness
against noise and morphological changes in the QRS. The
advantage that the syntactic method developed in [19] has
is its low incidence of false positive detection. However

1

A compression ratio of 96 was also reported in [12]
however testing results were not complete.
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with a thorough set of heuristics the Wavelet transform
approach can be improved.
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CONCLUSIONS

ECG and EEG compression are implemented in this study
for the storage of data recorded by an automated sleep
monitoring device that has been developed, and will allow
long term storage of the ECG and EEG data generated by
these techniques. As ECG and EEG have the highest
sampling frequencies, the compression of this data is most
crucial.
However, due to the similarities between
implementation for ECG and EEG, it is believed these
techniques can be modified slightly for use with other
physiological signals recorded such as EMG and EOG.
This study has also shown that it is likely that Wavelet
based EEG compression is not as powerful as ECG
compression. This is not unexpected as EEG is such a
chaotic signal in comparison to the ECG which can be
generally characterised by an appropriately shaped mother
wavelet such as the biorthogonal wavelets.
This
characterisation means that the original signal can be
efficienctly represented in terms of time-frequency
coefficients with minimal residual detail coefficients. As
EEG for sleep studies are generally only interested in
frequencies beneath 40Hz, the NRMSE may not be as
suitable in determining the effective error present as a
professional sleep scorer's opinion. For instance, if the
NRMSE represents primarily higher frequency components
of the EEG, which are not used for sleep monitoring
purposes, the effective error of the compression technique
will be much less than this value. The error that can be
tolerated and therefore the maximum possible compression
ratio will hence depend on the application.
The superior performance of the wavelet based methods
over classical methods and their ease of implementation
make them ideal for clinical applications. The flexibility of
the discrete wavelet transform is highlighted by its ability to
be the basis of compression and recognition algorithms for
physiological signals. This gives rise to the possibility of
amalgamating both processes so that, in the case of the
ECG, beat recognition data could be stored with the
compressed data.
This would significantly improve
analysis by aiding the reviewer as well as reducing the time
for retrieval and transmission.
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Abstract
Computer driven biometric analysis of athlete’s movements have proven themselves as effective sports training
tools. Most current systems rely on the use of retro-reflective
markers or magnetic sensors to capture the motion of the
athlete, so the biometric analysis can be performed. Video
based training tools have also proved to be valuable instructional aids, however most require significant human
interaction for analysis to be performed. This paper outlines an ongoing project focussed on capturing posture
without the use of any markers or sensors, while still capturing enough information for an automated analysis to be
performed. The approach taken to solving this problem is
presented, as well as the current state of development of a
an instructional aid for golfers.

1. Introduction
Biometric analysis has established itself as an effective
training tool for athletes. Currently most techniques rely on
the use of retro-reflective markers or magnetic sensors to be
placed on an athlete before such analysis can be performed.
An example of this is the 3D-GOLFTM system[11], where
posture is obtained from magnetic sensors and then professionally analyzed. There is an inherently large setup time
involved with the use of these systems, increasing the cost
and inconvenience to the athlete. Were the athletes postural information captured visually, this setup time could be
greatly minimised. Furthermore, vision based systems have
the potential to be produced at much lower cost than magnetic sensor systems due to the mass production of cheap
cameras sensors. A final advantage of obtaining posture
from visual cues is that recorded video of the actual athlete
can be shown to provide feedback, instead of a ’stickman’
representation or an animated model.

Video based analysis tool have been widely used as
instructional aids. Systems such as Swingcam[14] and
R
the GolfTek°Video
Swing Analysis System[12] record
footage of a golf swing for the player to view. Analysis is
left to be done by the player in these systems. Other systems
can perform limited analysis, however many require human
processing to determine the position of important features.
Motion CoachTM [13] is one example of this.
With continuous developments in the image processing
field and increases in the computational power of PC’s, visual motion capture and analysis applications have become
quite feasible. An example of such a system is the virtual personal aerobics trainer[4], which provides feedback
on exercise activities from purely visual cues.
The aim of the project is the development of a system
which uses visual cues to obtain an athlete’s postural information, and analyzes this with respect to a learned ideal
motion. Completely automated feedback can then be given
based on differences between the athlete’s motions and the
technically correct motion. No human interaction is required in this process, giving it an advantage over other systems. Golf has been chosen as the sport of focus as there
is a well defined technically correct swing, and because of
the golfer’s limited motion in space (a camera can see the
whole swing without moving). The visual system can also
be integrated with golf swing analyzer mats, which provide
data that the visual system cannot detect.

2. System Overview
The system envisaged is one where the golfer addresses
a ball situated on a swing analyzer mat. The swing analyzer mat is a commercially available product that has been
used as a golf instruction aid for over 20 years, and is discussed in section 2.1. The golfer will be facing a single
camera (current focus is on a purely 2D system) with a display monitor mounted above. This system is illustrated in
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figure 1. Once the golfer has completed their swing, information collected from both the camera and the golf mat will
be combined to provide both audio and visual feedback on
the monitor for the golfer to observe. The project can be
though of as a fusion of the measurements from the analyzer mat and the visual system. Analyzer mats have been
used to determine what happens around impact time, but
not why this has occurred. We are adding analysis of the
postural variation which caused the given swing. It is envisaged that training booths equipped with this system could
be incorporated into driving ranges as instructional aids.

5. tempo
6. ball carry
7. ball trajectory (push, pull, slice, straight, draw etc)
and then determine the result of the shot — either fairway
or rough.
The golf analyzer mat adds extra capabilities for feedback as it can detect small changes in the club head angle which are infeasible to detect via visual means. For
example, if the visual analysis detects no significant deviations from the correct swing, yet the predicted path of
the ball is not straight, the mistake can be asserted to be
caused by an incorrect rotation of the wrist. Imagine this
rotation causes the club to be rotated about its axis, something the visual analysis will not detect but will result in a
poor shot. The program can infer this and provide feedback
showing the frame where the club impacts the ball, appropriately zoomed, allowing the player to perform their own
comparison between their wrist and the professional’s.
R
We have modified a GolfTek°Pro
III Golf Swing Analyzer for use with our system. Details on this analyzer are
given at [12]. Data is sent to an Atmel AT90S8515, which
interfaces with a PC using the RS232 protocol. Consideration is being given to making this a wireless link.

2.2. Off site processing

Figure 1. Original concept of Golf Swing
Personal Trainer from Hi-Tech Video’s 1991
Patent Application [15]

It is envisaged that analysis performed using this system will be performed at a central site. Sensor data will be
transmitted to a central site via technology such as broadband communications, the analysis performed, and the result transmitted back to the user.

2.3. Intended Application
The camera used in this system is the dragonfly firewire
camera from Point Grey Research[10]. This camera is capable of 30 frames per second, at a resolution of 640x480
pixels.

2.1. The Swing Analyzer Mat
Golf swing analyzer mats use an array of sensors to detect the club passing overhead. Top of the line units use
around 53 infrared sensors which measure:

It is intended that this system would be used by social,
rather than professional, players. As such it is aimed at
players looking to improve their game — this would occur by either supplementing coaching from a golf professional, or developing a level of prowess that allows them to
take full advantage of the professional’s advice. It is not intended that this system should provide the in-depth analysis
required by professionals.

2.4. Adding expert players to the learned set
1. club head path
2. club face angle
3. club speed
4. impact location

While the initial design will focus on providing feedback based on a technically correct swing, it is intended
that expert golf professionals’ swings will be added to this
database. Professional golfers swings are not always what
is considered technically correct. An example of this is Jim
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3. The posterior π t for the sample set st is constructed by
finding the observational likelihood of each particle

Furyk’s swing, which is considerably different from a technically correct swing. Despite not being technically correct,
Furyk’s swing was good enough to win the 2003 U.S. Open.
A player could try to replicate his swing, or another of their
favorite players.

3. Visual Tracking Overview
In this application we need an algorithm capable of robustly tracking the human body through the range of motion encountered during a golf swing. It should use minimal
knowledge of the background as we expect the background
to change as people move behind the golfer.
For the algorithm to track robustly, we assert that it
should search a wide range of the search space, as opposed
to simply finding the nearest local maxima in the search
space. This will enable tracking through cluttered environments. Algorithms such as AAMs[3] or Kalman filtering
[9] do not satisfy this conditions, as they both seek out the
nearest local maxima in the search space to the expected position. This can just as easily be an artifact of clutter as the
true object. Isard and Blake’s condensation[5] algorithm
was designed to meet just these criteria, and not rely on
assumptions about the background, though they can prove
useful.
Condensation is a stochastic algorithm which uses a particle filtering approach to determine the most probable target configuration. Each particle is a spline based contour
constrained to lie in a configuration space. The sampling
nature of the particle filter attempts to search the entire configuration space, not just a local region of it. Considering
the case where the number or particles, n = ∞. In this
case the entire configuration space will be searched. Although the amount of samples must be restricted to a practical number, condensation provides the ability to search a
wide area of the configuration space, and not just find the
nearest local maxima. This gives it the ability to track in
applications where the posterior distribution is multi-modal,
i.e., any cluttered environment.

4. Estimates of the object position are calculated.
The dynamics used in this project are currently a learnt
2nd order auto-regressive process, as described in [2].
Observational likelihoods are constructed by drawing an
evenly spaced set of measurement lines along curve normals of each contour (remember each particle is a contour).
MacCormick [7] gives a number of methods to calculate
probabilities based on the set of features on each measurement line of a contour. Currently the Poisson method with
robust color detection is being used. The spline position can
be calculated using MAP, MLE or MMSE estimates. As in
[5] we are using a MAP estimate of the target position, obtained by an average of all the particles weighted by their
probabilities.

3.2. Modelling the golfer
For the initial development of this application a principal component approach has been used to determine the
configuration space. This is due to uncertainty in the nature of the articulated model we wish to use. An example
to show why this uncertainty exists focuses on the players shoulders. Take for example, a 26 DOF (degrees of
freedom) articulated model. This model would assume the
shoulder carapaces are in a fixed position relative to the top
of the spine. During a movement like shrugging however,
the shoulder carapaces violates this assumption. Consider
trying to swing a golf club with your shoulders in a raised
position like when shrugging. Clearly a posture like this
will lead to a poor swing, necessitating the need detect such
postural variations. Another two degrees of freedom need
to be added to model this. Figure 2(a) shows a 26 DOF
model, while figure 2(b) shows the incorporation of 4 DOF
to model the movement of the shoulder carapace, which
models both the shrugging motion and the hunching of the
shoulders.

3.1. An Overview of the condensation algorithm










The steps of the condensation algorithm from [5] are as
follows for each time step t:
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(a) 26 DOF model

2. Dynamics are then applied to each particle in the set,
giving the new sample set st .







(b) 30 DOF model

Figure 2. Modelling the articulated body
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Once data from a training set has been analyzed, the articulated model which best explains the variation can be
chosen.
With the articulated model chosen, a surface must be fitted to each link. This presents another reason why we are
starting with the principal component approach as the surface must represent the clothes and not just the skin. This
causes variability in the shape of each surface during the
swing, to be investigated at a later stage.

3.3. Coping with the high dimensionality configuration space of the human body
One problem associated with tracking the human body
is the high dimensionality of the configuration space. The
higher dimensionality of the configuration space, the more
particles that are required, and hence the higher the computational cost. MacCormick and Blake [8] showed that the
number of particles required, N, can be found by
Dmin
(1)
αd
where Dmin and α ¿ 1 are constants, and d is the dimensionality of the search space. Clearly a large number
of dimensions (around 26 for an articulated human) creates
the need for a impractical number of samples. To make
tracking in high dimensional spaces tractable, methods such
as annealed particle filtering [1] have been proposed. This
method allows tracking in high dimensional spaces assuming no knowledge of motion, angle of view, or availability
of labelling cues. The condensation algorithm propagates
the conditional density p(X|Z) using p(Z|X), where Z is
the image and X the configuration space, whereas annealing
finds the maximum value of a weighting function w(Z, X).
The benefit of this is that w(Z, X) is computational cheaper
and requires fewer evaluations, however this comes at the
cost of not being able to work within a robust Bayesian
framework. In the case of the golf tracking application these
assumptions can be relaxed, the angle of view is known and
importantly we can assume that the head is never occluded
during the swing from this angle. This allows a hierarchical
search to be performed using the knowledge that:
N≥

1. the head will not be occluded
2. the only object which occludes the arms and club is the
head
3. the only objects which occlude the legs are the arms
and club
MacCormick and Isard [8] develop a method of partitioned sampling, whereby the configuration space is decomposed into multiple partitions to be search in a hierarchical

order. Dynamics are applied to the first partition, the result
being multiplied by the observational density of this partition. A resampling operation is then performed, and the dynamics of the second partition applied. Now we multiply by
the observational density of the second partition. The process is repeated until all partitions have been calculated. It
was shown in [8] to reduce the number of particles required
to
Dmin
.
(2)
N≥
α
Another advantage of this method is that the number of particles used in each partition can be varied.
Considering two partitions in this application, we have
one which contains the head, and another which contains
the arms. The partitions meet at the tops of the shoulders.
These are drawn as individual contours in figure 3. The observational density of the head partition is independent of
the arms partition, and hence can be found with no knowledge of the location of the arms. The prior can the be resampled weighted by this observational density. This concentrates the search in areas of the arms partition which correspond to high observational densities in the head partition.

(a) The head partition

(b) The arm partition

Figure 3. Different partitions of the configuration space, manually annotated

3.4. Smoothing the output
The nature of this application allows for post processing of the tracking results, as the analysis occurs after the
golfer has completed their swing. Because of this, a backwards optimization phase can be added to the algorithm to
improve results. Isard and Blake [6] present a framework
for a output smoothing filter. From section 3.1 the output of
a time step of the condensation algorithm consists of a set
of state vectors st = (st1 , ..., stn ) with associated probabilities π t = (π1t , ..., πnt ) at time t. The smoothing algorithm
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can be thought of as finding the best path through a Hidden Markov Model, where the transitional probabilities are
derived form the dynamic model.
This smoothing framework provides a powerful tool
when multiple hypotheses of the object position are present.
In this case, the prior for the time step will be multi-modal.
Should the posterior reflect the same peaks as the prior, we
conjecture that a MAP estimate of the object position will
be not be useful. The MAP estimate will average the competing hypotheses, producing a result in the middle of them
that does not necessarily represent a probable object position. The tradeoff however is the restriction upon the type
of dynamic model which can be used, i.e it must be first order to fulfill the Markov criteria. A less accurate dynamic
model will increase the number of particles required for successful tracking. At the same time it is worth remembering
that as this is a training aid, deviation from the dynamic
model is exactly what we are looking for. Although strong
multiple hypotheses are not expected in this application, it
will be determined at a later stage if this smoothing technique proves beneficial.

5. Current state of the project
Contours outlining the head and arms have been successfully tracked throughout the golf swing. These result
are shown in figure 4. Tracking here was achieved using
the condensation algorithm, with the Poisson observational
likelihood function function described in [7]. The hierarchical tracking algorithm described in section 3.3 was not
used in this test, meaning each contour was tracked independently of the other.

(a) Frame 1

(b) Frame 15

(c) Frame 30

(d) Frame 38

4. Providing feedback to the golfer
Once the results from the visual tracking have been obtained, feedback can be provided to the golfer. To do this,
the system will have a learned set of swings from technically correct professional golfers. Areas where the players
swing varies significantly from the mean of the learnt set
can then be highlighted. The correct postural position can
be superimposed onto the video of their swing, or shown
alongside the video. Audio advice will also be provided,
again from a learnt set, on causes of the problem and the
expected result of the shot as determined by the analyzer
mat.

4.1. Matching the timing
To match the timing of the players swing and the learned
set, the swing is broken into two parts. These are the back
swing and the down swing. By detecting when the player
is at the top of their back swing, indicated by a change in
direction of arms, the learned set data can be interpolated or
extrapolated to match the time taken for the player to reach
that point. A rule of thumb is that the down swing should
be twice as fast as the back swing and is referred to as the
tempo of the swing. The down swing from the learnt set can
also be interpolated or extrapolated to match the player’s
swing speed, or the player can try to match the learnt set to
improve their tempo.

Figure 4. Results of tracking

6. Future Work
The focus of the project now is on creating a concept
demonstration version of the product to arouse interest in
the golfing community. To achieve this a small set of swings
taken from available golf players will be learnt, allowing for
rudimentary feedback to be given. This feedback is envisioned to be simple suggestions such as advising a player
not to lift their head or to keep their arms straight. It is
hoped that this concept demonstrator version can be completed around January 2004.
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Abstract
keeping the most important ones. This is especially applicable to a special class of neural networks, evolving connectionist systems (ECOS), where nodes and connections
evolve from an input stream of data to capture clusters
and to allocate a local output function for each cluster [1,
2, 3]. Distance between existing nodes and new input
vectors are measured as Euclidean distance, so that variables with a wider range will have more influence on the
learning process and vice versa.
The paper is organized as follows. Section two presents the main principles of ECOS, while section three
introduces a new ECOS model for classification, called
Evolving Clustering Method for Classification (ECMC).
Section four introduces a method for weighted data normalization (WDN) based on genetic algorithms (GA).
Section five illustrates the method on a known ECOS for
prediction, as well as on the introduced ECMC method.
Conclusions are drawn in section six.

This paper introduces a method for weighted data
normalization (WDN) that optimizes the normalization
ranges for the input variables of an evolving connectionist system (ECOS). ECOS perform incremental, local
area learning based on clustering. A genetic algorithm is
used as part of the WDN method. The derived weights
have the meaning of feature importance and are used to
select a minimum set of variables (features) that optimize
the performance of the ECOS. The method is illustrated
on two types of ECOS. The first one is for time series
prediction and the second one is an original ECOS for
classification, proposed in this paper.

1.

Introduction

In some applications raw (not normalized) data is
used. This is appropriate when all the input variables are
measured in the same units. Normalization, or standardization, is reasonable when the variables are in different
units or when the variance between them is substantial.
However, a general normalization means that every variable is normalized in the same range, e.g. [0,1] and therefore has the same importance for the output of the system.
For many practical problems, variables have different
importance and make different contribution to the output.
Therefore, it is necessary to find an optimal normalization and assign proper importance factors to the variables. Such a method can also be used for feature selection or reducing the size of the input vectors through

2.

Principles
(ECOS)

of

evolving

connectionist

Evolving connectionist systems (ECOS) are multimodular, connectionist architectures that facilitate modelling of evolving processes and knowledge discovery [1, 2,
3]. An ECOS may consist of many evolving connectionist
modules.
An ECOS is a neural network that operates continuously in time and adapts its structure and functionality
through a continuous interaction with the environment
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and with other systems according to: (i) a set of parameters that are subject to change during the system operation; (ii) an incoming continuous flow of information
with unknown distribution; (iii) a goal (rationale) criteria
(also subject to modification) that is applied to optimise
the performance of the system over time. The evolving
connectionist systems have the following characteristics
[1]:
1) They evolve in an open space, not necessarily of
fixed dimensions.
2) They learn in on-line, incremental, fast learning possibly through one pass of data propagation.
3) They learn in a life-long learning mode.
4) They learn as both individual systems, and as part
of an evolutionary population of such systems.
5) They have evolving structures and use constructive
learning.
6) They learn locally and locally partition the problem
space, thus allowing for a fast adaptation and tracing
processes over time.
7) They facilitate different kind of knowledge representation and extraction, mostly - memory based, statistical and symbolic knowledge.
ECOS are connectionist structures that evolve their
nodes (neurons) and connections through supervised incremental learning from input-output data pairs. One of
the ECOS models, evolving fuzzy neural network
(EFuNN), is shown as a simple version in Figure1 [2]. It
consists of five layers: input nodes, representing input
variables; input fuzzy membership nodes, representing
the membership degrees of the input values to each of the
defined membership functions; rule nodes, representing
cluster centers of samples in the problem space and their
associated output function; output fuzzy membership
nodes, representing the membership degrees to which the
output values belong to defined membership functions;
and output nodes, representing output variables.
ECOS learn local models from data through clustering of the data and associating a local output function for
each cluster. Rule nodes evolve from the input data
stream to cluster the data, and the first layer W1 connection weights of these nodes represent the co-ordinates of
the nodes in the input space. The second layer W2 represents the local models (functions) allocated to each of the
clusters.
Clusters of data are created based on similarity between data samples either in the input space (this is the
case in some of the ECOS models, e.g. the dynamic
neuro-fuzzy inference system DENFIS [3], and the zero
instruction set computer ZISC [4]), or in both the input
space and the output space (this is the case in the EFuNN
models [2]). Samples that have a distance to an existing
cluster center (rule node) N of less than a threshold Rmax

(for the EFuNN models it is also needed that the output
vectors of these samples are different from the output
value of this cluster center in not more than an error tolerance E) are allocated to the same cluster Nc. Samples
that do not fit into existing clusters, form new clusters as
they arrive in time. Cluster centers are continuously adjusted according to new data samples, and new clusters
are created incrementally.
rule nodes

outputs

inputs

Figure 1: A simple version of an ECOS – EFuNN
(from [2])

The similarity between a sample S = (x, y) and an existing rule node N = (W1, W2) can be measured in different ways, the most popular of them being the normalized
Euclidean distance:
d (S , N ) =

1
n

n

x i − W1N

2

1
2

(1)

i =1

Where n is the number of the input variables.
ECOS learn from data and automatically create a local output function for each cluster, the function being
represented in the W2 connection weights, thus creating
local models. Each model is represented as a local rule
with an antecedent – the cluster area, and a consequent –
the output function applied to data in this cluster, e.g.:
IF (data is in cluster Nc) THEN (the output is calculated with a function Fc)
(2)
In case of DENFIS [3], first order local fuzzy rule
models are derived incrementally from data, for example:
IF (the value of x1 is in the area defined by a Gaussian function with a center at 0.7 and a standard deviation of 0.1) AND (the value of x2 is in the area defined by
a Gaussian function with a center at 0.5 and a deviation
of 0.2) THEN (the output value y is calculated with the
use of the formula y= 3.7 + 0.5x1 - 4.2 x2)
(3)
In case of EFuNNs [2], local simple fuzzy rule models
are derived, for example:
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***

IF [x1 is High (0.7) and x2 is Low (0.9)] THEN y is
High (0.8) [radius of the input cluster 0.3, number of examples in the cluster 13]
(4)

If the new field does not include any input vectors
from the data set, which belong to a different
class, the increment is successful; the rule node
changes its position and the field increases; otherwise, it is failed, both rule node and its field do not
chang.
The learning procedure takes only one iteration (epoch) but all input vectors are retained in the system at
their position in the input space.
The classification of new input vectors is performed in
the following way:
1) The new input vector is entered and the distance
between it and all rule nodes is calculated. If the
new input vector lies within the field of one or
more rule nodes associated with one class, the vector belongs to this class.
2) If the input vector does not lie within any field, the
vector will belong to the class associated with the
closest rule node.
To compare the performance of the ECMC method we
conducted the following experiments. We used ECMC,
ECF [13], ZISC [4], and a multiplayer perceptron MLP
on the benchmark Iris data for classification. Iris data set
has four input variables and each input vector belongs to
one of three classes [6]. 50% of the whole data set is randomly selected for training data and another 50% for
testing data. The parameters of each model are set as follows and the average test results of 50 experiments are
shown in Table 1.
Parameters for ECMC: Min-radius = 0.02, one epoch.
Parameters for ECF: Max-field = 1; Min-field = 0.2; MF
= 2; MofN = 1; 5 epochs.
Parameters for ZISC: Max-field = 4096; Min-field =
1; 5 epochs.
Parameters for MLP: number of hidden layer 1; number of neurons in the hidden layer 12; learning epochs
100 with Levenberg-Marquardt learning algorithm [7].

where: High and Low are fuzzy membership functions
defined on the range of the variables for x1, x2, and y (see
Figure1). The number and the type of the membership
functions can either be deduced from the data through
learning algorithms, or can be predefined based on human knowledge.

3.

Evolving clustering method for classification (ECMC)

The ECMC method introduced in this section classifies a data set into a number of classes in the ndimensional input space by evolving rule nodes. Each
rule node is associated with a class through a constant. Its
receptive field covers a part of the n-dimensional space
around the rule node. Usually, such an influence field in
the n-dimensional space is a hyper-sphere and a number
of rule nodes may be associated to a same class [1, 2, 3].
There are two distinct phases of ECMC operation.
During the first, learning phase, data vectors are dealt
with one by one with their known classes. The learning
sequence is described as the following steps:
1) If all learning data vector have been entered into
the system, complete the learning phase; otherwise, enter a new input vector from the data set.
2) Find all existing rule nodes with the same class as
the input vector’s class.
3) If there is not such a rule node, a new one is created* and then go to step 1; otherwise:
4) For each of these rule nodes, if the input vector
dose not lie within the associated field, increase
this field if possible **.
5) If the field increment is successful*** or the input
vector lies within an associated field, go to step 1;
otherwise, a new node is created *. Go to step 1.
6) End of the learning procedure.
*

**

Table 1. Comparison between ECMC and other models on the Iris classification data

Create a new rule node: the position of the new
rule node is the same as the current input vector in
the input space and the radius of its influence field
is set to the Min-radius parameter.
Suppose that the field has a radius of R0 and the
distance between the rule node and the input vector is d; the increased radius is Rnew = (R0 + d ) / 2
and the rule node moves to the new position that is
situated on the line connecting the input vector
and the rule node before it changed its position
and has the distance Rnew to the input vector.

ECMC
ECF
ZISC
MLP

Rule nodes
(or neurons)
9.8
12.7
14.4
12

Average number
of test errors
4
4
6.1
4.6

The results from Table1 show that ECMC compares
favorably with other classification methods. The ECMC
method is distance-based. As it changes the influence
field in an eccentric manner, ECMC will have less rule
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nodes than the ECF or the ZISC models, which change
their influence fields in a concentric manner.

4.

vector of weights [w1, w2,…,wn] defines the optimum normalization range for the input variables.
5) Variables with small weights are removed from
the feature set and the steps from above are repeated again to find the optimum and the minimum set of variables for a particular problem and
a particular connectionist model.
The above WDN method is illustrated in the next section on two case study ECOS and on two typical problems, namely EFuNN for a time series prediction, and
ECMC for classification.

Weighted data normalization (WND) and
feature selection based on genetic algorithm

The WDN method described here makes use of evolutionary computation (EC) techniques [8, 9, 10] and of
genetic algorithms (GA) in particular [8]. A GA algorithm applies a multi-point, probabilistic search in the
whole search space to discover a global optimum subject
to an objective (fitness) function. Methods based on EC
techniques for optimizing parameters of MLP and other
traditional neural network models are published in [11,
12]. In [13, 14], a GA is used to optimize some of the
parameters of ECOS models.
The WDN method proposed here optimizes the normalization intervals (ranges) of the input variables and
allocates weights to each of the variables from a data set.
The method consists of the following steps:
1) The training data is preprocessed first by a general
normalization method. There are several ways for
this: a) normalizing a given data set so that they
fall in a certain interval, e.g. [0, 1], [0, 255] or [-1,
1] etc [9]; b) normalizing the data set so that the
inputs and targets will have means of zero and
standard deviations of 1 [9]; c) normalizing the
data set so that the deviation of each variable from
its mean normalized by its standard deviation [10].
In the WDN, we normalize the data set in the interval [0, 1].
2) The weights of the input variables x1, x2,…, xn represented respectively by w1, w2,…,wn,, with initial
values of 1,1,…1 , form a chromosome for a consecutive GA application. The weight wi of the
variable xi defines its new normalization interval
[0, wI].
3) A GA is run on a population of connectionist
learning modules for different chromosome values,
over several generations. As a fitness function, the
root mean square error RMSE of a trained connectionist module on the training data or on a validation data is used, or alternatively – the number of
the created rule nodes can be used as a fitness
function that needs to be minimized. The GA runs
over generations of populations and standard operations are applied such as binary encoding of the
genes (weights); roulette wheel selection criterion;
multi-point crossover operation for crossover.
4) The connectionist model with the least error is selected as the best one, and its chromosome – the

5. Case study examples ofpplying the WND
method to ECOS
5.1 EFuNN with WDN for Prediction
In the present paper, EFuNN is applied to the time series prediction. Improved learning with the WDN method
is demonstrated on the Mackey-Glass (MG) time series
prediction task [6]. The MG time series is generated with
a time-delay differential equation as follows:

dx( t ) 0.2 x( t − τ )
=
dt
1 + x10( t − τ )

(5)

To obtain this time series values at integer points, the
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was used to find the
numerical solution to the above MG equation. Here we
use the following parameter values: a time step of 0.1,
x(0) = 1.2, τ = 17 and x(t) = 0 for t < 0. From the input
vector [x(t – 18) x(t – 12) x(t – 6) x(t)], the task is to
predict the value x(t +6). In the experiments, 1000 data
points, from t = 118 to 1117, were extracted for predicting the 6 steps ahead output value. The first half of the
data set was taken as a training data, and another half as
the testing data.
The following parameters are set in the experiments
for the EFuNN model: Rmax=0.15; E=0.15; 3 membership functions. The following GA parameter values are
used: for each input variable, the values from 0.16 to 1
are mapped onto 4 bit string; the number of individuals in
a population is 12; mutation rate is 0.001; termination
criterion (the maximum epochs of GA operation) is 100
generations; the root-mean square error RMSE on the
training data is used as a fitness function. The resulted
weight values, the number of the rule nodes created by
EFuNN with such weights, the training RMSE and testing RMSE are shown in Table 2. For a comparison,
EFuNN results with the same parameters, the same training data and testing data, but without WDN are also
shown in Table 2.
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variable is removed, and the total number of input variables is 2, the test error increases, so it can be assumed
that for the particular ECMC model the optimum number
of input variables is 3.

Table 2: Comparison between EFuNN without WDN
and EFuNN with WDN

Normalization
Number on Training Testing
Weights Rule Nodes RMSE RMSE
EFuNN
without
WDN
EFuNN
with
WDN

1, 1, 1, 1
0.4, 0.8
0.28 0.28

87

77

0.053

0.05

Table 3: Comparison between ECMC without WDN
and ECMC with WDN

Normalization
Weights

0.035

4 Inputs
without WDN
1, 1, 1, 1
4 Inputs
0.25, 0.44 0.73
1
with WDN
3 Inputs
without WDN
1, 1, 1
3 Inputs
with WDN
0.50, 0.92, 1
2 Inputs
without WDN
1,1
2 Inputs
with WDN
1, 0.97

0.031

With the use of the WDN method, a better prediction
results is obtained for a significantly less number of rule
nodes (clusters) evolved in the EFuNN model. This is
because of the better clustering achieved when different
variables are normalized differently and the normalization reflects on their importance.

5.2 ECMC with WDN for Classification and Feature Extraction
In this section, the ECMC with WDN is applied on
the Iris data for both classification and feature selection.
The same as the experiments in the section 3, all experiments in this section are repeated 50 times with the same
parameters and the results are averaged. 50% of the
whole data set is randomly selected as training data and
another 50% as testing data. The following parameters
are set in the experiments for the ECMC model: Minradius 0.02; each of the weights for the four normalized
input variables is a value from 0.1 to 1, and is mapped
into a 6-bit binary string.
The following GA parameters are used: number of individuals in a population 12; mutation rate 0.005;
termination criterion (the maximum epochs of GA
operation) 50; fitness function - the number of created
ruleThe
nodes.
resulted weight values, the number of rule nodes
created by ECMC with such weights and the number of
errors on the testing data are shown in Table 3. For comparison, ECMC classification results with the same parameters, the same training data and testing data but
without WDN are also shown in Table 3.
From the results, we can see that the weight of the
first variable is much smaller than the weights of the
other variables. The weights can be used as a measure of
the importance of the variables and the least important
variables can be removed from the input. Same experiment is repeated without the first input variable and the
results have improved as shown in Table3. If another

6.

Number
of rule Number of
nodes test errors
9.8

3.8

7.8

3.1

8.8

3.7

8.1

2.9

7.7

3.2

7.4

3.1

Conclusions

The proposed method for weighted data normalization
(WDN) is a generic one and can be applied to any connectionist models, but it is especially efficient when applied to evolving connectionist systems (ECOS) as the
latter use local, clustering-based learning algorithms. The
WDN method is also efficient when used for feature selection. Further development of the method includes using linear along with non-linear normalization, using
different types of normalization across variables and
across areas of the problem space for achieving a better
performance of the system.
The proposed evolving clustering method for classification ECMC uses clusters of different shapes rather than
hyper-spheres, as it is the case in other ECOS methods,
and results in a less number of rule nodes and less error.
New ECOS methods are being developed at present that
will have all the parameters and the features optimised
together.
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Abstract

society where images play an important role, and
the use of the Internet and image input

In this paper, as a method of extracting

apparatuses have spread. Nowadays, there is huge

keywords, feature data is extracted from an image

image data in our personal appearance with its

and a method using a Back-Propagation neural

spread. It is not easy to find an image suitable for

network for learning and classifying them is

one's purpose out of such a huge image data.

proposed. First, a bit map image in the RGB color

Therefore, the technique of searching images is

space is transformed into the L*a*b* color space.

desired.

Next, it clusters image pixels using the c-means

database, suitable keywords are necessary in each

method and domains are extracted by Labeling.

image [1].

For image retrieval from image

Features, such as area of the obtained domain,

There is a technique of adding keywords to

color information, and coordinates of the center

images beforehand, and searching by using a

of gravity, are then calculated, which are input

keyword based on them as a method of images

attributes to a neural network. Moreover, rule

retrieval. However, this can cause a problem that

generation is carried out by extracting values in

it is unmanageable if there is an immense quantity

the hidden layer of each keyword after the

of images. In this case, automatic keyword

learning of the neural network. The method of

extraction from images is important for image

generating keywords using the rules is proposed

retrieval and to construct a large scale image

and a comparison experiment is performed.

archive. In this paper, therefore, a technique of

Finally the validity of this method was verified by

performing keyword addition automatically to

means of computer simulations.

images is proposed.
First, in Section 2, a technique used is this paper
is explained, and an experimental method which

1. Introduction

uses a neural network in Section 3 is described,
and Section 4 shows a simulation result and
consideration and conclusion in Section 5.

In recent years, it has become the multimedia
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( X / X n )1 / 3 → 7.787( X / X n ) + 16 / 116
(Y / Yn )1 / 3 → 7.787(Y / Yn ) + 16 / 116
( Z / Z n )1 / 3 → 7.787( Z / Z n ) + 16 / 116

2.2 C-means method
Figure 1. Sample of scenery image.
The c-means method is a technique of clustering

2. Feature extraction

performed by adding a membership function to
the k-means method [3][4][5][6].
Let X = {x1 ,......, x n } be n individuals with

2.1 L*a*b* color space

a p-dimensional vector to be clustered. Moreover,

c , the
representative point of Cluster i (i = 1,....., c ) is
set to vi , and it is decided with the membership
function u ik whether Individual x k belongs to
the Cluster i . Then, it is regarded as a problem
which makes the criterion function J m
the number of clusters is set to

A L*a*b* color space is a front color system
currently used for expressing an objective color
most popularly in all fields. By the L*a*b* color
space, intensity is expressed with L* and the
degree of color which shows hue and saturation is
expressed with a* and b* [2].

minimum

A conversion formula is shown below.

L* = 116(Y / Yn )

1/ 3

by

properly

a* = 500[( X / X n )1 / 3 − (Y / Yn )1 / 3 ]

defined as the following.

b* = 200[(Y / Yn )1 / 3 − ( Z / Z n )1 / 3 ]
X = 0.49000 R + 0.31000G + 0.20000 B

 c  (d ) 2
u ik = 1 / ∑  ik 2
 j =1  (d jk )


Y = 0.17697 R + 0.81240G + 0.01063B

In x k = vi

However， Y / Yn > 0.008856

Z / Z n > 0.008856

In x k ≠ vi

u ik = 1

root which corresponds to it in the upper formula
is calculated by transposing it to the following

u jk = 0






1 /( m −1)






( j ≠ i)

Moreover, the center vi of a cluster is computed
as
n

n

k =1

k =1

vi = ∑ (u ik ) m x k / ∑ (u ik ) m .

When there is a value of 0.008856 or less
in X / X n , Y / Yn , Z / Z n , the term of the cubic

Matrix

U = (u ik ) and the representative point
V = (v1 ,......, vc ) for the problem of clustering.
In this technique, the membership u ik is

− 16

Z = 0.01000G + 0.99000 B
( X n = 95.045 Yn = 100 Z n = 108.892 )
X / X n > 0.008856

choosing

The fundamental Algorithm is shown below.
FCM1. Initial values of U and V are decided
suitably.

formulas, respectively [9].

FCM2. U is fixed to the last value, the optimal
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solution from min
J (U,V) is calculated,
p m
V∈R

and it is referred to as a new V.

3. Experimental method
neural network

using

a

FCM3. V is fixed to the last value, the optimal
solution from min
J (U,V) is calculated,
p m
V∈R

and it is referred to as a new U.
FCM4. If this process converges on a proper
value, it stops, otherwise, return to Step
FCM2.

Conversion from a RGB color space to a L*a*b*
color space is carried out by performing L*a*b*
conversion to a bit map image. Five levels
quantization using the c-means method to a* and
b*

which

were

obtained

by

the

L*a*b*

conversion is carried out (Figure.2). Next, three
domains are extracted in order with the largest
area by performing Labeling. The coordinates of

2.3 Labeling

the area of the domain obtained from this, color
information, and the center of gravity were

Labeling is used to search for the coordinates of
the area of each domain, an average RGB values,

calculated, and they were made into a neural
network's input signals.

and the center of gravity in the image where

Moreover, this technique uses a feed forward

domain division was carried out [7]. It is a

neural network as shows in Figure.3, and a

operation which assigns a different label to a

Back-Propagation (BP) method as a learning

non-connected region and which assigns the same

algorithm. The model of the BP method has 6

label to the same connected region. The

units in the input layer, 10 units in the hidden

processing procedure of Labeling used in this

layer, and units of the number of keywords in the

research is shown below.

output layer, as shown in Figure.3. Teacher data

<Algorithm>

use 48 domains from a total of 43 scenery images,

Step.1. Label attachment is carried out using
neighboring 8 pixels in each pixel.

and the keywords in this study are "sky", "sea",
"clouds", "plain", "dark green", and "rocks."
Next, the newly proposed if-then rule is

Step.2. About the neighboring 8 pixels of a
standard center, if it has the same pixel
value as the standard pixel, the same
label “i” is assigned.
Step.3. If there is a pixel with the same pixel
value in the eight pixels, the same
operation is carried out for the pixel with
Label “i” and it is repeated.
Step.4. The whole image is operated until the
same element is not found in neighboring
eight.
Step.5. i = i + 1
Step.6. It is carried out to eight kinds of all
quantization values in the same way.

explained. An If-then rule is a method of
classifying based on the hidden layer's values at
the time of classification. First, the values of a
hidden layer of each key word are taken out from
a trained neural network. Rule generation is
performed to them. A rule in this case is based on
combination of the hidden outputs. Each output
unit can produce such a combination for each
input. For instance, IF H 1 = 1 and H 3 = 0 ,

then class = 1 , where Hi indicates the output
value of the first hidden unit. Based on generated
rules, feature data are classified into each
keyword in classification. That is, it is the
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technique of classifying according to the hidden

region in images.

layer outputs. By this technique, the 1st place of a
Table 1.BP method

decimal is rounded off for every keyword, and the
ten hidden layer's values are binarized to 0 or 1.
Comparison experiments between the neural
network and the rules are performed.

sky
90%

clouds
67%

sea
75%

plain
70%

dark

rocks

green
75%

80%

Next, the result obtained using If-Then rule for
the hidden layer's values for every keyword is
shown in Table 2.
Table 2.If-Then rule
sky

clouds

sea

plain

60%

45%

40%

50%

dark
green
42%

rocks
58%

Compared with the results using a BP method, as
for the rate of recognition, the results using the
Figure2.The quantization result by the

If-Then rule become worse in every keyword.

C-means method.

This is due to approximation which transformed
hidden layer's values into binary values simply.
However,

although

the

sea

can

be

incorrectly-recognized to be a sky by the BP
input

hidden

output

method this time, the sea was not much
incorrectly-recognized to be a sky using an

area

If-Then rule. That is, when you want images of a

R
B

sky, it is thought that only the image of a sky can
keywords

G

be retrieved in many cases. However, more
keywords and more kinds of images are necessary
to construct a practical.

X coordinates
Y coordinates

5. Conclusion

Figure3. A Neural Network Model.
In this paper, the technique of keyword

4. Simulation and Consideration

extraction from landscape images as the first
phase which performs image retrieval was

The result classified into keywords using the BP
method is shown in Table 1. Those rate shows
accuracy which the neural network produced
accurate keyword using the features of each

proposed. First, the feature domain was chosen by
giving L*a*b* conversion, quantization by the
C-means method, and labeling to the images, and
the amount of features was extracted. Moreover,
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the If-Then rule was generated and compared with
the rate of recognition in the BP method.
Rule extraction method is improved in order to
raise the rate of recognition in the If-Then rule
from now on. Moreover, although the C-means
method is used in domain division, it is
considering a technique which can be divided still
better.
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Abstract

system would be able to cope with a given emergency. If
the Contingency Analyser finds any voltage limits or
loading violations' while running the power flow simulation, outputs a list of these violations informing a system
operator of a possible problem if a particular emergency
should occur. A flow diagram of the programs and their
outputs is shown in Figure 1. It is then up to the system
operator to decide on what type of preventative control
actions to take to prevent the power system from reaching
an emergency state of operation.

A Java-based prototype expert system is developed for
advising system operators in a power system operations
control centre on how to prevent selected emergency
situations. The expert system is implemented on IBM PC's
in the operations control centre of Transend Networks Pty
Ltd in Tasmania. This paper discusses the methods used
for solving power system contingencies and the development and implementation of the Java-based expert system.
The case study also demonstrates how advice is presented
to the system operators.

Modify emergency scenarios

System
Measurements

1. Introduction

SCADA

In a power system operations control centre, a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system receives measurements from different equipment that make
up the power system grid. The data received by the
SCADA system is automatically analysed and the system
operators are informed about the current status of the
power system. Equipment failure, unexpected load demand variations or catastrophic events (eg. lightning
strikes, bushfires) may drive the system into an emergency state of operation. In this state some transmission
equipment (eg. power transmission lines, busses and
transformers) may have their voltage limit or loading ratings violated. In such cases, to avoid a failure or damage
of the system equipment as well as collapse of the entire
system, the system operators must take some control actions to remove these violations.

System
model data

Power
Flow

Contingency
Analyser

Violations

Inform System
Operator of
Violations

Figure 1. Flow diagram of power system
operations control centre programs and
their outputs.
Successful execution of these preventative control actions largely depends on an operator’s skills and experience to recognise the problem and apply appropriate actions to solve it. System operators that have little experience in solving these types of problems often have great
difficulty in deciding on the appropriate preventative
control actions. The role of a prototype expert system in
providing decision support for preventative control actions is described in this paper.

However, making decisions on the appropriate control
actions to return the power system to a normal state during emergency situations is a difficult task where useful
tools of artificial intelligence can be applied [1]. In a
power system operations control centre, a program called
the Contingency Analyser, analyses data stored in the
SCADA system and runs power flow simulations of different emergency situations to predict whether the power
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2. Power System Security Control

•

The type of control actions used by the system operators for preventative control is dependent on violations
that are found by the Contingency Analyser. These violations can be divided into two types: bus voltage violations
and equipment overloads.

However, determining which preventative control action to use is dependent on the effectiveness of a particular action. To determine the effectiveness of a particular
action requires the use of network sensitivity methods [4].

Bus voltage violations occur when the voltage level on
a bus is above or below specified limits. The allowance
for variation in voltage level is usually ±5% of the bus
rating. Control actions that can be applied to remove bus
voltage violations are [2]:
•

Adjusting generator excitors to change the voltage at
the generation busbar.

•

Adjusting in-phase transformer taps.

•

Switching in-phase transformer taps.

•

Switching on/off shunt reactive (capacitors/reactors)
sources.

•

Performing emergency load shedding at selected
locations.

•

Switching the transmission network.

3. Network Sensitivity Calculations
Network sensitivity methods are based on calculating a
set of values (network sensitivity factors), which relate
the sensitivity between a change in a control device and
its effect on each element of the given power system. The
control devices are generators, tap transformers, and shunt
reactive sources. The elements affected by a change in the
control devices are busses, transmission lines and transformers. It can be demonstrated that network sensitivity
factors represent a fast way of determining the most effective control device for changing the bus voltage or
power flow through transmission equipment [4].
Calculation of the network sensitivity factors takes the
following form [4]:

For the case of equipment overloading, this occurs
when the power flow through transmission equipment
exceeds the equipment's loading rating. Power transmission equipment that can become overloaded includes
transmission lines and transformers. Control actions that
can be applied to remove such overloads are [3]:
•

Provide full loading of the power stations and other
power sources in the receiving part of the power
system.

•

Provide unloading of the power stations in the
sending part of the power system.

•

Adjust phase-shift transformers and switch capacitor
banks and reactors.

•

Transfer the load from one part of the system to another.

•

Increase output of the active and reactive power of
generators and synchronous compensators in the receiving part of the power system via their permissible short-term overloading.

•

Adjust bus voltages in order to decrease the power
demand.

•

Curtail loads of the lowest priority.

•

Switch off radial transmission lines.

Perform emergency load shedding at selected locations.

ÄCk =Ck' – Ckº

(1)

ÄEj = Ej' - Ejº

(2)

Skj = ÄEj / ÄCk

(3)

where:
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•

Ck º is the original value for the control device Ck ; Ck '
is the value for control device Ck after a small
change is applied; ÄCk is the percentage change for
control device Ck .

•

Ej º is the original value for element Ej ; Ej ' is the
value for element Ej after a change is applied from
control device Ck ; ÄEj is the percentage change for
element Ej due to a small change applied from control device Ck .

•

Skj is the sensitivity factor relating the change in
value for element Ej to a small change from control
device Ck.

Using the above sensitivity factors, a sensitivity matrix
is built. It relates the sensitivities between all control devices to all elements in the power system.

system to rerun the emergency simulation after a corrective action has been applied.
The Power Flow program uses a model of the power
system grid and performs calculations of power flow and
bus voltages, based on a set of parameters of the power
system elements. Power Flow is used by the expert system to calculate network sensitivity factors and to build
up the network sensitivity matrix. It is also used by the
expert system to simulate effects of a particular control
action.

4. Expert System Development
The Java programming language was used to develop a
prototype expert system. The preference for choosing
Java rather than an expert system shell for developing the
prototype expert system was Java's flexibility which allows the expert system better interaction with external
programs and databases. The Java-based system also is
better suited for on-line use.

4.3 Database
The expert system for preventing emergencies interacts
with a power system database. This database provides online data and is used for:

4.1 Overview of the Expert System
The following diagram in Figure 2 shows an overview
of how the expert system interacts with external programs
in an operations control centre.

•

Obtaining information on the type of emergency
situations that is to be simulated.

•

Checking on the violations given by the Contingency Analyser.

•

Obtaining and changing the data computed by the
Power Flow program.

•

Obtaining information on voltage limits for busses
and obtaining information on loading ratings for
transmission lines and transformers.

Modify emergency scenarios
System
Measurements

SCADA

Power
Flow

System
model data

Simulate
Action

Contingency
Analyser
Violations &
emergency
scenarios

4.4 Rule-base and Inference Engine

Expert System

Advice

A rule-base is used for selecting the most appropriate
control device from the network sensitivity matrix for a
particular situation.

Recommended
actions for
System Operator

The expert system can be used in either off-line or online modes. In the off-line mode the inference engine performs the following steps (generating an advice – the first
stage of the inference process):

Figure 2. Diagram of interaction between
external programs and the expert system.

4.2 External Programs
The Contingency Analyser is used in power system
operations control centres to simulate different contingencies and inform the system operators of any violations
resulting from the contingencies. The expert system is
using the output of the Contingency Analyser to obtain
the list of violations resulting from a simulated emergency
situation. Contingency Analyser is also used by the expert
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•

Allow the system operator to select an emergency
situation being simulated by the Contingency Analyser.

•

Check the database for violations generated by the
Contingency Analyser for the selected emergency
situation.

•

If no violations are found, then stop the inference
process. Otherwise select the most serious violation,
based on the selection rules in the rule-base.

•

Build a list of recommended actions, using rules
from the rule-base and network sensitivity factors
from the network sensitivity matrix.

•

Calculate the effectiveness of each recommended
control action by using the network sensitivity matrix.

•

Sort the list of recommended actions based the effectiveness of each action and find the most effective control device.

shown in Figure 6, allowing the system operator to view
advice on how to remove a violation for the selected contingency case. If the system operator wishes to view more
information about a recommended control action, the
system operator can select a recommended action from
the list and click on the "More Information..." button. A
dialog then appears as shown in Figure 7 revealing more
detailed information about the selected control action.

After the inference engine selects the most serious
violation and generates a list of recommended actions to
deal with that violation, the system operator can then
choose to simulate one of the recommended actions to see
its effect. When the system operator chooses to simulate
one of the recommended actions, the inference engine
performs the following steps (control action simulation –
the second stage of the inference process):
•

Apply the selected control action to the database.

•

Run Power Flow to predict the new state of the
power system.

•

Run Contingency Analyser to check for new violations.

•

Check the database for violations generated by the
Contingency Analyser after applying the selected
control action.

•

If there are no more violations, end the inference
process. Otherwise do the first stage of the inference
process again to select the most serious violation
from the new list of violations and form a new list of
recommended control actions.

Once the system operator has selected a recommended
control action from the list in Figure 6, they can tell the
expert system to simulate the effect of applying that control action by pressing the "Simulate Action" button. The
expert system will then perform the simulation and refresh the advice dialog. If the system operator has requested the expert system to perform several control action simulations, a record of the actions previously simulated by the expert system can be displayed by clicking on
the "Previously Simulated Actions..." button in the advice
dialog. A dialog showing the list of control actions previously simulated by the expert system is then shown as in
Figure 8.

5. Case Study
The prototype expert system is to be implemented on
IBM personal computers in the Network Operations control centre of Transend Networks Pty Ltd, a Tasmanian
company that manages and operates the electricity transmission system for Tasmania. The expert system’s performance is tested on a part of the Tasmanian power
transmission network, comprising of Sheffield, George
Town, Hadspen and Palmerston substations. A diagram of
the 220 kV network is shown in Figure 3.

After finishing the second stage of the inference process, the inference engine builds a list of control actions
that have been simulated. The system operator can view
this so that they have a complete record of the control
actions that have been used.

Farrell

Burnie

LEGEND:
Substation

The first and second stages of the inference process are
repeated until either no violations occur or the system
operator chooses to stop simulations.

Substation
(Outside Main
Network)

Sheffield

George
Town

Transmission
Line

G

4.5 User Interface

Customer
Load

G
G

G

The screen dialogs shown in figures 5 to 8 show the
graphical user interfaces that are presented to the system
operators. Figure 5 shows the main screen interface that is
shown to the system operator in off-line mode. This
screen allows the system operator to view a list of contingency cases simulated by the Contingency Analyser and
to select an emergency scenario to view the violations that
would occur. When the system operator clicks on the
"Advice..." button, the advice screen is displayed as

Generator

G
Palmerston
Liapootah

Hadspen

G

Figure 3. Diagram of the 220 kV network
comprising of Sheffield, George Town,
Hadspen and Palmerston substations.
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The case study examines a contingency of two of the
Sheffield-George Town transmission lines (i.e. the lines
are disconnected from the rest of the power system). In
this study, there is a large amount of power being produced by power stations on the west coast of Tasmania in
comparison with the power produced by power stations in
the south of the state. A diagram of the emergency situation is shown in Figure 4.

Farrell

Burnie

LEGEND:
Substation
Substation
(Outside Main
Network)

Sheffield

George
Town

Transmission
Line

G

Customer
Load

G
G

G
G
Palmerston
Liapootah

Hadspen

Generator

Figure 5. Main screen that displays the
simulated contingency cases and violations
found by the Contingency Analyser.

Faulted
Transmission
Line

G

Figure 4. Diagram of 220 kV network when
the two transmission lines connecting Sheffield and George Town substations are
faulted.
The simulation by the Contingency Analyser found
that there was one violation for this emergency scenario,
shown in Figure 5. Advice given to the system operator
for this scenario produced a list of four recommended
actions, all sorted by the percentage expected improvement as shown in Figure 6. After selecting the first recommended action in the advice dialog, a more detailed
explanation for increasing the generation at Fisher power
station is given in Figure 7, showing how the control action relieves the overloading on the Palmerston-Sheffield
transmission line.
After performing four control action simulations to
clear all the violations, the dialog displaying the list of the
simulated actions and details of their outcomes can be
seen in Figure 8.

Figure 6. Advice dialog for the violations
resulting from the Sheffield-George Town
transmission line faults.
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6. Conclusion
This paper has demonstrated the development of a
Java-based prototype expert system for preventing emergencies in power systems. Feasible solutions were provided to the system operators and simulated in the operations control center of Transend, Tasmania.
Currently, the prototype expert system can operate in
off-line mode for simulation purposes only. Further work
on the development of the Java-based expert system will
include the on-line operation and providing advice to
system operators in real-time during actual emergency
situations.
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Abstract
The capabilities of the two computational intelligence
technologies including neural network and fuzzy logic can
be synergized through the formation of an integrated and
unified model which capitalizes on the benefits and concurrently offsets the flaws of the involved technologies. In
this paper, a neural-fuzzy model, which is characterized by
its ability to suggest the appropriate change of process
parameters in a relatively complex parameter-based control situation involving multiple parameters, is presented.
This model is particularly useful in multiple input and multiple output situations where complex mathematical calculations are required if conventional control approach is
adopted. In particular, it serves to acquire knowledge from
the information base for extracting rules which are then
fuzzified based on fuzzy principle. To validate the feasibility of this approach, a test has been conducted based on
the neural-fuzzy model with the obje ctive to achieve heat
transfer enhancement in rectangular ducts using transverse ribs. This paper describes the roadmap for the deployment of this hybrid model to enhance machine intelligence of a complex system with the description of a case
study to exemplify its underlying principles.

uid (e.g. water) by adjusting the hot tap and the cold tap of
that particular liquid (in this case it is water) for a specific
industrial or engineering process. The complexity of this
type of control (two inputs and two outputs) is that a slight
change of either one of the taps (hot or cold) affects both
the temperature and flow rate of the output liquid. The
mathematical equations involved in the PID control algorithms of such a MIMO situation are rather complex. By the
same token, the level of complexity can be visualized if more
than two inputs and two outputs are involved, noticing that
this is not uncommon in actual engineering processes and
operations. The analysis of MIMO control using PID algorithms can be found in a number of publications (such as
Driankov et al [1]) and therefore not to be covered in this
paper.
To address this MIMO situation, a model incorporating
computational intelligence technologies such as fuzzy logic,
neural network and genetic algorithms, can be employed. It
is known that a system with the inclusion of the artificial
intelligence elements is able to enhance the performance,
reliability and robustness of control by incorporating
knowledge which cannot be accommodated in the analytic
model upon which the design of the control algorithm is
based [1]. This paper presents a neural-fuzzy model, which
is featured by its ability to recommend the adjustment of
process parameters in a MIMO parameter-based control
situation involving multiple parameters. This model is particularly useful in situations where complex mathematical
calculations are required if conventional control algorithm is
adopted. In particular, it serves to acquire knowledge from
the information base for extracting rules which are then
fuzzified based on fuzzy principle. A case study has been
conducted related to the heat transfer situation where mu ltiple parameters, such as rate of radiation and rate of conduction, are involved. Most importantly, this paper outlines
the roadmap for the deployment of this hybrid model to deal
with complex control situations in various engineering and
industrial applications.

Keywords
Machine Intelligence, Neural Network, Fuzzy Logic, Heat
Transfer.
INTRODUCTION
In industrial and engineering applications, parameter-based
control systems are normally employed in situations where
parameters such as heating temperature, injection pressure
and cooling time need to be adjusted to achieve the required outcome of the overall condition. Traditionally, Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control algorithms are
adopted to deal with these parameter-based control situations albeit complex mathematical equations need to be
used to analyze the operating conditions. However, the
mathematical analysis based on relevant algorithms may
become more complex when dealing with Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) control situations where more
than one input is used with more than one output. A typical
example of MIMO is the control of flow rate (e.g. gallons/hour) and temperature (e.g. degrees C) of a certain liq-

THE NEURAL-FUZZY MODEL WITH PRACTICAL
EXAMPLE
The neural-fuzzy model proposed in this article is focused
on the approach to find the required results without involving too many mathematical calculations. To exemplify the
procedures and steps of this non-mathematical approach, a
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practical example is employed to illustrate how it can be
used to deal with a real life MIMO problem.

Ÿ

Constant fluid properties

Ÿ

Steady-state

Description of the case
An overview of the thermal system under test is shown in
Figure 1. The main portion to be discussed in this paper is
the "Test Section" of the system, which is further explained
in Figure 2.
In the present study, experiments are conducted for six repeated ribs to investigate the overall heat transfer from the
tip port ion as well as the sides of the ribs. The experimental
apparatus was a long rectangular duct of 1.22 m length, with
the test section at 50 cm from the inlet. The cross sectional
area of the test section was 190(W) x 170(H) cm2. The test
geometry comprised six rectangular aluminum ribs of various cross sections and 190 cm long. A suction fan with
variable speed control was connected to the exit of the duct.
A 13mm thick aluminum plate was placed on the bottom of
the duct and it was heated with an electric heater (input
power rating: 1000W). The backside of the heater was insulated with glass wool to minimize the heat losses. Mica and
insulation wood were used to insulate the aluminum and
electric heater to avoid short circuit. The electric heater was
controlled by means of a variable transformer. K-type thermocouples (1-mm diameter) were used to detect the temperature at the top and sides of each rib by inserting them in
a small groove along the top surface and the upstream and
downstream sides. These thermocouples were connected to
a thermocouple scanner for simultaneous temperature
measurements. An XYZ table was used to maintain the instruments in the correct position.

Figure 2. Side view of the long rectangular duct with
transverse ribs of equal spacing, showing all the essential parameters for heat transfer study within the "Test
Section" of the thermal system.

The air velocity inside the duct was maintained at 9.75 m/s.
The average room temperature and pressure were 22 oC and
757 mm respectively. Measurements of rib temperature were
taken an hour after the commencement of each experiment
to allow for stability of readings. It can be seen that for each
experimental investigation a new aluminum plate of different
rib dimensions and spacing would be required.
A rib zone is defined as the area along the contour of the
ribs and inner duct surface between the midpoints on the
tips of adjacent ribs. The first rib zone is the area from the
inlet of the duct to the midpoint on the tip of the first rib.
The last rib zone is the area from the midpoint on the tip of
the last rib to the exit of the test section. The values of
Q/Qo are relative measures of performance representing the
ratio of heat transfer from the inner wall for a rib zone to the
heat transfer from the corresponding zone on an unribbed
duct. The values for Q/Qr represent the amount of heat
conducted from the zonal area to outer wall of an otherwise
unribbed duct with no airflow.
The steady-state convection heat transfer, Q, from the rib
surfaces to the fluid flow was deduced from the input power
(E) as follows:
Qc = E - Qrad - Ql

Figure 1. An overview of the thermal system under test
showing the heat transfer process within the system of
the case.

Where

The geometry of the rectangular duct with transverse ribs of
equal spacing is illustrated in Figure 2. The following additional assumptions are also made:
Ÿ

Laminar flow

Ÿ

Newtonian and incompressible fluid

Qrad

=

(1)
the rate of radiation loss
through both ends of the duct
to its environment and it can be
estimated by means of the following equation i.e.

Qrad = εσ(Tc 4 - Ta4)
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(2)

Where

And

ε

=

emissivity of duct surface

σ

=

Stefan-Boltzmann
(W/m2-°K)

Tc

=

Average rib side temperature
(°K)

Ta

=

Average air temperature measured upstream of the test section (°K)

Ql

=

constant

k

=

Step 1 - Determine the input and output parameters of the
neural network

the rate of conduction heat
loss through the external surface of the rectangular duct
assembly to the surroundings
and it can be estimated by using the Fo urier's Law, i.e.

Ql = kA(Tc - To)/L
Where

approach which is able to significantly simplify the tedious
analytical work of a conventional PID approach. In particular, this proposed hybrid approach does not require the
prior knowledge of the theoretical aspects of neural network
and fuzzy logic and therefore is meant to be used by novice
users. The following steps provide guidelines for the
development of such model.

The first step of the methodology is to determine the input
and output values of the neural network with the purpose to
obtain data for training purpose. The two key parameters of
heat transfer are Q/Qo and Q/Qr with required performance
as shown in Table 1:
Table 1. The two key parameters of the heat transfer
model (Q/Qo and Q/Qr)

(3)
thermal conductivity of duct
material

Experimental heat transfer ratio
Deviation of heat transfer ratio (%)

A

=

internal surface area of duct

To

=

ambient air temperature

L

=

thickness of duct

Heat Transfer Performance (%) =

Hence in the case of a ribbed duct with fluid flow, Qc = Q;
whereas in the case of an unribbed duct, Qc = Qo (for duct
with fluid flow) and Qc = Qr (for duct with no fluid motion).
The Prandtl (Pr) number is a dimensionless quantity depends solely on the physical properties of the fluid, irrespective of flow conditions.

Q/Qo

Q/Qr

1.4698

5.7974

0

0

( Design Output − Experimental Output) × 100
Experimental Output

The number “0” for the “Heat Transfer Pe rformance (%)”
indicates that the performance are within the tolerance limit
or in this example referred as experimental values. Any value
more than or less than “0” of “Deviatio n of heat transfer
ratio (%)” indicates that certain degree of dimensional inconsistency has occurred.
In this test, the heat transfer model parameters that may
affect the outputs have been identified. The values of parameter that are able to maintain the nominal values of Q/Qo
and Q/Qr are specified below.

METHODOLOGY FOR DESIGNING A NEURAL-FUZZY
MODEL
As depicted in the above context, the two different values
(Q/Qo and Q/Qr) are the outputs affected by the four input
parameters (Pr, z/H, s/H and h/H). The dimensions of ribs
and their spacing (i.e. z/H, s/H and h/H) depend mainly on
the magnitude of the overall heat transfer. This is considered to be a parameter-based control situation where complex mathematical analysis is required if conventional control theory is used. The proposed neural-fuzzy model consists of a neural network for acquiring the knowledge between the input and output data, and a fuzzy logic reasoning mechanism for generating a more reliable suggestion for
modifying the induced output values from the trained neural
network.

z/H

=

3.75

s/H

=

0.50

h/H

=

0.10

Pr

=

10.00

Obviously, the target is to keep the “Deviation of heat
transfer ratio (%)" at “0” for the two values (Q/Qo and
Q/Qr). As mentioned before, it is important that the neural
network learns the relationship between data sets mapped
to the nodes of the input and output layers. To meet this
requirement, 108 sets of data were obtained by varying the
values of the depicted heat transfer model parameter, which
would subsequently a ffect the dimensional outcome.

A methodology with a step-by-step approach has been
developed for those who would like to tackle a MIMO parameter-based control problem using a hybrid neural-fuzzy
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Step 2 - Recall the trained neural network due to changed
variables

fuzzification technique can be found in relevant publications and not to be covered here.

Technically, there should not be any dimensional changes
occurred in Q/Qo and Q/Qr if the four parameters remain
unchanged. However, as in real industrial environment,
there can be many reasons for creating such changes. In
this test, it happened that the two dimensions of the heat
transfer model changed slightly after a few days of production though the heat transfer model conditions have remained unchanged. It was found that the dimensions have
been changed as shown in Table 2:
Table 2. The dimensional deviation of the heat transfer
model

Q/Qo

Q/Qr

Design Heat Transfer Ratio

1.4793

5.7202

Experimental Heat Transfer Ratio

1.4698

5.7974

0.65

-1.33

Heat Transfer Deviation (%)

Figure 3. The fuzzification of dimensions Q/Qo and Q/Qr,
where the fuzzy sets are represented by S (small), RS
(relatively small), N (normal), RL (relatively large) and L
(large).

Neural network recall is the processing of new inputs
through a trained network to obtain the outputs based on
the correlation acquired during the data training process.
The two new “Design Heat Tran sfer Ratio” data for “Q/Qo”
and “Q/Qr” were mapped to the input nodes of the trained
network. The network’s outputs were as below:
Output node 1 (Pr)

= 10.261

Output node 2 (z/H)

= 4.137

Output node 3 (s/H)

= 0.500

Output node 4 (h/H)

= 0.098

The outputs from the trained network as indicated above
suggest the deviations of the heat transfer conditions that
subsequently cause the dimensional inconsistencies. For
example at output node 1 (Pr), the output value is 10.261.
This means that the deviation of the 'Pr' partly contributes
to the dimensional deviations of the heat transfer model.

Step 3 - Determine fuzzy sets representation for output
variables
The third step is to determine the fuzzy sets for the output
variables [2, 3]. At this stage, the input and output data are
all in crisp value (exact numeric values) and it is necessary
that the data should be fuzzified prior to the fuzzy inference
process. Figure 3 shows the fuzzification of the two key
dimensions. The membership functions for dimension Q/Qo
and Q/Qr, taking the higher values, are 0.87 and 0.74 respectively. The product of two membership function values is
0.64 (0.87 * 0.74) which will be used for the fuzzy inference
with the output fuzzy set [4, 5]. In Figure 3, the fuzzy sets
are represented by S (small), RS (relatively small), N (normal),
RL (relatively large) and L (large). The detail about this

Figure 4. The COA defuzzification of process model parameters.
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Step 4 - Specify the setting of fuzzy rules

to the diagram shown in Figure 4, the value of Pr is 3.54 (%)
or 0.36 higher than the nominal value. As a result the recommended adjustment is 9.90 (10.26 - 0.36).

The fourth step is to set up the fuzzy rules that are to be
used by the rule (inference) engine to provide the desired
answer. The fuzzy rules are set based on experience from
field experts, experimental results and theoretical derivation.
Unlike conventional expert systems, fuzzy rules allow the
use of imprecise, uncertain and ambiguous terms. In this
practical example, the parameter values of the output nodes
need to be fuzzified as well. As shown in Figure 4, the output fuzzy sets are represented by S (small), RS (relatively
small), N (normal), RL (relatively large), L (large). Using the
output node 4 (h/H), the output value is 0.0098, which is 1.8% of the nominal value 0.1. As shown in Figure 3, it cuts
N at 0.64 and RS at 0.36. Based on this result, the fuzzy rule
can be specified as:
If

Table 3. The comparison of test results after each iteration

dimension Q/Qo is relative small (RS) and
dimension Q/Qr is normal (N)

Then

adjust the h/H to a higher value as it is
relative small now.

Heat Transfer
Deviation of
“Q/Qo” (%)

Heat Transfer
Deviation of
“Q/Qr” (%)

Root Mean
Square
(RMS) value

Original
deviation

0.65

-1.33

0.11

1st iteration
result

0.22

-0.59

0.07

2nd iteration
result

0.13

-0.23

0.04

3rd iteration
result

0.10

-0.18

0.03

The parameters of the heat transfer model were adjusted in
accordance with these new parameter values evaluated
based on the neural-fuzzy model. The subsequent dimensional outcome was obtained with obvious sign of m
i provement. The process was re peated twice to find the
trend of dime nsional performance through iteration of the
heat transfer model. The test results are shown in the Table
3 with the root mean square errors calculated to compare the
results after each iteration. And according to Table 3, it can
be observed that the dimensional output has achieved significant improvement after each iteration, from the first root
mean square error of 0.11 to 0.03 after third iteration.

Step 5 - Determine fuzzy rules for firing and defuzzification
process
The fifth step is to determine the rules to be fired based on
the given conditions, then obtain the results using the
graphical techniques, and defuzzify the results from the
inference process. Since the outcome of the fuzzy inference
process is likely to be another fuzzy set, it is essential that
only a single discrete action is applied and so a single point
that reflects the best value of the set needs to be spec ified
eventually.
Based on Figure 4, the Max-dot reasoning strategy and
COA defuzzification using triangles with membership function values 0.64, 0.64 and 0.36 evaluated that the value of
h/H is -1.1 (%) lower that the nominal value or is 0.001 lower
and should be adjusted. As the a ctual h/H was 0.1, it should
be adjusted to 0.099 (0.098 + 0.001). The same technique is
also applied to the other 3 parameters.

HOW THE NEURAL-FUZZY MODEL WORKS
Neural network
The responsibility of the neural network model element is to
provide the desire change of parameters based on what the
network has been trained on. Intrinsically, a sufficient
amount of data sample is a key factor in order to obtain accurate feedback from the trained network. In actual situations, recommended action about the required change of
parameters to cope with the dimensional inconsistency is
essential. In view of this situation, neural network can be
regarded as a better option, if the dimensional values are
mapped to the nodes of the input layer and heat transfer
parameters are mapped to the output layer nodes, thus resulting in a control model that is the reverse of the heat
transfer model. In the light of the fact that in an actual thermal system design, the required overall heat transfer is first
determined from the system analysis. Then the rib geometry
is chosen according to the nearest overall heat transfer performance determined from experimental investigations. Very
often the difference between the designed overall heat

The second parameter is at output node 3 (s/H) with the
value of 0 which is 0 (%) of the nominal value 0.5. Referring
to the diagram shown in Figure 4, the value of s/H is 0 (%)
or the same as the nominal value. As the actual s/H was 0.5,
there should be no adjustment required.
The third parameter is at output node 2 (z/H) with the value
4.137 which is 10.3 (%) of the nominal value 3.75. The same
approach will be repeated as the Pr. Referring to the diagram
shown in Figure 4, the value of z/H is 10 (%) or 0.41 higher
that the nominal value and should be adjusted back to normal. As the actual z/H was 3.75, it should be adjusted to 3.72
(4.13 - 0.41).
The fourth parameter is at output node 1 (Pr) with the value
of 10.261 which is 2.6 (%) of the nominal value 10. Referring
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transfer and the experimental performance data can be quite
significant.

defuzzification process is a process of mapping from a
space of inferred fuzzy control results to a space of nonfuzzy control action in a crisp form. In fact, a defuzzification
strategy is aimed at generating a non-fuzzy control action
that best represents the possibility distribution of the inferred fuzzy control results. The Mean of Maximum (MOM)
and Centre of Area (COA) are two common defuzzification
methods in fuzzy control systems, and the latter method is
selected in this neural-fuzzy model to defuzzify the reasoned
fuzzy output (the parameters value). Proposed parameter
change is carried out and the dimensional outcome, resulting from the change is checked against the expected dimension.

With a neural network, the correlation between the deviations of heat transfer parameters in response to the deviations of the occurring dimensional values can be trained
based on a wide spectrum of actual sample data. As neural
network is intended to learn relationships between data sets
by simply having sample data represented to their input and
output layers [6], the training of a network with input and
output layers mapped to dimensional deviation values and
heat transfer deviation values respectively with the purpose
to develop the correlation between these two groups of
data will not contradict the basic principle of neural network.
With a trained network available, it is possible that recommended action about the change of parameters can be obtained with the purpose to optimize the design of rib geometry, should that occur at a later stage. Therefore, in the training process of the neural network, the nodes of the input
layer of the neural network represent the deviation of the
dimensional values and those of the output layer represent
the deviation of the heat transfer parameters.

Conclusion
This paper introduces a neural-fuzzy model for solving
MIMO parameter-based control situation supplemented
with a case example related to therma l system design in order to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach. The
benefits of using two computational intelligence techniques
including neural network and fuzzy logic reasoning to form
an integrated model for handling heat transfer parameters
are demonstrated. The test of this model indicates that it
improves significantly the heat transfer situations although
the results can be yet considered as perfect. Further research on the structural configuration of the model is
needed in order to further enhance its benefits. In general,
this model serves to enhance the progressive introduction
of machine intelligence to the whole control system and
provides a platform for further research in terms of intelligent control of heat transfer processes.

Fuzzy logic reasoning
If there is dimensional inconsistency on the heat transfer
model, the values at the nodes from the neural network (representing the parameter deviations) may provide some hints
for possible dimensional correction. With the availability of
this information, a fuzzy logic approach can then be employed to provide a modified set of recommended parameter
change based on the original output values from the neural
network. The motive for using fuzzy logic reasoning in this
model is to take advantage of its ability to deal with imprecision terms which fit ideally in the parameter-based control
situations where terms such as “rib spacing could be increased slightly” are used. Furthermore, the vagueness and
uncertainty of human expressions is well modeled in the
fuzzy sets, and a pseudo-verbal representation, similar to an
expert’s formulation, can be achieved.
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During fuzzy reasoning process, the input and output values of the neural network are generally fuzzified into linguistic terms so that fuzzy rules can be developed. The method
of obtaining the corresponding output membership values
from the “fired” fuzzy rule is called fuzzy logic re asoning.
Many reasoning strategies have been developed, including
Sup-bounded-product, Super-drastic-product, Sup-min and
Sup-product [4]. Since it is not the intention of this paper to
present a review of fuzzy logic reasoning strategies, the
mentioned reasoning strategies are not further explained in
this paper. In this paper, the Sup-product stra tegy is
adopted due to its simplicity and relatively less calculation
time.
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After the fuzzification process with the generation of fuzzy
rules, it is necessary to have a defuzzification process. The
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Abstract
A fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) is a directed graph
representing concepts and their causal relationships in a
given scenario. Application of FCMs as a simulation tool
in scenario planning can aid in the visualisation and
evaluation of possible scenarios in a problem domain.
Evaluation of a scenario is facilitated through the
analysis of state changes that the factors undergo in the
corresponding FCM at each time step. Its ability to learn
from past experience enables an FCM to discover any
missing causal links between factors in the scenario.
Keywords
Fuzzy cognitive map, scenario planning, strategic planning,
scenario building system.

I. Introduction
The fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) was introduced by
Kosko for modelling the causal relationship between
concepts and analysing inference patterns [1]. An FCM is a
directed graph representing concepts and their causal
relationships in a given scenario. It has been used for
decision-support and causal discovery in an environment of
uncertainty and incomplete information, and for making
predictions in different spheres of human life such as
economy, politics sociology, and virtual reality simulation
[2-4]. It has been also proposed as an alternative to
knowledge-based expert systems for representing and
analysing complex systems [5-7]. The attractiveness of the
FCM lies in its relatively simple structure and operations,
ease of implementation, and its adaptability in
incorporating additional knowledge through Hebbian
learning or merging with other FCMs. With the recent
increase in global uncertainty, and turbulence in the
business world, scenario simulations have become an
important tool for identifying goals as well as threats, and
for formulating counter measures. .
This paper proposes a methodology for effective
scenario planning incorporating the use of FCMs for

M. Shamim Khan
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simulating and evaluating alternative scenarios. We explore
how the likelihood of certain events as perceived by
individual strategists (scenario planners) can be adopted for
the whole organisation by augmenting and combining these
individual strategies.

2. Scenario planning
Scenario planning has a proven track record in tapping
the knowledge of a group of people with diverse
perspectives to provide breakthrough insights and
innovations. As a methodology, it has long been used by
the military. Many people have ideas about where the
future may be heading, but there is generally no established
process for gathering such knowledge and putting it to
good use. Scenario planning provides a concrete
framework for sharing the insights of a broad cross-section
of people in a way that often leads to fresh, new insights.
The concrete outcome from scenario planning is a set of
plausible future scenarios that can be used to evaluate
opportunities and directions. With the identification of key
external metrics, monitoring for early warning signs of
changes is possible.
In a volatile situation, the future is often highly
unpredictable and we are working from a limited range of
expectations, our expectations will frequently be proved
wrong.
Scenario planning offers a framework for
developing more resilient ecological policies to counter
such situations where there is uncontrollable, irreducible
uncertainty.
Scenario planning is especially useful in situations
where, a high level of participation is required to create a
common goal, such as in highly modernised military
command and control structure where a large number of
personnel are required to make collective strategic
decisions, and in the competitive commercial world. It
provides a useful process for pulling together all the major
stakeholders in a strategic conversation that ultimately
leads to shared vision and action. It is also extensively used
in business organisations.
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Herman Kahn [8] was an early founder of scenariobased planning in his work related to the possible scenarios
associated with thermonuclear war. Interested readers are
referred to books such as [9, 10] for further information on
scenario planning.

3.

2.1. Drawbacks of conventional scenario
planning
Despite its merits and significance, little advance has
been made in scenario planning. The following three
significant facts may be observed:
Most scenario planning practices lack time
variant component, which is essential for
yielding a more realistic scenario.
Scenario planning is a time-consuming
process. With world events spinning faster than
ever before [11], the conventional scenario
planning practice is lagging behind.
Strategists rely heavily on the skills of the
individuals to visualise how the different and
often complex scenarios unfold. It is hard to
imagine the inter-plays of the different factors
at different time periods in the scenario.
The conventional scenario planning process relies very
much on 'paper and pencil' to draft out the various
scenarios. It is therefore very hard to visualise multiple
time scales in the scenario models. However, such a timevariant capability is essential in decision-making because
of fast changing, turbulent environments in recent times.
Within the short time frames, the competitor's strategic
activity may have changed.
Fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) simulation can intrinsically
accommodate the time constraint. Instead of a static snapshot of a time step, we are able to view the scenario over
the entire time span as well as at any particular time step.
FCM aids the individual strategists in visualisation as
the scenario unfolds and the states at each time step can be
assessed and evaluated.

4.

planning as a guide. That is, set the boundaries
within which the organisation must act.
Identify the uncontrollable environmental
variables and the unpredictable external forces
that will influence the decision-making processes.
The uncontrollable variables are the important
trends and events that are certain to happen in the
future. In other words, what one already knows –
e.g. increase in insurance premium, faster
computers, union strikes, etc. The external forces
are those that are very unpredictable or uncertain.
In other words, the unknown – e.g. how will
global economy change in the next 10 years, the
uncertainty of organic verses GM produce, etc.
Select two most important driving forces that are
either uncontrollable or uncertain. Formulate
three or four best plausible scenarios. Given that
the impossibility of knowing precisely how the
future will play out, a good decision or strategy to
adopt is one such that each of these scenarios
diverges markedly from one another. A scenario
matrix similar to Table 1 may be used. For
example, we may have outcomes A1 and B1 to be
of more expected (normal) types whereas
outcomes A2 and B2 are of the extreme types.
Scenario 1 then is one with the presence of
possible future outcomes A1 and B1; Scenario 2 is
the presence of A2 and B1; and so on. The
scenario or scenarios that are not plausible are
dropped. If necessary, the selection process may
have to be revised.

Table 1: Scenario matrix

2.2. Scenario building procedure
We propose the following procedures for developing the
scenario planning strategy:
1. Determine the time frame for the scenarios. This
largely depends on the rate of change of all
factors, past volatility, and uncertainty the
organization faces, and the time required to
develop new technology etc to counter the
influences. Define the missions and purposes of
the scenario plan.
2. Each scenario planner or group of planners,
uncover the decisions to be made in the future that
will affect the entity (the nation or organisation),
using the missions and purposes of the scenario

5.
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Express each scenario as an FCM, where each
driving force or factor is represented by a node,
and each relationship between a pair of nodes is
represented by an edge. This is further described
in the next section.

6.

Evaluate and review each scenario, using FCM
simulation. Observe how the driving forces
unfold over time. Identify the critical points along
the path to determine under what conditions and
how it unfolds. These critical points form the
foundation for monitoring purposes.
7. Assess internal consistency and plausibility of
each scenario.
8. Repeat steps 4 to 7 with other uncertainties and
variables until all possible scenarios have been
assessed.
9. Where scenarios are similar or that may be
considered together, merge the FCMs.
10. Formulate strategies to counter the adversities in
each scenario and encourage favourable
conditions.
11. Monitor the real situation unfolding, recognise the
scenario, and take necessary actions. If necessary,
go back to beginning to restart the scenario
planning process.
Steps 5, 6, and 9 are further described in Section 3.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed system.

3. Fuzzy Cognitive Map
In the scenario planning steps, there are a lot of "what
if" questions being asked. A Fuzzy cognitive map (FCM)
can play an important role in this respect. FCM can cope
with uncertainties. Each factor in a scenario can be viewed
as a concept and its effects on other concepts are the edges.
Concepts can be abstract or real objects. Merging of similar
scenarios can be accomplished by merging of the FCMs.
These are explained in sub-sections 3.2 and 3.3 below.
A cognitive map [12] (CM) was originally used to
represent knowledge in political and social sciences. It is
well known for its simplicity in representing cause-effect
relationships among elements in an interactive
environment. It is a directed digraph with nodes
representing the concepts or perceptions of the given
environment and directed links or edges representing the
causal relations between these nodes. FCMs were
introduced to overcome the shortcomings of CMs which
only allow basic symmetric and monotonic causal relations
[13]. An FCM allows both the system concepts and
relationships to be fuzzy. It is capable of dynamically
modelling the world as a collection of concepts and causal
relations between these concepts. Consider the case in
Figure 2.

Figure 1: Proposed scenario planning system

Figure 2: A simple FCM
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Each node represents a concept and is linked to one or
more other nodes via directed edges. As shown in Figure 2,
node A has a positive causal link of strength of 0.5 leading
into node B, and another positive causal link of strength of
0.2 to node D. The causal effect on a node (e.g. node D) or
its output, is determined by computing the activation of the
node due to other nodes influencing it, and then applying a
transformation function to this activation. The output of a
node Ci is given by the simple neuronal model: -

attractor [5]. After reviewing and evaluating the different
scenarios, the planners will be in a better position to decide
which are the best scenarios for further evaluation.

n −1

ci (t + 1) = S (∑ c j (t ) • wij )

_________________ (1

j =0

where S( ) is the transformation function,
wij is the weight of the edge from node j to node i.
t is a time step in a simulation model.
Several transformation functions exist and the
commonly used ones are the step and the sigmoid
functions, as shown in equations 2 and 3 respectively.

0
S ( x) = 
1

x≤0
___________________ (2
x>0

if
if

where x is the activation of a node.

S ( x) =

1
1 + e − cx

3.2. Differential Hebbian Learning
Sometimes the planners may not be able to decide on
the degrees of the causal effects of one node on another. In
such cases, it is possible to let the FCM learn the causal
weights by applying Differential Hebbian Learning (or
DHL) [15] using a set of training data, which represents a
record of the states of the nodes at a sequence of time steps.
At each time step t, the weight value wij of an edge
connecting concept nodes i to j, is given by the discrete
version of the HDL:

____________________________ (3

where x is the activation of a node, and c is a constant
which decides the slop of the function.

wij(t)+µt[∆Ci(t)•∆Cj (t)−wij(t)] if ∆Ci(t) ≠0
wij(t +1) =
if ∆Ci(t) =0
 wij(t)
_______________________________________________ (4

3.1. FCM simulation
As can be seen in Fig. 2, Node A has a state value of 1,
indicating that the node is 'on'. When this happens at the
start of a simulation session, the effect is similar to asking
the question: What if concept (or variable) A happens?
Observing a simulation run gives the scenario planner
insights into the interactions between the various nodes.
The planner may also try out with other nodes or
combination of nodes turned 'on'. The results of simulation
of the FCM in Fig. 2 after time step 7 are as shown in
Table 2. As can be seen, the states of the nodes form a
fixed pattern of cyclically turning on the three nodes B, C,
and D.
With hard-limiting transformation function,
different scenarios may have different limit cycles, or a
fixed-point attractor [14] (a limit cycle of one). Using
continuous transformation function such as the sigmoid
function may also give rise to a situation known as chaotic

where ∆C i is the change in concept node i,
∆C = C i (t ) − C i (t − 1) .
µt is the learning coefficient, which decreases over
time, and is given by:
µi= 0.1(1-t(1.1N)), where t is the number of time steps,
and N is a constant.
DHL thus provides a means of aiding the planner in
determining the relationships between the nodes, provided
the planner can provide the perceived sequence of events.
However, DHL is not without problems. One major
setback is that it's learning is a linear one, rather than a
(biologically realistic) sigmoid learning curve. We are
investigating the possibility to improve on this.
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3.3. Merging of FCMs
Different scenario planners will come up with different
scenarios and strategies. Merging of FCMs provides a
simple yet effective means of combining the set of
scenarios to give an overall picture of the possible scenario.
By combining the FCMs to form a new FCM, which
represents the collective experts' opinion on the particular
scenario, the new FCM may be considered to have learnt
from all the experts.
The FCMs are combined by summing the matrices of
the edges of the FCMs [16, 17]. As not all the FCMs are
having the same number of concept nodes, the missing
concept nodes with default edge weight values of 0s are
first appended to the respective FCMs. This is said to have
the FCMs augmented to ensure conformity in the
subsequent computation process. For example, we have
two FCMs to be merged as depicted in Figures 3 and 4.

where E is the newly formed FCM,
Ek is the kth FCM,
Wk is the credibility weighting, assigned to FCM E k
N is the number of FCMs to be merged.
The weights of the edges of the new FCM is then
normalised by dividing the weights by W, where W is the
sum of the credibility weightings, i.e. W = W 1 + W2 …+
Wk. It is possible that different planners may be given
different credibility weighting to their FCMs [18]. That is,
some planners' views are more credible than others.
The new augmented FCM is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3: FCM# 1

Figure 5: New augmented FCM

4. Conclusion

Figure 4: FCM# 2

The new FCM is given by:

The Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) has emerged as a
powerful tool for modelling and simulation of events that
are uncertain or uncontrollable. We have explored and
shown how it is possible to use FCM to aid in the scenario
planning process.
A system for scenario planning has been presented, with
a demonstration of how FCMs can provide the essential
visual aids often neglected in the past. By observing the
states of each factor in an FCM at each time step, we have
shown that it is possible to detect those factors that play an
important role in the scenario. It is therefore possible to
monitor these factors closely as the actual event unfolds.
FCMs can also be used to aid the scenario planners to
discover missing causal links. However, Differential
Hebbian Learning algorithm used in the FCM only
provides an approximation of the causal links. We are
currently investigating means of improving the algorithm.

N −1

E = ∑ Wk E k

________________________________(5

0
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This paper focuses on the problem of rigid 3D surface correspondence. This type of correspondence precedes the process of 3D surface registration. The problem where surfaces of the same object or view are acquired from different,
unspecified viewpoints, is considered. The correspondence
task is determining the matching surface regions to compute
the registration parameters between them.

Determining correspondence between sensed views of objects or scenes is a widely studied topic in computer vision.
This paper examines correspondence, with particular focus
on intrinsic rigid surface matching algorithms, where correspondences are generated using intrinsic surface properties. Many existing intrinsic correspondence algorithms use
the same general approach to determine correspondences
between surfaces. This paper details this general approach
and shows how it forms the basis of the general correspondence framework. The framework is introduced as both a
conceptual and an actual model that can be applied to a
variety of correspondence tasks. Existing techniques are
restructured to fit within the framework, and illustrate its
generality. A novel algorithm is also constructed, to show
how the framework facilitates innovation, that is, the synthesis of new techniques. Algorithms in the framework are
tested to verify both generality and innovation. Future directions of the framework extend the potential testbed of the
framework to incorporate a number of open computer vision correspondence issues.

This paper specifically addresses intrinsic surface correspondence. Intrinsic correspondence refers to matching the
intrinsic properties of regions between surfaces, rather than
considering their spatial (extrinsic) differences. Because it
relies only on surface properties, intrinsic correspondence is
a powerful way of determining coarse matches between surfaces. Extrinsic methods are generally very good at refining
the rough initial estimates. Therefore, surface correspondence methods are often intrinsic, followed by an extrinsic
component (for examples, see [1, 8, 9]). The primary objective of this paper is to provide a framework for intrinsic
correspondence methods, focusing on the rough initial correspondence estimates between views. Many suitable extrinsic methods exist, which can be used to refine the initial
estimates (a popular example is [2]).
Determining initial correspondence estimates between surfaces is a challenging problem. This is primarily due to
factors such as the unknown spatial relationships and unknown degrees of overlap between the surfaces. Existing
correspondence algorithms combat these problems, but often suffer from weaknesses such as computational inefficiency [4], memory usage [8], and application specificity
[9]. However, these problems are usually attributed to only
one or two sections of the correspondence algorithms.

1 Introduction
Correspondence is a fundamental task in computer vision,
which typically precedes registration or a related task. In
registration, correspondences between two or more views
are used to compute the transformation parameters required
to bring the views into alignment. A related task is stereo
matching, where local correspondences between views are
computed to determine the disparity between the left and
right images of the same scene.

In this paper, the generalised correspondence framework is
presented, which separates the task of intrinsic surface correspondence into five distinct components. By restructuring
existing techniques to fit within the framework, it is easier to identify where the strengths and weaknesses of each
method lie. The modular structure of the framework also
allows for modules of different algorithms to be slotted into

Formally, correspondence is the process of determining
matching regions between views. In this paper, views are
defined as renditions of objects or scenes, and regions are
spatially consistent subsets of a view. An example of a view
is a three dimensional (3D) surface, and region may be a
small connected neighbourhood located on the surface.
1
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an existing algorithm, to test or improve the algorithm. Finally, new components of algorithms can easily be synthesised and added to the library of components that already
exists in the framework structure.

Term
view

Definition
rendition of an object/scene

region

spatially consistent subset of a view

feature

intrinsic attribute of a region

Formally, the primary objectives of the framework are:
Generality: to show that a wide variety of existing algorithms follow the same generic approach; and
Innovation: to synthesise new correspondence methods,
using the interchangeable modules of the framework.

feature
representation

functions of accumulated features, that are comparable using distance metrics

anchor

location of a region, feature or feature representation on a view

local
match

distance measure used to compare feature representations

group

set of local correspondences

group
match

intrinsic metric used to compare group properties between views

global
match

extrinsic metric used to evaluate registrations resulting from group
mappings

The objectives outlined above are addressed in this paper by
first examining a general approach taken by existing intrinsic correspondence methods, in Section 2. This approach
is then formalised in Section 3, where the correspondence
framework is outlined and each stage of the model is explained in detail. This section also addresses the framework’s objectives by first restructuring existing algorithms
to fit within the framework, and then presenting a new
method that combines components of existing algorithms.
The coarse registration resulting from testing the restructured and new algorithms are presented in Section 4. Finally, future directions of the framework are discussed in
Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper with some
summary remarks.

Table 1. Terminology.
rough initial registration between the two surfaces. A general approach followed by a number of intrinsic correspondence methods begins by specifying regions on both surfaces. These regions are computed using either a segmentation algorithm, or by selecting points of interest on the
surfaces, and constructing regions around the points. Each
region contains at least one anchor, describing its position
on its parent view.

2 Background
This section examines a general approach taken by many
existing intrinsic rigid surface correspondence methods.
First, some terminology, used to understand each algorithm
in a common frame of reference, is presented. This is followed by outlining the general approach taken, and finally
discussing four distinct algorithms with respect to the approach.

The next stage of the general approach is to extract features
from each region, and represent the features using functions that are comparable using distance metrics. The local matching from one surface to the next then occurs by
with each representamatching each representation on
tion on . The best local matches are then selected and
local correspondences are formed by pairing anchors from
and that form the best local matches.


This section and the remainder of the paper focus on pairwise correspondence between surfaces. It is important to remember that the framework provides a guide for computing
initial correspondence estimates between views. Once initial correspondence estimates have been determined, multiview methods, such as [11] can be employed to register all
the surfaces simultaneously, refining the initial estimates.



Terminology that is used throughout the remainder of the
paper is presented in Table 1. These terms have been chosen to consist with common usage elsewhere in image processing, for example [7].

The final stage of the general approach is a global match
procedure. This procedure generally incorporates a grouping process where sets of local correspondences are grouped
and tested. If a group contains anchors on
that contain sufficiently similar properties as the anchors on , the
group is used to transform the two surfaces into a common
coordinate system. The surfaces are final tested using an
extrinsic global match. If a number of groups are tested, the
one that results in the best registration is selected as the set
of correspondences between and . The following section reviews existing methods that follow the general procedure outlined here.

2.2 A General Approach for Correspondence

2.3 Existing Intrinsic Methods

Many existing intrinsic methods compute correspondence
using a similar generic approach. In this section, two surfaces
and
are considered. The aim is to determine
the correspondences between
and , and compute a

Four significantly different algorithms, selected from the intrinsic correspondence literature, are presented in this section. These algorithms represent a wide variety of intrinsic
surface correspondence methods. This section shows how



2.1 Terminology







2
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Views

the algorithms relate to the approach discussed in the previous section. Examples of other algorithms that can be seen
as following the same general approach are [6] and [12].

Region Definition
Regions

The four methods considered here are: spin-image [4],
geometric histogram [1], Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC) based Data Aligned Rigidity Constrained Exhaustive Search (DARCES) [4] and intrinsic curve [9]
matching. Spin-image [8] and geometric histogram [1]
matching are similar techniques. Both methods build regions around interest points and use special 2D histogram
feature representations to represent the regions. A set
of pruned local correspondences is passed to each global
match procedure. The match procedures vary, but both use
a grouping and testing process.

Feature Extraction
Features

Feature Representation
Feature Representations

Local Matching
Local Correspondences

Global Matching
Global Correspondences

The RANSAC-based DARCES method [4] does not extract
feature information from regions. It initiates by computing
point regions on one surface. The main component of the
matching however occurs at the global match level, where
collections of point regions on one surface are formed, and
the second surface is searched for similar collections.

Figure 1. The correspondence framework.
Feature Extraction: The process of extracting geometric
features inherent to each region. An example is extracting
vertical and horizontal distances from the anchor to all surface points in the region [8].
Feature Representation: The process of representing the
extracted features as functions that are comparable using
distance metrics. An example is constructing special 2D
histograms [1, 8].
Local Matching: The process of matching feature representations and culling bad matches. An example is comparing the Euclidean distance between intrinsic curvature
signatures, and only accepting those signatures whose distance in difference fall below a preset threshold [9].
Global Matching: The process of grouping local correspondences, matching groups, and evaluating registrations
derived from group anchors. An example is the RANSACbased DARCES algorithm. This algorithm groups triplets
of local match anchors based on the intrinsic distances between them. Registrations are applied to align the triplet
pairs of the two surfaces. Finally, the registrations are evaluated by determining the number of closest points between
the first surface and the registered second surface [4].

Intrinsic curve matching [9] extracts curvature information
from regions, and then combines regions with similar curvature properties. Feature representations stem from these
combined regions, and are matched from surface to surface.
The global match procedure again relies on a grouping and
testing scheme. This algorithm and the others outlined in
this section are restructured to fit within the correspondence
framework introduced next.

3 The Correspondence Framework
The correspondence framework is both a conceptual and an
actual model that generalises the approach used by intrinsic surface correspondence outlined in the previous section.
This section presents and details the five stages of the correspondence framework. It then re-casts four algorithms discussed in the previous section, to fit within the framework.
A new algorithm is also presented, demonstrating how the
framework facilitates the development of new correspondence methods.

The following section examines the framework with respect
to existing intrinsic methods.

3.1 A Model for Intrinsic Correspondence Computation

3.2 Restructuring Existing Algorithms to Fit
Within the Framework

The correspondence framework consists of five stages: Region Definition, Feature Extraction, Feature Representation, Local Matching and Global Matching. Figure 1 illustrates the progression of a correspondence computation
through these stages.

The four algorithms outlined in Section 2.3 are revisited in
this section. They are each modularised to fit within the correspondence framework. This modularisation demonstrates
generality, implying that the framework is suitable for many
intrinsic surface correspondence methods.

The function of each respective stage is:
Region Definition: The process of defining geometrically
constrained regions on a surface. An example is constructing regions using neighbourhood information around anchors on surfaces [9].

Figure 2 describes each stage of each algorithm. When
modularised, the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm outlined in Figure 2 are easier to identify. These
are discussed below.
3
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REGION
DEFINITION
SPIN−IMAGE
MATCHING
surface pair

GEOMETRIC
HISTOGRAM
MATCHING
surface pair
NEW
ALGORITHM
RANSAC
BASED
DARCES
surface pair

INTRINSIC
CURVE
MATCHING
surface pair

REGION
CONSTRUCTION
− for each anchor: region
includes surface vertices
with normals within a preset
angle of the anchor normal

REGION
CONSTRUCTION
− for each anchor: region
includes surface polygons
with centroids within a pre−
set distance of the anchor

REGION
CONSTRUCTION
− for each anchor: null
regions,
including only anchor

REGION
CONSTRUCTION
− for each anchor: region
includes connected surface
vertices within a preset
distance of the anchor

FEATURE
EXTRACTION

FEATURE
REPRESENTATION

FEATURES

REPRESENTATIONS

− horizontal distances from
anchor to all region vertices

− two dimensional
histograms with bilinear
smoothing

− signed vertical distances
from anchor to all region
vertices
FEATURES
− angles between anchor
normal and all region vertex
normals
− signed vertical distances
from anchor to all region
vertices

− two dimensional
histograms with Gaussian
smoothing

FEATURES

REPRESENTATIONS

− null features, including
only anchors

REPRESENTATIONS

− null representations,
including only anchors

LOCAL
MATCHING
METRIC
− correlation coefficient
based measure

GROUPING
− select groups where X
and Y anchors are within
distance constraints

PRUNING
− select extreme outliers
from local match histogram

EXTRINSIC METRIC
− number of closest
vertices that satisfy
extrinsic distance metric

METRIC
− Bhattacharyya distance
PRUNING

REPRESENTATIONS
− shortest lines between

− Gaussian curvatures of
regions

curves of zero mean
Gaussian curvature

correspondences

GROUPING
− select random groups of
local matches

− select best match on X
for every Y anchor

EXTRINSIC METRIC
− sum of the areas of
anchor polygons that
satisfy geom. constraints

METRIC
− null metric, all anchors on
Y match with all anchors
on X

GROUPING
− select groups where X
and Y anchors are within
distance constraints

PRUNING
− no pruning

FEATURES

GLOBAL
MATCHING

EXTRINSIC METRIC
− number of closest
vertices that satisfy
extrinsic distance metric

METRIC
− difference in length of
feature representations

GROUPING
− select groups where X
and Y anchors are within
distance constraints

PRUNING
− select local matches with
match values below preset
threshold

EXTRINSIC METRIC
− number of reciprocal
closest vertices that
satisfy distance metric

correspondences

correspondences

correspondences

correspondences

Figure 2. Existing intrinsic correspondence algorithms restructured to fit within the framework. The
steps combined to construct the new correspondence algorithm are traced with the dotted line.

3.3 Synthesising a New Algorithm

Spin-image matching [8] is a powerful algorithm using informative surface representations. It does however use large
regions, which increase the storage space required to run the
algorithm. The registration evaluation segment of the global
matching process is also relatively slow, because it applies
an iterative update scheme to each successful alignment.

In the previous section, existing algorithms were decomposed into stages, to assist in the analysis of the algorithms.
The best stages of each of these algorithms are now combined, to construct a new intrinsic correspondence method.
The algorithm primarily combines the descriptive power of
spin-image matching with the RANSAC-based DARCES
global matching process. The steps used to construct the
new algorithm are highlighted using the dotted and shaded
path in Figure 2. Note that the local match path in Figure 2
does not show that both the spin-image matching and intrinsic curve matching pruning modules are combined to form
the local match component of the new algorithm.

Geometric histogram matching [1] uses smaller regions
than spin-image matching, reducing the storage space required for the algorithm. The features extracted however,
require that input surfaces are smooth, in order to retrieve
accurate angle-between-normals data. The feature representations are 2D histograms, as in spin-image matching.
The global match process selects random groups and tests
their geometric consistency. This often requires a number
of repetitions of the global match process, to achieve correct correspondences between two surfaces.

The new algorithm selects regions using the geometric histogram matching region selection process. This process ensures that regions are sufficiently large, but do not require as
much storage space as spin-image regions. The feature extraction, feature representation and local match modules are
all taken from the spin-image matching algorithm. As mentioned, spin-images generate powerful surface descriptions.
The pruning section of the local correspondence algorithm
uses the intrinsic curve pruning method, which reduces the
number of best local matches passed to the global match
module. The global match module then runs the RANSACbased DARCES algorithm, which increases in speed dramatically, when using fewer local matches to achieve global
correspondence.

The computational effort in the RANSAC-based DARCES
method [4] is reserved for the global match selection. The
process relies on the random selection of the first point in
each group, to build groups. Many iterations are required to
achieve correct correspondence between the two surfaces.
This process would operate much faster if fewer local correspondences were supplied to the algorithm.
Intrinsic curve matching [9] is relatively efficient. However,
the feature representations are constructed from curves of
zero mean Gaussian curvature. Surfaces without the curvature changes required to form the zero mean curvature
curves, result in too few surface representations to achieve
useful local and global matches.

The algorithm is presented below, with the sections incorporated from the four algorithms outlined labeled appropriately.
4
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Region Definition: geometric histogram matching
regions defined by constricting the distance between the anchor and surrounding points
Feature Extraction: spin-image matching
features extracted are horizontal and signed vertical distances from anchor to surrounding region points
Feature Representation: spin-image matching
features are represented using 2D histograms
Local Matching: spin-image matching
representations are matched using a correlation-based coefficient
intrinsic curve matching
local matches with match values below a preset threshold
are returned
Global Matching: RANSAC-based DARCES
groups are selected where the anchors on each surface fit the
same distance constraints, and an extrinsic distance based
measure is used to evaluate the registrations resulting from
matched groups

DINOSAUR

(a)

(c)

ANGEL

DUCK

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 3. Surface pairs selected for testing:
Dinosaur viewed at (a) 0 and (b) 36 degrees
rotation, Angel viewed at (c) 0 and (d) 40 degrees rotation, and Duck viewed at two unspecified rotations (e) and (f).

The correspondence results achieved when using the modularised algorithms, including the new algorithm, are presented in the following section.

produced more intrinsic curves then the Dinosaur or the
Duck surfaces. The RANSAC-based DARCES correspondences correctly aligned all three surfaces. It did however,
take longer to run then the other three algorithms.
The results of novel algorithm described in the previous section, are illustrated in the fifth row of Figure 4. All three
surface pairs aligned correctly. The modules taken from the
existing algorithms, which were combined to construct the
new algorithm, performed as follows. The geometric histogram matching region selection module greatly reduced
storage space required. The spin-image feature extraction,
feature representation and local match modules applied the
power of spin-image matching to the algorithm. The local match module also used the intrinsic curve matching
culling process to reduce the number of local matches. Finally, the RANSAC-based DARCES global match module
proved successful again, but ran much faster, as the number
of local matches were supplied to it was greatly reduced.

4 Results
Each of the algorithms outlined in the previous section was
tested using three test surface pairs. The test data are Dinosaur and Angel surface pairs [3], and a Duck surface pair
[10]. The test surfaces and their corresponding 2D images
are shown in Figure 3. The test surfaces are low resolution surfaces, averaging approximately 1000 vertices per
surface.
The algorithms outlined in the previous section were tested,
and each returned the best correspondences achieved between each surface pair. These correspondences were subsequently used to align each pair in the same coordinate
frame. These registrations are shown in Figure 4. Each
registration is a rough initial alignment, which is all that is
required of an intrinsic method.
Figure 4 shows that spin-image matching results in correctly aligned surfaces for all three pairs. It must be reiterated however, that this technique is inefficient in terms of
storage, as large regions are used to create the spin-images.
The geometric histogram also resulted in correct alignments
for the Dinosaur and Angel surface pairs. A slight misalignment of the Duck surface pair occurred, possibly due
to insufficient information extracted, to clearly distinguish
between corresponding regions. The intrinsic curve matching algorithm correctly aligned the Angel pair, slight misaligned the Dinosaur pair, and failed to correctly register
the Duck pair. These results were expected, because the algorithm retrieves a greater number of intrinsic curves for
surfaces with more curvature variation. The Angel surfaces

The results in this section show that existing intrinsic algorithms perform as originally intended when re-cast in the
proposed correspondence framework. They produce accurate results, and are easily combined to construct new algorithms. The new algorithm outlined shows how the framework facilitates the development of new and improved correspondence techniques.

5 Future Work
This paper focused on the correspondence framework for
the purpose of rigid 3D surface correspondence. However,
the correspondence framework is not limited to this domain.
5
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the framework’s applicability to other open computer vision
correspondence problems.

SPIN−IMAGE
MATCHING

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)
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Abstract

uses Gabor characteristics and a line shape distinction analysis as the research of paying attention to the automation
without giving it a characteristics point [3, 4]. However, it
is not easy that an age is estimated from a face image such
that 20-59 years old is handled as one generation.
Therefore, this research aims at age estimation in large
application area. When shape characteristics are used, the
child of 10 years old and under can be distinguished from
the adult. Age estimation is tried toward the HOIP face
image data base which collected face images of 15-64 years
old. Density histogram in which the value of the edge intensity of the vertical direction in an image and the horizontal
direction is more than 100 is computed by using the edge
information, and feature data is produced.
Neural networks are advanced parallel systems, which
are excellent especially in the problem related to pattern
recognition. Therefore, NN is used in order to avoid the
difficulty of the threshold value determination in many dimensions. By using neural networks, the differences of feature data between ages are clarified and are discriminated
[5].

In this paper, in order to achieve high-accurate age estimation, we paid attention to the edges that consist of all
wrinkles in a face and also a neck. In particular, this method
uses the value of gray scale in an edge image. Therefore,
the feature values of gray scale are fed into input units of
a neural network for age estimation. In order to show the
effectiveness of the proposed method, the proposed age estimation method was applied to an age estimation system
using real images. For the simulation results, the rate of a
classification divided by age was approximately 90% as the
whole.

1

Introduction

Human beings are sasily able to distinguish person’s age
from an image of the face. In some cases, we can discem
even identical twins. This ability has not been realized at
computer vision. If it can be mounted in a computer, it may
be applicable to many fields. Research on age estimation,
gender estimation and expression estimation from face images has increased recent years. In particular, its application to age estimation is expected. For example, it can
think that it is one of the technologies which are useful for
the marketing investigation of examining a purchaser and a
passer-by and so on[1].
The next two information is important for gender estimation and age estimation from face images. One is shape information based on the frame of a face and the face muscle,
and the other is texture information (such as soaks, the wrinkle and freckles) [2]. This method needs using the feature
point extraction and carries out estimation paying attention
to the form of portions which constitute faces, such as an
eye, a nose, and a mouth. However, it is difficult to extract
these portions with high accuracy. There is a method which

2

Image data



In this paper, we perform some simulations using the following databases of the face images.

2.1

HOIP data base of the face images

HOIP data base of the face images was built as a base of
the research of face image processing in Human and Object
Interaction Processing (HOIP) in Japan. The characteristics
of this data base are that photography directions are fixed.
300 Japanese images of 15-65 years old are divided into
the interval of 5 years, each of which is composed of 15
persons. An image is the BMP file which consists of 635
480 pixels. Moreover, photography conditions are set
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Figure 2. Normalization of the face image.

Figure 3. An edge extracted image.(Sobel filtering )
Figure 1. The samples of HOIP’s image data.

2. The acquired face image is converted into a gray scale
image.

as fixed; that means the same lighting condition, subjects,
and camera position. The sample image of the front face is
shown in Fig. 1.

2.2

3. Median filter is applied to the gray scale image, and a
noise removal is done.

Normalization of an image data

4. An edge is detected by the sobel filter as shown in Fig.
3.

In order to perform computer simulations, it is need to
normalize original face images. The procedure of normalization is described in below.
At first, the center of a face image is adjusted at the intersection of two lines; the horizontal which passes along under the both eyes, and the vertical line which passes through
the middle of the eyebrows are crossed as shown in Fig.2.
The center of position of an image is extracted. Then the
line joining both eyes is moved so that it may become parallel to the horizon. Next, in order to reduce information other
than a face, an image is cut out as shown in Fig. fig:ndata.
Then, it is changed into the size of 100 100 pixels.

4

3

4.1

5. A skin color area is extracted from the original image
by the method of using threshold values (Fig. 4).
6. As for feature data are fed into the input units of NN,
the pixels which have the value with edge intensity of
more than 100 in the vertical direction and the horizontal direction are summed.



Proposed method



Input data

This research is done by using the full color images of
the BMP file. These subjects don’t wear their glasses in an
image to use this time. The total of the images is 252 sheets
and another image of the same subject isn’t contained. 10

The proposed method in this research is as follows:
1. A target image is normalized in the upper 100
pixel area from the neck as shown in Fig. 2.

Computer simulations

100
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Table 1. The details of the image data.
Gender
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F

Figure 4. An skin color extracted image.

Age
10’s
20’s
30’s
40’s
50’s
60’s
10’s
20’s
30’s
40’s
50’s
60’s

Total

Learning data Test data
10
5
10
9
10
12
10
17
10
9
10
1
10
5
10
18
10
17
10
19
10
18
10
2
120
132
252

Figure 5. An image used as data.

sheets of total 120 sheets are used as the learning data for
each age generation, and the remaining data are used as the
test data of computer simulations (Table 1).

4.2

Structure of NN

A NN model used for the age estimation in this study is
shown in Fig. 6. In this study, NN is used for age classification. It is a three-layered NN. BP method is adopted for
learning. All data, the number of pixels, are used as input
features in the input layer. The numbers of pixels are fed
into the input units. The hidden layer has twenty units and
the output layer has six units to classify six generations.
Figure 6. A NN model (Three-layer class type).

4.3

Experimental result

The result is shown in Table 3. The rate of an average
accurate classification is 84.1%, which shows the classification of each age by using NN. In the details, the best rate
of classification of 10’s and 50’s are 100.0%, and the worst
rate of classification of 60’s is 66.7%.

4.4

Table 2. Experimental condition.

Comparative experiments 1

Simulation was done in the same way as a comparative
experiment by using the image of only the face area. The
example of an image to use in this simulation is shown in
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Layer

The number of units

Input
Hidden
Output

100+100
20
6

Table 3. Experimental result

0

10 s
200 s
300 s
400 s
500 s
600 s

100 s

200 s

300 s

400 s

500 s

600 s

Rate

100
11.1
0
0
0
0

0
70.1
6.9
0
0
0

0
18.5
89.7
11.1
0
0

0
0
3.4
75.0
0
0

0
0
0
13.8
100
33.3

0
0
0
0
0
66.7

100.0
70.4
89.7
75.0
100.0
66.7

Table 4. The result of comparative experiments 1.

0

10 s
200 s
300 s
400 s
500 s
600 s

100 s

200 s

300 s

400 s

500 s

600 s

Rate

90.0
0
0
0
0
0

10.0
81.5
3.4
2.7
0
0

0
18.5
89.7
2.8
0
0

0
0
10.3
91.7
7.4
0

0
0
0
2.8
81.5
33.3

0
0
0
0
11.1
66.7

90.0
81.5
89.7
91.7
81.5
66.7

Figure 7. The sample image of comparative
experiments 1.

Fig. 7. A result is shown in Table 4. The validity of the proposal method could be confirmed from this result as well.

4.5

Figure 8. The sample image of comparative
experiments 2.

Comparative experiments 2

On the other hand, an experiment was done by using
the data on the different lighting condition. An experiment
went by using 17 sheets of images in the 20’s.
As shown in Table 5, an experimental result obtained the
high recognition of 88.2%. It can be said that it is effective
from this result even if it encounters the image in which a
lighting condition is different.

5

Table 5. The result of comparative experiments 2.

Conclusion

The method in which an age was estimated at from the
face images was proposed by using Neural Networks, and
the verification of the validity was done by using the real
image in this paper.
It paid attention to the wrinkle of the skin as the characteristics by which an age was estimated, an edge from

20’s
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10’s

20’s

Rate(%)

11.8

88.2

88.2

the face image was detected, and the value of edge intensity was made as characteristics data. It is shown that much
amount of characteristics are contained in the part on the
high value of the edge intensity from the experiment result.
It was found out that the image which covered not only a
face area but also a neck area was more effective. In conclusion, it is confirmed that the proposed method works very
well.
From now on, age estimation from images with the emotion will be done in the next step, and also the gender estimation.
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Abstract
The electrophoresis chromatography, a popular analysis tool, is able to separate different kinds of protein pro£les. In this paper, we present a robust comparative algorithm Maximum Relation Spanning Tree (MRST) for matching large scale and large sets of two dimensional protein
gel electrophoresis (2DGE) chromatography images without the need of a priori landmark. The algorithm not only
can handle the conditions of image rotation, shift and reverse, but also can handle fractional mapping problem. In
the matching process, we apply fuzzy inference technique to
conclude the £nal decision of mapping and location. The
proposed system presents up to 94% correct matching performance for 225 2D gel test images. The additive value
is the foundation of comparing small gel images to large
format gel images and the constitution of searching scheme
for a huge two dimensional gel electrophoresis chromatography image database.

1. Introduction
In the research of bio-informatics, proteomic technology plays an important role in protein expression study
and analysis. Two dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DGE)
chromatography is a popular tool for protein characteristics analysis. 2DGE images analysis is the £rst step of the
whole study procedure. Issues of 2DGE images analysis
have been discussed in some literatures. The problems can
be categorized into the following topics: image registration, image distortion correction, spot detection, and spot
matching. Image registration is widely used in biomedical
∗ This work was supported in part by the National Science Council, Taiwan, R.O.C. (NSC91-2745-E-216-001, NSC89-2313-B-059-045, NSC902313-B-059-002).
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P.O. BOX 23, Chunan, Miaoli, Taiwan. R.O.C
eclin@mail.atit.org.tw,syhuang@mail.atit.org.tw

imaging, which includes methods developed for automated
image labelling and pathology detection in individuals and
groups [1]. Image registration is equally important to biological systems, e.g. in proteomic research, 2DGE images
is an important tool for investigating differential patterns of
qualitative protein expression [2]. Spot detection is a basic
procedure for 2DGE images analysis. We must locate the
protein spots coordinates and then record or compare the
attributes. There has been many methods proposed for protein spots detection, including Gaussian £tting [3], Laplacian £tting [4], Histogram [5] and Watershed Transformation [6, 7]. The common feature of those algorithms is spatial domain single processing. The aim of the segmentation
process is to de£ne the location, true boundary and intensity for each spot. Image registration and spots detection
are important procedure in the whole 2D gel image analysis
scenario. Image registration and spot detection are common
issues and has been studied thoroughly in the past.
Spot matching is a challenging problem in 2D gel comparison. We must £nd the different spots between standard gel and relative gel. A few algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem, for example Restriction Landmark Genomic Scanning (RLGS) [3, 8, 9] and Fuzzy Cluster [10]. RLGS compares the protein based on constructing
of computer graphs and landmark. It has the drawback that
users need to allocate the landmark manually. Fuzzy Cluster algorithm uses the relation between two protein spots
and calculate the similarity. Fuzzy Cluster method also can
calculate the similarity fast, but if there have hundreds or
thousands protein spots in two gel images, this method will
fail without using a large amount of features.
We have also investigated and implemented several
methods to construct a framework of 2DGE image analysis system [11]. For spot detection, we choose the Watershed Algorithm to segment the protein spots for the sake of
low intensity and process speed, and to adapt to local area
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of protein spots location or by image intensity. According to
the de£cient feature in gel image, we have to construct the
unique feature of the protein spots. In this paper, we £rst
apply the computer graphics theory to construct and to extract the features for gel images comparison [13, 14, 15, 16].
The proposed MRST algorithm is then utilized to compute
the similarity between features with fuzzy inference rules
We will discuss these issues in the following sections.

Figure 1. Illustration of gel images combination [12]: (a) IPG 4-7 gel image; (b) IPG 4-5 gel
image; (c) IPG 5-6 gel image; (d) IPG 5.5-6.7
gel image.

intensity. We provide a novel Maximum Relation Spanning Tree (MRST) to overcome the problems of RLGS and
Fuzzy cluster method. The algorithm not only can handle
the rotation, shift and reverse condition, but also can handle fractional mapping problem. In the matching process,
we apply fuzzy inference to correct the variation, which
is generated from rotation, shift and reverse condition. In
addition, this method doesn’t need landmark allocated in a
priori by users.

2. Features Extraction with Gabriel Graph and
Relative Neighborhood Graph
In the early stages of the biological experiment with long
range pH gradient, the protein spots were found usually too
closed or overlap with each other. This is a major problem
for protein purging. Therefore, the biologists would prefer
processing with narrow range of pH gradient in the same gel
areas separately and then compose several gel sub-images to
analyze protein as a whole. As we can see in Fig. 1, the image on the top is composed from three partially overlapped
images shown below it. We can use the combined gel image to identify more useful protein spots instead of using the
overlapped and blurred protein spot in wide range IPG gel
image. Due to this constraint, we provide a novel comparative method Maximum Relative Spanning Tree (MRST) for
matching the small part of image with it’s original gel image. Thus, we can use this method to £nd the original gel
image form small and fractional images and allocate them
by using this protocol.
Generally speaking, there is no £x model of protein spots
distribution, nor £x size and could reside everywhere in the
gel image. We cannot compare gels only by the information

There have been several kind of graph computation
methods studied by researchers and scientists such as minimum spanning tree (MST) [17], relative neighborhood
graph (RNG) [18], Gabriel graph (GG),Delauney triangular graph (DT) [19] and etc.. These are simple, undirected,
straight-lined, connected and planar graphs. Furthermore,
these graphs will keep features unchanged no matter with
the transformation of rotation, shift and reverse. Therefore,
every point in the graph has a set of unique feature from
graph viewpoint.
We have selected the Gabriel Graph (GG) and the Relative
Neighborhood Graph (RNG) as feature constructive models because the variation of point’s feature is more obvious
than that of the others. We use two graph models GG and
RNG to construct the features and to compare gel images.
GG provides the major connection relation. We begin the
de£nition of the theoretical and geometric terminologies in
the next paragraph.
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a £nite non empty set
V (G) of vertices, and a set E(G) of unordered pairs of vertices known as edges. An edge e ∈ E(G) consisting of
vertices u and v and is denoted by e = uv ; u and v are
called the endpoints of e and are said to be adjacent vertices
or neighbors. The degree of a vertex v ∈ V (G), denoted
by degG (V ), is the number of edges of E(G) which have
v as an endpoint. A path in a graph G is a £nite non-null
sequence P = v1 v2 ...vk where the vertices v1 v2 ...vk are
distinct and vi vi+1 is an edge for each i = 1, ..., k − 1. The
vertices v1 and vk are known as the endpoints of the path.
A cycle is a path whose endpoints are the same. A graph
is connected if, for each pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , there is
a path from u to v . Gabriel Graph and Relative Neighborhood Graph are then de£ned in following sections:

2.1 Gabriel Graph
The Gabriel graph P , denoted by GG(P ) , has its region
of in¤uence the closed disk having segment uv as diameter.
That is, two vertices u, v ∈ S are adjacent if and only if
D2 (u, v) < D 2 (u, w) + D 2 (v, w)
, f or all w ∈ S, w 6= u, v.
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(1)

Figure 2. Illustration of major spots and satellite spots.

Figure 3. Illustration of maximum relation
spanning tree matching pairs.

2.2 Relative Neighborhood Graph
Given a set P of points in R2 , the relative neighborhood
graph of P , denoted by RN G(P ), has a segment between
points u and v in P if the intersection of the open disks of
radius D(u, v) centered at u and v is empty. This region of
in¤uence is referred to as the lune of u and v . Equivalently,
u, v ∈ S are adjacent if and only if
D(u, v) ≤ max[D(u, w), D(v, w)]
, f or all w ∈ S, w 6= u, v.

(2)

2.3 Feature Extraction
After we have constructed the proximity graphs, we will
continue to extract the features of the spots on protein gel
images. In the above proximity graphs, we can obtain the
following features:
• Degree of each protein spots,
• Angle of connected edges, and
• Distance between protein spots.
These features will not be changed in the circumstance of
shift, rotation and reverse due to the advantage of graph
properties. We will calculate the features for every protein
spot based on these information and utilize them as a framework of spot matching comparison in the next section.

3 Fractional Spot Matching with Maximum
Relation Spanning Tree
In order to compare the similarity between two gel images, we have developed the maximum relation spanning
tree (MRST) a comparative framework for this task, as in
which the minimum distance derived from the minimum

spanning tree is replace by the maximum relation. We will
calculate the relationship points as their features and £nd
the maximum relation protein spot pair as basic information for image matching. The algorithm will be terminated
if there is no referable pair in the spot pair sets. The illustration of the MRST algorithm is shown in Fig 2 and Fig. 3
and is discussed as follows.
The MRST algorithm is based on Gabriel graph. We use
the connected condition of Gabriel graph to de£ne whether
a spot can join and to be compared as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) and (b) denote two protein spots sets, (c) and (d) denote the initial comparative pair (plotted in red dots) found
by global matching, (e) and (f) denoted the satellite spots
(plotted in blue dots) found by Gabriel graph connected
condition. We name the red spot and the blue spots as the
major spot satellite spots, respectively. Starting from any
two major spots in the standard gel image (target) and relative gel image (test sample), we will travel through all of
the satellite spots in the standard gel image and calculate
the relationship with all of the satellite spots in relative gel
image. As illustrated in Fig. 3 with connected edges, we
will £nd the maximum relation for every satellite spot pairs
recursively. Figure 3(a) and (b) denotes the maximum relation matching pair between two images to be computed, (c)
and (d) shows that the satellite spots are used as the center
point and to £nd the next pair, (e) and (f) illustrates that recursive processing and £nd the next pair. From these pairs,
we chose the maximum relation pair to be the major spot
pair for comparison and store the rest of high relation pairs
into the temporary stack. If we cannot £nd further major
spot pair, choose the the largest relation pair in the temporary stack and process continuously. When all of the spots
in the standard gel image have been traversed, the computation will be terminated and the matching results will be obtained. When we implement this algorithm, we separate the
process into two parts: global matching and local matching.
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3.1 Global matching
In this step, we need to £nd the initial comparative pair.
We compare all possible pairs and £nd the maximum relation between each other. Euclidean distance of three different features (spot degree, angle, and distance as mentioned
in Section 2.3) is computed as the similarity measure between spot pairs and then sort them by their relation values,
then recorded into the temporary stack.

3.2 Local matching
After the searching of the similar pairs has been completed, we start to process the maximum relation spanning
tree. The algorithm is elucidated as following:
M RST ()
{
If node tree is null.
Inserting new comparative pair.
M RST ()
else if comparative pairs is not empty
F ind next comparative pair in the satellite spots.
M RST ()
else if temporary stack is empty
F unction will be terminated.
}

3.3 Fuzzy Inference
Direct superimpose matching is not appropriate due to
the imperfect 2D electrophoresis technique. 2D gel patterns
usually present various kinds of transformations such as distortion, translation and the variation of protein properties.
An adaptive decision method is essential to examine and
conclude the similarity measure from the above-mentioned
spot pair features. We decide to applying the fuzzy inference to develop our comparative framework. By transferring the crisp relation into fuzzy relation. Using fuzzy relation to compare satellite spots is more suitable.
Due to the difference in every local area, we use a stylized membership function. The feature of the spots in the
standard gel image is de£ned as f s and the feature of the
spots in relative gel image is de£ned as f r . Let the function
be:
R(fnSa →Rb ) = e−[

R
S
(fn a −fn b ) 2
]
2σ 2

(3)

where R denotes the membership function and σ denotes
the variance of the feature fn between spots. The MRST
algorithm utilizes this fuzzy inference system to compute
the relations of every spots whether it is the neighbor of the
center spot. With three different features, we calculate three

Figure 4. Result of fractional matching.

different relations for these features and obtain the weighted
average value [21]. The total relation Rtotal is de£ned as:
Rtotal =

ωf1 · R f1 + ω f2 · R f2 + ω f1 · R f3
3

(4)

wfi is the weight of the corresponding feature. Finally, we
can choose the maximum relationship from the spot pairs
and proceed to the next comparison procedure. This algorithm will be process recursively until all of the spot pairs
produced by the Gabriel matching is completed. Through
this process, we will £nd all similar spot pairs between two
gel images. We will also label the matched spots corresponding to their relative spots and their matching area. As
shown in Fig. 4, the left window displays the source image
to be matched, the square on the right-hand side indicates
the matched area in a large scale gel image. If no complete fractional match were available, this algorithm could
present the possible match point pairs with corresponding
matching labels as shown in Fig. 5. As we can observe in
Fig 5, each spot in the rectangle area has two labels indicating the mapping relation between the standard (target)
pattern and the corresponding spot label of the test pattern.
The left label indicates the spot number in the target gel
image. The right label followed by arrow sign denotes the
matched spot label in the source (test) image.

4 Simulation Results
We have implemented the proposed 2DGE images analysis system, and demonstrated the results of gel matching (global matching and fractional matching) in this section. We have obtained 15 gel images (1498 x 1544)
from the Animal Technology Institute Taiwan (ATIT) as
the test images. We utilized them to construct the experiment data set. The data set contains totally 225 gel images as illustrated in the following: 15 original gel images
(1498 x 1544), 135 fractional gel images composed from
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to delete the noise. The performance of fractional matching
is raised to 94% after the adjustment. The detail results is
shown in Table 1. In order to simulate the situations of input
images rotation, reverse, and translation, we have tested 75
different modi£ed gel images with 5 situations as shown in
Table 2 . The ratio of correct matching is about 80%.

Table 1. The results of fractional matching of
different size of images with adapted parameters.
Correct Matching Ratio
Original Images
100 %
1000x1000
100 %
900x900
100 %
800x800
100 %
700x700
100 %
600x600
100 %
500x500
100 %
400x400
100 %
300x300
86.7 %
200x200
53.3 %
Overall
94 %

Figure 5. Relation of pattern mapping between two similar fractional gel images.

different sizes of fractional images (1000x1000, 900x900,
800x800,700x700, 600x600, 500x500, 400x400, 300x300
and 200x200) chopped randomly from each of 15 original
gel images, and 75 rotated images: (1) 45 gel images obtained from the original gel images by rotating in 90◦ , 180◦ ,
and 270◦ degrees, respectively, and (2) 30 gel images obtained from the original gel images by ¤ipping horizontally
and vertically, respectively. We have done two categories of
experiments by using the data set as following:

Table 2. The result of registration for different
rotation situations.
Correct Registration Ratio
Rotated 90◦
80 %
Rotated 180◦
80 %
Rotated 270◦
80 %
Horizontal Reversal
86.7 %
Vertical Reversal
73.3 %
Overall
80 %

• Fractional Matching: using various size of fractional
image samples (135 images) to perform searching in
the original gel images (15 images) and see if the proposed method can £nd the correct match.
• Spots Registration: using the rotated samples (75 images) to match the original gel images (15 images) and
see if the proposed algorithm can £nd the correct registration without rotating the samples in a priori.
In order to obtain better performance, we tried to adjust two
parameters - level of ’opening’ and protein size threshold
through extensive computer simulations. The ’opening’ parameter ranges from 1 to 30, and the protein size threshold
is between 0 and 1000. If the gel protein spots intensity in
gel image is blurred, we must adjust the parameters to be
low enough to retain the small protein spots for matching.
On the other hand, if the image background is over-stained,
we need to adjust the parameters as high as possible in order

To further con£rm the capability of fractional matching,
we have also used the rotated fractional gel images and to
perform searching in the original large scale gel images (15
images) and see if the proposed method can £nd the correct
match. One of the results is demonstrated in Fig. 6 where
one fractional standard gel image of size of 200x200 is rotated or ¤ipped into £ve images with different conditions
(rotated in 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ , ¤ip horizontally ,and vertically)
and these fractional images are shown on the left hand side
in Fig. 6. By applying these six small images, we tried to
search in the original large size 2D gel images and see if
the proposed system can £nd exact match. The location of
correct matching is identi£ed in the rectangle on the right
hand side of Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Result of fractional matching and
allocation processing.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we focused on the issues of fractional
matching and relocation for the small fraction pattern in the
large scale of 2D gel images. We have developed a fast,
accurate and content-based image matching method Maximum Relation Spanning Tree (MRST). By using this algorithm, we can easily allocate the protein spots for the fractional images or warp images, and match the original gel
images. After all, we can constitute the gel images and protein spots information into the database for further investigation. The proposed system archives up to 94% correct
matching in large scale gel image searching scenarios. Most
importantly, the proposed MRST matching algorithm does
not require neither the landmarks manually set nor a prior
information of gel image alignment.
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require sophisticated matching and adaptation techniques.
We have sought a middle position on this continuum. Our
previous work has proposed an open architecture but our
implementations have been restricted to the use of building
blocks that we have developed our selves. Furthermore, the
Agent Factory has been developed on the basis of a number
of assumptions:
1. agents have a compositional structure
2. reusable parts can be identified
3. two levels of descriptions are used: conceptual and
implementation
4. properties and knowledge of properties are available
5. no commitments are made to specific languages
and/or ontologies.
Our current work is reviewing those assumptions
through the application and extension of our approach by
using Web services as components. Web services meet our
first assumption as they exhibit modular behaviour [5]. The
study described in this paper is particularly focused on
addressing the second and fourth assumptions. Many agent
approaches are based on similar assumptions and thus our
work is of benefit to them. Further we believe that our
architecture can be used to create composite Web services
and address some of the issues facing the Web services and
Semantic Web communities.
Additionally, the study reported in this paper seeks to
take some of the key research efforts and defacto standards
that are emerging for automated Web service usage and
investigate their strengths and deficiencies. In the next
section we provide some background to this project
through review of a number of other adaptive agent
approaches and current approaches to dynamic use of Web
services. In section 3, we introduce the Agent Factory
including a description of components, our architecture, the
general agent model and assumptions. The fourth section
describes the study we conducted. The final section gives
our conclusions, future work and summary.

Abstract: To support dynamic and reactive behaviour we
have developed an Agent Factory which (re-)structures an
agent configuration using existing components. In this
paper we present our current work which uses Web
services as the components. Our initial work has focused
on configuring Web services to create a design artifact.
This is achieved by reasoning about the requirements and
the semantic descriptions of Web services in the DAML-S
Web service description language and ontologies. We
provide an example of the design process and our findings
regarding DAML-S.
Keywords: Applications, Intelligent agents, Ontology,
Semantic Web, Web services

1. Introduction
The ability of agents to adapt according to changes in
system requirements and the environment is important to
enable dynamic and reactive behaviour. Following the use
of compositionality in the major software engineering
paradigms and based on the Factory design pattern [8], we
have developed an Agent Factory (AF) architecture [1].
The approach is based on the use of components, the
generic agent model and the DESIRE formal knowledgelevel modeling and specification framework for multi-agent
systems [3]. Our agent (re-)structuring approach [13]
allows an agent to automatically adapt by reusing existing
components. Our approach is a combination of processoriented and object-oriented approaches by treating
processes as the 'active' parts of our agent, which are our
agent components, and classes as the 'passive' part of our
agent, which are the data types used in the agent
components.
Adaptation requires the identification of appropriate
components. Determining what is 'appropriate' involves
understanding of the requirements, the development of a
design to meet those requirements, location of possible
components and the ability to reason about those
components. Reusable components must therefore be
described syntactically and semantically to determine if a
suitable component has been found and what changes, if
any, are needed. There are a number of possible
alternatives to using reusable components ranging from one
extreme of creating your own closed library of components
with well constrained specifications, languages, etc, or the
other extreme of finding components "out there" which will

2. Background
To provide some background to our work we present an
introduction to Web services and their semantic description
in sections 2.1 and 2.2. Section 2.3 considers agent-based
Web service research.
2.1 Web services
While a number of definitions of a Web service exist, the
definition that most fits with our intended use of WSs as
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components in the Agent Factory is given by the Stencili
group who define a WS as “loosely coupled, reusable
software components that semantically encapsulate discrete
functionality and are distributed and programmatically
accessible over standard internet protocols”. The three
definitions offered differ in their emphasis on technology,
business and software engineering but all encapsulate the
self-contained, modular, composable and distributed nature
of WS. These four characteristics of WS are well supported
by a layered-architecture where the base is a wellestablished transport layer. In each layer we give an
example of a major standard. In italics we position the
work reported in this paper. The next layer up uses the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) which is an XMLbased communication protocol for exchanging data in

and composition of WS having agents automatically find,
compose and execute services is not a current reality.
2.2. Semantic description of Web Services
WSDL, SOAP and UDDI are seen as steps in the right
direction but ones that will fail to achieve the goals of
improved automation and interoperability, because they
rely on a priori standardisation and require humans in the
loop [9]. To support automated reasoning, knowledge
representations (such as markup languages) will be needed
that express both data and rules for reasoning. Ontologies
will be used to enable definition and comprehension of
meaningful content. These are the concerns of the Semantic
Web community. Additionally, agents will be needed to
interpret the content and transform user requests into
optimized delivered solutions.
The ability to dynamically locate and compose Web
services based on their semantic description will rely on the
richness of the description and the robustness of the
matching techniques used. The most significant work that
has been done to describe Web services has been
conducted by the DAML-S coalition [16].DAML-S is built
on the AI-based action metaphor where each service is
either an atomic/primitive or composite/complex action.
Knowledge preconditions and knowledge effects are
handled via the inputs and outputs of the Web service [10].
The matching of service providers and service requesters
via semantic descriptions of the services are key goals of
this work. DAML-S uses the DAML+OIL specification
language (which extends the weak semantics of RDF(S)) to
define four upper level ontologies that can be specifically
used to describe Web services. The Service ontology is
essentially a means of linking the three other ontologies
that contain the what (ServiceProfile), the how it works
(ServiceModel) and the how to use (ServiceGrounding).
Matching is typically done at the Profile level. Execution
monitoring is supported via the ServiceModel, also known
as the Process Model. The ServiceGrounding definition
maps the DAML-S Profile and Process models to a WSDL
definition of the service. To provide further compatibility
with other WS standards, each DAML-S parameter may be
mapped to a UDDI tModel. In section 4.2 we use the
DAML-S Profile and Grounding descriptions to configure
a design artifact.

Applications Layer
WS Composition:
BPEL4WS, AgentFactory

Publication and
Discovery: UDDI

Service Description Layer: WSDL, DAML-S
XML messaging layer: SOAP
Transport Layer: HTTP, SMTP, FTP
Figure 1: WS architecture (adapted from [14])

decentralized and distributed environments via typed
message exchange and remote calls. The service
description layer includes the XML-based Web Service
Description Language (WSDL). The next layer is split into
two main types of WS technologies: ones that support
single service advertising and discovery and ones that
support service composition. For service registration and
discovery there is the Universal Description, Discovery and
Integration (UDDI) (by IBM, Microsoft and Ariba)
standard service repository. To provide some very basic
semantics (such as identification via a product
classification code) one or more tModel descriptions may
be attached to a service. For service composition there are a
myriad of possible solutions. Figure 1 includes the
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services
(BPEL4WS)ii which has grown out of the early offerings
WS Flow Language (WSFL) (IBM)iii and XLANG
(Microsoft)iv (an extension of the W3C’s Web Services
Description Language (WSDL)).

2.3. Agents and Web Services
To realize the potential of agents to manage interactions
with Web services a number of research efforts are under
way to bring semantics to Web service descriptions that
will sit at layers above what is being offered commercially.
A number of approaches (e.g. [5], Racingv). have been
offered to provide Web services with agent-like behaviour
through the use of agent wrappers. [6] use wrappers so that
web sources can be queried in a similar manner to
databases. Alternative agent-based approaches to Web
services are provided by [7] and SWORD [11] who offer

Academic research into WSs is seeking to provide
compatibility and sufficient flexibility to support the
emerging commercial standards while addressing current
shortcomings in the 3rd and 4th layers. Since current
technology only supports syntactic and static description
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Design in the Agent Factory is conducted at two levels: the
conceptual and implementation levels. Adaptation of an
agent can involve redesign at both levels and thus requires
the mapping between the two levels to be specified
explicitly. The operational level includes implementation
detail needed by the assembly process.

model-based approaches and deductive reasoners to derive
a composition. [17] use construction scripts and composite
logic to define how the services in a component can be
combined, synchronised and coordinated. Typical of many
approaches to composition, these approaches focus on the
latter half of the system development life cycle. In [11] and
[10] the goal is to determine if a set of services fulfils the
specification. In all three they use a reasoner to derive a
plan.

3.2 Components and Templates
A component has an interface which describes the input
and output data types. Less conventionally, our
components also contain slots to regulate the components
configuration. Components themselves may be data types
and thus may also have their own slots. Components are
connected via the slots. Slots define an interface and what
type of component or data type may be inserted. The use of
slots provides a 'static' architecture for the agent. Templates
are skeletons of components.

This paper seeks to fill a gap in the current work by
offering an approach that is truly automatic and spans the
whole system development lifecycle from requirements
specification to system execution. The building blocks are
Web services. The emerging DAML-S standard is used as
a description language to reason about WS. The main
question to be addressed in this paper is whether DAML-S
descriptions of web-services offer enough structure for
automated configuration by the Agent Factory.

To support automatic agent adaptation we use two types
of annotations: ontologies and co-ordination patterns.
Ontologies are used to provide a shared understanding of
concepts and relationships between concepts. Coordination
patterns define the temporal sequence and dependencies
between processes that combine to form a task.
Annotations are associated with components and data types
and may themselves be composed.

3. Agent Factory
In this section we provide an introduction to the Generic
Design Model and the concepts of a component and
template.
3.1 Generic Design Model
The configuration process of a software agent in the
(re-)design centre is based on the Generic Design Model
(GDM) presented in [2]. In short, the assumption behind
this model is that both requirements and their
qualifications, and the description of an artefact evolve
during a design process. E.g., in practice often not all initial
requirements can be satisfied. The artefact is designed to
satisfy sets of these requirements. Design choices are
influenced by high-level strategies, chosen on process
objectives (e.g. deadlines, resources). As shown in Figure 2
this knowledge-based model of design distinguishes
reasoning about requirements and their qualifications
(Requirement Qualification Set (RQS) Manipulation),
reasoning about the design artefact (Design Object
Description (DOD) Manipulation), and reasoning about the
design process itself (Design Process Co-ordination).

4. An Example
This section we provide and example of how the
Agent Factory may be used for the composition of WSs in
a specific domain. Section 4.1 describes the scenario.
Section 4.2 follows a sample design trace of the
configuration process.
4.1. The scenario
The example illustrates how the AF can be used to
configure WS to create a portal containing bibliographic
data.vi.
The task of creating a portal from a given set of BibTex
files is carried out by a set of web-services. First, each
BibTex file is converted to RDF(S) using the BIB2RDF
service then saved in a web-accessible RDF(S) repository
and query engine, Sesamevii, by the service ISESAME. The
merger of all available data most often results in
redundancies as different owners of the bibliographies use
syntactically different resources to denote the same author.
To deal with this issue the sets of redundant resources are
labelled with the sameIndividualAs DAML tag. The task
of finding and labelling redundant authors is performed by
the SIA (SameIndividualAs) service. To determine the
redundancies: all data is extracted from Sesame with the
service ESESAME and sent to the SIA service. The results
and extracted data are reinserted into Sesame using
ISESAME. Finally, portal creator software creates the portals
of publications by querying Sesame.

Design
Design Process
Co-ordination

RQS
Manipulation

DOD
Manipulation

Figure 2. Main processes in GDM
The input and output of all four of these components is
defined, together with the level of reasoning (meta-level) to
which they pertain. Information exchange between
components and potential control structures is also
specified by the model as are the necessary control
structures and a generic design ontology.
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ID
rqi1
rqi2

RQSM: A relevant set of requirements must be
compiled from the total set of requirements. The
requirement rqi1 to create input for portal p1 is generalised
to the requirement rq3. And c1, and c3 are combined to
formulate requirements rq4 and rq5:
rq3 aggregate information in repository Rep1
rq4 Rep1 is a SESAME repository
rq5 Rep1 identifies same instances with single
identifier
This set of requirements is passed to DODM.
DODM: The first structural aspect considered is
components. Functionally a web-service is sought that can
store data in SESAME, and handle double identifiers for
the same instance if they are marked as being equal. This
functionality is covered by the web-service ISESAME. In the
DAML-S profile the service category states that it stores
data in a SESAME repository, and the repository can
handle the DAML:sameIndividualAs-tag for identifying
double instances.

Table 1. Requirements
Description
Create input for portal creator p1
Input I1 is generated from references in BibTex files

The initial requirement set is formulated for the design
process is depicted in Table 1 Rqi1 states that the user
wants to use portal creator p1 to create a portal on
references BibTex files. This means that: the input I1 of
portal p1 needs to be created from multiple BibTex files
(rqi2). Table 2 states the resulting additional requirements.
Portal p1 accesses the information for the portal creation
from a Sesame repository (c1), which must contain
references (c2), and p1 should be able to access this
information without worrying about authors being
referenced differently (c3).
ID
c1
c2
c3

Table 2. Requirements of portal creator p1
Description
Input Iportal must be in a SESAME repository
Input Iportal contains set of references

4.2.2. Step 2:
DPC: Component for fulfilling requested functionality
is found. Integrate this component for data-exchange.
RQSM: The relevant requirements on the data-exchange
is rqi2. This requirement is refined in rq6 and rq7.
rq6 Input are references
rq7 The input are BibTex files
The set of rq6 and rq7 are passed to DODM.
DODM: This step focuses on the structure data types.
The
input
store in
and
output
data
Sesame
conceptual
on
both
RDF-stream
levels
of
operational
ISesame
abstraction
Figure 3. The ISESAME component
of
the
component
ISESAME are given in figure 3. In this figure functionality is
shown with ovals for descriptions on the Profile-level, and
the operational service is displayed in rectangles. On the
conceptual level the data exchange poses no problems.
ISESAME expects as input parameter in the DAML-S
Profile data, which is a superclass of references.
At the operational level there is, however a conflict.
ISESAME expects an RDF-stream as input, specified in the
DAML-S Grounding. However, rq7 states that the input
should be BibTex files. BibTex is not of type RDF-stream.
Therefore, to be able be used as input for ISESAME, the
BibTex files should be translated into RDF. The web-

Input Iportal has one unique identifiers for each author

Some details that arise within the trace are in sequence:
- Sesame can handle double identifiers for the same
instance if they are marked as being equal, this
functional property is also stated in ISESAME.
- The input for ISESAME specified in its Profile is
data, and references are a subtype of data. Note this
relation is expressed in the ontology provided for this
purpose.
- The input for ISESAME is specified in its
Grounding as rdf-stream, which is no subtype of datastream.
- A pre-condition of ISESAME is that its input needs
to be tagged with sameIndividualAs before it can handle
double identifiers.
- The output of is SIA specified in its Profile as
equal authors.
4.2 An example of design
As described in Section 3.1, the Agent Factory uses
the Generic Design Model as the basis for the design
process. In this example reasoning about the design process
(DPC), reasoning about requirements and their
qualifications (RQSM), and reasoning about the design
object description (DODM) are separated. Only the first
part of the design trace is given. The design starts after the
requirements and the constraints on portal creator p1 have
been communicated to the design process.

references

4.2.1. Step 1
DPC: The design process is started. The general
strategy to be followed is a top-down approach: to identify
a component that performs the required functionality.

Datastream

translate

Bib2RDF

references

RDF
-stream

store in
Sesame

ISesame

conc.
oper.

Figure 4. Configuration for translation and storage
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operational in- and output, this service is activated between
the BIB2RDF and ISESAME webservice.
However, this results in a conflict on data exchange at
the conceptual level. SameIndividualAs does not produce
references as output, but equal authors, as shown in Figure
5. This difference does not show when only considering the
XML-datatypes in the Grounding document. The solution
to this problem involves multiple steps, which are not
further elaborated. The resulting configuration is given,
without the information flow for simplicity, in Figure 6. In
this configuration, the references are translated and stored
in the Sesame repository, until all files are handled, then
the double author-names are filtered. The tags on equal
author-names and the references are then stored together in
a Sesame repository, this is the input for the portal as was
requested by the user.
As shown, reasoning on function, data and behaviour
is possible using DAML-S descriptions.

service BIB2RDF is retrieved and included in the
configuration. This web-service takes care of the
translation at the operational level. In Figure 4 the result of
this alteration is shown.
4.2.3. Step 3
DPC: Continue further integration of the components.
RQSM: Other requirements for checking the
composition are temporal aspects. The requirement rqi2
states that the input for the portal are gathered from
multiple BibTex files. This is included in requirement rq8.
rq8 Input consists of multiple files
DODM: This step focuses on co-ordination patterns. For
the creation of the portal multiple BibTex-files need to be
aggregated. Therefore BIB2RDF and ISESAME need to be
activated in sequence multiple times. This step results in a
control construct (not depicted).
references

filter
names
Datastream

5. Discussion and Conclusion

translate

references

equal
references
authors
store in
Sesame

Reasoning about requirements and configuring a set of
components to satisfy those requirements is a novel
approach to the configuration of web services. Most other
work is based on workflow modeling and involves
prespecification of a order and combination of WSs by a
human making dynamic composition based on changing
requirements impossible. Research using reusable
components and patterns is not, however, unique to our
work. The work by [7], which is also called the Agent
Factory, is based on the notion of design patterns to assist
the design of multi-agent systems. They have developed
the PASSI methodology and an extended-UML CASE tool
to help human designers design an agent. In the
analysis/design phase, sequence diagrams are used to
model protocol descriptions and class diagrams and OCL
constraints are used to specify agent interactions and the
knowledge agents have. The various diagrams may be
compiled to generate an agent skeleton, database of
patterns, reports and design documents. The Agent Factory
allows the user to choose either the FIPA-OS or JADE
platform. While there is much overlap at a superficial level
between their work and ours, their approach aims to
support developers to design agent systems while our
approach is to automatically design agents. The use of the
AF for Web services is a further distinguishing feature.
We note the following issues still to be resolved:
• The handling of parallel processes. We have only
provided a solution which sequentially activates
WSs. DAML-S does not have a means to express
coordination of multiple services; DAML-S can
only express control patterns within one service.
• The definition of complex services. While
processes may be composed and described in the
process model using DAML-S, the top level
concept is a service and thus a set of services and
the relationships between them cannot be

conc.
oper.

Bib2RDF
RDF-stream
SIA

RDF-stream

ISesame

Figure 5. Configuration with error on conceptual
data exchange

Further
reasoning
on behaviour, remaining
preconditions and effects are checked for conflicts. There is
one remaining conflict with respect to ISESAME, ISESAME
has an additional pre-condition: to handle double instances,
its input has to be tagged beforehand with the
DAML:sameIndividualAs-tag. There is one web-service,
which adds these tags for similar persons: SIA. This service
needs to be integrated within the composition. Based on the
translate

store in
Sesame

filter
names
Bib2RDF

SIA

extract from
Sesame

store in
Sesame
ISesame

conc.
oper.

ESesame

ISesame

Figure 6. Resulting configuration, without showing
details on exchanged data.
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described. Szyperski [15] identifies that, today,
services are almost completely self-contained, not
revealing any dependencies on other services.
This limits the reusability of these web-services in
different contexts.
As stated in the introduction, the goal of the work
reported in this paper was to review and evaluate the
assumptions upon which the AF is based. Through the
example, which we are currently implementing we have
shown that Agent Factory can be used to automatically
configure WS. We chose to test our assumptions using WS
as they have many attractive features. First, they fit in the
compositional view of our AF, they can easily be treated as
agent components. Second, because they employ standard
web protocols for interaction they are easy to integrate at
the operational level. Further, the use of a semantic
language for describing components at a conceptual level is
promising. Our key next steps are to complete the
implementation, making modifications to the process as
necessary, and to further test the approach on various
alternative scenarios.
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measures. Of course in the future, one might envision
extending our agent-based framework so that mobile “information agents” proactively seek out their own data
from electronic sources. However, currently the main
agents we have modelled are SME-Agents. SME-Agents
are designed to capture the concept, i.e., the needs and
the behaviours of SMEs.

Small and medium sized enterprises constitute a major
component of the Australian economy. In fact in 20002001 they accounted for up to 91% of all businesses and
provided 80% of all private sector employment [1].
Therefore many service industries are interested in the
growth and potential of the small and medium business
sector. However, modelling these enterprises is difficult
because of their small size, and individual natures. One
largely untried approach is to use agent-based modelling. Agent frameworks have become a powerful tool for
modelling complex, interacting systems. This is a result
of an agent-based systems capacity to handle nonlinear
systems, their inherent flexibility and their ability to
learn and adapt as the model evolves.

Customer data
(S M E ’ s )

Changing
resource n e e d s

S M E- A g e n t s

INTRODUCTION
Economic indicators

The importance of small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) to local, national and global economies is well
understood. This is illustrated by the increasing amount
of research aimed at understanding aspects of organisational change within the SME business sector [2, 3]. In
particular this research studies the process of growth and
innovation that an enterprise experiences as it evolves
over time.

Figure 1. A high-level view of the agent system.

Current Model
As in the real-world, different SME-Agents have different
beliefs, desires and intentions. Different businesses adopt
different strategies of growth or survival. Some businesses operate in competition, while others may collaborate. SMEs consider not only broad environmental impacts, but also local spatialised competition and demands.
For example, a local business may find it difficult to grow
beyond its existing customer base. Perhaps, similar businesses may find themselves in direct competition if they
are too closely situated. While the need to include spatial
interaction is acknowledged, the inclusion of these dynamics will be left for future work.

High-Level View
The agent framework presented in this paper focuses on
the strategic behaviour of SMEs and the implications of
different behaviour types, represented by a fuzzy logic
ruleset, to information flows. This research is not an economic pricing model, rather, it is part of a larger project
which aims to improve customer relationship management
(CRM) practices by enabling more integrated marketing
research and improving data mining practices within organisations servicing the SME sector. To this end, customer data on SMEs and measures of the economic environment form the two principle inputs to the over-arching
agent-based system (figure 1). These data sources reflect
the accent on customer relationships and the fact that
SMEs are influenced by economic changes [4, 5]. The
current agent-based framework model represents a component part of this over-arching framework. The framework will be extended to utilise commonly captured customer demographic data (about SMEs) that is often available in organisational data warehouses. The environmental condition indicators are also publicly available

A key success factor for businesses is the ability to align
resources and strategies to changing environments. For
example, computer or telecommunication needs change as
a result of both environmental factors and the company’s
changing state in that environment. Importantly, a business may need to also change in response to customer
needs. Our agent-based model is designed to allow for
exploration of the role strategy and changing customer
demands play in the telecommunications needs of an
SME. The end goal is to predict changes in the resource
needs of SMEs that result from change in the way a business employs strategies to compete under changing environmental conditions and customer demands.
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STRATEGIC BEHAVIOUR

priate strategy that fits the marketplace is one necessary
ingredient for business success, which according to
Miles and Snow, is 'achieving fit' between the firm and its
environment. In operationalising the business strategy
concept, Miles and Snow [7], Porter [15] and Miller and
Friesen [16] as well as other researchers have done much
in developing empirical and conceptual typologies of
strategies. The typology as proposed by Miles and Snow
remains one of the most popular approaches for defining
and measuring the effectiveness of business level strategy [17]. It has been debated and supported by many
researchers over the years [18, 19, 20, 17]. These studies
have contributed significantly to the body of knowledge
on strategic archetypes. The Miles and Snow typology
has been demonstrated to predict 24% of the variance in
overall organisational effectiveness [10]. Furthermore, the
behavioural categories of this typology have been
aligned with strategic aspects of product and service innovation and the degree and nature of market focus [11].

In today’s business environment (exhibiting changing
technology, economy, industry structure and participants, demand and supply), the barriers of economies of
scale, differentiation, switching costs and distribution
access have become obsolete. Consequently, strategy
frameworks that address the fleeting nature of competitive
advantage are argued to play a more dominant role [6].
The development of core competencies and capabilities,
and strategies drawing on these resources, will be driven
by the desired attainment of a future position. This presupposes that senior managers have a view about the
future and, that their view is shaped through understanding all the relevant and appropriate developments that will
drive the future. More particularly, it implies that their
decisions will be shaped by a mental model that results in
a consistent pattern of decision making.
Miles and Snow’s Typology
Miles and Snow [7] described an organisational strategic
orientation theoretical framework, based on the consistency of management decision patterns. This framework
was subsequently validated across a breadth of domains,
from health care markets [8] to electronic manufacturing
[9]. Therefore this framework is adopted in our model as it
also provides an appropriate segmentation basis to study
resource change decisions.

MODELLING AN SME AGENT
Holland [22] describes a complex adaptive system as an
“evolving perpetually novel world where there are many
niches with no universal optimum of competitor, where
innovation is a regular feature and equilibrium rare and
temporary and where anticipations change the course of
the system, even when they are not realized". This description also seems well suited to describing a population of SMEs.

Miles and Snow [7] define four categories, defender,
prospectors, analysers and reactors. The typology views
organisational patterns of strategic behaviour as an
‘adaptive cycle’, characteris ing behaviour using three
strategic ‘problem and solution’ sets: (1) entrepreneurial
problems focussing on the product-market domain; (2)
engineering problems centring on the choice of technologies; and (3) administrative problems involving structure
and processes. Each of the three problem sets involve
multiple dimensions with a total of eleven distinctive strategic dimensions used to characterise the defender, analyser, prospector and reactor strategic types. Prospectors have been demonstrated to emphasise technology
leadership, invest heavily in technology and exploit new
product and market opportunities. Defenders, on the
other hand are conservative, only investing in proven
technology directly related to their line of business, producing a constrained product range for a narrowly defined market. Analysers are only willing to invest in new
technologies following a detailed investigation of the
issues surrounding its application and benefits, while
Reactors are characterised by extreme organisational inertia [21, 12, 8]. These distinct behavioural orientations are
argued to shape resource change decisions of managers
as they respond to information on changes that occur in
the economy, technology, industry structure, supply and
demand.

SMEs can also be conceptualised to fit John Casti's working definition of a complex adaptive system [23], comprising a population of "individual agents" who adapt their
rules of behaviour over time. This could be interpreted to
apply to a population of SMEs or the individuals who
comprise them. If descriptions of SMEs are analogous to
a complex adaptive system, then it follows that complexity
theory may provide an understanding of the dynamic
behaviour of SMEs, and assist in predicting changes in
individual or populations of SMEs.
SMEs are not a homogeneous population, they vary considerably in size and sector activity, in their ownership,
their location and the markets served. Some of the features of their domain are commonly shared, such as interaction with key economic stakeholders, such as banks
and government agencies. Businesses operate in a regulated environment, providing at least some of the "rules"
of behaviour. Financial resources represent the exogenous "energy", without which activities usually cease.
Other resources, such as human and information and
communications technology (ICT), are also requirements
for operation.
One contribution that complexity theory makes to SME
and entrepreneurship research is that it provides for multilevel views of both individual and populations of SMEs.
It also provides concepts for making sense of changing
patterns in the data. The notions of emergence, bifurcation and symmetry breaking in complexity are all notions
of the "natural" formation of structures that behave with

Strategies define the purpose of organisations, the competitive domain of firms and the resource commitment
these organisations make to achieve and sustain competitive advantage [12, 13, 14]. Hence, developing an appro-
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different characteristics from the agents that constitute
the structures. This may provide general propositions for
why SMEs do not behave exactly like their owners.

ucts to buy. The model uses a pure data-push model, that
is, consumers are presented with a full product list from
which to select from. Changing products and obtaining
demand information in volve information flow, which is
measured and tracked in the SME-Agent’s state. A simple
measure of SME-Agent performance, calculated by subtracting the amount spent on product from the amount
received from sales to consumers, is also maintained in
the agent’s state.

It is suggested that the analogy of a complex adaptive
system can provide a conceptual framework to understand or illuminate the dynamics of SMEs because:
i. Each business is different
ii. Each has its own "initial conditions" and each incurs a
number of "events" in their temporal path.
iii. Given that entrepreneurs are "innovative", then many
businesses will operate with their own "rules", as well
as complying (more or less) to more general rules.
There is a great deal of "replication" in the population
as one SME copies another's ideas and government
policy encourages SMEs to adopt "best practice".

SME-Agent Behaviour and Performance
The Miles and Snow four strategic types are employed to
define the behavioural parameters of SME-Agents. Only
the entrepreneurial problems and solutions adaptive cycle
component was considered in this framework. This is a
valid simplification as the current model focuses only on
SME-Agent engagement with products and consumers.
The behavioural parameters we model are:

The agent framework presented in the following section is
a step toward a dynamic, multi-level analysis of SMEs at
both the in dividual and population levels. By bringing
together empirically validated rules of strategic behaviour
typologies in a simulation environment, variations in
emergent performance and communication flow can be
analysed given differing levels of strategy types and consumer demands.

i. Agressiveness (high, medium, low)
ii. ProductMix (high, medium, low)
iii. Awareness (high, medium, low)
SME-Agents maintain state parameters to be used for
decision-making. These parameters consist of:
i. Cash level
ii. Stock ID
iii. Stock level
iv. Product longevity
v. Profits from last sale
vi. Average profit, and a
vii. Information flow measure.

OVERVIEW OF THE AGENT FRAMEWORK
One of the objectives of this paper is to determine the
minimum agent framework required to give rise to the
Miles and Snow typology. In order to assess the validity
of a fuzzy ruleset against Miles and Snow’s strategic typology, a simple agent-based system (Figure 2) was constructed. In this system, SME-Agents operate in an artificial market place using fuzzy behaviour rules based on a
subset of dimensions characterised by Defender, Analyser, Prospector and Reactor (DAPR) strategy types.

A stock ID, level and longevity parameter is maintained
for each type of product purchased by an SME-Agent for
sale to consumers. The longevity parameter is incremented each iteration of the simulation to indicate the
amount of time that an SME-Agent trades in a particular
stock item. All trading costs are associated with an information flow.

The model considers a retail scenario, where products are
bought by SME-Agents for sale to consumers. The model
accounts for only Business to Consumer (B2C) transactions and not Business to Business (B2B) and is parametrised using a chromosone like model (8 bits per parameter). The behaviour of SME-Agents is determined by using a fuzzy logic ruleset, which is discussed in detail in
the following section.
D

A

P

Products
A simple product set is proposed, which are not agents,
and at each time-step SME-Agents purchase one or a
number of different products to sell to consumers. SMEAgents are initialised with equal financial resources to
purchase products. Products are described using the following parameters:

Performance &
communication costs

R

behaviours

Products

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

calculates

buys

SME-Agent
measures

sells to

Consumers
have

gets info
from

Research-Agent

Demand

ID
Type
Quality
Cost per unit
Cost of entry

Consumer Demand and Growth/Decay

measures

At the beginning of the simulation, the consumer set is
initialised with equal demand in all product areas. Consumers are minimal agents with no adaptive behaviour
and preferences are recorded using the following parameters:

Figure 2. Agent framework with SME-Agents behaviour
rules from Miles and Snow’s strategic typology.

At each time step, SME-Agents decide whether to obtain
customer demand information, how much of which prod-
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

ID
product
quality
price
conservatism

cial cost, the amounts of which are dependant on the type
of information requested by an SME-Agent. The communication flow measure resulting from an information request is maintained in each SME-Agents state.
Fuzzy Logic Ruleset for SME-Agents

In order for an SME-Agent to complete a sale, only the
product preference of a consumer is fixed. A perfect
match between the quality and price of products for sale
and a consumers preferences is sought, however, an “acceptable tolerance” will allow consumers to purchase
products closest to their preferences. Consumers are allowed buy requests until satisfied.

Through the use of fuzzy logic, rules can be organised
and written to address the uncertainty and imprecision of
business strategic decisions.
Decisions
Decisions are made based on the behaviour rules of SMEAgents and res ult in differentiations in information flows
and profits. The outputs of defuzzification are crisp and
relate to the following decisions:

The consumer demand in the product areas will vary over
time. This will enable a number of simulations using different consumer environment situations to be considered,
namely:
1.

Static
In this scenario, consumer demand is fixed.

2.

Turbulent
A random replacement strategy is used to create a
turbulent consumer environment. Once a consumer
has made a successful purchase from an SME-Agent,
the consumer are deleted from the set and randomly
replaced.

3.

Fashion/trend
Trends in consumer demand are modelled using a
growth and decay strategy. Each time a customer
makes a successful purchase that customer will be
deleted and replaced with a mutation. Thus the level
of customers in the model remains constant, however, the types, quality and price of products they are
willing buy vary in a trending scenario.

i. ProductMix (add, delete)
ii. Buy (more, less)
iii. Research (getInfo, noInfo)
At various stages throughout the simulation, SMEAgents will make decisions about whether to add or delete products from their product mix, whether to buy more
or less products in their chosen product mix and whether
to buy research information about customers.
Rules of Engagement
The fuzzy rules aim to reproduce the Miles and Snow typologies. SME-Agents will evaluate the rules in the context of the current product mix, customer demand information and profits from previous sales. The following outlines the fuzzy ruleset and the implied strategy types.
Information
If Awareness = High THEN Research = getInfo ? Prospector
If ProductMix ? Low AND Awareness = Medium THEN
Research = getInfo WHEN any profits < Avg ? Analyser

The conservatism parameter captures the preference a
consumer has for buying products from an SME-Agent
with longevity in a particular product. For example, a
highly conservative consumer has a preference toward
SME-Agents who have been selling the product of interest for the greatest amount of time, as measured by the
stock longevity parameter. Conservativeness is measured
as high, medium or low. High conservatism indicates that
a consumer will rank by longevity then price, medium
ranks by price followed by longevity, and low considers
only price irrespective of longevity. In all situations, consumers will consider quality as the third ranking criteria
by which to select SME-Agents to purchase products
from.

If ProductMix = Low AND Awareness = Medium THEN Research = getInfo WHEN any profits < Avg ? Defender
If Awareness = Low THEN Research = getInfo WHEN all profits < Avg ? Reactor

Buying and ProductMix
If Agressiveness = High AND ProductMix = Low THEN Buy
= more WHEN profits >= Avg ? Defender
If Agressiveness = High AND ProductMix = Low THEN Buy
= less WHEN profits < Avg AND customer demand >= Avg ?
Defender
If Agressiveness = High AND ProductMix = Low THEN ProductMix = Add WHEN profits < Avg AND customer demand
< Avg ? Defender

Other Agents
The Research-Agent maintains information on consumer
demands and changing trends. The Research-Agent
maintains:

If Agressiveness ? Low AND ProductMix = High THEN ProductMix = add AND Buy = more WHEN profits >= Avg ?
Prospector

i. List of consumers and current preferences
ii. History of consumers and preferences

If Agressiveness ? Low AND ProductMix = High THEN ProductMix = add AND Buy = less WHEN any profits <= Avg
? Prospector

SME-Agents decide whether to poll the Research-Agent
for information on consumer demands based on their behavioural rules. Obtaining information from the ResearchAgent involves a communication flow and incurs a finan-
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If Agressiveness ? Low AND ProductMix = High THEN ProductMix = add AND ProductMix = Delete WHEN all profits
<= Avg AND consumer demand < Avg ? Prospector

preferences to history list then create a list of all consumer IDs in the current simulation and their current
preferences.

If Agressiveness ? Low AND ProductMix = Medium THEN
Buy = more WHEN Profits >= Avg ? Analyser

4. SME-Agents obtain information on products and can
choose to obtain consumer demand information, depending upon rules (Decision: Research).
a. Take the first SME-Agent ID from the randomised
list and send product information request to Products. Update information flow parameter.
b. Evaluate SME-Agent behaviour.
If decision = obtain information, request consumer
information from Research-Agent, update the cash
level and communications flow parameters, else
continue. Repeat (b) and (c) for all SME-Agent
ID’s in the randomised list.
5. SME-Agents buy products, update cash level and
stock level (Decision: ProductMix, Buy). Take the first
SME-Agent ID from the randomised list and determine
SME-Agent behaviour. Update the SME-Agent cash
level, stock level and communications flow parameters. Repeat for all SME-Agent IDs in the randomised
list.
6. Update randomised list of SME-Agent IDs to include
product information.
a. Take the first SME-Agent ID from the randomised
list and add product ID, amount, quality, and price
variables to the randomised list.
b. Update the product ID, longevity, amount and
price variables in the randomised list from the
matching SME-Agent. Update the quality variable
in the randomised list from the Product details.
c. If more than one product ID, add a row to the
randomised list for each product ID. Repeat for all
SME-Agent IDs in the randomised list.

If Agressiveness = Low AND ProductMix = Medium THEN
ProductMix = add AND Buy = more WHEN profits >= Avg ?
Reactor
If Agressiveness = Low AND ProductMix = Medium THEN
ProductMix = delete AND Buy = less WHEN profits < Avg ?
Reactor

The Miles and Snow typology differentiates strategies
along the aggression, product mix and research dimensions, which are reflected in the fuzzy ruleset. Defenders
are characterised by a narrow and carefully focussed
product-market domain, which they aggressively defend.
They exhibit prominence in their product market(s) and
cautiously monitor activity in their domain. Prospectors
can be conceptualised along an opposing axis to defenders (Figure 3). They are characterised by a broad and continuously expanding product-market domain, in which
they are active initiators of change. They aggressively
search for new opportunities. Analysers exhibit a mixture
of both the defender and prospector behaviours. Analysers are characterised by a segmented and carefully adjusted product-market domain, maintaining core product(s) whilst “prospecting” in others. They are calculated
followers of change and employ competitively oriented
and thorough surveillance. Conventionally, reactors have
been presented as a ‘residual’ type, lacking consistent
characteristics. They exhibit uneven and transient product-market domain behaviour, characterised by opportunistic thrusts and coping postures. Reactors employ only
sporadic and issue dominated surveillance [7].

7. Consumers obtain information on products for sale
and select which products to buy from SME-Agents.

Prospectors

a. Take the first consumer ID from the randomised
list then search the randomised SME-Agent list for
consumer preference and SME-Agent product for
sale match. When a match is located, SME-Agent
details are added to a temp orary list of prospective
sales for that consumer.
b. List of prospective sales are sorted according to
closest match of price, longevity and quality to
consumers preference using the ranking criteria of
the consumers conservatism measure.
c. Sales occur, SME-Agents adjust cash and stock
levels. Select first record in temporary list of
prospective sales, reduce stock level of SMEAgent, add the value of sales to the cash level and
retain the SME-Agent ID, with adjusted stock details, in the randomised list for future sales.
8. Consumer is replaced/reset depending on chosen
consumer environment conditions (i.e. static, turbulent or fashion/trend) and simulation count is
incremented.

high
Analysers
product
mix

Reactors

high
Defenders

awarelow

aggressiveness

high

Figure 3. Characteristics of strategic types

The Simulation
1. Initialise product set, consumer set, SME-Agents and
simulation count. Select consumer environment scenario.
2. Create random list of SME-Agent and Consumer IDs.

9. Continue steps 2-8 until end.

3. Research-Agent compiles list of consumer preferences. If simulation count ? 0, copy current consumer
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DISCUSSION

[9]

When implemented, the agent-based model presented in
this paper represents SME strategic behaviour and measures associated information flow. Simulations with different populations of SME-Agent strategy typologies and
consumer demand scenarios will be used to assess
variations in and responses to information flow. The
model will be extended to incorporate:

Smith, Ken G; Guthrie, James P; Chen, Ming-Jer
(1989) Strategy, Size and Performance. Organization
Studies, 10(1): 63-81.

[10] Doty, D Harold; Glick, William H; Huber, George P.
(1993) Fit, equifinality, and organizational effectiveness: A test of two configurational theories. Academy of Management Journal, 36(6): 1196-1250.

1.

emerging and evolving products;

2.

other environmental conditions such as perceptions
of the broader economic climate; and,

[11] Floyd, Steven W; Wooldridge, Bill (1992) Middle
Management Involvement in Strategy and Its Association with Strategic Type: A Research Note. Strategic Management Journal, 13(Summer): 153-167.

3.

additional dimensions of the Miles and Snow typology, such as those in the engineering problem set,
focusing on the adoption of technologies.

[12] Chandler, A. D., Jr. (1962) Strategy and Structure:
Chapters in the History of American Industrial Enterprise, Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press.

Finally, the proposed model, and its subsequent extensions, may provide insights into the structure of SME
populations and the flows and responses to information
within them. An analogy may exist between the flow of
information, considered as a resource, and the interpretation of that information in a population of SMEs buying
and selling products in a competitive environment, and
the structure of ecological communities, commonly represented by food webs [24]

[13] Ansoff, H. I. (1965) Corporate Strategy, McGrawHill.
[14] Mintzberg, H. 1987. 'Five Ps For Strategy'. In Mintzberg, H. and Quinn. J., 1991. The Strategy Process.
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 12-19
[15] Porter, M. 1985. Competitive Advantage. The Free
Press. New York
[16] Miller, D., and P.H. Friesen (1983), Strategy-Making
and Environment, The Third Link, Strategic Management Journal, 4, 221-235
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Abstract
Information overload is an increasing problem. A
significant contributor is the large amount of email that
people receive. It will be valuable if users can have assistance in managing email. The first stage in such a
process is the classification of mail messages, which
need to be treated alike into groups.
The IEMS [4] work is based upon machine learning
for defining the rules. This project presumes that the
user wishes to make use of this approach but then
should be easily able to tune the rules. We also assume
users want to be able to scrutinize the whole process so
that they feel in control of the filtering rules or other
mechanisms used to predict the classification of their
mail.

1. Introduction
This paper describes the IEMS (Intelligent-Electronic
Mail Sorter) [4] project which has the broad goal of improving our understanding of how to build systems
which can assist users in managing email. In particular,
we discuss work on automated support for classifying
messages into appropriate folders. Choice of folder may
depend on many factors including aspects such as the
sender and nature of the email. For example, email from
your supervisor may be filed into your “supervisor”
folder.
Users can be assisted in the task of classifying email if
they make use of filtering rules available within many
widely used mail interfaces such as Netscape Messenger
and Microsoft Explorer. These rules can be expressed in
terms of strings appearing in different parts of an email
message. To handle an email item, the rules are evaluated
in order and the first rule that applies to the item triggers
the email client to move the message into the associated
folder.
The difficulty with rules is that the process of a rule is
cognitively demanding and there is a real, potentially
unacceptable risk of misfiling mail. Generally, users
seem to avoid customizing software [8] [6]. In a recent

study of user’s management of email, the authors observe
“Most of our users (17 interviewees, or 60 percent) say
they don’t use filters. Several simply haven’t figured out
how to use them, suggesting that either filters need to be
simpler to use or that they are not that useful”
The motivation for rules is based on first, a belief
these rules will relatively easy for end users to understand
and modify, second, a suspicion that learning methods
alone are not an adequate solution for categorization problems of this type. It seems likely that instead some mix
of automatically and manually constructed classifiers will
be necessary to account for the fact that both the user’s
interests and the distribution of message change (sometimes quite rapidly) over time. In many cases, the users
themselves might have a better idea of the rules that
would be appropriate for the applications they would like
to build, so it would be useful for them to be able to
specify new rules. For instance, at the time of this writing, the rules above may be accurate for messages I have
received over the last few months; however at some point
it will certainly become appropriate to modify it by replacing “Tutorial No: 05” with “Tutorial No: 06” and
“Tutorial No: 5” with “Tutorial No: 6”.
Our solution is to build a SPBD as an intelligent rule
explorer that reduces the cognitive burden and the time
required for easily understanding and customizing rules,
to solve email classification into folder automatically in
sort time. As we know rules make decisions based on a
small number of keywords. Rules do not base classification decisions on word frequency, only on the presence or
absence of a word. A problem with PBD has always been
how to represent the rules to users, and how the users can
come to feel in control the whole processes is becoming
our major problem.
In this paper we will introduce our approach to solve
the above problem. We use a system where the users can
accept the rules given or view a pop up interface which
gives them the opportunity to scrutinize the rule, and
how it was derived, and then to modify it or to leave it
as predicted by our system. It offers ease of use and
flexibility to cater to users who wish to modify rules.
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2. Previous Works
Most of the current systems have used simple rulebased inferencing for their generalizations. For example,
the early Peridot system, developed in 1987 to create
widgets by example uses about 50 hand-coded rules to
infer the graphical layout of the objects from the example
[9]. Each rule has three parts, one for testing, one for
feedback, and one for the action. The test part checks the
graphical objects to determine whether they match the
rule. For example, the test part of a rule that aligns the
centers of two rectangles checks whether the centers of the
example rectangles are approximately centered. Because
these rules allow some sloppiness in the drawing, and
because multiple rules might apply, the feedback part of
the rule asks the user whether the rule should be applied.
For example, Peridot might ask something like: “ Do
you want the selected rectangle?” If the user answers yes,
then the action part of the rule generates the code to
maintain the constraint. The subsequent systems have
used similar mechanisms, though often without the explicit list of rules we used in Peridot. For example,
Tourmaline, which formats documents form example,
contains rules that try to determine the role of different
parts of a header in a text document, such as section
number, title, author, and affiliation, as well as the formatting associated with each part. The results are displayed in a dialogue box for the user to inspect and correct.
Results have shown PBD has very high performance
to solve classification problems based on rule-based inferencing, from different users (especially novices) by a
series of very simple actions. As we know the purpose of
PBD’s characteristic is that it is easily understood. This
characteristic led us alternative approach to encourage the
users to solve email classification problem.
A variety of approaches have been taken to address the
problem of automating email classification. Most of
these can be split into two groups: filtering junk email;
and general classification of email. At first glance, one
might presume email classification was simply a special
case of text categorization. However, even the seemingly
similar work on the Reuters-21578 dataset is quite different from learning how to predict an individual user’s
classification of their own mail.
In any instance, it is desirable that any learning algorithm should produce useful results quite quickly, with
small amounts of data: in our case, the learning is for a
single user’s filtering preferences and it is desirable that
rules for automating this should be learnt from small
numbers of example.
Further, the classification task may change with time.
Changes in classifications might be due to changes in the
user’s activity: for example, a user who teaches a course
in programming in one semester may not be involved in
that type of activity in the next semester. This affects the
task of a learner since it needs to recognize such changes.

There are also many other changes that affect classifications. For example, if the user’s supervisor changes or
other personnel at work change their roles, a learner will
need to adjust its classifications.
We note two other important aspects of this domain:
user differences and differences in the difficulty in learning to predict the categorization for different mail classes.
We know that different people use quite different mail
management strategies, as noted, for example in [6]. We
would expect that it is easier to learn the classifications
applied by some users than would be the case for others.
On the matter of the varying difficulty of learning an
individual users’ different mail classes, Machine Learning
and Information Retrieval approaches have demonstrated
good performance can be achieved on spam/junk email.
For example, SpamCop [10], using a Naïve Bayes approach achieved accuracy of 94%. Sahami [14] applied a
Bayesian approach and achieved precision of 97.1% on
junk and 87.7% on legitimate mail and recall of 94.3%
on junk and 93.4% on legitimate mail. Katirai (1999)
used a genetic classifier and its best run overall achieved
a precision of 95% and a recall of 70%. Androutsopoulos
[1] compared Naïve Bayes with a keyword approach. The
keyword approach uses the keyword patterns in the antispam filter of Microsoft Outlook 2000 (which they believe to be hand constructed). They reported the keyword
approach achieved precision of 95% and the Naïve Bayes
approach 98%. On recall the corresponding performance
was 53% and 78%. Androutsopoulos [1] also explored a
memory based learning approach IiMBL (a simple variation of the K-Nearest Neighbour) showing similar performance to a Naïve Bayes classifier. Provost [12] also
evaluated Naïve Bayes, comparing it with the RIPPER
algorithm, showing 95% accuracy after learning on just
50 emails while RIPPER reached 90% accuracy only after
learning on 400 emails.
One fairly strong result is described by Cohen [3].
He used the RIPPER learning algorithm to induce rules
and reported 87%-94% accuracy. He also explored TFIDF, and achieved 85%-94%. He observed that the rule
based approach provided a more understandable description of the email filter. The iFile naïve Bayes classifier
[13] was made available to several users to test on their
own mail and this gave 89% accuracy. Grutlag (2000)
assessed a Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM), reporting results from 70% to 90% correct and with the Unigram Language Model, 65% to 90%. They compared this
against TF-IDF where they achieved 67% to 95%, depending on the store of email used.
The more general categorization task achieves weaker
results than the levels achieved for two-category spam
filtering employed by various researchers. Agent [2] explored learning in a two-class case, this time ‘work’ versus ‘other’. Boone used a hybrid approach with TF-IDF
to learn useful features and then both neural networks and
nearest neighbour approaches. This gave 98% accuracy on
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a datase where the standard IR approach had 91% accuracy.
This poorer result for general classification is unsurprising: useful email classification involves a user defining the class or classes within which they want to store a
piece of email and this is a far less well defined task than
distinguishing spam. When users make these classifications, there are many complex issues which define the
process. For example, some users classify mail on the
basis of the time by which they need to act upon it.
Some classify mail according to the broad subject area as
it relates to their work. In fact, the results summarized
above seem very high for any realistic scenario where the
user might have modest numbers of mail items in many
of their mail folders.
The work described above does suggests that automated classification should be able to operate usefully in
helping users create classification mechanisms for their
email. The above work also indicates that some folder
classifications will be far easier than others. It seems
fruitful to explore approaches that can learn at least some
classifications quickly. Even more importantly, it seems
likely that a useful learner should be able to tell the user
how well it performs so the user can decide whether that
level of performance is good enough.
Previous work also suggests the need to build these
classification mechanisms into an interface which proposes classifications rather than automatically acting on
the mail. For example, the work on MailCat [15], using
a TF-IDF approach initially had error rates of 20% to
40%. Since this was considered unacceptable, they took a
different approach: MailCat recommended its three best
predicted folders so that the user could archive email to
one of these with a single click. This improved performance to acceptable levels.
Since several approaches seem to achieve good results
in some studies, we can afford to explore the usefulness
of a range of approaches that are simplest to explain to
the user. Then the user should be able to understand any
proposed classification rule and maintain a sense of control. This is the direction taken by Pazzani [11] who
reported a study where users where asked to assess their
preferences for different approaches for representing email
filtering rules.
Our work is similar to previous work as PBD approach, and machine learning for defining the rules. The
significant part of PBD is allowed user to explore the
whole process and adjust the rules defined by the machine learning such as TFIDF, Sender, Keywords, DTree,
and Naïve Gayes. After processed, it performs prediction
as the presence or absence of a word.

3. Overview System

During our exploration, we found that there were
many types of email client around the world, most of
which come with email filtering (Microsoft Outlook,
Hotmail, etc). Unfortunately, not many users apply this
technology to deal with email classification problems.
This result has been found in previous research. On the
other hand, there are many researchers who believe that
rule is a best solution to the issue of junk and email classification. Thus, a method to encourage users to customize and understand filter rules is fast becoming essential.
Cohen [3], found that the problem with the use of
keyword-spotting rules is based on first, a belief these
rules were relatively easy for end users to understand and
modify, and second, a suspicion that learning methods
alone are not an adequate solution for categorization problems of this type. It seems likely that instead, some mix
of automatically and manually constructed classifiers will
be necessary to cater for the fact that both the user’s interests and the distribution of messages change (sometimes
quite rapidly) over time. For instance, at the time of this
writing, the rule set above may be accurate for messages I
have received over the last few months; however, at some
point it will certainly become appropriate to modify it by
replacing “Assignment No: 05” with “Assignment No:
06” and “Assignment No: 5” with “Assignment No: 6”.
Our solution to the above problem is to combine two
existing techniques: PBD and machine learning for defining the rules. In previous approaches in PBD, users demonstrate algorithms to the computer by operating the
computer’s interface just as they would if they weren’t
programming. The computer records the user’s actions
and can then reexecute them later on different inputs.
PBD’s most important characteristic is that it is accessible to everyone. PBD is not much different from or
more difficult than using the computer normally. This
characteristic led us to consider PBD as an alternative
approach to infer the rules. This is a portion of work
from the iems approach is based upon machine learning
for defining the rules. We presume that the user wishs to
make use of this approach but then should be easily able
to adjust rules. We also presume the user wants to be
able to explore whole process so that they feel in control
of the filtering rules, or other mechanisms used to predict
the classification of their mail.

Learners considered
The system of IEMS [4] has implemented in JAVA
1.3.1, which allows it to cross over to different platforms. We have explored the whole system, identified
some of the most important classifications which include
class of Gui, Store, RunLeanrer, LearnerSender,
LearnerKeyword, LearnerTFIDF, MultiSet, and InvertTable. The Gui classification is to perform the graphical
user interface, and convert user inputs to the relevant system event; The Store class is used to maintain the store
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of all the messages, including training and classification;
RunLearner is used to control which training algorithm is
to be used, ie. Sender, keyword, or TFIDF algorithm;
The class of LearnerTFIDF is going to train the set of
folder used for learning and classification using the
TFIDF algorithm. The classify function uses the standard
first order classifier and places mail into proper folder.
The induce function is going to train the set of folders
used for learning. The reason function explains in word
the reason for the particular classification, such as the
particular mail message contains some keywords, that
should be classified into a particular folder. The above
functions must work with invertTable class; The class of
InvertTable works in conjunction with the LearnerTFIDF
class. When the “Next” button is enabled, this class
evaluates the SIM4 similarity score of each of the folder
with the next message and guesses the folder with the
highest score for that message. The MultiSet class keeps
track of the count of each word in a given message. It
uses a HashMap to store “word as integer v.s. count”
entries. Used by the various learner classes; The class of
LearnerKeyword is going to train the set of folders used
for learning and classification. The classify function uses
the standard first order classifier with the hypothesis induced by the learner. It should place mail message into
the proper folder. The reason function explains in word
the reason for the particular classification; The class of
LearnerSender is going to train the set of folders used for
learning and classification. The main purpose is to look
at the sender of email messages. A rule for each sender is
created and this rule places anything new from that sender
into the most commonly used folder they had been previously placed. The classify function uses the standard
first order classifier and places mail into proper folder.
The induce function is a simple hypothesis based on the
Sender to achieve the goal. Note that the hypothesis is
given in first order form. The reason function shows the
clause as reason for the particular classification.

Figure 1. High level description of a new
algorithm (SPBD)
Once a user has read a message, there are two possible
courses of action. If they are happy with the classification, they can simply click on the Archive button. This
is at the top left of the screen. This moves the message
into that folder. In the case of the current message shown
in Figure 2, the Archive button would move it to the
PChardware folder.

Figure 2.
The other possibility is that the user is not happy with
the classification. In that case, the user simply selects the
MoveTo button followed by the name of the folder in the
left panel. This moves the message to the correct folder.
Meanwhile, it pops up the scrutable interface which tries
to explain the rules particularly in highlighting some
keywords, and waiting user to adjust the rules if they feel
confident. This task is trying to encourage users to understand and adjust rules. In the case of the current message shown in Figure 3.

We would like to show a very high level description
of a new algorithm as below, which would be able to
accomplish our goal. See the Figure 1.

Figure 3.
This interface should help users to understand and
customize filter rules faster, as well as encourage users to
get involved with email classification tasks. If the system
makes the correct classification, the user simply accepts it
with a single click. If the system is wrong, the user does
the sort of classification task (particular in adjusting
rules) they would have had to do anyway. This should
significantly reduce the cost of creating a filter rule while
improving the accuracy for email classification.

4. Empirical Results
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Below we describe the experiments that have been
done so far. First, we conducted a 20 minute experiment
and compared experience and non-experience users to see
whether they could undertake the same task (creating a
rule) or not. Second, we conducted a 4 month experiment
and compared the Microsoft Outlook and iems system to
see which one is easier to manage in terms of users email
account. The last was a 4 month experiment conducted to
see whether reconstructing the rules was a difficult task or
not should disaster occur.

Experiment 1
We conducted this experiment in 20 minutes, setting
up 10 computers with fully installed iems system, at a
university computer laboratory. We arranged two groups
called Group A, & Group B. Each group had 5 members,
all students from university. We asked both groups to
create a rule and compared how much time they took to
customize a rule.
Group A had some experience in customize rules for
email classification and group the emails into folders.
Group B has no idea about rules, but they knew how to
group the emails into folder.
From our observation, we found that most Group B’s
member only run the system directly without thinking,
and they found that the system help them to predict a
folder for each email. They could identify error of prediction from some emails, and the system enabled them to
see the result of how system has been done so far, especially in highlighting some of most important keywords
in green, based on the machine learning result and what
the user input manually. Some users tried to add/delete
some of keywords and clicked on the confirm button.
They tried to test the system in order to see the different
result produced.

B members enjoyed creating a rule, because they could
use their natural ability to identify error prediction easily.
Meanwhile, they could change the rules as naturally
without any stress.

Experiment 2
We set up another experiment, and conducted it over 4
months. First we looked at 10 users from university lectures. Currently they use Microsoft outlook filter to classify email into folder. The average amount of emails received in each day was 69 messages. We force them to
use iems system to classify the emails, and then we
compared the results to see which one gave a better performance.
After 3 months, we found very positive result such as
the members continuing to use iems system to receive
the emails from students and other staff. The reason
given was that they could create/tune the rules in a very
short space of time and only the system only required
simple actions, compared with Microsoft Outlook.

Experiment 3
This experiment was conducted over 4 months. First
we asked 10 users from university lectures to join our
experiment. These students had been attacked by computer disaster, such as viruses, hard drive fault and operating system failure or other effects. They also had experience using Microsoft Express filters and know how to
use rules to file emails into folders automatically. We
asked them to use our new iems system instead of their
current system.
After 4 months, we found very positive answers. They
found iems system very powerful in creating rules in a
very short time. They didn’t feel that the system required
much effort to use and they believed that if a disaster
should happen again, they would not worry about recreating the rules. One thing they worried about was how
to back up the email files and it would seem that this is
becoming another important task.

Figure 4.Group A & Group B
From the results, we believe that most Group B’s
members were able to create a rule in an average of 3
minutes. See Figure 4. Group A had good results as
well, they could customize a rule on average in under 1
minute. It is very clear that both groups can perform and
feel confident in customizing a rule for email classification in very a short time.
After this test, we gave them a questionnaires. The
feedback was very positive. We found the Group A
members were very happy with the SPBD technology as
they felt it was easy to turn the rules, and believe they
could customize a new rule in very a shout time. Group

5. Conclusion
The SPBD approach is an easy-to-use personal assistant that helps users create a rule in a way more natural to
them to solve their email classification problems. SPBD
approach makes very few demands on users; they have
nothing extra to learn when creating the rules and the
only thing required is their natural ability. Users can
identify the wrong prediction easily and move to the mail
to the correct folder. Meanwhile it pops up with an interface to provide details and to ask them to modify it if
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necessary. In the future, if the system detects a similar
email coming in, it will predict a folder for this email.
Users are required to do a final confirmation such as
clicking on Achieve button.
The experiment results are very positive, as previous
discussed. Experience and Non-Experience users can do
the same task after 3 minutes. Some who have experience
using Microsoft Outlook filters to classify their email
into folder changed email reader from Microsoft Outlook
to IEMS after 4 months. From the other experiment result, we see some are worry about. After 4 months, they
believe this is the right technology to assist them in recovering rules in a very short time. This amounts to a
significant qualitative enhancement that is likely to encourage users to file their mail using email filter by naturally ability.
While IEMS was developed for electronic mail the
same technique can easily be used to organize other types
of electronic documents such as disk files, audio, bookmarks, recordings, and other text-based documents that
are placed into a hierarchy of folders.
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

Hilbert, Poisson and other Relationships
Professor A G Constantinides
Imperial College London
The Hilbert relationships or transforms are well known and extensively used in Signal Processing.
However the corresponding Poisson relationships or transforms are not as extensively known or used. In
essence both Hilbert and Poisson transforms are concerned with minimum phase systems. The Hilbert
transforms solve the following two problems
 Given the amplitude response, perhaps as a list of possibly equidistant numbers, to determine
the phase response
 Given the phase response to determine the amplitude response
The Poisson transforms solve the following four problems
 Given the amplitude, or phase response, perhaps as a list of possibly equidistant numbers, to
determine the phase or amplitude response possibly at some other contour
There are significant links between Hilbert and Poisson transforms and important extensions to both.
The talk will be focused on the development of the fundamental relationships involved in these transforms
and their extensions. Some applications will also be outlined.
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Abstract
Treating averaged multiple-trial data is a common approach in recent papers for applying independent component analysis (ICA) to neurobiological signal processing. Although averaging increases the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), important information is lost, such as the strength of
an evoked response and its dynamics. Alternatively, when
averaging few-trial data, not much information is lost, but
SNR is very poor. In this paper, we deal with averaged data
of few as well as of many trials, and we demonstrate that not
only the location, but also the direction vector and dipole
moment of evoked fields (EFs) can be obtained by applying
our method, even when the number of trials is small.

1. Introduction
Many researchers have applied independent component
analysis (ICA) to electroencephalographic (EEG) or magnetoencephalographic (MEG) data to determine the behavior and localization of brain sources [1, 2, 3, 4, 6]. However, because the magnetic field of brain signals is weak,
spontaneous and environmental noise makes it difficult to
recognize brain signals in recorded data.
The most widely used technique for reducing instrumental and environmental noises, and for identifying the behavior and location of activities of interest, such as evoked field
responses, is to take an average across many stimulation
trials. In fact, when applying ICA to MEG data, most researchers have treated averaged data [1, 2, 4]. However,
by taking an average, important information is lost, making
it advantageous to decrease the number of averages across

data trials. The disadvantage of having fewer averages is
that because SNR is very poor, the decomposition of a lowpower source signal from recorded data is still influenced
by noise. In this paper, we deal with small numbers of trials
(averaged 10-trials) and large numbers of trials (averaged
100-trials), and we demonstrate that evoked signals can be
detected by applying our ICA approach in both cases.
When applying ICA to physiological data, most researchers have used real, measured, physiological data, with
some individual responses evoked by stimuli, and their decomposed components are evaluated from a neuroscience
perspective. In this study, we use a synthesized MEG data
set, which includes an artificial evoked field and real, measured brain data. The behavior of our data set is similar to
auditory evoked fields (AEFs). The main advantage of our
data set is that dipole location of evoked responses and its
dynamics are known in advance, which facilitates the evaluation of the decomposed components. In this paper, to
evaluate the results of decomposition, we focus on not only
the location but also the direction vector and dipole moment
of evoked fields.

2. Data analysis model
In this section, we describe the model for applying ICA
to MEG data. Based on the principle of MEG measurement,
this problem can be formulated as
x(t) = As(t) + e(t),

(1)

where x(t), s(t) and e(t) represent the transpose of m observations at time t, n unknown source components and additive noise, respectively. Since neither human tissue nor
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skull attenuate magnetic fields in MEG, A can be represented by a numerical matrix whose element aij is simply
a quantity related to the physical distance between the i-th
sensor and the j-th source.
In the model, s(t), e(t), A and n are unknown but x(t)
are accessible. It is assumed that the components of s(t) are
mutually statistically independent, as well as being statistically independent of the noise components e(t). Moreover,
the noise components e(t) themselves are assumed to be
mutually independent.

3. Data analysis method
3.1. Robust pre-whitening technique
In this subsection, we describe our robust pre-whitening
technique [1, 2, 3]. This technique is very capable of reducing the power of additive noise.
When the sample size is sufficiently large, the covariance
matrix of the observed data in the mixing model Σ can be
written as Σ = AAT + Ψ, where Ψ is a diagonal matrix
of the additive noise e. Also the covariance matrix of the
observed data recorded by sensors can be given by C =
xxT .
For the robust pre-whitening technique, A can be estimated as
1
 = Un̂ Λ 2 ,
A
(2)
n̂
by applying the standard PCA approach, where Λn̂ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are eigenvalues of C, the
columns of Un̂ are the corresponding eigenvectors and n

is the estimated number of sources.
To estimate Ψ, we fit Σ to C using the eigenvalue decomposition method. In this case, the cost function is obtained as L(A, Ψ) = tr[Σ − C]2 . And we minimize it by
∂L(A,Ψ)
= 0, whereby the estimate noise variance Ψ is
∂Ψ
obtained as
 = diag(C − A
A
 T ),
Ψ
(3)
 is obtained in the same manner as
where the estimate A
 and Ψ,
 we
shown in Eq. (2). Using these estimates A
can obtain the transform matrix for the robust pre-whitening
technique as
TΨ
 −1 A]
 −1 A
TΨ
 −1 .
Q = [A

(4)

Using the above result, the new set of data transformed from
the observations can be obtained by
z(t) = Qx(t).

(5)

Note that the covariance matrix is E{zzT } = In̂ +QΨQT ,
which implies that the source signals in a subspace are decorrelated.

A similar noise reduction approach that applies factor
analysis (FA) to the decomposition of MEG data has been
reported in [4]. Both this method and ours take additive
noises into account, but with our robust pre-whitening technique, the distribution of additive noises is not restricted.
Therefore, our technique is more robust and effective for
data with non-Gaussian noise such as the outlier.

3.2. JADE algorithm
It should be noted that the robust pre-whitening technique is needed to reduce the power of sensor noises and
the number of parameters, but it is insufficient to obtain the
independent components since an orthogonal matrix in general contains additional degrees of freedom. Therefore, the
remaining parameters must be further estimated by using an
ICA algorithm. In this study, we apply the JADE altorithm
[5].
The JADE algorithm has two procedures termed orthogonalization in PCA and rotation. We did apply the rotation
procedure in the JADE algorithm, described below, but instead of the orthogonalization in PCA, we applied the robust
pre-whitening technique described in Section 3.1.
The rotation procedure in JADE uses matrices F(M)
formulated by the fourth-order cumulant tensor of the outputs with an arbitrary matrix M as
F(M) =

K 
L


Cum(zi , zj , zk , zl )mlk ,

(6)

k=1 l=1

where the Cum(·) denotes a standard cumulant and mlk is
the (l, k)-th element of matrix M. The correct rotation matrix W can be obtained by diagonalizing the matrix F(M),
i.e. WF(M)WT approximates a diagonal matrix.
After performing the robust pre-whitening technique and
rotation in JADE, the de-mixture matrix is WQ. With it, we
can calculate the decomposed sources y∈Rn as
y(t) = Wz(t) = WQx(t).

(7)

3.3. Power of decomposed components
The robust pre-whitening and ICA techniques serve to
filter the raw data, decreasing the power of the additive
noises and decomposing the sources. The estimated behavior of the individual sources can be represented as Eq.
(7). To better visualize the information, we projected the
decomposed components onto the sensor space.
The virtual sensor signals coming from multiple components are obtained as
 −1 y(t).
 (t) = AW
x

(8)

To determine the information of the k-th individual components, we forced every element to be zero except the k-th
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Table 1. Artificial evoked fields.
peak time (sec.)
0.25
0.27

Evoked Field 1
Evoked Field 2

location x, y, z (mm)
10, 50, 50
-40, 40, 40

vector az, dec (deg.)
150, 108
250, 59

(a)
0.5

(b)

Real-measured Signal

Artificial EF
0.5

Artificial EF

Synthesized Signal

0.5

=

0

-0.5
0

0.2

Time (sec.)

0.4

0.5

peak
0.27 sec.

+

-0.5

Synthesized Signal

Real-measured Signal

0.5

0.5

peak
0.25 sec.
0

moment Q (nAm)
20
30

-0.5

-0.5
0

0.2

Time (sec.)

0.4

+

0

0

0

0.2

Time (sec.)

0.4

=

0

-0.5
0

0.2

0.4

0

-0.5
0

Time (sec.)

0.2

Time (sec.)

0.4

0

0.2

0.4

Time (sec.)

Figure 1. An example for data synthesizing: (a) Data synthesizing at sensor-L24, which detects signal
EF1. (b) Data synthesizing at sensor-L44, which detects signal EF2. In each example, artificial EF
signals (left), real measured MEG signals (middle), synthesized signals (right) are represented. The
horizontal axis expresses time (sec.) and the vertical axis expresses amplitude (pT).
(k = 1, · · · , n
) of y(t) in Eq. (8). The virtual sensor signals coming from k-th individual components are obtained
as
 −1 [0 · · · yk (t) · · · 0]T .
k (t) = AW
x
(9)

L21
L31

M
1 
k,i (t)
x
M

L12

R11
R12

R21
R22

R31

L13 R13
L32
L41
R41
R23 R32
L23
L42
R42
L33
R33
L24 L14 R14 R24
L43
R43
L51 L52 L44 L34
R34 R44 R52 R51
L25 L15 R15 R25

The relationship between virtual sensor signals from mul and k-th individual components x
k is x
 (t) =
tiple x
n̂

k=1 xk (t). Note that some noises have been reduced in
k (t).
the estimated observation x
In this paper, we define the total sum of each virtual sensor signal from the k-th individual component as:
vk (t) =

L22

L11

L45 L35

R35 R45
L26 L16 R16 R26
R46
R27
L27
L17 R17
L47
R47
L28
R28
R18
L18
L29
R29
R19
L19
L46

(10)

Figure 2. Sensor distribution.

i=1

to compare the power of decomposed components. In Eq.
k,i denotes the
(10), M denotes the number of sensors and x
k-th decomposed components of y(t) into the i-th sensor.
Here vk represents the total observation signals derived by
the k-th decomposed signal, so that its amplitude is not ambiguous.
Using the above results, we define the power of the k-th
decomposed components vk as
Pvk =

N


vk (t)vkT (t),

(11)

t=1

where, N denotes the number of data samples. Applying
Pvk as the power of the k-th decomposed components, we
can compare the power of individual components decomposed by ICA.

4. Experimental results
4.1. Synthesized MEG data
In this subsection, we describe the synthesized MEG
data set, used for simulation, which is similar to Auditory
Evoked Fields (AEFs). As shown in Fig. 1, we synthesized an artificial signal and a real measured MEG signal
which is recorded by using an Omega-64 (CTF Systems
Inc., Canada). The sensor arrays consist of 64 channels and
the sensor distribution is shown in Fig. 2. The sampling rate
was 250 Hz with duration of 50 sec. for 12500 samples. The
observed data X(64×12500) was segmented into 100 trials,
so the duration of each trial Xi(64×125) (i = 1, · · · , 100) is
0.5 sec. and each trial has 125 samples, where i denotes the
trial number.
The source signals in this data set include two different
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z

signals EF1 and EF2. First, we calculated the power of each
decomposed component in the time domain
Pvk =

dec

x

0.5


vk (t)vkT (t),

(12)

t=0

where vk (t) denotes the k-th decomposed component. To
define the criterion for classifying the decomposed components into EF1 and EF2, we calculated the power of each
decomposed component in the duration from 0.2 to 0.3 sec.


Pvk
and from 0.22 to 0.32 sec. Pvk
as

az

y

0.3



=
Pvk

Figure 3. 3D frames of reference.

z


=
Pvk

t=0.2
0.32

t=0.22

vk (t)vkT (t),
vk (t)vkT (t).

(13)

Using above results, we define the ratios
estimation

true
Q

Rvk =

Q
d d

x
a
a

y
Figure 4. Angle Θ between the direction vector of true and estimated EFs, in case of uniting the starting point of two vectors (a : azimuth, d : declination).
evoked fields responses, EF1 and EF2, and include the 50
Hz electrical power interference and the α-wave component
involved in the real measured MEG data. The signal EF1
was artificially evoked from 0.2 sec. to 0.3 sec. with a peak
at 0.25 sec. and its strength (dipole moment) was Q = 20
nAm (see Fig. 1(a)). The signal EF2 was artificially evoked
from 0.22 sec. to 0.32 sec. with a peak at 0.27 sec. and its
strength was Q = 30 nAm (see Fig. 1(b)). The source of
EF1 was located at [x, y, z] = [10, 50, 50] mm and that of
EF2 was located at [x, y, z] = [−40, 40, 40] mm, where
a head model presupposes a sphere with a radius of 75 mm
and x, y, z axis are set according to Fig. 3. The direction
vector, azimuth (az) and declination (dec), of EF1 was set
at [az, dec] = [150, 108] deg. and that of EF2 was set at
[az, dec] = [250, 59] deg. (see Table 1).

Rvk =


Pvk
.
Pvk

(14)

When Rvk ≥ kEF 1 , the decomposed component vk is the
signal EF1, since the signal EF1 was artificially evoked
from 0.2 to 0.3 sec. , where kEF 1 is a positive constant.
Similarly, when Rvk ≥ kEF 2 , the decomposed component
vk is the signal EF2, where kEF 2 is a positive constant.
Based on prior experience, for this experiment we set these
parameters as kEF 1 = 0.6, kEF 2 = 0.6, respectively [2].

4.3. Evaluation methods
In this study, since the dipole locations, direction vectors
and dipole moments of EF1 and EF2 were known in advance, we can compare them to the estimated ones. We used
the standard spatio-temporal dipole fitting routine, MEG
v3.3a (CTF System Inc., Canada), to find the dipole. Here
we define the distance between true dipole location [x, y, z]
mm and estimated dipole location [
x, y, z] mm as

r = (x − x
)2 + (y − y)2 + (z − z)2 .
(15)
When uniting the starting point of two vectors, we define the
angle Θ between the direction vector of true and estimated
EFs as

 (16)
−
a) + cos(d)cos(d)],
Θ = cos−1 [sin(d)sin(d)cos(a
where a and d denote azimuth and declination (deg.), respectively (see Fig. 4). We define the difference of true and
estimated dipole moment ∆Q as

4.2. Automatic classification
In this subsection, we demonstrate the procedure for automatic classification of the decomposed components into


Pvk
,
Pvk


∆Q = |Q − Q|,

(17)

 denote the dipole moments (nAm) of the
where Q and Q
EFs and their estimates, respectively.
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Figure 5. (a) Averaged of 10 trials data. (b) Result of ICA with the robust pre-whitening technique and
its frequency contents. (c) Estimated map focus on EF1, (d) Estimated map focus on EF2.
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Figure 6. (a) Averaged of 100 trials data. (b) Result of ICA with the robust pre-whitening technique
and its frequency contents. (c) Estimated map focus on EF1, (d) Estimated map focus on EF2.

4.4. Results for averaged 10-trials data
We demonstrate the results for the averaged 10-trial data,
as shown in Fig. 5(a). In this figure, the horizontal axis and
vertical axis express time from 0 to 0.5 sec. and amplitude
from -0.5 to 0.5 pT, respectively. The results v(t) and these
power spectrums Vk (f) are shown in Fig. 5(b). Applying the automatic classifying technique described in Sect.
4.2, v1 and v2 have satisfied the equations Rv1 ≥ kEF 2
and Rv2 ≥ kEF 1 , respectively, and can thus be regarded as
signals EF2, EF1, respectively.
The estimated maps of signals EF1 and EF2, derived by
analyzing the average of 10-trials (after ICA), are shown
in Fig. 5(c)(d), respectively. As for the result of EF1, note
that the evoked response appears on the left-front area of
the brain. For the result of EF2, the evoked response appears on the left-back area of the brain. The results of
dipole estimation become [
x, y, z] = [−5.7, 46.4, 47.5]

 = 50.0
mm, [
az, dec] = [145.1, 123.3] deg. and Q

nAm for EF1 and [
x, y, z] = [−37.5, 24.1, 52.9] mm,

 = 30.6 nAm for
[
az, dec] = [293.6, 55.0] deg. and Q
EF2. Using Eq. (15), (16) and (17), the difference between
true and estimated dipole, r, Θ and ∆Q are r = 16.3 mm,
Θ = 15.9 deg. and ∆Q = 30.0 nAm for EF1 and r = 20.6
mm, Θ = 36.5 deg. and ∆Q = 0.6 nAm for EF2, respectively (see Table 2).
Here, we describe the results of dipole estimation for averaged 10-trials data (before ICA). The results of dipole estimation for averaged 10-trials data become [
x, y, z] =
 = [167.2, 85.1] deg.
[7.8, 16.5, 46.4] mm, [
az, dec]
 = 119.8 nAm for EF1 and [
and Q
x, y, z] =

[−38.2, 12.5, 52.3] mm, [
az, dec] = [299.8, 60.4] deg.
 = 41.1 nAm for EF2. Therefore r, Θ and ∆Q are
and Q
r = 33.8 mm, Θ = 28.5 deg. and ∆Q = 99.8 nAm for EF1
and r = 30.2 mm, Θ = 42.7 deg. and ∆Q = 11.1 nAm
for EF2, respectively. The results show that by applying
our ICA approach, we can obtain more accurate information about EFs.
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Table 2. Comparison of true and estimated EFs
(a) Estimation of EF1.
dipole location (mm)
direction vector (deg.)
x
y
z
r
az
dec
Θ
true value
10.0 50.0 50.0
150.0 108.0
averaged 10-trials
after ICA -5.7 46.4 47.5 16.3 145.1 123.3 15.9
before ICA
7.8 16.5 46.4 33.8 167.2 85.1
28.5
averaged 100-trials
after ICA
8.9 47.0 50.9 3.4
149.5 107.6
0.6
5.6 57.3 48.1 8.7
141.5 123.0 16.8
before ICA

true value
averaged 10-trials
after ICA
before ICA
averaged 100-trials
after ICA
before ICA

(b) Estimation of EF2.
dipole location (mm)
x
y
z
r
-40.0 40.0 40.0
-37.5 24.1 52.9 20.6
-38.2 12.5 52.3 30.2
-37.1 37.0 36.3 5.6
-43.0 37.5 44.4 5.9

direction vector (deg.)
az
dec
Θ
250.0 59.0
293.6 55.0
36.5
299.8 60.4
42.7
259.6 50.7
11.4
245.1 70.3
12.1

moment (nAm)
Q
∆Q
20.0
50.0
30.0
119.8
99.8
24.3
4.3
13.4
6.6
moment (nAm)
Q
∆Q
30.0
30.6
0.6
41.1
11.1
33.0
3.0
33.4
3.4

4.5. Results for averaged 100-trials data

5. Conclusions

Next, we describe the results of averaged 100-trials data,
as shown in Fig. 6(a). The results v(t) and these power
spectrums Vk (f) are shown in Fig. 6(b). Here, v1 and
v3 have satisfied the equation Rv1 ≥ kEF 1 and Rv3 ≥
kEF 2 , respectively, and can thus be regarded as EF1 and
EF2, respectively.

In this paper, we performed source decomposition of averaged multiple-trials MEG data using our ICA algorithm.
Our results showed that the analysis of averaged data effectively determines not only dipole location but also direction
vector and dipole moment of the evoked fields even when
the number of averages is small. The authors hope these results will help neuroscientists to further their understanding
of the temporal cortex.

The estimated maps of the EF1 and EF2 derived by analyzing the averaged 100-trials data (after ICA) are shown in
Fig. 6(c)(d), respectively. In the results of EF1 and EF2,
note that the evoked responses appear like the maps derived by analyzing the averaged 10-trials data. The results
of dipole estimation are [
x, y, z] = [8.9, 47.0, 50.9]
 = [149.5, 107.6] deg. and Q
 = 24.3
mm, [
az, dec]
nAm at EF1 and [
x, y, z] = [−37.1, 37.0, 36.3] mm,
 = [259.6, 50.7] deg. and Q
 = 33.0 nAm at EF2.
[
az, dec]
Therefore r, Θ and ∆Q are r = 3.4 mm, Θ = 0.6 deg. and
∆Q = 4.3 nAm for EF1 and r = 5.6 mm, Θ = 11.4 deg.
and ∆Q = 3.0 nAm for EF2 (see Table 2).
The results of dipole estimation for averaged 100-trials
data (before ICA) become [
x, y, z] = [5.6, 57.3, 48.1]
 = [141.5, 123.0] deg. and Q
 = 13.4
mm, [
az, dec]
nAm for EF1 and [
x, y, z] = [−43.0, 37.5, 44.4] mm,
 = [245.1, 70.3] deg. and Q
 = 33.4 nAm for EF2.
[
az, dec]
Therefore r, Θ and ∆Q are r = 8.7 mm, Θ = 16.8 deg.
and ∆Q = 6.6 nAm for EF1 and r = 5.9 mm, Θ = 12.1
deg. and ∆Q = 3.4 nAm for EF2.
Comparing the results of ICA and taking averages (before ICA), we conclude that not only dipole location, but
also direction vector and dipole moment become more accurate by applying our ICA approach (see Table 2).
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Computer Aided Diagnostics (CAD) in the form of neural networks (utilized for pattern recognition and classification) offer significant potential to provide an accurate and early automated diagnostic technology. This paper
considers neural network training to detect breast cancer by analyzing the fine needle aspirates (FNA) of a breast
mass. For enhanced learning, three gradient-based multi layer perceptron (MLP) training methods originated
from optimization theory, namely, steepest-descent gradient search, conjugate-gradient and Levenberg
Marquardt are considered. In addition, two newly proposed methods, the Dynamic Momentum Factor and Dynamic Learning Rate are discussed. The results presented show that significant improvements in convergence
performance can be obtained through the integration of these acceleration methods whilst preserving the generalization capability of the networks.
INTRODUCTION

Some practical results of CAD of breast cancer sensor
data using neural networks are expected to be:

Breast Cancer is second only to lung cancer as a tumor-related cause of death in women. More that
180,000 new cases are reported annually in the US
alone. Furthermore, the American Cancer Society estimates that at least 25% of these deaths could be prevented if all women in the appropriate age groups were
regularly screened.

•

•

Although there exists reasonable agreement on the criteria for benign/malignant diagnoses using fine needle
aspirate (FNA) and mammogram data, the application
of these criteria are often quite subjective. Additionally, proper evaluation of FNA and mammogram
sensor data is a time consuming task for the physician.
Intra-and-inter-observer disagreement and/or inconsistencies in the FNA and mammogram interpretation further exacerbate the problem.

Consequently, Computer Aided Diagnostics (CAD) in
the form of neural networks (utilized for pattern recognition and classification) offer significant potential to
provide an accurate and early automated diagnostic
technology. This automated technology may well be
useful in further assisting with other problems resulting
from physical fatigue, poor mammogram image quality, inconsistent FNA discriminator numerical assignments, as well as other possible sensor interpretation
problems.

•

•

Operational software which will aid the
physician in making the diagnosis, quite
possibly in real time, and once formulated and
tested, they are always consistent, not prone
to human fatigue or bias.

Providing diagnostic assistance for the intraand-inter-observability
problems
by
ultimately
minimizing
the
subjective
component of the diagnostic process

Providing an initial detection and/or
classification process in the absence of a
qualified physician

Providing possible (and probably currently
unknown) relationships between sensor
environment discriminators and a correct
diagnosis.

The efficient supervised training of neural networks
(NNs) is a subject of considerable ongoing research
and numerous algorithms have been proposed to this
end. The backpropagation algorithm (BPA) [1] is one
of the most common supervised training methods. It
uses the gradient or steepest descent method to reduce
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the error function where the weights are adjusted by
the algorithm so as to make the error decreases along a
descent direction. In doing so, the two parameters,
learning rate (LR) and momentum factor (MF) are used
to control the size of weight adjustment along the
descent direction and for dampening oscillations of the
iterations. In the conventional backpropagation
algorithm (BPA), these two parameters are empirically
chosen. In general, the MF should be less than unity to
stabilize the BPA. When error oscillations happen, an
MF close to unity is needed to smooth the error
oscillations. As for the selection of the LR, it is more
arbitrary due to the fact that the error surface usually
consists of many flat and steep regions and behaves
quite differently from application to application. A
large LR is helpful to acceleration of the learning when
the weight search crosses a plateau. Nevertheless, in
the meanwhile, it increases the possibility that the
weight search jumps over steep regions and moves into
undesirable regions. When this happens, failure of the
backpropagation learning may be caused. Therefore,
an efficient BPA should be capable of dynamically
varying its LR and MF in accordance with the regions
the weight adjustment lies in. Research into the
dynamic change of the LR and MF parameters has
been carried out extensively by numerous authors
including Becker & leCun [2], Battiti [3] and Yu et al.
[4].

smoothness (f) compactness (g) concavity (h) concave
points (i) symmetry (j) fractal dimension.
The mean, standard error, and “worst” or largest (mean
of the three largest values) of these features were
computed for each image, resulting in 30 features,
from which one attribute, malignant or benign, must be
detected.

TRAINING METHODS

In Evans [10], the reasons for the slow convergence of
the backpropagation have been discussed. To date,
many techniques have been proposed to deal with the
inherent problems of backpropagation. These
techniques can be divided roughly into two main
categories; those referred to as global techniques that
use global knowledge of the state of the entire network,
such as the direction of the overall weight update
vector. Most of these techniques have their roots in the
well-explained domain of optimization theory. The
simplest is a first-order method that uses the steepestdescent (SD) direction [1]. An alternative is the
conjugate gradient (CG) method, which modifies the
SD direction by conjugating it with the previously used
direction [11]. Finally, the Levenberg – Marquardt
(LM) method is a second – order method that
In this contribution, the performance of the Dynamic
Momentum Factor (DMF) [5] and Dynamic Learning approximates the second derivative using the firstRate (DLR) [6, 7] algorithms are evaluated and order gradient [12].
compared against the conventional BP and three other
gradient based optimization methods - the steepest In contrast, local adaptation strategies are based on
descent, conjugate gradient and Levenberg Marquardt weight specific information only, such as the temporal
methods [8] on the breast cancer detection problem behavior of the partial derivative of the current weight.
using continuous-valued training data. This is Two local adaptive learning rules are presented here,
accomplished by training a 30-6-4-2 MLP consisting namely, the Dynamic Momentum Factor (DMF) [5]
of 30 input nodes, 6 first hidden layer nodes, 4 second
and Dynamic Learning Rate (DLR) [6].
hidden layer nodes and 2 output nodes. After being
trained, the networks are tested on generalization
capabilities on a testing set consisting of images Steepest Descent Method
outside the training set. The capabilities of the
networks should at least be similar to the conventional The first method proposed by Rumelhart and
BP trained network although lesser function McClelland [1] for training NNs is the SD method.
evaluations are necessary to converge.
The value of the weight update is calculated as
follows:
w ( n + 1) = w ( n ) + η ( n )p( n )
(1)
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SET
∂E ( n )
p( n ) = −
+ α ( n ) p( n − 1)
(2)
∂w( n )
The data set used was obtained from the University of
η is the step width
Wisconsin Breast Cancer problem [9]. Features were where n is the iteration count,
µ
is the momentum factor, and p(n)
computed from a digitized image of a fine needle (learrning rate),
aspirate (FNA) of a breast mass. They describe is the step direction taken in the nth iteration step.
characteristics of the cell nuclei present in the image.
Ten real-valued features were computed for each cell Conjugate Gradient Method
nucleus: (a) radius (b) texture (c) perimeter (d) area (e)
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In optimization theory, the CG method has been known
since Fletcher and Reeves [13]. Leonard and Kramer
[11] introduced the original Fletcher – Reeves
algorithm in the field of NN research. The method is,
in some way, an extension to SD, introducing a
formula for determining the momentum factor α in
Eq. (2):

can be chosen to be any small value in the interval
[0,1]. Note that without loss of generality, we define
∆αji(n,0) as a positive adjustment. If α is negative,
then we will consider a negative adjustment but it is
unlikely that a negative α would be used in practice.
The iteration number domain is partitioned into n
intervals and a suitable value for the momentum
T
constant is assigned for each respective interval. As n
g (n + 1)g (n + 1)
α ( n) =
(3) gets large, the momentum constant is incremented
T
g ( n )g ( n )
gradually making sure that αji(n) is less that or equals
to 1. This method only requires n comparisons, where
Levenberg Marquardt Method
n is the number of iterations and no storage
requirement is demanded at all.
The third commonly used minimization method is LM.
It is directly applicable only when the error measure is
Dynamic Adaptation of the Learning Rate
a sum of squared errors:
E=

∑( y − d )2

(4) In Evans et al [10], we see that the convergence rate is
crucially dependent on the optimal choice of the
Then, an approximate Hessian H can be written as
learning rate parameter. It is necessary to find a
T
∂ 2 E ( n)
 ∂ E  ∂E
method that allows the parameters to be adjusted in the
(5)
≈
H
=
+
µ
I


∂w( n) 2
 ∂ w  ∂w
course of the learning procedure.
where I is the identity matrix of dimension v and µ is a Presently, there exists many acceleration methods to
small scalar; this increment makes the matrix H to be overcome the slow convergence problem. There are
invertible. The calculation of the weight update is then methods that exploit the information contained in the
based on Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), using a square matrix R, second derivative of the cost function while others do
instead of the scalar η to premultiply the search – not use higher-order derivatives [14, 15].
direction vector p with:
(6) Below we present the learning rate update rule,
R = H −1
α
and setting the momentum in Eq. (2) to zero.
which forms the basis of the Dynamic Learning Rate
(DLR) method which
dynamically
adapts the
learning rate parameter with respect to the
Dynamic Momentum
magnitude of the partial derivative of the error surface
A momentum factor update rule, the basis of the with respect to the current weight, wji(n), ∂1(n)/∂wji(n).
Dynamic Momentum Factor (DMF) algorithm, which A derivation of the rule can be found in Zainuddin and
dynamically adapts the momentum factor with respect Evans [6].
to the iteration number is given below. A complete
analysis regarding momentum factor and a derivation Learning Rate Update Rule
of this rule has been presented in Evans and Zainuddin Let ∆ηji(n) denote the adjustment applied at iteration n
[5].
to the learning rate parameter at iteration 0, ηji(0). We
define ∆ηji(n) as
Momentum Constant Update Rule
∆η ji ( n ) = λδδab + η ji (0)
(8)
Let ∆αji(n,0) denote the positive adjustment applied at
∂ξ (n)
iteration n to the momentum constant at iteration 0, αji for all δ =
∈ (δa,δb) and λδδab < λδδdc for
∂w ji (n )
(0,0). We define ∆αji(n,0) as
∆α ji ( n, 0) = γ ab + α ji ( 0, 0)
(7) δa>δc and δb>δd.
N ,C

b
for all n∈ [a,b] where 0 ≤ γ a ≤ 1 − α ji ( 0,0)

and In this learning rate adaptation method, the partial
for a>c and b>d.
derivative domain is partitioned into n intervals (not
b
The constraint 0 ≤ γ a ≤ 1 − α ji ( 0,0) is imposed to necessarily of equal size) and a suitable value for the
learning rate parameter is assigned for each respective
ensure that 0<αji(n)≤1 as the momentum constant α
interval.
has to be in the range 0≤|α|≤1 to ensure convergence of
the learning algorithm. The initial value of α, αji(0,0)
γ ab

> γ cd
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If

∂ξ (n)
∂w ji (n )

∈ (δa,δb)

where

δa

and

δb

TABLE 1. The chosen values of the momentum
factor α (n) for the breast cancer detection problem
using the Momentum Factor Update Rule.

are small

positive values, then λδδab is large. On the other hand, if
δa and δb are moderate, then λδδab is moderate and if

Iteration number (n)
1≤n<100
100≤n<200
200≤n<300
300≤n<400
400≤n<500
500≤n

δa and δb are large, then λ is small. The values of
λδδab are problem dependent. The values of the
δa
δb

learning rate for each interval are assigned at the
beginning of the learning procedure and they are kept
fixed for the whole training process. The learning rate
for each connection weight is adapted by determining
which interval the gradient belongs to.

TABLE 2. The chosen values of η for the
breast cancer detection problem
using the Learning Rate Update Rule.

SIMULATIONS ON THE BREAST CANCER
DETECTION PROBLEM
All the data set inputs have been scaled to the range –1
to 1 for the experiment. A 30-6-4-2 multi layer
perceptron was used where the output nodes
correspond to the 2 classification classes. The training
set consists of 100 vector pairs while the testing set
consists of 50 vector pairs. We have chosen the batch
mode weight updating because results by other
researchers [16], [17] suggest that in tasks where
generalization is important, the pattern mode should be
avoided, despite their faster training times. The
weights and threshold values were initialized to values
drawn at random with a uniform distribution between –
1 and 1. The learning process was terminated when the
sum of the square of the error reached 1*10-3.
The value of the learning rate was η = 2 and the
momentum factor was chosen to be α = 0.9 in the first
simulation (BP batch) while the DMF method was
used for the second simulation. The partition of the
iteration number domain and the α values for each
interval is shown is Table 1. For the DLR method, the
partition of the gradient domain and their respective η

Value of α (n)
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

Gradient |∂ξ/∂w|
10-2≤δ
5x10-3≤δ<10-2
10-3≤δ<5x10-3
5x10-4≤δ<10-3
10-4≤δ<5x10-4
10-5≤δ<10-4
10-6≤δ<10-5
δ<10-6

η
5
10
15
20
30
40
80
160

TABLE 3:The simulation results for the classification
of iris plant using Batch Mode BP, DMF, DLR
methods, Conjugate Gradient ,Steepest Descent and
Levenberg – Marquardt methods.

per iteration than the other methods. The LM gave the
best performance (99.90%). However, it involves a
large number of computations and demands a huge
storage requirement since it must store the approximate
Hessian matrix. As for the DLR method, it was found
that the η values change considerably during the
values chosen for each interval are shown in Table 2. learning process, providing the best progress in the
Subsequently, the DLR, CG, LM and SD methods reduction of the error function.
were employed. Table 3 shows the results of the
simulations discussed above, which are the average of GENERALIZATION CAPABILITY OF THE
10 trials. It can be observed that the DMF and DLR MLP
methods improved the convergence profoundly. A
speedup of 97.08 % was obtained for the DMF method Generalization is the ability of the network to respond
while a speedup of up to 97.27 % was obtained for the to inputs it has not seen before and a network is said to
DLR method. The SD method gave 6 instances of no generalize well when the output of the network is
convergence. Although the CG method is able to correct for input patterns that are never used in training
provide a good convergence rate (99.19 %), it the network. After being trained with the batch BP,
nevetheless, requires much more complexity and DMF, DLR, CG, LM and SD methods respectively,
the generalization capability of the MLPs on new
computation
vector pairs was tested.
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The testing set for the breast cancer detection problem
consists of 50 vector pairs. It should be emphasized
here that these vector pairs were never used in training
the network.
TABLE 4. Recognition rates of input patterns
in the testing set.
Algorithm
Batch BP
Dynamic MF
Dynamic LR
Conjugate Gradient
Levenberg-Marquardt
Steepest Descent

Recognition Rate (%)
96
96
96
96
96
96

vidual weight at each iteration and this greatly enhanced the convergence rate. The main advantage of
the DMF method is that the momentum factor is allowed to vary with time in the course of the learning.
This in effect, stabilizes the network at the beginning
of the learning process and accelerates the learning
when the network is stable.
As for the Dynamic Learning Rate method, it was
found that the η values changed considerably during
the learning process, providing the best progress in the
reduction of the error function. The conjugate gradient
method has a much faster convergence rate than the
other methods since it uses second order information to
calculate the new direction, hence it entails more complexity and computation. The Levenberg – Marquardt
method gave the best performance but it is suitable
only for moderate numbers of network parameters
since it involves a large number of computations and
requires a huge storage requirement.

Table 4 shows the recognition rates of the MLP for
input patterns in the testing sets. As can be seen, the
DMF and DLR methods had similar generalization
capability with the batch BP although lesser function
evaluations were necessary to converge. It is important
to note here that both the DMF and DLR methods In terms of generalization capability, both the DMF
demonstrated similar generalization capabilities when and DLR showed similar generalization capability to
the batch BP although lesser function evaluations are
compared to the CG ,LM and SD methods.
necessary to converge. In other words, the capability of
The MLPs identified and categorized perfectly the the networks to recognize input patterns outside the
input patterns on which they were trained. This is training set is not impaired by the employment of these
expected since the sum of squared errors for the Breast acceleration methods. Hence, these algorithms are
Cancer Detection problem, valued at 1*10 -3 is a very promising in practical applications where generalizasmall number. The recognition rate is as high as 96 % tion is important.
and similar errors occurred for the networks trained
with the 5 different algorithms where these input REFERENCES
patterns do not have many features in common with the
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gained renewed interest in both academic and industrial
research areas [5,6]. There has been much recent research
into the development of E-nose systems for odour detection
and measurement [7]-[10].
In the human olfactory system there are around 10,000
sensors; these are non-selective but can be very sensitive to
certain odours. Signals from these sensors, when they are
exposed to a complex odour, are interpreted in the brain
which identifies the characteristics of the odour. Recently,
it has been shown that one odour sensor can recognise
multiple odours but different odours are recognised by
different combinations of odour sensors [11].
Electronic noses work in a similar manner to the human
olfactory system. They usually consist of: an array of four
to thirty two sensors which react in some repeatable way
when exposed to an odour; a system (usually electrical) for
polling and assembling the sensor responses; and, an associated computer program which interprets resulting signals.
An e-nose system will typically comprise a number of different components including the sensors, pumps, valves,
flow controller, air conditioner, control buttons and display
panel. It will have software for monitoring the hardware,
data pre-processing, statistic analysis, and other built in
functions.
The tests described here were carried out using a Cyranose
320 electronic nose at the Queen’s University of Belfast’s
QUESTOR environmental research centre. This device
contains 32 carbon black/conducting polymer sensors.
When the sensors are exposed to an odour the polymers
swell to a greater or lesser extent, changing the physical
separation of the particles of the carbon black surface coating, and hence their electrical resistance changes. The extent of such change depends on the materials used and the
composition of the odours to which they are exposed. The
E-nose will provide a characteristic “fingerprint” for
odours arising from an individual chemical or from mixtures of chemicals. An E-nose built from broad response
sensors can be trained or calibrated using characteristic
samples of a potential odour source in air. When the E-nose
is presented with an “unknown” odour some kind of pattern matching is used to determine if the fingerprint of the
new odour matches one which is already known (i.e. on
which the E-nose has already been trained). The recognition software should determine the best match with its li-

Abstract
In this study we propose a practical approach to increase
the performance of electronic noses (E-noses) in cigarette
brand identification. A portable E-nose was employed to
collect and classify aroma signals from different brands of
cigarettes. Artificial neural networks (ANN) were employed
and trained with raw data and extracted features from the
data collected by the E-nose to identify the cigarettes. The
Chinese cigarette industry is losing millions of dollars per
year due to counterfeit cigarettes. Detecting illegal cigarettes in the field is difficult, but may be possible using
portable E-noses. However, the differences between odours
from counterfeit and genuine cigarettes are small and detection may prove difficult. This preliminary investigation
succeeded in identifying four different types of cigarettes in
the laboratory. The identification results obtained from the
intelligent E-noise trained with an ANN using the extracted
parameters were better than the ones obtained directly
from the E-nose.
Keywords
Artificial Neural Network, Electronic Nose, Intelligent
Instrumentation, Cigarette Brand Identification.
INTRODUCTION
The Chinese cigarette industry is currently suffering multimillion dollar annual lost revenues due to widespread production and sale of counterfeit cigarettes [1]. It would be a
great advantage in combating this very widespread illegal
activity if the authorities had access to simple, straightforward means of determining the legality or otherwise of
suspect cigarettes and which could be used at the time and
site of detection. It has proved to be almost impossible to
identify counterfeit cigarettes either by visual inspection or
by the aroma detectable by the human nose. Emissions of
volatiles from cigarette tobacco comprise a wide range of
chemical components making up a complex odour which
makes discrimination between brands and/or counterfeit
cigarettes difficult. One potential solution to the problem is
the use of portable electronic nose devices.
While electronic nose technology has been available in
bulky, laboratory-scale form for over twenty years, it is
only since around 1999 that miniaturized, portable devices
using various sensor technologies (conducting polymers,
SAW, tin-oxide) have become available[2]-[4] and have
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brary of known fingerprints and report the degree of confidence in the match. Provided the odour was caused by a
known chemical, for which the sensor was appropriate, it
should be possible to identify the chemical [12].
The human equivalent of the electronic nose is an olfactometry panel – a number of people selected for their ability
to respond in a reasonably repeatable way when presented
with various odour samples. Using humans in this way is
subject to variations in the sense of smell between human
beings and between individuals on different occasions, and
for these reasons is not as objective as an electronic nose.
However, in many cases humans are more sensitive and
can detect odours at much lower concentrations than electronic noses. When artificial neural networks are trained
with data from olfactometry panels there will be extra difficulties associated with the variations associated with human observers [13].
The application of portable E-noses in field conditions is
more difficult than in a controlled laboratory environment.
Variations in humidity, temperature and, especially, background odours and sample concentration mean that identification rate can be disappointingly low. It is, anyway,
more difficult to correctly identify complex samples such
as those from cigarettes which can be expected to show
natural variation among batches and with age and storage
conditions.
The aim of this work is to explore and improve the capability of a portable E-nose to identify different brands of cigarette. The sensor responses from the E-nose were analysed
using artificial neural network (ANN) techniques. The data
analysis were performed using MATLAB V6.5 and its neural network toolbox at the Electrotechnology Department,
Auckland University of Technology (AUT), New Zealand.
Data collected from the portable E-nose were used for feature extraction and principal component selection purposes.
The extracted features and principal component selection
were used to train the neural network providing an intelligent
approach for identifying cigarettes [14]. The preliminary
investigation described here was carried out on four brands
of cigarettes under open laboratory conditions (no special
atmospheric, humidity or temperature controls). We found
that the rate of identification obtained using the neural network trained with extracted parameters was better than that
obtained directly from the E-nose.

onto the internal Tenax adsorbent tube, then desorbed to
the Cyranose 320 E-nose via its detector line.
E-nose measurements
Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up for measuring and
analysing cigarette odours using E-nose in the laboratory.
The Cyranose 320 E-nose was coupled with an Airsense
EDU pre-concentrator containing Tenax TA adsorbent.
The sample flasks were connected to the EDU inlet via a
sample transfer line. The tobacco odours were collected
onto the internal Tenax adsorbent tube, then desorbed to
the Cyranose 320 E-nose via its detector line.
Figure 1 The E-nose and preconcentrator system in the
laboratory.

The volatiles were thermally desorbed from the EDU and

were pumped to the sensor array in the Cyranose 320. All
measurements were performed at 30°C. The Cyranose 320
E-nose was set up as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Cyranose 320 parameters set up for sampling
cigarette volatile from Tenax tube

E-nose
Run time
Pump
parameters
(Sec)
speed
Baseline Purge time
100
M
Sampling
Draw1
50
M
Time
Draw2
50
H
Purge
1st Air intake
15
M
Time
2nd Air intake
47
H
28
M
2nd Air intake
Digital Filtering
On
Substrate Heater Temperature
On
30 °C
Training Repeat count
10
Identify Repeat Count
1
Identification Quality
medium
Algorithm
Canonical
In Table 1, M and H stand for ‘medium’ and ‘high’ pump
speed respectively.
Data acquisition and analysis
The raw sensor response data were acquired and formed
the “fingerprints” shown in Figures 2 and 3. The data were

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cigarette manipulation
The leaves of four different brands of cigarettes (with a
total mass of about 10g each) were obtained from local
suppliers and placed in different flasks. The flasks were
closed tightly after introducing the tobacco and were held
at room temperature (18 to 20 °C) for 6 hours before sampling.
The sample flasks were connected to the EDU inlet via a
sample transfer line. The tobacco odours were collected
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also saved into files for further analysis. The Cyranose 320
E-nose was trained with the sensor response data to obtain
the patterns for each brand of cigarette which were then
stored in its memory.
Figure 2 shows that the different brands of cigarette have
very similar fingerprints – because the main odour components are similar. The result is that it would be difficult to
discriminate them using the methods provided with E-nose
software.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
In order to enhance the identification rate of cigarettes, a
feed forward ANN has been used with the raw data from
the E-nose. The nose has 32 sensors and collects 32 sets of
data for each sample. These data were used to train our
neural network for the purpose of comparing the identification rate. Several features were extracted from each sensor
signal. They were the average (AVG), standard deviation
(SD) and maximum response (MAX). As sensors S3, S4,
S5, and S31 exhibited most resolution between the four
brands, the output signals from these sensors were
weighted for training purposes. All calculations and data
evaluations were performed in MATLAB V.6.5 using the
neural network toolbox.
The size of training data set and the number of extracted
features was determined by the topology of the ANN. Figure 4 shows a two-layer log-sigmoid/log-sigmoid neural
network. It has 32 or 35 inputs depending on using the additional three features with the 32 sensor signals. It has two
neurons in its output layer to identify four classes. The
number of neurons in its hidden layer was chosen to be
eight. This number was selected by experience from other
work.

Average Feature Fingerprints
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Figure 2 Fingerprints for four cigarette brands.

Figure 3 shows the average responses (from ten samples)
from four brands of cigarette for each sensor. Note that all
sensors, except S3, S4, S5, and S31, have very similar response data.
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Figure 4 The network architecture with 32 inputs and 2
output neurons.
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While altering the number of input neurons, the same transfer function and same parameters were used in the investigation. The log-sigmoid transfer function was chosen because its output range (0 to 1) is perfect for learning Boolean output values.

Sensor

Figure 3 Average response for each brand.

Cigarette Identification using Cyranose 320 Enose
The experimental tests for identifying the cigarettes were
conducted in the laboratory one week after the Cyranose
320 E-nose had been trained. Identification samples were
selected from the same packets of cigarettes as the training
samples. Sampling time, desorption time and injection time
were set to 100s, 80s and 60s respectively for EDU. The
sampling time of Cyranose 320 was set to 100s. Each brand
was sampled 10 times in order Cig1, Cig2, Cig3, and Cig4
with an interval of one day between test sets. The percentage correct identification rate is presented in Table 2. We
can see that the E-nose canonical discrimination method
has a poor discrimination rate, especially for Cig3 and Cig4
in this case.

Four 32- or 35-element input vectors were defined as a
matrix of input vectors for one sample to compare cigarette
identification. The target vectors are two-element vectors to
represent different classes. Each output vector corresponds
to one class.
The same conditions were used to initialize networks with
different architectures and the same parameters and learning functions were used to train them.
The Nguyen-Widrow initialization algorithm was used in
this project. It has advantages over purely random weights
and biases since few neurons are wasted (all the neurons
are in the input space) and training works faster (each area
of the input space has neurons). A log sigmoid transfer
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We can see the differences between results obtained by
Cyranose 320 E-nose without and with three ANN networks. ANN1, with 32 input neurons, provides similar
performance in correct identification of cigarettes as the
Cyranose 320 E-nose without ANN. ANN2, which has 35
inputs (32 sensor signals plus three inputs for the extracted
features) has better results than ANN1, but still its performance is rather low. ANN3, which uses weighted signals for S3, S4, S5 and S32 sensors, provides the best results. The identification rate has improved, especially for
Cig1 and Cig4. Plainly, weighting the signals for specific
sensors improves the identification rate.

function in layers calculates a layer’s output from its net
input. Learning occurs according to the defined gradient,
learning rate and momentum constant.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Feature extraction and training of the ANN
The proposed networks were trained under the same conditions in order to compare their performances. The training
data sets were extracted from the data files of Cyranose
320. Four brands of cigarette with 160 samples for each
were selected as basic signals to train the networks. The
first network had 32 input signals and the second network
had extra inputs for three extracted features AVG, SD and
MAX. The third network was the same as the second one
but S3, S4, S5, and S31 signals were weighted.
Training parameters were chosen carefully with maximum
epoch of 3000, minimum gradient limited to 0.00001 and
goal of 0.0001. Figure 5 shows the training performances
of the neural networks. We can observe that the behaviours
of the three networks in terms of training speed are different.

Conclusions
In this work, we have demonstrated that artificial neural
networks can improve E-nose classification performance
for cigarette brand identification. In the experiments the
performance of the Cyranose 320 E-nose was compared
without and with utilising three ANNs in identifying four
brands of cigarettes.
By utilising feature extraction techniques in combination
with weighting sensitive signals from the E-nose and ANN,
it is possible to improve E-nose identification performance.
It is important to extract appropriate features from the raw
data and apply them to the ANN for training and testing.
The ANN input vector was formed by obtaining 32 sensor
signals plus three features. Table 3 shows that there are
different identification rates between ANNs with and without extracted features.
Significant improvement in successful discrimination between the brands was achieved by selecting specific sensors and applying extra weight to their signals during training and testing of the networks. The raw data from the
Cyranose 320 indicated that signals from sensors S3, S4,
S5 and S31 showed greater differences in their responses to
the four different cigarette brands (than the other 28 sensors) and that S3 and S4 had the highest magnitude of response. Weighting these four signals was responsible for
most of the advantage realised in the ANN tests.
The results from this study are sufficiently promising to
justify further work with both legal and counterfeit cigarettes in China. The conditions used in the laboratory testing were not particularly controlled and the methods developed should be transferable to field analysis.
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Figure 5 Training performance of the networks.

Test results
In comparing the performance of the ANN-based E-noses
and Cyranose 320 E-nose, the same test data was used and
each cigarette was tested 10 times. Each set of test data
from the E-nose was preprocessed before submission to the
ANNs for identification. Efficient features were extracted
and some specific signals were weighted. The identification
rate of each ANN-based E-nose is also shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Identification rates of cigarettes using Cyranose 320 and ANNs

Cyranose 320
E-nose
Without ANN
With ANN1
With ANN2
With ANN3

Cig1
(%)
70
70
80
100

Cig2
(%)
70
60
70
90

Cig3
(%)
50
60
70
90

Cig4
(%)
40
40
60
90
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section of the heart is conducted through the respective
sections e.g. the Sinoatrial node provides the initial charge
to the atria and the Atrioventricular node provides the initial
charge to the ventricular mass, which comprises a number
of separate sections. Arrhythmias arise when there is a
disruption to the normal sequence of events of the electrical
cycle. These disruptions may be due either to abnormalities
in the pulse formation or in the electrical conduction. The
abnormalities show up on the ECG signal as irregularities
or anomalous events.

Abstract
In this paper we focus on the particular problem of extraction and
classification of the P wave and the current techniques, both
linear and nonlinear, which are employed. A brief description of
the techniques is given along with specific examples of their
application to the identification of Electrocardiographic P waves.
Finally an analytical comparison of the sensitivity for each of
these techniques is presented along with a discussion on their
effectiveness and limitations.

1

Introduction

Heart disease is a major cause of death amongst
Australians and New Zealanders and in 1999 caused almost
40% of all deaths in Australia and New Zealand [1][2].
Therefore research and development of technologies in the
field of cardiology are of great interest and worth. In recent
years many innovations in cardiac care have taken place,
which have increased the tool base of modern cardiology.
This has assisted the cardiologist in making more informed
diagnosis thereby leading to prevention of serious
conditions or the prescription of more beneficial treatment.
Linear processing of biomedical signals have been
implemented to great effect in the past [3,4,5], however
current linear processing techniques are beginning to show
limitations in their applications to the processing and
analysis of biomedical signals. The limitations of linear
processing techniques, such as the inability to discriminate
between two signals of similar frequency content but
difference phase information [6] can be overcome using
relatively uncomplicated nonlinear methods of processing
and analysis such as, nonlinear dynamics and
representation, neural network analysis and non-linear
filtering. In this paper several methods used to identify the
p-wave are briefly described and their application to p-wave
identification is then reviewed and a comparison of their
effectiveness is presented. Finally a discussion of the
relative merits and limitations of each method is offered.

1.1

Figure 1 The ECG [10]

The ECG is usually represented on grided (1x1mm)
paper. In the horizontal direction each grid represents 0.04
seconds whilst in the vertical direction each grid represents
100PV. The recording of the ECG is done by the use of the
standard 12-Lead configuration, where the leads are
grouped as the Limb (I,II,III), augmented Limb (aVL, aVR,
aVF) and the precordial (V1,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6). The Limb
and Augmented Limb leads are in the same axis on the
front of the torso, whereas the precordial Leads move
around the cardiac location from the front to the back of the
torso.

1.2

The P-wave

The P-wave represents the depolarization of the atrium
and is most prevalent in Lead II.
The accurate
identification and analysis of the P wave is of vital
importance in early identification and diagnosis of many
cardiac arrhythmias [10]. The P wave and PR interval are
indicative of atrial fibrillation and other conduction
problems in the atrium [10]. Abnormal P wave morphology
is also indicative of atrial enlargement and congenital heart
disease. The P wave can also become less pronounced with
age and therefore more difficult to read and diagnose which

The Electrocardiogram

The Electrocardiogram (ECG) is defined as the
recordings made by the electrocardiograph, depicting the
electrical activity of the heart [7]. Each segment or interval
in the ECG signal (P-wave, QRS complex, ST segment)
represents the electrical activity present in a specific part of
the heartbeat cycle. The initial pulse formation in each
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can make identification of the P wave, and consequently,
diagnosis extremely difficult. Due to its relatively low
amplitude, close proximity to the QRS complex and subtle
changes in morphology, the P-wave presents a challenging
problem in terms of identification, extraction or
enhancement. This has lead to the popularity of non-linear
signal processing techniques as a possible means of solving
this problem.

2

2.1

Wavelet Processing

Wavelet Processing techniques for signal processing and
analysis have been well documented and widely employed
for many applications including the processing and
visualization of Electrocardiogram signals [11,12, 13, 14,
15]. The wavelet transform allows for the transform of
linear time-series data into time-frequency levels. The
continuous wavelet transform (CWT) represents the
original data in a continuous frequency scale along a time
axis. The cwt can be viewed as an image where the
luminance or colour represents the amount of energy
contained in a particular frequency at a particular time as
shown in figure 3.

Processing Techniques

Current linear processing techniques are beginning to
show limitations in their applications to the processing of
time-series data, in particular biomedical signal analysis.
There also exist many inherent limitations of linear
processing techniques, such as the inability to discriminate
between two signals of similar frequency content but
difference phase information [8]. This has lead to increased
interest in non-linear processing techniques such as statespace dynamics and representation, neural network analysis
and non-linear filtering. Linearity is the property displayed
by a system when the output of the system is directly
proportional to the system input. This property is reliant
upon the functions of the components of the system being
proportional to the overall system, of course this is unlikely
to occur in any natural system [9].

P waves

Figure 3 CWT image of an ECG signal [15]

The p-waves become evident in Figure 3 as clearly
identifiable concentrations of energy preceding the QRS
complex peaks as marked. Of more use in automated
analysis and compression is the discrete wavelet transform.
The DWT transforms the time series data into discrete timefrequency band coefficients. This allows analysis of the
energy distribution of a signal of discrete narrow band
frequencies.

Figure 2 AV action potential (p 24 Boudreau-Conover
[10])

Instead the components of the system are more likely to
interact with each other and, from these interactions,
produce outputs that are not proportional, and sometimes
unrelated, to the original input, therefore creating a
nonlinear system. For example the cardiac conduction
cycle has nonlinear dependencies based upon the excitation
patterns of the calcium channels present in the cardiac
tissue, as shown in Figure 2. The different channels have
differing conductivities and therefore produce a nonlinear
reaction to their initial excitation. From this we can see that
there is cause for examining the non linear dependencies of
the ECG by using means other than linear time-series
analysis. The obvious first choice for non-linear analysis is
to examine the ECG in the frequency domain. This section
examines the commonly used non-linear techniques of
Wavelet processing (frequency domain), Artificial Neural
Networks (classification/detection), numerical analysis
including non-linear transformations, and non-linear
dynamics analysis (Phase-Space portraits).

Figure 4 6-level DWT of 2 seconds of ECG data
In Figure 4, level one represents the upper half band of
the original signal’s frequency spectrum; each remaining
lower band is split in half again so that the coefficients
represent the upper half of each band. Level 7 represents
the final lower half of band 6 and the coefficients of this
level are called the detail coefficients, the other bands are
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known as the approximation coefficients. The characteristic
spikes present in the first three levels are related to the
original QRS complex. By applying a threshold to these
levels, thereby suppressing coefficients of low amplitude,
peak detection can be applied to accurately detect and
locate the QRS complex in the original signal. These QRS
locations can then be used to suppress the QRS segments
and search for other characteristics such as the P wave. The
DWT also allows for reconstruction of the original signal
from the detail and approximation coefficients which can be
exploited for applications such as QRS detection [11] and
data compression [14].

of the desired recognition pattern. In this manner, if the
input data series, x = {x1, x2… xN}, is similar to the
weighting vector then their inner product should exceed an
appropriately chosen threshold, determined by the
activation function which is a discrete threshold function.

2.2

A comparison of several ANN structures and learning
algorithms for ECG classification in [19] found that a static
ANN with principal component analysis input had the
fastest training time when using a backpropagation training
method. The relative simplicity of the backpropagation
(BP) networks is an attractive feature and in addition to
analysis of the ECG, BP networks can be adapted to also
perform classification within the one network [20].

N

u

W1
Y2

W2
Wn

2.3

Increase size of {

Numerical Analysis Techniques & Nonlinear
Transformations

Many numerical transforms are used as the nonlinear
transformation input to neural networks. These techniques
are used to transform the data to provide more meaningful
information sets for analysis. The following two techniques
are principal component analysis and singular value
decomposition. Both are common techniques used to
efficiently represent data sets; however the discrete wavelet
transform is also commonly used [39].
2.3.1
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA is a mathematical procedure whereby a dataset
containing interrelated variables is collated into a
correlation or covariance matrix. It is from this matrix the
principal components are calculated such that the first
component describes as much of the variability of the
original data as possible, with each successive component
describing as much of the residual variability as possible.
In this way the dimensions of the original data set can be
reduced by removing and expressing the interrelated data
components in a more succinct form [21].
The application of PCA in signal processing can roughly
be categorized into two applications where the goal is to
reduce the original dimensions of data for compression or
to extract meaningful characteristics of the original data so
as to perform some form of classification or recognition. In
terms of data dimensionality reduction PCA provides the
optimum linear reduction and is often referred to as the
Karhunen-Loeve expansion [16]. The PCA technique is
primarily used as a pre-processor for Neural Networks
which perform detection and classification, such as human
identification through ECG analysis [22], face recognition
[23] and Ischemia detection [24]. The latter uses a
nonlinear PCA technique which will be discussed in section
2.3.3.

a

Ȉ

Yn
Network function
Figure 5 McCulloch and Pits neuron model [16]

The network function produces a weighted combination
(u) of the input to the neuron, (Y1, Y2, Y3….) which are
usually the output of some nonlinear transformation of an
original data set. Common nonlinear input transformations
are covered in section 2.3. The network function may be
either a linear summation or non-linear function;
alternatively the network function can be the product of all
the weighted inputs.
Equation 1 neuron output

a

T

Where a=1 would be a detection.

Activation function

u

j

0 u0
a {
1 u!0

Artifical Neural Networks (ANN) are commonly used in
signal processing for the classification, recognition, and
detection of a required pattern. ANNs mimic the biological
neural process, such as the brain, by modelling the
neurological information processes by means of a
mathematical paradigm [16]. In the last 50 years much
work has been done applying ANN to practical applications
and improving ANN structure for more effective and
adaptable learning allowing for wider application of the
technique [17].The common component of any Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) is the McCulloch Pitts’ Neuron
Model [18] as shown in figure 5.
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The actual function employed by the activation function
can be graded slopes, thresholds or linear slopes; each has
advantages for specific applications.
The main application for them in the ECG problem is in
ECG characteristic identification or pattern recognition.
The simplest method of implementing a neural network for
pattern recognition makes use of the Perceptron network.
The perceptron is a variation on the original neuron model
where the weighting vector, w = {w1, w2…wN} is indicative
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trial and error, mutual information [31,32]. The most
computationally simple method of calculating the optimum
delay is the Takens’ method of delays which ensures that
the phase portrait is adequately decipherable [31]. That is,
the ECG attractors are well spread allowing each
characteristic loop of the ECG to be easily identified by
visual inspection, such that the QRS loop is broad enough
not to interfere with the other characteristic loops of the
ECG. The attractors of a system describe its long term
behaviour from starting conditions and maybe point, limit
cycle (periodic) or chaotic (strange) in nature. Point
attractors describe the system in equilibrium from any set of
starting conditions after all motion has ceased. Limit cycle
attractors describe the steady state oscillations of a system
after the transients have subsided, however this state of
steady oscillation may alter dependent upon initial
conditions of the system. Finally chaotic attractors describe
the aperiodic behaviour of the system [33] and their
trajectories exhibit exponential divergence away from
nearby paths [34].The mapping of the ECG time series data
into this feature space phase portrait in Figure 7 shows each
waveform of the ECG clearly distinguished and
immediately apparent. Identifying the underlying attractors
of the system means that the ECG can be still be a
accurately analysed by such means as NLPCA [24] in the
presence of temporal noise [34].

2.3.2
Singular Value Decomposition
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), or eigenvalue
decomposition, is a mathematical transform that can be
used to reduce the amount of data required to represent a
matrix. This allows for the efficient coding of images by
means of lossy compression. The SVD of a matrix A of
dimension (n x p), where n is the number of rows and p the
number of columns, is given in equation 5:
Equation 2 Singular Value Decomposition

A USV T
where;
U and V are (n x r) and (p x r) matrices respectfully.
S is a (r x r) diagonal matrix.
S is an (r x r) diagonal matrix whose leading diagonal
elements are known as the singular values. The matrices U
and V are the left and right single value matrices and whose
columns are orthonormal such that UTU = Ir = VTV. As
previously mentioned SVD is used in signal processing
applications primarily such as image compression [8] and
noise removal by means of nonlinear filtering [25],[26] and
also as an efficient algorithm for calculating principal
components [21].
2.3.3
Nonlinear PCA
As mentioned earlier nonlinear PCA can provide a
nonlinear mapping of the original data source by means of
replacing the original data set x with a function of x [21].
There exist two models for creating a nonlinear PCA
system, symmetric and hierarchical, of which the latter
provides better classification through higher discrimination
of significant features [27] [28] [29]. In [24] the non linear
principal component analysis (NLPCA) is used to group
and classify the nonlinear clusterings of normal and
abnormal ischemic beats in a feature space. NLPCA
provides a much more accurate characterisation of the
clusterings then a normal PCA does.

2.4

J point
P wave

ST segment

T wave

S wave

Nonlinear Dynamics analysis through PhaseSpace portraits

Nonlinear Dynamics is the term applied to the study of
the complex behaviour of relatively simple systems [34]
and as has been previously described in section 2 the heart
represents such a system. The term state or phase space
refers to the analysis of a system by its change in states and
current state. This is often done by means of phase portrait
representation as shown in figure 7. When applied to
visualization of the ECG the phase portrait offers simple
intuitive representations of the signal and easily highlights
time varying properties of the ECG, such as increase in
segment or complex duration. The true Phase-Space of an
ECG cannot be reconstructed solely from the ECG signal;
however a pseudo Phase Space, which is equivalent to the
original phase space, may be reconstructed by the use of
one of several methods. It can simply be presented as the
original time series signal related to the first derivative of
the time series, although in [30] the phase space derivation
also includes a lag or delay term. The delay, or lag, used
can be calculated using several methods; method of delays,

R wave

Figure 6 Phase Portrait of normal sinus rhythm

3

P Wave Detection Techniques

The common difficulties identified in relation to the
identification of the P-wave are susceptibility to noise, low
amplitude and merging with T waves in periods of
tachycardia. The common solution to this problem is to
implement some form of QRS complex suppression and
then “search” for the P-wave. The methods used range
from standard linear processing techniques to more
complex applications of several non-linear processing
techniques all with varying levels of success.

3.1

Linear Adaptive Signal Processing

In the field of Digital Signal Processing the term
“adaptive” generally applies to systems which take into
consideration that the processes which are being analysed
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are non-stationary; that is the statistical characteristics of
the processes vary with time and therefore the system must
vary accordingly. In general non-adaptive systems work
quite well when used for processing Electrocardiograms
due to the generally consistent frequency content of the
signal or pseudo-stationary behaviour of the ECG as a
process; see Figure 8.

Figure 8 PSD estimate of ECG containing movement
artefact

A second iteration of the constant approximation and
filtering is performed and the first order discrete time
derivative is taken. The points corresponding to zero are
judged to be the P-wave onset and T-wave offset. A realtime filter based approach to ECG characteristic detection is
developed and implemented in [36]. This method performs
real-time analysis of the ECG and detects the onset and
offset of each characteristic beat. The QRS complex is
logically detected first and upon successful detection a
search window is defined for the T wave which must follow
the QRS. In the resulting window left between the detected
T wave and QRS complex the P wave is searched for using
the following rules.
The P wave is defined as:

Figure 7 ECG signal containing movement artefact

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimate is a
representation of the distribution of a signal across the
original signal's frequency spectrum. The PSD shown in
Figure 8 was calculated by cutting the ECG signal into
blocks then performing the Burg PSD approximation on
each block. The inadequacies of linear filtering become
apparent when this approximation does not hold; the
movement artefact present in Figure 7 is clearly evident in
the PSD graph as the plot which deviates from the envelope
created by all other frames of the signal. The noise is now
spread across the frequency range inhabited by the normal
ECG.
A simple first order filter accompanied with decision
rules is implemented in [35] to detect onset of P and end of
T waves. This algorithm has the advantage of being user
defined, that is a cardiologist can initiate the algorithm with
their definition of P wave onset and the end of the T wave.
From these initial conditions an adaptive filtering constant
µ is approximated and the ECG is filtered with a first order
adaptive system utilizing this constant.

H ( z)



A positive slope followed by a negative
slope



Where both slopes have a magnitude
greater than 0.004mV/s

The remaining characteristics such as RR, ST, PQ and
QT intervals are derived from the wave locations as are the
onset, peak and offset of each P wave detected.

3.2

Wavelet Techniques

Wavelet techniques for processing physiological signals,
and in particular the ECG, have been well documented.
Wavelet transforms are used in robust QRS detection to
highlight the QRS complex and allow for easy location of
each beat, when applied to the P-wave detection problem
they are generally used to locate and suppress the QRS
complexes [37]. The wavelet coefficients can also be used
as the input to more complex pattern recognition techniques
such as Hidden Markov Models [38] and back propagation
neural networks [39]. In [38] a method of segmenting each
beat in the ECG in order to extract and classify the P-waves
is presented and discussed. The method is used to identify
patients who are susceptible to Atrial Fibrillation (AF).
The steps involved in this algorithm are as follows

1  z 1
1  (1  P ).z 1

Frame containing movement artefact



Band limit ECG 0.01 – 40 Hz



4 level, multi resolution analysis using
Haar wavelet transform.



QRS detection and suppression



Beat Segmentation by applying a Hidden
Markov Model to each resolution level
and correlating the results.

In [38] the ECG is first segmented into its various
components so that the hidden Markov Model’s states for
the ECG can be determined. This creates a logical yet
flexible pattern recognition model. The wavelet preprocessor is proven to be effective in decreasing the time or
number of iterations required to train the ANN shown in
[39].
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3.3

are dedicated solely to the detection of the P-wave. Results
show that the choice of pre-processor has a significant
impact upon the effectiveness and speed of the detector.

Artificial Neural Networks

As previously mentioned ANN are primarily used in
signal processing applications for pattern classification,
pattern recognition or detection. They can then be thought
of a as a dedicated form of classification where there exists
only two output states; detection = true or false. However
this binary definition is not held by Neuro-fuzzy networks
[40] which employ a probabilistic approximation in terms
of classification. The reduced emphasis on producing a
definitive answer means that processing time needed to
produce a result can be reduced; however this in turn means
a reduction in accuracy of detection or rejection. To
summarise, the Neuro-fuzzy network provides a quick and
rough result based upon statistical properties obtained
through training. The morphology of the P wave is also a
factor which can alter detection rates and therefore the
classification of this morphology would be of benefit to an
ANN. Classification of the P wave into four groups,
positive, negative, bi-phasic and M-shaped is achieved in
[41] where the salient feature is the implementation of an
asymmetric basis function which the authors claim
produces higher classification results by improving the rate
of classification for biphasic and M shaped P waves.

4

Table 1 Comparison of P wave Detection methods
System

Adaptive Signal
Processing [35]

Real time ECG
characteristic
detection with
moving average
filters [36]

Comple
xity

Healthy
Database
&. MITBIH
segments
containing
50 Beats

Simple,
requires user
input
definitions,
Training

QT
database

Simple
moving
average
filters and
rule book

-

(MIT-BIH
was used
solely for
QRS)

Positi
on
Accuracy

Detectio
n Accuracy

2.31

-

+/4.57 ms 1

69.3 % (onset)
73.8 % (peak)
77.6 % (offset)
73.6 % (mean)

Neural Network
with
Asymmetric
Basis Function
[41]

MIT-BIH
recordings

Requires
Training

-

Performs
classification
of the P-wave

Neuro fuzzy
network [40]

Independe
nt Data,
Healthy
test
patients.

Requires
Training

-

83.25%,

Wavelet
transform and
HMM analysis
[38]

Brest
University
AF
database

-

65-70%,

-

92% (relative
to 96.19%
QRS
complexes
detected).

Comparison of P wave Detection methods

Most algorithms were tested using the MIT-BIH
arrhythmia database; however a specific database dedicated
to atrial fibrillation was compiled and used in [38], a
database of healthy test patients was used in [40]. Most
methods listed more than one measure of evaluation, such
as sensitivity, positive predictivity, false detection, etc.
The sensitivity quality was chosen as the common
denominator by which to compare the collated methods and
the relative values for each method appear under the
detection accuracy heading in Table 1. Unless otherwise
specified these values relate to the sensitivity of the
algorithm stated in the respective papers. Sensitivity is the
proportion of actual positives that were predicted that way;
here it describes the percentage of true positive P waves
detected.
In some instances this information was not available, as
in [35] where the positions of the detected P waves were
compared to the onset and offsets as determined by a
cardiologist. The highest rates of detection were associated
with the adaptive filter system [36] and a neural network
analysis system using a discrete wavelet transforms preprocessor [42]. In the case of the Adaptive filter proposed
in [35] a cardiologist is required to mark the onset of the P
waves and offset of the T waves, whilst this is useful due to
the highly ambiguous nature of the P wave onset and the
individual interpretation of it, it means that the system can
not perform automated detection of the P waves.
Automated detection would be desirable for long term
monitoring but not essential for clinical monitoring. The
authors also claim that baseline drift has no effect on the
performance of the adaptive filter system. The flexibility of
the Neural Networks to be applied to not only detection but
classification of the P wave is an advantage over the
adaptive signal processing techniques of [36] [35] which

Data
base

Wavelet
decomposition
for ANN
analysis [42]

Requires
Training

The wavelet pre-processor applied to both the Neuro
fuzzy network in [40] and the backpropagation ANN in
[41] reportedly improves the speed of the networks training
with both networks returning high levels of correct
identification. The Wavelet transform fed HMM [38] in
comparison has a much lower sensitivity for an increased
level of complexity. Nonlinear dynamical analysis of the
ECG has briefly been explored in [30] and [31] however a
practical means of applying the dynamic analysis. The high
degree of separation of the individual ECG waveforms
provided by Figure 6 would suggest that the application of
NLPCA to the phase space, similar to that which is applied
to feature space data in [24], would provide a novel means
of ECG characteristic identification, in particular the
identification and enhancement of the P wave.
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Abstract
This paper presents a fully automated face recognition
system with incremental learning ability that has the following two desirable features: one-pass incremental learning
and automatic generation of training data. As a classifier of
face images, an evolving type of neural network called Resource Allocating Network with Long-Term Memory (RANLTM) is adopted here. This model enables us to realize efficient incremental learning without suffering from serious
forgetting. In the face detection procedure, face localization is conducted based on the information of skin color and
edges at first. Then, facial features are searched for within
the localized regions using a Resource Allocation Network,
and the selected features are used for in the construction
of face candidates. After the face detection, the face candidates are classified using RAN-LTM. The incremental learning routine is applied to only misclassified data that are collected automatically in the recognition phase. Experimental
results show that the recognition accuracy improves without increasing the false-positive rate even if the incremental learning proceeds. This fact suggests that incremental
learning is a useful approach to face recognition tasks.

1. Introduction
Understanding how people process and recognize faces
has been a challenging task in the field of object recognition for a long time. Many approaches have been proposed
to simulate the human process, in which various adaptive
mechanisms are introduced such as neural networks, genetic algorithms, and support vector machines [1].
Many of the proposed methods can achieve considerably
good recognition results for available benchmark datasets.
Several commercial products are also based on these methods, but in practice the recognition rates usually drop rather

drastically as compared with the rates achieved for benchmark datasets. One primary reason for this failure in the
existing commercial face recognition systems is that insufficient or inappropriate data have been used in the training
of classifiers. Since human faces are prone to be changed
in the course of time, it is quite difficult to collect all of the
appropriate training data in advance.
A way to circumvent this problem is to introduce incremental learning [2, 3] into classifiers, much in the same way
humans learn to recognize both unknown faces and known
but varied faces. Most of the current commercial systems
lack a learning ability to improve their performance automatically. Thus we think the concept of incremental learning is the essential factor to build a robust recognition system in real situations.
In this paper, we present a fully automated adaptive face
recognition system in which the following two functions are
realized for practical purposes by introducing two types of
neural networks:
1. one-pass incremental learning,
2. automatic generation of training data.
In the one-pass incremental learning, each of the training
data is given only once; that is, the previously given data
will never be available in the future [3]. The largest benefit of introducing the one-pass incremental learning is that
the system does not need so much large memory to enhance
its performance; that is, the retraining of many training data
is unnecessary. This property is very useful especially for
small-scale systems. On the other hand, the second function
is very important in the practical sense, because the incremental learning is carried out only after the actual recognition is done. That is to say, training data should be automatically generated based on the recognition results without any
human intervention.
In Section 2, a brief explanation of our proposed incremental learning model is given. Section 3 describes the developed face recognition system in which face detection,
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face recognition, and incremental learning are fully automatically carried out online for video streams. In Section
4, some recognition experiments are conducted to evaluate
the incremental learning performance, and the concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.

Output
Layer

z1
w11

Hidden
Layer

w1j
c1

wKJ

wKj
cj

cJ

Input
Layer

Item 1
( ~x1 , z~ 1 )

Item J
( ~xJ , ~z J )

Long-Term Memory(LTM)

2. Incremental Learning Model
Disruption in neural networks, called “forgetting” or
“catastrophic interference”, often occurs during incremental learning. It is caused by the excessive adaptation of
connection weights to new data. One way of overcoming
this problem is that only representative training data are
kept in memory and some of them are trained with newly
given training data. To realize this, we have adopted a
“Resource Allocating Network with Long-Term Memory
(RAN-LTM)” using a fast learning algorithm based on the
linear method [4] as our learning classifier.

Generation and Storage

zK

x1

xI

Retrieval and Learning

Resource Allocating Network (RAN)

Figure 1. The architecture of RAN-LTM.
stored in a memory item. As a result, the number of memory items is equivalent to the number of hidden units in this
learning approach.

2.2. Learning Algorithm of RAN-LTM
2.1. Architecture of RAN-LTM
Figure 1 shows the architecture of RAN-LTM, which
consists of two parts: Resource Allocating Network (RAN)
[5] and Long-Term Memory (LTM). RAN is an extended
model of the Radial Basis Function (RBF) network in which
the automated allocation mechanism of hidden units is introduced. Hence, the information processing is almost the
same as that in RBF except for the allocation of hidden
units.
Let us denote the number of input units, hidden units,
and output units as I, J, K, respectively. Moreover, let the
inputs be x = {x1 , · · · , xI } , the outputs of hidden units be
y = {y1 , · · · , yJ } , and the outputs be z = {z1 , · · · , zK } .
The calculation in the forward direction is given as follows:
yj

= exp(−

zk

=

J


x − cj 2
) (j = 1, · · · , J),
2σj2

wkj yj + ξk (k = 1, · · · , K)

(1)
(2)

j=1

where cj = {cj1 , · · · , cjI } and σj2 are respectively the center and variance of the jth hidden unit, wkj is the connection
weight from the jth hidden unit to the kth output unit, and
ξk is the bias of the kth output unit.
The items stored in LTM are called “memory items” that
correspond to the representative input-output data. These
data can be selected from training samples, and they are
trained with newly given training data to suppress forgetting. In the learning algorithm based on the linear method,
a memory item is created when a hidden unit is allocated:
that is, the RBF center and the corresponding output are

The learning algorithm of RAN-LTM based on the linear
method is divided into two phases: the dynamic allocation
of hidden units (i.e., the selection of RBF centers in an incremental fashion) and the calculation of connection weighs
between hidden and output units. The procedure in the former phase is almost the same as that in the original RAN
[5], except that hidden units can be added after the update
of connection weights (see Step 5 in the learning algorithm)
and that memory items are generated at the same time. Once
hidden units are allocated, the centers are fixed afterwards.
Therefore, the connection weights W = {wkj } are only
parameters that are updated based on the output errors. To
minimize the errors based on the least squares method, it
is well known that the following linear equalities should be
solved:
ΦW =T
(3)
where T is the matrix whose column vectors correspond to
the target outputs. Suppose that a training sample (x, d)
is given at time t and M memory items (x̃m , z̃ m ) (m =
1, · · · , M ) have already been created, then the target matrix
T are formed as follows:
T = {d, z̃ 1 , · · · , z̃ M }.

(4)

Furthermore, Φ in Eq. (3) is calculated from these target
vectors as follows:
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Face Detection

where
ϕ1j

RNN

= exp(

x − cj 
),
σj2

ϕmj = exp(

x̃m − cj 
)
σj2

Face
Localization

Face
Recognition

DNN
Image
Input

(j = 1, · · · , J; m = 1, · · · , M ).

Detected Faces
Renew RNN’s parameters

To solve W in Eq. (3), Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) can be used. The learning algorithm of RAN-LTM
is summarized as follows:

Recognition
Results
Misclassification

Incremental
Learning

Face Image
Verification
VNN

Figure 2. Block diagram of the process flow in
the proposed face recognition system. Italic
characters show the name of the three neural
networks to be adapted.

[Learning Algorithm]
1. Find the nearest center c∗ to an input x and then calculate the output error E.
2. If E > ε and x − c∗  > δ, then allocate a hidden unit
(i.e., J ← J + 1) and create a memory item (x̃M , z̃ M )
as follows:

Facial Features
Detection

3. Face Recognition System

using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). After all raster
operations are done, face candidates are created by combining the identified facial features based on some geometrical
constraints. The output of the face detection part is the center positions of the face candidates.
Next, in the face recognition part, the rectangular regions
of the face candidates are first extracted from the original
image, and then the extracted regions are applied to PCA in
order to reduce their dimensions. These PCA features are
given to Recognition Neural Network (RNN) as its input
for classification. Note that RNN is implemented by RANLTM.
In the incremental learning part, misclassified images are
collected from video clips as training data. However, there
is a possibility that non-face images happen to be mixed into
these training data because the perfect face detection is not
ensured. Thus, another neural network called Verification
Neural Network (VNN) is introduced into this part in order
to filter out non-face images. After this verification process,
the incremental learning for the misclassified face images is
carried out by RNN.

3.1. Outline of Process Flow

3.2. Face Detection Part

[Hidden Unit] w J = d − z,
[Memory Item] x̃m = x,

cJ = x,
z̃ m = d.

Then, go to Step 6. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
3. Calculate hidden outputs for the training sample (x, d)
and memory items (x̃m , z̃ m ) (l = 1, · · · , M ), and calculate Φ in Eq. (3).
4. Using SVD, decompose Φ as follows: Φ = U HV 
where U and V are orthogonal matrices, and H is a
diagonal matrix. Then, calculate the weight matrix as
follows: W = V H −1 U  T .
5. Give the input x to RAN-LTM again, and calculate
the output error E. If E > ε, add a hidden unit and
generate a memory item (x̃M , z̃ M ) in the same way
of Step 2.
6. If a new training sample is given, go back to Step 1.

The proposed fully automated face recognition system
consists of the following four functions: face detection, face
recognition, incremental learning, and a self-generation of
training data. These functional components must be operated online without any human intervention. Figure 2 shows
the overall process flow of the proposed system.
In the face detection part, at each time frame, face regions are localized based on the information of skin color
and edges at first. Thereafter three types of facial features
(eye, nose, mouth) are searched for within the localized regions through raster operations. In each raster operation, a
small sub-image is extracted from a localized region, then
the eigen-features of the sub-image are given to a Detection
Neural Network (DNN) to verify if it corresponds to any
one of the facial features. These eigen-features are obtained

Many approaches to the face detection have been proposed so far [6]. We adopt a common detection process that
consists of the following two phases: face localization and
face feature identification, and the results from each process
are shown in Fig. 3.
3.2.1 Face Localization
To reduce time-consuming computations, facial regions are
first localized for input images. This localization is done in
the following procedure:
1. Perform the edge extraction by applying the MaxMin
filter and Sobel horizontal filter to an input image. (See
Fig. 3(a).)
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To verify if the searched regions correspond to facial
ones, the conventional RAN is adopted here as DNN. Note
that there is no need for incremental learning of DNN because a large training data set is used and the features of the
human eye, nose, and mouth are considered as invariant.
The feature identification procedure is shown as follows:

C

D

1. Carry out the following raster operations on the region
localized in the previous process:
(a) Extract a 40 × 20 pixel sub-image from the localized region.
(b) Carry out the dimension reduction for the extracted sub-image using PCA.
(c) Check if the resultant 30-dimensional eigenfeature vector corresponds to one of the facial
features using DNN.

E

F

Figure 3. The results of applying (a) edge filter
and (b) skin color filter to an input image. (c)
A face region (in white) generated by combining the results in (a) and (b). (d) A final result
of the face detection part (only one face detected in this case).

2. Calculate the projection (called skin-color features) of
the input image to the skin-color axis. (See Fig. 3(b).)
3. Search for facial sub-regions using both the edge information and skin-color features, and extract the subregions from the original input image. (See Fig. 3(c).)
The skin-color axis is determined based on the least squares
method to approximate the distribution of Japanese skin images in advance. In our preliminary experiment, this facial region extraction succeeded with 99% accuracy for a
Japanese face image database.
3.2.2 Facial Feature Identification
Three types of facial features (i.e., eye, nose, mouth) are
searched for within the facial regions extracted above at
first. For the facial features, all of the combinations of these
features are checked if they are satisfied with the defined
facial geometric constrains. A minimum of three features
must be found on the geometric template to identify as a
face candidate. An example can be seen in Fig. 3(d) where
the rectangular regions are the identified facial features and
the inverted triangle marks the position of a face candidate.
The center positions of all face candidates are sent to the
next part.

2. For all of the identified facial features, construct possible face candidates based on the defined geometrical
constraints.
3. Obtain the center positions of the identified face candidates, and send them to the next process.

3.3. Face Recognition Part
In this part, detected face candidates are differentiated
between registered faces and non-registered ones. RNN
implemented by RAN-LTM is used as the classifier to facilitate the later incremental learning. The eigenface approach [7] is adopted to reduce the dimensions of facial features. The eigen-features are sent to the RNN classifier. The
recognition procedure is conducted in the following manner:
1. Extract 90 × 90 sub-images whose centers correspond
to the centers of the face candidates.
2. Transform each of the sub-images into a 70dimensional eigen-feature vector using PCA.
3. Perform the face recognition using RNN.

3.4. Incremental Learning Part
Suppose that the system is informed whether the classification was right or not. Then, the system can know what
facial images should be learned to make correct decisions
next time. This adaptation mechanism is realized by the incremental learning ability of RNN. The incremental learning procedure is carried out as follows:
1. If the classification is correct in the previous part, terminate this procedure. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
2. Obtain the misclassified eigen-features and then verify
if they are face features using VNN. If they are nonface features, terminate this procedure. Otherwise, go
to Step 3.
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3. Store a pair of the misclassified eigen-features and the
corresponding class label as a training sample into a
memory device. If the number of stored training samples exceeds a certain value, go to Step 4. Otherwise,
terminate this procedure.
4. Train VNN using all training samples stored in the
memory based on the incremental learning algorithm
described in Subsection 2.2.
5. Clear all training samples in the memory.
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4. Experiments
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4.1. Experimental Conditions and Evaluation
Method

1

σ 2=7
σ 2=9

0.99

Recognition Rate

The largest benefit of introducing incremental learning
is that the system does not need so much large memory to
enhance its performance. This property is useful for smallscale systems rather than large-scale systems with highperformance servers. In this sense, we have intended to develop our face recognition system aimed for intelligent entrance control systems in residential environments. Hence,
we can assume several conditions for the operating environments. The faces to be recognized are presumed to be
frontal, allowing for slight rotations both laterally and longitudinally. The lighting conditions are changed to evaluate
the robustness in both daylight and indoor conditions. Due
to space constraints, we omit the detection results and focus
on the recognition performance.
The evaluation dataset is divided into two sets. One is
used for assessing the performance of incremental learning
in RNN through an online recognition process (called “online dataset”). From the online dataset, images are given
to the system one by one, and the recognition and incremental learning are carried out online. The other dataset is
used for assessing the generalization performance of RNN
(called “test dataset”). Hence, the images in this test dataset
are not used for training.
These datasets contain video clips of seven people: four
people (2 males and 2 females) are chosen as registered persons and the other three people are non-registered persons.
The video clips have durations of 5 ∼ 15 seconds and they
are taken over two weeks such that some changes in facial
appearances are included. The online dataset consists of
654 images detected from the video clips of the first week;
on the other hand, the test dataset consists of 499 images
detected from the clips of the second week.
To simplify the evaluation procedure, the online dataset
is further divided into six subsets separated by the time
when the video is taken to simulate real-life consecutive
learning. These subsets are given to the face recognition
system in turn and the misclassified data are incrementally
trained in RNN. The number of data in each subset is as

σ2=9

0.85

σ 2=5
0.98

0.97

0.96
0

1

2

3

4

5

Learning Stages

(b)
Figure 4. Time courses of recognition results
for (a) test dataset and (b) online dataset.

follows: 139 (initial training set) → 107 → 75 → 98 →
106 → 129. Hence, five stages of incremental learning are
carried out. Then the effectiveness of incremental learning is evaluated in terms of the recognition accuracy for all
subsets given so far. Therefore, the number of evaluation
data increases as the incremental learning stage proceeds:
139 → 246 → 321 → 419 → 525 → 654.
As a security system, it is also important to evaluate
the false-positive rate (the rate of the cases where nonregistered or non-faces are classified as registered faces).
To do this, we evaluate the recognition performance using
another set of 3311 images, which consists of 1748 nonface images and 1536 non-registered faces. This dataset is
referred to as the FP-dataset.

4.2. Experimental Results
Figure 4 shows the time courses of the recognition performance for two datasets through the five incremental
learning stages. We compare the results of three RNNs
whose radial bases have different variances (σ 2 = 5, 7, 9).
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Figure 5. False-positive rate for the FPdataset.

As seen from Fig. 4(a), the recognition rate for all three
variance settings improves as the incremental learning stage
proceeds. This result demonstrates that the incremental
learning works effectively to enhance the generalization
performance for unseen data. However, due to insufficient
datasets, we cannot ascertain whether there is a ceiling for
the recognition rate (i.e., whether further incremental learning is of use only up to a certain point).
The next important point to evaluate is whether destructive interference has occurred due to the incremental learning. To do this, we evaluate the recognition performance for
the online dataset as stated in the previous subsection. The
results are shown in Fig. 4(b). Although the recognition
rate drops initially in one of the variance settings, overall
we can say that the recognition performance stabilizes at an
acceptable level. We can thereby conclude that the memory
items recalled during incremental learning are effective in
suppressing the destructive interference.
Figure 5 shows the false-positive performance for the
FP-dataset. In the two variance settings (σ 2 = 5, 7), the
false-positive rate is maintained below 1%. If the variance
is set to a large value (e.g., σ 2 = 9), the base functions have
wide response properties but there may be insufficient data
initially to determine the connection weights properly. This
is one of the reasons why the false-positive rate is rather
high in the case of σ 2 = 9.

5. Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper, we have proposed an intelligent face recognition system with the following two desirable features:
one-pass incremental learning and automatic generation of
training data. This system can be implemented with limited hardware constraints and is suitable for the use in small
devices where hardware capabilities are restricted such as

home security systems. A memory-based learning approach
(accumulating and retraining all previous data) may possibly obtain better recognition results but it is infeasible for
large datasets like image streams. From the online recognition experiments, we can conclude that introducing the
incremental learning function into the system is quite effective in the sense that the system can enhance its recognition
performance automatically without any administrator intervention.
Several open questions still remain in our face recognition system. First, the face detection method introduced
here is still rather immature in terms of the computation
costs and accuracy. Moreover, the robustness for image
variations in rotations, size, illumination, etc. must be improved. Here, we evaluated the recognition performance
only for small datasets of Japanese people. From the aspect of security systems, such simple evaluations are useless. Hence, the evaluation on the robustness for the larger
datasets is necessary in practical use.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a spoken sentence retrieval
system based on MPEG-7 audio LLDs (Low-Level
Descriptors). Our system retrieves the spoken sentence by a
two-steps sentence matching method. First, we locate
several possible segments that are similar with the user’s
query in spoken documents and retrieve top N from these
candidate segments. Secondly, we rank the top N
candidates with rank-based method. Without using the
large-vocabulary recognizer, the computational power can
be greatly reduced and be more suitable for hand-held
devices by using our approach. Furthermore, the use of
MPEG-7 based features has been proven comparable with
the MFCCs. (Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients) in the
experiment results.

However, there are still some researches about speech
information retrieval without large-vocabulary recognizer
[4] [5]. In [4], they implemented a system for user to search
keywords in the speech database. In [5], a dynamic
programming method was proposed to find the most
frequent speech segments in the speech data and these
segments were taken as indices to summarize the speech
data.
As to MPEG-7 [6], officially called “Multimedia Content
Description Interface”, it defined lots of LLDs for
multimedia. Audio LLDs are descriptors for audio data.
There are two parts of MPEG-7 audio LLDs, audio
spectrum descriptors and timbre descriptors. Audio
spectrum descriptors describe several kinds of spectrum
features of each audio frame, such as Spectrum Envelope,
Centroid, Spread, and Flatness, etc. Timbre descriptors
describe features of an entire audio segment, such as
Harmonic
spectral
descriptors,
SpectralCentriod,
LogAttackTime, TempralCentroid, etc.

Keywords
Speech retrieval, Matching algorithm, MPEG-7, Audio
features

Most of the works about SDR [1] [2] [3] are engaged in
retrieving data from a large amount of spoken data, such as
broadcast news, TV programs, or speech recordings, etc. In
[1], a database of 757 news recordings was considered. In
[2] and [3], their databases take about 10 hours of speech
signal. Although these systems have been proven effective,
they need to construct lots of acoustic models and the
language model. There is no denying that their
computational complexity and memory requirement are
very high. These stern conditions make them are not
suitable for some embedded systems, such as handheld
devices, which are limited on low power consumption and
small memory size. In order to overcome these problems,
we propose a multi-level matching method without the
speech recognizer that may contain recognition errors and
symbol boundary matching problems. Besides, we adopt
MPEG-7 LLDs as speech features to study their retrieval
performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of electrical technology and Internet,
we have lots of opportunities to access various kinds of
multimedia data. Among them, spoken data is one of the
most widespread information, such as broadcast radio,
television programs, video tapes, digital libraries, course,
and voice recordings and so on. Although parts of them
have been digitalized, it still lacks efficient ways to
retrieval them. About these demands, information retrieval
technologies provide users a lot of methods [7].
Also, with the advances in speech process technology, most
of works recently focus on integrating information retrieval
and speech process, called SDR (Spoken Document
Retrieval)[1][2][3]. In general, the methodology of SDR
comprises mainly two levels, speech recognition and
information retrieval. In the first level, queries and spoken
documents are translated into a series of symbols, such as
words, syllables, or phonemes. In the second level, the
query transcripts are retrieved from those of spoken
documents, where a lot of related information retrieval
techniques can be utilized such as confusion matrix,
document expansion and prosodic information.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, MPEG-7
audio LLDs are introduced. In Section 3, our proposed
method is described in details. The experiments about the
discriminating capabilities of MPEG-7 audio LLDs and
retrieval result of our retrieval system are discussed in
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We divide the retrieval processes into four procedures as
follows. :

Section 4. Finally, we give the conclusions and future
works in Section 5.

1) Audio/speech features extraction, in which MFCCs
2. MPEG-7 AUDIO LOW-LEVEL DESCRIPTORS

and MPEG-7 low-level descriptors are extracted.

2.1 Feature Descriptions

2) Similar frames tagging for marking similar frames in
database with query.

We adopt some of the audio low-level descriptors in
MPEG-7 as our speech features. MPEG-7 audio low-level
descriptors consist of a collection of simple, low
complexity descriptors that are categorized into two parts,
audio spectrum descriptors and timbre descriptors. We
introduce the descriptors adopted in the paper as follows.

3) Possible segments extraction for verifying candidates
corresponding to query.
4) Ranking these candidates and retrieve top N ones.
For all procedures above, we will describe them in the
followed sections.

l Audio spectrum centroid (ASC) describes the center of
gravity of the log-frequency power spectrum.

3.1 Speech feature extraction
For each frame of the speech data, we extract features
including 13 MFCCs, 1 ASC, 1 ASS, 15 ASF, 1 IHSC, and
1HSS in the case of 8K sampling rate. The size of a frame
is 30 ms (240 samples), while a frame is extracted with
Hamming window-weighting every 10 ms (80 samples).
These basic specifications are list in.

l Audio spectrum spread (ASS) describes the second
moment of the log-frequency power spectrum.
l Audio spectrum flatness (ASF) describes the flatness
properties of the spectrum of an audio signal within a
given number of frequency bands.
l Instantaneous harmonic spectral centroid (IHSC)
describes the amplitude weighted mean of the harmonic
peaks of the spectrum.

Query
speech

l Instantaneous harmonic spectral spread (IHSS)
describes the amplitude weighted standard deviation of
the harmonic peaks of the spectrum, normalized by the
harmonic spectral.

Audio/Speech

Features:
ASC[1][frame_size]
ASS[1][frame_size]
ASF[15][frame_size]
MFCC[13][frame_size]
IHSC[1][frame_size]
IHSS[1][frame_size]

features
extraction

DB
Data 1
Data 2
.
.
Data N

2.2 Computation Comparison between MPEG-7
LLDs and MFCCs
In this section, we analyze the computation complexity of
spectrum and instantaneous harmonic descriptors
(ASC+ASS+ASF+IHSC+IHSS) on the numbers of addition
/subtraction,
multiplication,
division
per
frame.
Furthermore, we compare these computational overloads
with MFCCs [8] for one frame (240 samples, 8k sampling
rate) From Table 2.1, we can find the low-complexity
advantage of MPEG-7 LLDs.

Similar frames
tagging

Possible
segments
extraction

Tagged data 1
Tagged data 2
.
.
Tagged data M

Segment 1
Segment 1
.
.
Segment S

Ranking

Table 2.1 The Computation Loads of Extracting MPEG-7
LLDs and MFCCs for one frame

select Top N
segments

(240 samples, 8k sampling rate)
Total computations of the MPEG-7
LLDs
MFCCs

Add./Sub.

Mult.

Div.

909

354

41

2768

2800

0

Speech data 1
Speech data 2
…
Speech data N

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
An overview of our proposed system is depicted in Fig. 3.1,
where the rectangular blocks stand for operation procedures.

Figure 3.1 Overview of our retrieval system.
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For example, we consider a segment whose rank for ASC is
3 while 5, 2, and 1 for ASS, ASF, and MFCC respectively.
We will get a final rank, 1.68 by (3.1), where weight is 0.05,
0.05, 0.29, and 0.7.

Table 3.1 Specifications of Feature Extraction
Sampling Rate
Frame Size
Frame Overlap
Features
Feature
Dimension

8 K/sec
240 samples (30 ms)
160 samples (20 ms)
ASS ASF IHSC IHSS

ASC
1

1

15

1

1

Finally, according to the ranks of possible segments, the
system outputs the sentences corresponding to the top N
segments to the user. Fig. 3.3 displays the process of
ranking possible segments and outputting corresponding
sentences.

MFCC
13

3.2 Similar frames tagging
It is a big overload for direct matching every frame interval.
Therefore, we roughly tag the similar frames in speech data
for help to allocate the possible segments. At first, we
divide the query into several blocks with the length of 3
frames. The reasons we take a block as a processing unit
are for reducing computations and no losing perception.
Then, we calculate, block by block, the feature distance
between the query and the sentences in database. If the
distance is below our estimated threshold, th1, the block
will be tagged with 1, otherwise 0. After calculating all
block distances between query and each sentence, there
will be an output data, tagged data for each sentence. In the
same way, we get another tagged data by using the other
features. Finally, we add those tagged data for different
features as the final tagged data.

I WILL GO TO TAIPEI ON TUESDAY MORNING

FEATURE
EXTRACTION

TUESDAY
FEATURE
EXTRACTION

3.3 Possible segment extraction
Here, we will extract several possible segments of speech
data in the database based on the tagged data got in section
3.2. At first, we check the segments in each data if they are
high-tagged. Then, these high-tagged ones are extracted as
candidates corresponding to the query.

Mark the similar features (tagged data)

Our implementation idea to check high-tagged segments is
to utilize hamming window scanning method. First, we do
convolution of tagged data with a Hamming window of
query length to get a new data, arraym. And then, each local
maximal value in arraym is checked if it is greater than the
threshold, th2 for high-tagged. These high-tagged segments,
whose centers are the local maxima, are extracted. Finally,
we check the next tagged data till check all of them. Fig.
3.2 shows the process of section 3.2 and section 3.3.

Hamming Widow

Summation the marks (final tagged data)

3.4 Ranking sentences output
After extracting these possible segments, we rank them by
utilizing the DTW (Dynamic Temporal Warping) algorithm.
Based on each feature, we can get the matching results and
then we adopt the rank-based method, as described in (3.1),
to integrate them. In (3.1), Rank is final rank output, while i,
j, f are the indices for queries, data, descriptors respectively,
and wf is the weight for different features.

Rank (qi , d j ) =

∑w

f =1, 2 , 3,....

f

rank f (qi , d j )

*

Mark the Local MAX

Figure 3.2 Process of similar frame tagging and possible
segment extraction

(3.1)
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As shown in Fig. 3.4, Nq and Nd are frame numbers of
query and sentence respectively. We need to compute the
local distance Nq2 times in one interval and the total shift
number is about Nd-Nq. Therefore, the total computation
loads are
Additions:
Nq2*(Nd-Nq)*O(local_dist_add), and
Multiplications:
Nq2*(Nd-Nq)*O(local_dist_mul)
Query
Length

Query
Length

Query
Length

Feature vector
of a query frame:
f1, f2 ,… , Nq
f
D

Feature vector
of a data frame:
P1

f1’, f2 ‘,… , Nd
f’
P2
P3

D.T.W

Query Length

P1

P2
P3

D.T.W

P1

P2

D=

P3

2

N

∑( f

i

− fi' )

i =1

D.T.W

N is the dimension of feature vectors

Figure 3.4 The Computation of Local Frame Distance
RANK

3.5.1.2 Path selections

D.B.

Sentence 1
Sentence 2
Sentence 3
.
.
.
Sentence N

TOP N
OUT

Sentence 15
Sentence 34
.
.
.

As to the path selection, the type of DTW is shown in Fig.
3.5. It takes 4 additions,
3 addition operations to decide which is the last node and
1 addition to accumulate the path distance.

Figure 3.3 Process of ranking and output

The same as above; the total counts for path selection are
Nq2*(Nd-Nq). Since, the DTW path constraint factor is
about 0.3. Therefore, this part takes additions:
1.2*Nq2*(Nd-Nq)

3.5 Computational analysis of the direct matching
method and our two level matching method.
In this section, we compare the computational load of our
proposed method with direct matching method, which
applies the DTW matching every frame interval [4] [5].

[

m(k ) = min φ x (k ) − φ x ( k − 1), φ y (k ) − φ y (k − 1)

3.5.1 The direct matching method
We analyze the computation complexity from two main
processes of DTW. First, we calculate the distance between
frames of the query and the sentence. Secondly, we select
the path whose cumulative distance is the shortest.

Y

1

1
1

3.5.1.1 Local distance
Parts of total computation about local frame distance
depends on the feature dimension, so we use
O(local_dist_add) and O(local_dist_mul) to present the
computation of additions and multiplications.

X

Figure 3.5 Path Selections
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]

(3.2)

4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We perform the experiments to evaluate the retrieval
performance of our proposed system. The object speech
database in these experiments consists of 100 sentences (50

3.5.2 Our method
3.5.2.1 Similar frame tagging
We divide the query into several blocks with length of
blocksize (3 frames) and compute local distance, block by
block, and the shift interval is 2 frames, (Nshift).

Table 3.2 The Computation Loads of Our Method and
the Direct Matching Method.

The numbers of blocks are about Nq/blocksize =Nq/3.

(The dominated terms are shown in boldface.)

Besides, each block needs SN times for local distance
computations,

Add

SN=blocksize*(Nd-blocksize)/Nshift
= 3*(Nd-3)/2 ~= 1.5*Nd.

D.M.

Nq *(Nd-Nq)*

[4],[5]

(1.2+O(local_dist_add))

Therefore, we needs
Ours

Additions: 0.5*Nd*Nq*O(local_dist_add).
Multiplications 0.5*Nd*Nq*O(local_dist_mul).

Mul

2

Nq2*(Nd-Nq)*O(local_dist_mul)

0.5*Nq*Nd *O(local_dist_add)

0.5*Nq*Nd *O(local_dist_mul)

+Nq*Nd

+Nq*Nd
2

+(1.2+0.3*Nq *Npossibleseg )*
O(local_dist_add)

+0.3*Nq2*Npossibleseg
* O(local_dist_mul)

Table 3.3 The Average Numbers of Query Frames,
Sentence Frames and Possible Segments

3.5.2.2 Possible segment extraction
The main computation loads of this step are convolution
between tagged data and a hamming window (lw = Nq) .It
takes about

Avg. Nq
Avg. Nd
Avg. Npossibleseg

Additions: Nq*Nd, and

70.64
345.23
25.43

oral sentences and 50 news titles). Each data is uttered by a
single person and is recorded twice. The sampling
frequency is 8 KHz and the frame interval is 10 ms.
MFCCs, ASC, ASS, ASF, IHSC, and IHSS are the features
extracted from each frame. We use 50 spoken keywords as
inputs totally and check if the retrieval spoken documents
include them. Besides, we show the retrieval performance
of the direct matching method as the baseline in the
followed experiments.

Multiplications: Nq*Nd
3.5.2.3 Possible segment ranking
This part depends on the number of possible segments,
Npossibleseg that we extract for DTW. So it takes about
Additions:

Table 4.1 shows the average retrieval accuracy and
operational analysis by using a single feature. ASF has the
best retrieval effects of the adopted MPEG-7 LLDs, while
retrieval accuracy of the others are under 0.4. Additionally,
the gaps between ASF and MFCC are about 0.03.

local distance: Nq2*Npossibleseg*O(local_dist_add)+ path
selections :1.2*Nq2*Npossibleseg
Multiplications:
local distance:Nq2*Npossibleseg*O(local_dist_mul).

Table 4.2 shows the average retrieval accuracy and
operational analysis by using the combination of features.
We consider the combination of ASx (ASC+ASS+ASF),
IHSx (IHSC+IHSS), LLDs (ASx+IHSx), and ALL (LLDs
and MFCC). Besides, the performance of the combination
of MPEG-7 LLDs meets 77.51%.

3.5.3 Computational comparisons
For section 3.5.1 to 3.5.2, the totally analytic results are
concluded in Table 3.2. As shown in Table 3.3, we see that
the average numbers of possible segments, Npossibleseg, are
usually far less than the average frames of sentences, Nd.
Therefore, from Table3.2 and Table 3.3, since Nq<<Nd, we
find that the additions and multiplications are dominated by
Nq*Nd*O(local_dist), while the parts of the direct matching
(D.M.) method are dominated by Nq2*Nd*O(local_dist).
Comparing with the direct matching method, our method is
about 1/Nq times of the computational load of them.

Comparing to the direct matching method, our proposed
method degrades about 3% except instantaneous harmonic
features. The decline is mainly from the extraction of
possible segments. It may lose some possible segments else.
However, as mention in 3.5, our matching method can
reduce the computation overload greatly. Therefore, our
method can provide a faster and little-degrading method.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a spoken sentence retrieval system.
Instead of using traditional large-vocabulary recognizer, we
adopt a two-level retrieval method to reduce the
computational complexity. Besides, we choose the
MPEG-7 audio LLDs as our features. They were proven
comparable to the MFCC in our experiment result.
Furthermore, the combination of MPEG-7 LLDs and
MFCC has better performance than using them alone.
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Abstract
Two major problems for an automatic spoken language
translation on a handheld device are limited resources and
real-time constraints. In this paper, we focus on developing
techniques to overcome these problems based on our novel
template-based approach. First is to derive demand translation templates for memory saving and translation capacity promoting. Second is to develop the fast template-based
translation approach composed of crude template candidate selection, latent grammar understanding of templates,
score normalization and ranking, and translation result
generation. According to the experimental results, the proposed approach can averagely achieve about 76.5% translation understanding rate and 6.23 sec response time on
200MHz PDAs compared with 5 sec in traditional 1~2GHz
PC-based approaches.

data of SBMT is insufficient, the results obtained by the
sequential architecture are better than the results obtained
by the integrated architecture [8]. In addition, word reordering is still a thorny problem in SBMT, and present
alignment models of SBMT for suboptimal solutions seem
to be insufficient [11]. Another remarkable data-driven
approach, Example-based Machine Translation (EBMT),
does not require the database to be as large as in SBMT.
Furthermore, the example-based approach can explore the
alignments between word sequences and syntactic grammars for language translation. Various example-based
speech translation methods have been widely used and their
effectiveness for spoken language processing has been confirmed with the help of domain specificity [12]. For that
reason, we adopt and further systematize the examplebased approach for SLT.

Keywords
Spoken Language Translation, Personal Digital Assistant,
Template-based Architecture
INTRODUCTION
Automatic spoken language translation (SLT) has been one
of prospective applications of the speech and language
technology [1][2][3][4]. One common target application
has been communication assistance for travelers in a foreign travel situation. In this situation, the user will want to
carry the translation device and use it in an open space,
rather than sit in a computer room in front of a display. An
obvious approach is to build a stand-alone speech translation device that is compact enough to carry around, like
personal digital assistants (PDAs) [4][5][6].
Currently, there are two main architectures of speech translation: conventional sequential architecture and fully integration architecture [7]. In the integrated architecture,
speech feature models are integrated into translation models in the similar way as for speech recognition. According
to this integration, the translation process can be efficiently
performed by searching for an optimal path of states
through the integrated network [8]. Therefore, we adopt the
concept of the integrated architecture and revise to provide
better quality and real-time response for spoken language
translation that can run on resource-limited PDAs.
For translation models in the integrated architecture, one of
the data-driven approaches, which has been proposed for
the integrated architecture, is Statistical-based Machine
Translation (SBMT)[9][10]. However, when the training

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed system

The proposed framework involves two key components,
the training phase and the translation phase, as shown in
Fig. 1. The training phase is to derive four major required
databases. During the translation phase, we use the derived
databases to implement the spoken language translation on
PDAs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First,
discussing the construction of translation templates. Then,
the proposed speech translation approach and the experimental results are presented in turn. Finally, we draw a
generalized conclusion.
CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSLATION TEMPLATES
In this section, we will discuss three issues of our translation template construction underlying the example-based
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approach. Starting with the organization for a database of
examples, i.e. bilingual text corpora, we then derive the
demand translation templates from the organized corpora,
and finally, the related speech corpora are developed to
apply for PDAs.

the intention class and expansion between intention classes.
For the expansion within the intention class, the iterative
procedure is shown as follows:
C i ← C i ⊕ E w ( χ j , χ k ),
,
if χ~ j = E w ( χ j , χ k ) is classified correctly by C i

Bilingual text corpus organization
To deal with the speech translation, we have obtained the
Taiwanese/English bilingual corpus1. By utilizing the corpus, we can acquire the alignments between word sequences and translation templates for language translation.
However, there are a number of divergences, which make
the straightforward mapping between languages impractical [13]. With regard to resource-limited handheld devices,
these divergences also raise the cost of translation process
and reduce the translation performance.

where E w ( χ j , χ k ) expands template χ j within template χ k
in class C i with the variable mappings of template χ k . For
the expansion between the intention classes, the iterative
procedure is as below:

C i ← C i ⊕ E b ( χ j , C k ),
,
if χ~ j = E b ( χ j , C k ) is classified correctly by C i
where E b ( χ j , C k ) expands template χ j between each tem-

For Mandarin-English bilingual corpus, some divergence
types, called thematic, structural, morphological, and conflational, are discussed [14]. On the other hand, Taiwanese
and Mandarin both belong to the family of Chinese language [15], these divergences are also existed in the Taiwanese/English text corpus. Therefore, if the sentence pairs
contain above a certain number of null mappings, the degree of alignment divergence comes into notice and the
content of the sentence pairs has to be updated in order to
improve the accuracy and effectiveness of the alignment
execution and translation template derivation.

plate of its variable mappings in class C k . After the expansion within and between the intention classes, the variable
mappings in each template become more plentiful and reasonable for translation.
Speech data systemization
According to the derived translation templates, we now
focus on how to efficiently record the information including speech data and feature models for promoting capacity
of the templates. Within our proposed approach, we plan to
unify the template-based linguistic translation knowledge
and PDA-based speech features for spoken language translation. For feature extraction, we obtain the example speech
and variable speech and are in chorus to reference model
construction. The reference model v i of one language is
redefined as a two-layer model v i = {v i′ , v i′′} , where v i′ is an
intention subspace of v i and v i′′ is a variable subspace of v i .
The example of English is shown in Fig. 3. On the other
hand, the obtained example speech and variable speech are
also used for small-scale corpus-based speech generation.
And the alignment information of translation templates is
embedded in generation rules for speech replacement.

Translation template derivation
Figure 2 is an example of a simple translation template
derived from one translated example indicating how a sentence in English (source language, SL) containing “Is
there…” may be translated by a sentence in Taiwanese
(target language, TL) containing “u…but”2[16].
Example part: SL: Is there laundry service?
↔ TL: ”u sea svaar e hogbu but”?
Alignment part: Is there Ep? ↔”u” Tp “but”?
alignments

Variable part: If Ep ↔ Tp,
laundry service ↔”sea svaar e hogbu”

Example speech

Figure 2. A simple translation template

what time can I

Functionality of such a simple template is like phrase
books for travelers, which have fixed expressions and intentions, are often used as examples for translation with a
replacement of the phrase variables. Besides, duplicate
expressions can be projected into a unique template for
memory saving. Therefore, we expect to expand more variable mappings for template flexibility and replacement rationality. An expansion strategy for multiform translation
template generation [14] was developed and is adopted
here. There are two levels of expansion: expansion within
1

The bilingual corpus is sentence-aligned and sentences are tokenized.

2

Taiwanese words in phonetic transcription

Variable speech

have breakfast

room service

vi′

laundry service ...

vi′′

...

Intention Subspace

and

...

Variable Subspace

Reference Model

vi

Figure 3. Speech annotation of data systemization
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SPOKEN LANGUAGE TRANSLATION
So far we have constructed the required translation templates with related speech data and feature models. In this
section, according to the translation database, we propose
to handle source speech input for real-time spoken language translation in the following way:
Crude template candidate selection
In order to speed up the determination of an optimal template, to preselect possible templates can achieve the requirement. Therefore, in the temporal fluctuation region
between two speech spectra (source speech and intention
speech), the range-limited dynamic time warping (DTW)
solution is applied to measure efficiently the pattern dissimilarity with embedded time-normalization and alignment. In this paper, the pre-selection accuracy is estimated
by the criterion that if the intention of source speech is located in the set of best N preselected templates. The criterion is best known as “TopN”.

Figure 5. Search results of various reference models for
speech input

For the consideration of the dissimilarity measurement between the intention layer and the variable layer, there are
two additional types of search path registers for one-stage
approach: 1) paths between v i′ and v i′′ and 2) paths within
v i′ or v i′′ . For the paths between v i′ and v i′′ , a search block Z
in the variable layer, which will be referred to a score-skip
block while backtracking, contains more than one such
path e connected by node u and node v. (See Fig. 6) Therefore, according to our proposed two-layer model, the onestage based algorithm not only computes best paths to
every reference pattern frame at every input frame, but also
backtrack the desired score with giving the best word sequence.

Latent grammar understanding for templates
Once the template candidates are retrieved, a one-stage
based approach is applied to further segment the source
speech input and to decide the optimal template with the
two-layer model of each template candidate. In terms of
searching for an optimal path of states through the twolayer model, the objective now is to measure the dissimilarity di′* of pair (s, v′i ) of a fixed number of reference patterns,

says Ni, for understanding the latent grammar in the intention subspace. (See Fig. 4) However, another problem is
how to properly measure the dissimilarity score of pair (s,
v′i ) while adjudging the variable subspace v i′′ for segmenting the variable patterns of user’s speech input.

Between path

vi′′

Within path

Node u

search
block z

:
:
Path e

:

vi′′2

v i′′

v i′

vi′

Variable
Layer

v i′′1

′i
viN

d′i *

:

Intention
Layer

vi′2

vi′1
time

can

I

Intention
Layer

:
:

Node v

t (sec)

Figure 6. Additional search path registers for
one-stage algorithm

t (sec)

what

Variable
Layer

Score normalization and ranking
Since the length of matching sequence can seriously affect
the accumulative score of the dissimilarity measurement, a
time-conditioned weight concept is further adopted to compensate for this defect. There are a number of similar ways
to define the scoring methods with the length measurement
of ∆ (s, vi′ ) [17]:

have

Figure 4. A one-stage based dissimilarity measurement

Referring to Fig 5., given two optimal matching paths of
different preselected templates v i and v j , the scores used
for comparing are the intention regions Di′ * and D ′j* , where
Di′ * is the dissimilarity measurement region of pair ( v′i , s)

and D ′j* is the dissimilarity measurement region of pair
( v ′j , s).
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∆ ( s, vi′ ) = max( s , vi′ )(or min ( s , vi′ )

(2)

∆ ( s , v i′ ) = s ∗ v i′

(3)

∆ ( s, vi′ ) = N ( L, N i ) + F ( L, N i ) / 3 ,

(4)

where s is the number of frames in speech input s, v i′ is

templates. All the utterances were sampled by a Taiwanese
speaker and an English speaker at an 8 kHz sampling rate
with a 16-bit precision on PCs and PDAs. The Taiwanese
words in the corpus were obtained automatically by a Taiwanese morphological analyzer [15] and the English words
were automatically tagged by LinkGrammar [18].

the number of total search frames in v i′ , N(L, Ni) is the
number of frame comparison, and F(L, Ni) is the number of
frames that fail to get matched. In order to improve the
flexibility of the dissimilarity measurement, an exponential
definition for ∆ (s, vi′ ) is described as follows:

∆ ( s , v i′ ) = ∂

wv i , s

,

(

)

where ∂ is a weight factor, wv′ , s = v i′ − s ⋅ s
i

Table 1. Basic characteristics of the organized corpus

(5)
−1

Taiwanese English

. There-

Number of sentences

fore, the modified dissimilarity measurement is given
thereafter:
w
d%i′* = di′* ⋅∂ vi′ ,s

Total number of words
Number of word entries
Average number of words per sentence

(6)

The experimental analysis shows that the proper interval of
∂ is [1.3 − δ ,1.3 + δ ] to obtain the best accuracy of the
dissimilarity measurement. Therefore, the value of ∂
chosen here is 1.3. After ranking all template candidates,
the optimal template is decided by the one with minimum
dissimilarity score.

2,084

2,114

14,317 11,648
6,291

5,118

6.87

5.51

Table 2. Basic characteristics of the derived multipotent
templates

Number of utterances
Number of templates
Total number of variables
Number of variable entries
Average number of variables per template

Translation result generation
As soon as deciding the optimal template and smoothing
the matching sequence of word patterns, we can exploit the
gap between source speech input and the optimal template
to generate the target speech. The generation process is
straightforward as a corpus-based speech generation approach [15] by synthesizing example speech and variable
speech. The process contains complete match, speech replacement, speech insertion and deletion, and composition
in the example-based translation method [17].

1,885
1,050
5,500
1,260
5.24

User interface
Figure 7 shows an example of the speech translation result,
with: 1) the translation result by the decided optimal template and (2) the target speech output. Also, an agent is
showing the status of the language templates in the upper
windows. The user, first, selects the translation mode (the
choices are Taiwanese=>English or English=>Taiwanese)
and speaks to the system while pushing the “Speech Input”
button. Then, the user can see the hypothesized template in
the middle window and possible target text generation in
the bottom window. The generated speech comes out when
the user touches the “Output Replay” button. In Figure 7,
there is an error in the speech segmentation result. However, even if the system makes the error, the window shows
a possible generation because the system is using only the
reliable keywords by measuring the intention region of the
two-layer reference models.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A precision comparison test was performed to assess if the
proposed template-based method translated on PDAs as
well as on PC-based platform. Furthermore, the related
experimental analysis of the proposed spoken language
translation system is shown as follows.
The task and the corpus
The divergence between language pairs of bilingual corpus
on unknown domain may be quite immeasurable when
processing bilingual text corpus organization. Therefore,
the bilingual corpus extended from specific domains is
selected for experiments, covering simple travel conversations, about accommodation, transportation, restaurants,
shopping, and other topics of interest to travelers. Additional important information was tagged to these sentences.
From this bilingual corpus, we have derived basic travel
mulitpotent templates that can be used for utterance recognition, understanding, and translation. In order to evaluate
the system performance, a collection of 1,885 utterances
for template derivation is speaker-dependent trained and 30
additional utterances of each language is collected for inside testing. Table 1 and Table 2 show the basic characteristics of the organized bilingual text corpus and the derived

Figure 7. An example of the speech translation result
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Table 3. Average response time in the case of accommodation conversations for PDAs. (sec.)

Translation evaluations
The translation experiments were performed for both a PCbased platform and iPAQ PDAs. For the PC-based platform, the software simulations were done using Windows
CE 3.0 on a Pentium IV 1.8GHz, 1GB RAM, Windows
XP PC. For COMPAQ iPAQ PDAs, the system was implemented on StrongARM SA-1110 (200MHz), 32 MB
SDRAM. Speech feature analysis was performed using 10
linear prediction coefficient cepstrum (LPCC) on a 32ms
frame overlapped every 8ms. Figure 8 shows the precision
results of crude template candidate selection, which intention segments of the source speech can be preselected correctly among the top 10 template candidates. According to
the template candidates of top 10, the latent grammar understanding and score normalization are applied for further
obtaining the target generation.

Speech

Time

Yes, sir.

5.18

Is breakfast included?

5.42

What is the room rate per night?

6.30

Please wake me up at seven o’clock

7.02

I want to have breakfast tomorrow morning.

7.04

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel template-based architecture for spoken language translation efficiently run on
handheld devices. The proposed architecture is conducted
with a mixture of utterance recognition, understanding, and
translation. For the multipotent templates construction,
which derives the translation database of spoken language,
we blend with text-form translation templates and speech
feature model for memory saving and translation capacity
promoting. With the constructed templates, the proposed
spoken language translation can be efficiently performed
by crude template candidate selection, latent grammar
understanding for templates, score normalization and
ranking, and target speech generation. Experiments are
conducted for the languages of Taiwanese and English on
COMPAQ iPAQ Pocket PCs. According to the
experimental results, our system can achieve about 76.5%
translation understanding rate and 6.23 sec response time
on average.
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Figure 8. The results of template candidate selection
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Abstract
This paper presents an accurate voiced/unvoiced/
transition/silence speech classifier that is used as an
integral part of any toll quality speech coder. Due to
ability of wavelet packet in decomposition of time–
frequency plane with high resolution, first five
discriminate features based on energy concentration of
wavelet packet coefficients for each speech classes in
time-frequency plane are extracted. Then a Fuzzy
ARTMAP neural network classifier, which has been
shown a powerful tool for non-stationary signal
classification is employed. Experimental results show the
proposed approach gives considerable performance
improvements in some aspects with respects to the
conventional methods

1. Introduction
In recent years emerging application for toll quality
speech coder at low bit rate such as third generation of
wireless networks has encouraged a lot of research in this
area [1], [2]. Aim is to achieve a toll quality, and low bit
rate speech coder simultaneously. Unfortunately, the two
objectives are in contrast with each other. To cope with
this dilemma, an adaptive hybrid-coding algorithm must
be implemented for each speech class. Therefore, speech
classifier is an inseparable part of any toll quality speech
coder. Whatever a classifier is more accurate, more
quality is achievable. Mainly low bit rate speech coders
classify speech segments into voice/ unvoice source and
encode each class with different methods, resulting in low
bit rate vocoder especially below 2.4 kbps [3],[4].
However in order to preserve speech quality a more
accurate classification than rough classification into
voiced /unvoiced (V/U) is needed. Degradation of quality
in low bit rate vocoder is mainly due to assumption of
simple model for speech signal. Commonly, speech
segments that have strong periodicity are identified as
voices and unvoices are represented by noise model.
Nevertheless transitional speech [6], [7], such as non
periodic glottal pulse, onsets (transition from unvoice to

voice) and plosives (b,t,g,k,q) don’t follow these
characteristics, and usually are misclassified by a speech
classifier. Consequently need for an accurate multi speech
classifier is manifested. Like other pattern recognition
systems, speech classifiers consist of two parts, a feature
extractor and a classifier. The most commonly speech
classification features are zero crossing rates, first auto
correlation coefficient, first LPC coefficient, speech
peakiness and signal energy, which has been extensively
used and developed by researchers [12].[22]. These
parameters work properly when high level voice or
unvoice are to be classified, but fail for transitional
speech. Especially when auto correlation coefficients are
used as classification parameters, non-periodic glottal
pulses due to weak periodicity are classified as unvoiced
but in fact the vocal cord is involved during constructing
these sounds. Beyond these features, recently,
multiresolution analysis with wavelet transform has been
used widely, owing to its potential for dealing with nonstationary signal. Application of wavelet transform in
speech classification and pitch detection was first
introduced by Kadambe [18] who was inspired by Mallat
[19] in which signal discontinuity are detected by
decomposition of signal into wavelet scales and stable
local maxima across several scales i.e. 3 through 5 are
determined. These maxima identify edges or discontinuity
in signals. Recently this approach has been developed by
other contributions [8], [20]. However, most effort has
been focused on event based-detection property of
wavelet in speech signals where instances of glottal
closure are determined by wavelet transform. Ability of
wavelet transform in analysis of time-frequency plane has
not been considered well up to now in speech area in
compares with short time Fourier transform (STFT) and
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). Among
wavelet transform algorithms wavelet packet provides
better resolution in time frequency domain while preserve
computational complexity in comparison with MFCC and
STFT .As will be shown, wavelet packet (WP)
coefficients energy for each speech class is dispersed in
different parts of time frequency plane. This favorite
attribute makes WP coefficients a useful discriminated
feature in speech classification.
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2-Feature
Packet

Extraction based on wavelet

Aim of any feature extraction system is to choose
those features, which are most effective for preserving the
class separability and to prune non-relevance information.
As discussed before the objective is to classify each
sub frame of speech signal (each frame contains 160
samples and is sampled in 8 KHz) as voice, unvoiced,
transition, or silence. As it is proved in [21], if the scaling
function and wavelets form an orthonormal basis (e.g.
Daubechie mother wavelets), the Parsevall theorem
relates energy of the signal to energy in each of
components and their wavelet coefficients:
2

∫ | g (t ) | dt =

∞

k =∞

∑ ∑| d

j

(k ) | 2

(1)

4KHz Top
Frequency

Top
Bottom

4KHz

Bottom Bottom
Left Right

Time 160

Bottom up
Bottom down

Time 160

Time 160

Figure 1-The time frequency plane is divided into
different cells

Then the density of energy in each region is obtained
by WP coefficients, and finally five sets of features are
determined as follows. Decomposition of the wavelet
packet tree is obtained in level three. After applying of
wavelet packet with Daubechie 8 mother wavelet, the WP
coefficient in level three i.e. 8 bands, with
8 × 160 coefficients, are obtained. We use the wavelet
packet because it provides much finer and adjustable
resolution. The features are extracted as follows. The term
E() hereafter means the energy of WP coefficients in one
of the indicated region in Fig 1, and is computed as
follows

E(desired reigon ) =

∑

j &k∈desired..reigon

∑d

2
j

(k)

(2)

2-1 Voiced /Unvoiced/Silence Classification
As shown in Fig 2 (a) and (b), most parts of WP
coefficients energy for a voiced frame are placed in low
frequency part of time frequency plane and evenly
distributed in time. In other hand, energy distribution for
an unvoiced frame is evenly distributed in all over the
time frequency plane. Therefore, we can define feature
one by

j = −∞k = −∞

feature1=

Where the two-dimensional set of coefficients d j (k ) ,
are the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of g (t ) .
According to this fact, we have a framework for
describing the signal by wavelet coefficients in different
parts of joint time-frequency domain of time frequency
plane. We use dyadic wavelet packet transform, because
the flexible tree structure makes it possible to have
equivalent sub bands in the whole time frequency plane.
In the corresponding wavelet packets situation, each detail
coefficient vector is also decomposed into two parts using
the same approach as in the approximation vector
splitting. This offers the richest analysis of each frame.
After examining various speech frames, we found the
following partitioning of time frequency appropriate for
our purposes. The time frequency plane is divided into
different cells as illustrate in Fig 1.

Top
Left Right

Frequency

4KHz
Frequency

In the second part of system, generally two strategies
have been introduced. First by presenting a proper
threshold, speech classes are determined [8], [9]. Second
a neural network classifier such as Back propagation
[10][14], self-organized map [11], and recurrent neural
network [13] are employed to determine the
corresponding class. Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network
uses the class of adaptive resonance theory architecture
designed for supervised learning, first introduced by
Carpenter [15] and develops in other contributions [16],
[17]. Fast and stable learning of large non-stationary
databases has made Fuzzy ARTMAP as an outstanding
candidate for classification problems.
The remainder of this paper organized as follows. First
the procedure for extracting features is explained, and
then a brief review of Fuzzy ARTMAP architecture will
be presented. Finally experimental results are reported
and compared with the conventional method.

E(Bottom)
E(Top)

(3)

Where for example, E(Top) means the WP coefficients
energy in band 4through8 (2000Hz to 4000Hz).This
parameter is especially useful to discriminate a reliable
voiced subframe from unvoiced sub frame. In [8], they
have proposed a similar parameter and introduced the
threshold to make the relevance decision. However using
the threshold solely provides good results, only when a
reliable voice is to be classified. The term reliable voiced
speech here means a voiced segment with strong
periodicity and high energy. So, in order to separate
unreliable voiced sub frame from unvoiced one, we
consider the second feature that is defined by
feature2 =
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E(Bottom - down)
E(Bottom - up)

(4)

Frequency (KHz)

If the value of feature 1 is not too high to make an
explicit decision, then if the value of the second feature is
high, the sub frame is voiced speech otherwise it is
classified as unvoiced.
The above features perform well at distinguishing
between voiced and unvoiced speech. However they do
not enable to separate silence sub frames from voiced or
unvoiced speech. A simple investigation shows the energy
value of silence frame is too low in comparison with
voiced/unvoiced speech. Thus the total energy of a frame
is an appropriate feature to distingue silence segments as
is expressed in equation 5.

Sample

(a)

feature3 = E(Total)

(5)
Frequency (KHz)

2-2 Transitional Classifications
Mainly transitional speech segments occur in the
following situations:
First, in onsets where an unvoiced speech is ended and
a voiced speech is started. Second, when a plosive sound
is uttered such as p, t, b, q. The analysis of transitional
speech, especially for onsets shows a transition occurs
when a more rapidly waveform with low amplitude (i.e.
with weak low frequency components) is followed by a
slow varying waveform with high amplitude, (i.e. with
dominant low frequency components). The above
explanation makes clear that a transitional segment can be
distinguished from a voiced or unvoiced speech by
comparing the differences between the energy
concentrations in bottom-left of time frequency plane to
bottom-right of time frequency plane as has been
illustrated in Figure 2 (c). Therefore we introduce the
forth feature as:
feature4 =

E(Bottom - Right) - E(Bottom - Left)
E(Total)

Sample

Frequency (KHz)

(b)

(6)

Sample

(c)

feature5 =

E(Top - Right) - E(Top - Left)
E(Total)

Frequency (KHz)

However, this criterion does not work well for all
plosive sounds in which a transition happens during
passing from a rapidly varying waveform to other rapidly
varying waveform with a sudden change in amplitude. In
these situations the differences between energy
concentrations in top-left region to the top-right of the
time frequency plane is a discriminated feature to classify
these kinds of transitional sounds, as it has been
illustrated in Figure 2 (d) and is expressed in equation 7.
Table 1 illustrates the typical value of selected features
for each class.

Sample

(7)

(d)

Figure 2: Energy distribution of WP coefficients for
(a) voice (b) unvoice (c), (d) transitional segment;
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be increased to some extends, while the number of the
Map filed nodes are constant and are equal to the number
of output classes. This property of Fuzzy ARTMAP is
especially interesting when two input segments with
different features belonging to one class are classified.
Thus while we preserve generality, the error rate
decreases too.

Table 1: Typical value of proposed features for
voiced/unvoiced/transition/silence segments
Feature Silence
Voice
Unvoice Transition
1
2.2983 9.2805
1.59
3.8321
2
1.757
1.5729
1.1686
2.2777
3
24.392 8055.94 623.903
4061.16
4
.1045
.07277 .027082
.82063
5
.1019 .029257 .078936
.075245

4. Experimental Results
3. The Fuzzy ARTMAP Neural Network
A detailed description of the fuzzy ARTMAP neural
network can be found in [15]. Here just a brief review is
presented. The fuzzy ARTMAP neural network consists
of two fuzzy ART modules, (ARTa, ARTb) as well as an
extra inter ART module, shown in Figure 4. Each fuzzy
Art is an extension of ART1 system to enable the network
to handle the continuous inputs through the use of fuzzy
AND operator ( ∧ ), instead of the logical intersection
(  ). In order to prevent category proliferation [15], input
vectors are normalized by complementary coding where if

a ∈ [0,1] denotes original input, then the new F0 layer

In order to obtain a proper set of training data, twenty
sentences from 10 male and 10 female of popular TIMIT
database are selected. The sentences are divided into 10
msec (80 sample) sub frames and then are manually
labeled as voice, unvoice, transition, and silence. The
result of manual class decision is shown in table 2. Each
entry shows the percentage of manual class decision.
Table 2: Manual Class decision
Voice
45

Unvoice
35

Transition
16.25

Silence
3.75

M

input
where a

vector
c

I

= (a, a ) ∈ [0,1]

(I

c
i

Fab
xab
Fuzzy ART-b

Fuzzy ART-a

F2

b
ρa F 2

a

y

b

Y

reset

reset

Fa1

,

= {a } and a = 1 − ai ) is fed into network.
c
i

W jkab

a

2M

c

b

F

xa

Fa0 Ia=(a,ac)
a

b

1

X

reset
insert ART
ρa

b
c
Fb0 I =(b,b )

ρb

b

Then Daubechie 8 wavelet packet transform was
performed on each frame. For restricting the effect of
boundary at the frame edge, we extend each frame from
left and right to 8 msec, however this amendment
introduces 8 msec delays into system. In next step, five
features are computed as discussed in pervious section.
The features are normalized according to complementary
coding as was discussed in section 3. Thus 10 inputs are
fed into network. Fuzzy ARTMAP parameters are set as
follows: choice parameter is set to zero, the ARTa based
lined vigilance parameter, ρ a is set to zero, the learning
rate, β is set to one i.e. fast learning. Epsilon is set to
0.001, this value is added to ARTa vigilance parameter
when a mismatch happens in Fab , so a reset does not
occur in ARTa. And finally the MAP field vigilance
parameter ρ ab is set to 0.95. The number of Fa2 output
nodes is initially set to 20. However due to representing
the discriminating features just 12 nodes are used at the

Figure 4: Fuzzy ARTMAP architecture

F2a output layer. In order to examine the reliability of

Thus, the complement coded input and Wj are of
dimension 2M. During learning, the adaptive weights or
the long term memory (LTM) are adjusted according to
the winner take all rule i.e. at most one F2a node can
become active at a given time. Map field realizes the
match-tracking rule, whereby the vigilance parameter for
ARTa increase in response to a miss match at ARTb.
After each input in ARTa find a proper output in ARTb,
the Map field weights and LTM in ARTa are trained.
Thus the number of outputs nodes in ARTa, i.e. F2a, can

features, a fixed set of 4000 chosen exemplars was
normalized and presented to the Fuzzy ARTMAP system.
After training the system, we test validation of the
approach by presenting 4000 test samples. The neural
network classification confusion matrix on the test
database is presented in table 2 In order to evaluate the
accuracy of method, five features (the signal energy, the
first reflection coefficient, the rate of zero crossing, the
first coefficient of the 10th order LPC and the peak
amplitude of signal) that are extensively used in other
contributions [12], [14], [5] are extracted from the
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training data set (4000 exemplars as mentioned later) and
fed into a back propagation neural network with 10
hidden layers and 4 outputs. After training, the confusion
matrix is obtained by introducing of the test samples to
the back propagation classifier. The method that is
denoted by (a) in Table 3 demonstrates the results taken
from WP-Fuzzy ArtMap classifier and the method (b)
indicates the results from the Back propagation classifier.
Each entry in the confusion matrix shows the percentage
of the automatically detected class in comparison with
manual class decision. As it is clear from the table 3, the
error rate in the method b is somehow higher than those
of the method a, especially for transitional speech. It must
be mentioned here, in classifying the speech segments
manually, the non-periodic glottal pulses were considered
as an voiced speech rather than transitional speech,
because naturally vocal cord is exited during the
construction of non-periodic speech, although their
residual signal exhibits weak periodicity, but the
experiments show [6] when the non-periodic sounds are
classified as voiced sounds, there is no or only slight
degradation of perceived quality as long as the estimated
pitch is not extremely high or low.

0.275

0.5

1.979

0.721

(a)

Methods

1.125

0.35

43.7

0.75

0.2

(b)

(a)

0.6

0.55

42.8

1.45

0.2

(a)

(b)

Silence

1.175

0.95

14.125

0

(b)

Transition
Silence

Transition

2.575

1.55

11.9

0.225

(a)

31.8

Voice

0.45

0

0

3.3

(b)

Manual

33

Voice

Unvoice

Unvoice

Table 3:Matrix confusion for proposed (a) WPFuzzyArtMap classifier and (b) Back propagation

0.45

0

0

3.3

5. Conclusion
In this research, a more accurate speech classifier was
presented. In comparison with other proposed methods,
this approach uses a new set of features that appropriately
characterize speech classes.

Moreover, instead of using the thersholding to make the
decision, like what was done in [9], a fast and stable
neural network was employed to classify the proposed
features. Flexibility of partitioning time-frequency plane
into finer cells in addition to low computational
complexity in comparison with short time Fourier
transform and MFC coefficients, makes wavelet packet a
powerful tool for the classification purposes. Furthermore
reported results show that the accuracy of this model is
comparable with other conventional model, and this
method also performs a finer classification more than the
voice/unvoice classification, that has been extensively
used in other approaches. In the next step of this research
we are going to evaluate the model accuracy in noisy
environment.
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Abstract
The aim of the work presented here, is to speed up the
entire evaluation process of articular knee cartilage and
the associated medication developments for Osteoarthritis.
To enable this, the development of an automated direct 3D
segmentation is described that incorporates non-linear
diffusion for efficient image denoising. Cartilage specific
magnetic resonance imaging is used, which allows
acquiring the entire cartilage volume as one 3D image.
The segmentation itself is based on level sets for their
accuracy, stability and topological flexibility. By using this
kind of segmentation, it is hoped to improve the time
efficiency and accuracy for quantitative and qualitative
integrity evaluation of cartilage and to enable an earlier
diagnosis and treatment of Osteoarthritis.

interaction. Here we focus on the automation of the
segmentation and the improvement of the accuracy of
cartilage measurements in order to streamline further
analysis and to enable an earlier detection of cartilage
pathologies. A sensitive registration method for cartilage
changes over a longer time period (e.g.: several month) will
also be developed, based on segmentation fine-tuning for
smaller diurnal changes.
The expected outcomes include:
• An autonomous segmentation method:
o Accelerated drug trials
o Simpler pre- and post-operative disease
monitoring
• Early detection of Pathology-Associated Changes
(thickness and volume changes)
o Early diagnosis
• Detection of early onset OA (eg. due to sporting
injuries)
This problem has been explored previously in [1]. They
found that using only grey level features for the distinction
of very similar cartilage contact zones was insufficient, and
introduced a segmentation method in scale space. They
formulated the problem as a hierarchical energy
minimisation solved using a gradient descent scheme based
on B-spline snakes. The use of a hierarchical scheme was
found to produce relatively robust segmentations. Their
automated algorithm failed to segment the cartilage
between the patella and femoral cartilage and between the
femoral and tibia cartilage and, therefore, required user
interaction.

INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) occurs typically in the aged with a
typical age range of 30 to 70 years, occurring earlier under
extreme conditions such in as high-impact sports. It is a
major cause of morbidity and causes significant health
costs to communities. Much of the cost is associated with
the treatment of late, symptomatic disease, especially joint
replacement surgery. The work described here is part of the
Brisbane Osteoarthritis Imaging Study (BOIS), a
collaborative study between Pfizer and the University of
Queensland, whose overall purpose is to develop a Phase II
OA “Proof of Concept” clinical model by assessing
changes in joint structure in knee OA in high risk patient
cohorts using state-of-the-art magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). A significant advantage of using MRI is that it
allows the acquisition of high-contrast cartilage images.
The purpose of segmentation for BOIS is to reliably extract
the structure and pathological occurrences in cartilage from
MR images. This will then form a basis for the detection of
OA progression, which relies on quantitative and
qualitative assessment of cartilage volume and thickness
measurements.

The solution of these drawbacks is the main objective of
this work – to develop a fully automated 3D segmentation
based on a level set approach [2] and non-linear diffusion
(NLD). In order to do this we will overcome the distinction
problem between very similar cartilage contact zones.
Therefore, we apply NLD for an efficient image
simplification and level sets for their improved stability,
simple 3D implementation, accuracy and topological
flexibility. Additionally, multispectral image information

There is currently no consensus on how to assess disease
progression using MRI, and studies to date have generally
focussed on cartilage volumes at their endpoints and
incorporated segmentation with a high level of user
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will be considered to provide different contrast features for
the distinction of similar tissues. The use of a 3D
segmentation method is expected to give improvements
over traditional 2D methods and assist in the automation of
the method.
This paper is organized as follows: It starts explaining
Osteoarthritis and segmentation relevant cartilage
properties, and shows then the cartilage lesion classification
system by Outerbridge in table 1. Furthermore, it is
described how to overcome cartilage-imaging problems and
advantages of 3D imaging are pointed out. Then current
drawbacks for segmenting articular knee cartilage are
explained. Subsequently, solutions as image simplification
and the application of level sets for a 3D segmentation are
proposed. In the discussion and results section two images
containing the same information but with different
contrasts are shown and their combination for multispectral
segmentation described.

3D IMAGING
Traditional studies use 2D slice-based acquisition [1]. This
often requires that each slice be aligned before processing,
and introduces significant anisotropy into the image data.
In this project we apply 3D imaging methods for improved
spatial resolution and to avoid alignment problems.
Therefore, the complete knee joint image is acquired as a
monolithic volume.
In this study we use a water excited 3D DESS (Dual Echo
Steady State) sequence. The imaging sequence enables high
contrast between normal and abnormal cartilage, both in
deep and superficial layers. It displays cartilage with an
optimal contrast and high spatial resolution. Furthermore,
volume calculations and 3D display are facilitated. The
water excitation of the sequence enables cartilage selective
display, whereas all other tissues appear darker. More over
it provides high-quality multiplanar reconstruction (MPR),
a strong T2 contrast and an improved signal to noise ratio.
Despite its cartilage selectivity, the assessment of other
joint structures is also possible.

OSTEOARTHRITIS AND ARTICUALR CARTILAGE
IN THE KNEE
The goal of our segmentation method is to extract the
femoral and tibial articular cartilage. These cover the bone
endings of the tibia and femur, which are part of the knee
joint. The cartilage consists of a well-organized, multilayered structure providing a high load-bearing capacity,
high compressive stiffness and a smooth surface [3]. The
smoothness of the cartilage surface and the additional
lubrication provided by the synovial fluid allow lowfriction gliding within the knee joint. Cartilage damage
increases this friction and erodes the cartilage until femur
and tibia come into direct contact, causing significant pain
and eventually disability. Osteoarthritis and other types of
arthritis are the second leading cause of disability in the
United States [4].

SEGMENTATION
It is hypothesized that repeating a multispectral
segmentation reveals differences in separation of
pathological cartilage against the menisci. Here we intend
to develop a fully automated segmentation method using
NLD and level sets. Articular cartilage is difficult to
segment because it is a thin structure (1-2mm). Its
transmitted MRI signal intensity is proportional to its size
and difficult to distinguish at low spatial resolutions. The
problem of tissue differentiation becomes quite challenging
and the main problem of automation is the distinction
between deteriorated cartilage and its similar surroundings,
such as the two menisci and the synovial fluid. At the end
of the deterioration process the cartilage becomes
indistinguishable from noise. To improve the signal to
noise ratio, non-linear diffusion will be applied prior to
segmentation.

MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING
For an automatic segmentation, current available MRI
sequences are not sufficient to provide enough contrast
between similar cartilage contact zones. To overcome this
disadvantage we propose imaging with two different
contrasts: fat- and non-fat-suppressed sequences. It is
hoped that the combination of both sequences will allow
better cartilage distinction than either allows individually.

Multispectral Segmentation
Another difficulty is that the given sequences cannot be
used to reliably image early cartilage degeneration. To
overcome the aforementioned problems we intend to
consider a combination of more distinction properties for
the segmentation by using multispectral images.

CARTILAGE LESION CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
Cartilage lesions of the knee may be characterised using the
classification system of Outerbridge [5]. Currently available
imaging sequences are sufficient for detecting grades 2-4
only and sequences to enable proper detection of grade 1
are under development. In this project thickening and
softening detection will be enabled by incorporating sodium
23 nuclear MR imaging.

Manual Segmentation
As a reference for an accuracy validation a manual
segmentation is performed first. Several 2D slices are
printed out and an expert draws a line manually around the
cartilage contour. These manual segmentations are then
digitized and may then be used as templates to validate the
results of automated segmentation.

Table 1. Cartilage lesion classification
system by Outerbridge

Grade

Symptom

1

Thickening and softening

2

Fissuring of the articular surface that does not
extend to the underlying bone.
High-grade lesions with partial or full-thickness
cartilage defect, respectively.

3+4
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Algorithm Development Using 3D Level Sets
Following mathematical descriptions are based on [2].
The cartilage surface S to segment, is represented in space
R3 as:

Non-Linear Diffusion
First the acquired images are cropped to the area of interest,
which includes the cartilage and its surroundings.
Subsequently, the image is simplified to reduce noise and
remove insignificant details. A standard method for this is
to convolute the image with a Gaussian kernel. The
disadvantage of this method is that due to its linearity,
meaningful details such as edges are removed in the same
manner as less important details. To overcome this
disadvantage Non-Linear Diffusion (NLD) is used here.
NLD enables image simplification while preserving
meaningful features such as contiguous edges. Nonlinearity is given by using a spatial-varying diffusity, which
adapts to the image intensity gradient. Near significant
edges the diffusivity reduces to zero and while in the
interior of objects the diffusivity increases, allowing
selective blurring.

S : [δ , τ ] →
and embedded into the three dimensional level set function
φ that maps to one dimension R:

φ:

such that S becomes an isosurface of φ

φ (S ) = 0 .
Now the level set function φ needs to be manipulated to
match the cartilage contour and is represented as a partial
differential level set equation:

∂φ / ∂t = − F ∇ φ .

The convolution of an image by a Gaussian kernel Gσ
smoothes the image, reducing all image details equally.
The scale σ of the kernel controls the amount of smoothing.
Perona and Malik [6] recognized that this may be viewed as
a linear diffusion:

I t = div (c∇ I )

The gradient magnitude |∇φ | is multiplied with the speed
function F that describes the normal velocity of the surface
S. F is responsible to guide the surface and can be defined
to allow a wide range of surface deformations in order to
match the cartilage contour.

(1)

Advantages of Level Sets
The advantage is to have always control over the level set
function φ, despite possible contortions of the embedded
cartilage surface S. This property enables to handle easily
breaking and merging for the segmentation process.
Another benefit is that the technique trivially extends to
three dimensions. Also, level sets allow establishing less
complicated numerical schemes to approximate motion
equations. The cartilage surface S matches the zero level
set of the adjustable level set function φ. This allows
starting the evolution process with a partial differential
equation that is similar to the Hamilton–Jacobi equation.
These conditions ease the evaluation of normals and
curvatures and topological changes occur normally.

Here the diffusivity c is constant over the image plane. For
a non-linear diffusion Perona and Malik [6] introduced
spatially varying diffusion coefficients, such that the
diffusivity is low on intensity gradients. Strong intensity
gradients are typically associated with object edges. This
choice of diffusivity function not only preserves large
intensity discontinuities but sharpens the edges of objects.
In the non-linear case we may rewrite the first equation 1
as:

(

I t = div c ( ∇I ) ∇I

)

→

(2)

Previous Work: B-Spline snakes
Deformable contour models or snakes that are based on the
seminal work of Kass et al. [7] have been proven to be
suitable for matching smooth surfaces such as the cartilage
contour in MR images. The advantage of these models lies
in the combination of external image forces, which are
based on low level features that attract the initial contour
toward the object boundaries and on internal forces such as
the contour elasticity that preserves the smoothness of the
contour. The previous work from [1] on knee cartilage
segmentation uses B-Splines and a hierarchical energy
minimization approach performed in scale space. The
process starts at a coarse scale and reduces the scale in each
step, while minimizing the energy function on each level.
To let the algorithm start at a coarse scale assists contour
attraction even if the initial contour is inaccurate, and
minimises the attraction to noisy edges in the surrounding
tissues. These properties are responsible for the stability of
this algorithm. The semi-automated segmentation enabled
by this method allowed a considerably higher
reproducibility compared to a manual segmentation, which
motivates
developing
the
following
automated
segmentation.

NLD, Level Sets and 3D Advantages for Automation
As above mentioned is one monolithic image volume
acquired that is stored as a series of 2D-sliced DICOM
images. The second focus – besides automation – of our
work is to take advantage of the volumetric and singular
property of the acquired data. Therefore, the series of 2D
images is first reassembled to one 3D image. Subsequently,
level sets are applied, to enable a segmentation of the
complete three-dimensional cartilage contour at once.
Level sets are the successor of snakes and offer a better
stability, accuracy and topological flexibility. It is therefore
hoped too gain improvements compared to the previous
work [1] that uses the snake-splines approach. In addition
to that, we use NLD in the first segmentation instance to
efficiently denoise the image. It is hoped that combining
NLD, level sets and multispectral image information
enables automated cartilage segmentation.
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The image in figure two is acquired using a non-fatsuppressed sequence. Therefore, bones (containing bone
marrow with fat cells) are better visualized as before. In
both images P denotes cartilage belonging to the patella, F
femoral cartilage and fs abbreviates fat-suppressed. The
patello-femoral cartilage contact zone is within the white
circle between P and F. As an example to enable better
contrast, image parts around Pfs of figure one could be used
to superpose or replace the same parts of the patella
cartilage P in figure two. This would then result in a better
contrast between P and F and support a distinction of both
cartilage types.

Time Efficiency and Accuracy Improvements
All together there are three accuracy and two time
efficiency improvements to expect.
We are using only one 3D image that contains all the
information about the complete cartilage structure to
segment. Using the one volume gives a better resolution,
since “gaps“ between 2D-acquired and 2D-segmented
image slices—after assembling those to a volume—are
avoided. The process will be faster, because everything will
be directly 3D-segmented at once, and segmenting and
combining of 2D slices becomes unnecessary. The direct
3D segmentation of the complete cartilage volume in one
step and the automation feature are expected to speed up
the entire segmentation process.

The algorithm development is currently in the initial phase
and more results will be provided soon.

The three accuracy improvements are based on the better
accuracy of level sets themselves, on the higher resolution
as previously explained and that the automation avoids
subjective decisions about tissue border distinctions.

P

It is also aimed to design a user-friendly GUI to reduce the
familiarizing time and, therefore, the post-processing time.
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
Based on the automatic segmentation described in this
paper, it is intended to speed up drug development and to
eventually improve OA medication. It is also aimed for an
earlier OA treatment by detection of pathology-associated
changes in cartilage as early as possible. This will be based
on an automatic and more accurate segmentation and on
Sodium 23 nuclear MR imaging, which will be considered
for detecting abnormal cartilage changes as softening and
thickening.
For comparison two images with different contrasts (fatand non-fat-suppressed) are shown below and to the right.
The image in figure one was acquired using the 3D DESS
sequence with water excitation. Cartilage contains with
75% significantly more water than bones (22%). Therefore,
mainly cartilage is visible, whereby bones containing fat
appear dark (fat-suppressed).

F

Femur

Figure 2. Knee joint (non– fat– suppressed)
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Abstract: In this study, we developed a computer model to analyze body fluids volume variations,
especially plasma volume changes. Also, serum sodium concentration and Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN)
changes were simulated using a combined model for transcapillary and transcellular fluid shift. Model
predictions were found to be in good agreement with values which had been measured by
Kimura et al[12,13]. Urea and sodium transfer across the dialyzer membrane and transcellular fluid
shifts which occurs in response to the sodium and the other electrolytes transfer, were modeled.
Tanscapillary fluid and proteins exchange occurs too, which influences hydrostatic and oncotic
pressures in interstitial and capillary space due to ultrafiltration (UFR). With regard to that any of
transcapillary and transcellular models itself cannot discuss fluids and electrolytes behavior in body,
introducing lymphatic system, interstitial and capillary protein content as nonlinear behavior and
transcellular electrolytes exchange, we simulated a new model. Using this model, it is possible to predict
serum sodium concentration, blood osmolality, Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN) after dialysis and plasma
volume during dialysis in order to better hemodialysis therapy. Also, it is possible using model
optimization and feedback blood volume controlling and monitoring systems to avoid hypotension. Using
rational dialysate concentration with respect to serum sodium concentration changes can be used to
reduce disequilibrium syndrome.
Key Words: transcapillary, transcellular, Hemodialysis, Ultrafiltration, Electrolytes Exchange, Protein
Exchange

Introduction
A person with renal failure has little or
no kidney function. The signs and symptoms
of renal failure, a state called uremia, are
extremely diverse and frequently appear to
point to disease of other organs. Failure to
regulate the excretion of salt and water
places the body at risk of fluid overload.
Fluid may accumulate in the subcutaneous
tissues as edema or in serous cavities as
excess peritoneal fluid or pleural effusion.
Peripheral edema is unsightly but harmless,
whereas pulmonary edema can compromise
gas exchange in the lungs, leading to
shortness of breath, hypoxia and ultimately
death[4].
Hemodialysis is a process whereby
water and metabolic waste products are

removed from the blood by an artificial
kidney. During hemodialysis, blood
circulates from an artery into a dialyzer and
returns through a vein. Inside the dialyzer
blood is separated from dialysate fluid by a
semi-permeable membrane. Movement of
solutes from the blood to the dialysate
occurs by diffusion across the membrane.
Concentration of solutes in the blood can be
controlled by the composition of the
dialysate. Excess body fluid is ultrafiltrated
from the blood side of membrane due to
negative pressure. A patient with renal
failure uses an artificial kidney for several
hours a day for a few days out of each week.
The incidence of intradialytic
disequilibrium syndrome and symptomatic
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hypotension has increased significantly
4.
among dialysis patients over the last ten
years[2,12,13]. Also, It has been
demonstrated that the use of dialysate with a
high Na + concentration reduces these
complications[12,13].
The model for transcapillary fluid
5.
exchange has been established for a long
time[1,12]. It’s impossible, however, to
directly apply this model to hemodialysis
therapy, because transcellular fluid exchange
is also essential to simulate the change in
plasma volume during hemodialysis.
6.
In this work, the combination of these
two models has been introduced to enable
simulation of the change in plasma volume,
serum sodium concentration and BUN
during hemodialysis.

Model Assumptions
1.

2.

3.

Body water is distributed in three
uniformly mixed compartments
approximating the intracellular(ICF),
interstitial(ISF), and plasma(PL)
volumes. The sum of the ISF and PL
compartments forms the extracellular
(ECF) compartment. The total body
fluid (TBF) is the sum of the ICF and
ECF volumes.
Water movement between the ICF and
ECF compartments is analogous to
movement across the cell membrane
and is caused only by change in the
concentration of osmotically active
solutes in the ICF and ECF
compartments [2,4,13].
The amount of osmotically active
solutes in the ICF compartment doesn’t
change during dialysis. Water
movement to or from the compartment
causes changes in the concentration of
osmotically active solutes in the ICF
compartment[2,4,13].

Sodium diffuses freely across the
capillary wall. Since sodium is
contained mostly in the ECF
compartment this assumption allows
description of sodium kinetics during
dialysis by a one-compartment model.
At the beginning of dialysis there is
osmotic equilibrium. This allows
calculation of the pre-dialysis
concentration of osmotically active
solutes from the pre-dialysis plasma
sodium concentration.
Water movement between the ISF and
PV is similar to movement across the
capillary wall, which is proportional to
the forces of capillary pressure, plasma
oncotic pressure, interstitial hydrostatic
pressure, and interstitial osmotic
pressure[1,2,4,12].
7. Interstitial compliance is nonlinear[1].
8. Protein leaks across the capillary wall
during dialysis with a certain content
[16]. On the other hand, moves from
ISF to capillary space with reabsorbsion
with a certain content[16]. Proteins also
moves from ISF to capillary
compartment using lymph flow with a
constant content[], so that lymph flow
variations versus ISF pressure is
nonlinear[1,16].
9. Osmotic pressure in PV and ISF
compartments is nonlinear functions of
their protein content[1,12].
10. PV and ISF protein content have
nonlinear differential relations with
their protein mass and compartments
volume[16].
11. Protein mass variations in PV and ISF
compartments are balanced with
capillary filtration, reabsorbsion and
lymph flow[1,12,14].
Figure1 is a schematic of combined
model. As you see, filtration, reabsorbsion
and lymph flow make fluid and protein to
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move between ISF and PV. Water and
electrolytes move between ECF and ICF
through cell membrane by several
mechanisms. As blood flows through
dialyzer water and materials exchange
occurs between plasma and concentrate.

in which ISF, ECF and PV are interstitial,
extracellular and plasma volumes
respectively. Plasma volume is also obtained
by;

The Mathematical Model

in which UFR is ultrafiltration rate and Q rl
is lymph flow rate which are obtained using
reference [1] relations.
Plasma and interstitial protein contents
are expressed as nonlinear functions of
protein mass in these spaces and their
volumes instead of kimura linear functions
as reference[16].
The following equations were also used
for transcellular part of the model as had
been introduced in reference[2];

dPV (t)
= −[ FA(t) +UFR ] + RV (t) +Qrl(t)
dt

In order to establish the model,
intracellular and extracellular volume
changes were simulated using mathematical
formulation during hemodialysis.
By combining this model with transcapillary
model plasma volume was also obtained.
Landis-pappenheimer equations have
been used as basic relations for establishing
transcapillary models[12,14];

FA(t)=LA×[ HA−HT(t)−ΠPL(t)+ΠT(t) ]
RV(t)=LV ×[ΠPL(t)−ΠT(t)−HV +HT(t) ]

d
[TBF (t) ] = −UFR (t)
dt

1

2
in which filtration FA and reabsorbsion RV
are expressed as functions of hydrostatic
arterial A, venous V, interstitial T pressures
and oncotic plasma Π PL and interstitial Π T
pressures and also hydrolic permeability
coefficients L of vessels. The oncotic
pressures are expressed as functions of
plasma and interstitial spaces protein
contents as below;

6

7

TBF (t) =ICF (t)+ECF (t)

8

TBF (t)
ECF (t) =
MU,i(t)+M′eq,i (t)
[1+
]
MNa,e(t) +MU,e(t)+Meq,e(t)

9

so that TBF, ICF, M U ,i , M U ,e , M Na,e are
total body fluid volume, intracellular fluid
volume, amount of urea in the intracellular
pool, amount of urea in extracellular pool,
amount of sodium in ECF and M eq ,i ″ ,

M eq ,e are amount of different solutes in ICF

ΠPL(t) = 2.1×CPL(t) + 0.16 ×CPL2(t) + 0.009 ×CPL3(t)

and ECF as has been described in reference
[2].

3
ΠT (t) = 2.8×CT (t) + 0.18 ×CT 2 (t) + 0.012 ×CT 3 (t)
4

Equations solution
The combined model for transcapillary
and transcellular simulation contains a set of
coupled linear and nonlinear differential
equations. This set was processed using
“simulink” toolbox of MATLAB software.
In each test, initial conditions and constant
values of certain group of patients were

transcellular and transcapillary models are
combined by the equation;

ISF (t) = ECF (t) − PV (t)
5

3
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used. In order to validate model outputs,
experimental values of Kimura et al[12,13]
were used. In their work, the values of
parameters were had been measured in five
patients who had been studied on
hemodialysis at three different dialysate
sodium concentration equal to 7% below and
7% above the predialysis serum sodium
concentration.

model are in better agreement with measured
data in comparison to kimura model.
In kimura model, there has been a
significant difference in the value at 1 hr
after the beginning of the high Na +
hemodialysis. The present model can see the
severe changes during first hour and cover
them.
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Fig2:Plasma volume changes during dialysis with high
sodium dialysate.
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Fig1:Schematic diagram of combined simulated model.

Results
Figures 2 to 4 show plasma volume,
serum sodium concentration and BUN
changes during dialysis for the group of
patients who were treated using high Na +
concentrate as typical outputs.
Figures 2 and 3 show the trend, which is
consistent with what the others obtained
[1,3,4,5,8,12]. As we used average values of
kimura et al, these trends are in excellent
agreement with their results. Also, as you
see in figure 4 the results of introduced

Fig3:BUN changes during dialysis with high sodium dialysate.
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As you see, the model in some
circumstances like serum sodium
concentration changes in dialysis with high
Na + concentrate had results better than
Kimura model. In fact, severe extracellular
osmolarity changes was hidden in the
Kimura model point of view. On the other
hand, in dialysis with normal and low
concentrate, Kimura model introduced better
results.
There have been some error resources
for this simulation. Not to consider the other
electrolytes exchange especially potassium
except to sodium across dialyzer membrane
is the most important one.
The present model can be optimized and
examined by different experimental values
and used to obtain the best UFR and
dialysate profiles for individual convenient
dialysis.
The use of the mathematical model
allows us to obtain an approximate
estimation of the amount of sodium (and
probably the other electrolytes) which are
actually removed during hemodialysis. The
correct choice of the UFR and dialysate
concentration profiles, able to remove a
given amount of sodium per session is a
difficult problem, the solution of which
depends on several different simultaneous
factors: mainly, the initial concentration of
sodium and other solutes in the blood and in
the extracellular pool, the UFR, dialysis
operative conditions, and the duration of
session. All these factors interact in complex
nonlinear ways during treatment, thus
making qualitative predictions of sodium
and fluid extraction unreliable.
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Fig4:A comparison between kimura model, combined
model and measured values for serum sodium
concentration.

Discussion and Conclusion
Several transcapillary and transcellular
models have been proposed during past
years. It is impossible; however, to directly
apply these models to hemodialysis therapy,
because transcapillary and transcellular fluid
and materials exchanges occur together so
that they are instantaneously engaged to
each other. Also, some simplifications have
been done in these models. Therefore,
converting them into practical software and
hardware in hemodialysis machines is a
difficult problem.
The main goal of this study was to
develop a combined biological model, which
converge most of these models and
experiences into one model using last
researches in this field.
Based on literature survey, in recent
researches[1] lymphatic system and
interstitial compliance have been introduced
as nonlinear behavior. Besides, fluid,
sodium, and urea exchange across cell
membrane and dialyzer membrane, also
other electrolytes exchange across cell
membrane had been considered as simplified
behavior. But plasma and interstitial protein
content changes, which had been considered
before as linear behavior[4,12], has been
introduced as nonlinear behavior, using
Schneditz et al idea[8].
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shape of an intracranial tissue from all angles, it supports
to diagnose the disease with high accuracy.
In Refs. [4], [9], and [10], we confirmed that ultrasonic
wave penetrated the human frontal bone (3 - 6 mm) or
artificial bone (12 mm).
In this paper, first, we acquire data of an intracranial
tissue in animal experiment model. This model is made by
cattle skull and goma-tofu (soft tissue). The soft tissue is
placed inside the skull. The animal skull and the soft
tissue imitate human skull and human brain tissue,
respectively. The aim of this experiment is to recognize
echoes of skull surface, skull bottom, and soft tissue
surface, and to visualize the skull shape and the soft tissue
surface. Second, we acquire the data of the model in a
water bath. We determine each region position (skull
surface, skull bottom, and soft tissue surface) using the
anatomical knowledge. Finally, we image the skull and
the soft tissue from these positions. As the result of
applying it to the model, we could recognize echoes of
skull surface, skull bottom and soft tissue surface. The
shape of skull and the soft tissue in all data were obtained.
Average error of the skull thickness was 0.43 mm, and the
average error of water distance between skull bottom and
soft tissue surface was 3.14 mm.
This paper organized as follows. Section 2 describes
human brain model and overview of our experiment.
Section 3 describes the visualization based on the
anatomical knowledge. Section 4 shows the experimental
result on cattle skull. In it, we could successfully visualize
the shape of the skull and the soft tissue. Section 5
presents a summary of the technical results.

Abstract
In conventional transcranial sonography system,
available window of skull in adults is limited to the
temporal bone. However, by visualizing an intracranial
tissue from all angles, it supports to diagnose the disease
with high accuracy. Transcranial sonography system with
placement free has not been developed. This paper
describes skull and intracranial tissue visualization based
on anatomical knowledge using ultrasound. Generally, it
is difficult to visualize an intracranial tissue from frontal
bone (3 - 6 mm) because of large attenuation in skull. To
overcome this difficulty, we develop the system whose
ultrasonic wave can penetrate the human frontal bone. In
our system, we acquire data of an intracranial tissue in
animal experiment model. This is made by cattle skull and
goma-tofu (soft tissue) placed inside the skull. Using
acquired data and this model knowledge, we image the
skull and the soft tissue. As a result, our method could
visualize skull and soft tissue surface in all data.

1. Introduction
Conventional transcranial sonography system can noninvasively image intracranial blood flow and brain tissue
at real-time [1]-[3]. However, skull prevents ultrasound
from disclosing a brain anatomy. The main factor is the
acoustical mismatch between soft skin and the skull. The
acoustic velocity in the skull is about 2800 - 3500 m/s
whereas about 1600 m/s in soft skin [4][5]. Additionally,
porous layer of the skull prevents ultrasound from
penetrating to intracranial tissue. Due to this, the system
is applicable to neonates whose skull is not developed.
However, in adults, available window of skull is limited
to the temporal bone [6]-[8]. Because of the limited size
of the window, the obtained information is also limited.
Any transcranial sonography system with placement free
has not been developed. This paper describes intracranial
tissue visualization with placement free. By visualizing
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Figure 1. Human brain.
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Skull

2.2 Overview of our experiment
80 mm
Front

The animal experiment model is placed into a water
bath and we acquire data of the intracranial soft tissue.
Figure 3 shows the overview of our experiment. The
ultrasonic pulsar receiver (New Sensor Inc., NSIPR2000L) transmits and receives ultrasonic waves via the
probe. The data of ultrasonic waveform is acquired by the
personal computer. The data obtained by this system
includes the reflected wave from the skull surface, skull
bottom, and intracranial soft tissue. Sampling interval is
10ns. We determined transmission frequency that is
suitable for the skull penetration as 1MHz [4][9][10].
Additionally, in order to visualize intracranial soft tissue,
we used ultrasonic focus probe (KGK, 1.0K14I/6I-F20)
whose center frequency is 1MHz. We scan at interval of 1
mm using scanner equipment, and acquire data from
above animal skull in each position. Scan field of probe is
60 mm and sixty-one data is acquired. An image consists
of sixty-one data.

Back

130 mm

(b) Top view.
Figure 2. Animal experiment model.

2. Preliminary
2.1 Human brain model
Figure 1 shows MR image of the human brain.
Information of the shape of brain surface in this figure is
important to discriminate human disease. Additionally, the
human brain consists of the skin (light white), the skull
(black), cerebrospinal fluid (black), the gray matter (light
black), the white matter (white). We construct animal
experiment model using cattle skull and soft tissue.
Constructed model is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows
the model of lateral view. Figure 2(b) shows the model of
top view. As shown in Figure 2(a), brain portion is removed
and a soft tissue is placed in it. In this model, the soft tissue
(goma-tofu) is used instead of human brain. The aim of this
experiment is to visualize the skull and the soft tissue. Cattle
skulls were two layers: skull-1 denotes upper skull and
skull-2 denotes lower skull. Skull thickness of the model
varies from 2 to 5 mm.

3. Visualization method
anatomical knowledge

based

on

the

This section describes model visualization method
based on the anatomical knowledge. We perform
visualization of human brain model by the following
process.
(1) Determine each region position (skull-1 surface,
skull-1 bottom, skull-2 surface, skull-2 bottom, and
soft tissue surface) using the knowledge of model
structure,
(2) Determine these positions considering the ultrasound
velocity,
(3) Visualize these positions.
The detail of each process is as follows.
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3.1 Determination of each region position
Figure 4 shows an example of ultrasonic waveform
which is acquired in Figure 3. Path of each reflected wave
(A1, B1, A2, B2, and C) is automatically determined. As
shown in Figure 5, the model consists of layer structure in
order: water, skull-1, water, skull-2, water, and soft tissue.
We can therefore assume that these reflected waves are
acquired in the order of skull-1 surface, skull-1 bottom,
skull-2 surface, skull-2 bottom, and soft tissue surface.
Therefore, in Figure 4, A1 represents reflected wave of
skull-1 surface, B1 represents reflected wave of skull-1
bottom, A2 represents reflected wave of skull-2 surface,
B2 represents reflected wave of skull-2 bottom, and C
represents reflected wave of soft tissue surface. They are
shown in Figure 5. Path of each reflected wave of sixtyone data is also automatically determined using the
knowledge of model shape. The details are below.
Figure 6 shows the method of position determination
of skull-1 surface. First, for first data of sixty-one data,
we manually determine position of skull-1 surface as the
initial position. A triangle function of the initial position is
expressed by dotted line in Figure 6(a). The triangle
function is shown in Figure 7. The function moves the
range of threshold, th=3 µs. The triangle function is used

th=3µs
t[n]

2µs
(201 points)

Time[µs]

Figure 7. Triangle function.
for calculating the function Si. The function Si is defined
by Equation (1).

Si =

100

∑ x[n + i] ⋅ t[n]

(1)

n = −100

where, x[n] denotes modulus of original signal, t[n]
denotes triangle function. We calculate Si for all i
(15.0 µs ≤ i ≤ 16.0 µs) . Position of triangle function with
maximum Si is determined as the optimum position of
skull-1 surface of the first data. Triangle function of
optimum position is expressed by solid line.
Second, as shown in Figure 6(b), the optimum position
of initial data is applied to the initial position of next data
(second data). This is why the region position is
approximately same in the neighboring data. In the
similar way, the triangle function is applied to the initial
position, and Si is calculated for every position i using
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difference of y’i is t’2i between skull-2 bottom and soft
tissue surface. We define y’i by Equation (3).
1
(3)
y' i = t' 2i ×v' i
2
We assume that ultrasound velocity in water is 1480 m/s
[4][10][11]. We visualize these distances using this value
x’i and y’i. Thus, we visualize points of all estimated
distances.

xi
yi

4. Experimental results
Scan field (60 mm)

In our experiment, we acquired data of three lines as
shown in Figure 10. Sixty-one data is acquired in each
line, and construct an image. These results are shown in
Figure 11. In all figures, lines A1 and B1 represent skull-1
surface and skull-1 bottom, respectively. Line C represent
soft tissue surface. We could recognize skull-1 surface
and skull-1 bottom, and could confirm soft tissue surface
form all image. Consequently, our system could visualize
skull-1 shape and intracranial soft tissue from every
position.
Figure 12 visualizes an overlapped image of Figures
2(a) and 11 (a). In it, extracted line exactly matched to the
skull boundaries and soft tissue surface.
Figure 13 show a comparison between real thickness
and calculated thickness for 1st line. The xi is real value of
skull-1 thickness and x’i is the calculated value of skull-1
thickness by our method. The yi is real value of water
distance and y’i is the calculated value of water distance
by our method. Average of xi was 3.52 mm and average of
x’i was 3.16 mm. The calculated value of skull thickness
was smaller than real value. Average of yi was 27.93 mm
and average of y’i was 29.47 mm. The calculated value of
water distance was larger than real value. We could
visualize the skull and soft tissue with average error 0.38
mm and 2.94 mm, respectively. Average error xerr of skull1 thickness and yerr of water distance are calculated by
Equations (4) and (5), respectively.

Amplitude

Figure 8. Calculation of real value (lateral view).
0.3
t’2i

t’1i

0.2

0.1

0

10

30

50

70
Time[µs]

Figure 9. Time difference.

Equation (1). The optimum position of skull-1 surface for
second data is determined. After performing above
process to all sixty-one data in order, the positions of
skull-1 surface are determined.
Finally, region position of skull-1 bottom, skull-2
surface, skull-2 bottom, and soft tissue surface are
determined.

3.2 Determination of positions considering the
ultrasound velocity

n

x err = ∑ x i − x' i n

Horizontal axis of Figure 4 is time axis. We calculate
distances from time-amplitude plane. First, we measure
skull-1 thickness xi and water distance yi between skull-2
bottom and soft tissue surface in Figure 8. They are
assumed as the real values. Second, we estimate skull-1
thickness x’i and water distance y’i between skull-2
bottom and soft tissue surface from positions of the
determined triangle function, respectively. Suffix i
denotes the number of scan data. As x’i denotes skull-1
thickness, as shown in Figure 9, we calculate time
difference t’1i between skull-1 surface and skull-1 bottom.
We define x’i by Equation (2).
1
(2)
x' i = t' 1i ×v' i
2
where, v’i is acoustic velocity. We assume that ultrasound
velocity in skull is 3100 m/s. On the other hand, time

(4)

i

3rd Line
2nd Line
1st Line
Scan field (60 mm)

Figure 10. Data acquisition line (top view).
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A1
B1

A1

A1

B1

B1

C

C

C

(c) 3rd line.

(b) 2nd line.

(a) 1st line.

Figure 11. Experimental result.
Table 1. Average error of all results.

Line

Animal skull
thickness xerr
Standard
Average
deviation

Water distance yerr
Average

Standard
deviation
1.27
1.10
1.53

1
2
3

0.38
0.35
0.55

0.31
0.26
0.33

2.94
3.11
3.38

Average

0.43

0.59

3.14

Scan field (60 mm)
n

Figure 12. Overlapped result.

y err = ∑ y i − y' i n

1.30
(Unit [mm])

(5)

Thickness[mm]

i

5.0
4.0

where, n denotes number of data.
Table 1 tabulates average error in each line. In skull
thickness, 2nd line has the lowest average error with 0.35
mm. In water distance, 1st line has the lowest average
error with 2.94 mm. Average error of skull thickness is
0.43 mm and average error of water distance is 3.14 mm
for all lines.

xi

3.0

x’i

2.0
1.0

0

5. Conclusion

60
Data number

In this paper, we have proposed a visualization method
of skull and brain tissue using ultrasound. In it, we
constructed the human brain model using the cattle skull
and soft tissue. This method employs that a path of each
echo is uniquely derived from order of model structure.
We applied this method to the cattle skull and soft tissue.
This cattle skull thickness varies from 2 to 5 mm. We
acquired three line data along different line. We could
visualize the skull and the soft tissue for all lines. The
average error of skull thickness and water distance were
0.43 mm and 3.14 mm, respectively. By considering
thickness of the human skull is from 3 to 6 mm, our
system could visualize human brain from all angles.
It remains as a future work to apply our method to
human head.

Distance[mm]

(a) Skull-1 thickness.
36
32

y’i

28

yi

24
20

0

60
Data number

(b) Water distance.
Figure 13. Evaluation result of 1st example.
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Abstract

imise the power of such hardware. The software had to focus on extracting the most from the hardware. This required
very specialised solutions. In the past typical approaches
to robot software construction produce monolithic systems
using ‘brute force’ methods. This approach has made extensions, upgrades, and software reuse difficult.
Today, embedded processors are far more powerful. Autonomous robots with embedded CPUs are able to compute and react faster then ever before. This increased capacity reduces the need for low-level specialisation of software in order to gain critical speed optimisations. The increased capacity allows satisfactory computational speed to
be achieved even when using more generic software.
This work leverages on the ability to use more generic
software to address the need for more flexible and reusable
robot code in the face of diverse hardware configurations.
This is achieved via the specification and implementation of
a framework that supports abstractions of robot hardware.
The framework is constructed using component-based software techniques and the use of fuzzy logic enables a flexible
and versatile manipulation of robot abstractions.

Mobile robots today, while varying greatly in design, often have a large number of similarities in terms of their
tasks and goals. Navigation, obstacle avoidance, and vision
are all examples. In turn, robots of similar design, but with
varying configurations, should be able to share the bulk of
their controlling software. Any changes required should be
minimal and ideally only to specify new hardware configurations. However, it is difficult to achieve such flexibility, mainly due to the enormous variety of robot hardware
available and the huge number of possible configurations.
Monolithic controllers that can handle such variety are impossible to build.
This paper will investigate these portability problems,
as well as techniques to manage common abstractions for
user-designed components. The challenge is in creating
new methods for robot software to support a diverse variety of robots, while also being easily upgraded and extended. These methods can then provide new ways to support the operational and functional reuse of the same highlevel components across a variety of robots.

2. Issues
1. Introduction

The most notable challenge with robot abstraction is that
of the sheer diversity of robot hardware design. Secondly,
the problem of moving code between systems is difficult as
the translation is at best tedious or at worst impossible, even
when the robot hardware can support all required functions
of the code.

Robotic control software has come along way since early
sense, plan and execute systems [17] in the early 80s. Faster
and more robust reactive styles were introduced [6], but
were unable to execute complex plans. Deliberative systems
that combine reactive and sense-plan-execute approaches
have been built with varying degrees of success ([8], [11],
[4], [2] and [16]). Decision-making and execution of robot
activities are complex tasks to manage.
Hardware limitations and diversity have resulted in very
specialised and inflexible software. Autonomous robots
were traditionally faced with limitations in size, battery
power, CPU speed, and memory. Hence controlling software was written to run as efficiently as possible to max-

2.1. Diversity
The diversity among robots is extraordinary - both in
their design (eg. hardware, size, shape) and their configuration (eg. orientation, position, facing). The matrix of possibilities creates a diversity that is unmanageable using existing techniques. There is very little standardisation between
robots from different vendors. Even robots of the same type
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The concept aims to provide a standard means of accessing a robots functionality, as well as providing a protocol for
communicating between high-level software and low-level
executions, allowing the high-level instructions to remain
unchanged across different robots with different hardware
or configurations. Note that the VRL concept is limited in
that it can only extend its services to the group of robots
that have been targeted by a particular VRL framework,
such as mobile-wheeled robots for example. Other groups
of robots (such as humanoid) can be subsequently targeted
with VRLs designed for those groups.

can be easily altered and reconfigured - so there are no certainties in how their hardware is configured. The problem
with this diversity is two-fold. Firstly, software support is
required to interact with each piece of hardware. Usually a
device specific driver is provided for this. Even though the
device driver offers some level of abstraction from the hardware, there is no interface standardisation between drivers
even when the driver is for the same type of device, such as
a servo. Thus the use of drivers does not address the issue
of diversity. Secondly, higher-level algorithms that combine
different hardware elements to achieve an overall result still
need to handle various and changing configurations. How
can the algorithms be written and packaged to operate unchanged on different robots?

4. Benefits
The VRL framework can provide the following benefits.

2.2. Software portability

4.1. Portability

Software development for robotic systems faces many
difficulties. The diversity of hardware and performance
constraints has made the production of satisfactory solutions difficult. Prior to the relatively recent improvements
in processing capacity, software development could only afford to address the essential requirements. This has led to
the use of software engineering practice that does not consider the need for software reuse. Even if software reuse
were considered, the diversity of hardware and its configurations would have probably restricted reuse to a single
robot. This situation does not provide the motivation to
commit additional resources required to develop reusable
software.
Software development for robots is relatively immature
in both time and scale compared with software development for more established environments such as the desktop computer. The standardisation of desktop platforms and
the sheer scale of development have expedited the improvement of the software development process. This has left
the software development process used for robotics platforms lagging behind. More modern software processes use
component-based techniques. It is proposed that the lack of
use of such techniques hinders the portability of software
for robots.

Methods for robot abstraction and creating independent
robot software, will improve the system’s portability. In operational terms, the components and abstraction framework
will work on various robot run-time environments. In functional terms, the components will be able to control various
robots using the same infrastructure and high level instructions.

4.2. Code Reuse
By making a set of software components that are completely portable, new robots could be quickly configured
using existing software with minimal effort. These components can be shared between robots of similar types. They
can even remain unchanged when the robot hardware is reconfigured (for instance a sensor is moved to a different position) as they will adapt with support from the architecture
using the metadata available for the current configuration.
More code reuse will then be possible and the configuration
and deployment time of robots will be reduced.

5. Methods and Approaches

3. Proposed Solution

Here we describe the techniques used in the design.

To address these problems the concept of a Virtual Robot
Layer is introduced in this paper. The VRL has arisen to
address these issues:

5.1. Software Components
Technologies are emerging today that allow applications
to be built from reusable components more than ever before. Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) has
become recognised as a new sub-discipline of software engineering and should equally apply to robotics software.
The major goals of CBSE are the provision of support for
the development of systems as assemblies of components,

the abstraction of hardware devices; and
to manage the diverse variety of possible robot hardware and its configurations; and
to act as a translator of a common instruction set to
robots of different configurations.
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5.3. Degrees of Abstraction

the development of components as reusable entities, and the
maintenance and upgrading of systems by customising and
replacing their components [13].
Components, quite broadly speaking, are units for composition. In terms of software, a precise definition by
Szyperski is frequently used today:
A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties.
[18]
We are using software components as, by definition, they
bring modularity and well-defined interfaces and explicit
context dependencies to the design and implementation of
the abstraction framework and the sub-systems. The use of
component-based software improves software development
by enabling a design-by-composition environment and promoting software reuse [3].

Robotic software requires an even greater level of robot
abstraction than provided by HALs. This is because robots
interact with the real world. They are given commands
that embody notions of position and direction, for example:
moveForward(), and turnRight(). However, modern HALs have no information on relative placement of servos or sensors, making any abstraction involving location or
direction impossible. This also precludes even higher levels of hardware abstraction to provide answers to questions
such as:
Is there an obstacle in that direction?
How far away is the obstacle?
Can I get through that gap in the wall?
Where are my sensors pointing?

5.2. Abstraction Principles

Most robot HALs only achieve the simpler level of hardware abstraction: the basic interface to the actual hardware.
Higher-level algorithms still require built-in knowledge in
to co-ordinate the hardware. It is far more useful (but complicated) to also abstract the configuration of hardware.
Most high-level algorithms use explicit knowledge of the
hardware, such as where sensors are positioned and what
the return values mean. This knowledge is usually encoded
at a level higher than the HAL, which prohibits portability. For the higher-level algorithm to be portable, any such
knowledge must be provided as a service from the HAL.
A HAL is useful because it allows code to be more
portable. The more portable the code, the more diverse are
the platforms on which it can be deployed. A HAL that supports even higher-level abstractions can remove platform
dependence even further. This means that controlling software can run on different types of robots. How different the
robots can be will depend on the sophistication of the HAL.
Even more sophisticated HALs in current robot architectures still only support robots from the same vendor,
such as the ERP1 from Evolution Robotics [10]. Evolution
Robotics has a proprietary robot architecture called ERSP
[10]. This incorporates a HAL that uses XML specifications to support changes in the physical structure of their
ER1 robot [9]. Hardware such as extra cameras and sensors can also be added. However, it is unable to support
the abstraction of a completely different robot, such as the
Khepera [15] for example.
The OROCOS project [7] also uses a hardware abstraction layer. They describe a layer between hardware and the
framework, which translates calls from the framework to
the present operation system and hardware drivers. OROCOS uses a suite of device drivers, which provide the hardware functions. There is no configuration specification or

The essence of hardware abstraction is to decouple the
users of the hardware from the non-essential details of its
use. The user need only know how to manipulate the single abstraction, which in turn can be applied to a variety of
hardware.
In software terms, hardware abstraction broadly means
a separation of software from device dependencies or the
complexities of underlying hardware. For instance, it enables programs to focus on a task, such as communications,
instead of on individual differences between communications devices.
A hardware abstraction layer (HAL), in computing systems, is a layer of programming that allows a computer operating system to interact with a hardware device at a general or abstract level rather than at a detailed hardware level.
Windows is one of several operating systems that include a
hardware abstraction layer. The hardware abstraction layer
can be called from either the operating system’s kernel or
from a device driver. In either case, the calling program can
interact with the device in a more general way than it would
otherwise.
In robot systems, the same approach is sometimes used.
HALs exists for a few current robotic architectures ([10],
[12], and [7]). The controlling software makes calls on
hardware in only abstract terms, and the HAL then converts these calls into concrete signals to the hardware. To
illustrate, a servo command such as setspeed(byte
speed), could be converted by the HAL to a series of
ASCII characters to achieve that speed on the servo. When
hardware is replaced or changed the HAL will also change
the required signals, but the setspeed(byte speed)
function call remains the same.
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means for understanding higher level instructions or semantics such as left, right or forward.
The Player/Stage [12] abstracts hardware using interfaces that use TCP/IP socket communication from controlling software to the robot client. As for OROCOS, the level
of abstraction is at a low level with basic interface on device
driver support for the hardware.
In computing terms, the extension of the HAL towards
higher-level abstractions can be served by a ‘virtual machine’. The equivalent concept in robotics would be a ‘virtual robot’. The notion of a virtual robot as a translator for
abstraction is new. Following is a broad description of this
with respect to the traditional concept of a virtual machine.

where hardware abstraction layers (HAL) have been designed to allow basic control functions to be ported to different robots. These control functions allow low-level abstractions such as setting a servo speed, or requesting a sensor
value.
However, a high-level command to move forward, turn
left, or scan an area, can have radically different implementations on different robots. A mechanism to provide consistent interpretation of these high-level commands on various
robots would be useful. These high-level commands need to
be defined in a fuzzy format to allow algorithms to manipulate them at their highest abstract level. Then the high-level
functional components can be completely portable because
they only deal with the fuzzy handlers. The lower level implications of the fuzzy manipulations are left to the abstraction mechanism (the VRL).

5.4. The Virtual Robot
A virtual machine is a hypothetical computer, whose
characteristics are defined by its machine language, or instruction set. In general, a real machine with the same characteristics could be constructed with hardware. In its popular use today, the virtual machine is a software emulation of
a physical computing environment used to execute instructions on the real machine. The virtual machine is a level of
abstraction even greater than a typical hardware abstraction
layer. It defines a set of rules for what it can execute, and
can provide feedback and results.
A natural extension of a virtual machine is a virtual
robot. The virtual robot would be an abstraction of a notional robot. It would be configurable so it can change its
virtual shape, size and accessories. It would define its virtual capabilities and return information from virtual sensors.
It could reply to queries about its specification. Most importantly, it would also translate and execute instructions that
make sense on a real robot. See section 6.1 for the elaboration on the idea of a virtual robot.

6.1. Virtual Robot Layer
The VRL is the layer that provides the interfaces of a
‘virtual robot’ for the high-level functional components to
use - concealing how these commands are translated into
hardware calls. The VRL will also reply to high-level
queries about the robot’s configuration. This is useful when
initialising a component.
For example, a high-level Navigation component
may plan a path based on sensory input. Then a low-level
Motion component may manage the servos of the robot to
achieve certain types of locomotion - for instance ‘turn left’,
and ‘set speed’. The Navigation component should not
need to change between robots, yet the Motion component
almost certainly would. The robotic framework’s VRL will
support this portability by:
Translating high-level commands into a standard lowlevel protocol;
Providing a specification of the configuration of the
robot for any component to use; and

5.5. Fuzzy Mechanisms

Converting robot specific output or results into predefined standards used throughout the architecture.

The forms of the abstractions used by the VRL are fuzzy.
In that, crisp (non-fuzzy) values acquired by the VRL from
sensors, are fuzzified according to the specifications and
membership profiles, and these are provided to the higher
level components that make use of the values according to
fuzzy rules that guide its navigation and other functions. Instructions to the VRL are usually in a fuzzy format and these
are defuzzified for the hardware to use. The abstractions are
described more fully in section 6.3.

To illustrate further, the VRL can convert infrared readings from the raw voltage value to a distance in centimetres.
It specifies where the infrared sensors are and pointing. It
also defines the size and extremities of the robot. It has
information on the servo inputs required to achieve a particular speed profile. The VRL mediates communications
between high-level and low-level components and systems
as seen in Figure 1.

6. System Design

6.2. Operational and Functional Portability

The hardware abstraction problem has been partially addressed in some architectures ([7], [10], [14] and [19]),

To achieve cross-platform portability, a component must
be portable in two (2) ways:
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code depends on some overlap in robot capability.

High Level Functional Components

6.3. Fuzzy Abstractions

Goals, Deliberation, Planning

Vision

Detection

A simple illustration of the operation of the VRL will
help identify the types of abstractions used. Take the
pseudo-code for a Braitenberg styled obstacle avoidance algorithm as is shown in Figure 2.

Navigation

Behaviours, Schema, Reflexes

VRL

while (true) {
if (IRSensors(forward, blocked))
Rotate(speed);
else MoveForward(speed).
}

Configuration Specification
Conversions/Standardisation
Queries

Low Level Functional Components
Senses

PalmBot

H/W

Khepera

Motion

EyeBot

Figure 2. Simple pseudo-code for obstacle
avoidance.
Even this simple algorithm requires the robotic framework to know the answers to questions such as:

Koala

Which way is ‘forward’?
What does ‘speed’ mean in the contexts of moving forward and rotation?

Figure 1. The VRL connects the high-level and
low-level systems and components.

How do I ‘rotate’?
Where are the infrared sensors pointing?

Operationally - in that the component can be initialised
and run using the new operating system or run-time
environment; and

What infrared sensor reading means ‘blocked’?
These questions are answered by the VRL in terms of
fuzzy abstractions and membership values of fuzzy sets.
The current sets are:

Functionally - so that the control structures and algorithms that work in one robot (or configuration) continue to work on another.

Direction - Front, Left, Right or Back

In our prototype implementation, the robotic framework
and the components are written in Java. This allows them to
operate on any platform for which a suitable JVM is available. This provides the operational portability of the robot
component. JVMs are run on any Windows or Linux OS
based robot and can also be run on the Palm OS and there
are even ports for the Motorola 68k series.
Furthermore, the functional portability of a component
is supported by the VRL and operating infrastructure. Thus
components can operate on any robot that has a VRL with
a configuration that covers all required functionality.
It is important to note however, that not all components
will work on all robots (even amongst those in the target
group). For instance, before a particular component can initialised and run, sensors may be required in a certain direction. This preconditioning of operation precludes the component running on some configurations. Thus portability of

Movement - Forward, RotateLeft, RotateRight or Reverse
Speed - VeryFast, Fast, Medium, Slow, VerySlow or
Stopped
Distance - VeryFar, Far, Near or VeryNear
Size - VerySmall, Small, Large or VeryLarge
These fuzzy constructs can then be used to describe hardware placement and orientation, the direction of obstacles
or targets, speeds of travel and distances to the robot. All
fuzzy terms are relative. By this we mean robot-centric. So
an obstacle that is Near to a Large robot may only be
Far to a Small robot. The VRL of course can be configured accordingly to make the correct interpretations.
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The VRL is also configured with the appropriate hardware placements of sensors and cameras etc. Sensors can
be grouped together to form zones of measuring (each group
having its own membership function as to its direction from
the robot). These details can be made available to the components on initialisation to check prerequisites as well as
during run-time.
The VRL uses predefined standards within the system
and these are built into the interface contracts. An example of this would be the Speed measurement, which is always available in cm/s before any fuzzification. Both the
crisp and fuzzy value is available on demand. Other questions are translated by the VRL and queried or executed in
the lower level components themselves. For instance, the
motion component manages the rotation and movement of
the robot. A VRL and associated low-level functional components are implemented uniquely for each robot. Again
note, these particular components are not transferable between platforms as they are robot specific.
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6.4. Configurability
The VRL provides data on the robot configuration including servo and sensor positioning and their signal input and output meanings. This function is loaded into the
VRL from a configuration file, which is written once for
each robot type and altered according to hardware changes.
An configuration file using XML is very flexible, as used
by [10] and [5]. We use XML configurations to completely
specify our robots. This way the VRL can be easily modified with changes in the robot hardware or for entirely new
robots.

7. Outcomes
The VRL concept has so far been implemented on three
indoor mobile robots in our laboratory. These robots varied
a great deal in size, performance and shape. From the small
sized Khepera [15], to the larger Koala [15] with six wheels
and many more sensors, to the Palmbot [1] with far fewer
sensors and uses holonomic motion.
An obstacle avoidance component using infrared proximity measurements can operate completely unchanged on
each of the three robots. The VRL would take the high level
commands from the component and translate them into the
appropriate robot level instructions. In future we hope to
apply the VRL concept to humanoid and flying robots as
well.
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Abstract
The Electromyogram (EMG) signals recorded from the
back muscles often contain large electrocardiogram
(ECG) artefacts. For better interpretation of these SEMG
signals, it is essential to remove ECG artefacts. This paper
reports research conducted to address the problem of
removing ECG artefacts from SEMG recordings using
new approach of Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
called Multi-step ICA. The technique isolates the ECG
artefact first and then removes the ECG artefact from
each channel and solves permutation problem
simultaneously. The results have been validated using
standard deviation reduction of the normalised RMS
amplitude of the data after separation process. The results
demonstrate that this new proposed technique is
successful in removing ECG artefacts from SEMG signals.

1. Introduction
Electromyogram (EMG) is the recording of the
electrical activity of muscles. The EMG is usually
recorded using monopolar or bipolar needle electrodes or
surface electrodes. With needle EMG, it is possible to
examine the activity of individual motor units while
surface EMG (SEMG) is useful for examining the gross
activity of a muscle or a group of muscles [6]. SEMG is a
non-invasive technique and provides knowledge of the
activation of the muscle of interest for a specific activity
or posture and the relative strength of contraction [10].
One difficulty with SEMG is cross talk among the signals
from adjacent electrodes and the recording of electrical
activity from other sources. For accurate information of
the activity of muscles it is important to ensure that SEMG
is noise and artefact free and the recording represents the
activity of the selected muscles.
SEMG of lumbar erector spine muscles (LESM) has
been used frequently in applied physiology for the
assessment of back muscle function during various
activities [9]. Researchers have attempted to use the
magnitude of the SEMG for the analysis of the relative
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strength of contraction of the paraspinal muscles for the
diagnosis of lumbar back ailments [1]. However, SEMG
of lumbar paraspinal muscles may record the activity from
several different muscles during static postures. Before the
clinical and research utility of the SEMG for this task can
be assessed, it is essential that issues of reliability and
validity of the SEMG of lumbar paraspinal muscles be
addressed. The ability of the SEMG to reliably record the
relative strength of contraction of specific lumbar
paraspinal muscles during the maintenance of a specific
static posture is an important preliminary step in the
validation procedure.
During SEMG recordings of multifidus muscle activity
in different static postures the reliability of the SEMG
signal is a major concern with issues such as electrode
placement and high noise content in the recordings
needing to be addressed. The development of a reliable
objective measure of muscle activity would allow
investigation into treatment outcomes and the role of
muscle dysfunction in the maintenance or generation of
LBP [9]. Recordings of SEMG from the back and
abdomen muscles are contaminated by strong ECG signals
making the raw signal unsuitable for analysis, confirming
the findings of other researchers [11]. Therefore a
technique to remove ECG artefact from SEMG recordings
of the back is essential.
The commonly used techniques to remove noise such
as high-pass filtering [13], spectral filtering [8], gating and
cross-correlation subtraction [3] are not suitable. Each of
these techniques has drawbacks that make them unsuitable
for this application. Due to spectral overlap between ECG
and SEMG, frequency filtering is unsuitable for this
purpose. Gating, removing or deleting part of the SEMG
that contains ECG adds discontinuities and makes the
output unreliable since there must be some discontinuity in
the joint point. Further, this technique is based on
removing the QRS complex from the signal, often not the
only source of contamination.
ECG and SEMG are statistically independent signals.
Thus Independent Component Analysis (ICA) can be used
to remove ECG artefact from SEMG recordings. ICA is a
technique used to estimate two independent signals from a
mixture of the two signals based on their independence to
each other. It has been used to estimate and separate
breathing artefacts from ECG recordings and results
demonstrate the enhancement of cardiac signal quality
with the use of ICA technique [16]. It has also been used
to estimate and separate ECG artefact, noise and pure
SEMG signal from synthetic mixture signals (one pure
ECG signal and any two EMG signals that were linearly
combined using 3x3 mixing matrix) using fixed-point
algorithm but not with the real raw EMG signals from the
recording [15]. A recently published paper reports success

in the application of ICA to detect the underlying
functional muscle activations during swallowing and
successfully detect the presence of ECG and exclude it
from the analysis. ICA was used to separate the 8 largest
principle components of raw SEMG to obtain the signals
representing each of the independent sources [11].
The ICA techniques described above were used in
situations where the number of sources and recordings
were the same. These methods are suitable where the prior
knowledge of the type of independent component is
known (such as pure ECG, abrupt signal and white noise)
[14]. The other shortcoming of ICA is the ambiguity in
permutation and amplitude [5]. Thus, ICA in the
conventional form is not suitable for removing the ECG
artefact from pre-recorded data where there is no extra
channel that has simultaneously recorded ECG along with
SEMG.
This paper presents a modification of ICA to overcome
the shortcomings mentioned above. This technique
successfully removes the ECG artefact from SEMG
recordings from the muscles of the lumbar back. It
overcomes the ambiguity of the permutation and
amplitude and does not require an extra channel recording
of ECG in parallel with SEMG. This is important for the
analysis of the muscle activation for posture control.

1.1 Independent Component Analysis (a brief)
ICA was originally developed to deal with problems
that are similar to the cocktail party problem. In a
simplified situation, imagine 4 people are sitting together
and talking to each other in a room that is equipped with 4
randomly distributed microphones. Each microphone will
record a mixture of the 4 voices but with a different
composition based on the relative location. The objective
of ICA is to estimate the individual voice of each person,
given only the recorded signals from those 4 microphones
without having any knowledge about their location or their
speech properties. Using ICA, the four recordings are
separated to provide four sound signals that are
independent to each other and thus are from each of the
four speakers by suitably remixing the recordings.
ICA is based on some fundamental assumptions. Some
of these have been listed below:
The first assumption is that the number of mixtures is
greater than or equal to the number of independent
sources.
The mixtures are linear combinations of the sources and
there is no delay or external noise included.
The sources are stationary and are not moving during the
recording process.
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There is a constant effort by research groups to overcome
the limitations of these assumptions.

If the contrast function g(u) = tanh(u) then:

A basic formulation of ICA can be expressed
mathematically as [5]:

x1 (t ) = a11 s1 (t ) + a12 s 2 (t )

x 2 (t ) = a 21 s1 (t ) + a 22 s 2 (t )

(1)

or in general form (matrix notation)
x = A*s,

where x is the vector of the mixtures, A is the unknown
mixing matrix, and s is the vector of unknown
independent components. The goal of ICA is finding an
unmixing matrix W=A-1 using neural networks.
Bell and Sejnowski have proposed a simple ICA
algorithm based on an information maximization approach
or minimization of mutual information among the outputs
of neural network [4]. Mutual information is a natural
measure of the dependence between random variables.
The greater the mutual information, the more dependent
are the variables. For this purpose, it is important to
determine a suitable contrast function g(u) for the
neurones of the network because the high density part of
the probability density function (pdf) of x should be
aligned with highly sloping part of g(u). Mutual
information of the output vector y is defined as [5]:
n

(3)

i =1

Bell and Sejnowski have shown that minimizing mutual
information I(y) among the output components is equal to
maximizing their joint entropy H(y) with respect to the
weighting matrix, W. The learning ruled derived by
maximizing this joint entropy with respect to W is [7]:

∆W ∝

∂H ( y ) T
W W = [ I + p u T ]W
∂W

=
where p

∂ § ∂y i
ln¨
∂u i ¨© ∂u i

∂H ( y ) T
W W = [ I + 2 tanh(u )u T ]W
∂W

(5)

This is the learning rule used in the ICA algorithm to
separate different sources from mixed recordings.

1.2 Multi-step ICA
(2)

I ( y1 , y 2 ,..., y n ) = ¦ H ( y i ) − H ( y )

∆W ∝

(4)

The ICA technique has certain limitations such as lack
of certainty of permutation and amplitude of the
independent components. When applied to remove
biosignal artefacts, the need for ICA to have as many
channels as sources becomes a major limitation, as it
requires an extra recording channel that would provide the
information of the artefact. Thus it is not possible to apply
ICA directly to remove the ECG artefact from 4 raw
SEMG signals with the goal to obtain 4 clean SEMG
signals. If the input of ICA algorithm is 4 raw EMG
signals, the output will be 4 independent components
where one of them is the ECG component while the other
three are mixtures of the 4 EMG signals and are unsuitable
for further analysis. Therefore, a new approach is needed
in this situation to solve the problem.
The technique proposed here is called Multi-step ICA
since it uses more than one step to get the clean EMG
signals. The rationale of this is based on the fact that ECG
is an independent signal that appears in each channel and
identifying this would provide us information for the fifth
channel. The detail description of this method is shown in
figure 1. In the first step, the four raw SEMG signals from
each channel are given as the input of ICA algorithm. The
output of this separation process is 1 pure ECG signal and
3 SEMG mixture signals. Because of permutation problem
of ICA, a short algorithm was used to get the pure ECG
part for further processing. This algorithm discards the
peak amplitude of abrupt noise by applying a 10-point
moving average filter, detects the R-S value of the ECG
that is much higher than any other part of the separated
signals and gets the index of ECG signal. The ECG now
becomes the first independent component that obtained
from this ICA step.

·
¸¸ and u = W*x.
¹
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#1
1st step

EMG

#2
#3

EMG
ICA

ECG

#4
Raw EMG

2nd step

EMG
Unclean EMG and pure ECG

ECG
#N

Raw EMG and pure ECG

#N
ICA

ECG

Figure 3: One ECG and three mixed SEMGs
as the output of the first step ICA

Clean EMG and pure

Figure
1:
Cardiac
artefact
procedure by Multi-step ICA

removal

Figure 4: Four clean SEMGs as the output of
the second step ICA

Figure 2: Four raw SEMG signals as an input
to the first step ICA

2. Materials And Methods
2.1 SEMG Recordings

The second step has one raw SEMG signal from a
single channel and the ECG signal obtained from the
previous process as the input to the ICA algorithm. The
output of this process is 1 pure ECG and 1 clean SEMG
for the particular channel. A similar algorithm as used in
the previous step was used to detect the clean SEMG signal. This process is repeated for all the channels. Figure 2,
3 and 4 illustrate the waveform of the raw signals, first
and second step ICA outputs respectively.

SEMG recording was done using a 4-channel
PowerLab data acquisition system (ADInstrument, Castle
Hill, NSW, Australia) on 11 subjects on 2 days. The
subjects were healthy males and females with ages ranging
from 20 to 60 years old. The sampling rate was selected at
1000 sample/second and with antialiasing, high pass and
notch filters having cut-off at 200 Hz, 3 Hz and 50 Hz
respectively. The 4 channels were connected to 4 surface
electrodes attached on the back muscles located on the left
(ch.#3 and ch.#4) and right (ch.#1 and ch.#2) sides of the
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spinal cord. The recording was done while the subjects
were in specified normal sitting and standing positions. It
was observed that most of the SEMG recordings were a
mixture of SEMG and ECG. It was also observed that
often the ECG (the artefact) strength was much greater
than SEMG signal. A total of 31 recordings (containing 4
channels) were used for this experiment.

2.2 Signal Analysis
All SEMG recordings were saved in a *.txt format and
then transferred to Matlab (Mathworks.Inc) for further
processing. The ICA algorithm developed by Bell and
Sejnowski [4] was used in the first and second step ICA
calculation. The proposed technique Multi-step ICA
explained above was applied to each SEMG recording to
remove the ECG artefact. The outputs of this artefact
removal process were saved again in the text format for
further statistical analysis.

3. Results And Discussion
3.1 Results
RMS values of all raw SEMG recordings and clean
SEMG signals after ECG artefact removal were calculated
using (6). These values were then normalised by the value
of the first channel of each recording to observe the
relative muscles contraction for different postures. The
mean, standard deviation and the ratio between standard
deviation and mean of those normalised values were
calculated. These are displayed in table 1 and tabel 2.
Table 1. Mean, STD and STD/mean values of
the normalised data before and after
separation for standing posture
Raw SEMG signals
Ch1

2.3 Validation of Results
SEMG, based on changes in amplitude and frequency,
is a useful indicator for the strength of muscle contraction
and muscle status. Comparison of SEMG magnitude from
different locations of the back has been considered as a
useful indicator of the relative contraction of the lumbar
muscles and for information regarding posture control of
the subject. Root Mean Square (RMS) is considered to be
a good indicator of the strength of contraction of the
muscles.
The RMS amplitude (energy) of a signal x(n) is defined
as [2]:

§ 1
·
RMS {x(n )} = ¨
x 2 (n )¸
¦
N
1
−
0
©
¹
N −1

(6)

Ch2

Ch3

Multi-step ICA output
Ch4

Ch1

Ch2

Ch3

Ch4

µ

1.0000 0.5425 0.7342 0.4225 1.0000 1.0100 1.0169 1.0562

σ

0.0000 0.0870 0.2207 0.1299 0.0000 0.0558 0.1141 0.1077

σ /µ

0.0000 0.1603 0.3006 0.3075 0.0000 0.0552 0.1122 0.1019

Table 2. Mean, STD and STD/mean values of
the normalised data before and after
separation for sitting posture
Raw SEMG signals
Ch1

Ch2

Ch3

Multi-step ICA output
Ch4

Ch1

Ch2

Ch3

Ch4

µ

1.0000 0.5698 0.9199 0.5593 1.0000 1.0111 0.9895 1.0041

σ

0.0000 0.3806 0.4459 0.2686 0.0000 0.0580 0.0502 0.1004

σ /µ

0.0000 0.6680 0.4848 0.4803 0.0000 0.0573 0.0507 0.1000

3.2 Discussion
With the presence of ECG in the SEMG, the RMS of
SEMG may have a very strong dependence on ECG and
the information from this may not be reliable. But Melaku
and Kumar have demonstrated that the RMS magnitude of
the SEMG varies between subjects and between different
recordings for the same subject and hence is not a suitable
measure for improved reliability [12]. Thus, to determine
any improvement in the reliability of the recordings using
modified ICA for ECG removal, the reduction in the interrecording variation is a suitable measure.

The analysis above provides evidence that ECG
artefact removal using this new approach of ICA gives a
convincing result. The decrease of standard deviation
shows that after ECG artefact removal the variance of the
signal is less then the raw SEMG. The ratio between
standard deviation and mean demonstrates that the output
of the separation has less Gaussian distribution. This
means that the output signals are independent to each
other.
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This approach of ICA is suitable when there are fewer
channels than sources and in situations where the signal /
artefact that needs to be removed appears in all channels.
The permutation ambiguity was also solved by applying
ICA to each channel in turn while the magnitude ambiguity was equalised by a post processing step that makes the
separated sources have unit variance. Thus, this technique
gives more reliable SEMG signals for quality
interpretation. With raw SEMG signals, it is hard to
determine which muscles contribute more or less during a
certain static posture.
The disadvantage of this technique is the increased
computational time required to accomplish the separation
task because of multi-step processing. Further, this
technique is dependent on the artefact having a
distribution that differs from the rest in the mixtures. The
extension of this technique is to estimate a greater number
of sources than the number of sensing channels.

4. Conclusion
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Abstract

vehicle navigation is the use of impregnated
magnets along a path to guide the vehicle. But
the drawback of this system is the cost and the
practicality of implementation. Autonomous land
vehicle navigation using ANN addresses all
these drawbacks along with the added
functionality of learning the different driving
styles under different circumstances using onthe-fly training [1]. This system uses active
sensors to interact with the environment and
concurrently learn from the user using a nonintrusive gaze tracking system through ANN.
The issues addressed by this system are:

Autonomous land vehicle navigation is used to
assist the driver partially or completely with the
help of modern technology in a non-intrusive
manner. This work concerns with the addition of
an additional neural network which works
separately and takes care of the road signs and
other such entities. It detects obstacles and
tracks them till it is safely passed. The
information about the obstacle is passed on to
the driving network which deals with the
obstacle by steering the vehicle away, or
deciding some other means of avoiding the
obstacle. Thus, the safety of the system is
enhanced.

¾

1. Introduction

¾

¾

¾

1.1 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN):
Artificial Neural Networks, also called parallel
distributed processing systems (PDPs) and
connectionist systems, are intended for modeling
the organizational principles of central nervous
system, with the hope that the biologically
inspired computing capabilities of the ANN will
allow the cognitive and sensory tasks to be
performed more easily and more satisfactorily
than with conventional serial processors. In
simple terms ANN is an attempt to mimic the
functionality of the human neural network
system (brain).

¾
¾
¾

Rapidly Adapting the Lateral Position of the
Vehicle.
Kinematical Control of Vehicle using
Simulated Highways for Intelligent Vehicle
Algorithms.
Inter-Vehicle Interaction using Visibility
Estimation Techniques.
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
with Detection and Tracking of Moving
Objects.
Path Intersection Detection and Traversal.
Predicting Lane Position for Roadway
Departure Prevention.
Driving in traffic: Short-Range Sensing for
Urban Collision Avoidance

1.3 Active Sensor Control for Autonomous
Driving System:
The Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV) is a
neural network based system which has been
successful in driving robot vehicles in a variety
of situations. However, since ALV maintains no
state information about the world, but processes
each sensor frame individually, it can become
confused on sharp curves when the field of view
no longer displays the important features in the
scene. A steerable sensor allows the perception
system to select the desired field of view to
maximize the information content of a sensor

1.2 Autonomous Land Vehicle
Navigation:
Autonomous land vehicle navigation is used to
assist the driver partially or completely with the
help of modern technology in a non-intrusive
manner. Currently, the most discussed
technology with respect to autonomous land
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image of the road is taken and a cross-section of
the aerial image perpendicular to the road, called
the road template is created.

frame. For a vision system that builds a map of
the road, it is straightforward to point the camera
in the desired direction, but ALV directly outputs
a steering command, without generating an
intermediate road representation. The system
interprets this steering command as a point on
the road and pans the camera in the desired
direction. However since ALV is trained with a
fixed sensor orientation, the position of the
sensor during training is implicitly encoded in
the weights and moving the camera results in the
outputs of the network being invalid for the
given configuration. The system solves this
problem by post-processing the steering response
of the neural network as a function of the current
sensor configuration. A significant advantage of
this approach is that existing networks can run
under this new system without any modification
or retraining.
The system's basic architecture is a three
layered artificial neural network shown in figure.
A reduced resolution camera image is fed into a
30x32 array of input units, which are fully
connected to a hidden layer of 4 units. The
hidden units are fully connected to a vector of 30
output units, and the steering response is given
as a Gaussian activation level centered on the
correct steering curvature. ALV's neural net is
trained "on-the-fly", and the human driver's
steering responses are used as the teaching
signal. ALV is able to learn from this limited
data by artificially expanding its training set.
Each original image is shifted and rotated in
software to create 14 additional images in which
the vehicle appears to be situated differently in
relation to the road. The training signal for each
of these new images is calculated by assuming a
pure pursuit model of driving and transforming
the original steering response accordingly [1].

Fig. 1 – Image used to study the road using
intensity as a parameter [4].
All the particulars necessary are taken from
the road template and finds out the road ahead.
The system adjusts the template left or to the
right until it matches the particular row’s crosssection. The amount of shift gives the lateral
displacement.

1.5 Driving in traffic: Short-Range
Sensing for Urban Collision Avoidance
This system addresses the issues involved in
traffic driving. The requirements for an effective
collision avoidance and warning system for
urban environments, include the following as a
minimum standard:
• Sensing
o State of own vehicle
o State of nearby objects
o Environment
• Knowledge Base
o Model of the own vehicle and
driver
o Model of other objects
o Model of environment
o Model of interaction between all of
the above
• Processing and Algorithms
o What situation we are in?
o How likely is a collision?
o How dangerous is the situation?
o Is an action needed?
• System Response
o Aware : Baseline Situational
Awareness
o Alert : Potential Obstacles
o Warn : High Likelihood of
Collision
o Evade : Imminent Collision
o Notify : Collision has occurred

1.4 Inter-Vehicle Interaction using
Visibility Estimation Techniques:
Reduced visibility is one of the key factors in
many traffic accidents. It is very difficult to
consistently find high contrast targets at various
known ranges from a moving vehicle. This
system overcomes this difficulty when detecting
the position and curvature of the road ahead in
camera images by utilizing whatever features are
visible on the roadway, including lane markings,
road/shoulder boundaries, tracks left by other
vehicles,
and
even
subtle
pavement
discolorations like the oil stripe down the lane
center when necessary.
In order to estimate visibility the road feature
should be detected. In this process an aerial
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One method of sensing the nearby objects in
an urban environment is using a laser line striper
shown in the figure below [2].

Fig. 3 - Rear View Road Image [3]

Fig. 2 - Laser and Camera configuration used
for short range detection of objects.

1.6 Overtaking Vehicle Detection
To detect vehicles, we do the following: first,
we sample the image, perform edge detection,
and use our planar parallax model to predict
what that edge image will look like after
traveling a certain distance. Next, we capture an
image after traveling our assumed distance, and
compare it to the prediction. For each edge point
in the predicted image, we verify that there is a
corresponding edge point in the actual image. If
there is a match, then our prediction (based on a
flat earth assumption) is verified. Otherwise, we
know that the cause of the horizontal line in the
predicted image was an obstacle (i.e., above the
ground plane). There are 4 components to the
system:
•
•
•
•

Fig. 4 - Same image after 120 ms [3]

Fig. 5 - Difference Image [3]

Sampling and Preprocessing,
Dynamic image Stabilization,
Model-Based Prediction, and
Obstacle Detection.

The figure 3 on the right is the difference
image obtained by taking the difference of the
images actually sampled and the image predicted
by the system. When the noise is analyzed, the
vehicle on the right easily stands out, since its
predicted path of motion is varying greatly from
its actual path of motion. Thus it is concluded
that it is overtaking.

Fig. 6 - Obstacle Image [3]
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2. Obstacle Tracking
Our work is extending the above working
model developed by NAVLAB, Carnegie Mellon
University by adding an obstacle tracking
system. We have taken up a two dimensional
case, for greater flexibility in case of contour
changes on the road. With the initial positions of
the obstacle and the autonomous vehicle, the
bearing information is simulated using sensor
simulator, the output of which is fed to the Least
Square Estimator (LSE) filter which gives the
estimated obstacle parameters. The errors
between the estimated and the simulated obstacle
parameters are compared. To reduce estimation
error, the backpropogation neural network is
incorporated with the LSE filter. The network is
trained for a set of inputs and after testing, the
network estimates the obstacle parameters. The
errors between the simulated and the estimated
values are compared with the errors obtained
without the aid of the network.

A=

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

kT
0
1
0

0
kT
0
1

B=

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
1

-1

k = Sample Number
U(k) is concerned with vehicle dynamics with
respect to the obstacle. Since the vehicle is
assumed to be moving with a uniform velocity
within the infinitesimal period between k and
k+1, B.U(k) term can be taken as zero for
theoretical verification purposes. By assuming
the system noise as zero, the system model
becomes:
X(k+1) = A.X(k)

2.1.1 Mathematical Model:

2.1.2 Measurement Model:

System model at state k+1:

Y(k) = H.X(k) + υ(k)
where,
Y(k) : Measured bearing at time k
H
: [cos b -sin b 0 0]
: Measurement Matrix
b
: Bearing
υ(k) : Measurement noise component of the
appropriate order.

X(k+1) = A.X(k) + B.U(k) + W(k)
where

=

r.x(k)
r.y(k)
v.x(k)
v.y(k)

= State Vector

2.1.3 System Dynamics Model:
The Cartesian state vector formulation
is as follows:

Range in x-direction at time k
Range in y-direction at time k
Velocity in x-direction at time k
Velocity in y-direction at time k

Let ‘k’ be any arbitrary time instant,
X(k) =

U(k) =

= Input Matrix

T = Sampling Period

2.1 Tracking Model Derivations

X(k) =

= State Transition
Matrix

v.x(k)
v.y(k)

rx(k)
ry(k)
vx(k)
vy(k)

rx(k) = rtx(k) – rox(k)
ry(k) = rty(k) – roy(k)

= Change in relative velocity in xdirection between time k and k+1.
Change in relative velocity in xdirection between time k and k+1.

where,
rx and ry are relative ranges along x and y
directions between the vehicle and the obstacle.
t : refers to the obstacle (target)
o : refers to the vehicle (observer)

W(k) = System Noise
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Xt(k) is the target(obstacle) state at the kth
instant and
n(k) is the noise sequence at the kth instant.

The measurement process is described by nonlinear elation:
b(k) = arctan(rx/ry)

Hence the measurement scalar model
where,
b(k) represents the measured target (obstacle)
bearing at the kth instant of time and taking tan
on both sides we have,

z(k) = H(k) . X(k) + n(k)

2.2 Backpropogation Neural Network
Training

tan(b(k)) = (rtx(k) – rox(k)) / (rty(k) – roy(k))

2.2.1 Forward Pass. Calculation in multilayer
network is done layer by layer. The NET of each
neuron in the first hidden layer is calculated as
the weighted sum of all its neuron inputs. The
activation function ‘F’ then squashes NET to
produce the OUT value for each neuron in that
layer. Once the set of outputs for a layer is
found, it serves as the input for the next layer.
The process is repeated , layer by layer, until the
final set of network outputs is produced.

or,
sin(b(k)) (rty(k) - rox(k)) = cos(b(k))
(rtx(k) - rox(k))
but,
b(k) = bm(k) + v(k)
where,

2.2.2 Backward Pass. The networks actual
output from the forward pass is compared with
the desired output and error estimates are
computed for the output units. The weights
connected to the output units are adjusted to
reduce those errors. The error estimates of the
output units are used to derive the error estimates
for the units in the hidden layer. Finally, the
errors are propagated back to the connections
stemming from the input units.
Before starting the training process, all the
weights must be initialized to small random
numbers. This ensures that the network is not
saturated by large values of weights.

bm(k) is the actual measured bearing at kth
instant and v(k) is the measurement noise at kth
instant.
This can be formulated as follows avoiding the
subscript ‘k’:
(rtx - rox) cos (bm) – (rty - roy) sin (bm)
= – rs(k).sin(v(k))
where,
rs(k) = (rtx - rox) sin (b) – (rty - roy) cos (b)
i.e,

2.3 Least Square Estimator Filter
The Least Square Estimator is one the methods
providing Target Motion Analysis (TMA). We
propose to incorporate this in our ALV model.
Here instead of the target moving, the ALV
model moves, and the obstacle remains
stationary. The basic task is to estimate
accurately to the extent possible, the relative
position (Rx, Ry) and the relative velocities (Vx,
Vy) of the obstacle, from either the Short Range
Sensors or sonar noisy measurements of range
and bearing. The obstacle can be a stone, a
vehicle (parked or in motion), a signboard, etc.
The state vector plays a key role in LSE
diverging/converging cases.
The statistical characteristics of the noise
depend upon the measuring equipment. It is
observed that the LSE is optimum only for the

rox.cos (bm) – roy.sin (bm)
= rtx.cos (bm) – rty.sin (bm) + rs(k).sin(v(k))
In the above equation the left hand side
denotes the measurement vector H(k), and is
chosen as,
H(k) = [cos(bm)

–sin(bm)

0

0]

Therefore the observation sequence is as follows,
z(k) = H(k).Xo(k) = H(k).Xt(k) + n(k)
i.e,
z(k) is the measurement at kth instant,
Xo(k) is the observer(vehicle) state at the kth
instant,
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include Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), which
controls the throttle to keep a safe gap behind
other vehicles; run-off-road collision warning
systems, which alert a driver if the vehicle starts
to drift out of its lane; and blind-spot sensors on
heavy trucks to warn the driver if they start a
lane change without seeing a car in the next lane.
Some applications are also on the market for
slow speed driving: rear-facing sensors as
parking aids, for example. This work of ours
gives a spin-off to further studies. Other neural
networks such as the Hopfield network can be
employed instead of the Backpropogation
network.
The Autonomous Land Vehicle Navigation
using Artificial Neural Networks puts forward a
very promising technology which might change
the very way vehicle navigation is perceived as
of today. Although still under research, its results
are very encouraging and in conjunction with
other modern technologies like GPS, ACC, etc.
can easily pull down the rate of causality which
is very high in today’s roadways. The future is
very bright for Autonomous Land Vehicles.
They have come here to stay and stay they will.

case of Gaussian noise. The LSE is an unbiased,
stable, and optimal estimator with minimum
variance, if the system is stochastically
controllable and observable, with some noise
assumptions being satisfied.
The recursive LSE is a linear, discrete time,
finite-dimensional and sequential recursive
system. It assumes the availability of a state
model and an observational model. The input to
the filter is a sensor or a sonar bearing
contaminated with noise and the output is the
obstacle parameters.

2.4 Block Diagram of Network Aided LSE
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Fig. 7 - Block Diagram of Backpropogation
Neural Network (BPNN) aided LSE (Least
Square Estimator).
The block diagram shown above illustrates
how the LSE functions in combination with the
Backpropogation neural network. The compared
results of the network and the LSE are fed back
and thus the error is deducted.

3. Conclusion
Intelligent vehicles are beginning to appear on
the market, but so far their sensing and warning
functions only work on the open road. Functions
such as run off road warning or adaptive cruise
control are designed for the uncluttered
environments of open highways. Current
sensing/warning/controlling systems generally
work only in relatively simple environments.
Applications developed for open highways
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medical image retrieval (CBMIR) system is a typical
example of a domain-specific retrieval system.
During the past two decades, the development of new
modalities such as Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic
Resonance Imagining (MRI), and Picture Archiving and
Communication Systems (PACS) have resulted in an
explosive growth in the number of images stored in
databases. Until recently, textual index entries are
mandatory to retrieve medical images from a hospital
image archive system. However, the development of CBIR
techniques has not only created new possible ways of
retrieving images, but also opened out opportunities for
other related applications.
It is however simplistic to consider that one can
directly apply a generic CBIR system to a medical image
database. In this study, it is considered that it will be of
interest to readers the characteristics and the development
trend of CBMIR systems from the perspective of one
whose background is in the discipline of CBIR systems. In
this paper, the applications of such technology are
discussed. The development trend of CBMIR and when
appropriate, comparisons between the two systems are
also drawn. Finally, this paper concludes by summarizing
the differences between the two systems.

Abstract
The storage of images in databases is gaining
popularity due to the rapid development of cheap and
easy image capturing equipment. The principle of
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system normally
depends on specific features such as colour, texture,
shape or semantic meaning of the image. On the other
hand, content-based medical images retrieval (CBMIR)
system presents different challenges. This paper discusses
the comparison on the key features of a Content-Based
Image Retrieval (CBIR) system and its potential
adaptation as a content-based medical images retrieval
(CBMIR) system. This will lead to subsequent studies and
investigation in the prospective research areas.

1. Introduction
Over the last decade, there is an increasing trend of
storing non text -based data in databases. Image in
particular, has been gaining popularity as an alternative
and sometime more viable option for information storage.
While this presents a wealth of information, however, it
also causes a great problem in retrieving appropriate and
relevant information during searching. This has resulted in
a growing interest and much active research on the
subject of the extraction of relevant information from non
text -based databases. Over the past few years, researchers
have achieved certain degree of success in these fields.
This is shown as evidence in the increasing number of
commercially available search engines for images.
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system is a type
of system which retrieves images based on their features
such as colour, texture, shape or semantic meanings of the
image. Upon reviewing the CBIR systems that have been
reported, it was found that such systems can be grouped
into two main categories, namely, generic and domainspecific systems. The generic retrieval systems like Yahoo
Image Surfer and Lycos image library contain all types of
different images. On the other hand, domain-specific
retrieval systems only contain images that are closely
related to a specific application area. A content-based

2. Medical Image Database
First of all, three characteristics of a medical image
database are identified. Each of these characteristics of the
system presents a different challenge to the research
community. The following sub-sections provide a detailed
discussion on the characteristics of the CBMIR systems.

2.1 Heterogeneity
Medical image is only a general phrase many used to
describe images which have captured information about
the human body. It is actually a broad field that consists
of image classes such as photography (e.g., endoscopy,
histology, dermatology), radiographic (e.g., x-rays), and
tomography (e.g., CT, MRI, ultrasound). It imposes
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unique, image-dependent restrictions on the nature of
features available for abstraction. Each of the image
classes possesses its unique characters in terms of size,
shape, colors and texture of the region of interest. Thus,
the visual appearance of the same organ or part of the
human body will be different under different modalities.
Furthermore, it is also possible that the interest in the
same image may be different by systems or users for
different application. It is therefore not difficult to deduce
that different approaches will be required for different
modalities and systems for different applications. These
approaches may include the design of user interface,
indexing structure, feature extraction and query
processing units.

included. Ideally, the indexing structure for medical images
should be dynamic while keeping the overhead for reorganizing the indexing structure to minimal. Preferably,
very little manual interaction should be required.

2.4 Remark
All of the issues described above are not unique to
CBMIR systems. As a matter of fact, these issues are also
faced by CBIR systems. To a degree, the magnitude of
some of these issues faced by CBIR is larger that what
those in CBMIR systems. The reason is being that the
scope of the medical images is bounded within the medical
domain. Hence, certain assumptions can be made prior to
analysing the images.

2.2 Imprecision

3. Applications

Imprecision has been a problem for the CBIR systems.
Likewise, CBMIR systems suffer the same problem. Tagare
et al. [1] have identified three components in imprecision,
i.e., semantic imprecision, feature imprecision, and signal
imprecision. These imprecision are caused by the
ambiguity of human language, disagreement in the
observation of an image and quality of information
captured in the image.
The three types of imprecision described by Tagare et
al. [1] are very much similar to the problems experience by
the general CBIR systems. One would argue that the
semantic imprecision is similar to the problems of
polysemy and synonymy occurring in terms of query
processing. Feature imprecision also occurs in general
CBIR system when users have different interpretation on
the image, or the inability by the user to describe the
semantic content of the image. This is a common problem
in the CBIR system as the scope of the collected images
are broader than images collected for medical field. Lastly,
signal imprecision is quite common among images
captured in the outdoor environment.

Medical imagery is an exciting field for researchers of
CBIR. It not only contains vast amount of image resources
that the researchers can work on, it also provides practical
applications that research theories can be applied to. Due
to these reasons, there has been a steady growth in
developing medical applications with the use of CBIR
techniques. The CBMIR systems are grouped into two
categories mostly according to their input data format and
to a certain extent, the domain scope of their applications.
Traditionally, there are two standard approaches in
querying the system, namely, query by keywords or image
examples. In query by example, the diagnostic system is
one of the applications where researchers have been
focusing on. As the name implies, the output from these
systems is the diagnostic result derives from the system’s
input image. Until now, the systems reported have only
been designed to support specific medical tasks such as
retrieval of tumor shapes in mammograms [2],
identification of lung disease from computed tomography
[3], differentiation of Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL) from
Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) or Follicular Center
Cell Lyphoma (FCC) using pathology images [4], and
retrieving of spine in the x-ray database [5]. All these
systems are designed to query by image. The region of
interest for the input image is partially or automatically
selected by the system. Manual interrelation is required
when the image resolution is low, or with an inability of
applying image models to capture the visual features in
interest. It is worth noting that some authors are quite
cautious in using the term “diagnostic” for their proposed
systems. Instead, these authors prefer to call them
“decision support” systems.
In addition to the diagnostic systems, Liu et al. [6] have
developed a teaching assistant system for the
identification of lung diseases from tomographic images.
This system allows the professor to select images with

2.3 Dynamism of Indexing Structure
As described in the previous section, the human
interpretation of a medical image may vary from person to
person. The interpretation of an image from the same
person may also change as the person gains more
experience. Thus, the area of interest for the same image
may change as the interpretation of the image changes.
For systems that index images by their semantic contents
or the visual features of the area of interest, such changes
may result in a need to mo dify the indexing structure in
order to adapt to the user’s knowledge. However,
traditional indexing structures reported so far are static.
The process of re-organizing the indexing structure is
mostly manually driven. Hence, a significant overhead is
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similar texture but may be not belonging to the same
disease. The objective is to teach interns to learn how to
distinguish various disease images with similar texture.
Currently, the tradition picture and archiving image
system (PACS) is used for searching medical images in
many hospital or clinical systems. The images stored in
the PACS system are normally organized according to
their semantic content, or by patient’s details, or, other
related information. Systems that allow the users to
retrieve images via the patient’s details and other related
information are normally based on the patients’ history.
In summary, systems that browse or search images via
the semantic content are mostly used for education or
decision support purposes . The image grouping and
organization is mostly manually driven, and these images
are mostly indexed by a simple phrase or term.
Figure 1. A possible framework for CBIR system.

4. Overall Framework

Lehmann et al. [8] have proposed a medical image
browsing and searching framework called Image Retrieval
in Medical Application (IRMA). This framework has the
potential of answering every system requirements as listed
by Tagare et al [1]. IRMA is a multi-layer framework that
provides separate layers which include: identification of
image categories, extraction of image content and local
features, indexing images based on their semantic content
and image retrieval on the semantic level. The major
difference between this framework and the more traditional
CBIR framework [9] is that this framework uses prior
knowledge of different medical modalities to determine the
content of the images. This is however not possible for a
general CBIR system.

Figure 1 is a possible framework for CBIR systems. The
communication between the modules is mostly bidirectional, implying this framework allows bi-direction
interaction between users and the systems. This
framework is an extension from Rui et al. [7]. It is felt that
the query processing unit should be related to feature
extraction unit, and the user should have a role in defining
the image label.
The PACS systems discussed in the previous section
are rather simple as a content-based retrieval system. At
the minimum, a CBIR should consist of components as
depicted in Figure 1. Clearly, the PACS systems lack the
system mo dule for feature selection, and quite possibly
the images are indexed by a very simple one-dimensional
structure grouped by the label given to the images.
Diagnostic systems reported so far are only designed
for very specific application. It may not be possible for
such systems to be transferred to other medical
applications. The reason is obvious, different diagnostic
system uses different visual features for identifying
different medical cases. Thus, the feature extraction
approach for each system will be different. Often, such
systems are also static, implying that a significant
overhead is required for a visual feature to be added,
deleted or modified. Furthermore, the indexing structure
applied for these systems are often not targeted for a large
database and definitely not for image browsing.
Tagare et al [1] have identified several essential
features for CBMIR systems: (a) non-textual indexing, (b)
customized scheme, (c) dynamic modules, (d) similarity
modules, (e) comparison modules, (f) iconic queries, (g)
descriptive language, (h) multi-modality registration, (i)
image manipulation. Researchers have generally viewed
these necessities as the guideline for building a complete
CBMIR system.

5. User Retrieving Techniques
To date, much of the research effort for CBMIR
systems has been spent on identifying features which
uniquely identifying image, and the indexing structures for
images in the system. Not much has been spent on the
user interface of the system. It is true that most of the
issues surrounding CBIR system in designing user
interface are to do with limiting the domain scope of the
input query, and to a degree, this is less of an issue for a
narrow domain retrieval system such as CBMIR. However,
most of the CBMIR systems reported are stilled targeted
for trained personal, indicating that they are room for
improvement.
The user interface for CBMIR system is based on the
strategy adopted by the traditional CBIR system. The
standard approach is query the system by image or
keyword. As with any search engines, keywords have
limited usefulness, in that it is difficult to assign keywords
consistently and exhaustively to each image. In query by
example, most of the systems provide users with editor for
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manipulating the input image, and some may even allow
the user to query by sketch. However, the issue facing
most of these systems is that it is relatively difficult for the
users to specify the appropriate combination of visual
features for a particular search. Systems proposed by Liu
et al. [6], Comaniciu et al. [4] and Shyu et al. [3] all require
user to select the region of interest (ROI) area in an image
for the system to construct the proper query. The users of
this type of systems are usually the experts in the related
fields. Automatic image extraction function however is
relatively rare.
To solve these problems, in addition to the two query
approaches using image or keyword, some systems also
provide feedback strategies and ranking for refining the
search query. The feedback strategies invite interactive
inputs from the user to refine the query for subsequent
retrieval. In addition to the relevant feedback, the ranking
approach can also be incorporated to the user interface to
provide a better capture on the relevancy of the result. In
comparison to the CBIR systems, these approaches are
simpler as the domain scope of CBMIR systems are better
defined. Hence, the iteration cycles for the interaction
between user and machine are less in CBMIR systems.
A popular approach for system such as MedPix is to
use directory-like structure to guide user to construct a
more accurate query. The advantage of this approach is
the context of the query keywords are bounded by the
directory entries established by the search engine site. In
this way, the user is able to obtain more accurate search
results.

caused by the expressive nature of human language.
Polysemy (word with multiple meanings), synonymy
(different words with same meaning) and context
sensitivity of a word or phrase are the primary reasons for
the miss-interpretation of user inputs. In a narrow domain,
these problems can be partly dealt with by applying
techniques such as word dictionary, word stemming or
thesaurus to reduce the ambiguity caused by the
keywords. However, there is no CBMIR system to our
knowledge that allows the user to construct more complex
query such as “retrieve 5 images that looks 30% like the
input image” or “red cat in the house”.

6.2 Query by Image
In recent years, with the advancement of image
processing techniques, query by image example has
emerged as a preferred option for constructing searches in
CBMIR systems. The reason being that query by image
example can avoid the ambiguity issue surrounding with
keyword query. Some systems also provide options for a
user to specify the relative importance of each feature in
the image, or functional features to let the user to
manipulate the input image. All these extra options are
designed for constructing queries that have a better
representation of users’ intention.
In query by image example, the query is constructed by
extracting the relevant features from the input image and a
search vector that uses these features. Weights can also
be assigned to fine tune the importance of each element in
the feature vector. Depending on the application, the
weights of the feature vector can be explicitly assigned by
users, or assigned by system through a system defined
rule or relevance feedback from the user.

6. Query Processing
Query processing, in any content-based retrieval
systems, is a module between the user interface and the
indexing structure. It acts as a module to bridge the
semantic gap between the user’s input and the actual
query applied to the database. In short, it converts the
user input into a feature vector to be applied for searching
through the index tree. Thus, the approach applies to this
component is tightly coupled with the design of the user
interface and the image indexing structure employed by
the system. Hence, the issues described in the previous
section, that is, problems with keyword/s and image
example, is mostly handled by this module.

6.3 Relevance Feedback
The use of relevance feedback together with ranking is
a means for the system to iteratively fine tune the feature
vector through feedbacks from the user. It has not been
found that any of the CBMIR systems are employing this
technique. This may due to the fact that most of the
CBMIR systems reported only apply to a very narrow
scope domain. Nevertheless, if researchers are interested
in integrating different medical modalities together, there is
no doubt that such approach should have its place in
CBMIR systems. Interested reader should refer to
reference [10] for a comprehensive review on this
technique.

6.1 Query by Keyword
One of the biggest challenges facing researchers in
query with keywords is the ability to accurately represent
the user input by the system-constructed query. One of
the major reasons for the low accuracy of the search result
is caused by miss-representation and the system’s missinterpretation of the user query. To a large degree, this is

7. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a core feature of any CBIR
systems. This module is either directly or indirectly related
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to all the different components in a CBIR system. In-fact,
the selection of the indexing structure and design of the
query processing unit is directly affected by this module.
In the following paragraphs, the attention focuses on the
discussion of visual features. A discussion on semantic
feature is left to the subsequent section.
In the general CBIR systems, the standard approach for
features extraction is to extract features such as colour,
texture and shape. In the more advanced systems, the
geometry information of the object/s in the image can also
be extracted and analysed. The indexing structure is then
constructed base on the combinations of these features
information. These features in a general domain system are
extracted and analysed by generic image-processing
approaches. At the minimum, these image-processing
approaches have to be robust and insensitive to the image
size, viewing orientation and in some cases, object
occlusion. For each of these visual features, there are
various representations that represent the human
perception of that feature from different perspectives.
What features and representations to use will depend on
the application, and sometimes, the selection process can
be an art form in itself.
In comparison to the general domain retrieval system,
the features selection process for CBMIR systems tends
to be straightforward. Domain specific applications such
a s diagnostic systems [2, 3, 5] can apply their domain
knowledge to assist the selection of important features
required in identifying the disease, tumor or condition that
the specialist is interested in.

features, the answers to these two questions may not be
as trivial as it is for the traditional text database systems.

8.1 Indexing Value
In the previous section, we have discussed the
possible visual features that can be used in indexing the
image databases. However, visual features are only one of
the possible features that can be used for indexing images.
Depending on the application, image index structure can
also be grouped by keywords, which is a great tool for
capturing the semantic content of the images. In some
cases, the image database may be better represented with
the combination of semantic and visual features.
Cha and Chung [11] have proposed an approach that
allows an image to be indexed by three separate indexing
trees, and these index trees are: visual features, semantic
and keyword indexing. The visual features are the
combination of shape, color and texture. The semantic
features of the system consist of a set of predefined
attributes, and the keyword features are texts that are
entered by users. The values of these attributes are stored
in metadata format. These separate indexing structures
provide the user with the flexibility to construct very
complex query.

8.2 Indexing Structure
Indexing structure has been an interest for researchers
for many years. This is mostly because it is essential to
have a fast and efficient indexing structure for the
database system to be scalable. As for CBMIR systems,
many researchers have added two addition requirements
to the system’s indexing structure. The indexing structure
has to be multi-dimensional and dynamic.
Multi-dimensional index is a structure that is often used
in indexing large and complex data. These data include
audios, videos, images and etc. Indexing tree is the most
common used indexing structure for image database, and
there are different types of indexing trees designed to
accommodate different query requirements. Reader can
refer to Reference [1] for a comprehensive review on the
difference tree-based indexes available for image data.
One of the issues in applying indexing tree is the
dimensionality of the index. The performance of the multidimensional indexing structure such as popular R-tree and
R*-tree degenerates drastically with an increase in the
dimensionality of the underlying feature space, this is
mostly because the trees’ fan-out decreases in inversely
proportional to the dimensionality. To solve this problem,
one promising approach is to first perform dimension
reduction and then to use appropriate multidimensional
indexing techniques for searching and retrieving images.

8. Indexing
In order to make any CBIR systems truly scalable for
large size image collection, the images are required to be
indexed in a systematic manner. In a traditional database
system, the data is indexed by a search key or combination
of keys that uniquely identify an individual record. Often,
a simple one dimensional data structure is adequate
enough for indexing the data in such systems. However,
images are more complex. Attempts to reflect this
complexity usually results in images being represented by
a set of values or attributes, commonly known as the
feature vector. When represented in this manner, each
value in the set becomes a point in an n-dimensional
space, implying a multi-dimensional structure is required.
So far, the research efforts for indexing structures
applied to CBMIR systems have been mostly revolved
around two issues, and they are:
1. What data to be indexed?
2. How is the data organized?
These two issues are rather common in database and
data structure communities. However, with the complexity
of images and the high dimensionality of the visual
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Even though the dimension of the feature vectors in
most of the image retrieval systems is very high, not all the
features posses the discriminatory power for being able to
uniquely identify the images. There are various
approaches in identifying the importance of an attribute in
the feature space. Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT), also
known as principal component analysis (PCA), can be
applied to identify the importance of the features in the
principle component space. Different from KLT, Park et al.
[12] used Quasi-Gabor Filter to reduce the dimensionality
of the texture features.
Clustering is another powerful tool in performing
dimension reduction. This approach cluster similar
features together to perform recognition or grouping. This
type of clustering is called row-wise clustering. Similarly,
Zhang and Zhong [13] used self-organization map (SOM)
neural networks as the tool for constructing the tree
indexing structure. This approach provides the advantage
of unsupervised learning ability, dynamic clustering
nature, and the potential of supporting arbitrary similarity
learning.

[2] P. Korn, N. Sidiropoulos, C. Faloutsos, E. Siegel, and Z.
Prtopaps, "Fast and Effective Retrieval of Medical Tumor
Shapes," IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data
Engineering, vol. 10, pp. 889-904, 1998.
[3] C.-R. Shyu, A. Kak, C. E. Brodley, and L. S. Broderick,
"Testing for Human Perceptual Categories in a Physician-inthe-loop CBIR System for Medical Imagery," presented at
IEEE Workshop on Content-Based Access of Image and
Video Libraries, Fort Collins, Colorado, 1999.
[4] D. Comaniciu, P. Meer, D. Foran, and A. Medl, "Bimodal
System for Interactive Indexing and Retrieval of Pathology
Images," presented at 4th IEEE Workshop on applications
of Computer Vision, Princeton, New Jersey, 1998.
[5] L. R. Long, S. K. Antani, and G. R. Thoma, "A Prototype
Content-based Image Retrieval system for Spine X-rays,"
presented at 16th IEEE Symposium on Computer-Based
Medical Systems, New York, New York, 2003.
[6] C. T. Liu, P. L. Tai, A. Y.-J. Chen, C.-H. Peng, and J. S.
Wang, "A Content-based Medical Teaching File Assistant
for CT Lung Image Retrieval," presented at The 7th IEEE
International Conference on Electronics, Circuits and
Systems, Lebanon, 2000.
[7] Y. Rui, T. S. Huang, and S.-F. Chang, "Image Retrieval:
Current Techniques, Promising Directions, and Open
Issues," Journal of Visual Communication and Image
Representation, vol. 10, pp. 39-62, 1999.
[8] T. M. Lehmann, B. Wein, J. Dahmen, J. Bredno, F.
Vogelsang, and M. Kohnen, "Content-Based Image Retrieval
in Medical Applications: A Novel Multi-Step Approach,"
presented at Proceedings of SPIE, 2000.
[9] A. W. Smeulders, M. Worring, S. Santini, A. Gupta, and R.
Jai, "Content-Based Image Retrieval at the End of the Early
Years," IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine
Intelligence, vol. 22(12), pp. 1349-1380, 2000.
[10] X. S. Zhou and T. S. Huang, "Relevance Feedback in Image
Retrieval: A Comprehensive Review," ACM Multimedia
Systems, vol. 8 No. 6, pp. 536 - 544, 2003.
[11] G.-H. Cha and C.-W. Chung, "An Indexing and Retrieval
Mechanism for Complex Similarity Queries in Image
Databases," Journal of Visual Communication and Image
Representation, vol. 10, pp. 268-290, 1999.
[12] M. Park, J. S. Jin, and L. S. Wilson, "Fast Content-Based
Image Retrieval Using Quasi-Gabor Filter and Reduction of
Image Feature Dimension," presented at Fifth IEEE
Southwest Symposium on Image Analysis and
Interpretation, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 2002.
[13] H. J. Zhang and D. Zhong, "A Scheme for Visual Feature
based Image Indexing," presented at Proceeding of SPIE
Storage and Retrieval for Image and Video Databases, 1995.

9. Conclusion and Remark
This paper briefly discussed the major comp onents in
the CBMIR systems, and a comparison is drawn with the
generic CBIR systems wherever possible. Although the
issues faced by both systems are common, the design
approaches for the systems are quite dissimilar. Also, the
approaches in designing the system components are
vastly different. The strategies adopted in designing
components such as user interface, query processing and
the feature selection unit for the two systems are also
vastly different. This is mostly because the scope of
CBMIR systems is bounded by the systems’ knowledge
domain. Hence, certain assumptions can be made in
CBMIR systems. It is recognised that CBMIR systems are
still in an early stage of development. This is evidence in
the lack of systems reported from the literatures. This
should not be a surprise as the systems reported are only
for diagnostic, decision support or teaching purpose. The
application for these systems is very specific. The
approach applied in these systems is also not generic
enough to be transferred to other applications. Hence,
there are ample rooms for future work in expanding the
functionalities of both systems.
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estimation and choice of optimum feature set that gives
the most accurate estimation. Studying the importance of
these design decisions was the motivation for this paper.
Research shows that case-based reasoning or estimation by analogy can be successfully adapted in software
effort or cost estimation domain [1], [4], [5], [6].
ANGEL [7] and CBR-Works [8] are two examples of
CBR tools, which can make use of previous projects to
estimate effort for a new project (see [9] for other CBR
tools currently available on the market). The goal of this
paper is to present some of the practical issues associated
with the use of CBR models in cost estimation as a prototypical management application.

Abstract
In this study we investigate the need for Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR) model calibration. This paper also
presents some guidelines on building CBR model tailored to a specific management application. To address
some of the practical issues associated with the use of
case-based reasoning or estimation by analogy, we conducted an experiment on software effort estimation using
a well-known project effort dataset, namely Albrecht. We
found that pruning the irrelevant features can improve
the performance of CBR applications and it is essential
to calibrate the prediction model carefully.

2. Research Method
1. Introduction

The idea of effort estimation by analogy has been
around for a long time, however this method has not
been widely used. Shepperd and Schofield (1996) presented the idea of estimation by analogy in the form of
detailed estimation methodology and developed a CBR
tool [10], called ANGEL (ANaloGy Estimation tooL).
In order to investigate the effects of certain parameters in accuracy of CBR applications we used ANGEL
[7], CBR-Works 4.0 [8] and a CBR system that was developed during this study. The CBR-Works tool can be
used for the development and maintenance of management applications in a variety of domains and environments [11]. Throughout this study, we used a wellknown dataset, namely Albrecht.
In this section, the Albrecht dataset and the measurements used to evaluate CBR modeling techniques will be
briefly described.

Over the years a variety of techniques have been purposed for management application such as loan evaluation and diagnosis programs. In recent years there has
been great amount of interest on the application of casebased reasoning (CBR) [1], [2], [3]. This technique
solves new problems by adapting solutions that were
used to solve old problems.
The CBR approach is easy to understand and apply.
The model can be used in conjunction with expert judgment. End-user can participate in the prediction process
and use his or her judgment to modify (adopt) the prediction. However there are some important design decisions
that must be made in order to generate a reasonably accurate estimation [1]. Such decisions include choice of
distance metrics or similarity measures in order to measure the level of similarities between cases, number of
most similar cases that need to be used to generate the
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have equal influences to the measure of similarity and
the method is immune to the choice of units.
Feature set: All collected features may not be helpful in
finding a good estimation. By the use of brute force algorithm, ANGEL can automatically determinate the best
subset of features. However the brute force algorithm
uses exhaustive search, so as the number of features increase the process gets slower [1]. Unlike ANGEL,
CBR-Works cannot determine the best possible feature
set for a particular dataset.
Similarity measure: Here the question is how much the
new project is similar to the other projects in the available dataset. One good feature of CBR-Works is that it
provides a variety of retrieval algorithms such as:
• Euclidean distance: The formula is similar to
the one used in ANGEL. The CBR users can
assign different weights to the features in order
to reflect the relative importance of each feature.
• Average: The average similarity of all attributes
defines the case similarity.
• Maximum: The highest feature similarity defines the case similarity.
• Minimum: The lowest feature similarity defines
the case similarity.
Number of analogies: Number of analogies refers to the
number of closest projects that can be used to generate
estimation for the new case. The simplest way is to consider only the effort of the most similar case as estimation for the new case (1 analogy). However there are
other alternative strategies that can be considered [18]. In
this study we used 1,2 and 3 analogies similar to [1].
Analogy adaptation: When the analogy projects are
selected, the question is what would be the best analogy
adaptation technique so that the best estimation for the
new case can be generated? We decided to choose the same
adaptation process that have been used previously by
Schofield [1] as outlined below:
• One analogy: Estimation for new case is the effort from the closest analogy.
• Two analogies: Estimation for new case is the
average of efforts for the closest two analogies.
• Two analogies (Weighted): Estimation for new
case is the average of efforts for the two closest
analogies; however the closest analogy is
weighted double.
• Three analogies: Estimation for new case is the
average of efforts for the closest three analogies.
Table 2 shows the MMRE and Pred (25) results obtained for the following scenarios:
1. When the full features available in the dataset
were used through CBR-Works.

2.1 Dataset
For our investigation we used the Albrecht dataset,
which is a publicly available dataset [12], [13]. Albrecht
is a relatively small (24 cases) software development
project dataset. During this investigation it was decided
to keep the original dataset as intact as possible.
A statistical summary of all the features (metrics) in
the Albrecht dataset is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary statistics for Albrecht dataset
Count

Min

Max

Mean

Median

St.
Dev

Skew
-ness

Effort

24

0.5

105

21.9

11.5

28.4

2.3

FP

24

100

190
2

643.3

506

493

1.5

File

24

3

60

17.4

11.5

15.5

1.5

Feature

Input

24

7

193

40.3

33.5

36.9

3.3

Inquiry

24

0

75

16.9

13.5

19.3

2.1

Output

24

12

150

47.3

39

35.2

1.4

SLOC

24

3

318

61.1

51.7

63.7

3.1

2.2 Performance Evaluation
In order to study the accuracy of the estimation models, we adopted the jackknifing technique. This technique is also known as leave-one-out cross validation.
Each completed project in turn was removed from the
dataset and the remaining dataset was then used to estimate the effort for the removed project. MMRE (Mean
Magnitude of Relative Error) and PRED (25) were computed from the jackknifing process [14]. MMRE is an
error measurement method that has been used by various
researchers [15], [16], [17]. Smaller MMRE value indicates better prediction model. MMRE is defined as:
n
 | ActualEffo rt − Pr edictedEff ort | 

100 / n ∑ 
ActualEffo rt
i =1 
i

Where n represent the number of projects in the dataset.

Pred (25) measures the proportion of predictions that
are within 25% of the actual values. Clearly, the higher
this value is, the better.

3. Experiment Results
During this study we had to decide upon five parameters as follows:
Scaling or Standardization: All feature’s values for the
projects can be standardized between 0 and 1. By performing standardization we can ensure that all features
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An obvious choice to determine the degree of importance for each feature was to choose only features that
have a strong statistical influence on effort. The results
suggest that different configurations of CBR-Works may
produce different levels of accuracy. As can be seen
from Table 3, two analogies, with average retrieval algorithm (unweighted) was found to be the most accurate
prediction by predicting 33% of projects within 25% of
their actual effort and with MMRE of 71%.

2.

When optimum combination of features was
generated for use via ANGEL.
The results suggest that for the Albrecht dataset
ANGEL outperforms CBR-Works. The results reveal
that the performance of CBR-Works is poor because it is
not calibrated correctly.
Table 2. Comparing ANGEL and CBR-Works models
Feature

Analogy

Full set of
features

One

96

16

Two

74

33

Two (W)

129

21

85

21

(Using CBRWorks)

MMRE %

Three

Optimum
features Subset
(Using
ANGEL)

Pred (25) %

One

67

33

Two

66

37

Two (W)

61*

41*

Three

62

33

3.1 Practical Advice
Many CBR tools are currently available on the market
[9]. In this paper, CBR-Works, 4.0, was used to implement different CBR techniques for estimating the development effort.
The ANGEL is another CBR tool that previously was
used by Schofield [1] for the purpose of software cost
estimation. Both estimation tools are provided with an
easy-to-use interface that can support the stage of data
collection, effort prediction and adoption rule. However
the functionality of collecting and pasting specific items
were not provided in neither of them. These functionalities can be a great help for the person responsible for
reviewing the model and ensuring its accuracy.
A tool for estimating the development effort, based on
analogy can be easily implemented in any programming
language. Readers who are building their first CBR system and are interested in most important issues in building and maintaining CBR systems should refer to [9],
[19] and [20] for more information. Figure 1 shows the
prototype for automatic software estimation that we
developed using MATLAB1. The purpose of this tool is
to help project managers make important decisions
regarding certain parameters (e.g. number of analogies or
distance metrics) when analogy based estimation is required. We named the tool “Calibration of the Analogy
Procedure”. This tool needs relatively little effort in order to generate useful results.

In configuring the CBR-Works we had to make decisions concerning similarity function, retrieval algorithm
and pruning the feature set. We tried to find the best feature set that minimize the mean absolute relative errors
by assigning different weights to the features, based on
their relative importance.
Table 3. Comparison of distance measures
Dist. Metric

Euclidean (Unweighted)

Average (Unweighted)

Euclidean
(Weighted)

Average
(Weighted)

Analogy

MMRE
%

Pred
(25) %

One

96.47

16.66

Two

74.20

33.33

Two (W)

129.47

20.83

Three

85.01

20.83

One

97.40

16.36

Two

71.25*

33.33*

Two (W)

126.05

20.83

Three

83.38

20.83

One

78.47

16.66

Two

75.80

33.33

Two (W)

118.86

20.83

Three

75.18

29.16

One

99.27

12.50

Two

75.56

33.33

Two (W)

128.74

16.66

Three

87.00

20.83

1
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MATLAB is a commercial (Matrix Laboratory) package. More information also can be found on:
http://WWW.math.ufl.edu/help/matlab-tutorial/matlab-tutorial.html

Table 4. Comparison of various parameters in estimation
by analogy

Average

Distance

Analogy

Std

Statistic

MMRE
(%)

PRED
(25%)

2

Yes

Mean

62.78

54.17

3

Yes

No
Mean

No
5

Yes

Mean

Euclidean

No

Figure 1. An example of Calibration of the Analogy Tool

2

Yes

Mean

Yes
Yes

Manhattan

2

Yes
Yes
Yes

Maximum

Yes
Yes

5

Yes
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20.83

58.33

71.92

54.17

83.48

20.83

64.34

54.17

62.02

58.33

73.40

50

73.96

50

76.59

50

83.77

25

90.18

33.33

62.02

58.33

Mean

81.01

33.33

73.96

50

Mean

63.04

0

83.77

25

Mean

Mean
Mean
Mean

Mean

No
No

83.48

66.18

No
3

54.17

58.33

No
2

71.92

66.19

Mean

No
5

58.33

66.67

No
3

66.18

54.17

No

The results in Table 4 have been obtained using four
similarity measures, namely Euclidean (Un-weighted),
Average (Un-weighted), Manhattan [18], Maximum, six
choices for number of analogies (2,3,5,10,15 and 20),
one choice of calculating the analogy (mean) and based
on standardized (Std) /non-standardized feature values.
As can be seen from Table 4, two analogies, with
average or Euclidean retrieval algorithm (nonnormalized values) was found to be the most accurate
prediction by predicting 67% of projects within 25% of
their actual effort and with MMRE of 57%.
The results in Table 5 were generated with the help
of a statistical simulation method, namely bootstrap in
order to generate multiple samples for the accuracy indicators [18], [20]. This method can help the user to assess
the accuracy of the tool or calibrate the analogy tool before its application to real projects. The results confirmed
that two analogies, with average or Euclidean retrieval
algorithm is the best choice.

58.33

62.78

No
5

66.67

66.19

56.89

No
3

56.89

best combination of parameters). Clearly still there is a
need for further investigation in this area.
As a continuation of our current work, we are currently developing a tool for predicting the outcomes of
renal transplants and the type of graft rejection based on
analogy. We also plan to compare the performance of
CBR techniques in predicting medical outcomes against
Artificial Neural Networks models.

Table 5. Comparison of various parameters in estimation
by analogy (1000 bootstrap samples)

Average

Distance

Analogy

Std

Statistic

MMRE
(%)

PRED
(25%)

2

Yes

Mean

38.12

76.72

40.65

75.21

48.96

67.88

52.14

61.45

60.05

50.11

70.66

51.34

38.28

77.09

[2] Kadoda, G., Cartwright M.: Issues on the effective use of

44.69

75.28

49.09

67.64

52.69

61.89

CBR technology for software project prediction. Poole,
UK, School of Design, Engineering Research Group,
Bournemouth University (2001)

59.95

49.70

70.36

51.65

40.95

74.10

43.19

73.33

Projects Through Case Based Reasoning. International
Conference on Case Based Reasoning, Sesimbra Portugal
(1995)

52.34

65.82

[5] Finnie, G. R., Writtig, G. E.: A Comparison of Software

54.21

59.30

64.52

45.18

Effort Estimation Techniques: Using Function Points with
Neural Networks, Case-Based Reasoning and Regression
Models. J.SYSTEMS SOFTWARE (1997) 281–289

71.38

52.37

[6] Walkerden, F., Jeffery R.: An Empirical Study of Anal-

Mean

53

55.79

42.99

73.19

Mean

58.69

56.16

54.54

59.37

gence-Knowledge-Based System, University of Kaiserslautern
http://wwwagr.informatik.unikl.de/~lsa/CBRatUKL.html

54.27

31.68

[9] Watson. I: Applying Case-Based Reasoning: Techniques

70.93

50.67

for Enterprise Systems. Morgan Kaufmann publishers Inc.
(1997)

No
3

Yes

Mean

No
5

Yes

Mean

Euclidean

No
2

Yes

Mean

No
3

Yes

Mean

No
5

Yes

Mean

Manhattan

No
2

Yes

Mean

No
3

Yes

Mean

No
5

Yes

Mean

Maximum

No
2

Yes

3

Yes

No
No
5

Yes

Mean

No
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Abstract
This paper presents an application of an Adaptive NeuralFuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) to power forecasting
problems. The need for accurate forecasts is increasing as
power markets are becoming more competitive. This paper
gives a brief overview of the issues facing power system
forecasting and proposes the use of ANFIS to perform short
term scheduling. Finally, it gives a comparison against
other techniques that have been previously presented,
highlighting ANFIS favourably.
1.

Introduction

The operation of a power system is usually divided into four
different categories: long term, medium term, short term
and real-time [1]. Long term forecasting is primarily
associated with maintenance scheduling and generator
lifespan. It considers time frames well over a year in
advance. Medium term scheduling is used primarily for
fuel planning and ensuring that the system will continue
operations between maintenance checks and upgrades. It
generally considers time frames from a week to a year
ahead. Short term scheduling is the operation of a power
system from anywhere between five-minute load schedules
to week-ahead planning. It is the operation that ensures that
loads are capable of being met and are being met in an
efficient manner. Lastly is real-time scheduling, based on
the operation of the machines themselves. Real-time
scheduling focuses on supplying the energy to meet the
goals that are set, while preserving operation limits on the
machines.
This paper investigates short-term forecasting for a power
system. However it especially centres on a sub-class
referred to as very short term forecasting. Very short term
forecasting is predominantly focussed on predicting the
value of the next period of an applicable data set. In this
instance, that period will be the operating cycle of the
National Electricity Market of Australia.
2.

Overview of the National Electricity Market

The National Electricity Market (NEM) is managed by an
overseeing body called the National Electricity Market
Management Company (NEMMCO). The NEM is a

Michael Negnevitsky
School of Engineering
University of Tasmania
Sandy Bay, Tasmania, Australia
Michael.Negnevitsky@utas.edu.au
wholesale power pool to which the generators sell the
power they produce and the distributors buy the power they
need to sell to their clients. This form of power system is
known as a “deregulated system”. The generators make a
bid to supply a certain amount of power at a chosen price
and NEMMCO receives the generators’ bids, ranks them
according to price and accepts enough bids to satisfy the
projected demand plus a safety margin. Usually this means
that the last bid accepted is accepted as a partial amount.
The highest accepted bid price is the price that each supplier
receives for the power that they produce in that time period,
regardless of their individual bid price. Finally, most
generators and distributors have a majority of their power
resources set in contracts. These contracts are unaffected by
the spot price market so far as the customer is concerned.
However, the generators can choose to buy power from the
spot price market to fill their contracts if they either cannot
make the contract themselves or it would be more
economical to do so.
3.

General Overview of Power System Operation

Short term scheduling is widely recognised as an essential
element of power system operation [2]. It is a complex
problem as there is no ideal solution. Certain generators
operate better under different operating systems and
schemes. Due to high production costs, small increases in
efficiency also lead to large savings. This means that
utilities are always in pursuit of a more efficient means of
short term operation.
When considering short term scheduling and economic
dispatch, accurate demand forecasts are essential [3]. The
forecasts are used to try to reduce the difference between
the power available and the power consumed. The use of
forecasting techniques for load forecasting is a topic widely
discussed in power engineering. Another less discussed, but
no less useful, parameter is that of electricity prices.
Traditionally, these “spot prices” have been difficult to
predict and when investigated by a human, it is near
impossible to discern any pattern in changes of spot price.
This paper shows a way to overcome this issue.
4.

Power System Specifics

In order to schedule a power system correctly, it is essential
to know how that particular system operates and what
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4.1.

Fossil Fuel Based Systems

Fuel based systems are diverse and include many variations
that can solve most generation issues. Nuclear power has
low running costs, but initial expenses are high. Gas power
has low initial expenses, but running costs are relatively
high. In the middle of these extremes is coal-fired
generation. The coal-based and nuclear tend to have slow
ramp -rates (rate at which the level of operation can be
altered).
For a system that cannot be altered rapidly, once the system
is turned on, it is committed to operation for a significant
period of time. This means that the cheaper to operate
systems, are also less flexible and sometimes even have to
incur losses at low spot price periods in order to continue
operations. To have a fossil fuel based power system that
can rapidly respond to changes in demand, high-cost gasfired stations must be used. The other alternative is to
consider a renewable system.
4.2.

Renewable Systems

Renewable systems also have diverse potential for
generation. Hydro generation has the advantage of quick
response, while wind and geothermal energy have the
advantage of providing a non-exhaustible (within practical
limits) supply of power. Furthermore, the energy sources
used to produce the electricity are free. However, these
systems do have their own shortcomings.
Renewable systems have a high installation cost and so
have been prohibitively expensive to nations with closely
limited resources. Wind and geothermal energy are not able
to be stored in their own right. Hydro power, which can be
stored, is not always available. If there is a drought, or even
a period with less rain than forecast, this can cause
problems with the operation of a hydro system. However,
even with these negative aspects, in developed countries,
most locations that could be used to generate renewable
power (especially hydro) are being investigated or utilised
[1]. Thus, most countries rich enough to afford the initial
outlay agree that the advantages of free energy in the long
term outweigh the negatives of renewable power – the fact

it is environmentally sustainable is becoming more
important as well.
5.

Necessary Forecast Parameters

To efficiently operate a power system, it is important to
have good predictions for the characteristics that determine
the system’s operation. For instance, unless the wind speed
it accurately forecast, it becomes difficult to properly
schedule any wind resources. This paper is based on very
short term forecasting of demand (or load) and spot price
data.
A typical load profile is relatively smooth and responds well
to forecasting techniques.
However, even the best
predictions still tend to have significant errors associated
with them.
Load forecasting has been approached in several ways,
including weather dependent, weather independent and a
combination of the two [3]. While, these have met with
comparable levels of success, the weather independent
models’ main advantage is that there is no need to include
another predicted variable (weather). This comes at the
slight expense of accuracy. However, some power stations
are very dependent upon the weather predictions for other
operating parameters and thus the accuracy is more
important as the weather predictions are already an integral
part of the system.
Load forecasting is extremely important and has been
researched quite extensively using traditional methods and
in recent years, artificial intelligence techniques have also
been applied to this field.
60
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factors are most important to optimise. Generally, a system
can be considered as fossil fuel-based or renewable, but
even that distinction is somewhat blurred. However, for the
purposes of this paper it will be convenient to use these two
titles as all-encompassing categories. The fossil fuel based
systems destroy the fuel they use, but can purchase more
when needed. The renewable energy systems do not
destroy the fuel, but the access to the fuel is limited.
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Figure 1: 20 February 2002. Typical summer day for
Victoria, Australia. Data derived from NEMMCO site.
Spot price forecasting is a new area of research.
Deregulation of power markets is still relatively new
(beginning around 10 years ago) and the accurate
forecasting of spot price data has had very little written
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about it. The most likely reason for this is the difficultly in
obtaining good results and the limited application of mo st
techniques so far investigated.

mathematics to combine several models to create a better
overall system.
Then knowledge-based systems (KBS) started being
investigated and were found to work well although were
difficult, or even impossible (if there was no available
expert), to implement. The next generation of forecasting
measures was based on artificial neural networks (ANN).
ANNs worked very well, but had the problem of over-fitting
or “memorisation”. As forecasting can include a very wide
range of data with sharp spikes, a large amount of training
data is necessary to be able to handle unusual events.
Although, if too much information is used to train an ANN,
the ANN will adjust to predict the training data very well,
but not be able to handle new data.
6.1.

Figure 2: Typical summer day for large American spot price
power pools. Tabors Caramanis and Associates developed
this figure for a report [4].
Often an application is so site specific that there is no way
that it can be used to forecast for another region.
Furthermore, the very essence of the spot price data can
vary greatly from region to region. Figure 1 shows a typical
summer day’s data from the Victorian (Australia) spot price
energy pool and Figure 2 shows a typical summer day’s
data from New Jersey and Massachusetts (USA).
The two figures show that the smaller market (Victoria) is
far more difficult to predict. A smaller market means load
fluctuation has a more pronounced effect. This research
applied new techniques to forecast this data.
6.

Forecasting Technique

This paper proposes an application of a new forecasting
technique that looks very promising. This technique was to
use an Adaptive Neural-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS).
Traditionally, power systems operators have been focussed
on load forecasting and used conventional mathematical
procedures to try to predict future load values. There were
several separate techniques applied from the mathematical
domain [5]. Multiple linear regression (MLR) is used to
derive the forecast value from other values that affect it.
Stochastic time series (STS) forecasting works by creating a
model, which essentially acts as a filter to a white noise
input. There are numerous techniques that can be used as
part of this encompassing heading. General exponential
smoothing (GES) works by developing a fitting function to
create a smooth transition from point-to-point (a likely
behaviour of load). State space (SS) and Kalman filter is a
general forecasting approach that utilises state space

The ANFIS model

ANFIS is a hybrid system that combines the low-level
computation power of neural networks with the high-level
reasoning capability of a fuzzy inference system [6, 7].
This research has been implemented using a version of
ANFIS in the “Matlab Fuzzy Toolbox”.
The easiest way to understand how the ANFIS model
operates is to consider it in two steps. Once trained, the
system opera tes as a fuzzy expert system would.
Information is input, fuzzy rules are fired and a
corresponding output is achieved. However, the training is
more like that of a neural network (although not identical).
As with a supervised-learning neural network, the fuzzy
system is trained with a set of data called a training set.
This set is represented by several subsets of inputs and one
desired output for each subset. Where it differs is in the
selection of model parameters.
To use the ANFIS model, the user defines the number of
inputs; the number of membership functions (MFs) and
their type, and the number of epochs of training. One of the
more unusual aspects of the ANFIS model is that changing
even one of these parameters be the difference between a
system that appears to be not working at all and a system
that produces almost perfect results. This is exemplified in
the Results section of this paper.
The number of inputs for this work was varied between 4
and 6 and it was found that the more inputs that were used,
the better the result became. However, this also came at the
cost of speed of training. When four inputs were used, it
was possible to operate with three MFs, however, with six
inputs, the number of MFs was limited to two (within
reasonable training times). It was also noticed that in some
cases, a system with four inputs and only two MFs
outperformed a system with four inputs and three MFs.
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This was due to a form of over-memorisation. The rules
became too specific and could not handle a wide variety of
test cases. Thus, for this example, it was found that six
inputs and two MFs were the best combination.
The number of epochs is another factor that is very different
from a standard ANN training regime. Generally an ANN
will be trained for anywhere up to 1000 epochs (and is some
cases even more). However, the ANFIS model trains in
such a way that the number of epochs is of far less
importance. Each epoch of an ANFIS model can take
several minutes (or more) by itself and generally makes
very little change after the first epoch, provided the training
parameters are well chosen. Thus, the number of epochs for
this work has been set to one.
The last of the parameters to be chosen was the type of MF.
The type of MF is generally a “bell function”, such as the
Gaussian distribution function. This is a very good function
for precise work and will function better if the system is
relatively smooth and trained to cover all likely events.
However, it does lack the robustness of some of the simpler
membership functions.
6.2.

Measures to Ensure Robustness

In the beginning sections of this work, the ANFIS was
being trained with the bell function for its MF and was
using a linear set of training data. When tested on
intermediate sections between the tes t data, such as system
gave almost perfect results. However, the results were less
impressive for later test data and unusable for unusual and
spikey test data. This showed the need for some added
robustness to the ANFIS predictor.
The first step taken was to randomise the training data. For
this project, the training set was initially chosen as every
day in January 2002. To randomise the data, the training set
was still selected in day-sized sections from the January
data, however, now the sections began from different times
of day and also occurred in a random order.
The next step to ensure robustness was to search the
previous year (2001) for unusual events and randomly
include these in the training data. This meant that the
training set was “s eeded” with large spikes so the model
could accurately predict such events.
Another step that was taken was to change the input
configuration. The inputs used were derived from previous
data points, however, rather than simply taking the six
points previous to the forecast point, it was found that
taking a wider set of inputs improved the results. The final
outcome was using the last, second last, third last, fifth last,
seventh last and ninth last points gave the best results.

Even with these additions, it was found that the results were
yet to reach an acceptable level on a consistent basis.
Investigation showed that the ANFIS model was having
difficulty in predicting the next point due to the coarse
nature of the data. Figure 1 shows an example of spot price
data and note the drop from 07:00 to 07:30.
With such rapid changes between data points, a successful
forecast was almost impossible. Thus some attempt had to
be made at bridging the gap between points. The first
inclination is to use spline interpolation.
However,
interpolation is not possible between a known point and an
unknown point (the point to be forecast).
Thus,
interpolation was used where possible in order to obtain
input data, but another technique had to be used to obtain
other the intermediary points leading to the desired forecast
point. This was essentially a forecast to predict each
intermediary point, which was in turn was used to predict
the next point and so on, until the wanted prediction was
reached. At that stage, the latest point was known again and
interpolation was used to replace all the predicted
intermediary points with real interpolated data. The actual
time step that was used created 10 sub steps between each
data point.
The last measure to ensure robustness was to try changing
the MF type. Until this stage, large events still caused
massive overshoot and undershoot as even with the seeded
training set, the fuzzy rules were incapable of being trained
to account for very rapid rises. This repetition of error lead
to experimentation with other MFs. It was found that the
more basic the MF was, the more robust the system was.
However, the robustness did come at a slight cost of
accuracy during the rest of the test data (see Table 4).
6.3.

Predicting Difference to Impr ove Short Term
Accuracy

One of the key features of the technique and results
presented in this paper is using ANFIS to predict difference
between points instead of raw data points themselves. The
prediction of difference instead of the data points
themselves presented some interesting problems.
Difference data tends to be even more unpredictable than
the data it is derived from. Thus, it is difficult to tune an
ANFIS to predict the difference data correctly. However,
when the difference data is properly predicted, the end
results are improved and so is the robustness. During this
work, difference data prediction was used and compared to
similar systems that did not use difference prediction and
those using the difference method were found to perform
better. The reason for this is that while the difference data
itself is more difficult to predict accurately, the prediction
will be of smaller numbers, resulting in smaller total errors
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in the true prediction data. Unfortunately, this technique is
limited to very short term (or possibly short term)
forecasting as the errors have a greater tendency to
compound than with the more traditional techniques.

associated errors. The results are presented in Table 3. It
also pays to note that the days used to test the ANN in this
paper did not including the large spikes that can occur in the
spot price market such as those included in Table 5.

7.

Table 3: Absolute mean percentage errors from [9]

Results

Forecasts often have different time spans and can be
performed on very different data, making good comparisons
difficult to obtain. However, while it is difficult to
objectively compare forecasting results, it is clear that the
results obtained in this research were exemplary.
For the purposes of this paper, three papers were chosen as
comparison cases. All three papers focussed on very short
term forecasting. This means that the forecast values are
likely to have similar errors. Reference [5] was chosen as it
presented a good selection of techniques against which this
paper can be compared. It was published in 1989 and is
verging on being out of date, however, in order to compare
artificial intelligence results with conventional techniques, it
is necessary to go back that far. The other two references,
[8, 9], were both published in 1999, both using ANNs.
However Drezga and Rahman [8] looked at load forecasting
and Szkuta, Sanabria and Dillon [9] looked at price
forecasting.
The price forecasting paper also used
Australian market data, which limits another variable.
Moghram and Rahman [5] used conventional techniques
and a knowledge-bas ed technique to look at very short-term
load forecasting (one hour ahead). They split the test values
into summer and winter and achieved the results shown in
Table 1.

Date
Error
Total

MLR
2.78
3.76
3.27

STS1
0.54
2.17
1.36

STS2
0.51
2.70
1.61

GES
2.12
1.79
1.94

SS
1.57
1.71
1.64

KBS
1.22
1.29
1.26

Drezga and Rahman [8] looked at several lead times and
their results showed only a small difference in the errors,
however, for the purposes of this paper, it is more
appropriate to only look at the one hour ahead forecast. The
results they obtained are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Absolute mean percentage errors from [8]
Utility
Month
Error
Total

Jan
1.15

Utility A
Apr
Jul
1.01
.8
1.00

Oct
1.04

Jan
1.59

Utility B
Apr
Jul
1.23
.88
1.17

Oct
.99

15/5
11.09

16/5
2.18

17/5
10.61
5.77

18/5
4.88

19/5
3.27

20/5
4.17

The results shown in Tables 1-3 demonstrate that ANNs
represent a superior forecasting technique to the
conventional techniques and that spot price data is much
more difficult to forecast than load data.
The ANFIS model was trained on seeded January 2002 data
and tested on February 2002 (summer) spot price data, June
2002 (winter) spot price data and retrained and tested for
March 2002 demand data. Each of the test data sets was
trained and tested for many combinations of parameters to
ensure that near best results were being achieved and for
this paper a comparison of results have been reported.
The data for February was the main thrust of this paper and
received the most attention in ensuring good results. It was
also much easier to get good results for the summer data
than for the winter data as it did not have any large spikes.
The results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Absolute mean percentage errors for spot price
data during February 2002
MF
Data
Error %

Table 1: Absolute mean percentage errors from [5]
Algorithm
Summer %
Winter %
Total %

14/5
4.16

Bell Function MF
Partial
Full
0.43
2.30

Triangular MF
Partial
Full
0.75
0.73

The results show that the bell MF is superior to the
triangular MF when given selected data from the seeded
training set. If given the full seeded data set, it does not
respond so well since it places too much emphasis on the
spikes added to allow for unusual results. The bell function
with the partial data set will work well for most months of
the year, but will return large errors if used to try to predict
the winter spikes. This is shown in Table 5. The triangular
membership function did not respond quite so well, but was
far more reliable at handling unusual events. This makes
the triangular membership functions a safer option.
Table 5: Absolute mean percentage errors for spot price
data during June 2002
MF
Data
Error %

Szkuta, Sanabria and Dillon [9] also were trying to predict
the next data point (half hour values in this case) and
reported their findings as a week worth of predictions and
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Bell Function MF
Partial
Full
1.72E09
1.27E07

Triangular MF
Partial
Full
35.23
10.73

The results shown in Table 5 seem alarmingly high,
especially for the bell function.
However, upon
investigation it was clear that most points were very well
predicted and the true data line was followed closely.
However, when the data spiked upwards suddenly, the
prediction completely overshot the result as it went to the
full extent of the MF curve. For a bell function this is a
very large number and so the errors were correspondingly
large. To give an insight to the suddenness of a spike, in
one period between predictions, the price rose from 235.79
to 3839.60. This kind of change is very difficult to properly
predict.
The demand data test set was mainly done in order to
compare the ANFIS system against a wider range of
competition. Due to the vast differences in demand
depending upon we ather, season and day of the week, the
training data was only used for weekdays. With more time
spent on finetuning, the demand data could return even
better results by using different inputs (such as using one
input for weather values and one for day of the week).
Even so, the results obtained clearly showed that ANFIS
techniques are the best available. The results are presented
in Table 6.
Table 6: Absolute mean percentage errors for demand data
during Mar 2002
MF
Error %

Bell Function MF
925.52

Trapezoidal MF
0.084

As the training data set was not carefully selected,
randomised and seeded, the bell function gave large errors
at some stages as the ANFIS was not well trained to handle
those particular values. However, by using the more robust
trapezoidal MF an excellent result was obtained.
8.

Further Research

One of the great advantages of a neuro-fuzzy system is that
the operations of the system can be directly affected. This
means that the rules can be altered manually to improve the
results. The standing problem with this system is still
founded in the spot price forecasting of large data spikes.
Even with all the measures to improve robustness, the
spikes still tend to be overshot by significant amounts. This
could be corrected by adjusting the rules to create a cut-off.
When the predicted difference might be clearly beyond
reasonable expectations, the rules would limit the difference
to some upper bound. This would need to be fine-tuned, but
would stop the large overshoot and undershoot errors that
are presently causing difficulties on the most severe days.
More work could also be done to improve the training set
used for the demand data and with the better training set,
longer forecasts are a strong possibility for this technique.

Both load forecasting and price forecasting could be
extended out to a six-hour forecast and maybe beyond.
9.

Conclusion

The research shows that ANFIS is an excellent technique
for power forecasting and is likely to work very well for
other forecasting applications as well. In both instances
(spot price and demand) the results obtained using ANFIS
are approximately ten times better than the other research
that was available. Especially impressive is the 10.73%
error achieved for the spot price data of June. This data is
almost impossible to predict and an error of around 10% is
incredibly accurate.
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Abstract

The SOM un-doubtedly can produce a good map. In
fact, it can produce an accurate and ordered map. Several
measures, such as quantisation error and topology
preservation measures [5-6], justify the goodness of the
map produced by the SOM technique. However, is the
accuracy and the ordering, justified by the measures, of
the map that the users are concerned about in information
retrieval system? If it is not, what are the criteria of a
good map from the users’ points of view?
In this paper, we first define four properties a map
should hold in order the map can be said ‘good’ for
information retrieval. Then, we propose a novel method,
HLabelSOM, to label automatically the SOM and last we
justify that the HLabelSOM method is able to fulfil the
criteria of a good map. We also discuss other automatic
labelling methods, LabelSOM [2,7] and Lin’s method [1],
as comparison.

HLabelSOM is a novel method to automatically label
self organising maps. In this paper, we justify the method
by defining the criteria of a good map. We first define the
criteria of a good map for information retrieval, and then
we justify the HLabelSOM for these criteria. We use
medical documents retrieved from the web as experiment
data to show the applicability of the HLabelSOM method.
We also discuss other automatic labelling methods,
LabelSOM and Lin’s method, as comparison. Finally, we
show that HLabelSOM outperforms other methods in
producing good maps for information retrieval.

1. Introduction
In information retrieval, the common way to find
documents is by entering keywords and hoping the system
‘understands’ the words we use in order to return the
documents we expect relevant to our need. The key to
success in this information retrieval mechanism is in the
formulation of the keywords; this can be a problem for the
users who are not very familiar with the domain.
One of the solutions to this keyword selection problem
is to eliminate the necessity to provide a keyword in the
information retrieval mechanism. We can give
information about the document collection to the users
and let them browse and explore, based on the
information given, to get the documents they need. In this
information retrieval mechanism, the users do not need to
formulate the keywords as the keys are given.
The clustered map of self organising map (SOM) has
been used on many occasions to retrieve the documents
[1-4]. But, until now the information retrieval using a map
is still not as popular as information retrieval by entering
the keywords. One of the problems is due to the map
itself, whether it is a good map in terms of being easy to
understand, easy to use, and functional in its intended
purpose as a browsing and exploration tool for
information retrieval.

2. Document encoding
A document can be represented by a weighted vector
or binary vector. The common way to weight the terms in
the document is by using a frequency-based weighting
function, known as inverse document frequency (IDF).
Since not all the terms, e.g. ‘a’, ‘the’, and ‘and’, in the
document are good for indexing purpose, the indexing
process chooses only certain terms to be the keywords of
the document. The IDF function then can be define as:
IDFik =

Frequency of keyword k in document i
Frequency of keyword k in all documents

(1)

Using the IDF, a document Di is represented by a
vector [IDFi1, IDFi2, …, IDFiK], where K is the number of
keywords.
In contrast, the frequencies of the keywords are
ignored in the binary vector. A document Di will be
represented by vector [0|1, 0|1, … , 0|1]. The given
column is 1 if keyword k occurs in the document, and 0
otherwise. The binary presentation of the documents can
only form a certain maximum number of patterns P, that
is Pmax = 2K or Pmax = 2K – 1 if we eliminate the zero
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perform data clustering. One of the most important
aspects of the SOM is that it is primarily a visualisation
method for the clustering. Unlike statistical methods or
other ways of grouping data the SOM provides a
topological ordering where the relationships between data
items are made apparent. In fact, relationships between
data of high-dimensionality are reduced to relationships
on a two-dimensional surface.
The SOM has a two-dimensional matrix of processing
elements (the output layer) and a scalar array of
processing elements (the input layer). Each node in the
output layer is connected to every node in the input layer
by weights. A training process is necessary to change the
initially random weights into values that respond to input
data. Please refer to [8] for detail of the SOM and [9] for
the practical version of the algorithm.
The two-dimensional output map effectively orders the
input data once the training is complete. To make the
ordering and the clusters apparent to the users we need to
label the map. We can use a visualisation technique, such
as U-matrix [10], cluster connection [11] and adaptive
coordinate [12], or we can use an automatic labelling
method, such as HLabelSOM that we propose in this
paper, LabelSOM [2,7] and Lin’s method [1].

vector [0,0, …, 0]. For example, if we have K = 3 and k1 =
’a’, k2 = ’b’, and k3 = ’c’ then Pmax = 7. All of them are P1
= [‘a’], P2 = [‘b’], P3 = [‘c’], P4 = [‘a’, ‘b’], P5 = [‘a’, ‘c’],
P6 = [‘b’, ‘c’] and P7 = [‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’]. Also, P1 ⊆ P1, P1 ⊆
P4, P1 ⊆ P5, P1 ⊆ P7 and so on. We also can say if we
have a document with an explicit pattern P4 (for
example), then implicitly we also have documents with
the subsets of P4, those are P1, P2, and P4.

3. Exact match and approximate match
The subset relation of keywords plays an important
role in information retrieval based on keywords. If we are
looking for documents that have keywords ‘a’ and ‘b’, we
expect the information retrieval system will return the
documents with keywords ‘a’ and ‘b’, and we also do not
mind if the system gives documents with keywords ‘a’,
‘b’, and ‘c’. In our system, we call the former as an exact
match and the later as an approximate match. It is an
exact match if the hamming distance of two vectors,
vector A represents the document and vector B represents
the searched keywords, is equal to 0. The formula is as
follows:
K

D H ( A, B ) = ∑ Ai − Bi

(2)

i =1

6. The goodness of the map

where K is the number of keyword.
To calculate the approximate match, the hamming
distance is modified as follows:

D AH ( A, B) =

K

1, if Bi > Ai

i =1

0, otherwise

∑

The map is said to be good if the outputs represent
accurately the inputs and the map has been in order. The
accuracy can be measured by a quantisation error function
as follows:
1 N
E Q = ∑ xi − m c ( x i )
(4)
N i =1

(3)

The approximate match is achieved if the distance is
equal to 0. In HLabelSOM, the approximate match is used
to map the documents to the nodes on the map. The
approximate match function covers the exact match
function as well since if it is an exact match then it is an
approximate match.

where N is the number of inputs and mc(xi) is the output
that have the closest distance from the input xi.
The ordering of the map is how well the map keeps the
relations in the input. It can be verified by using any
topology preservation measures, such as topographic error
[5] or a measure proposed by Kaski and Lagus [6].

4. Experiment data

7. Criteria of good map for information
retrieval system

The experiment data are 40 medical documents fetched
from the web. After the indexing process using automatic
indexing software, we found total 308 keywords in all the
documents. We reduce the number of keywords by
choosing only 12 keywords that have the most
occurrences in all documents. Then, each document is
transformed into a 12-element-keyword of binary vector.
The list of keywords used can be found in table 1 column
1. The number of explicit patterns formed is 31.

However, in information retrieval systems that use
map display as a search tool to browse and explore the
document collection, users will see the goodness of the
map from different points of view. The users will be
more concerned about whether the maps are easy to use,
easy to understand, and function as their intended purpose
rather than whether the maps are accurate and in order,
justified by the measures mentioned above.
The map will help the users if after it is labelled, it
holds these following properties:

5. The self organising map
The SOM is an artificial neural network that is able to
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Table 1. Keywords and their frequencies.

Keyword

Fdoc

Frequency on 4 x 4 map
Feq Fmin Fmax

arthritis
asthma
cancer
care
cause
diabetes
disease
health
joint
pain
patient
treatment

10
9
9
8
11
10
12
11
8
8
9
12

higher or lower frequency than those of other keywords in
all documents. This is based on an equal distribution
mechanism. The user will understand quite easily what
the collection is about if the keyword frequencies in the
input give equal distribution to the keyword frequencies
in the output.

4.0
3.6
3.6
3.2
4.4
4.0
4.8
4.4
3.2
3.2
3.6
4.4

4
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
4

4
4
4
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
DE =
DD =

F for λ =
0.50 0.41–0.45
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
5
5
4
4
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
3
4
5
6
6
0.17
0.17
0.48
0.48

7.4. The smaller map size
We can show all the explicit patterns of the inputs by
using a particular map size corresponding to the number
of the input patterns. For example, if we have 31 explicit
patterns of input, we probably can use 6 x 6 map (36
nodes) or bigger to make sure that all explicit patterns
present in the output. But, it is not always a good solution
since the space, i.e. computer screen resolution, is limited.
And, even though we can use the scrolling function to
move the screen window, we still prefer to see the smaller
area as our working space. One of the solutions is to use
hierarchical maps to reduce the working space.

7.1. Continuity

In the next sections we will examine how the
automatic labelling methods fulfil these criteria. In
general, the automatic labelling method at least should
hold the continuity property otherwise the map is
meaningless. The more patterns and the richer the
keywords the patterns have, the easier it is for users to
find specific documents. The later two, the equally
keyword distribution and the smaller map size, are not as
essential as the formers, but they make the map easier to
understand and use.

A topology preservation measure guarantees that the
map is in order. Therefore, regardless the labelling
method used, the method should keep this continuity.
What ‘continuity’ means here is that ‘similar documents
should be located close each other. The neighbouring
nodes should be labelled by same patterns of keywords or
share the common keywords to form clusters’. If the map
does not hold this continuity, the map will be meaningless
for browsing.

8. Automatic labelling
7.2. More and richer patterns on the map
What we mean by automatic labelling of SOM here is
a way to label to the nodes based on the weight values the
nodes hold after the training. In this section, we will
discuss HLabelSOM, the method we propose, LabelSOM
and Lin’s method.

The quantisation error measures how accurately the
outputs represent the inputs. We probably cannot have all
the explicit patterns in the input present on the map
because the capability of showing all explicit patterns is
limited by the map size (see the map size discussion
below). But, of course we would like to have map(s) with
more patterns and more keywords in the patterns, since
the more patterns and the richer the keywords the patterns
have, the easier it is for users to find specific documents.
It is also possible that the map forms a zero pattern [0, 0,
…, 0] and new patterns that are not present in the input,
even though the new patterns are probably non-sense in
some applications. For example, in animal domain a new
pattern with keywords ‘4_legs’ and ‘fly’ is a joke.

8.1. HLabelSOM
Previously in HLabelSOM [13], we labelled a node
with a keyword if the node weight value for a particular
keyword is greater or equal to 0.5. The selection of value
0.5 as a threshold is based on the fact that the document
vectors are binary vectors. If the final weight value is
above or equal to 0.5, the node should have the keyword,
otherwise it should not.
But, we still should justify whether 0.5 is the
appropriate value for the threshold. If it is not, then what
is the appropriate value? As a simple example, if we have
input 0 and 1 and we train 1 x 1 SOM, what do we
expect? We expect that the final weight is 0.5, but it isn’t
always the case, at least with the algorithm that we use,

7.3. The equally keyword distribution
Given a labelled map, we probably conclude that if a
keyword has higher or lower frequency than those of
other keywords on the map then this keyword should have
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the final weight values are not exactly 0.5, but about 0.5.
There are several parameters of the SOM trainings
influence the final weight, such as learning rate,
neighbourhood function, and input sequences. We need
an appropriate threshold that the value of it is between 0
and 1, and most probably about 0.5.
Since we label the node by comparing each weight, i.e.
the weight of the keyword in each node, the selection of
the threshold should have direct effect to the keyword
distribution. Based on this fact, we should try to find a
value of the threshold that makes the labelled map mirrors
the keyword distribution most equally.
We apply the above idea into our experiment data. For
example, if keyword ‘arthritis’ occurs 10 times in 40
documents, it should appear 4 times on 4 x 4 map (16
nodes) in order it can be said that it is equally distributed.
If keyword ‘asthma’ occurs 9 times in 40 documents, it
should appear 3.6 times (3 or 4 times) in 4 x 4 map. The
complete frequencies of keywords in whole documents
(Fdoc), the equally distributed frequencies of keywords on
the map (Feq), minimum (Fmin) and maximum (Fmax)
frequencies that are allowed, are given in table 1 column
2 to 5.
After the SOM is trained (and measured by some
measures mentioned above to choose a ‘good’ map), the
selection of the threshold value is undertaken before the
HLabelSOM labelling method is applied. The distribution
error (DE) values, which are the numbers of keywords
that are not equally distributed, are calculated for all
possible threshold values (λ) from 0.00 to 1.00. The DE is
calculated and normalised as follows:
DE =

1
K

K

∑

Figure 1. The detail map. The map is
labelled by using HLabelSOM with λ = 0.41.

map of applying HlabelSOM with λ = 0.41 is shown in
figure 1.
As we refer to our novel method as the HLabelSOM,
where H stands for Hierarchical, our purpose is to have a
hierarchical visualisation. We believe in creating user
interface that follows the information visualisation
mantra: “overview first, zoom and filter, then details on
demand” [14] can lead to an effective information
retrieval system. A variation of the SOM, the HSOM [15,
16], will be able to achieve this purpose as well. But,
using HSOM will require several trainings for different
SOMs. We can also produce hierarchical maps by
combining four adjacent nodes on the map into one node
and naming the new node with the common keywords the
four nodes share if the common keywords exist, otherwise
with all keywords the four nodes have [17]. The absence
of the common keywords in the four adjacent nodes leads
to a drawback of this method because renaming a new
node with all keywords that the four nodes have does not
really represent the documents the node contains.
In the HLabelSOM method, the map is re-labelled to
produce other maps. In the new maps the nodes are
labelled with the keywords if the node weight value for
the particular keyword is greater or equal to λ and only
the n greatest weight values of keywords are selected. We
can choose the values of n from 1 to a certain value that
will lead to the production of the detail map (figure 1) as a
result. Figure 2 shows the labelled map for λ = 0.41 and n
= 1, this is an overview map. Since we have the overview
map and the detail map now, we can always make
intermediate maps between them, so called middle maps.

0, if Fmin <= F <= Fmax

(5)
1, otherwise
where K is the number of keywords,

i =1

To extent the preciseness of the distribution error, we
calculate distribution distance (DD) that is the distance
from F to Feq, as follows:
1 K
DD = ∑ F − Feq
(6)
K i =1
Now, as we have DE and DD values for all possible
threshold values between 0.00 and 1.00, we can choose
the threshold value that most equally distributed the
keywords, which is the threshold value with minimum DE
(DEmin) or minimum DD (DDmin). For our experiment
data, we found DEmin = 0.17 and DDmin = 0.48 for λ =
0.41, 0.42, 0.43, 0.44, 0,45 and 0.50. In this case, we
choose the lowest λ, i.e. 0.41, since a low threshold
increases the frequencies of the keywords that means
more keywords in the patterns (see section 7.2 for the
‘more and richer patterns on the map’ discussion). The
distributions of keyword frequencies for the above
thresholds are shown in table 1 column 6 and 7. The result
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Figure 3 shows the middle map for λ = 0.41 and n = 2.
We can now use the maps in figure 1, figure 3, and figure
2 as hierarchical maps: the detail map, more general
(middle) map and most general (overview) map.

8.2. LabelSOM
LabelSOM [2,7] labels the nodes on the map based on
the quantisation errors of all keywords that are
accumulated distance between the weight vector
elements of all input mapped to the nodes. The
quantisation errors that are close to 0 or below a given
threshold (λ1) indicate the keywords best characterise the
input mapped to the nodes. Further, we need another
threshold, especially for the applications where we find a
high number of input vectors that have values of 0, e.g.
text documents. These zero values mean the keywords are
not present in the particular input. The selected keywords
should have weight vectors above the second threshold
(λ2). Figure 4 shows the result map when LabelSOM is
used with λ1=0.10 and λ2 = 0.50.
For binary input vectors, we found out that the node
can be labelled as follows: the node is labelled by all
keywords of the document input if only one input is
mapped to the node, and by the common keywords of the
document inputs if more than one input mapped to the
node. In this case, we do not need to calculate the
accumulated quantisation error and define the thresholds.

Figure 2. The overview map. The map is
labelled by using HLabelSOM with λ = 0.41
and n = 1. Using Lin’s method also
produces this map.

Figure 3. The middle map. The map is
labelled by using HLabelSOM with λ = 0.41
and n = 2.

8.3. Lin’s method
Lin’s method [1] labels the nodes by comparing each
node to all unit vectors, which are vectors consisting of
only one keyword, and labelling the node with the name
of the winning keyword, which is a unit vector that has
the closest distance to the node. As a result the areas on
the map are continuous, shown in figure 2. The Lin’s
method gives the same result as HLabelSOM with n = 1
does.
Figure 4. The map is labelled by using LabelSOM

The most important thing in the three automatic
labelling methods above is the differences in the time and
the method used of mapping the documents to the nodes
on the map. In HLabelSOM, the mapping of the
documents to the nodes is done after the map is labelled
and the documents are mapped to the nodes for
approximate matches. In LabelSOM, the mapping of the
documents to the nodes is done before the map is labelled
and the documents are mapped to the nodes that have
minimum distances from the documents. In Lin’s method,
the documents are mapped to the nodes that have
minimum distances as in LabelSOM, but the mapping can
be done before or after the labelling since the inputs do
not have any contribution to the labelling mechanism.

9. Conclusion
We conclude the automatic labelling methods in
respect to the properties of the good information retrieval
map, which we defined above, should hold.
HLabelSOM, LabelSOM and Lin’s method show the
continuity on the map, neighbouring nodes are labelled by
the same keywords or share the common keywords to
form the clusters. The users will be able to utilise this
continuity property to browse and explore the map to find
the documents they need.
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HLabelSOM, when more than one map is used,
certainly has maps with more patterns and richer
keywords in the patterns than LabelSOM and Lin’s
method do. The more patterns and the richer the keywords
the patterns have, the easier it is for the users to find
specific documents.
The selection of the threshold value used in
HLabelSOM will lead to the production of the map
towards the equally keyword distribution. We do not see
any attempt to equally distribute the frequencies of the
keywords in the input to the output in LabelSOM and
Lin’s method, as seen in table 2. The equal distribution of
the keywords will give more clue to the users what the
collection is about.
We do not need to worry about the map size by using
the HLabelSOM because we can always stack the map
hierarchically, to present more patterns, instead of making
the map size bigger.
Now, we can say that the HLabelSOM outperforms the
two other automatic labelling methods, LabelSOM and
Lin’s method, in respect to the four properties of a good
information retrieval map. But, as we mentioned before,
the continuity property, that the LabelSOM and Lin’s
method also posses, is sufficient for the map to be used
for browsing and exploration in information retrieval. The
LabelSOM is the most accurate method to map
documents onto the nodes since the mapping is based on
the quantisation errors of the inputs mapped to the nodes.
Lin’s method is always useful to give the overview of the
collection without much detail and shows the continuity
and the classification more clearly than other methods do
since it labels the nodes with minimum number of
keywords (mostly one keyword).

At the moment, to justify the wider applicability of the
HLabelSOM method, we have been applying it onto a
bigger collection of medical documents. The collection is
about 6000 documents.
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Table 2. Keyword frequency distribution on
the 4 x 4 map using three different labelling
methods.

Keyword

arthritis
asthma
cancer
care
cause
diabetes
disease
health
joint
pain
patient
treatment
DE
DD

Frequency (F) on the map using
HlabelSOM LabelSOM Lin’s
method
4
3
4
4
3
4
3
3
2
3
0
0
5
2
0
4
3
4
5
2
0
4
2
0
3
2
0
2
2
0
4
3
0
6
4
2
0.17
0.67
0.75
0.48
1.45
2.60
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Abstract: The problem of function approximation
to map a set of data with another is challenging
When they are non linearly related. A variety of
solutions based on Neural Networks are found in
the literature. In this paper, a new class of
Artificial neural networks with differential
feedback are introduced. The different orders of
differentials form a manifold of hyperplanes [2].
The spectral properties of these hyperplanes are
explored

Figure.1. Artificial neural network
1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial neural network systems (ANN) are
extremely helpful in modeling a system whose
behaviour is unknown but for the enough nonlinearly related input and output data.The structure
of a simple Artificial neural network with two
inputs is shown in the figure.1.The network has 2
inputs, and one output. All are binary.
The output is
1 if W0 *I0 + W1 * I1 + Wb > 0
0 if W0 *I0 + W1 * I1 + Wb <= 0
(1)

here. i is the input driving the node.,ξ is the
learning rate, The network functions as follows:
Each neuron receives a signal from the neurons in
the previous layer, andeach of those signals is
multiplied by a separate weight value. The
weighted inputs are summed, and passed through a
limiting function ( non linear in general) which
scales the output to a fixed range of values.
A BP network learns by example. That is, a
learning set has to be provided that consists of
some input examples and the known-correct
output for each case, like a look-up table. The
network adapts.
The BP learning process works in small iterative
steps: First, one of the example cases is applied to
the network, and the network produces some
output based on the current weights (initially, the
output will be random). This output is compared to
the known-good output, and a mean-squared error
signal is calculated. The error value is then
propagated backwards through the network, and
small changes are made to the weights in each
layer.(proportional to the error). The whole
process is repeated for each of the example cases,
then back to the first case again, and so on. The
cycle is repeated until the overall error value drops
to a predefined value. In section II differential
feedback concept is developed.. In section III The
spectral property of the hyperplanes is explained.
The experimental results are demonstrated in
section IV section V concludes

The above network can learn Logical OR: output a
1 if either I0 or I1 is 1. The network adapts by
changing the weight by an amount proportional to
the difference between the desired output and the
actual output.
∆w=ξ.(error).i

2. DIFFERENTIAL FEEDBACK METHOD
One of the major drawbacks of the conventional
training methodology is that it is iterative in
nature and takes a large number of cycles to
converge to the prespecified error limit. By
intuition, if more information is made to be

.(2)
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y1-y0 can be replaced by a single equivalent
plane represented by

hidden with the data, it takes less No. of iterations
to get stabilized to the pre defined error limit.
Auto regressive Moving average (ARMA) model
can be conveniently used in this direction. In a
typical ARMA model, the output and input are
related by

Weq=(w1*iextra+w2*iextra1)/y0

In II order differential feedback system, the two
differential terms can be replaced by a single
term. Extending this principle, the ∞ terms of ∞
order differential feedback can be replaced by a
single term. This is termed as eigen plane which
is the practical way of generating lowest error.
Now the differential feedback becomes

y(n)=a0*x(n)+a1*x(n-1)+…+b1*y(n-1)+… .(3)
The differentials of the output (& input) can be
written in to similar linear combinations of
present & previous outputs (inputs).
(dy/dt)=y(n+1)-y(n) .

(9)

(4)

dy/dt+d2y/dt2+…

By (3) and (4) it is clear that

(10)

Taking Z transform, & then the inverse,
2

2

y(n)=f(x(n),x(n-1),..,dy/dtt=n,d y/dt t=n,) (5)

yeq=IZT{Y(z)/(1-z)}

where the ANNs are made to learn this function.
Here the ARMA output is subjected to non-linear
function for the same reason as in ANN which
makes it possible to learn non linear functions.
The output y of a neural network but for the
nonlinearities can be written as
y=Σwixi.

y (n+1)=b0y(n)+b1y(n-1)+…..+a0xn+…

3.CONVOLUTION OF HYPERPLANES
Let yk represent the kth hyperplane
corresponding to kth order of differential
feedback. Hence yk= a*y0+b*y1+…
=b1*yk-1+d/dtn(y0) c1 being a constant Here the
incremental portion y∆=c1*d/dt(0) will be
approximated as the convolution of some
function with y0.

(6)

Where xi are the inputs wi, the corresponding
weights. The space spanned by weight vector for
different inputs is a hyperplane. The important
factor is weight cannot span the entire input space
[1], whatever may be the training mode. Again
the linearity of the output (1) may be viewed as a
particular case of ARMA
(7)

Where b0.. and a0.. are constants. The auto
regressive terms b0…bn may be realized using an
implied differential feedback [3]. With
differential feedback it has been found out[3] that
the no of iterations required for training is
reduced as shown in the table I.XOR gate is
considered for simulation. Gaussian distributed
random input with seed value 1000 is taken as
input. With I order different feedback, the output
may be written as:
Σwixi +b1y1
(8)
y1 being the I order differential. This equation
once again represents a plane parallel to Σwixi.
Thus the set of differentially fed ANNs form a
manifold of parallel planes, with ∞ order
feedback being the plane with zero error.Also,
simulation results of table II show that two terms
of II order differential feedback i.e., y2-y1 and

(11)

Ie y∆=y0*f

(12)

F may be found out by pushing both sides of 12 to
frequency domain. k*y(k)=y(k)*F(f) k being the
frequency index of DFT.Thus F(f) should have a
linear response over a range of indices as shown in
fig 2.Its equivalent time domain signal may be
expressed as. F=(sin**2(ax)/Ax *x)*exp-(Nt/2)
since the triangle is delayed by N/2.N being the
no. of points in DFT. The signal is shown in fig 3.
As evident from the figure, over a very small
duration, the result may be approximated to a
Gaussian pulse of scale factor l where the
Gaussian kernel with dilation parameter l is given
by G(l,x) an exponential function. Analytically F
decays as 1/t2 =(1-t*t/k) . A Gaussian pulse exp(t*t/k) also may be approximated as (1t*t/k).Hence, the envelop of f is Gaussian if the
peaks are too close ie sinc function function is
large.
The table I shows that the gap between the
hyperplanes decreases with increase in the order.
I.e. the information content becomes more and
more abstract. Hence the kernel which is
convolved with the output y is scaled wth
progressively increasing scale factor.
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model where outputs corresponding to higher
levels include lower level planes.

3.1.Working of the model
In the domain of learning, mixtures of Gaussians
is a powerful tool for statistical modeling. Such a
model can avoid the problem of overfitting if care
is taken. For this class of generative models a
complexity control scheme is presented in [4], to
provide an effective means for avoiding the
problem of over-fitting .The model calls for
decrease in the variance at higher levels of
resolution..

To summarize, with differential feedback, the
complexity of the model is automatically
controlled making it resistant for overfitting and
makes the observable data Gaussian.
4. SIMULATION
The differentially fed Artificial neural networks
are made to learn the psd of random data .The
Normal distributed data is generated using
Matlab. The error after learning and the
differentials of the error are stored. The
normalised PSDs of convolution of outputs
without feedback and Gaussian pulse
and
normalized PSD of the first derivatives with
feedback are shown in the fig.4..It may be seen
that the derivatives are formed by the convolution
of the output with Gaussian functions of different
scales

This constraint on the model is satisfied with
higher order differential feedback. Table I shows
that the error or variance gets reduced for a given
number of iterations if differential feed back is
given. The initialization problem [5], encountered
with the fitting of Gaussian mixture models is
remedied by choosing the zeroth ordered
hyperplane as the initial approximation and
giving more feedback to lift it towards the eigen
plane or maximum likelihood estimator described
in section I. It gradually deforms the objective
function via deterministic annealing and
progressively tracks the maximum likelihood
solution across the decreasing noise levels as
required by the model. The differential feedback
architecture goes well with the model described
in [4]. There the objective of model fitting is to
exploit some subspace structure within the data,
which often results from their concentration near
some manifold of lower dimensionality. This
gives rise to the following generative model

5. CONCLUSIONS
Differential feedback, when applied over a neural
networks leads to a manifold of affinely
transported hyperplanes. These hyper planes are
actually formed by the convolution of the non
feedback output with Gaussian kernels of
different scales.
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x=f(z)+u
(13)
With an affine mapping F(z)=Az+µ.All
components of x are linear combinations of
Gaussian random variables and thus the
observable can be characterized by a multivariate
normal density

1
g(x|φ) =(2π)−d/2 | |−1/2 exp{
− (x−µ)T
2

(x−µ)}(14 )

−1

Since convolution with Gaussian function may be
expressed as a linear combination of scaled and
shifted Gaussians, the hyperplanes are
expressible as a linear combination of Gaussian
variables. Also, in sec II it has been observed that
the hyperplanes are linearly transported.In order
to reduce the complexity of such a model, the
covariance model Σ=ψ+2Iσ is proposed[4].Thus
the model has two parts- a data dependent signal
part and a noise part which corresponds to the
fixed part and differential parts of the proposed
model. In the model in [4] as the variance
reduces, more and more subspaces in the data
become visible. This is true with the proposed

.
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Table 1.Performance with feedback
Order of differential
No feedback
I order
II order

Order of differential
II order Feedback
Equivalent Output feedback

Square error
Iterations
18
1156
18
578
18
289
Table 2..Performance with II order feedback
Square error
18
18

Iterations
578
578
Magnitu
de

Magnit
ude

Frequency
Time

Figure 2.Desired linear response

Figure.3. The time domain plot

Legend: - PSD of non FB signal convolved with Gaussian pulse . –. PSD of the I order FB
Figure.4. PSDs of Differential signals and the convolved signals
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new method for explaining the
regression output of a MLP network with real valued input
features. The application selected to demonstrate the
method is the prediction of helicopter airframe load spectra from continuously valued flight parameter data. Two
example regression outputs are studied - a high strain case
and a low strain case. For each case the input channels are
discovered that determine the output activation values. The
underlying mechanism that drives the MLP regression output is determined.

non-transitional flight. A number of channels were omitted
which were judged by experts not to affect the strain in the
airframe or rotor-head. To simplify initial experiments,
only one load channel was selected as the channel to be
predicted. The final data set consisted of 21 channels of
flight parameter data (F1 – F21) and one channel of load
spectra (F0), measured using a strain gauge on the I-beam
assembly, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. MLP input channels and strain output channel

INTRODUCTION
A full explanation facility has been developed by the first
author [1-4] for interpreting the output on a case-by-case
basis from any standard multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network that classifies binary input data in n-dimensional input space, using a sigmoidal activation function at the hidden layer and output layer neurons. The method represents
a significant advance towards the goal of readily interpreting trained neural networks that solve real-world problems
with a large number of input features [5].

Input
Channels
F1

Description
Collective Lever Position

Corr
Coeff
+0.12

F2

Collective Servo Position

–0.07

F3

F/A Cyclic Stick Position

+0.10

F4

Lat Cyclic Stick Position

–0.05

F5

F/A Cyclic Servo Position

+0.79

F6

Lat Cyclic Servo Position

–0.01

F7

Tail Rotor Pitch Angle

–0.05

F8

Rudder Pedal Position

–0.13

This study adapts the MLP interpretation method developed
for classification tasks to include MLP regression models
that predict continuous variables from continuously valued
input features. The need for such methods has been stated
in [6] within the context of interpretation and knowledge
extraction from trained artificial neural networks.

F9

Barometric Altitude

–0.15

F10

Barometric Airspeed

+0.08

F11

Lateral 'G' at C of G

–0.04

F12

Main Rotor Speed

+0.04

THE HELICOPTER MLP NETWORK

F13

Outside Air Temperature

–0.00

The aim in developing the helicopter MLP [7] was to predict component loads from easily measurable parameters
without the use of strain gauges or other measuring equipment. The flight data was generated from flight tests using
a Westland Lynx Helicopter. The total data consisted of 45
channels of flight parameter data and three channels of
helicopter load spectra measured using strain gauges. The
total flight data was in excess of four hours of flying time
and represented 2 Gbytes of information. Each data channel was scaled between 0 and 1 before MLP development.

F14

Pitch Attitude A/C System

+0.47

F15

Pitch Rate

+0.04

F16

Roll Attitude A/C System

–0.15

F17

Roll Rate

–0.32

F18

Aerodynamic Yaw

–0.06

F19

Normal 'G' at C of G

+0.53

F20

Yaw Rate

–0.18

F21

Main Rotor Hub Torque

–0.02

Output
Channel

Description

F0

Vertical Shear stbd STN 420A

MLP Input and Output Channels
An 80 second sample was taken for MLP development [7],
which included two cyclic 'pull-up' maneuvers and some
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The correlation coefficient was evaluated between each of
the input channels and the strain output channel F0, as
shown in Table 1 [7]. It can be seen from Table 1 that the
input channels with the highest correlation are F5, F14, F17
and F19.

Discovery of the Hidden Feature Detectors
In predicting a high strain output the MLP drives the positive part of the combined sum as high as possible to meet
the maximum target output. This is achieved by the hidden
neurons that provide all the positive part of the combined
sum at the output neuron. The method defines these neurons as the hidden layer feature detector neurons [1–4].

MLP Selected for this Study
The first 40 seconds containing the first 'pull-up' maneuver
were used for the MLP training. Data was sampled at 840
Hz and the 33,600 training vectors were presented in a random sequence during training. The following 40 seconds
containing the second 'pull-up' maneuver were used for
network testing with a further 33,600 test vectors.
A number of different MLP architectures were developed
(using NeuralWare Professional II Plus™ on a Sun Sparc
Workstation) with a range of hidden neurons from 5 to 25
and sigmoidal activation functions at hidden and output
layer neurons. The MLP with 20 hidden neurons was found
to have the minimum test mean absolute error of 0.021 at
250,000 cycles of training. The corresponding mean absolute error of the training data was 0.016. The 21-20-1 MLP
was selected for this study.

Using sigmoidal activation functions, the feature detectors
are hidden neurons connected with a positive weight to the
regression output neuron. For the high strain case, 7 hidden
neurons H1, H2, H5, H9, H13, H19 and H20 are feature detectors, providing all the positive signal +1.9165 to the combined sum. It is of note that, for the high strain case, the
only hidden neurons with activation >0.5 are H1 and H19,
with activations of +0.5020 and +0.5383, respectively.
Ranking the Hidden Feature Detectors
Some positive feature detectors are more important to the
MLP regression output than others. These are the positive
feature detectors that contribute the highest positive combined input. In the high strain case, H1, H19 and H13 together provide 97.4% of the total positive input at the strain
output neuron, contributing 47.6%, 40.0% and 9.8% respectively.

The aim of this study is to explain how the helicopter MLP
predicts the single strain channel, F0, from the 21 flight
parameter data channels. This is achieved by interpreting
two different cases – a high strain output value, and a low
strain output value.

Discovery of the Positive Input Channels
The positive input channels detected by each feature detector are the MLP inputs that provide the positive part of the
combined input sum at each detector [1–4]. In this application, since all input channels have positive values, these are
channels connected with positive weights to the detectors.

INTERPRETING THE HIGHEST STRAIN CASE
The training case with the maximum strain MLP output
value of +0.7560 was the high strain case selected for interpretation. This was the training case with the maximum
F0 target value of +0.7957 in the training set.

For example, the positive input channels detected by feature detector H1 are channels F1, F3, F5, F6, F10, F11, F14,
F15, F18, F19. All of the positive input channels detected
by all 7 feature detector neurons are the 13 (out of 21)
channels: F1, F3, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F14, F15,
F18, F19.

The interpretation begins at the MLP output neuron activation which, similar to a classifier output activation [1–4], is
driven as high as possible by the MLP to meet the maximum target output. The high strain value of +0.7560 is sigmoid(+1.1309) where +1.1309 is the combined input sum
from hidden neurons and the hidden bias to the single output neuron. The combined sum is made up of a positive
part +1.9165 and a negative part –0.7760. The hidden bias
contributes –0.0096.

Ranking the Positive Input Channels
The MLP is expected to use channels with high positive
input values connected with high positive connection
weights to drive the activation of the feature detectors, and
subsequently the strain output, as high as possible. For this
reason, the positive input channels can be ranked by forcing
each channel in turn to its minimum value in the training set
and presenting the new input vector to the MLP. The highest ranked channel is the one that produces the largest drop
in activation at the MLP regression output neuron [1–4].

Input Channels Driving the Positive Signal at the
Regression Output Neuron
Following the same approach as the method that interprets
classifier MLPs with binary inputs [1-4], the hidden layer
feature detectors and the input channels are first discovered
that drive the positive part of the combined input sum at the
regression output high. This is then followed by the discovery of the input channels that drive the negative part of the
combined input sum low.

For the high strain case the highest ranked features are
channels F5, F3, F14 and F15 with changes in the MLP
output strain value of –18.0%, –11.5%, –6.5% and –3.2%
respectively.
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The Positive Input Channel Data Relationship

By maximizing negative input at not feature detectors.
In the high strain case, it is discovered that all input channels are connected to the not feature detectors with negative
weights. Since the MLP is expected to use higher channel
values with higher negative weights to reduce the not feature detector activation, the channels are ranked by forcing
each in turn to its minimum value in the training set and
presenting the new input vector to the MLP. This is the
same ranking procedure as used to find the ranked positive
features.

The positive input channel data relationship shows how the
top ranked channels are related and provides the explanation of the positive activation of the highest strain case [1–
4]. The data relationship is found by progressively minimizing each of the positive channels together in ranked order.
The results for the highest strain case are shown in Fig. 1,
where the MLP strain value smoothly and gracefully degrades from a maximum of +0.7560 to a minimum of
+0.4045. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the positive activation in the highest strain case is driven mostly by the top 4
ranked channels F5, F3, F14 and F15 – and primarily by F5
and F3.

For the highest strain case, the 9 highest ranked input channels reducing the not feature detector activation are discovered to be the same top ranked positive input channels. This
demonstrates that the highest ranked input channels play a
dual role in activating the hidden feature detectors and in
de-activating the not feature detectors. The channel data
relationship in this context is very similar to Fig. 1.

Accumulated Output Activation

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

By minimizing positive input at not feature detectors
To reduce the not feature detector activation, the MLP is
also expected to use lower channel values with lower positive weights. In this context, for the highest strain case, it is
discovered that all input channels are used by the MLP for
this purpose except F3, F14 and F15, notably 3 of the top 4
ranked positive channels.

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Ranked Positive Channels Minimized

Fig. 1. Highest strain positive channel data
relationship

Since the MLP is expected to use lower channel values
with lower positive weights, these channels are ranked by
forcing each in turn to its maximum value in the training set
and presenting the new input vector to the MLP. For the
highest strain case, the de-activating channels in highest
ranked order are found to be F17*, F21*, F16*, F8, F18,
F20*, F2*, F12*, F4*, F7, F9, F13*, F5, F6, F1, F11, F19,
F10, where starred channels are not also positive channels.
However, all these channels have a minimal effect in this
context since the output strain value of +0.7560 drops by a
maximum value of –1.85% for highest ranked F17*.

Role of Not Feature Detector Hidden Neurons
In predicting a high strain output the MLP drives the negative part of the combined sum as low as possible so that the
net sum is high enough to meet the maximum target output.
The hidden neurons that provide the negative part of the
combined sum at the output neuron are defined as the not
feature detector neurons [1–4]. Using sigmoidal activation
functions, these are hidden neurons connected with a negative weight to the output neuron. For the high strain case,
13 hidden neurons H3, H4, H6, H7, H8, H10, H11, H12, H14,
H15, H16, H17 and H18 are not feature detector neurons contributing –0.7760 to the combined sum, as previously
stated.

In this context, the channel data relationship is found by
progressively maximizing each of the channels together in
ranked order. It is found that the accumulated output decreases smoothly from +0.7560 to a minimum of +0.7192
at F11*. This confirms that the de-activating channels in
this context for the highest strain case have minimal effect,
unlike results from binary input cases [1–4].

Input Channels Reducing the Negative Signal at
the Regression Output Neuron
The MLP drives the negative part of the combined sum at
the regression output neuron as low as possible by reducing
the activation of the not hidden feature detectors and by
reducing the negative connection weights to the output neuron. For example, in the high strain case the activation of
all not feature detectors is lower than all the feature detectors.

Summary of the Highest Strain Case Results
The analysis of the positive part of the combined input to
the strain output neuron has discovered that 13 input channels (out of 21) positively activate 7 hidden layer feature
detector neurons, which in turn positively activate the regression output neuron. The channel data relationship
shown in Fig. 1 clearly demonstrates that channels F5, F3,
F14 and F15 have a major control effect (in decreasing
order) on the network during the 'pull-up' maneuver, but
especially F5 and F3. When these two channels are minimized together, the strain output +0.7560 drops by 67% of

The reduction of a not feature detector activation is
achieved in two ways, as follows.
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Ranking the Positive Input Channels

the maximum drop in activation. The additional effect of
F14 causes the activation to drop by 83%.

In the lowest strain case, we have the opposite situation to
the highest strain case. Here, the MLP is expected to use
channels with lower positive input values connected with
positive connection weights to decrease the activation of
the positive feature detectors, and subsequently the strain
output, as low as possible to meet the lowest target output.

INTERPRETING THE LOWEST STRAIN CASE
The training input case with the lowest strain MLP output
value of +0.5518 was the low strain case selected for interpretation. This was the training case with the minimum F0
target value of +0.5006 in the training set.

This means that the positive channels for the lowest strain
case are ranked by forcing each positive channel in turn to
its maximum value in the training set and presenting the
new input vector to the MLP. The highest ranked positive
channel now produces the largest increase in activation at
the MLP output neuron, in contrast to the largest decrease
for the highest strain case (and classification applications
[1-4]).

Before commencing the interpretation, it must be emphasised that the regression output of the low strain case is no
longer similar to the high output of a classifier MLP, as it
was for the high strain output. In this situation the MLP is
aiming to drive the regression output as low as possible.
The interpretation begins, as before, at the MLP output
neuron. The lowest strain value of +0.5518 is sigmoid(+0.2080), where +0.2080 is the combined input sum
from hidden neurons and the hidden bias to the single output neuron. The combined sum is made up of a positive
part +1.1966 and a negative part –0.9790. This represents a
decrease of +0.7199 (37.56%) in positive activation and an
increase of –0.2030 (26.16%) in negative activation compared with the high strain case. The hidden bias still contributes –0.0096.

For the lowest strain case the highest ranked positive features are channels F5, F15, F3 and F14 with changes in the
MLP output strain value of +23.9%, +14.0%, +11.4% and
+6.7% respectively. This is similar to the ranked order of
the top 4 channels in the high strain case except now F15
has risen to 2nd place.
The Positive Channel Data Relationship
For the lowest strain case, the data relationship is found by
progressively maximizing each of the positive channels
together in ranked order. The results for the lowest strain
case are shown in Fig. 2, where the MLP strain value
smoothly and gracefully degrades from a minimum of
+0.5518 to a maximum of +0.8342.

As before, the input channels that contribute to the positive
part of the combined input sum at the regression output
neuron are discovered first, followed by the input channels
that contribute to the negative part of the combined sum.
Discovery of the Hidden Feature Detectors
For the lowest strain case, exactly the same 7 hidden neurons H1, H2, H5, H9, H13, H19 and H20 are discovered to be
feature detector neurons, providing all the positive signal
+1.1966 to the combined sum at the regression output.

1

Accumulated Output Activation

0.9

This was an unexpected result, meaning that the MLP must
decrease the activation of the feature detectors and increase the activation of the not feature detectors to produce
the low strain regression output.
Ranking the Hidden Positive Feature Detectors

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

In the lowest strain case, the highest ranked feature detectors are H1, H19 and H13, exactly the same ranked detectors
as for the high strain case. These neurons together provide
96.2% of the total positive input at the strain output neuron,
contributing 44.7%, 39.2% and 12.6% respectively. It is of
note that now the activation of all hidden neurons is significantly below 0.5. (Feature detector H19 has the highest activation of +0.3297.)

Ranked Positive Channels Maximized

Fig. 2. Lowest strain positive channel data
relationship

Input Channels Contributing to the Negative Signal at the Regression Output Neuron
For the low strain case, exactly the same 13 hidden neurons
as for the high strain case are not feature detector neurons
viz: H3, H4, H6, H7, H8, H10, H11, H12, H14, H15, H16, H17
and H18. These neurons contribute –0.9790 to the combined
sum, which represents an increase in negative activation of
26.2%, as previously stated. As explained above, for the
lowest strain case, the MLP increases the activation of the
not hidden feature detectors so as to reduce the activation

Discovery of the Positive Input Channels
For the lowest strain case, the input channels connected to
the 7 feature detector neurons with positive weights are
exactly the same 13 channels as for the high strain case: F1,
F3, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F14, F15, F18, F19.
Again, this was an unexpected result.
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of the regression output neuron. This increase is achieved
in two ways:

increases by +71% of the maximum increase in activation.
The additional minimization of F3 causes an increase of
+87% in activation.

By minimizing negative input at not feature detectors.

MLP MECHANISM FOR PREDICTING THE STRAIN

To achieve this, the MLP is expected to use lower channel
values with lower negative weights. As for the high strain
case, it is discovered that all input channels are connected
to the not feature detectors with negative weights. In this
context, channels are ranked by forcing each in turn to its
maximum value in the training set.

Mechanism for Predicting the Highest Strain
Interpreting the highest strain output has shown that the
helicopter MLP uses primarily 3 hidden positive feature
detector neurons H1, H13 and H19 to drive the positive part
of the output combined sum as high as possible (to
+0.7560) to meet the maximum target output of +0.7957.
This is achieved by 13 (out of 21) input channels but primarily by the top ranked channels F5 and F3, as explained
below.

The channels in highest ranked order are exactly the same
as the highest ranked positive channels, showing that these
channels play a dual role in activating the hidden feature
detectors and in de-activating the not feature detectors. The
channel data relationship is found by progressively maximizing each of the channels together in ranked order. As
before, the relationship is very similar to the lowest strain
positive relationship shown in Fig. 2.

The MLP uses the 13 hidden not feature detector neurons
H3, H4, H6, H7, H8, H10, H11, H12, H14, H15, H16, H17 and H18
to drive the negative part of the combined sum as low as
possible to meet the maximum target output. This is
achieved by all 21 input channels but primarily by the same
top ranked input channels that drive the positive part of the
regression output combined sum.

By maximizing positive input at not feature detectors.
To achieve this, the MLP is expected to use higher channel
values with higher positive weights. As for the highest
strain case, it is discovered that all input channels except
F3, F14 and F15 are used for this purpose in the low strain
case, notably 3 of the top 4 ranked positive features.

Mechanism for Predicting the Lowest Strain
Interpreting the lowest strain output has shown that the
MLP uses the same positive feature detectors, the same not
feature detectors and the same top ranked input channels to
drive the positive part of the output combined sum as low
as possible (to +0.5518) to meet the minimum target output
of +0.5006.

In this context, the channels are ranked by forcing each in
turn to its minimum value in the training set. The channels
in highest ranked order are found to be F17*, F16*, F18,
F8, F21*, F4*, F20*, F2*, F12*, F13*, F9, F10, F19, F7,
F1, F11, F5, F6, where starred channels are not also positive channels. The output strain value of +0.5518 increases
by a maximum value of +2.7%, for channel F17, the highest ranked input channel.

The same top ranked input channels decrease the positive
part of the high strain combined sum by 38% (through the
positive feature detectors) and increase the negative part by
26% (through the not feature detectors) to lower the strain
output to its minimum value of +0.5518. This is achieved
primarily by the top ranked channels F5 and F3, as explained in the following section.

The channel data relationship is found by progressively
minimizing each of the negative features together in ranked
order. It is found that the accumulated output increases
smoothly from +0.5518 to a maximum of +0.5882 at F19,
confirming that the negative input channels in this context
have minimal effect, as for the high strain case.

Explaining the Top Ranked Input Channels
For the highest strain case, the ranked order of the top
ranked 4 channels is F5, F3, F14, and F15. In this case, the
value of F5 is almost at its maximum in the training set, as
shown in Table 2. It lies 0.20% of the F5 training set range
below the maximum F5 value.

Summarizing the Lowest Strain Case Results
The analysis of the positive part of the combined input to
the strain output neuron has discovered that the same 13
input channels as for the high strain case contribute all the
positive part of the combined input sum to the strain output
neuron. These 13 channels positively activate the same 7
hidden layer positive feature detector neurons as for the
high strain case, which in turn positively activate the regression output neuron. It is highly significant that this is
exactly the same result as for the highest strain case.

In the lowest strain case, the value of F5 lies 10.3% of the
range above the minimum value in the training set.
This means that F5 uses 89.5% of the F5 training set
max/min range between the highest strain and lowest strain
cases. F5 is possibly the highest ranked input channel in the
high strain case because it has the maximum decrease
(+0.1824) of all input channels between the highest and
lowest strain values. It is of interest that F5 has the highest positive cor- relation (+0.79) with F0 in the training set,
as shown in Table 1.

The positive channel data relationship graph shown in Fig.
2 clearly demonstrates that channels F5, F15, F3 and F14
have most influence (in decreasing order) on the low strain
output, but especially F5 and F15. When these two channels are minimized together, the low strain output +0.5518
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Table 2. Max/min training set values and high/low case
values for 4 top ranked input channels

input

high case
value
channel

low case
value

maximum
value

minimum

negative part by 26% to lower the strain output to its minimum value, and vice versa. This is achieved primarily by
the top ranked channels F5 and F3 which are the main
channels controlling the difference in the high and low
strain output values. F5 and F3 are possibly the highest
ranked channels because they have the maximum decrease
between the highest and lowest strain values.

value

F3

0.5167

0.3493

0.5285

0.2350

F5

0.5628

0.3804

0.5632

0.3594

F14

0.5403

0.5631

0.7897

0.1835

F15

0.3528

0.3947

0.8131

0.1913

The analysis has shown that the top ranked input channels
have a dual role. As well as driving the positive part of the
combined sum at the regression output neuron sufficiently
high they also drive the negative part sufficiently low.

The value of F3 in the high strain case lies 4% of the training set range below its maximum value and lies 38.9% of
the training set range above its minimum value in the low
strain case. F3 is possibly the second highest ranked input
channel in the high strain case because it has the second
maximum decrease (+0.1674) of all input channels between
the highest and lowest strain values.

It is expected that a MLP with more than one regression
output neuron will have a different set of hidden feature
detector neurons associated with each regression output. It
is expected that the MLP will use a similar mechanism to
that observed in this study in predicting each output value.

It is highly significant that for the top 7 ranked channels in
the high strain case F5, F3, F6, F19 and F11 have the
maximum decrease of all input channels in the same descending ranked order between the highest and lowest
strain values.
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Abstract

a space of image processing operators. Initial systems,
such as the Schema system [7], had control policies consisting of ad-hoc, hand-engineered rules. While presenting a systemic way of designing image interpretation systems, the approach still required a large degree of human
intervention. In the 1990’s the second generation of control
policy-based image interpretation systems came into existence. More than a systematic design methodology, such
systems used theoretically well-founded machine learning
frameworks for automatic acquisition of control strategies
over a space of image processing operators. The two wellknown pioneering examples are a Bayes net system [15] and
a Markov decision process (MDP) based system [6].
Our research efforts have focused on automating the
latter system, called ADaptive Object REcognition system (ADORE), which learned dynamic image interpretation
strategies for finding buildings in aerial images [6]. As with
many vision systems, it identified objects (in this case buildings) in a multi-step process. Raw images were the initial
input data, while image regions containing identified buildings constituted the final output data; in between the data
could be represented as intensity images, probability images, edges, lines, or curves. ADORE modelled image interpretation as a Markov decision process, where the intermediate representations were continuous state spaces, and
the vision procedures were actions. The goal was to learn a
dynamic control policy that selects the next action (i.e., image processing operator) at each step so as to maximize the
quality of the final image interpretation.
As a pioneering system, ADORE proved that a machine
learned control policy was much more adaptive that its
hand-engineered counterparts by outperforming any handcrafted sequence of operators within its library. In addition,
the system was easily ported to recognize stationary (staplers, white-out, etc.) in office scenes and again was shown
to outperform operator sequences designed by human domain experts [5]. In [13], such a system was used to identify individual trees from aerial images of forest plantation
scenes, and was again shown to outperform the best static

Automated image interpretation is an important task in
numerous applications ranging from security systems to
natural resource inventorization based on remote-sensing.
Recently, a second generation of adaptive machinelearned image interpretation systems have shown expertlevel performance in several challenging domains. While
demonstrating an unprecedented improvement over handengineered and first generation machine-learned systems in
terms of cross-domain portability, and design-cycle time,
such systems have yet to be rigorously tested. This paper
inspects the anatomy of the state-of-the-art Multi Resolution Adaptive Object Recognition framework (MR ADORE)
and presents experimental results aimed at establishing the
robustness of the system to real-world image perturbations.
Tested in a challenging domain of forestry, MR ADORE is
shown to be robust to changes in sun angle, camera angle
and training signal accuracy.
Keywords: Adaptive and Machine Learning, Intelligent
Image Processing and Computer Vision.

1

Introduction & Related Research

Image interpretation is an important and highly challenging problem with numerous practical applications. Hand
engineering an image interpretation system requires a long
and expensive design cycle as well as subject matter and
computer vision expertise. Furthermore, hand-engineered
systems are difficult to maintain, port to other domains,
and tend to perform adequately only within a narrow range
of operating conditions atypical of real world scenarios.
In response to the aforementioned problems, various automated ways of constructing image interpretation systems
have been explored in the last three decades [8].
Based on the notion of “goal-directed vision” [7], a
promising approach for autonomous system creation lies
with treating computer vision as a control problem over
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Figure 1. Each row from left to right: the original
image, desired user-provided labeling (ground-truth),
optimal off-line labeling, best static policy of length 4
labeling, best-first policy labeling. The adaptive policy
used by MR ADORE has been observed to outperform
best static policy (top row) and sometimes the human
experts as well (bottom row).

sequence of operators. However, to date there have been no
studies aimed at exploring the robustness of such systems.
In response, this paper explores ability of the MR ADORE
system to adapt to several perturbations typical of real-world
scenarios. To evaluate the performance of MR ADORE, the
test domain of forestry is used, which presents the following problems typical of other real-world domains. Special
purpose algorithms designed to identify individual trees and
their corresponding species class, have been known to be
highly sensitive to the position of the camera and the angle
of the sun with respect to the orientation of target objects
(in this case trees) [4]. In addition, both forestry specific
and general purpose vision systems, such as MR ADORE,
require a set of training images (Figure 1). However, manual interpretation of aerial forest scenes is an error prone
procedure [10]. Since training images are likely to contain
annotation errors, the robustness of the system to labeling
errors is of utmost interest. Hence, in addition to testing the
robustness of the system to changes in sun angle and camera
angle, this paper reports empirical evidence on robustness of
the MR ADORE system to labeling errors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we
review the requirements and design of MR ADORE, in order to demonstrate the critical assumptions made and the
resulting difficulties. Second, we briefly present the domain
of forestry and outline the three challenges it presents. The
paper then goes on to outline the experiments and their corresponding results and concludes with future research directions and closing comments.

2

2
Figure 2. Partial
operator graph for the domain of forest image interpretation. The nodes and the corresponding example images depict that data processing
layers, which in turn describe the type of MDP states
present with MR ADORE. The edges represent vision
routines, typically ported from the Intel OpenCV and
IPL libraries, that transform one state to another (i.e.,
the MDP actions).

training data. Each training datum consists of two images,
the input image, and its user-annotated counterpart allowing the output of the system to be compared to the desired
image labeling. Figure 1 (columns 1 - 2) demonstrates two
training pairs (image and correct labeling) for the forestry
image interpretation domain. Second, during the off-line
stage the state space is explored via limited depth expansions of all training image pairs. Within a single expansion
all sequences of IPL operators up to a certain user-controlled
length are applied to a training image. Since training images
are user-annotated with the desired output, terminal rewards
can be computed based on the difference between the produced labeling and the desired labeling. System rewards
are thus defined by creating a scoring metric that evaluates
the quality of the final image interpretation with respect to
the desired (used-provided) interpretation∗ . Then, dynamic
programming methods [2] are used to compute the value
function for the explored parts of the state space. We represent the value function as Q : S × A → R where S is
the set of states and A is the set of actions (operators). The
true Q(s, a) computes the maximum cumulative reward the

MR ADORE Operation

∗ For all experiments presented, the intersection over union scoring met-

ric, A∩B
is used. This pixel-based scoring metric computes the overlap
A∪B
between the set of hypothesis pixels produced by the system (A) and the
set of pixels within the ground-truth image (B). If set A and B are identical then their intersection is equal to their union and the score/reward is
1. As the two sets become more and more disjoint the reward decreases,
indicating that the produced hypothesis corresponds poorly to the groundtruth.

MR ADORE starts with a Markov decision process
(MDP) [16] as the basic mathematical model by casting the
IPL operators as MDP actions and the results of their applications (i.e., data tokens) as MDP states (Figure 2).
First, the domain expertise is encoded in the form of
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policy can expect to collect by taking action a in state s and
acting optimally thereafter.
Features (f ), used as observations by the on-line system component, represent relevant attributes extracted from
the unmanageably large states (i.e., data tokens). Features
make supervised machine learning methods practically feasible, which in turn are needed to extrapolate the sampled
Q-values (computed by dynamic programming on the explored fraction of the state space) onto the entire space.
Finally, when presented with a novel input image, MR
ADORE exploits the machine-learned heuristic value function Q(f (s), a) over the abstracted state space, f (S), in
order to intelligently select operators from the IPL. The
process terminates when the policy executes the action
Submit(hlabelingi), which becomes the final output of the
system. Both the off-line and on-line processes are illustrated in Figure 3.

2.1

Adaptive Control Policies

The purpose of the off-line learning phase within MR
ADORE is to construct an on-line control policy. While
best-first policies are theoretically capable of much more
flexibility than static policies, they depend crucially on (i)
data token features for all levels and (ii) adequate amounts
of training data to train the Q-functions for all levels. Feature selection/creation can be substantially harder for earlier data processing levels, where the data tokens exhibit
less structure [8, 12]. Compounding the problem, a single user-labeled training image delivers exponentially larger
numbers of training tuples, h state, action, reward i, at later
processing levels. However, the first processing level gets
the mere |A1 | tuples per training image since there is only
one data token (the input image itself) and |A1 | actions. As
a net result, best-first control policies have been shown to
backtrack frequently [6] as well as produce highly suboptimal interpretations [3], due to poor decision making at the
top processing layers.
Rather than making control decisions at every level based
on the frequently incomplete information provided by imperfect features, the least-commitment policies postpone
their decisions until more structured and refined data tokens
are derived. That is, all operator sequences up to a predefined depth are applied and only then the machine-learned
control policy is engaged to select the appropriate action.
Doing so allows the control system to make decisions based
on high-quality informative features, resulting in an overall
increase in interpretation quality. As a side benefit, the machine learning process is greatly simplified since feature selection and value function approximation are performed for
considerably fewer processing levels while benefiting from
the largest amount of training data. In [13] such a policy
was shown to outperform the best static policy.

Figure 3. Top: Off-line training phase. Exploration of
the state space is done by applying all possible operator sequences to a number of training images for which
ground truth is provided. By comparing the interpretation resulting from an application of a sequence of
operators to the ground truth, each hypothesis is assigned a quality measure (i.e., reward). The rewards
are then propagated up the expansion tree in order
to calculate q-values to the intermediate data tokens.
Function approximators are trained on the features extracted from the data tokens produced during the exploration phase. Bottom: On-line operation. Using
the machine leaned q-function approximators the online policy greedily selects the state-action pair expected to yield maximum reward. the process terminates then a interpretation hypothesis is submitted to
the user.
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3

input image

Forestry Domain

depth 5

100%

20%

Figure 4. Column 1: Synthetic Input Image. Column 2: Ground-truth corresponding to the input image. Actual ground truth (100%, in row 2) is perturbed
in rows 1 and 3 to simulate the error made by domain
experts. Columns 3 and 4: Best interpretation found
by MR ADORE during off-line expansion as a function
of search depth.

scene and the corresponding ground truth were created. By
spatially dilating/erroding the set of ground-truth pixels, labeling errors (false positives or false negatives respectively)
were introduced into the expert labeled interpretation of the
image as illustrated in Figure 4.
In order to assess performance degradation resulting
from labeling errors, each interpretation (columns 3 and 4 in
Figure 4) was re-evaluated against the true hypothesis (row
2 of Figure 4). The results are presented in Table 1.
The initial results indicate that adding pixels (i.e, false
positives) to the ground-truth interpretation is less detrimental to performance than missing target class pixels (i.e. false
negatives). Table 1 shows optimal results produced with respect to the erroneous interpretation but evaluated against
the error-free ground-truth image.

4.2

Sun Angle Experiments

Changes in overall scene illumination were created by
simulating various time of the day as shown in Figure 5.
Table 2 shows the off-line performance on the sun angle experiment. Using the SNoW algorithm [1] in conjunction
with local binary patterns serving as texture features [14],
the on-line policy achieved an 89% accuracy with respect
to off-line optimal during the leave-one-out cross-validation
experiment. In comparison, the best static sequence could
only achieve a segmentation accuracy of 74%. In essence,
using a single sequence of operators cannot produce adequate results. Rather for each position of the sun there exists
a specific sequence of operators that works best. Therefore
in order to achieve robust performance an adaptive policy,

Empirical Evaluation

In order to test the feasibility of the MR ADORE in remote sensing applications three sets of experiments were
carried out to test the robustness of the system to labeling
errors, changes in overall illumination and changes in camera angle.

4.1

depth 4

159%

Forest maps and inventories have become a critical tool
for wood resource management (planting and cutting), ecosystem management and wild-life research. Canada alone
has approximately 1011 harvestable trees, making manual
forest inventorization completely infeasible. In order to automatically create forest inventories, an image interpretation
system needs to measure the type (species), position, height,
crown diameter, wood volume and age class for every tree
in the survey area. This paper focuses on the tree labeling
problem as a sub-process within a larger, complete system
aimed at extracting the aforementioned parameters from individual trees. Namely, we consider the pixel-level labeling
of aerial tree images and apply the adaptive object recognition approach that competes with previous state-of-the-art
research methodologies and sometimes outperforms human
interpreters as demonstrated in Figure 1.
A number of approaches have been proposed for extracting the aforementioned information about individual trees
from aerial images. Model-free (image-based) approaches
attempt to delineate individual trees, and subsequently classify each tree instance to a species class[10]. On the other
hand, model-based approaches employ template matching
methods to extract regions of interest and then delineate
individual trees [11]. Regardless of the approach used,
modern systems are highly sensitive to image variations,
especially those resulting from sun angle and camera angle changes. For instance, the performance of image-based
algorithms has been reported to degrade in proportion to
the off-nadir view angle of a given forest scene. Likewise, off-midday sun angles negatively effect the performance of both the image-based and model based approaches
[4]. Lastly, expert-annotated images, needed to train imagebased, model-based, and MR ADORE-type systems, typically contain 10-40% miss-labeling errors when compared
to ground-based forest surveys [9]. Thus, the use of MR
ADORE is motivated by the inability of any single classical approach to perform adequately under the multitude
of conditions typical of real-world scenarios within presentday remote sensing applications.

4

ground-truth

Labeling Errors Experiment

In Figure 1, a small pine tree was left unlabeled by the
expert in row two, column two. However, the adaptive policy of MR ADORE was able to find it. To study the robustness of the off-line phase of the system, a synthetic forest
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07:00

Table 1. Off-line robustness to noise. When maximal
sequence length is set to four, the experimental results
indicate a negligible performance degradation when
false positives or false negatives are added to the
ground-truth image. When maximal sequence length
is set to five (and six), false positives appear less detrimental to the performance of the system when compared to false negatives. Middle row (highlighted) represents the base line performance given the correct
ground-truth. Erroneously adding pixels to the set of
target concept pixels appears to be less detrimental
than omitting pixels belonging to the target concept for
longer sequence lengths.

Pixels
%
12000
10557
8915
7538
4635
2626
1510

159%
140%
118%
100%
61%
35%
20%

depth 4

depth 6

12:00

17:00

depth 4
depth 4
depth 5
depth 5
False
Real
False
Real
Reward Reward Reward Reward
0.77
0.554
0.77
0.554
0.74
0.592
0.74
0.592
0.703
0.622
0.703
0.622
0.639
0.639
0.64
0.64
0.455
0.606
0.458
0.592
0.267
0.553
0.308
0.389
0.147
0.553
0.2
0.284

Figure 5. Various angles of the sun can produce
vastly different image interpretations for a given scene.
While sun positions at 07:00, 12:00, and 17:00 are
shown in column one, a total of eleven images was
used in the experiment containing sun angles between
07:00 and 17:00 hours at one hour increments. A
static, expert labelled ground-truth image (column 2)
is used to compare the hypotheses produced by MR
ADORE at various search depths (columns 3 and 4).

0.7
0.6
0.5
Real Score

ground-truth

Input Image

ground-truth

depth 4

depth 6

0.4
0.3
0.2
depth4
depth 5

0.1
0
159% 140% 118% 100% 61%

35%

20%

Table 2. Off-line performance on the Sun Angle experiment. The current library of operators appears to
perform poorly in mid-day sun as the results indicate.
0.7

Figure 6. Various view angles produce different im-

0.5

age interpretations for a given scene. The hypotheses produced by MR ADORE at various search depths
(columns 3 and 4) are compared to ground-truth (column 2).

Depth 4
Depth 5
Depth 6

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

such as the least-commitment policy used by MR ADORE,
is needed.

7:
00
8:
00
9:
00
10
:0
0
11
:0
0
12
:0
0
13
:0
0
14
:0
0
15
:0
0
16
:0
0
17
:0
0

Absolute Reward

0.6

Time of Day

4.3

Camera Angle Experiments

To simulate changes in camera angle, the view of the
synthetic image was altered by translating the camera
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view angle experiment and (ii) determining the on-line performance for the labeling errors experiment.

Table 3. Off-line performance on the View Angle ex-

Absolute Rewards

periment. Since the operator library uses a single template taken at nadir view angle, the interpretation quality gracefully degrades as the scene is viewed from
larger off-nadir angles. At extreme view angles the
best interpretation is increased by employing a significantly different sequence of operators from the previous 5 view angles.
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
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View Angle

(0,10,20,40,80 or 160 units) left from the center of the scene
and then rotating (pan) it back to view the center of the
scene. Illustrated in Table 3, the system demonstrates a
graceful degradation in performance as camera angle becomes more and more pronounced. The on-line performance unfortunately is not as successful as in the sun angle
experiment. The best static sequence was able to achieve a
77% accuracy, while the least-commitment policy was only
able to attain a 70% accuracy on the leave-one-out experiment. The exact causes for the rapid degradation of the
online policy are currently under investigation.

5

Conclusion

This paper presented three sets of experiments aimed
at determining the robustness of the MR ADORE system.
First, effects of labeling errors were explored and the offline system component was shown to be robust with respect
to false positives but not false negatives. Next, the sun angle was varied for a static scene and corresponding groundtruth. The on-line component of the system learned to select
near optimal interpretations demonstrating the system’s robustness to changes in overall scene illumination. Respectively, the experiments varied the image or its ground-truth.
By changing the camera angle in the final experiment, both
the scene and the correct labeling were varied from one image to another. While the system gracefully degraded in its
off-line performance, the on-line component was unable to
cope with the changes in the test images. However, the poor
performance of the on-line least-commitment policy may be
the result of using a limiting set of training samples (5 images). Hence two main avenues of research still remain: (i)
determining the cause of poor on-line performance on the
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Abstract
In this paper, a method for improvement of extraction accuracy and speed of lips region is described. In our previous
study, we tried to extract lips region whose shape is varied
by speech. Moreover, we want to apply this system in a mobile devices. Therefore, we think the condition is a nonrigid
scene which is taken by a nonstationary camera. To solve
these problem, we use template matching and the matching
process is performed using a genetic algorithm. In addition,
we think a characteristic shape and colour of the lips are
effective for lips region extraction. Furthermore, to make
the exploration of a genetic algorithm more efficient, we
improve the fitness function and genetic operators. In our
simulations, we obtain more efficient exploration, high accuracy and very short speed processing time. In this paper,
these method of improvement and comparisons of results
between our conventional method and improved method are
described.

1. Introduction
Lately, the population that uses internet or e-mail by
mobile devices, especially a cellular phone is increasing.
However, the interface to input text is not convenient, because a cellular phone has only some key buttons for dialling. Therefore, we think that speech recognition is useful
as an interface. In the field of speech recognition, there is a
limit to recognize [4], in particular, a paragraph including a
person name and a proper name. In the meantime, almost
all cellular phones contains a small and high quality digital

camera unit. Therefore, to improve the recognition rate, the
system which we aim to achieve is translation of speech to
text by using both speech and lips image data.
To make the process easy, the purpose of our study is
to extract the lips region as a preprocessing of the system.
However, this extraction process has some problems. The
first is a nonrigid scene. Because the face move constantly
and the camera is nonstationary and shake with the hand,
the whole scene has considerable change. The second is the
varying shape of lips by speech. The third is the processing
time must be short. To solve these problems, we use template matching and the matching process is performed using
a genetic algorithm with a characteristic shape and colour of
the lips. In this paper, the method for improvement of our
method [2] and comparisons of results between our conventional method and improved method are described.

2. Methodology
One of the earlier work is personal identification by using the feature of lips motion is described in [5]. This
method calculates Mahalanobis distance from varying lips
shapes by speech, but if the wrong feature points are detected, there is possibility of failure to recognize the lips
shape. Also lipreading by using Eigen-template as the feature of the lips shape is reported in [8]. But, these works
have a problem to being unadaptable for intensified geometric changes by a slope of a face or a camera and by a
non-stable camera. That is the reason why one of the assumption is the camera and head of the subject are fixed.
On the other hand, to take the shape of the object into
consideration, methods that use template matching have
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been proposed [1, 3, 6, 10, 11]. In case the matching target
has geometric changes that are parallel translation, scaling
and rotation, the most basic approach is using multiple templates. But this approach has two problems. One, the more
the number of templates used, the more template matching
processing is required, which is time-consuming. Two, the
fewer the number of the templates become, the less the extraction accuracy is, because few number of the templates
means that the number of quantisation steps is large. For
these problems, a template-matching method that constructs
a parametric template space from a given set of template
images is proposed [11]. But this method cannot apply to
our study in terms of usefulness for our purpose, because
a set of template images have to be prepared depending on
the varying object shapes. To deal with the problems, a
template matching using a genetic algorithm as a matching
process is used in our proposed method. A large number
of researches have been carried out into applications of the
template matching using a genetic algorithm [3, 6, 10]. But,
as far as we know, there is not a method that has invariance
by only one template for shape deformations of lips that are
an opened or closed mouth and showing or not showing any
teeth, at the moment of speech.
Our conventional method [2] (SF-NPD: Static Fitness
function with Normalised Pixel Difference) has invariance
for an opened and closed mouth showing or not showing
any teeth, and has high speed and high extraction accuracy using only one template by utilisation of the colour of
lips and characteristics of shape deformations of lips during
speech. Moreover, some distinctive inventions on a genetic
algorithm make extraction processing relatively stable and
high speed. In this paper, the proposed method (DF-PD:
Dynamic Fitness function with Pixel Difference) which improves the SF-NPD method is described.

2.1. System Flow
As mentioned in 1, the lips region must be extracted
notwithstanding heavy geometric changes and shape deformations in every frame of movie data. We, therefore, use
template matching and the matching process is performed
by a genetic algorithm. The system flow which we propose
is as follows:
Step 1: Input a template and target image.
Step 2: Deform the template shape to a “square annulus”.
Step 3: Generate a population of individuals of the first
generation randomly.
Step 4: Measure fitness of individuals.
Step 5: Perform genetic operators.

Step 6: Output image which has extracted lips region.
In Step 1, image data is obtained from input images
which are inputted on by one as test for our system. A x
component (redness) of the Yxy colour space [7, 9] is used
as this image data. The template shape is normal square
in Step 1. By this normal square template can not support
the varying lips shapes such as an opened or closed mouth
and showing or not showing any teeth, at the moment of
speech. Therefore, the template shape is deformed to a new
shape called “square annulus” (refer to 3.1) in Step 2. From
Step 3 to Step5, a genetic algorithm is performed. Step4 is
described below in detail. Finally, a result of extraction is
output on the target image in Step 6.
The procedure in Step 4 is as follows:
Step 4-1: Transform a template by using homogeneous coordinates.
Step 4-2: Control the template aspect ratio.
Step 4-3: Calculate a distance by the pixel difference between the template image and the target image.
Step 4-4: Penalize the distance according to the pixel difference.
Step 4-5:
SF-NPD: Calculate a fitness function and measure.
DF-PD: Calculate an objective function and a dynamic fitness function. and measure.
In Step 4-1, each individual parameters are obtained from
informations based on the chromosome. These parameters
are used for transforming the template by using homogeneous coordinates in Step 4-1. During the transformation,
the aspect ratio of the template is controlled by Step 4-2.
Then, in Step 4-3, a distance is calculated between the template image and the target image. And the distance is penalised according to the pixel difference in Step 4-4. This
penalty is described in see 4.2. Then, in Step 4-5, in case
of the SF-NPD method, fitness function is calculated using
genetic operators. Then, the fitness value is measured (refer to 4.2). In the other case, the DF-PD method, at first
an objective function is calculated using genetic operators.
Next, fitness function is calculated and measured (refer to
4.2). The SF-NPD method has only a fitness function. This
means that the objective function equals to the fitness function. This fitness value allows us to do a good exploration
that the fitness approaches to 1. On the other hand, in the
DF-PD method, an objective function and fitness function
are distinguished.
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3. Features of Varying Lips Shapes
To achieve invariance for shape deformations of lips, that
is, an opened or closed mouth and showing or not showing any teeth, at the moment of speech, and to achieve high
speed and high recognition accuracy by using only one template, we use some features of the varying shape of lips during speech. In this section, these methods are explained.

3.1. Shape of Template
In general, the typical template shape is a square. However, considering an application of the template matching
to varying lips shapes, the square shape of template is unsuitable. This is because, at the moment of speech, the lips
region has intense variations such as an opened or closed
mouth and showing or not showing any teeth. In other
words, the lips shape changes to other shapes constantly
during speech. This is a serious problem in extraction of
lips region by using only one template per user.
To solve this problem, we focus our attention on invariance under constantly varying shapes. Then, we find out
that lips shapes (without buccal cavity, teeth, and a tongue
and etc.) of opened mouth during speech have the same
topological properties. In fact, they are homeomorphic.
Thus, we use a new template shape illustrated in Figure 1
to cope with the ever-changing lips region. This shape is
called “square annulus”.

the redness of image data, the angle of light and the blushed
part of face.
Therefore, we checked the aspect of varying lips at the
moment of speech. The possible aspect ratio’s range is
shown in equation (1).
w
1.0 ≤
≤ 2.0
(1)
h
where w and h are source square template’s
height and width, same values as in Figure 1.
The failure about the aspect ratio is eliminated by using this
control.

4. Genetic Algorithm
4.1. Structure of Chromosome
A chromosome is an optimized solution. In other words,
chromosomes are parameters which represent coordinates,
scaling and rotation of an exploration object on the target
image.
The solutions obtained by manual operations, is called
true solution. Our method results are judged to be good or
not good by comparison with true solutions. The comparison is performed by the following equations.


C − 3 ≤ c ≤ C + 3
(2)
M ≤ m ≤ 1.3 × M


◦
◦
ANGLE − 5 ≤ angle ≤ ANGLE + 5
where: capital letters are solutions obtained manually, and small letters are solutions by proposed
method. c represents the x or y coordinate, m is
scaling rate and angle is rotation angle.

Figure 1. Square annulus
In Figure 1, w and h are the source square template’s
height and width. And w and h are the new square annulus template’s width and height. In simulations (refer to
Section 5), w and h are decided experientially. We performed preliminary examination to use this new template
shape. In case of using the normal square template, the extraction accuracy rate is 10 [%], and in case of using the
new square annulus template is 100 [%]. Thus, considering
topology and using the square annulus is effective for lips
extraction. And, the ignored w × h region reduces the accuracy is amount of calculated and makes the lips extraction
high speed.

If a result satisfies these conditions, a good result for the
speech recognition is obtained.
The Structure of Chromosome
Figure 2 shows the structure of chromosome before improvement. In Figure 2, cx and cy are coordinates after parallel translation, mx and my are scaling rates, and angle is
rotation angle of lips shape. Each gene lengths are 8 bits
and therefore, total chromosome length is 40 bits.

3.2. Control of Aspect Ratio
The aspect ratio of the template that can be transformed
in matching processes such as scaling and rotation, is limited. The reason is, in some preliminary examinations, there
are some failure that an extracted lips region is extracted using an impossible aspect ratio. This problem is caused by

Figure 2. The new structure of chromosome
The lips region at the moment of speech is longer than
the width or longer than the height. Thus, we use 2dimensional scaling by mx and my .
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where S is the similarity per pixel, decided experientially and the unit is [%].

4.2. Fitness Function
In the SF-NPD method , we use only a fitness function which is normalised in range [0, 1], because of reducing a dispersion of pixel differences whose pixel values are
real values, x component of Yxy colour space. Moreover,
this normalisation makes genetic algorithm process a simple maximisation problem. Against that, the DF-PD method
does not normalise the pixel difference, and has an objective function and a dynamic fitness function. The objective
function is a minimisation problem and the dynamic fitness
function is a maximisation problem.

The more S increases, the stricter a condition becomes.
In simulations, S is 90. Because, a probability of 100[%]
match is very low.
SF-NPD Method
A fitness value is calculated by using equation (7). The
fitness is normalised and static.
h

w

Dij
Pixel Difference

fitness = 1.0 −

At first, parameters of geometric transformations are obtained from the chromosome. Then, the pixel difference is
calculated by using equation (3)

 

p∗ − pij  p∗ ∈ target image
ij
ij

 ∗
Dij =
(3)
Pmax
/ target image
pij ∈
where Pmax is a maximum value of pixel, P is a
point on the template image, and P ∗ is the point
that corresponds to a transformed point P on the
target image, p is a pixel value of a point P on coordinate (i, j) in the template image, p∗ is a pixel
value of a point P ∗ on coordinate (i, j) in the target image. Dij is value of the pixel difference between p and p∗ , however, in case of a point P ∗ is
out of region template image, Dij is worst Pmax .

j=1 i=1

(w × h) (Pmax )

(7)

where the template size is w and h.
f itness allows us to do a good exploration that the fitness approaches to 1.
DF-PD Method
An objective value and a fitness value is calculated by
using equation (8) and (9). The fitness is not normalised
and dynamic.
h

w

O=

Dij

(8)

j=1 i=1

where O is value of the objective function.
fitness = max {Wt , Wt−1 , . . . , Wt−n } − O

Penalty
From preliminary examinations, we knew that the search
efficiency is not very good and the result is unstable by using the fitness function mentioned below [1]. Therefore,
the small pixel difference should not be ignored and the
individual difference should be emphasised by introducing
penalty for the pixel difference Dij . Concretely speaking,
if a pixel difference satisfies equation (4), Dij is worst maximum value Pmax .
if

(9)

where t is a current number of generation, Wt is
a worst objective value of generation t, and n is a
number of generation before.
This fitness function changes dynamically according to
the worst objective value during n generations. Therefore,
the selection pressure can be controlled automatically. O
allows us to achieve good exploration that the value of the
objective function approaches 0. In other words, f itness
allows us to do a good exploration that the fitness value becomes large. We use n = 5 in simulations.

Dij ≥ TH

(4)

5. Results and Discussions

Dij = Pmax

(5)

5.1. Input Images

then
where TH is the threshold value to penalize.
This value is calculated by the following equation:
TH =

1−

S
100

× Pmax

(6)

The template images are illustrated in Figure 3. Template image size of subject 1 and subject 2 is 18 × 8 [pixels],
and subject 3 is 20 × 9 [pixels].
Figure 4 below shows examples (pronounce the vowel
/e/) of target images. The images were captured using a
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video camera include a face and background while each of
three objects pronounce the vowels. Target images are then
cut from the video streams. In consideration of use by mobile devices, target images have geometric changes based
on the template image. The geometric changes are such as
parallel translation, scaling, rotation. These value can be regarded as the true solution (refer to 4.1). All target images
size are 240 × 180 [pixels].

Table 1 shows the true solution obtained manually for /e/
of subject 2 in Figure 4 and the solution obtained by the
proposed method. It is found that these both solutions are
similar.

Table 1. Example of solution of result (subject
2 /e/)
true solution
experimental result

Figure 3. Template images

coordinate
x
y
82
128
81
131

scaling [rate]
x
y
1.39
2.00
1.68
2.51

rotation
[deg]
19.20
17.33

The effectiveness of our method is demonstrated using
20 times simulations for each person (total is 60 times simulations per one vowel) being tested as shown in Tables 2,
3 and 4.

Table 2. Results of simulation (DF-PD method,
tough criterion)
Figure 4. Target images
acc [%]
time [sec]
gene

5.2. Configurations of System
A new structure chromosome is used in this demonstration (refer to 4.1). The parameters of genetic algorithms
are: population size is 70, probability of crossover is 0.7,
and probability of mutation is 0.05. The shape of template
change parameters is w /w = 0.8, h /h = 0.5 (refer to
Figure 1 in 3.1). Parameter S which decides a threshold of
penalizing (refer to equations (4), (5) and (6) in 4.2) is set
to 90. We use n = 5 in equation (9) of the DF-PD method.
If the same fitness value continues until some generations,
the solution is regarded as having converged and extraction
is terminated. The more this value becomes large, the more
the termination criterion becomes fair.
The machine speck which we use for simulation is Pentium4: 2[GHz].

5.3. Result of Simulation and Consideration
Figure 5 shows examples of results from the computer
simulation. The rectangle region is the extracted lips region.
The shape deformations of lips by speech are extracted exactly as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Result images

/a/
95.00
0.198
78.48

/i/
93.33
0.203
81.15

/u/
95.00
0.199
80.06

/e/
91.67
0.197
77.25

/o/
98.33
0.199
76.50

total
94.67
0.199
78.69

Table 3. Results of simulation (SF-NPD
method, tough criterion)
acc [%]
time [sec]
gene

/a/
26.67
0.065
55.52

/i/
31.67
0.069
63.24

/u/
31.67
0.084
75.41

/e/
33.33
0.069
60.84

/o/
18.33
0.065
57.42

total
28.33
0.071
62.49

Table 4. Results of simulation (SF-NPD
method, fair criterion)
acc [%]
time [sec]
gene

/a/
98.33
0.323
140.7

/i/
96.67
0.318
139.9

/u/
91.67
0.332
147.1

/e/
93.33
0.299
130.8

/o/
91.67
0.329
144.2

total
94.33
0.320
140.5

In Tables 2 and 3, the configuration of the simulations
are described in 5.2. Table 4 is tested with another configuration and shows the conventional method result which is
described in [2]. In case of Tables 2 and 3, their termination criterion value is 25 generations (refer to 5.2). Against
that, in case of Table 4, it is 50 generations. In other words,
Table 4 criterion is fairer than that in Tables 2 and 3.
In Tables 2, 3 and 4, “acc” means “extraction accuracy
(only for correctly extracted lips region)”, “time” means
“processing time” and “gene” means “generation”. Additionally, in Table 3, processing time and generation are not
important, because their extraction accuracies are very low.
Comparing Table 3 with Table 4, they indicate that the
SF-NPD method obtain high extraction accuracy on the fair
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criterion, however on the tough criterion, it obtains low extraction accuracy. Against that, the DF-PD method works
on the tough criterion in Table 2, and obtains better accuracy and speed.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate a typical transition of the elite
fitness and objective value with the SF-NPD method and the
DF-PD method. Good results such as Figure 5 are obtained
by these simulations. In Figure 6, the elite fitness changes
with very small value and narrow range as opposed to Figure 7. This indicated that Figure 7 performed more efficient
exploration. The reason is that the DF-PD method controls
the selection pressure dynamically by equation (9).
Change of Fitness Value

and higher extraction accuracy and a higher speed can be
obtained in the extraction processing of all the vowels.
However, in the DF-PD method, some parameters have
a lot to do with experiences. For example, S which decides
the threshold of penalizing is set to 90 by trial and error (refer to 4.2), and the unconsidered region size w , h of the
square annulus is fixed (refer to 5.2). Moreover, parameter n of equation (9) in the DF-PD method is fixed to 5.
Therefore, our future work needs improvement to decide all
parameters automatically. Other future work is to apply this
method to real-time processing. For this improvement, we
hope to consider use of other feature of lips, such as another
shape of the template except for the square annulus, will be
effective.

1
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Fitness Value
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Figure 6. Transition of elite fitness (SF-NPD)
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Figure 7. Transition of elite objective value
(DF-PD)

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a method for the improvement of lips extraction that has invariance for an opened and closed mouth
showing or not showing any teeth, and has high speed and
high recognition accuracy using only one template, is proposed. In Section 5, the results of these computer simulations indicate that the DF-PD method can perform more efficient exploration and has invariance for the varying shape,
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Abstract
Automated image interpretation is an important task in
numerous applications ranging from security systems to
natural resource inventorization based on remote-sensing.
Recently, a second generation adaptive machine-learned
image interpretation system (ADORE) has shown expertlevel performance in several challenging domains. Its extension, MR ADORE, aims at removing the last vestiges of
human intervention still present in the original design of
ADORE. Both systems treat the image interpretation process as a finite-horizon non-discounted Markov decision
process guided by a machine-learned heuristic value function. Therefore, the key task in automated development of
such systems lies with acquiring the optimal control policy. This paper employs a new leveraging algorithm for
regression (R ES L EV) to improve the learnability of the optimal value function in MR ADORE. Experiments show that
R ES L EV improves the system’s performance if the base
learners are weak. More surprisingly, empirical evidence
indicates that reducing the regression error can lead to
worsening the overall performance of the system. We discuss this phenomenon thereby opening an exciting novel research direction.
Keywords: adaptive image interpretation system, boosting,
leveraging for value function regression, sequential decision
making, reinforcement learning.

1. Introduction
Image interpretation is an important and highly challenging problem with numerous practical applications. Handcrafted image interpretation systems suffer from an expensive design cycle, a high demand for human expertise in
both subject matter and computer vision, and the difficulties with portability and maintenance. Over the last three
decades, various automated ways of constructing image interpretation systems have been explored [7].
One of the promising approaches to automatic acquisi-

tion of image interpretation systems lies with treating computer vision as a control problem over a space of image processing operators. Early attempts used the schema theory
[2, 3]. While presenting a systemic way of designing image
interpretation systems, the approach was still ad-hoc in its
nature and required extensive manual design efforts [9].
In the 1990’s the second generation of control policy
based image interpretation systems came into existence.
More than a systematic design methodology, such systems
used theoretically well-founded machine learning frameworks for automatic acquisition of control strategies over a
space of image processing operators. The two well-known
representatives are a Bayes net system [21] and a Markov
decision process (MDP) based system [8].
The latter system ADORE (ADaptive Object REcognition) [8] and its extension MR ADORE (Multi-Resolution
ADaptive Object REcognition) [17] learn dynamic image
interpretation strategies for finding target objects in images.
As with many vision systems, they identify objects in a
multi-step process. The input is a raw image, and the output
is an interpretation identifying target objects in the image;
in between, the data can be represented as intensity images,
probability images, edges, lines, or curves. The systems
model image interpretation process as a Markov decision
process, where the intermediate representations are continuous state spaces, and the vision procedures are actions. The
goal is to learn a dynamic control policy that selects the next
action (i.e., image processing operator) at each step so as to
maximize the quality of the final interpretation. Instead of
learning the policy directly, the system learns the optimal
value function as the heuristic for the MDP-based policy.
In this paper we consider the problem of ensemble learning (in particular, leveraging [20]) for the value function in
MR ADORE. The task of recognizing tree canopies from
aerial photographs (i.e., labeling pixels belonging to tree
canopies in an input image) is used as the testbed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the requirements and design of MR ADORE. Sec-
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Figure 3. Adaptive nature of image recognition: two different input images require significantly
different satisfactory operator sequences. Each node is labeled with its data type. Each arc between
two data tokens is shown with the operator used.

1 base hypothesis. While boosting
better than any individual
methods provably have the PAC-boosting property, leveraging methods may or may not.
Since Schapire proposed the first provable polynomial
time boosting algorithm [22], a number of boosting and
leveraging algorithms have been developed [6, 10, 12, 13,
14, 16]. They are conceptually gradient-descent algorithms
that iteratively increase the accuracy of the final hypothesis by decreasing some associated potential functions. Recently a simple and straightforward leveraging algorithm
called R ES L EV (Figure 4) [19] has demonstrated the ability to improve the accuracy of a hypothesis by iteratively
learning the previous ensemble hypothesis’ residuals (i.e.,
errors) of predictions on training data. Experiments on the
Friedman datasets [15] indicate the algorithm’s effectiveness [18, 19].
Definitions: Given a hypothesis h and a set of training data

chine learning extrapolates the sample Q∗ -values computed
by dynamic programming on the explored fraction of the
state space onto the entire space.
Finally, when presented with a novel input image to
interpret, MR ADORE first computes the abstracted version f (s), then applies the machine-learned approximation to the value function Q(·, ·) to compute Q(f (s), a)
for each IPL operator a; it then performs the action
a∗ = arga max Q(f (s), a). The process terminates when
the policy executes action submit(hlabelingi) where
hlabelingi becomes the system’s output.

3. Boosting and leveraging methods
Boosting and leveraging have their roots in the PAC
(Probably Approximately Correct) [25] learning model. A
learner Ls for concept class C is a (strong) PAC learner, iff
with an arbitrarily high probability, Ls produces a hypothesis h with arbitrarily high accuracy. The requirement of
being arbitrarily accurate with an arbitrarily high probability is removed for weak learners. For example, a learner
that produces hypotheses a little better than random guessing is a weak learner. An algorithm has the PAC-boosting
property iff it can boost any weak PAC learner to a strong
PAC learner [11].
Both boosting and leveraging methods work by repeatedly producing base hypotheses with modified training data,
then using them to extend and modify the training data set,
and then combining them into a final hypothesis that are

S

= {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), · · · , (xN , yN )}

the sample error of h on S is defined as:
N
1 X
[yi − h(xi )]2
err
c S (h) =
N i=1
Let P be a probability distribution on the whole instance
space, the generalization error of h with respect to P is
defined as:
errP (h) = EP [y − h(x)]2
3
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are quite limited, leave-one-out cross-validation was employed for evaluation. In each run, one image was selected
for testing while the other thirty one images were used to
train MR ADORE (i.e., to learn the function Q(·, ·)). The
three performance measures were then averaged over all the
thirty two runs.
Figure 5 shows the experimental results 3 . For comparison, experiments with the random policy (i.e., the system
randomly selects an operator to apply on the current token)
were tried and an average relative reward of 26.3% was attained. Obviously, learning in all experiments increases the
system’s performance: the average relative reward ranges
from 53% to 85%.
Several observations are in order. First, the leveraging process reduces the regression errors in the Q-function
when the base learners are weak (e.g., SET#4). On the other
hand, it can actually increase the errors when the base learners are strong to begin with (e.g., SET#3 and #5). An investigation of this phenomenon revealed that with stronger base
learners condition (1) of Theorem 1 is often violated.
Second, leveraging can often improve the value of the
policy while decreasing the regression accuracy (e.g., with
SET#2). The reverse phenomena takes place as well. Furthermore, such a divergence between the effects of leveraging on regression errors and the performance of the control
policy was recorded even with boosting algorithms such as
S QUARE L EV.R [12] [18]. These observations provide empirical support for the following claim:

ResLev (S, R, Tmax )
Input:

A set of training samples
S = {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), · · · , (xN , yN )};
A base regressor R;
Maximum number of iterations Tmax

1. Initialize ensemble hypothesis H0 ≡ 0
2. For t = 1, · · · , Tmax Do
(a) Apply R on S and produce a base hypothesis ht
(b) Ht = Ht−1 + ht
(c) Modify data in S: ∀i, yi = yi − ht (xi )
3. Output final ensemble hypothesis HTmax

Figure 4. R ES L EV: Residual Leveraging
where (x, y) is drawn randomly according to P.
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition under
which R ES L EV will decrease the sample error, based on the
relation between the training data and the sample error.
Theorem 1 [19] Given any training set T
=
{(u1 , v1 ), (u2 , v2 ), · · · , (uM , vM )}, if the learner L
produces a hypothesis h that satisfies
M
X
i=1

vi2

>

M
X

(vi − h(ui ))2 = M · err
c T (h)

(1)

i=1

Claim: decision-making problems behave differently from
regression problems in terms of boosting/leveraging methods applied to the value function.

then R ES L EV reduces the sample error with the learner L.
R ES L EV reduces sample error by repeatedly reducing
the residuals of predictions over the training data. Assuming that the training data and test data are both drawn from
an unknown distribution P, it is expected that a small sample error implies a small generalization
error [1], provided
1
that the ensemble hypothesis is sufficiently simple 1 .

Note that if the optimal value function can be learned
with an arbitrary precision then the resulting control policy
can be made arbitrarily close to the optimal policy (cf. [23]
for an analysis of discounted cases). In practice, however,
the complexity of sequential decision-making frequently
does not allow to learn the optimal value function arbitrarily well. This paper demonstrate that in such cases and in
the absence of discounting leveraging/boosting methods can
have opposite effects on regression error vs. value of the resulting control policy. Therefore, it is of interest to develop
leveraging and boosting methods that optimize the control
policy value directly.

4. Empirical evaluation
We applied R ES L EV to learning the optimal value function Q(·, ·) in MR ADORE. Multi-layer feed-forward neural networks were used as the base learners/regressors.
Common sets of features including RGB-HISTOGRAM,
HSV-HISTOGRAM, HSV-MEAN, textural features, etc.
were used. Experiments were run with combinations of different features and neural network topologies, as shown in
Figure 5 and 6. Three measures: sample and generalization
errors in the Q-function and the value of the resulting MR
ADORE control policy were computed.2
Thirty two forestry aerial images with user-annotated labeling were used in our experiments. Since the training data

5. Conclusions and future directions
Future Work: As discussed in previous sections, primary
future directions include: (i) employing other base regression algorithms so that the condition (1) in Theorem 1 is
satisfied and thus R ES L EV can be of help; (ii) investigation of the generalization error of R ES L EV, and whether
it has the PAC-boosting property. (iii) comparing the ef-

1 The risk of overfitting increases with the complexity of the hypothesis.
2 The control policy value was computed as the ratio of the cumulative
reward collected by the resulting control policy to the optimal reward.

3 Detailed

4
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and up-to-date results are available at [18].
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Figure 5. Experiments on MR ADORE using R ES L EV. Different combinations of features and neural network topologies were
tried, and three performance measures (sample/generalization errors and average relative
reward) were adopted.

Figure 6. Contradictions among different
measures exist in these experiments, which
suggest the different behaviors between a
regression problem and a decision-making
problem in terms of boosting/leveraging
methods applied to the value function.
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fectiveness of R ES L EV to that of other boosting/leveraging
algorithms; (iv) developing new boosting/leveraging algorithms that directly optimize the overall decision-making
performance as opposed to the regression error (such as
sample/generalization errors) of the value function.
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Contributions: In this paper we consider a state-of-the-art
adaptive image interpretation system that casts vision as a
non-discounted finite-horizon MDP control problem over
a library of image processing operators. The key learning
task in such systems is automated acquisition of the optimal
control policy. We apply two recent leveraging algorithms,
R ES L EV and S QUARE L EV.R, to learning the optimal value
function. Experiments in the real-life domain of forest image interpretation indicate that (i) leveraging is indeed useful in improving complex sequential decision-making policies, and (ii) reducing the regression error in the value function can actually decrease the overall interpretation performance (i.e., the value of the resulting control policy). Consequently, the paper opens a novel research direction of developing boosting/leveraging algorithms that target reducing the control policy value directly.
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Abstract
Texture is an important property of many types of images,
and has been widely used in a number of applications to describe, classify and index images. In this paper we propose
a novel technique for characterising texture by modelling
the relationships between the high and low frequency bands
of its wavelet decomposition, which have been experimentally shown to provide information which is not available
when considering such bands independently. A similarity
measure using the recently proposed earth mover’s distance
is formulated, and the results of using this measure for retrieval of textures from a database presented.

1 Introduction
The wavelet transform has emerged over the last two
decades as a powerful new theoretical framework for the
analysis and decomposition of signals and images at multiple resolutions [1]. One of the most common forms of the
transform used for image analysis applications is the separable two dimensional wavelet transform, defined as
Aj
Dj1

= [Hx ∗ [Hy ∗ Aj−1 ]↓2,1 ]↓1,2
= [Gx ∗ [Hy ∗ Aj−1 ]↓2,1 ]↓1,2

(1)
(2)

Dj2
Dj3

= [Hx ∗ [Gy ∗ Aj−1 ]↓2,1 ]↓1,2
= [Gx ∗ [Gy ∗ Aj−1 ]↓2,1 ]↓1,2

(3)
(4)

where G and H are the high and low-pass filters along the
subscripted axis, ∗ is the convolution operator, j is the resolution level, and ↓ a, b represents downsampling along the
x and y axes by factors of a and b respectively. The resulting images Aj and Dji , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are known as the
approximation and detail coefficients respectively.
The coefficients of the wavelet transform have been
shown to provide an excellent basis for identifying and segmenting textured images, and have been used in many applications to date [2, 3, 4]. The first and simplest of the

features extracted from the wavelet coefficients were the socalled wavelet energy signatures, which were a representation of the energy contained within each band of the decomposition. Extending this, the mean deviation and other
higher order moments have also been used for the purposes
of texture classification and segmentation. Such features
have been shown to provide good characterisation of textures in certain environments, and typically outperform single resolution techniques such as grey-level co-occurrence
matrix features.
More recently, a number of new algorithms for extracting features from the coefficients of the wavelet transform
have been proposed in the literature. Kim and Udpa propose a new non-separable set of wavelet filters for characterising texture which are shown to outperform the more
commonly used separable DWT [5]. Tabesh uses the zerocrossings of a wavelet frame representation to extract texture features, and has shown experimentally that these features contain information not contained within the energy
signatures [6]. By combining these two feature sets, overall accuracy is improved by up to 70%. Van de Wouwer
et. al. have proposed a set of features based on secondorder statistics of the wavelet coefficients, calculated using
co-occurrence matrices [7]. Numerous methods of extracting texture features using the wavelet packet transform have
been proposed [8, 9, 10].
In each of the feature extraction techniques listed above,
the coefficients of each band are analysed separately, with
the correlations between bands of the same and different
resolution levels ignored, even though it is well-known that
strong relationships between neighbouring bands exists.
Portilla and Simoncelli have shown that without knowledge
of these correlations accurate reconstruction of the texture
is not possible, indicating that this information is significant
for characterising the texture [11].
This paper proposes a novel method for indexing and retrieving textures based on wavelet scale co-occurrence matrices, which capture information about the relationships
between each band of the transform and the low frequency
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approximation at the corresponding level. A theoretical description of scale co-occurrence matrices is first presented,
and is then used to formulate a metric for measuring the
similarity of two texture samples. The earth mover’s distance (EMD), a recently proposed metric for measuring the
distance between two distributions, is used for this purpose,
as it has been shown to provide a more robust measure in
many applications. Results from retrieval experiments conducted using this metric on a set of textures from the Brodatz album [12] are presented.

(a)

Figure 1. Example showing the limitations
of second-order statistics of wavelet coefficients as a texture descriptor. The natural texture (a) and synthesised texture (b) have identical first and second-order wavelet statistics
of wavelet coefficients, yet are clearly distinguished by human observers.

2 Limitations of Independent Wavelet Features
Initial experiments conducted by Julesz in the field of visual texture led him to conjecture that such images could
be completely characterised by their second-order statistics [13]. Eventually, this was shown to be false, with many
counter-examples presented showing visually distinct textures with identical second-order statistics. Recently, the
main focus of much texture analysis research has centered
around multi-scale filtering, with Gabor filters and the WT
used to good effect. Common WT-based texture analysis
techniques extract features from each band of the wavelet
decomposition, measuring statistical information or modelling these coefficients via some parametric form. In this
section, we show that it is possible for markedly different
textures to have identical such statistics, indicating that they
do not completely characterise texture. Examples of synthetic textures are provided to illustrate this point.
Wavelet energy signatures are one of most commonly
used texture features in many applications, and can be calculated from the coefficients of the separable FWT by
Ejl =

M
N
1 XX
Djl (m, n)2
M N m=1 n=1

(5)

where Djl are the wavelet detail coefficients are resolution
level j, l ∈ {1, 2, 3} indicates which of the detail images
is being analysed, and M and N are the dimensions of the
coefficient matrix. Such features have been shown to perform well in various texture analysis applications, however
they are not sufficient to fully characterise a texture, and
the performance of these features is generally not for any
segmentation, classification or retrieval task.
In order to improve upon the performance of the firstorder energy features, a method of modelling textures using
both the first and second order statistics of wavelet detail coefficients has been proposed by Van de Wouwer et. al. [7].
Co-occurrence matrices are generated from each band of a
redundant wavelet frame decomposition, and a set of eight
standard co-occurrence features extracted to represent the

(b)

second-order statistics of the texture. While this set of features improves performance compared to energy signatures,
figure 1 shows that such a representation is still insufficient
to completely characterise a texture. The synthetic image
is generated having equal first and second order statistics
of wavelet coefficients for the first 4 decomposition levels, and using the same low resolution approximation image. Clearly, these two textures are easily distinguishable
by any observer, proving that the second order statistics
of wavelet coefficients are insufficient to fully characterise
texture. Without information to describe the relationships
between each band of the WT, visual artifacts of the texture which contain elements at numerous scales are not adequately represented.

3 Wavelet Scale Co-occurrence Matrices
From the examples shown in the previous section, it is
clear that features obtained independently from each band
of the wavelet decomposition are not sufficient to fully
characterise textured images. Portilla and Simoncelli have
shown that relationships between direction and scale bands
of the wavelet transform are in many cases critical for adequate reconstruction of a textured image [11, 14], and use
the correlations between the coefficients of a complex steerable pyramid decomposition to characterise texture for the
purpose of synthesis. These features quantitatively measure
the correlation between each orientation band at a given resolution level j, as well as between each detail image and the
detail images at neighbouring resolution resolution levels.
These parameters are then used, along with autocorrelation
features of both the magnitude and raw coefficient values
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and various statistics of the grey-level values, to generate
synthetic texture images by restraint enforcement.
In order to capture the relationships between bands of
the wavelet transform, we propose the scale co-occurrence
matrix S(k, l), which is defined as the probability of a detail
coefficient D(x, y) having a quantised value k while the approximation coefficient A(x, y) at the same spatial position
has a quantisedvalue of l. For an image of size N × M , this
can be expressed as
|{(u, v) : q1 (Dji (u, v)) = k, q2 (Aj (u, v)) = l}|
NM
(6)
where Aj is the approximation image at resolution level j,
Dji are the three detail images, and q1 (x) and q2 (x) are the
quantisation functions for the detail and approximation coefficients respectively. An overcomplete wavelet frame decomposition is used in our experiments in order to provide
translation invariance and a higher robustness against nose,
give higher spatial resolution, and avoid an overly sparse
matrix at the lower resolutions.
The scale co-occurrence captures first order statistics of
both the detail and approximation coefficients, and can be
seen to fully encompass the wavelet mean deviation signatures. More importantly, by defining the relationships between the low and high frequency information at each scale,
much information regarding structural components of the
texture such as lines and edges can be extracted. The scale
co-occurrence matrices overcome many of the limitations
of features modelling the first and second order statistics
of wavelet coefficients, as can be seen in figure 2, which
shows two of the scale co-occurrence matrices extracted
from the textures of figure 1, which have identical first and
second order statistics. These matrices are clearly distinguishable, and provide the discrimination power lacking in
other wavelet texture features. Previous work has shown
that features extracted from the scale co-occurrence representation of texture are extremely powerful when used for
classification and segmentation tasks [15].

Sji (k, l) =

4 Scale Co-occurrence Matrices for Similarity Measure
Using the scale co-occurrence matrices defined previously, it is possible to calculate a similarity measure between two textures
SM = PJ
j=1

P3
i=1

1
wji d(S1ji , S2ji )

(7)

where d(x) is a distance metric used to determine the difference of the two distributions
P S1
P and S2, and wji are weighting constants satisfying j i wji = 1. Such a similarity measure can then be used in image retrieval tasks, and

also in classification and segmentation problems, where a
candidate image is assigned to the class with the highest
similarity measure. A number of choices for the distance
metric d(x) are available, ranging from the computationally
inexpensive mean-squared error to more sophisticated techniques. We have chosen the earth mover’s distance for this
application as it has been experimentally shown to give a
more accurate and stable measure of the difference between
two scale co-occurrence representations that other metrics.

4.1 Earth Mover’s Distance
The earth mover’s distance (EMD) is a relatively new
metric for representing the distance between two distributions in which the minimum amount of work required to
transform one distribution to the other is calculated, given
a set of ground distances between each point of the matrix [16]. Calculating this minimum amount can be viewed
as a case of the network transportation problem, where
one distribution is considered as a set of suppliers, and the
other as a set of consumers. For the case of the scale cooccurrence matrix, each element of the matrix corresponds
to a supplier or consumer.
Formally, the earth mover’s distance can then be expressed as the minimum of the cost function of a set of
weighted flows fij given by
XX
EM D = min
cij fij
(8)
i∈I j∈J

where I and J are the sets of suppliers and consumers, and
cij is the ground distance between bins i and j. To ensure a
valid solution, the following restraints are also applied:
X

fij

≥

0

(9)

fij

=

yj

(10)

fij

=

xi

(11)

i∈I

X
j∈J

where xi is the total supply the supplier i and yj the total
capacity of consumer j, which in our case are represented
by the values of each element of the scale co-occurrence
matrices.
A solution to the transportation problem of finding fij
can be achieved using the simplex algorithm [17], an iterative method which will eventually converge to a local minimum. Russell has proposed an algorithm to determine a
near-optimal starting point for this algorithm, which is used
to ensure that the final value is close to the global minimum.
Using the earth mover’s distance on the full scale cooccurrence matrices of two textures involves solving a
transportation optimisation problem, which is of computational complexity O(N 2 ), for more than 1000 suppliers and
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Figure 2. Examples of wavelet scale co-occurrence matrices for each of the textures of figure 1,
showing considerable differences. (a) shows the horizontal and scale co-occurrence matrices respectively for the first level decomposition of the texture of figure 1(a), while (b) shows the same for
figure 1(b).

consumers. Even for a relatively low number of iterations,
this computational time can easily become excessive in all
but the most trivial of applications. To improve this performance, it is necessary to significantly reduce the size of the
flow optimsation problem without adversely affecting the
accuracy of the distance metric. This can be accomplished
by using signatures to represent the scale co-occurrence
data rather than the traditional matrix form. Signatures,
rather than representing fixed intervals, model a distribution
using a set of clusters, and are defined as [16]
{~si = (m
~ i , vi )}

(i, j), which in our case are the indices (k, l) of the scale cooccurrence matrices S1 and S2 , and thus a two-dimensional
vector. One commonly used metric for the ground distance
between 2D points is the Euclidean distance
p
(13)
d(k1 , l1 , k2 , l2 ) = (k1 − k2 )2 + (l2 − l2 )2
where (k1 , l1 ) and (k2 , l2 ) are the indices of the scale cooccurrence matrices S1 and S2 respectively. Other metrics
include the city block or Manhattan distance
d(k1 , l1 , k2 , l2 ) = |k1 − k2 | + |l2 − l2 |

(12)

where m
~ i are the means of each cluster, and vi the weightings. If sufficient clusters are used, it is possible to represent any distribution with arbitrary accuracy. It can also be
shown that the histogram or matrix representation is actually a special case of a signature in which the clusters are set
at fixed equidistant intervals in the underlying space. In fact,
because of the possibility the each bin mean is not the mean
of the distribution within it, a signature in this case will give
a more accurate representation than the corresponding histogram form.
Calculating the signature of a distribution can be easily done by any one of a number of data clustering techniques. Using the k-means clustering algorithm has shown
to produce acceptable results using approximately 50 clusters. More sophisticated techniques for approximating the
modality of a distribution can be used for this purpose, but
are beyond the scope of this paper.
The optimal flows fij and thus the final value of the
EMD is highly dependent on the set of ground distances
cij . Generally, these values are expressed as a function of

(14)

which is a summation of the distance of each dimension,
and the maximum distance
d(k1 , l1 , k2 , l2 ) = max(|k1 − k2 |, |l2 − l2 |)

(15)

which considers only the greatest of the differences over all
dimensions. Experimentally, a weighted Euclidean distance
defined by
p
d(k1 , l1 , k2 , l2 ) = ak (k1 − k2 )2 + al (l2 − l2 )2 (16)
where ak and al are the weights for each dimension, has
been found to give the most robust distance metric. Values
of ak = 2 and al = 1 are used in our experiments, meaning that differences in the detail coefficients are considered
more important than a similar difference in the approximation coefficients.

4.2 Computational Considerations
The wavelet scale co-occurrence signature representation is quite small, less than 1kb for an image, making
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Figure 3. Results of a query using the scale co-occurrence similarity measure and the EMD. Query
image (left) and top 5 matches, with distance measures of 42.7, 264, 274, 347.1 and 495.4 respectively.

Figure 4. Retrieved images when using texture not present in the database. Query image (left) and
top 5 matches, with distance measures of 196.8, 207.8, 226.7, 401.2 and 457.1 respectively.

it suitable for indexing large collections of textures. This
size can be further reduced by traditional compression algorithms, which generally perform quite well given the relatively sparse nature of the data. Calculation of the similarity measure using the mean squared error is very fast, with
more than 1000 comparisons performed per second on a
1700MHz workstation. Using the signatures rather than the
full co-occurrence matrices provides a significant improvement to the efficiency of calculating this distance metric,
reducing the computation time by many orders of magnitude, resulting in over 100 comparisons per second in most
cases. On large databases or when computation speed is of
critical importance, however, it may be necessary to further
improve the computational efficiency of the search.
A suggested technique for pruning the search tree in
large databases is to estimate a lower bound of the EMD,
and use this estimate to remove unlikely match candidates.
One such estimate of this lower bound is the distance between the centroids of the distributions, given using the notation of (8)-(11) as [16]
°
°
°
°
X
°X
°
°
min(EM D) = °
xi pi −
yj qj °
(17)
°
° i∈I
°
j∈J
where pi and qj are the coordinates of each cluster in the
signatures I and J respectively. Such a lower bound is significantly faster to computer than the EMD, and by setting
a suitable adaptive threshold a large proportion of the total
candidates can be removed from the search without compromising the final result.

Another computational improvement can be realised by
using a tree structured search algorithm, whereby the lowest resolution matrices or signatures are first compared, and
processing continued for only those samples with the highest partial similarity measure. By combining these two
methods of searching, the computation time for a typical
search is reduced by approximately 95% with no noticeable
affect on the quality of the retrieved matches.

4.3 Texture Retrieval Results
Using the distance metrics shown above, texture retrieval
experiments were conducted using a small database of 50
images from the Brodatz album. The scale co-occurrence
signature representations in of each of these images is extracted to 4 levels of wavelet decomposition, and used to
create an index into the database. A test set of 200 images
was the selected from the same 50 images, 4 from each
class. In all cases, the training and test images were extracted from separate parts of the image such that no overlap between the two sets of possible. The top 5 matches
for each of these test cases were then found in the database
using the proposed similarity measure using the EMD metric. Overall, an image of the same class as the test case
was returned as the most similar image in 97% with only 8
samples returning another class of image as the most likely.
The results of a typical query for such an image is shown in
figure 3.
In order to show the robustness of the proposed measure, a selection of textures which were not present in the
database were searched for, with the results for a few such
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examples shown in figure 4. It can be seen from these examples that the textures retrieved from the database are visually similar to the candidate image, indicating that the scale
co-occurrence matrices provide a good characterisation of
the visual appearance of texture.

[7] G. Van de Wouwer, P. Scheunders, and D. Van Dyck.
Statistical texture characterization from discrete
wavelet representations. IEEE Transactions on Image
Processing, 8(4):592–598, 1999.
[8] T. Chang and C. C. J. Kuo. Texture analysis and classification with tree-structured wavelet transform. IEEE
Transactions on Image Processing, 2:429–441, 1993.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed a novel representation
of texture which models the relationships between bands of
the wavelet transform decomposition. Such a representation
has been empirically shown to provide better characterisation of many textures than statistics extracted independently
from each band. Using the earth mover’s distance, a similarity measure for comparing two textures based on this
representation has been presented, with results from texture
retrieval experiments showing excellent performance on a
set of natural textures. Future work will aim to further improve the modelling of the scale co-occurrence distributions
in a parametric form, and to study the types of textures for
which the proposed representation provides the best representation. The proposed representation is also being investigated for the purposes of texture classification using both
the distance metric and via a set of features extracted from
the scale co-occurrence matrices.
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